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Volume II of the documentation of the GRAS fourth order general. circulation 	 -	 ^;
model contains compiler listings of the scalar version of the model for the
s,'
CYBER 205 computer system. At the time of this work the FORTRAN compiler in
	 ^	 ,
use at the NASA High Speed Computing Facility was Version 2.0 Cycle VR2G.
	 -.
The FORTRAN language for the CYBER 200 series contains bath Control Data
Corporation and unique CYBER 200 extensions to the standard FORTRAN (American
National Standards X3.9-1.966}. These extensions allow the FORTRAN user to
take full advantage of the vector processing architecture of the computer.
The code contained herein however, makes no use of the unique CYBER 200
extensions and is therefore refered to as scalar. As a consequence, the
	 ;
program is suboptimal with regard to computational speed but offers the
intended. advantages of portability to an Amdahl 470-equivalent computer and
of allowing investigators with scant familiarity of vector syntax to adapt
the code in conventional. FORTRAN,
Tt should be noted that the scalar code presented here and the vectorized
i
code presented in Volume III are identical. in the sense that zero differences
are obtained on all prognostic and diagnostic quantities afte g
 three simulated
hours of integration,
Chapter II contains a dictionary of the FORTRAN variables used in the
	 -
scalar version of the mode].. For each variable, a brief description is provided
along with the units, common black, if any, where the variable is included, and
the subroutine s)
 where the variable appear(s).	 '
Chapter III contains the listings of the FORTRAN code compiled with the




VARIABLE NAME DICTZpNARY FpR THE SCALAR CODE
PRECDDII^TG ^AG^C ^I.AI^ SOT F'[^,MEI9
^	 ^ kf,















































































VARIABLE LIST OF THE GLAS 4TH-ORDER MODEL
VARIABLE COMMON
	


























































INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION MULTIPLIED BY
FRACTIONAL CLEAR AREA.
INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION fULTIPLIED BY
FRACTIONAL CLOUDY AREA.
CONTAINS MM/DD/YY.
M!A/DD /YY FOR CURREfdT RUN.
SPHERICAL CDDRDINnTE SCALING FACTOR.
SPHERICAL COORDINATE SCALING FACTOR.
TEMFDRARY VARIABLE USEb FN FLUX 4UADRATURE.
LOCAL TEMFDRARY VARIABLE.
USED IN THE CALCULATION DF ABSORBED SOLAR
RADIATION IN CLEAR AND CLOUDY SKIES.
MONTHLY DATA FIELD.
MONTHLY DATA FIELD.
MODEL. ALBE pO FIELD.
FUNCTION USED TD OBTAIN ABSORPTION OF
SOLAR RADIATION E]UE TD OZONE.
DAY DF YEAR OF EARTH'S APOGEE.






HH/MA'fJ55 FOR CURRENT RUM.
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED FOR VARIOUS THINGS.
TEWi?ORARY VARIABLE USEp
 FOR VARIOUS THINGS.
FUNCTION USED TO OBTAIN ABSORPTION pF SOLAR
RADIATION DUE TO WATER VAPOR.
PLANCK FUNCTION EVALUATED AT A GIVEN
RADIATION MODEL LEVEL.
LOCAL TEMPORARY VAR7A9LE.
PLANCK FUNCTION EVALUATED AT 1 A18 LEVEL.
MOIST ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE.
PLANCK FUNCTION EVALUTATED AT THE GROUND.
CHARACTER ARRAY CONTAINING BLANKS.
TEMPERATURE CORRECTION Tp
 THE OPTICAL DEPTH
OF WATER VAPOR.
CONSTANTS USED IN CURTIS-GDODSON
APPROXIMATION.
CHARACTER ARRAY FOR HISTORY HEADER.
CORRECTED SPECIFIC HUMIDITY.




WORK SPACE TO READ INPUTZ hfAMELIST.
TEMPORARY USED TO CDMAUTE SEA LEVEL ARESSURE.






CDATE RADCOh1 OZONE2 CALENDAR DAY ASSOCIATED WITH TWl: FOUq
SEASONS.
CDATEI pZDNE2 r"-_^NDAR DAY LIMIT USED IN INTEAPOLATiON.
CDATE) i]ZONki CALENDAR DAY LIMIT USED IN INT ERPOLATION.
CDAV OZONE2 CALENDAR DAY.
CDC CONpITR STRING REPRESENTING CDC READABLE RECORDS.
CDFR CNTRLP COMPS FRICTIONAL WINp
 SHEAR ADJUSTMENT PARAMETER.
CONSTA
CDXL CNTRLP COh4P3 DRdG COEFFICIENT ADJUSTh4ENT PARAMETER OVER
GONSTA LAND
CDXO CNTRLP COh1P3 DRAG COEFFICIENT ADJUSTMENT PARAMETER DYER
CONSTA OCEANS.
CG LINKHD
CLEAR DSOLdR SDLARI LOGICAL VARIABLE WHICH FS 'TRUE IF NO CLOUDS
cl_au p s dRE PRESENT.
CLH CNTRLP COMp3 RATIO pF LATENT TO SPECIFIC HEAT.
CONSTA
CUMULO




CLOUDY DSOLAR SOLARI LOGICAL VARIABLE WHICH IS TRUE IF CLOUDS
ARE PRESENT.
CM LINKHD USED IN CALCULATION OF THE OPTICAL DEPTH
DF WATER DINER.
CMA55 CONSTA t0 X MASS OF A COLUMN pF AIR EXTENDING
TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE.
CMI LINKHD SAME AS CM.
CMI1 LINKHp SAME- AS Ch1.
CNUCU8 LFNKWD PARAMETER USED IN PLANCK'S FUNCTION.
CDE CNTRLP COMPS TEMPERATURE CHANGE RESULTING FROM AN INPUT
CONSTA OF ONE CALORIE TD A GIVEN LAYER L OF A
UNIT CDLUMN OF AIR.
COEF CNTRLP CONSTA TEMPERATURE CHANGE RESULTING FROM IN INPUT
OF ONE CALORIE TO A UNIT COLUMN OF AIR.
COEFS CNTRLP CO[AP^ PARAMETERIZED CONSTANT.
CONSTA
COLMR qCOMPS COMPS COLUMN MASS RATIO.
CONT LINK>14 USED ;N WATER p IMER CALCULATION.
CONT1 LINKHD USED iN WATER DIiAER CALCULATION.
CONT2 LINKHD USED iN WA7E:R p IMER CALCULATION.
CONY gMSAVE COMP1 MASS CONVERGENCE AT A GIVEN LEVEL.
VERT








CONS RDPARM COMPa CONSTANT USED IN PDLE EQUATIONS.
DEPEND
CON4 RDPARM CO[APO CONSTANT USED iN PDLE EQUATIONS.
pEPEND
CONIOT RDPARM C01APp CONI	 •	 pT.
corAP ^
CON2DT RDPARM COrAPO CON2 ^ DT.
COMP1
CON3DT RDPARM CO?APa CONS	 ^'	 OT.
COMP2
CON4DT RDPARM COrAPa CONd ^ pT.
COh7P2
CONS RDPARM COMP2 SCALING CONSTANT.
DEPEND
VERT
CO5D RCNTRL GOMP3 COSINE OF SOLdR DECLINATION.
DAILY



































COSL RDPARM bEPEND COSINE OF LATITUDE.
50LAR1







COSMAG p 50LAR SOLARI MAGNIFICATION FACTOR FOR SLANT PATH ANp
CLOUDS REFRACTION OF SOLAR RADIATION.
COSROT CNTRLP CONSTA COSINE OF CARTH'S ROTATION.
SDLARI
COSZ RADCDM SDLARi COSINE pF SOLAR ZENITW ANGLE.
CP RCNTRL D£P£Np SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE.
GEOHT
CFD2 RDPARrA DEPI:Np CP	 !	 2_
GEOHT
CFP CNTRLP COMPS SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE.
CONSTA
C4iP CUMULD SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL 	 1
FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION.
CQ3P CUMULD SApSE AS G g 1P BUT FOR PRIFAE p LEVEL 3.
CG5P CUtAULO SAME AS CRiP BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5.
CTID CNTRLP COMPS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF	 ICE.
CONSTA
CTIN LIN}SHO TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF CAR80N DIOxIDE
BETWEEN 1 MH AND A GIVEN MOREL RADIATION
LEVEL.
CTINF LINKHp SAME AS CTIN 8UT FD p 5 M8.
CTRANS LINKHO TRANSMISSION FUNCTION DF CAR$ON DIOY.IDE
6ETWEEN TWO MODEL RADIATION LEVELS.
CT1P CUMULD TEMPERATURE CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL 	 1
FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION.
CT3P CUTAULO SAME AS CT1F BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3.
CT5P CUrAULD SIIM£ AS CTiP BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5.
CUi'ADAY CNTRLP COMPS THE NUMBER OF FlISTDRY WRITES PER DAY.
CONSTA
CtIMRAT CNTRLP COMPS INVERSE OF THE NUMBER OF PHYSICS CALLS




CV4 RADCOM COMPS. TOTAL SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE DUE TD
CUiAULO CUMULUS CONVECTION.
CVQiP DCUMU CUMULD TOTAL SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE AT PREMED
LEVEL i FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION.
CVQ3P pCUMU CUMULD SAME AS CVQiP BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3.
CV^SP DCUMU CUMULD SAME AS CVQ5P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL S.
CVT RADCDM COMPS TOTAL TEMPERATURE CFSANGE DUE TO CUMULUS
CUMULD CONVECTION,
CVT1P DCUMU CUMULD TOTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE AT ARIME p LEVEL 1
FROM CUMULUS PARAMET^R3ZATiRH.
CVT3P DCUMU CUMULD SAFAE A5 CVT1P 8U7 FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3.
CUTSP DCUMU CUMULD SAtAE AS CVTiP 9UT FOR PRIMEb LEVEL 5.
CA SMSHAP WEIGHTED FACTOR FOR 5HAPIRO FILTER -
%	 RERECTION.
C8 q CUMULD TOTAL MASS FWx INTO CLOUD FOR MIDDLE ANO
PENETRATING CONVECTION.
CxL RADCOM CUf7UL0 TOTAL MA55 FLUB INTO CLOUD FOR LDW-LEVEL
CONVECTION.
CY SMSHAP WEIGHTED FACTOR FOR SHAPIRD FILTER -
Y pIRECTiON.
CZFAC COMP35 TOTAL HEdT CAPACITY OL'ER LAN p OR FROST_
CZf-E RADCOM COMPS TOTAL HEAT CAPACITY.
C10 CNTRLP COMPS NUMERICAL CONSTANT.
010.0 CNTRLP COtAP3 NUMERLCAL CONSTANT.
C40 CNIRLP COMPS NUMERICAL CONSTANT.
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p A CLOUDS ABSORBED SOLAR RADIATION ABOVE CLOUDS.
DARK DSOLAR OZONE2 LOGICAL FLAG FOR DARKNESS.
SOLARI
CLOUDS
DATA COMMON AVRX HIGH LATITUDE FILTER COEFFICIENTS.
PROIAG GONTAINS WAVE-NUMHERS OF SEA LEVEL PRESSURE.
0£FALT '
SMSHAP
DAYSPY RCNTRL DAILY NUMBER OF DAYS IN A YEAR.
D9 CLOUDS ABSORBED SOLAR RADIATION BELOW CLOUDS.
Op SIG COMPS RATIO OF TWO ADJACENT THICKNESSES.
DZ:C RCNTRL DAILY SUN DECLINATI014.
DECMAX RCNTRL DAILY MAXIMUM SUN pECLiNATION.
OEPENp
DELNU LINKHO FRE4UENCY WI pTH CF SPECTRAL INTERVAL.
DELTA CNTRLP 50LARt NUMERICAL CONSTANT.
pELTAP pAILY CORRECTION FDA ATMOSPHERIC MASS LOSS.
DENOM COMPS LOCAL TEMPDAARV VARIABLE.
CLOUDS
DIAHAT gAND g T GOMP3 TOTAL DIAHATIC HEATING.
p EP 1 ND
INIT5D
p IST RCNTRL DAILY FRACTION OF A YEAR ELAPSED SINCE EARTH'S
APHELION.
DL OFFALY LATITUDINAL GRID LENGTH.
PMEAN
DLAT OZONE2 ABSOLUTE VALUE pF LATITUDE.
DLATI OZONE2 INTERPOLATED LATITUDE.
DLAT) OZONE2 INTERPOLATED LATITUDE.
DLDN RCNTRL DEPEND LONGITUDINAL GRFD LENGTH.
DLONG DEFALT LONGITUDINAL GRIP LENGTH.
DNDRM DEFALT RATIO OF LONGITUDINAL Tp LATITUDINAL GRID
LENGTH.
DP LINKHO PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO AD.fAGENT
MODEL RADIATION LEVELS.
DPI DEFALT PI.
DP1 LINKHO PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN i MB ANO
S M[3 LEVELS.
DP2 LINKHD PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 5 MB LEVEL
AND THE FIRST MODEL RADIATION LEVEL.
DRAD COMPS CHANGE IN UPWARD FLUX OF LONG4YAVE RADIATION
WITH Rl;SPEG7 TD GROUND TEMPERATURE.
DRAW DCOMP3 COMPS AIR/SURFACE INTERACTION COEFFICIENT.
DEWS DCOMP3 COMPS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SATURATE p AND UNSATURATED
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE GROUND.
pSIG RpPARM SIGMA LEVEL THICKNESS, USED 7N MOST
SUHROUTiNES.
OSgG COf^ftP3 CHANGE IN UPWARD FLUX DF LATENT HEAT
WITH REPECT TO GROUIJD TEMPERATURE.
pS9P CUMULO VERTICAL GRID INCREMENT AT PRIMED LEVEL 7
USE p IN CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION.
DS3P CUMULO SAME A5 DSiP HUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3.
pSSP CUMULO SAME: AS DS1 p
 BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL S.




DTC3 CNTRLP COMPS PHYSICS TIME-STEP IN SECONDS.
CONSTA
DTL COMPS TOTAL DIAHATIC HEATING.
pTOUT CNTRLP CONSTA TIME BETWEEN HISTORY WRITES.
DTS DCOMp3 COMPS TEMPERATURE 6IFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUND
AMR THE TOP OF THE PBL.
DU COMPS ZONAL WIND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SURFACE
AND LEVEL HLAY.
DUDUS COMPS 54UARE OF WIND DIFFERENCES.
DUMMY CLOCKS LOCAL TEFAPORARY VARIABLE.
DV COMPS MER3DIDNAL WIND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SURFACE
AHD LEVEL NLAY.
p XDATE OZONE2 INTERPOLATED DATE.
















































































OZONE2 INTERPOLATED OZONE INCREMENT.


















	 ECCENTRICITY DF EARTH'S dRBIT.
CQMP3	 COEFFICIENT USED IN AIR/SURFACE INTERATION.
GONSTA
COM1IP3	 COEFFICIENT OF VERTICAL DIFFUSION.
CQMP3	 MENIMIIM ALLOWABLE DIFFUSIVITY COEFFICIENT.
COfAP3	 EDDY gIFFUSIVITY COEFFICIENT.
COMPS
	 EDDY DIFFUSSVITY COEFFICIENT DIVIDED BY
PBL THICKNESS.
COMPS	 UPWARb LATENT HEAT FLUX,
INITSD
CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
COh1p3	 EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT.
COMPS	 LATENT NEAT OF EVAPORATION.
CUMULD I:.VAPORATE p
 MOISTURE AT PRIMED LEVEL 3
FDR LOW-LEVEL CUMULUS CLOUDS.
CUiStULO SAME AS EVApp3 BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 6.
COMPS	 SOIL EVAPOTRANSPIRATEON COEFFICIENT.
CQMP3	 LOCAL VARiA9LE USED IN CONVECTIVE STABILITY
CUMULO TESTS.
CQMP3
	 LOCAL VARIABLE USED IN SUPERSATURATED CLOUDS








FILFFT CONTAINS WAVE-NUMBER FILTERS,
SDLARI FRACTIONAL CLOUDY AREA.
SDLARI LOGICAL FLAG FOR FRACTIONAL CLOUbINE55.
cLDUns
SDLARI FRACTIONAL AREA OF GLEAR SKY,
SDLARI FRACTIONAL AREA OF CLOUDY SKY.
COMAS	 COEFFICIENT FOR INTERNAL FRICTION DUE TO
CONSTA VERTICAL WING SWEAR.
CQMP3.	 INTERNAL WIND SHEAR COEFFiCEENr.
CDMP2	 CORIOLI5 PARAMETER.
DEPEND
DAELV	 WEIGHT FOR TIME INTERPOLATION FROM h10NTHLY
AVERAGES.
DAILY	 WEIGHT FOR TIME INTERPOLATION FROM MONTHLY
AVERAGES.
DAILV	 REAL VALUE OF CLRRENT JULIAN DAV.
CDMP2	 SCALED CORIOLIS PARAMETER.
COf+sPa	 LOGICAL FLAG FOR FOURiER FILTERS_
DEPEND
INPUT
DEPEND EQUATOR GRID POINT INDEx.
CLOUDS FREQUENCY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION.
CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
5MSHAP TEMPORARY ARRAY TO HOLD THE FIELD BEING
FILTERED.
COMP1	 LOCAL TEMPf^n,ARY VARiAgLE.
COMP1	 LOGAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
CQMP3	 COEFFICIENT DF INTER-LAYER FRICTION.
•D
b,,^...	 ^^	
- - - ^- - ,,c;









































CUMULO SPECIFIC HUMIDITY STRAPPING PARAMETER.





SOLART FRACTION OF INCIRENT SOLAR RADIATION AFTER
SCATTERING.
COMPS	 EFFECTIVE SURFACE FRICTION COEFFICIENT.
COMPS	 HEATING DUE TD CONDUCT70N THROUGH SEA ICE.
INITSD
CaMP3	 LIMITING GROUND WETNESS FOR POTENTIAL
CONSTn EVAPOTAANSPIRaTIDN RATE.
COMP2	 MOMENTUM TENDING DUE 7 p CORIOLIS FARCE.











TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE RELATING TO MOIST






CO+`AP3	 LATENT HEATING PARAMETER AT THE SURFACE.
CUMULO LATENT HEATING PARAMETER A7 PAINED LEVEL I.
CUMULO LATENT HEATING PARAMETER AT PRIMED LEVEL 3.
DEPEND CENTER TIME AVERAGING TERM.
TIMAVG



















DAILY	 HOLDS CLIMATOLOGY OF GROUND WETNESS
FOR ONE MONTH.
DAILY	 MOLDS CLIMATOLOGY OF GROUND WETNESS
FOR ONE MONTH.
SOLARI SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE COEFFICIENT.
COMPS
	 UPWARD FLU% OF SENSIBLE HEAT.
INITSD
COMPS	 MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT MID - LEVELS.
cuMULa
COMPS	 MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT EDGE°LEVELS.
CUMULO
COh7P3	 SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY.
cUMULD
CUMULO MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 2.
CUrAULO MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 3.
CUMULI] MOISt STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL d.
CUMULO MOIST STATIC EMERG y
 AT PRIME6 LEVEL S.
CUMULO SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED
LEVEL ^.
CUrAULO SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED
LEVEL 3.

































HIGE CNTRLp GOMP3 EFFEC7IVE OCEAN - ICE THICKNESS.
HKSS CONHTR HS TO USE ON HISTORY TAPE.
HKUS CONHTR KU	 TO USE ON HISTORY	 inaE,
WWORK CDMr^ON CONHTR HnLF	 PRECISION wORK ARRAY.
Hi q T RDPARM COMPd 4	 x	 OT.
COPdP 1
H2OT ROPn AhT CDMPO -	 O.5
	 %	 DT.
COMPT
I LONGITUDINAL	 INDEX USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES.
in GOMMON CONHTR INTEGER ARRAY FOR HISTORY Tn p E HEADER
I66 LINKHO LONGITUDINAL	 INDEX.
IBPA CONHTR STRING REPRESENTING I8h1 READABLE RECC^DS
IC IGNTAL IOff INTEGER hgODE! PARAMETERS ON HISTORY RECORDS.
IC QSnT LOCAL	 TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
ICE RAOGOrd COMP3 LOGICAL FLAG FOR
	 ICE.
COPdP35
ICHK CUFCHH INTEGER WITH CURRENT CLOCH READING.
ICHKC CUTCHK CHnRnC7ER ARRAY EoUIVALENCEb TO ICHK.
ICLOVD OnNDOT COMPS CONVECTIVE AND SUPERSnTURnTION CLOUDS.
CU4^I1L0
INITSD
iCUT CUTCHK INTEGER WITH CUT - OFF	 TIME.
ICUTC CUTCHfS CHARACTER nRRnv EOUIVnLENCED TD ICUT.
IDAY LINKHO CURRENT JULIAN onv.
IDnYH STRATM CURRENT JULIAN oay.
IEAR CONHTR ERROR FLAG.
IFaLSE CONHTR HALF	 PRECISION ARRAY CONTAINING ZEROS.
II COMP35 LOGAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
conlsrn
LINHHO
Ii[ LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARin$LE.
IJ LINKHO lOCA!
	 TEPPORARY Vng1ABLE.
IJTES7 LINKHO LOCAL TEST VALUE FDR pETEgMINING
INTERPOLATION FORrAULn,
IJUMP IDPARM COMPO ARRAY USED TO CHANGE LONGITUDINAL INDEN
64IlY INCREMENT,	 INC,	 TO	 Ihi AT	 THE	 POLES.
DEPEND
ILAT STRATM A MEASURE OF LATITUDE.
ILATH STRATM LATITUDE.
IM ICNTRL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS PER LATITUDE CIRCLE.
USED IN MDST SUBROUTINES




IrJfD2PT ICNTRL DEPEND IMD2
	
1.
IMNLAY CONHTR IM	 NLAY.
INC COMPO LONGITUDINAL INDE%	 INCREMENT.
DAILY
INCHMS FUNCTION GWSGCM PERFORMS HOUR
-MINUTE - SECOND ARITHMETIC.
INCYMO FUNCTION GAILY INCREMENTS YR-FdNTH-DAY 8Y ONE DAY,
INOEx 1DPnRM COMp2 ARRAY WITH LONGITUDINAL INDICES ASSOCIATED
DEPEND WITH	 I	 +	 IMD2.
VERT
iNPHYS CONSTA NAME FOR PHYSICS INPUT NAMELIST.
INPUTZ INPUT INPUT MODEL PARAMETER NAMELIST_














IRECS IOp IM	 -	 KS,
IRECU IOQ IM	 NLAY	 KU.
iROD IDPARM INPUT COUNTER.
TWRITE



























































































CDMP1	 LONGITUDINAL INDEx MINUS 2.
CDMP2
VER7
GwSGCM TIME REMAINING UNTIL ENb OF JOB.
CONHTR HALF PRECISION ARRAY CONTAINING 'i',
LINKHD CLOUR INDEX.
FRDIAG WAVE NUMBER FOR PRINT.
OFFALY TOTAL NUMBER DF RESOLVABLE NAVES.
PRDIAG LONGITUDINAL POINT OF PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC.
SMSHAP I + IMD2.
PRDIAG IX - i.
CDMP2
	 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
VERY
PRDIAG IX ^ i.
CDMP2	 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
VERY
STRATM
LATITUDINAL INDEX USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES
03INT	 JALB, JNP -JALB
	
1.












STRATM LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED FOR
TIME INTERPOLATION.





CDMP2	 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
vERT
OFFALY ExRERIMEHT IDENTIFIER.
CONSTA LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
IDQ
LINKHD
LINKWO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
SMSHAP' LOCAL 7EMPORARY VARIABLE.
SMSHAP LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
HUMBER OF LATITUDE SANDS IN GRID, USED IN
MOST SUBROUTINES.




OFFEND Jrn • z.
SMSHAP
LINKHD LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
OZONE2






































































LATITUDINAL INDEx PLUS 2.
SOUTW POLE INDEX, USEp IN MOST SUBROUTINES.
LATITUDINAL INDEX MINUS S.
LATITUDINAL ;NDEX R1INU5 2.
LATITUDINAL FDINT OF PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC.
.1x - t.
JX + 1.

















GROUND WETNESS CLIMATOLOGY FLAG.




CODE OF Df ERATION TO PERFORM.
KOP + i.
VERTICAL INDEX PLUS 1.
VERTICAL INDEX PLUS 2.
A LOOP INDEX FDR UPPER AIR FIELpS.
fLU - 12f / 2 + 1.




FLAG FOR MATSUNO PREDICTOR.
TOTAL NUMBER OF UPPER AIR FIELDS.
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE-
COUNTER.
VERTICAL INDEX, USED IN MOST SU[iROUTINES.
LOGICAL ARRAY FOR HISTORY WEADEA.
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
LOGICAL FLAG FOR LANb.
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.

































































































LCLi CUMULO LEVEL LIMIT FOR PENETRATING CONVECTION.
LCL2 CUMULD LEVEL LIMIT FOR PENETRATING CONVECTION.
LEAP STAT FUNC INCYMD STAT FUNC US£q AS FLAG FOR LEAK YEARS.
LFLAG TWRITE RECORD TYPE FLAG-
i LL LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
SMSHAF
LLAY L;NKHO NUMBER OF MODEL LAYERS.
LLLAY LtNKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
LM SMSHAp LOCAL TEMPORARY VAREAHLE.
LM1 COMPS VERTICAL	 INDE% MINUS	 S.
SHCORN
SOLARt




^ LAID COMPa VERTICAL INDEX ASSOCIATED WITH PREVIOUS
,; CDMP2 TfME	 STEP,
'! VERT







LPiNH CDMP1 LN$	 ^	 1.
LP1ND COMP1 LND	 +	 1.
'j LTM GWSGCRI LAST OPV CLOCK	 TIME.
} LU DAILY LOGICAL UNIT ON WHICH TO DO INPUT/OUTPUT.
'? INPUT
:'^ I D o
TWRITE
} LUALB DAILY UNIT NUM$EI7 FOR READING MONTHLY ALBEDO.
LUGW DAILY UNIT NUMBER FOA READING MONTHLY GR. 	 WETNESS.
^^^ LUNE%T TWRITE UNIT NUMBER FDR MODEL HISTORY RECORDS.
LUSST DALLY UNIT NUMBER FOR READING MONTHLY TOPOGRAPHYL
fk LUU TS^lRI7E UNIT NUMBER FOR MODEL HISTORY RECORD5[8l.^ LWE VERT LN8	 a	 ].
^^ L% COMPS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
GEOHT
`h • L1 CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE,
^, L2 LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
^4 03INT
j L3 LENKYIq LOCAL FEMPORARY VARIABLE.





it MATIN ICNTRL OFFALY MATSUNO STEPS TO INTEGRATE BEFORE CYCLE.
GWSGCM^,
MA75N% ;CNTRL DEFALT NE%T FINE — STEP	 SCHEMEtt7=LEAPFROG,I=MAT5UNO1.
GWSGCM
4'	 ^ MATSUN ICNTRL COMPD CURR.	 TIME — STEP SCHEMEtO=LEAPFRDG,I=MATSUNOI
I DEFALT
^1	 ' GWSGCM
°, MHM5 LNGHl1SS INCREMENT TIME	 IN HHMMSS FORMAT.
MJ IDpARM POLE GRIb POINT tND1CATOR,	 USED tN MOST
SUBROUTINES.
Ef MLF ICNTRL DEFALT TIME —STEP FLAGS FOR A COMPLETE SEQUENCE.
GWSGCM
MODHMS ENTRY GONSTA ENDING POINT IN	 FUNCTION INCHMS.
Gy1SGCM ENDING POINT IN	 FUWCT;ON INCYMD.
MODYMb ENTRY DEPEND
^ GWSGCM
MONALB DAILY CURRENT MONTH 6F ALHEDO.
MONGW DAILY CURRENT MONTH OF GROUND WETNESS.
MONSST DAILY CURRENT MONTH OF TOPOGRAPHY.
f MOi GAILY MONTH INDE% FOR CLIMATOLOGY.
^` MO2 DAILY MONTH INDEX FOR CLIMATOLOGY.
i.^ MPER STAT FUNC GWSGCM HHMMSS TIMESTEP COUNTER.
FJ MRDD ICNTRL OFFALY MA%IMUM NUM$t;R OF RECORDS T p WRf7E.
TWRITE



























































C NHMSE ICNTRLj	 ^
NFIMSF STAY FUNC
^ NHMSQ ICNTRL
















pEPEND NUMBER OF BANDS TD KEEP IN LOCAL STORAGE.
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE, USED IN MOST
sUBROUTINES.
SOLARI LOW-LEVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETER.
SDLARI PENETRATING CONVECTION CLOUD PARArdF;TER.
TIME INDEx DF CURRENT STEP, USED IN MOST
SUBROUTINES.
SOLARt MiD-LEVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETER.
CLOUDS COUNTER.
CUMULO COUNTER.
CLOUDS NUMBER OF LEVELS dBOVE HIGHEST CLOUD LAYER.
CLOUDS NCLEAR ^ 1.
TIME INpEx OF PREVIOUS STEP, USED IN MDST
SUBROUTINES.
OFFALY TIME INCREMENT TO INVOKE ANALYSIS.
GWSGCM
SOLARI NurhBER DF NiGH7-TIME LONGITUDINAL GRtb
POINTS.
DAILY	 CURRENT PATE IN THE MODEL.




CONSTA TIrAE FNCREMENT BETWEEN CALLS TO THE
LONGWAVE RADIATION.
CONSTA TIM£ INCREMENT TO WRITE HISTORY RECORDS.
qEFALT
GWSGCM




 THE NUMBER OF BAYS IN EACH MONTH.
OFFALY TIME INCAEMF.NT FOR RESTART WRITE.
GWSGCM
OFFALY TIME INCREMENT TO INVOKE SHAPIRD FILTER.
GWSGCM
OFFALY MODEL TIME STEP.
GWSGCM
CDNSTA NUMBER DF SECONDS BETWEEN CALLS TO PHY5Ir,5.
LINkHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIdgLE.
LINISHD LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLI=.
CLOUDS NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS FDR SOLAR
RAbIATION ABSORPTION.
LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORn g v VARIABLE.
CDNSTA NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS USED IH THE
LINKHD LONGWAVE RADIATION ROUTINE.
RADIO









INCHMS CONVERTS SECONDS TD HHMMSS FORMAT.
OFFALY BEGINNING TITRE.




pEFALT FLAG FOR RESTART RECORD WRITE TD HISTORY.
GWSGCM
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LAYERS iN MODEL. USED
iN MDST SUBROUTINES.
NLAV - 1, USED IN MDST SUBROUTINES.
GEOHT	 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
COMPi
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^,
NLdYND COMP1 NLAV	 *	 1N8	 -	 iJ.
COMP2
VER7
^ NLAVOZ RA p COR1 SOLARI NUMBER OF LEVELS USED IN OZONE ABSORFTION
OF SHORTWAVE RADIATION.
NLAY01 OZONE2 NLAYOZ
	 +	 f.k SDLARI
NLAYPI ICNTRL NLAV +	 1.	 USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES.
NLAYP2 SOLARI NLAV ^	 2.
1 NLAYP3 SOLARf NLAY + 3.
NLE LINKHO LOCAL	 TE^JIPORARY VARIABLE.
NLEV LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
NM iNCYMD LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
CLOUDS
NMDN DAILY CURRENT MONTH.
NMON1 pAILY LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
NMON2 GAILY LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
j^.	 ^ NN LINKHQ LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
rJ	 i CLOUDS
NOZ RADCOM OZDNE2 NUMBER OF PRESSURE LEVELS L'SED IN OZONE
VERTICAL	 INTERPOLATION.
NP OZONE2 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
NSDAY ICNTRL CONSTA CURRENT TWEE OF iS7pDEL bAY	 IN ;SECONDS.
GWSGCM
NSEC INCHMS INCREMENT TIME	 IN 5ECONpS.
^:^. NSECF STAY FUNC INCkMS CONVERTS WHMMSS FORMAT Tp SECONDS.
NSEQ ICNTRL 6EFALT NUMBER OF STEPS IN COMPLETE TIME-SCHEME
^ GWSGCM SE4UENCE.j- NSM 5^115HAP VARIABLE FOR LONGITUDINAL SMOOTHING.




N^H GWSGCM INDEX FOR NEXT TIME-STEP TYPE 	 IN MLF.
NTM GWSGCM CURRENT CPU USAGE FROR4 CLOCHS.
NTOP DSOLAR SOLARf CLOUD 70P LEVEL_,^
CLOUDS
NTOPF DSOLAA SOLARf CLOUD TOP LEVEL FOR FRACTIONAL CLOUDINESS.
^ NTOPT OSOLAR SOLARI CLOUD TOP LEVEL FOR TOTAL CLOUDINESS.
'^ NXTMOD STAY FUNC GWSGCM ADDS ONE FD THE MOD FUNCTION.
E
I;^^
NY INCYMq YEAR CONVERTED Tp INTEGER.








NYMDE ICNTRL pEFALT ENp ING DATE IN YYMRIDO FORMAT.
^^I GVJSGCM
NYMDO ICNTRL pEFALT SEGiNNING DATE 7N YYMMDb FORMAT._
NYMbi IDPARPJI DEPEND E4UAL TO NYMp,
S OFFALY
INPUT
':' HYOa INCYMq INTEGER CONTAINING "t9oo".
' ND CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.A1^
Nf ADp4 TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO WHICH TO ADD.
i^	 ^ COPYR TIME STEP POINTER TO WHICH TO COPY VALUES.
OiFFq TIME STEP POINTER FROM WHICH TO SU6TAACT.
^I CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
3 N2 ADDR TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO ADD.
j COPY4 TIME STEP POINTER FROM WHICH TD COPY VALUES.
DIEFQ TIME STEP PTR.	 OF VALUES WHICH TO SUBTRACT.
OCEAN RADCOM COMP3 LOGICAL FLAG FOR OCEANS.
DCMXX RApCOM OZONE2 INTERPOLATED VERTICAL PROFILE F pq AN
ARBITRARY TOTAL OZONE AMOUNT.
I OCM22 gADCOM pZONE2 VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF 	 .22 CM.
i OCM30 RApCOhd OZONE2 VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF
	
.30 CM.
OCM38 RApCOM oZONE2 VERTICAL PROFILE F pR DZDNE aMpUtJT DF	 .38 CM.
!'	 ^ OGMQB RApC0t4 OZDNE2 VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT pF 	 46 CM.
ODi OZONE2 INTERPOLATE p OZONE AMOUNT CORRESPONDING TO
^<	 ^ AN ARBITRARY LATITUDE AND DAY.f:^	 I OD2 OZONE2 SAME AS DD1.
OLAPR RADCDM DZONE2 TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT IN APRIL.
F
.,
- -	 - —
__..	 .....^,..
	






4	 1	 ^ ]	 b	 ^.	 ar_^
^	 '
;;
OLJAN RADCOM OZDNE2 TOTAL VERTICAL OxDN£ AMOUNT IN JANUARY.
OLJUL RADCOM OZONE2 TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT IN JULY.
OLDCT RADCOh! pZONE2 TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT fN DCT08ER.
pMEGA $AND4T INFTSp VERTICAL VELOCITY.
VERT
OMEGA2 RCNTRL bEPEND TWICE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE EARTH.
OZALE RADCDM OZONE2 OZONE AMOUNT IN 4 GIVEN LAYER.
SDLARI
P $ANpQT REFERENCE PRESSURE, USED IN MOST
SUBROUTINES.
PARER PM£AN AREA OF POLAR CAA.
PCLDW PCON CDMP3 PRECIPITATION qUE TO L pW-LEVEL CONVECTION.
CUMULO
PCM3D PCON CDMP3 PRECIPITATION DUE TO MID-LEVEL CONVECTION.
cuMULD
PCPEN pCON COFdP3 PRECIPITATION DUE TO PENETRATING CONVECTION.
CUMULO
pD LINKHO OPTICAL DEPTH pF WATER VAP pR AND WATER
RIMER.
PDG LINKWp MEASURE DF 7WE RATIO OF PRESSURE TD
GROUND PRESSURE.
PROT CDMP2 LOCAL 7EMPDRAilY VARIABLE.
VERT
P p P LINKHO MEASURE OF THE RATIO OF TWO ADJACENT
PRESSURE LEVELS.
PD$ LINKHO RATIO OF SPECIFIC HUhTIDITIES.
PDT LINKHD POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE.
PH LINKHO LOCAL TEMPD^ARY VARIABLE.
PHI QANO4r COMA2 GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT.
GEDHT
LfNKHp
PHIBA p GEOWT LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
PHII LINKHD LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
PHIL GEDHT GEDPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AT A GIVEN LEVEL.
PHIP $POLES GEDHT GEOPOFENTIAL HEIGHT AT THE POLES.
PHIS 4ANDQT CDMP3 SURFACE GEDPOTENTIAL HEIGHT.
GEDHT
SMSHAP
PHIX1 CDMP2 ZONALLY AVERAGED GEOI°DTENTIAL HEIGHT.
RHI1f2 CDMP2 ZONALLY AVEFtAGEb GEDPOTENTIAL HEIGHT.
PHIY! CDMP2 MERipIONAtLY AVERAGED GEDPOTENTIAL WEIGHT.
PHIY2 CDMP2 MERIDIONALLY AVERAGED GEOPOTENT1At HEIGHT.
PHIf CDMP2 TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED BY PRESSURE GRADIANT
AT THE PALES.
PHT2 CDMP2 SAME AS PHiT.
PHI1C5 CDMP2 SAME AS PH11.
PHITSS CDMP2 SAME AS PHIT.
PHI2C5 CDMP2 SAME AS PHI1.
PHT255 CDMP2 SAME AS PHI1.
PI RCNTRL CON57A PI CONSTANT.
DAILY
DEPEND
PIM CNTRLP CDMP3 STANDARD MpDEL ATFdO5PHERE PRESSURE DEPTH.
CONSTA
PIMEAN RCNTRL DAILY GLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE.
bEFAL7
PIT 4MSAVE COFdPT NET COLUMN MASS CONVERGENCE.
CDMP2
VERT
P30 CLOUDS S3NGLE SCATTERING AL8ED0.'
PIT80 RCNTRL CONSTA CONVERSION FACTOR PIli80.0.
DEPEND
PI2 RCNTRL CDMP3 CONSTANT 2_ p R PI.
CONSTA
DEPENp
PK COMFISON GEDHT F£MPDRARY VARIABLE USED TO COMPUTE PRESSURE
GRADIANT.
PK1 COMpt SAME AS PV.
GEONT












































































GEOHT	 SAME AS PK.
GEOHT	 SAME AS PK.
DEPEND PSTD RAISED TO THE POWER ROCP.
GEOHT
DEPEND PTOP RAISED TO THE POWER ROCPPI.








OZONE2 REFERENCE PRESSURE AT A GIVEN LEVEL.
COMP 3' REFERENGE PRESSURE RAISED TO THE POWER ROCP.
GEOHT	 PRESSURE AT EDGE OF LAYER.






CALCULATES GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE PRESSURE.
DEFAL7
REFERENCE PRESSURE AT THE POLES. USE p IN
MOST SUBROUTINES.
COPlSP3










OXONER ATMOSPHERIC MODEL PRESSURES AT MID-LEVELS.
OZONE2 PRESS. LIMIT USED IN PRESSURE INTERPOLATION.
O^ONE2 PRESS. LIMIT USED IN PRESSURE INTERPOLATION,
PRDIAG FIELD AND GA?D POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL.
PR p IAG FIELD AND GRi p
 POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND CRI p POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIEL p AND GRID POINT LABEL.
FR p ;AG FIELD AN p GRID POINT LABEL.
PADIFv FIELD AND GRID PQIN7 LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG F;ELO AND GRID POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIEL p AND GRID POINT LABEL.
PR p IAG FIELD ANp GRFD POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL.
PRp IAG FIELp ANb GRID POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRi p POINT LABEL.
PR p IAG FIELR ANO GRIP POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRIP POINT LABEL.
PR p IAG FIELD AN p GRID POINT LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRID PQIN7 LABEL.
PRDIAG FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL.





	 SURFACE PRESSURE RA;SEO TO THE POWER ROCP.
COMPO
	 MAXEMU^Ji ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE_
OFFALY
COMFO	 MFNIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE.
OFFALY
CONSTA RtFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION.
OFFALY
CONSTANT PRESSURE AT THE TOP OF THE
ATMOSPHERE, USE p iN MOST SUBROUTINES.
COMPS	 20NAL MnSS FLUB.
VERY
COMP1	 AVERAGED ZONAL MASS FLVx.
VERY
COMP1	 AVERAGED ZONAL MASS FLUx.
VERY







PVf COMPf nVERAGED MERIDIONAL MA5S FLUx,
VERT
PV2 COMP1 AVERAGED MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX.
VERT
PViS CDMPf MERIpiONAL MASS FLUX AT TWE POLES.
VERT
PV25 GDIAPf MI:RIDIONAL MA5S FLUX AT THE POLES.
VERT
PVDS CDMP2 NET MASS CONVERGENCE AT THE ROLES.
VERT
PUHIS COMP1 SPECIFIC HUMIDITY MASS FLUX AT THE POLES.
PVH?S COMPJ SPECIFIC HUMIDITY MASS FLUX AT 7HE POLES.
PVT15 COIAPI 7EMPEgATURE MASS FLUX AT THE POLES,
PVT25 COFAPI 7EMRERATURE IAA SS FLUX AT 7HE POLES.
PVU15 CDIAPI ZONAL WIND MA5S FLUB AT THE POLES.
PVU2S COIAPf ZONAL WIND MASS FLUX AT THE POLES.
pUViS COMP1 MERIDIONAL WIND MASS FLUX AT FHE POLES.
PVV25 COIAPI MERIbIONAL WIND IAA SS FLUX AT THE POLES.
PX1 CDMP2 ZONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE.
VERT
PX2 CDMP2 ZONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE.
VERT
PY1 COIAP2 MERIDIONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE.
VERT
PV2 COM11P2 MERI070NALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE.
VERT
PI LINKHD PRESSURE AT ONE OF THE STRATOSPHERIC LEVELS.
P2 LINKHD PRESSURE AT ONE qF 	 7HE STRATOSPHERIC LEVELS.
Q LINKHD SPECIFIC	 HUI41ID1TV.
RALT LCNTRL GVISGCM TRUE	 iF CURRENT TIME-STEP YS ANALYSIS STEP.
QEtEG LCNTRL GWSGCM TRUE
	 IF CURRENT TJMf-STEP	 IS INITIAL
	
STEP.
GDAY LCNTRL GVISGCM TRUE
	
IF CURRENT TlaiE-STEP 	 I5 THE FIRST STEP.
lNITSD
Of ND LCNTRL GWSGCM TRUf	 IF CURRENT TIME-STEP	 IS THE LAST STEP.
OFLUX CD^1P1 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
QFLUXI COIAPI LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
OFLUX2 COMP1 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE_
QHDG CNTRLP CONSTA LOGICAL FLAG TD INVDHE LDNGWAVE RA{)IATIDN
RAD1D ROUTINE.




QPHY LCNTRL GWSGCM LOGICAL FLAG TO DO PHYSICS STEP.
ORSH LCNTRL CDNHTR LOGICAL FLAG TO WRITE RESTART TO HJSTOAY.
GWSGCM
T'IIRI TI:
QRSW LCNTRL GWSGCM LDGICAL FLAG TD WRITE RESTART FILE.
TWRITE
OS QANpQT IOQ MODEL ARRAY CONTAINING SURFACE AND
DIAGNOSTIC FifL05.
QSA COMIAON CDNHTR WORK SPACE FDA HISTORY RECORD.
QSAT FUNCTION COh1P3 STATEMENT FUNCTION USED TO COMPUTE
CUMULD SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY.
QSH AMAM CDNHTR
GWSGCM
QSHF LCNFRL GWSGCM LDGICAL FLAG TO 00 SHAPIRO FILTER.
QSTiP DCUMU CUTAULO SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT PRIMED
LEVEL	 I.
4UA C01'AMON CDNHTR WORK SPACE FOR HISTORY RECORD.
qUH AMAA1 CONHFR NiSTOAY RfCDRA - UP pHR AIR FIELDS.
4UIT@ PMEAN SWITCH TO CONTROL ONE 7IME COMPUTATION
OF CONSTANTS.
QJ LINKHD SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AF 7HE	 1 MB LEVEL.
42 LINKHD SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE 5 MB LEVEL_
q2P DCUMU CUMULD SPECIFIC WUMYDITY AT PRIMED LEVEL 2.
Q3P DCUMU CUMULD SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT PRIh1ED LEVEL 3_
Q4P DCUTAU CUf1ULD SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT PRIMED LEVEL 4,
p5P DCUMU CUPAULO SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT PRIMED LEVEL S,
R LINKHD TOTAL TRANSMISSION FUNCTION.








^ ^ ^- a ;. _	 _	 __	 ^ q ,
l^
O
RAD6 RCNTRL pi:PEHD PLANETARY RADIUS.
RAD;M3 DEPEND LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
RADLW QANpQT RADIO LONGWAVE RADIATION DIAGNOSTIC.
RADLWG 4AND g T RADIO LONGWAVE RADIATION AT THE GROUND,
'	 RADSW 4AHD4T INITSp SHORTWAVE RADIATION bIAGNDST;C.
RADIO
RADSWG QANDQT INITSD SHORTWAVE R^DIA7ION AT THE GROUND.
RADIO
RADTRM RADCOM COMPS HET RADIAT;ON AT THE GROUND.
^ RAbfOj	 RBRAY SDLARt ATMOSF=NERIC ALBEDD DUE TO RAYLEIGW
SCATTERING.
RBROZ SOLARt RAYLEfGH SCATTERING FOR OZONE.
RC RCNTRL CONHTR CDNATINS REAL PARAMETERS ON HISTORY RC:CDRp.
I FOq
^	 RCLEAR DSOLAR SaLAR1 COMBINATION OF RAYLEIGH AN p GROUND ALBE:OQ.
^	 RCLOUD RADCDM SOLARI CLOUD ALBEDD IN THE VISIBLE.
i CLOUDS
RE RApCOFA COMPS UPWARD FLUX OF LOHGWAVE RADIATION.
LINKHD
RADIO
RETA CUMULO INVERSE 6F THE CLOUD ENTRAINMENT.
RF SOLARt REFLECTED SOLAR RADIATION AT THE SURFACE.




RH RADCOM CAMPS RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
CUMULO
RHOS DCOMP3 COMPS ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AT THE SURFACE.
RHPW'eT COMPS RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT LEVEL NLAY PLUS
GROUND WETNE SS.
RHS COMR3 RELATIVE HUMI p ;TY AT THE SURFACE.
RICH COMPS BULK RICHARDSDN NUMBER.
RKDN COMPS RATIO DF RRESSURES FROM TWO ADJACENT LEVELS.
RKUP COFAP3 INVERSE OF RKDN.
RLAT RDPARM COMPS LATITUDE iN RADIANS.
DEPEND
RLATD RpPARFd DEPEND LATITUDE 1N pEGREES.
INPUT
RADIO
RMEAN DSOLAR SOLARi ALBEDD DF LOWER ATMOSPHERE AND GROUND FOR
D2DNE.
RH RApCOM CLOUDS INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAYER REFLECTIVITY.
RHK CLOUDS TOTAL CLOUD REFLECTANCE.
RHH CLOUDS REFLECTANCE FOR A CLOUD LAYER.
ROCP RCNTRL GOMP3 RGAS 1 CP.
DEPEND
ROCPPI RDPARM DEPEND ROCP +	 1.
GEOHT
ROT CONSTAs CURRENT ANGLE OF EA!!TH'S ROTATION.
RSp IST RCNTRL CONSTA SgUARE OF p ISTANCE FROM SUN.
DAILY




RTDP STAT FUNC CLOUDS CLOUD REFLECTIVITY FUNCTION.
5 LINKHD RADIATION FLUX AT TOP OF A GIVEN
MODEL LAYER.
SAREA FMEAN TOTAL GLOBAL AREA.
56 CL4U05 AVERAGED CLOUp Y SKY ARSDRI°TANCE,
	 5K,
OVER ALL ANGLES.
SCOSZ O50LAR SOLARt SOLAR CONSTANT MODIFIED 9Y SOLAR ZENITH
ANGLE.
SD gMSAVE COMP1 NET MASS CONVERGENCE.
SDAY RCNTRL COMPS HUMEER OF SECONDS PER bAY.
CONS'fA
DEPEND
SDi COMPt LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
















SEASON RCNTRL DAILY FRACTION OF A YEAR ELAPSED SINCE SUMMER
SOLSTICE.
SFPDL SMSHAP LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
^ SG RADGOM RADIO ABSORBER SOLAR RADIATION AT THE GROUHD.
SOLAR7






SH QANDpT SPECIFIC HUMIDITY, USED iH MOST SUBROUTINES.
SHG RADGOM CDMP3 SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE GROUND.
LINKHO
SHL RADDOM COMPS SPECIFIC HUMIDITY USED IN PHYSICS.
^ CUMULD
^ LINKHOj SOLARI




+,i SHLTOP CNTRLP SOLARI SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE MODEL TOP,
SHRR QMSAVE RESTQM SAVED BASE FIELD SH.
^ 5AVE4M
TIMAVG
SHP QPOLES SPECIFIC HUMIDITY bT THE POLES, USED IN MOST
^ SUBROUTINES.
SHS QANDQT RADIO SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY.
SHSAT RADCOM COMPa SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY.
CllMULO
' SHSATS CDMP3 SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE SURFACE.
















SIND RCNTRL DAILY SIRE OF 50lAR QECLENATION. t? ^_
y SOLAR 1 C^
;^^	
I
SIHL RDPARM SINE OF LATITUDE. ^ g..^.
^} DEFENDS^ SINLON RD p ARNi 30LAR1COFdPi SINE DF LONGITUDE. ^ ;ai






`"tea1 ^ SOLAR 1
J SINROT CNTRLP
VERT
COHSTA SIRE 8F EARTH ' S ROTATION.
i ?	 3 SOLARI
i^	 ' SH CLOUDS AB5 pR pTANCE OF CLOUDY SKIES.
I SLEX P STAY FuNC AVRx 5URFpCE TO SEA LEVEL PRE55URE FUNCTION.
t	 k	 ! PROIAG
SMSHAP
i SMAS5 PMEAH TOTAL AREA —WEIGHTED PRE55URE.




SNOpEC CONSTA LATITUDE OF SNOW L3HE.
i1 SNOW RApCOM CDMP3 LOGICAL FLAG FOR SHOW.
COMp35



























































































CDMP3	 SNOW LINE IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE.
CDNSTA








pMEAN	 ZONAL SUM DF PRESSURES.
CLOUDS REFLECTANCE BY ADDING TWD LAYERS {WITH
ILLUMINATION FROM ABOVE].
CLOUDS REFLECTANGE BY ADDING TWD LAYERS.
CLOUDS tEFLECTANCE BY ADDING TWD LAYERS {WITH
ILLUMINATION FROM BELDWI.
LINKHD DERIVATIVE DF PLANCK'S FUNCTION.
LINKHD SMOOTHED pERIVATIVE DF PLANK'S FUNCTION.





COldP3	 DRY STATIC ENERGY A7 EDGE LEVELS.
CUMULD
LINKHD DERIVATIVE OF PLANCK'S FUNCTION AT 1 !dB
LEVEL.
CUMULD DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL i.
CUfdULO pRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIME p LEVEL 2.
CUMULD DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 3.
CUMULD bRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 4.
CUMULD DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRItAED LEVEL 5.
CDMP3	 STEFAN - BDLTZl11AN CONSTAi+1T.
COMPS	 SURFAGE WIND INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT.
CDNStA
CDMP3	 SURFACE WIND INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT.
CONSTA
GW5GCM CPU TIME USEb FOR ONE TIME STEP.
CLDUpS TRANSMISSION BY ADDi1tG TWO LAYERS.
CLOUDS TRANSMSSSION BY ADDING TWO LAYERS {WITH
ILLUMINATION FROM ABOVE).
CLOUDS TRANSMISSiDN BY AbbING TWO LAYERS (WITH
ILLUMINATION FROM BELOW).
LINKHD SUldMATION DF S.
5MSHAP
LINKHD FLUX AT THE TDP DF A MODEL LAYER DUE TD
RADIATION FROM THE SURFACE LAYER.
LINKHD FLUX AT THE TDP OF d MODEL LAYER OUE TO
RADIATION FROM THE LAYER BETWEEN 5 MB
AND i MB.
St11SHAP
50LAR1 Ai4SOUNT OF WATER VAPOR ABOVE A GIVEN LEVEL.
CLOUDS




PROGNOSTIC TEMPERATURE FIELD, USE p
 IN M057
SUBROUTINES.
STRATM CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
FDR APRIL.
CLOUDS OPTICAL THICKNESS OF CLOUDS DUE TD
AI;SDRPTION.
SOLARi OPTICAL THICKNESS DUE TD CLOUD PARTICLES
CLOUDS IN A GIVEN LAYER.
CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
CLOUDS OPTICAL THICKNESS OF CLOUDS DUE TO
SCATTERING.
SOLARI OpTIGAL THICKNESS OF SUPER-SATURATION
CLOUDS.
STRATM TEMPERATURE AT A STRATOSPHER3C LEVEL.
COMPS	 TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE IN MIXED LAYER.
COMPS	 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
CDMP3	 CHANGE IN CONDUCTION DF HEAT THROUGH SEA
ICE WSTH RESPEGT TO GROUND TEMPERATURE.
.^ ^ A^F
	
.	 _	 ^	 . _ - .	
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TEMP CDMP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
cuMULo
LSAT
TEMPO CDMP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
TEMPV COMPS LDCAL TL:M pDRARY VARIABLE.
TEMp t DSDLAR SOLARI LDCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
TEMPID EXP9YK LOCAL TEMPDRARY VARIABLE.
TERM GEDHT LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
LTNKHO
TERMT QMSAVE COMP2 TERM PASSED FRONT GEDHT TO COMP2.
GEDHT
TERMVf GMSAVE CDMP2 TER1n PASSED FROM GEDHT TD cDMP2.
GEDHT
TERM1 LINKHD LOCAL TEMPDRARY VARIABLE.
TERM2 COMPS SEN5I6tE HEAT FLUX.
LINKHD LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
TERMS COMPS LATENT HEAT FLUX.
TERMd CO1JfP3 HEATING DUE TO CONDUCTION.
TFK CLOUDS LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
TG RADCDM CDIJSP3 GROUND TEMPERATURE.
COMP35
LINKHD
TGR CONIP35 GRDUN6 TEMPERATURE.
TGSQ COMPS GROUND TEMFERATURE SQUARED.
TH RADCON7 COMPS POTENTIAL TEMERATURE.
LINKHD
COMMON GEDHT
THETA CDMP3 MEAN POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE.





THT9 COMPS POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE WITH SURFACE PRESSURE
AS A REFERENCE.
TICS CNTRLP CDMP3 TEMPERATURE AT WHICH ICE MELTS,
COMR35
CONSTA
TINF LINKHD TOTAL TRANSMISSION FUNCTION.
TIt LINKHD TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE_
D3INT
TI2 LINKHD TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE.
03iNT '
TJAN STRATM CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPiRATURES
FOR JANUARY.
TJUL STRATM GLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMP@RATURES
FDR JULY.




TLE RADCDM CDMP3 TEMPERATURE AT EDGE LEVELS.
LINKHD
TLOWL RADCDM SOLARI OPTICAL THICKNESS OF L01Y-LEVEL CLOUDS.




TMAX QANDQT CDMP3 MAXIMUM pAILY SURFACE TEMPERATURE.
INI TSD
TMIDL RADCDM SOLARi OPTICAL THICHNE55 OF MIDDLE LEVEL CLOUDS.
TMIN QANDGT COMp3 MINIMUM GAILY SURFACE TEMPERATURE.
INIT50
TN RAiDCOM CLOUDS INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAVER TRANSM355IVITY.
TNK CLDUbS TOTAL CLOUD TRANSMITTANCE.
TNN CLOUDS TRANSMITTANCE OF A CLOUb LAYER.
TDGT STRATM CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
FDR OCTOBER.





























TOTABS DSDLAR 50LARi TOTAL ABSORPTION OF SGLAR RADIATION,
TOTOCM OZOHE2 TIME INTERPOLATED TOTAL VERTICAL AMDUH7
DF DZDNE.
TOTOZ RADCOM DZDNE2 TOTAL VERTICAL DZDNE AMOUIBTS.
TOTOZd OZDNE2 LIMIT USE p IN VERTICAL	 INTERPOLATION OF
' OZONE.
', TOTOZJ OZDNE2 SAME AS TOTOZI.
TOf LINKFIO TRANSMISSION FUNCTION DF pZONE,
O3INT
TD2 LINKHd TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE.
D3INT
T03 LINKHD TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF DZDNE.
O3INT
TP gPDLES TEMPERATURE AT THE ROLES, US@ p IN MOST
+^ SUBROUTINES.
#! TPENE RADGOM SOLARI OPTICAL THICKNESS DF PENETRATING CLOUDS.
TRAD LIN1tHD TEMPERATURE A7 A GIVEN MdDEL RADIATION
LEVEL.




TFiO3 LINKHD TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF pZONE..^
p3INT^
TS QANDQT CDMP3 7kMPERA'URE p'r THE AIR ABOVE THE SURFACE.
TS LIHKHO .TEMPERATURE AT THE TOP OF 7WE SURFACE
LAYER.
TSTAR QSAT LOCAL. TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
1.,^{ T5 T1? RCNTAL DEPEND STANbARD TEMPERATURE FDR HORMAIIZATIDH.
^ OFFALY
TSURF SMSkAP
^11', TT LINKHD SCALED TEMPERATUR£ AT A MO pEL RADIATION
5^ ] LEVEL.
y' TTM GWSGCM '
^aj TTOP STAY FUNC CLOUDS CLOUD TRANSMITTANCE FUNCTION.
TTT LINKWD TT	 TT.
^^ TUP DCDMP3 CDMP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
T1 LINnWp TEMPERATURE AT THE i MB LEVEL.
"5^f' T2 LINKHfJ TEMPERATURE AT THE 5 MB LEVEL.
!`	 .Y STRATM
K 1111.. U QANDQT ZONAL wiND COMPONENT, USED IN MOST
6 SUBROUTINES.




'^3 UP gPOLES ZONAL WIr:D COMPONENT AT THE POLES, 	 USED INMOST SUBROUTINES.
US DCOMP3 CDMP3 ZONAL SURFACE WINC COMPONENT.
UUP OCDMP3 CDMP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
V gANDQT MERIOIDNAL WIND COMPONENT, USED iN MOST
+ SUBROUTINES.
VAR LINKHD INTEGRAL QUANTITY USED IN OPTICAL DEPTH
CALCULATION.
VDN OCOMP3 CDMP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
VER CCNTR! INPUT MODEL VERSION iDEHTIFICA7ION.
VER5AVE INPUT EQUAL TD V£R.




VP QPOLES M1=RIDIONAL WINO COMPONENT AT THE POLES,	 USED
IN MOST SUBROUTINES.
iI VS DCOMP3 CDMP3 MERIp10NAL SURFACE WIND COMPONENT.
^r! VUP pCOMP3 CDTAP3 LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
1, W 6SOLAR SOLARI SGALEp WATER VAPOR AMOUNT IN A SLANT PATH.
CLOUDS
WAVAMP PRDIAG y7AVE AMPLITUDE.
WAVLEN PRDIAG WAVE LENGTH.
f i
'.' ...












WET RADCDM COMPS GROUND !YETNES5.
CDMP35
WK CLOUDS
WMAG DCOMP3 COMPS WItJR SPEED At I,ROUNp.
WMAGC DCOFAP3 CDMP3 WIND SPEED AT GROUND CUBEp.
WMAGS DCOMp3 COMPS WIND SPEED A7 GROUNR SQUARED.
WORK1 COMMON GWSGCM
WSAVE RDPAR6S AVRX WORK SPACE.
DEPEND
PRDIAG
WTRINF LiNKHO TOTAL TRANSfdiSSION FUNCTION.
WW RSOLAR SOLARi SCALED MOISTURE AMOUNT FOR REFtECTER
RADIATION.
X LIN.KHO DATA USED IN PLANCK'S FUNCTION.
03iNT
XD E%PHYK LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
XDAY CNTRLP CONSTA SOLAR DAY OF THE YEAR.
OZONE2
SOLARi
XK RADCOM CLOUDS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF CLOUDS.
XKK CLOUDS




XORRS CORRI:R CONHTR CHARACTERS FOR SURFACE VARIABLES.
OFFALY
I04





XX LINKHO LOCAL T£IHPOAARY VARIABLE.
50LAR1
XY LINKHO LOCAL FEfhpORARY VARIABLE.
YY LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.
Z RCOMP3 COMPS TOPOGRAPHICAL HEIGHT.
ZLN COMPS THICKNESS OF p9L.































44001 PRCGRAin GYlSGCrtI	 i INPUT,OUTPUT, SGYt5GCM
• UNITS=OUTPUT,	 UNITS=EXXxxNL,	 UNITE=OUTPUT, SGYlSGCTA
• UNITB=ExxxXF1T5,	 UIJIT1i=TEMPNL,	 UNITI2 = EYxxxR51, SGVISGCR!
^ UNIT1d=ExxxxR52,	 UNIT4t = TOPOG,
	
UNITa2 =GRWET, SGWSGCM
• UNIT43 = ALBEDO,	 UNIT55 = wUpATA,	 UNIT56=1;RDATA. SGY1SGChM1
• UNITi5=RSPROC, SG'tlSGCFA
• UNIT60=ExpNUM1 SGWSGCR!
[+. «...,r.srrraar a»rr»r..r}+	 ,wr^rrrre,«	 .rra.ra.r	 «rr.»r.r ► ..r.«««ra.5GYt5GCM
C •r« } + ' GODDARp MODELING AND SIMULATFON FACILITY 	 •'+	 + + SGYISGCM
C* ••••• .FOURTH -ORDER GENERAL CIRCULATION R".ODEL	 •••'••SGVtSGCM
Gr+}rr.•rreaars ».rr« arty»a»y rrarrrryyy»^yr/rs arae•ryr»iarrra yrrrry.rr.+•,$GYl$GCM
C • 	M/ A- C O h1	 S Y G M f.	 p A 7 A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C 'SGWSGCMCr:„ r rryrr..•.. r, r a.rr,ra»....r....r.rr....r...yar.. ► ..a,r.r........,....SGWSGCN!
C SG'NSGCM
C SGYlSGCM
C	 MCJST ROUTIi^ES OpER^4TE ON ONE LATITUDE BAND AT A TIME SGWSGCM
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p
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9	 Y!'
L^RI
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^	 l	 i	 l	 l	 I
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l	 f	 l	 l
' SCNTCOA!
I SCNTCC rn
C T^NI OI R *ID^015^RIOIn^U1T4R^RIAIK^
j ^	 ^	 f	 I	 ^	 ^
ISCNTCOM
G R	 D I L i K R I C L A K I N I M M i H 0 K N F !^	
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!!	 i	 I iscNTCOMISCiJTC4M
^	 ^r ^ ^^^ i t s ` `^ ^ I^	 i^	 i	 if	 ^^ ^	 E	 ^ lSCNTCOMC f
c___________________________________________- ^-____ _-__--------_========= scNTCarti!
C AOrJQ
^ x













,	 !I 'SCNTCOMIc a^R x
%
x




c ci.ocits l ^ !(( II^ ^ i 1 {{ !^ II ^ I I I j	 I
j scNrcoMC CLOUDS
C CnrAP4 :!K x I I x I x
x I ^ I I E l i l i l l l l l l l l[ 1 scNTCnMSCNTCOrli
C COPAP I x I x x! If
II x x! i 1 1 i
(I



















i t I I	 I SCNTCOMC COMF35 IX x!
f^ 1
ISCNTCOM
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ISCNTCOMDATE ^ i i	 I I ^ I I I I I	 f Ic.
C DEFALT x I x x i	 i x i i ^ I I! l i f l i	 i
SCNTCOM
ISCNTCOfV:
DEPEND ^ ^ ! i ! i f i ( `` I I I I	 I I5CfVTCOMC xIx ^ ^
1 `
^





! I ^ I ! I [I I ! I! I
iJ





























x I I I !	 ] i x= ^ I ^ ^ !	 (
SCNTCOM
^SCNTCOM








! I I I ^ SCNTCOid
c L i NxHn I ^ x^ i
I^








i E ^ I I I I I i i l l l l	 l
5CNTCOM
scNTCOM




i I I I
I^
I I I I I i t I I	 1
C POLINP i x x II x I! ! ` 1 i i [ 1 i	 f I SGNTCOM
C pRDIAG I x x x lf(
! I	 I I I	 I 1 1 1 I [ f! IsCNTCOM
C	 05MAPIr^Ii















C RADIO x I x I I x x i C
x^
x I I I ^ I
I^
l i l i 1!
ScNTCOM
SCNTCOM




I iI^ ^ l i ^	 l i scNTCOFnC SAVEQM x x x
x ![ i I^ x II I f II ^ f! f i IE I I I1 II f l^ l	 l ..CNTCOMlc sCALEQ x
x^
x
I I f I^ E I	 i I f I I 1 I I
scNTcoM
c sHCaRN x x i
!!^ I^ I^ iii
I^ I	 I^ scNTCOM
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E	 1 I SCNTCOM















C 5'TRATM	 r r + r i i	 r+
^








^X^ ^ ^ ^ ^	
^X^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^
I	 '	 II	 I	 If ' 56II ` ) ^ ! ` ^ SCNTCDM 57
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r	 r SCNTCDM 55
I	 5CNTDOh1 s0
^SCNTCOfAC	 / O R T D^O 5 R O
K^
A^I{ ^	 ^ ^	 I^	 ^ I	 51
C	 / R D L K R C L A K N M I M H p N F
L^
I I SCN TCOM 62
/C L E 1 L F EL P K
r
^!^ ISCNTCOM 53C	 /
Q
^T S O F
O I A^V
M^R I E L
P^U
^3 1 L I Y^R^K( "^D I
I
^ ^
I	 Ij ^	 ^5CNTC pM 64
C/ + r ` + i" r	 r i+ +' +	 r' jj
^ I	 I^	 ^	 f
r	 r	 +	 1	 i r	 i SCTITCOM 55
C=====____=_^________________ ^_=__ ^=_=__=_____'_____= ^____'____= ^__=====SCNTCDM 65
C SCNTCORI 67
C	 DA TA SET REQUIREMENTS SCNTCDM 5B
C	 D5RN 3	 PRIMARY RIDDEL PRINTOUT SCNTCDM S9
C	 DSRN 5	 INPUT CONTROL NAMELISTS SCNTCDM 70
C	 pSRN &	 pEeUG AND ERROR PRINTOUT SCNTCDM 71
C	 D5RN 8	 OUTPUT MODEL HTSTORY FILE SEGFAENT SCNTCOh1 72
C	 DSRN 11
	
TEMPORARY READ/WRITE FFLE FOR NAMELIST5 COPY SCNTCDM 79
C	 pSRN 12	 RESTART FILE	 IFIAS INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE RUN} SCNTCDM 74
C	 pSRN 14	 RESTART FILE SCNTCDM 75
C	 D5RN 15	 FILE WITH FRDC TO SEND PROPER RESTART TO FRONT END SCHTCOM 75
C	 DSRN 41
	
INPUT CLiMATDLOGICAL TOPOGRAPHY SCNTCCM 77
C	 DSRN 42	 INPUT CLIMATOLOGICAL GROUND WETNESS SCNTCDM 78
C	 DSRN 43	 INPUT CLIMATOLOGICAL ALBEDD SCiVTCOM 7B
C	 DSRN 55	 INPUT WU RADIATION DATA SCNTCDM SD
C	 pSRN 56	 INPUT KRISHNAMURTHY RADIATION DATA SCNTCDM 81
C	 D5RN 54	 INFU7 CARD IMAGE WITH COMPUTATION CUT-OFF TIME SCNTCDM 82 A ^
C SCNTCDM 83 "IT ^_
SCNTCDM 85 ^ ^C	 EXIT ERROR CONDITIONS
C	 DO	 REQUESTED ENp
 TIME REACHED SCNTCDM 86
C	 41	 MAXIMUM RECORDS ON DISK REACHE p SCNTCDM 67
O
C	 05	 COMPUTATION CUT-OFF 'TIME EXC$EDE p SCNTCDM 88 ^
C	 06	 SENSE SWITCH 6 DN SCRlTCOM SS
C	 D8	 I/O ERROR pR REQUESTED START TIME NOT FDUNp SCNTCDM 9D ^ ^Ij
C	 12	 MODEL DIAGNOSTIC SCNTCDM 9i
C	 15	 TERMINATION VIA FORTRAN EXTENDED ERROR FACILITY SCNTCDM 92
C	 •	 • SCNTCDM 93 I^,.
C	 CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTCDM 94
C	 CC{	 1)	 CCD	 'CDC	 F.OR CDC READABLE RECORDS SCNTCDM 9a ^+
C	 •I8M	 FDR IBM READABLE RECORDS SCNTCDM 96 ^ S^
C	 CCI
	 21	 ADATE	 MM/Db/YY FOR CURRENT RUN SCNTCDM 97
C	 CCf	 37	 ATIME	 HH.MFd.SS FOR CURRENT RUN SCNTCDM 58
C	 CCf	 4}	 aIC
	 EXPERIMENT IDENTIFIER FROM INITIAL CONDTTIONS SCNTCDM 99
C	 CC{	 5!	 J09	 EXPERIMENT IDENTIFIER SCNTCOM100
C	 CCI	 6}- SCNTCOM101
C	 CC{	 81	 SPARES SCFTTCOM102
C	 CCI	 9!	 VER	 MODEL VERSION IDENTIFICATION 5CNTCOh11^3
C	 CCf	 10l- SCNTCOMID4
C	 CCf	 19)	 XLABEL
	 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION SCNTCOM105
C	 CCI	 2D}- SCNTCOMID6
C	 CC{ZDD}	 SPARES SCNTCOMi07
C	 * SCNTCOh11D8
G	 INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS-SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTCOMFD9
C	 IC{	 i}	 ICD	 SPARE SCHTCOM1t0
C	 IC{	 21	 IM	 NUMBER OF GRID POINTS RER LATFTU p E CIRCLE SCFITCOh11i1
C	 ICI	 3!	 IMD2	 IM /	 2 SCNTCOM112
C	 IC{	 4}	 IMp2P1	 fJM	 /	 2!	 +	 1 SCNTCOM113
C	 ICI	 5!	 NDRSIY	 HHMMSS INCREMENT FDA RESTART WRITE SCNTCOMi14
C	 ICI	 5}	 JM	 NUMBER OF LATITUDE BANDS IN GRTO SCNTCOMITS
C	 IC{	 7!	 dMD2	 {dM
	 ''	 11	 1	 2 SCNTCDM115
C	 1C1	 8}	 JMT2	 +1M	 2 SCNTCOM117
C	 ICf	 9}	 JNP	 JM +	 1	 {NORTH POLE INDEX} SCHTCDMIIB
C	 IC{	 1D}	 ,104	 lATI.TUDE BAND NUMBER OF LIMIT FOR 4'TH ORDER SCNTCOM119
C	 SHAPTRO FILTER SCNTCOMi20
C	 IC{	 111	 r308	 LATITUDE BAN p NUMBI_R DF LIMIT FOR 8'TH ORDER SCNTCOM12i
C	 SHAPIRO FILTER SCNTCOMi22
C	 IC{	 i2!	 JSP	 7	 fSDUTH POLE	 INDEXI SCNTCOMi23
C	 ICI	 13}	 I{LIALB

























0 - INITIAL CONDITIONS SCNTCOMi25
1 - MONTHLY UPDATE SCNTCOM126
2 - TIME	 INTERPOLATION SCNTCOM127
ICI i41 KLIGW GROUND WETNESS CLIMATOLOGY FLAG: SCNTCOMi28
0 - INITIAL CONDITIONS SCNTCOM129
1	 - MONTHLY U ppATE SGNFCOM330
2 - TtME INTERPOLATION SCNTCOM131
ICf i5) KLISST SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE CLIMATOLOGY FLAG: 5CNTCOM132
0 - INITIAL CONDITIONS SCNTCOMi33




IGS 16) KS NUMBER OF SURFACE FIELDS SCNTCOMi36
iC( 17} KU NUMBER OF 11P pER-AIR FYEL pS SCNTCOM137
ICI 18} LOGBR TYPE OF RECOR p SCNTCOM338
0	 - RESTART	 (POST-ANALYSIS)	 V8R5TR SCNTCOh1139
-i	 - RESTART {PRE-ANALYSIS)
	 VBRSTR SCN7COMid4
2	 - H[STORY (POST ANALYSIS}	 VBSIG SGNTCOM141
1	 - HISTORY (PRE-ANALYSIS}
	 V8SIG SCNTCOM142
4	 - V8MAN0	 fFOST-ANALYSIS)	 VBMAND SCNTCORi143
3	 - VBMAND	 {PRE^ANALYSIS)	 VBMAND 5CNTCOM144
ICf 191 MATIN NUMBER. OF MATSUNO STE p5 TO INTEGRATE BEFORE SCNTCOM145
ENTERING REGULAR CYCLE SGNTCOM146
ICI 20} MATSNX NEXT TIME-STEP SCHEME 	 {O a LEAPFROG,	 1=MAT5UNOi 5CNTCOM147
IC( 21) MATSUN CURRENT TIME-STEP SCHEME	 iO=LEAPFROG,	 1=MATSUNO} SCNTCOM148
ICf 22}- SCNTGOMi49
ICI 33) MLF TFME-STEP FLAGS FDR A COMPLETE SEQUENCE SCNTCOMi50




ICf 34i MRDO MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS TD 5CNTCOM153
WRITE TO EXXXXHTS SCNTGOMi54
IC( 35} NKRSH FLAG FOR RESTART RECORD WRITE TO I-IISTflRY SGNTCOMt^a5
ICI 36) MSM NUMBER OF BANDS TO KEEP IN STORAGE AT ONE TFRSE SCNTCOM158
IC{ 371 NB INDEX OF CURRENT TIME-STEP FIELDS SCNTCOM157
ICI 38} Hp INpEX OF PREVIOUS TIME-5'TEP FIELDS SCNTCOMI5B
ICI 39) NDALT TFME INCREMENT TD INVOKE ANALYSIS IN HHMMSS FORM SCNTCOMi59
IC{ 40) NDAY CURRENT JULIAN DAY SCNTCOM160
ICf 411 NOOUT TIME INCREMENT YO WRITE HISTORY RECORDS IN SCNTCOM161
HHMMSS FORM SCNTCOMi62
I.CI 42} NOA11Y TIME INCRETAEHT TO FNVOKE PHYSICS IN HHMMSS FORM SCNTCDM163
ICf 43} NDSHP TIME INCREMiNT TO INVOKE SHAPIRO FILTER IN SCNTCOM164
HHMMSS FORM SCNTCOM165
ICI 44} NDT TIME-STEP IN SECONDS SCNTCOMi66
ICI 45} NH{NS CURRENT MOIIEL TFME IN HWMMS5 FORM SCNTCOM167
ICf 46} NHMSE ENDING TIfdE IN HHMMSS FORM SCNTCOMi68
IC{ 47) NHM50 BEGINNING TIME IN WHMRiSS FORM SCNTCOM169
ICI !381 NLAY NUMBER OF VERTICAL LAYERS IN GRID SCNTCOM170
IGf 4H} NLAYMf NLAY -	 1 SCNTCOR4171
ICI 50} NLAVFI NLAY +	 i SGNTCOM172
FC( 51} NSOAV CURRENT TIME OF MODEL DAY IN SECONDS SCNTCOMf73
FC{ 521 NSEQ NUINBER OF 5TCP5 IN A COMPLETE TIME-STEP SEQUENCE SCNTCOM174
IC{ 53} NSSHF NUMBER OF TIME-STEPS BETWEEN CALLS TO THE SCNTCOM179
SHAPiRO FILTER 5CNTCG^d176
ICI 54} NSTEP TIME STEPS SINCE INITIAL START SCNTCOMi77
ICI 551 SRARE SCNTCOM178
ICf 56) NYMD CURRENT MODEL DATE IN YYIyIMOD FORM 5CNTCOM179
ICf 57) NYMDE ENDING DATE iN YYMMO p FORM SCNTCOMi80
FCI 58} NYMDO BEGINNING DATE IN YYMMDb FORR1 SCNTCOh1iB1
ICI 59} NZINiT GRAVITY WAVE INITIALIZATION FLAG: SCNTCOMi82
0	 - ND INITIALIZATION WAS DONE SCNTC014Ei83
ICf 60) NMLEV HUMBER OF MANDATORY PA(=SSURE LEVELS SCNTC1JM184
ICI 6t} N01-(OG INGREMENT BETWEEN CALLS Tf] LONG WAVE RAflIA7FQN SCNTCOM185




LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTCOMi90
LCf 1] LCO T IF NEXT RECORD FS VBRSTR SCNTCOM39i
LC{ 2) gALT T IF CURRENT TIME-STEP FS ANALYSIS STEP SCNTCOM192
LCI 3} QBEG T IF CURRENT ST£A IS THE INITIAL STEP 5GNTCOMi93
LC( 4} QDAY T 3F THE CURRENT STEP I5 THE FIRST STEP OF A DAY 5CryTCOMiH4







t	 ^	 ^	 ''^,^ '	 ^	 a
^^
LC{ 6] QOUT T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS WRITTEN TO THE HISTORY
FILE
LC{ 7} f?pHY T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS A PHYSICS STEP
LCf 8) QSHP T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS A 5WAPIRD FILTER STEP
LG{ 9} SN2FLG T IF THE SIN "2 PBL SIGMA PROFILE IS USED
LC[ iDJ QRSW T IF CURRENT STEP TO BE.WRITTEN TO RESTART
LC{ 11) 4RSH T IF CURRENT STEP RESTART TO BE WRITTEN TO HIST
LCI 12)-
LC{$001 SPARES
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD
RCS 1) RCO SPARE
RCI 21 ApHEL DAY OF THE YEAR OF THE APOGEE OF THE EARTH'S
ORBIT
RCt 3} B>;TA h1oS57 ADIABATIC LaPSE RATE
RC{ a) COSD COSINE OF SOLAR DECLINATION
RCf 51 CP SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR
RC{ 6) DAYSpY NUMBER OF DAYS IN A YEAR
RCf 7} qFC CURRENT DECLINATION qF THE EARTH
RCt 8} DFCh1AX MAXIMUM DECLINATION OF THGE EARTH
.RC I 91 GIST CURRENT q iSTAHCE OF THE EARTH WITH RESPECT 70
THE APOGE>;
RCf 10) DLAT NORTH-SOUTH GRID DISTANCE IN RADIANS
RCt tf) DLON EAST-WEST GRID DISTANCE IN RADIANS
RCS 72} DT MODEL TIME-STEP IN SECONDS
RC{ 13) ECCN ECCENTRICITY OF PLANETARY ORBIT
RCf 14) GNUt CENTER-TERM FRR TIME AVERAGING USED WITH
LEAPFROG SCHEME
RCf f5} GNU2 QUTER TERM FOR TIME AVERAGING USED WITH
LEAPFROG SCHEME
RCf 16) GRA11 GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
RCf 171 OhfEGA2 TWICE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE PLANET
RCf 18} PI CONSTANT = ACDS(-1.D)
-RCf 19} PI180 CONVERSION FACTOR	 PI /	 180.0
RC{ 20) pI2 CONSTANT = 2.0 • PI
RCf 211 pSTD REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION
RC{ 22) PIMEAN GLOBAL h1EAN REFERENCE PRESSURE
RCI 231 P5MAX MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE
RCf 24) pSMIN MINIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE
RCf 25) PTOP PRESSURE AT TOP flF MODEL ATMOSPHERE
RC{ 261 RADE pLANETARY RADIUS
RCf 27) RGAS GAS CONSTANT FOR DRY A7R
RCf 291 ROCP GAS CONSTANT bIVIbED HY SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR
ROCP = RGAS / CP
RC1 29) RSDIST 54UARE OF DISTANCE FROM SUN
RC{ 20) SDAY NUMBER OF SECONDS PER DAY
RCf 311 SEASON CURRENT POSITION OF THE EARTW WITH RESPECT TO
SUMMER SOLSTICE
RCI 321-
RCf S6) SIGE LAYER INTERFACE SIGMA VALUES
RCI 57} BIND SINE QF SOLAR DECLINATION
RC{ 58) SOLS OAY OF THE YEAR DF MAXIMAL DECLINATION
RCf 59) TSAR STANDARD TEMPERATURE FOR NORMALIZATION
RCI 607-
RC I 8 4 ) DSIG THICKNESS OF VERTICAL LAYERS
RCI 85}
RCf1091 SIG MID LAYER SIGMA VALUES
RCIli41-
RCf134) PLEVS ARRAY OF NPALEV MANDATORY PRESSURE LEVELS
RCIS35)^
RGt2D01 SPARES











































































































00408 COMMON /CCNTRL / CCSP07 SCNTRL ti
DD009 COMFdDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL t2
OD4f0 COMFdDN /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL 13
OODtt COMMON /CCNTRL/ ><LA9EL	 {tD3 SCN7R! 14
40412 COh1MON /CCNTRL/ CQ5	 {30} SCNTRL t5
00013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CqU	 P1D} 5CNTRL i5
C 5CNTRL 17
00014 EQUIVALENCE fCCD,CCfi11 5CNTRL 18
OOOiS CHARACTER`S CCO,	 CC{200i 5CNTRL 19
QODT6 CHARACTER+B ADATE SCNTRL 20
DOD17 CHARACTER•B ATIME 5CNTRL 2I
OD018 CHARACTER+B JIC SCNTRL 22
^: oDD19 CHARACTER+B JDB SCNTRL 23
;^ 444ao cHARACrER+e CcsPOS SCNTRL za
Ei OD021 CHARACTER+B CC5POT SCNTRL Z504422 CHARACTER+B CCSP08 5CtJTRL 26
;^ 00023 CHARACTER'S VER SCNTRL 27
oDD24 CHARACTER*8 XLA6EL SCNTRL 2B
^^ C SCNTRL 2Bs^ C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS 54VE0 ON HFSTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
r: C ====__=^^^_=---^c^^_==_____^^^------------------ 5CNTRL 31
r 00025 COMMON /JCNTRL/ ICD 5CNTRL 32
40026 COh1MCN /ICNTRL/ IM 5CNTRL 33
04D27 COMMON /FCNTRL/ IMD2 5CNTRL 34
OD428 COMMON /ICNTRL/ FMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
DOD23 COMMON /FGNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL 36
ODD30 COh1MDN /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
1 44031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ aMR2 5CNTRL 38
E 00032 COMMCN !FCNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
00033 COPJIRiDN /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40
i 00034 COMMCN /ICNTRL/ JDA 5CNTRL 41
4D p 35 CDh1MDPJ /ICNTRL/ ciDB 5CNTRL 42
4D436 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL 43
40437 COPIIMDN /ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44
OD038 CDMFdON /FCNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 45
QDD39 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ KLI557 5CNTRL 46
00040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HS SCNTRL 47
40041 COMMON /FCNTRL/ KU 5CNTRL 48
0004.^, CDMMQN /ICNTRL/ LOG8R SCNTRL 49
D0043 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ MATIN 5CNTRL 'S0
00444 CDFdMDN /ICNTRL/ F1iAT5NX 5CNTRL 51
D4445 CDMMDN !ICNTRL/ kiATSUN 5CNTRL 52
D0046 CONIh1DN /ICNTRL/ MLF	 112) SCNTRL 5:
00047 CDMF+ION /ICNTRL/ MROO 5CNTRL 5d
00048 CDMP9DN /ICNTRL./ NRRSH 5CNTRL 55
00449 CDM}AON /ICFJTRL! MSM SCNTRL 56
0005a. CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ N6 5CNTRL 57
00051 CDMPAON /SCNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
40052 CDMMDN /ICNTRL! NDALT SCNTRL 59
00453 CDMMQN /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
I 00054 CDMMQN !ICNTRL! NDDUT SCNTRL 5t
^ 00455 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
^ oD056 GOPAMQN /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
DOD57 CDMMDN /FCNTRL/ NDT 5CNTRL 54
4D058 COh1MDN /FCNTRLI NHMS SChlTRL 65
oDD59 CDPdMDN /ICNTRL/ NHMSE 5CNTRL S6
I 00060 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL Liz
OD061 CDMMQN /.ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
0 DD062 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NLAYh9i SCNTRL 69
ODD53 CDMMDN /ICNTRL! NLAYPt SCNTRL 70
D0054 CDMMQN /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
00065 CDhiMgN /FCNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72
D4D66 CDPAMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
04067 COMMON /FCNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
00068 CDMfdDN /ICNTRL/ FCS p 55 SCNTRL ?5
D4D59 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NVMA 5CNTRL 78
o0D7D CDMMQN /ICNTRL/ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
04071 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NYMnO SCNTRL 78
D0072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZFNIT 5CNTRL 79
00073 COM}^jON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV 5CNTRL 8D


























00075 CO}NMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 {30) SCNTRL 82
OOD76 COMMON /ICNTRL/ I qU	 {1D1 SCNTRL 83
^
G SCNTRL 8d
00077 FgUIVAL'eNCE {i7MFN ,IQS{ i)1 SCNTRL E5
00078 1;QUfVALENCF {ITMAX ,IQS{ 21} SCNTRL 85
00079 EQUIVALENCE. (IPREACC ,IQS{ 3y} SCNTRL 87
00080 EQk1FVALENCE (IPRECON .IgSf d1) SCNTRL 88
DD081 EQUIVALI?NCc {INFLUX .IQS{ 5)} SCNTRL 89
' 00082 EQUIVALENCE {IFFLUX .IQSI 6}} SCNTRL 90
D0083 EQUIVALENCE iiFUSION .IQS{ 7)} SCNTRL 9!
DD084 EQUIVALENCE IIRApSWG ,IQS{ 8)) SCNTRL B2
^ 00065 1:QUIVALENCF IIRADLWG ,IQS{ g}} SCNTRL 93
00088 EQUIVALENCE {IiCLOUO .IQS{101) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
D0087 EQUIVALENCi: {IOyfEGA ,iQUI 1}) SCNTRL 96
' D0.Og8 EQUIVALENCE (IDIA9AT ,IQU{ 2)} SCNTRL 97
ODD69 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSW ,IQU{ 31) SCNTRL 98
r C SCNFRE 99
ooa*3o FQUIVALENDE {FCO,iC{1)} SCNTRL 1DD
40091 fNTEGFR ICD,	 FCf2001 SCNTRL 101
^^ C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECDRD SCNTRL 103
L' °___________________________ ____________________ SCNTRL 104
0D092 COrAMON./LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 145
00093 COMMON /LCNTRL / QALT SCNTRL 1D6
;,^ D0094 CONfMON fLDNTRL / QBEG SCNTRL 107
60085 CO6{h40N /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL 108
' 00096 COrdIdON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
^ 00097 COrAMON /LC1VTRt/ QOUT SCNTRL 1 f 0 ^] a
00088 CDMMCN /LCNTRL/ QP1iY SCNTRL ]11 ^^ ^
00099 CO1r1MON
	 /LC1bTRL1 QSHF SGNTRL 112
41
OOi00 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 1)3 'II !^}D010 1 car^rAaN /LCN7RL/ 4RSW SCNTRL 114 Q ^p1 00102 COrdfAON /LCNTRL/ 4RSH SCNTRL 115
1P DOt03 COMrdDN /LCNTRL/ LgS{301 SCNTRL ttB ^
y 00104 COMMON (LCNTRL/ LQUI10) SCNTRL 1t7
^ C SCNTRL ii8 ^ .^
00105 EQUIVALENCE fLTMIN ,LQS{ 11) SCNTRL 179















If i 00109 EQUIVALENCE ILHFLUX ,LQ51 51} SCNTRL 123 ,,, ^
00114 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQ5f 61} SCNTRL 124 ,^ ^^
00111 EQUIVALENCE [LFUSiON ,LQ5f 711 SCNTRL 725
OD112 EQUFVALENCE {LRADSV7G ,LQS{ 811 SCNTRL 125
00113 EOUIVALENCE ILRApLWG ,LQSI 9Ff SCNTRL 127
^	 1^
OOtid
f) EQUIVALENCE IEICLDUD ,LQSI1011 SCNTRLSCNTRL 128129
^^ OOi15 EQUIVALENCE fLOMEGA ,LQU{ i)} SCNTRL 137
i 00116 EQUIVALENCE [LDIABAT ,LQU[ 21} SCNTRL 131
^^ 00117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LQU{ 3)) SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
^') 40718 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
' 00119 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
'^ 0p120 LOGICAL -QDAY SCNTRL 135
00121 LOGICAL QEND. SCNTRL 137
;{ 00122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL QpHY SCNTRL 139
0012A LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
OOt25 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00]26 LOGICAL QR5W SCNTRL 142
E 00127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL 1d5
`` 00]29 LOGICAE LQU SCNTRL 145
I^ DD]30 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147
^: OOi3.1 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 148
^. 00132 LOGICAL LPRFACC SCNTRL 149
f•': 00133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 15000134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 15]






_ _ a LA
60136 LOGICAL LFt1SION 5CNTRL 153
00137 1:OGICAL LRADSWG 5CNTRL 154
OD13$ LOGICAL LAADLWG 5CNTRL 185
00139 LOGICAL LICLOUD 5CNTRL 156
C 5CNTRL 167
00140 LOGICAL LOMEGA 5CNTRL 158
0014i LOGICAL LDIA6AT SGNTRL i5S
00142 LOGICAL LAApSW 5CNTRL 160
'' C 5CNTRL i61
p i	 00743 EQUIVALENCE ILGD,LGL1)1 5CNTRL 162
OD144 LOGICAL LGO,	 LC12001 5CNTRL 163
C 5CNTRL 164
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON FrISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL 165
^ C
--
---_______°-°______ _________________________° 5CNTRL 166
COMMON /RGNTRL/
-
RG4 SGNTRL 167,^	 00145
^	 44146 COMMON !RCNTRL/ APhrEL 5CNTRL 168
00147 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SETA 5CNTRL 169
I	 D6148 COMrAON /RCNTRL/ COSO 5CNTRL 770
00149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GP SGNTRL 771
i!	 00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCHTRL 172
04161 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEG SCNTAL 173
t:	 04152 COL4IMON /RCNTRL/ DEGMAX SGNTRL 174
00153 COMMON /RGNTRL/ DIST SCHTRL 175
44154 COMMO^1 /RCNTRLI OLAT 5CNTRL 176
00155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLON SGNTRL 177
4Di5fi COFAMOId /RCNTRL/ DT 5CNTRL 178
491$7 COMMON /ACNTRL/ ECCN 5CNTRL 179
04158 GarAFAOH /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SGNTRL 180
Ory159 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SGNTRL 181
{	 44164 COMMON /RCNTRL./ GRAV SCHTRL 182
04161 COMMON /RCNTRL/ O(41EGA2 SCHTRL 183
00162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FI SCHTRL 184
D0163 C0IAMON /RCNTRL/ Pi180 SGNTRL 185 ^ ^j
00164 COMMaN /RCNTRL) PI.2 5CNTRL 1B6
^00i65
^	 04166-










189 ►^  E"
00i68
'











^	 40171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SGNTRL 193 ^ L`=3
i	 00172 CCMMON /RCNTRL/ ROG p SGNTRL 194 I^ t^
ODi73 COMMON IRCNTRt/ ASDIST SCNTAL t95
OOi7A COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCHTRL i9600175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ St:ASON 5CNTRL 197
00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 (25} 5CNTRL 198
00177 - COrAMON /RCNTRL/ SINp 5CNTRL 199
40178 COMrdON /RCNTRL/ 50L5 5CNTRL 200
00179 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SGNTRL 201
DOt g 4 COMMaN /RCNTAtf PLEVS	 r25} 5CNTRL 242
O p t81 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATSY SGNTRL 203
00182 GOh7MON ;RCNTRL./ H<:ATf 5CNTRL 2D4
40183 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EP5. SCHTRL 205
00184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EP5FAC SGNTRL 2d6
D0785 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CAL.TOJ 5CNTRL 247
4.0186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO 5CNTRL 248
C 5CNTRL 209
00187 EQUIVALENCE (ACO,RCf1)} 5CNTRL 210
D0188 REAL RCO.	 RC{200.} SGNTRL Zit
C SCNTAL 272
1 C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCHTRL 213
HC ______________	 - -	 - 5CNTRL 21400189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP
	
{461 5CNTRL 215
^^	 OD190 COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSPD2 5CNTRL 216
It	 D419t COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX	 {72) SCNTAL 2i7
'I	 DOi92 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD 5CNTRL 218
00193 COMMON /I pPAAM/ ^}C	 {461 5CNTRL 219
^^	 0D1g4 CaMMDN /i pPARM/ cLE	 {21 SGNTRL zzo
^	 00195 CdrdrAOLV	 / IDPARM / JP	 {2,21 5CNTRL 221 ^
!	 D0196 GOML1iON /IDPARP.1/ Li5TEP SCHTRL 222














00198 COMMON /IOPARM/ NHM51
06199 COMMON /IDPARh1/ NYMD1
C
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C _
4020D COMMON /LDPARMI y FILTER 146)
00241 COMMON /LDPAAMf ITAPE






C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C
_--00206 COM}AQN^ /RDPARM/ ADLDP
00207 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONi
60208 COMMON /RDPARtlf/ CONIDT
00209 COMMON /RDPARh1/ CON2
tl0210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT
06211 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3
00212 COMMON- /RDPARM/ CON3DT
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4
00214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON5
60216 COMrAON /RDPARM/ DOSL	 {46}
60217 COMMON /RDPARM/ CpSLON	 172}
06218 COMFJSON / RDPARM( CP02
60219 COMMON /RDPARM/ bXP	 {46}
D0220 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXYP	 fd61
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP	 X461
00222 COP,1PdON /RDPARM/ FCORL5	 f46)
tl0223 COMMON /RbpARM/ FIOT
OR224 COMMON fRDPARh1/ F20T
06225 COMMON /RDPARMi HiDT
00226 COrAMON /RDPARM/.H2DT
66227 COi41MON /RDPARM/ PK5TD
00228 CDrdMON /RDPARM/ PKTOP
00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT
	
fA6}
00230 COiJIMON fRDPARM/ RLATD	 {4b}
00231 COM=MON /RDPARM/ ROCPDT
00232 COMMON /RDPARh1/ ROCPPi
00233 COM}110N IRDPARM/ SGHP	 121
00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ SIHL	 1461
00235 COMMON fRDPARM/ SiHLON	 {721
00235 COGIMON /RDPARM/ THSTO
DD237 COMMON /RDPARM1I/ THSTD2
00238 COMMON- /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 1159)
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG	 f9)
OD240 COMMON /RDPARM; SIG	 {9)
• C
C
C GL09AL MODEL SURFACE FIFERS















































































5aAND g T 12
SQANDQT 13
SQANDDT 14
























00258 Did1EN5ION RADL4YG{1368 , 1} 5QAND4T
00259 DIMENSION ICL0UD11366 , 11 SDANDQT
C SQANDQT
4025Q EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,1,i1,PHI5{1,11) SCANDpT
00261 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,2,11 , SMTH{},1)) SDANDQT
00262 L5QUIVALENCE {45"{1,3,1},ALBED0lt,1)) SQANDQT
DD263 EQUIVALENCE 14511,4,i},GT11,1)) SDANDQT
00264 EQUIVALENCE fQS{1,S,i1,GY){i,i}) SQANDQT
40265 EQUIVALENCE {QS1l,6,1),TS{l,11} SQANDQT
44266 EQUIVALENCE { 45{i,7 , 1f,5H511,1}1 SDANDQT
OD267 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,8,t),P{7,1,1]} SQANDQT
04268 EQUIVALENCE IQSf1,10,11 , TM1lINft.11! SQANDQT
00269 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,T1,1},7MAx{1,111 SQANDQT
40270 EQUTVALENCE {QS11,12,11,AREACC {1,1 }! SQANDQT
00271 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,13 , 11,PRECON{1,i}} 5QAND4T
DD272 . EQUIVALENCE { 4S{1.]4,)),HFLURI1 , i)) SDANDQT
40273 EQUIVALENCE {Q5{1,15,11.EFLUX{1,1)1 SQANDQT
DD27 q EQUIVALENCE { QS11,16 , 11.FUSION11 , i1) SQAPJDDT
40275 EQUIVALENCE { Qg{1,17 , 1},RADSYrG11,111 5QAND4T
00276 EQUIVALENCE { QS{1,18 , i},gADL1YG11 . 1}1 S4ANAQT
00277 EDUIVALENCE 10511 , 19,1),ICLOU011 , 113 S4ANOQT
C SQANDQT
C GL06AL MODEL UPPER - AIR FFELDS SDANDQT
40278 COMPAON /4ANDQT/ QU172,9,l4,d61 SD4NDpT
C SQANDQT
00279. DIPENSION U{72,9. , 14,11 SDANDQT
oQ28D DIMENSION V{72,9,1d,1) SDANDQT
00281 DIMENSFON T172,9,14,!) SQANDQT
40282 flIMENSFON SH{72,9 , 14,1) SDANDQT
00283 DIMENSION AHIl72,9,14,1) SQANDQT
06294 DIMENSION OMEGA{72,126 , 1) SQANDQT
DD 285 DLlAENSION DIA13ATi72, 126,11 SQANDQT
60286 DIMENSION RADSW{72,126,1) SQANDQT
00287 pIMEN5I0N RAL)L!Y{72, 126, 1 ) SQANDQT
C SDANDQT
40268 Egl1IVALENCE {QU{t,1,1,1},U{1,1,1,1}1 SQANDQT
00289 EQUIVALENCE {qU{1,1,3,1).Vfi,l,i,i}} 5QAND4T
00294 EDUIVALENCE { QU{1,1 , 5,1),T{1,1,1 , 1)} 5QAND4T
Do291 EQUIVALENCE { QU11,1.7,I1,5H[i,1,1,i1} SGANDDT
44292 EQUiVALL: NCE 14U11,1.9,i),PNII1,1,1,1)} SQANp4T
00293 EDUIVALENCE { QU11,1,1) , 1},OiS1EGAf1,1 , i}} S4ANDQT
40294 EQUIVALENCE fQU{1,1,12,1},DIABAT ( 1,1,1}1 SDANDQT
44295 EgUIVALENCE (QU{1,1,13,1),RADSY)11,1,1)) SDANCQT
00296 EQUIVALENCE { QUf1,1 , 1d,11,RADLW{1 , 1,111 SDANDQT
C SQANDQT
C -	 • SCNTRLA
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS SCNTRLA
40297 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDFR SCNTRLA
00298 COPAMDN /CNTRLP/ C07CL SCNTRLA
06299 COPAMON /CNTRLP/ CDXO SCNTRLA
D p340 CO1 'AMON /CNTRLA / CLH SCNTRLA
00301 CDRiMON /CNTRLP/ COE	 {9} SCNTRLA
40302 COMMON / CNTRLP / CDEF SCNTRLA
D63D3 C0h1M0N /CNTRLP/ COEFS SCNTRLA
44344 G0PAR10N /CNTRLP/ COSROT SCNTRLA
00305 GOFAMON /CNTRLP / CPP SCNTRLA
O p3D6 COMMON /CNTRLP / CTID SCNTRLA
44307 COPArAON / CNTRLP / CUPADAY SCNTRLA
q0308 C0MM1ION /CN7RLA/ CUMRAT 5CNFRLP
403. 49 COMMON /CNTRLPf C)D SCNTRLA
00310 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C100 SCNTRLA
DD311 CDMIAON /CNTRLP/ Cq 0 SCN7RLP
00312 COMMON /CNTRLP / DELTA SCNTRLA
04313 COPAMON !CNTRLP/ DTC3 SCNTRLA
D03i4 COMMON 1CNTRLPf DTOUT SCNTRLA
00315 GOMPAON /CNTRLP/ L:D SCNTRLA
64316 COMMON /CNTRLP/ EDNM SCNTRLA
DD317 COh1MON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLA
00318 C0MR10N /CNTRLP/ FMU SCNTRLA
00379 CO )AMON /CNTRLP/ FY1ET SCNTRLA


















00321 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GTDPO SCNTRLP 2800322 COMMON /CNTRLP/ RICE SCNTRLP 2804323 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP 3000324 COFAMf]N /CNTRLPI NFLW SCNTRLP 31
+^	 00325 COMRSON /CN T RLP/ PIM SCNTRLP 3200326 COMMON /CNTRLP/ 4HDG SCNTRLP 3300327 COMMON /CNTRLP! SHLTOP SCNTRLP 3400328 GOMMON /CNTRLR! SINRDT SCNTRLP 3500329 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SHOWN SGNTRLP 36
DD334 COMMON /CNTRLP/ . SNOYlS SCNTRLP 37
D033i CDMMQF! /CNTRLP/ STBO SCNTRLP 38i	 00332 COMMON /CNTRLP/ STERPI SCNTRLA 33
OD333 COMMON /CNTRLP/ STERF2 SCNTRLP d400334 COMMON /CNTRLP/ TICS SCNTRLA 41t	 00335 COMMON /CNTRLA/ TLTOP SCNTRLP 4200336 CCFAMON /CNTRLP/	 7SOAY SCNTRLA 4300337 COfriMDN /CNTRLP/ ZLNCD SCNTRLP dd00338 LOGICAL	 QHDG SCNTRLP 45
C SCNTRLP 46C SMNTHLY 2C MDNTHLV DATA FIELDS 5ldNTHLY 300339 COMMON /MNTHLY/ TD pOG2{72,4^i,2), SMNTHLY 4
^	 GW2(72,46,2), SMNTHLY 58.	 ALHDO^l72,46,21 SRINTHLY 600340 DIMENSION TD pDGf{72,4G1^ SMNTHLY 7
8	 GWi{72,46}, SMNTHLY 8
d	 ALBDD1i72,ar) 5FdNTHLY 9
OD"J41 EQUIVALENCE
	 {7OPOG111,1),TDPOG2{1,1,1}} SMNTHLY 1000342 EQUIVALENCE
	 (GW11^,i},GW2[i,1,1}} SMNTHLY 1f00343 EQUIVALENCE
	 IALBDO7{1,11,ALBDO211,1,7]] SfdNTHLY 1200344 COMMON /AMAM/
	 QSHt72,d6,i8},QUH[72,9,46,9} SGWSGCM 25043$5 HALF PRECISION	 QSH,QUH SGLYSGClA 27
C SGUlSGCM 2800346 COMMON	 WORK t { 5 1 2 , i 28 , i ) SGLVSGCtJf :c9
C00347 CHARACTER*8	 CUTOFF SGWSGCM 31C SGVI5GCM 32
C MODULO ARITHMETIC COUNTER SGWSGCM 33
C SGWSGCM 3400348 NXTMODLN,M}
	 - -MGDIN,M)	 +	 t 5>}^'^s`GCM 3KL' S+.aWSGCld 36
C HHF11MS5 EVENT TIMESTEP COUNTER SGVI5GCM 37C SGVI5GCM 38003d9 MPERSN}	 = MODHM5{NHM5,N}/NOT SGWSGCM 33C SG4ISGCFd 40[^+a»rt *.*+»r^*» +*r»+ ► s+ rtr»» rrtr»sr*wsa+•r*r:: e»r+r+ +.s*+r+»»rr*rrt.+ra.srs•.rt SGL7SGCM 41G SGWSGCfd d2
C DEBUG SSEGDEB 200350 10000 CONTINUE SSEGDEB 3
C +r** CYBER SCALAR VERSION 44.001
	 IIJPUT,IOQ SSEGDEB 4
G ^'*" CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 SSEGDEB 5
C *^** CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 58EGDEH 6CS555SS55SSSS5S S555555SSSSS555S55SSSS55$SSSSSSSSSSS55SSSSSSS5S55S55555SS56EGDEB 7C SGLYSGCM 44
C MAP COldMON HLDC}CS TO ERTERNAL FILES SGWSGCM 45C
-
SGWSGCFlE A600351 CALL	 QSDPEN	 1'LFH=','QSAVE','IMP'} SGWSGCM 4700352 CALL	 gSMAPIN	 {'LFN=','QSAVE','Vi3A=',g5,'LEN=',1424,'LPAGE'} SGWSGCM 48.00353. CALL	 QSDPEN	 f'LFN=','MNTHLV','IMP`) SGVI5GCM d900354 CALL	 Q5MAnIN
	
('LFN = ','MNTHLY','VBA = ',TOPOGi,'LEN=',128,'LPAGE'1 SGWSGCM 5000355 CALL	 QSOPEW	 1'LFN=','QWORK','IMF'} SGVI5GCM 5100356 CALL	 Q5MAPIN
	 ( ' LF H = ','QWORK','VBA-',WORK1.'LEH=',i28,'LPAGE'f SGVlSGCM 52
OD357 CALL	 QSDPEN
	
('LFH=','AMAMf','iH1P'} SGVI5GCM 5300358 CALL	 QSMAPIN	 f'LFN = ','AMAM','VBA=',QSH,'LEN=',384,'LPAGE'1 SGW5GGh1 54C SGL'fSGGM 55C GET INITIAL/RESTART CONDITIONS AND SET CONSTANTS SGWSGCM 56







































00364 WRITEf3,69081 ATIME , ADATE SGWSGCM 63
C SGWSGCM 54
G READ CUT- qFF TIME FRDM UNIT 60 SGWSGCM 65




00365 READ { 50.6905)
	





C FOR INITIAL START EXECUTE STEPS FN MAIN LODP IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER SGWSGCM! 70
C ______________________________________________________¢____=______= SGWSGCM 71
C t. GMP AND CLIMATE INITIALIZATION SGWSGCM 72
C 2.	 ANALYSIS CYCLE IF NECESSARY SGWSGCh1 73
C 3. LDG8 RECORD WRITE SGWSGCM 74
G A.	 TIMINGS AND SENSE SY^FTCHES SGWSGCM 75
C 5.	 PHYSICS TERN15 SGWSGCM 76
04367 IF	 {NSTEP .LT•MATIN	 . OR. SGWSGGM 77
ij S	 {NDAL7 . NE.0	 .AND.	 MPERINDALTI . LT.MATIN}1	 MA7SNX	 =	 t SGWSGC{d 78
00368 QBEG = NSTEP.EQ.O SGWSGCM 79
',E	 00368 QPHY	 =. NDFHY.NE . O	 .AND.	 h4PER(NOPHY) . EQ.O SGWSGCM 80
flfl370 QSWF	 = NDSHF.NE.O	 .AND.	 MATSL}N + MPERiNDSHFI . LE.1 SGWSGGM 8I
q	 00371 QALT = NDALT . NE .O	 .ANO.	 MPER { NDALTI . EQ.O SGWSGCM 82
00372 40UT = NDOUT . NE.4	 AND. MPERiNDOUTI . EQ.O SGVJSGCM 83
00373 NSDAY = MODHMS{NHMS,240000} SGWSGCM 84
0037+! QDAY = NSDAY/HDT.EQ.O SGVJSGCM SS
00376 IF	 {48EG1	 GO TO 40 SGWSGCM 86
C SGWSGCM 88
C HORMAl. ORDER OF EXECUTFON DF STEPS IN MAFN LOOP SGVJSGCM 89
i I'+ _________________________a=====__=_______^____= SGWSGCM 90
I C I. HYDRODYNAMICS INTEGRAT3ON SGVJSGCM SS
G 2.	 PHYSICS TERMS SGWSGCM 92
^ C 3.	 SFiJIPIAD	 FILTER SGWSGCM 93
.'
C 4. GMIP AND CLIMATE UPDATE SGWSGCM 94
C 5:.	 ANALYSIS CYCLE FF NEGF;SSARV SGWSGCM 95
C 6.	 LDGS RECORD WR I T1; SGWSGCM 9Ei
i C 7. TFM3NG5 AND SENSE SWITCHES SGWSGCM 97
C SGWSGCM 98





00377 NSTEP = NSTEP SGVJSGCMt02
•	 00378 NHMS = INGHMS{NHh95 , H4T1 SGW5GCMt03
C DETERMl3HE TYPE OF TIME-STEP SGWSGCMiOd
C IJIATSUN=O FDR LEAPFROG STEP SuW5GCM105
i C MATSUN=1 FDR MATSUNO STEP SGWSGCM106
00379 NTH = NXTMOD { h15TEP,TISED} SGWSGCM107
00380 MATSUH = MATSNX SGWSGCMt08
.00387 MATSNX = MLF{NTH1 SGVlSGCMtpB
00382 FF	 { NSTEP . LT.MATIN	 . OR. SGWSGCMTIO
8	 {NDAI.T.NE.O	 . AND.	 MPER{NDALTI . LT.MATINI)
	
MAT5NX	 =	 t SGWSGCM1i1
D038^ OBEG = NSTEP .E4.0 5GWSGCM112
[]0384 QPHY = ND pHY . NE.O	 .AHD.	 MPERfNDPHY} . EQ.O SGWSGCMt13
1^	 40385 aSFEF	 = NDSHF . NE .O	 .AND.	 MA TSUN +•MpER ( NDSHFI . LE.1 SGWSGCM114
OD386 QALT = NOAL7.HE.0	 .AND.	 MPERiNDALT}.E q .O SGWSGCMt15
.00387 QDUT = NDOUT , NE.O..AND.	 MPER{NDOUT} . EQ.O SGVJSGCM116
00388 NSDAY = MODHMS(NHMS,2400001 SGWSGGMit7
003. 89 QDAY = NSDAY/NDT,EQ.O SGWSGCM118
00390 DT = 2 • NDT SGWSGCM119
00391 IF	 {MATSUN.EQ.01
	
GO TD t5 5GWSGCM120





00392 DT = NDT 5GWSGCM123
00393 N8 = NXTMOD{HB,2! SGWSGCM124
00394 HD = NXTMOD{ND,2) SGWSGCM125
00396 F{STEP	 ^	 0 SGWSGCM126
D0396 CALL OOMPD	 {$g t2} SGW5GGM127
G MATSUNO CORRECTOR STEP OR LEAPFROG STEP SGW5GCM128
3 C ____________ __	 _____________________°
---	 -	 -'
SGWSGCM129
j	 04387 15CONTINUE SGVISGCMt3D
.00398 NB	 ^ NXTMOD ( N^,21. SGWSGCM1313	 OD399 Np = NXTMOD {ND,21 SGWSGCM132










60400 KSTEP	 =	 1	 + MATSNX SGWSGCN1133






00402 2D	 CONTINUE SGWSGCM138
D44D3 IF	 I.NOT.QPHY}	 GO TD 30 SGWSGCM139
c ADO PHYSICS TERMS TO BOTH FIELDS IF NEXT STEP IS LEAPFROG SGVlSGCM140
404D4 CALL CONSTA 5GWSGCM14i
aD405 DD 25 J=JSP.JNP SGWSGCM142
D0406 IF	 IMATSNR.EQ.6}	 CALL DIFFQ	 {ND,NB,J} SGWSGCM143
60407 IF	 IMJIJ}.NE.0)	 CALL	 POLOUT	 INB,iVlJIJ11 SGVlSGCM144
404A8 CALL COMPS	 iJ1 SGWSGCh1fL5
00409 IF	 {MJIJI.NE.01	 CALL	 ADLINP	 fNB,MJIJ11 SGWSGCM146
q 0410 IF	 fMATSNR.EQ.01	 CALL A pDD	 {NG,N8,J1 SGW5GCM147
DD411 25	 CONTINUE SGWSGCIA148
C SGPISGCM 149
C SHAPIRD FILTER SGIYSGCM150
C ______________ SGWSGCM151
00412 36'-	 CONTINUE SGWSGCMi52
6D413 IF	 IDBEG}	 GD TD	 f0 SGWSGCM153
C fiLTER ONCE FOR MATSUND 5GWSGCM15d
C FILTER TWICE FDR LEAPFROG SGPlSGCM155
ODatd IF	 I.NOT.aSHF}	 GD TD 35 SGWSGGMi56
06415 CALt SMSHA p SGWSGCM157
00416 35	 CONTINUE SGWSGCMT58
C SGWSGGM169





00)41$ IF	 1QBEG	 .OR.	 Q pAY1	 CALL pAILY	 {d9081 SGWSGCMt63
00419 QENp	 = NYMD.GT.NYM1IDI:	 .OR.	 INYMp .EQ.NYMDE.ANO,NHMS.GE.NHMSEI SGWSGCMi64
D0420 4RSW = NDRSW.NE .O	 .AND.	 MPER{NDRSW}.EQ.D 5GW5GCM165
OD421 QRSW =	 .FALSE. SGPrSGCMi66
OOd22 iFfNKRSH.Eq.01
	 3p TD 41 SGWSGCM167
D6423 ORSH	 ^	 fNKRSH.11E.4	 .AND.	 iQBEG_OR.DEN011
	
.OR. SGW5GCM168
1	 INKRSH.^T.4	 .AND,	 tODAY .AND.MOOIMDDYMDINYNID},N}SRSHI.E0.6l1 SGVlSGCM169
OD424 41	 DRSH = QRSH	 .AND.	 QDUT SGWSGCMi70
C SGWSGCMi71
C ANALYSIS CYCLE SGWSGCM172
c ______________ scwsccM173
o4az5 5o	 coNTINUE scwsfacMl7.^
Q0426 IF	 t.NOT.QALT1
	
GD TO 60 SGWSGCMI7S
00427 CALL ALTER2 SGWSGCMf76
D0428 IF	 {MATIN.LT.11	 GO TO 60 SGWSGGM177
40429 DO 55 J=JSP,JNP SGWSGCMi78
00430 CALL COPYQ	 1ND.NB.J} SGWSGCM179
04431 55	 CONTINUE SGWSGCM180
C SGWSGCiN 181
C LOGB ANp /f]R RESTART RECORD WRITE SGUISGCM1d2
C ^_________________^__________'_= SGWSGCM1a3
00432 60	 CONTINUE SGt'lSGCR118A
D0433 IF	 I.NDT.IQg SW	 .OR.	 QDUT	 .DR.	 QR57-t)1	 GO TD 70 SGWSGCNi185
00434 iFf40UT} CALL UERT SGWSGC!11i86
06435 CALL TWRITE	 f0,&901,59081 SGplSGCM187
00436 IFfQBEG.OR.QDUT.OR.QEND}	 CALL	 iNITSD 5GV15GCM188
C SG'115GCM T 89
C PAINT TIMINGS ANp
 CHECK SENSE SWITCHES SGWSGC3Ai90[+
^-
va..=--__ _-..-_____--=== =c==a====v=== === SGWSGCM191
OD437 7a-	 CONTINUE 5GWSGCM192
D4438 CALL CLOGKS	 1NTM} SGWSGCM193
A0439 TTM	 =	 .01 t 1ITM-NTM1 SGWSGCMf9^
OOd40 STM	 =	 .01^ILTM-NTMI SGWSGCM195
D0441 LTM = NTN1 SGVlSGCM196
06442 WRITE	 {3,607D)	 JOB,	 NSTEP,	 MATSUN,	 NYh1 p ,	 NHMS.	 STM,	 TTM SGWSGCPd197
00443 IF	 14END1
	
GO TO 900 5GWSGCM198
00444 CALL CUTCHK{CUTDFF,89061 SGWSGCM199
09445 IF	 IQBEG)
	
GO TD 20 SGWSGCM26D
C SG'N5GCM201


















^	 •	 .^.: 1 `^	 " C,:.,.......	 _	 s	 .
.. ^.	 .^ ^"^
00446 GO TO i0 5GWSGCM204(^+«.rr«•rr«• ♦ Tarr+r+rrrrry ►► rrrrsr•rrrrrrrrrrrrrs+rrrrr ► rrrr.rrar^++.«.. SGW$GCM2D5
C SGVJSGCM206
C	 fN0 TIME REACHED SGWSGCM207
C	 --==== a=== === aa= SGWSGCM208
00447 904
	 CONTINUE SGVJSGCM209
04448 WRITE	 (3,6900)	 NSTEA,	 N VMD,	 NHMS SGWSGCFJ12f0
OOa49 STOP 0 5G7rSGCM2i 1
C SG1'15GCM2 1 2
I C	 ALLOTTED OUTPUT RECORDS iiEACHEO SGWSGCM2t3
C	
-_-____^^^_______________'____= SGYJSGCM21a
0445D 9Dt-	 CONTINUE SGVr5GCM215
ODd51 WRITE	 (3,6900)	 NSTEP,	 NVMD,	 NHMS 5GVrSGCM216
I	 00452 STOP	 9 SGVJSGCM217
i C SG'1JSGCFd2 18
C	 CUT-OFF TIME EXCEEDED SGYI5GCM2i9
s C	 ====a=====_-	 _	 ==-_aa SGWSGCM224
^	 04453 ^CONTINUf906 SGWSGCM221




OOd56 CALL	 TWRITE	 16,d96i,d^908) SGV/SGCM224
00457 WRITE	 f3,59D01	 NSTEP,	 NVMD.	 NHMS SGYJSGCFd225
DD458 STOP 6 5G4YSGCM226
s C SG4r5GC1J1227
v C	 INPUT/OUTPUT l3RROR SGWSGCM228
-
C	
-__-=_-=====a===== SGVJSGCM2294oa59 908	 CONTINUE SGWSGCM230





OOa61 STOP 8 SGVJSGCFd232
C SGWSGCM233
C	 MObEL bIAGNOSTIC 5GPr5GCM234
C	 =-----=--------- SCW5GCM235
00452 912	 CONTINUE SGVJSGCM236
OD463 WRITE	 53,69001	 N57fP,	 NYMb,	 NHMS SGVlSGCM237
04464 STOP	 12 SGYJSGCM238
C SGWSGCM239{jr.rrrr+•r. ♦ rrarrrrrrrrrrrrsr ♦ rarr+rrarrrr.rrrr+.•+s+rrrr.+..r.rrr+. rr.•gGV1SGCM240
C SGIYSGCLl2d 1
D0465 6470	 FORMA71'-JOB	 ',A8.,8%, SGVJSGCM242
8	 'STEP
	 ',78,'	 {',I9,'}',8%, SGSYSGCM243
^	 'TIME	 ,I6,2%,I6,8%, SGVrSGCM244
S	 CPU	 ',2F8.2) SGW5GCM245
00466 6800	 FORMAT{'DTERMINATION OF	 RUM AT STEP	 ',I8,4%,'TIME	 ',16,2%,I6) SGVJSGCM245
00467 6905	 FORMATIQ%,A4/2%,A6) 5GVISGCM247
00468 6906 FORMATf'OSENSE SWITCH 6 ON') SGWSGCFJi248
04469 6947 FORMATI . 00UT-OFF TIME FOR COMPUTATION I5: 	 ,A6) SGVJSGCM249















60 432	 426	 428'
607D 46S	 442
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--NAME-------BLOCK--- ---TYPE------ CLn55---- ---REFERENCES A=nRGLt5T, C=CTRL OF	 DO,	 I=DnTA	 iNI7,	 R=REA[7,	 5=STORE.	 41=WRITE
ApATE CCi'JTAL GHAR•B SIMPLE 3 T6 362 364/W
ADLDP RDPnRM REAL SIMPLE 206
ALBDOI MNTHLY REAL ARRAY 340 343
ALBDQ2 RINTHLY REAL ARRAY 339 343'
A1_9EpO QANpDT REAL ARRAY 244 262
AMAM REAL UNKNOWN Sad
A p HEt RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATiME GCNTRL CHAR•6 SIMPLE A i7 363 3641W
BETA RCNTRL REAL SI[APLE 147
C10 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 309
C100 CNTRLP REAL SIl1SPLE 310C40 CNTRLP REAL SIIJ1pLE 311CALTOcI RCNTRL REAL SitJ1PLE T85
CC GCNTRL CFiAR•8 ARRAY f4 15
CCO CGNTRL C1^IAR•8 SIMPLE 2 14 i5
GCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 91
f3
CCSPDS GCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 GCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP68 CCNTRi. CNAR•8 SIMPLl: 9 22
CDFR CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 297
CDXL CNTRLP REAL SlNipl;E 298
GO?<O CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 299
CLH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300
CNTRLP REAL UNKNOWN 297 298 299 300 301	 302	 303	 3D4	 305
	
3D6
308 309 310 391 312	 313	 394	 395	 396	 3S7
319 320 321 322 323	 324	 325	 326	 327	 328
330 331 332 333 33A	 335	 336	 337
CbE (;NTRlp REAL ARRAY 301
COEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 302
CHEFS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303
CON1 .RDPARM REAL SIMPl:E 207
CON1bT RDpnR^4 REAL StMpLE .209
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
GDN2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 210
CQN3 RDPARM REAL S1MPL.E 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
C1?N4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i3
CON4DT RDPARRfi REAL SIMPLt 214
CONS RDPARM REAL 57@JSPLE 2t5
COSO FICNTRL REAL SIMPLE tag
C^SL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 2t7COSROT CNTRLP REAL SI14{PLE 304
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIPdPLE 2i8
CPP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 305
CQS GCNTRL REAL ARRAY T2
CQU GCNTRL REAL ARRAV 13
CTII) CNTRLP REAL SFR1PLE 306
CUMDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 307
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 348
CUTOFF CHAR^B SIMPLE 347 365/R	 366/W 444
bAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
p EC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
DECMAI( RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DELTA CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 312
bIAl3A7 gANbpT REAL ARRAV 285 294
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIRIPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 954

































































































28 29 3D 31 32 33 34 35
39 40 41 42 d3 da 45 46
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
61 62 63 64 65 65 67 68
72 73 74 75 76
192 193 194 195 19S 197 19$ 199







DSIG RDPAR+A REAL ARRAY
OT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
DTOUT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
pXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DXYP RDPARh1 REAL ARRAY
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAv
' EGCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
ED CNTRLP REAL SIIJSPLE
EDNM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
EFLUX gANDQT REAL ARRAY
^ EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
1 EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EXPNO REAL SIPApLE
F1bT RDPARM REAL SIMPLEi F2p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
':	 1 FCOEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
^	 j FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY
^	 ` FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY
FMiJ CNTRLP REAL SIMPLEi	 1 FUSION gANDQT REAL ARRAY
^. FWET CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
a^ GAMFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
^ GNUI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
I, GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
'! GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIldPLE
l GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
GTOPO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
'^	 ^ GW gANDDT REAL ARRAY
GWt MNTHLY REAL ARRAY
GW2 MNTHLY REAL ARRAY
yy GWSGCM PROGRAM
yS, WiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE










HFLUx gANDDT REAL ARRAY
} NICE CNTRLP REAL. SIMPLE
IC ICNTRL INTEG>;R ARRAY;^
ICO ICNTgt. INTEGER SIMPLE
FCLOUO gANDDT FNTEGER ARRAY^
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^^
^^^ ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
E^' IC5P55 FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IDFABAT FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^
i
^1^^ IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
'^ IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IFUSFON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
'
`!
IFiFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNt
^ i ^ IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
.^ IJUMP IDPARM INTEt9ER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^* IMb2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SFPdPLE
i	 ^^. IN1OEx IDPARM FNTEGE:R ARRAV
YOMEGA ICNTRL SNTEGER UNKNOWN
I p REACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
'` 11=REGON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNt.': Iq5 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
' FQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
^.^
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IpADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^' PROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE














d09	 410	 429 %C 	430
98	 99	 1D0	 tat	 102
i1D	 111	 112	 it3	 1f4
406 410




















































































Ib pARM INTEGER ARRAY


































































































103 105 IDfi 107 E08 ID9
128








43 367 367 382 382 428
44 367/5 3B0 381/5 382/5 400
45 370 38a/S 385 991 442/W





348 348 349 349
50 393/5 393 3985 398 406
5t 394/5 394 399 /5 399 406
52 367 367 371 371 382
53
74
54 372 372 387 387
55 369 359 384 38d
z9 420 420
56 37a 370 385 3B5
57 349 374 378 389 390
323
324














































QENO LCNTRL:1 RHCG CN?RCP
^
f
^	 ^ OOUT LCNTRL
^ gPHY LCNTRL





1 QSH AMAMQSHF LCNTRL
l^ 4U OAND4T









































































































64 373/5 374 38815 389
65 379
67 367 358 37715 377 373 382 383 442/V! 448/W 451
457/% 460/W 463/iY
379/5 381
438 439 440 441










i 63 .p ^=^
164 ^ w
325
1 66 C1 `
227 ^ f




^ i''`3168i 6 5 "'	 a
169 eA;
1$6
93 718 371!5 386/5 426
241 278
94 if9 368 /S 375 383/5 4T3 418 423 436 445
95 120 374/5 389/5 418 423
96 121 479/5 423 436 443
326 338
97 122 372/5 387/5 424 433 43+4 436 455
98 123 369/5 38415 403
f02 727 421/5 423!5 424!5 42.4 433
101 126 420/9 433
241 260 261 262 263 26a 265 265 257 268 269
274 27T 272 273 274 275 276 277 352
344 345 358
99 124 370/S 385fS 47c'









145 146 147 i48 i49 150 15t 152 153 154 155
iS6 157 158 159 160 16t 162 163 164 169 166
167 168 169 f70 771 172 173 174 175 176 177
f78 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 iB5
206 207 208 209 210 2f1 212 213 214 215 216
277 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
































RGA5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i72
ROCFDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23!
ROCPP7 RDPARM REAL SIi'11PLE. 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 773
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE I74
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 775
SGNA RDPARM REAL. ARRAY 233
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 297
$HLTOF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 327
SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2'48 266
SIG RppARM RrAL ARRAY 244
SIGE RGN7RL REAL ARRAY 176
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 177
SINL RDPARM RE AL ARRAY 234
SiNLON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 235
SINROT CNTRLP REAL Sri41PLE 326
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 243 267
SN2FLG CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 125
SNg1VN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 329
SNO4Y5 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 330
SgLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDFARFd LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
STBO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 337
STERPI CNTRLP RENAL SIMPLE 332
STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 333
STM REAL SIMPLE 440/8 442/W
7 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 29D
THSTQ RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
TWSTD2 RDPARM1'! REAL SIMPLE 237
TICE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 334
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 335
TWIAX QANDQT REAL ARRAV 251 269
THIN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25D 266
TOPOGi MNTHLY REAL ARRAY 34D 347
TOPOG2 MNTHLY REAL ARRAY 339 347
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
TTM REAL SIMPLE 439/8 442/LS'
U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288
V QANDQT REAL ARRAV 284 289
VER CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE: iD 23
6YORK7 // REAL ARRAY 346 356
4YSAVE RDPARh7 REAL ARRAY 236
%DAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 336
%LABEL CCNTRL CHARrB ARRAY 17 24







CLOCKS SUBROUTINE 359 438








INCHM5 INTEGER FUNCTfOH 37$
INIFSD SUBROUTINE 436
INPUT SU9ROUTINE 351
MOp INTEGER INTRiNSrC 348 423
E470DHMS INTEGER FUNCTIOFJ 349 373
MODVMD INTEGER FUNCTION -023
MPER INTEGER STAT FUNC 349/8 367
D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST
388
369	 370
	 37T	 372	 3$2
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{N1,	 N2,	 J! SAppQ
[+r. r.r..rrrrrr+r+sr++raer+rrrr+.rrrrrrr+r+rrrr ► r•• ► •••rrsrr.rrr.r....rr.SADDQ
C PURPOSE SA664
C UTILITY SUBROUTINE TO ADD dTH-ORDER MODEL VALllES. SADD4




C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SADDQ
C N7	 TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO WHICH TD ADD SAppQ
C N2	 TFME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO ADD SADDQ
C J	 LATITUDE GRID BAND SADDQ
C SADDQ
C SU6PROGRAM5 NEEDED SADDQ
C NAME	 qESCRFPTIOH SADDQ
C PdONE SADDQ
C SADDQ
C RECORD OF MODFFICATIONS SADDQ
C RASED ON OLD VERSION 8. SADDQ
C SADDQ
C ^DATE.4	 '?PROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIF?ION OF MDDIFICATIONS^ SADDQ
C 05/04/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART hND COMMENTS SADDQ
C SnDDQ
C REPAARKS: SADDQ
C t	 TI	 ?MACHINI: DEPENDENT FEATURES, 	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS. ETC.^SnDD4
C SADDQ
Drr+ rr++rr •r»r+rrr+rrrrrrr«r+rrrrrrtrrrarrrrrrrrrrrrs•rr	 .••.r.r...r. ++r5A ['rGQ
C • M/ A- C O M	 S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C	 N A S ` A	 -	 G S F C	 -SADDQ
prrrrrr.. rrrrrrrr++r+r+rrrrrrrr.rrrrrr••r++rsrrrrrrr ► • ► •rr.r.+..rarr....SA DDQ
G SCNTRL
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED GN HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL
[+ ------===-=------=-=====-----------====-ear--ea..__ SCNTRL
00002 COh1?hOH. /CCN7RL/ CCO SCNTRL
OOD03 COMMON /CCN7RL/ ADATE SCNTRL
00004 COM:EDH /CCN7RL/ ATIME SCNTRL
DOODS COMMON./CCN7RL/ JIC SCNTRL00006 CDh1F8DN /CCN7RL/ J09 SCNTRL
00007 COh1hACN /CCN7RL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL
00408 COFAMDN /CCN7RL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL
46D09 COMFdON /CCN7RL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL
00010 COMMON /CCN7RL/ VER SCNTRL
ODO A 1 COPAFJ[ON
	 /CCN7RL/	 7(LA9EL	 { f 0! SCNTRL
00012. COMMON /CCN7RL/ CQS {301 SCNTRL
00013 COMMON ICCNTRLI CQU 	 If01 SCRlTRL
C SCNTR!
0001a E4UFVALENCE	 {CCO.CCf111 SCNTRL
DOOtS CHARACTER+B	 GCO,	 CCl2001 SCNTRL
40016 CHARACTER'S	 ADATE SCNTRL
00017 CHARACTER'S	 ATIME SCNTRL
OOOtB CHARACTER+B	 JIC SCNTRL
OOOt9 CHARACTER'S	 J06 SCNTRL
00020 CHARACTER'S	 CCSP06 SCNTRL
OD021 CHARACTER'S	 CCSP07 SCNTRL
00022 CHARACTER'S	 CCSP08 SCNTRL
D0023 CHARACTER+B	 VER SCNTRL
0002a CHARACTER+B	 XLABEL SCNTRL
C SCNTRL
C INTtcGER MDDEt. PAFtAMETER5 SAVED ON yISTORY RECORD SCNTRL
C =---------------	 -	 ---------=----=-===ea,====--= SCNTRL
00025 COMPdON /ICNTRL! ICO JJ SCNTRL
00026 COMMON (ICNTRL/	 IRA SCNTRL




D0029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL
00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL
D0031 COMMON /FCN7RL/ cIMD2 SCNTRL
00032 COMFdDN /ICNTRL/ .1MT2 SCNTRL
00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCIBTRL
0003Q COMMON /FCN7RL/ J04 SCNTRL
00035 GOPdF110N /ICNTRL/	 d08 SCNTRL
00036 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL
iK, .O
}-+




.._	 ^	 ....	 _	













































































COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIAL9 SCNTRL dd
CO141MON	 /ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 45
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IfLISST SCNTRL 46COFJIMDfV	 /ICNTRL/ KS SGNTRL d7
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL d8
COFdFdDN /ICNTRL/ LDGBR SCNTRL 49
COMh1CN /IGNTRL/ MATFN SCNTRL S4
COMMON /ICNTRL/ lyIATSHX SCNTRL S1C o h4rna N	 /ICNTRL/ F)lATSUN SCNTRL 52
CDMh1DN /ICNTRL/ MLF	 ff21 SCNTRL 53
COMMON /ICNTRL./ MROp SCNTRL 54
COf4[MON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 55
COMF1ipN	 /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NS SCNTRL S7
C0J41h14N
	 /ICNTRL/ HD SCNTRL 58
COMMON-/ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
COMfADN /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
COMMON /FCMTRL/ NDDUT SCNTRL E1COF.7h{ON /ICNTRL/ ND p HY SCNTRL 62
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63COrgh1ON	 /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRL 66
COMf.14N /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL 67
COMMON /IGNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
COMMON /IGNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
GOMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY p 1 SCNTRL 7D
COFdMDN /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL ?i
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSEq SCNTRL 72
GOMFAON /ICNTRL/ ICSp 53 SCNTRL 73
GORIMON / ICNTRL / NSTE:P SCNTRL 7d
COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
GOFIIMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 76
COMMON /ICNTRL_/ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD4 SCNTRL 78
COMh90N /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 79
COF)IF7EON	 / ICNTRL / NMLEV SCNTRL 8DCOF.1R1ON
	 (ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL 81
COMMON /IGNTRL/ I qS	 f30} SCNTRL 82





EQUIVALENCE {IT{9A x ,IQS(




EQUIVALENGE; {tARECON ,i q 5(	 4)1 SCNTRL 88




F g UiUALE?JCE (!FUSION ,I qS[	 7}} SCNTRL 9t
EQlli'.:. LI:NCE { IRADSWG , I qS{	 8) } SCNTRL 92
EQUIVALENCE {IRADLWG ,i q5{	 9)) SCNTRL 93
EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUD ,I qS{10)) SCNTRL 9d
EQUIVALENCE [IOh1EGA ,IQUt	 t}} SCNTRL 96
EQUIVALENCE IIDIABAT ,I gUi	 2)} SCNTRL 97
EQUIVALENCE {IRADSW ,IQUf	 3)) SCNTRL 98
EQUIVALENCE IICO,ICIS }) SCNTRL 1Q0
INTEGER ICD,	 ICf200) SCNTRL 101
SCNTRL 102






COMMON /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 145
COMf+10N /LCNTRL/ QALT SGNTRL 106
COFAMON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
COfdMDN /LCNTRL/ gDAY SCNTRL iDB
COFAMON /LCNTRL/ BEND SCNTRL 109
CDfdMON /LCNTRL/ gOUT SCFJTRL 110
COMMON /LCNTRL./ gAHY SCNTRL 111
¢Otr1MON !LCNTRL/ QSHF .SCNTRL 172CD&1M14f]N	 1LCtdTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL i 13
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00102 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4RSH SCNTRL t1S
40143 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQS1301 SCNTRL 116
Oa1D4 COMMON /LCNTRL / tQUf10, SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 11L
40145 @QUiVALENCE {LTMIN ,LRSf	 1)3 SCNTRL it9
OOt06 EQUIVALENCE fLTMAX. , LRSf	 21} SCNTRL i2D
04107 EQUIVALENCE fLPREAf,C ,LRSf	 311 SCNTRL 12i
00108 ERUIVALENCE { LPRL:CON , LQSf	 411 SCNTRL 122
00109 ERUIVALENCE fLHFLUX , LRSf	 511 SCNTRL 123
OO1t0 EQUIVALENCE (EFFLUX , LASS
	
611 SCNTRL 124
401(1 EQUEVALENCE fLFUSIDN ,LQ5{	 7}} SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENC£ ;LRAOSWG ,LQ5{	 8}) SCNTRL 128
00113 ERUIVALENCE ILRADLWG ,LQS{	 911 SCNTRL i27
00114 E4UIVALJ:NCE fL1CL0UD ,LQS11D)) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
OOt15 ERUIVALENCE fLOMEGA ,L4U1
	
111 SCNTRL 130
00116 ERUIVALENCE iLDIASAT ,L4Uf	 211 SCNTRL i31
00117 ERUIVALENCE: 1LRAâSw ,L4Uf	 311 SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
O p i18 tOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
00119 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGECAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
G012t LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
40122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL 4PHY SCNTRL 139
0012b LpGICAL 4SHF SCNTRL i4o
ODt25 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 14i
OOi26 IOGFCAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL 4RSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL L45 SCNTRL 145
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
40130 LOGICAL LTRIIN SCh,ITRL 147
OOt31 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 148
04132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL ib9
OOi33 LpGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150
D4i34 !_OGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 1Si
OOi35 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
40136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
00137 LOGICAL LRADSwG SCNTRL 154
00138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
04139 LOGICAL LICLpUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
04144 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 15B
OOt41 LOGICAL LDiABAT SCNTRL, 159
OD142 LOGECAL LRA âSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL t61
401b3 ERUIVALENCE fLCO,LCf1)1 SCNTRL tfi2
00144 LOGICAL LCD,	 LCf2001 SCNTRL i63
C SCNTRL t54
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECpRD SCNTRL 165
C--- ^---_____°------ -------- ---------^_^^__=_= SCNTRL 766
q 0145 COMMON /RCNTRL / RCD SCIJTRL 167
OD146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 16800147 CO{1iPJIpN 	 /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 159
001b8 CpMMpN /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL i70OOi49 COM^JiON /RCNTRL/ CP 5Cr1TRL i7i
DOi5D COh7rJlON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
00151 COMMON !RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL. 173
00152 COMMON / RCNTRL / bECMAX SCNTRL 174
OOt53 COMrdpN /RCNTRL/ â ITT SCNTRL 175
ODi54 COMMO^1 ( RCNTRL / DLAT SCNTRL 176
00155 COM1SMgN /RCNTRL/ bLON SCNTRL 177
U0156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
D0157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
40158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 180
40159 COrdMpN (RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181
OOi60 COMrADN /RCNTiiL/ GRAY SCNTRL 182
p DT61 COMrdON / RCNTRL / pMEGA2 SCNTRL 183
04162 COA1iMON /RCNTR.L/ PI SCNTRL 184











OOifi4 COMMON.. /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 185
00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD 5CNTRL 16700166 COiS1fr70N /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SCNTRL t88
00167 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMA% SCNTRL 189
00168 COFdMON 1RCNTRL / PSI,AIN SCNTRL 190
00189 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FTOP 5CNTRL 1St
00170 COMR'fON /RCNTRL. / BADE SCN7P.L 192
00171 COMMON /RCNTRL,/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
40172 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ ROCP 5CNTRL 194
00173 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSD35T SCNTRL. 195
00174 COMMON /RCNTRLl SDAY 5CNTRL 195
00175 COF1€MON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
O p 176 COMMON /RCNTi;L/ SIGE {25! SCNTRL 198
OD177 ^OMMOH /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL 189
00178 COMMON- /RCNTRL/ SOLS 5CNTRL 200
00179 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 201
00180 COM1ni^ION 7RCNTRLI PLEVS f25) 5CNTRL 202
00181 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATIY SCFiTRL 203
00182 COFAMON /RCNTRL! HFATI SCNTRL 204
00183 COFIIMON /RCNTRL/ EFS 5CNTRL 205
00184 COh1MON /RCNTRL./ EFSFAC SCNTRL 206
OOi8.5 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTO.1 SCNTRL '207
00186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ P2ER0 SCNTRL 248
C 5CNTRL 209
00187 EQLiIVALENCE fRCO,RC{1}} SCNTRL 210
00188 REAL RCO,	 RCf200) 5CNTRL 211
C 5CNTRL 212
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 5CNTRL 213
C =-	 -- ------ -----' ---_= SCNTRL 214
00169 COMMON /IDPARM/ - iJllPdp {46! SCNTRL 218
00190 COMMON /IDPARM/ IbSP g 2 SCNTRL 216
00191 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDE% (72} SCNTRL 217
00192 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD SCNTRL 218
00793 CO^AMON /IDPARM/ JC {46) SCNTRL 219
OOIB4 COMMON /IDPARMI .!E {2! 5CNTRL 220
00195 COF^IMON /IDPARM/ JP {2,2} SCNTRL 221
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ KSTEP 5CNTRL 222
00197 COMMON /IDPARRI! MJ {461 SCNTRL 223
00198 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHtI15i 5CNTRL 224
00199 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMD1 SGNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 226
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 5CNTRL 22T
C °==^_=___'_____________ SCNTRL 22800200 COMMON /LDPARM/ FILTER (4f3} SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAPE 5CNTRL 230
00202 COMFdON /LDPARM/ START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
00203 LOGI-0A! FILTER 5CNTRL 233
0024a LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234
00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C 5CNTRL 236
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C
-
=-______- ---'--_- = SCNTRL 238
40206 COMMON /RDPARM/ ADLDP SCF7TRL 239
00207 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 240
00208 C0M+V10N /RDPARM/ CONiDT SCNTRL 241
O p 209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2 5CNTRL 242
00210 COMMON /RDPARh1! CON2DT SCNTRL 243
00211 COFdMON /RDPARM/ CON3 SCNTRL 244
00212 COFAMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT SCNTRL 245
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
00214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT 5CNTRL 247
04215 CO{$FdON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
00216. COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL (46} SCNTRL 249
80217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON f72} SCNTRL. 250
40218 COLt^MON /RDPARM/ GPD2 SCNTRL 251
00219 COMMON /RDPARM/ bRP {46} SCH7RL 252
00220 COMFAON /RDPARM/ D%YP f46} SCNTRL 283
00221 COMMON /RDPARry)/ DY p {461 5CNTRL 254
04222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS (46} SCNTRL 255
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Q0224 COMMON iRDPARM / F2DT SCNTRL 257
00225 COtAh10N	 /RDPARM/ HiDT SCNTRL 258
00226 COMMOtf /RDPARM/ H2p T SCNTRL 259
00227 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTD SCNTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARM / PKTOP SCNTRL 261
D0229 COMZdON /RDPARM/ RLAT	 {4£} SCNTRL 262
0023D COtdMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 {46) SCNTRL 263
0023) COh1R(ON /RDPARM/ ROCP pT SCNTRL 264
D0232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 f21 SCNTRL 286
0023d COMMON / RDPARM / SINL	 {461 SCNTRL 267
00235 COMMON / RD p ARRi / 5INLON	 ( 721 SCNTRL 268
00236 COMMON / RDPARM / THSTp SCNTRL 269
00237 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD2. SCNTRL 270
00238 COMt+10N /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 (1591 SCNTRL 271
00239 COMtdON /RDPAR.M/ f}SIG	 {9l SCNTRL 272
00240 COMMON / RDPARM/-SIG f91 SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
C +	 + SQAND4T 2
C GL08AL MODEL SURFACE FIELbS SQAND4T 3
00241 COMMON l4AN pQ7! Q5{72,19,463 SQAND4T 4
C SQeNDQT 5
00242 bIMENSION PHIS11368 , 11 SQAND4T 6
00243 pIMENSIDN SMTHfi368,23) SDANDOT 7
00244 DIMENSION AL8ED0 ( 1368,1) SQAND4T 8
00245 DIMENSION GT{f368,ti 54ANb4T 9
002db DItAENSFON GW{1368,1} SQAND4T f0
OD247 DIMENSION TS{1368,1} SQAND4T i1
0024$ DIMENSION SHSI1368,11 SQAND4T t2
00249 DIMENSION P{72,19,11 5pANp4T 13
00250 DIMENSION TMINf136B,1! SQAND4T 14
00251 DIMENSION TMAX{1368,11 SpANOQT 15
00252 DIMENSION PREACC{i368,1) SgnNDQT 16
00253 D;h1ENSION PRECONIi368,1) SQAND4T 17
04254 DIMENSION HFLUX{1368 , 11 SQANDQT 18
OD255 DIMENSION EFLUX{7358 , 11 SQAND4T 19
00256 pIMENSIDN FUSION { 1368,11 S4ANDQT 20
00257 DIMENSION RADSWG{1368,1} S4ANDQT 21
00256 DIMENSION RADLVlGf1368 , 1} SQAIJD4T 22
00259 DIMENS;ON ICLDUD{1358,1) 54ANDQT 23
C SQAND4T 24
00260 EQUIVALENCE SRS{1,1,i1,PHISf1 , 1}1 SQANb4T 25
00261 EQUIVALENCE f4S11,2 , 1),SMTHf1,i11 SQAND4T 26
00262 EQUIVALENCE I4S11,3,1},AL6Ep0{1,111 SQANDQT 2T
00263 EQUIVALENCE [ 4511,4,11 , GT11,1}) 54ANDpT 28
DD264 EQUIVALENCE IpSfi,5,11,GWfi.111 SQANDQT 29
00265 EQUIVALENCE {45fi,6,1},TSI{,11) SQAND4T 30
DD266 EQUIVALENCE [ Q5f1,7,1} , SHSfi , i }y SQAND4T 31
D0267 EQUIVALENCE {QSI1,8,11,P11.i,i)1 SQAND4T 32
00268 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,10,i),TMIN11,1}1 SQANDOT 33
00269 EQUIVALENCE 145{1,(1,1} , TMAX{1 , 131 SQAND4T 34
0027D EQUIVALENCE 445{1,12 , 11,PREACC{1.11) S4ANDQT 35
00271 EQUIVALENCE ( QS{1,13,i1,PRECON ( i,1}1 SQAND4T 36
04272 EQUIVALENCE f4S{i,i4,i),HFLUXII,1)} SQANDQT 37
00273 EQUIVALENCE { QS{1,1$,1},EFLUXf1 , i)} SQAtJDOT 38
40274 EQUIVALENCE (45{1,16,1),gUSIORfI1,1)) SQAND4T 34
00275 EQUIVALENCE f4S{1,17 , 1},RAOSSVG[1 , 1)1 SQAND4T 4D
OD27S EQUIVALENCE 14511,18,11,RADLWG { 1,11) SQANDQT di
00277 EQUIVALENCE {p5{1,19,1}.ICLOUD { i,1}) S4ANDQT 42
C +	 •	 + SQAND4T 43
' C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER - AIR FSELDS SQnNDQT 4a
OQ278 COMMON /QANDQT/ QU{72;8,14,45} SQAND4T 45
C SpeNp4T 46
p0279 DIMENSION U{72,9 , 14,i1 S4ANDQT 47
0028D DIh1EN5ION V(72,9,14,11 SQAND4F 48
q 0285 bI1J^ENS;ON T{72,9,14,1) SOANp4T 49
00282 DIMENSION SH{72,9,14,11 S4ANDQT 50
OD283 D;MENSIO {J PHI{72,9,}d , 1) SQAND4T 51
00284	 DIMENSION	 OMEGA { 72,126,1)	 SQAND4T 52
00285	 DIMENSION	 DIABATI72 , i26,i]	 SQAND4T 53
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00288 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU11,1,1,1Y,Uf1,i,i,11} SQANDQT 57












00295 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU11,1,13,1},gADSW{1,I,t}y SOANDRT 64
DD296 EQUIVALENCE	 1QU11,1,ta,1},RADLwfi,i,i}} SQANDQT 65
C SOANDQT 86
C +	 + SQPOLES 2




D p 298 COMMON fQPOLES/ U p f9,2,2} SRPDLE5 5
; f^ DD299 COMMON /QPDLES/ VP{9,2,2) SOPOLES 6
00300 GDr}IM11ON	 /QPDLES/	 TPf9,2,2} SQPDL£S 7
^.^ 4D301 COMMON /QPDLES/ SHP[9,2,2} SOPOLES 8
i , ^ Otl302 COl11MON	 /QPDLES/	 PHIPf9,2,2i SOPOLES 8
l	 ^ C 54ROLE5 10
J°; C + SAOOQ 34
r 1 C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
^^ 043D3 14000 CONTINUE SHl;GDEB 3
C •^^• CYBER SCALAR VERSION OA.tl01	 INPUT,ID4 58EGDE8 4
I C -^	 • CY6£R SCALAR VERSION 04,000 SBEGDEH 5
^.:^ C •^=r CYBER SCALAR VERSION DO SBEGDEH 6
CSSSSSSSSSSS$SS55SS$SS555SS5S559:SSSSSSSSS55SSSSSS5SSS5t^55555SSSS5555SSS55BEGDE6 7'<,I
60304 - M = MJfJ} SADDQ 36
:'f 00305 IF	 {M.EQ.DI	 GO TC Stl SADDQ 37
': ^ C SADDQ 3H
(^^ rrr+rr•rr+rrrr+•rrrrrrr»rr+rrrr• ► earrrrrr»»rrr•»r.rrrrarr•.++.+ SADDQ 39
`.^ C rr-r	 +++^ SADD4 40
4li C
•+••	 POLE	 PRINT	 ••++ SADD4 4i
C «..	 .rrr SADD4 42











rl OD307 DO	 i0 L = 1,NLAY SADDQ 46
a. 00308 UPtL,N1,M}	 =	 UPfL,N1,td}	 +	 UP1L,N2,M} SADDQ 47
^, 00309 VPfL,N1,M}
	 =	 VPfL,N1,M)	 +	 VF1L,N2,R1} sa000 4$
^'
66314 TP{L,Ni,ll1}	 =	 TP{L,N1,M1	 +	 TPfL,N2,M1 SADDR 49
60311 SWPiL,N1,.M}	 =	 5HPtL,H1,M)	 +	 SNPfL,N2,iN1 SADD4 50










4}^ C •r••	 •••• SADDQ Sd
E C »••+	 ELSE4YHERE	 •+ ► • SADDQ $S
C .rrr	 ••+« SADDQ 56^^
{+ rr.rrrrrr+rrrrrrrrrrrrr• .rrr++rrrrr. »rr•rrrrrar.rrrrrr +.•rrrrrr SA1]pQ 57
C SADDQ 58
Otl313 SO	 CONTINUE SADDQ 59
! Otl3i4 DD 6D	 I = 1,IM SADDQ QO
;^ DQ315 PfI,N9,J)	 =	 P^I,N1,J p	}	 PfI,N2,J} SADDR 61
00316 60	 GDNTINUE SADDQ B2
80317 DO 70 t=1,NLAY SnDO4 69•^
0031$ DO 70	 I = i,IM SADDQ 64
00319 UTI.L,Ni,J}	 =	 U(I,L,N7,J1
	 ^	 U(I,L,N2,J} SADDQ 65
Q0320 SADD4 66
Q032i
V[I,L,N1,J}	 =-V{I,L,H1,J)	 ^	 V{I,L,N2,J}
TfI,L,N1,J}
	
=	 T{I,L,Ni	 J}	 +	 TfI , L,N2,J) SADDR S7
40322 SHfI,L,N1,Ji	 -	 SHII,L,N1,J}	 +	 SWfI,L,N2,J} $ADb4 S8
00323 70	 CONTINUE SADDQ 69
00324 RETURN SADDQ 70
00325 END SADDR 71












74 323 317 318
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME---^---BLDCK--- --^TYPE--- --°CLASS-------REFI=RENCES
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 3
ADDQ SUHROUTIHE 1
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
AL8ED0 QANbgT REAL .ARRAY 244
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATFME CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPL-c 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL 5TMPL^ 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR*8 ARRAY 14
CCO CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE: 2
CGNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
f3
GCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR°8 SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE e
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 9
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CON10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CDN2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
G0Id2bT RDpFRM REAL SIMPLE 210
C0N3 RbPAR1A REAL SIMPLE 21i
C!:N3D7 gDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
COfi:.i RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4t]T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CO N5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
COSD RCNTRL KCAL SIMPLE 148
CO SL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLDN RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2t7
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPb2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL PEAL ARRAY 13
DAV5PY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i50
bEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE I51
DECM4X RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DIABA7 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 285
DI5T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t55
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156
D7(P RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
D1SYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EFLU]S QANOQ7 REAL ARRAY 255
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
F1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223
F207 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200
FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256
GNUi RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
GRAY. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160
GT gANDQT REAL ARRAY 245
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2q6
HiDT RDAegFd REAL SIMPLE 225
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIPdPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
WEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
HFLU1f QANDOT REAL ARRAY 254
I INTEGER SIMPLE 314/G
321



































' IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 90 91
'^^ IGO ICNTRL INTEGER SIRiPLE 25 90 91
ICLDU^ OANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
!CNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
' 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4S
47 4B 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 6D 61 62 63 6d 65 65 67 68
, 69 7p 71 72 73 74 75 76
^ ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
ICSP55 I-CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68
' IpIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
^' ipPARP1i INTEGER UN^CNOWN 189 190 i9i t92 993 194 195 i96 197 19B 999













IHFLUK ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN- 81
IICLOUO ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWH 86
IJUMP IpPARM INTEGER ARRAY i89
^ IM !CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 314 318
I1AD2 ICNTRL iNTEGEq SIMPLE 27
' IM62P1 lDNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
+^	 ^ INDEX IpPARM INTEGER ARRAY 191
?' IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
p^ IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPREGON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 7B ; 9 80 87 82 83 8d 85 86
FOU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 B9
IRA pLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
IRADSW lCNTgL INTi=GER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
IROp IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE i.92
ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 20i 204
ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
^.^
IT1dAX
ti !THIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOIYN 77
^ J INTEGER SIMPLE 1 3p4 315 335 315 3.19 3i9 319 320 320 320
321 321 321 32Z 322 322
^^
^ dC IDP.ARM INTEGER ARRAY 193
^ JE lDFARM INTEGER ARRAY 194
w JIC CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 5 1B
^', JM ICNTRL .INTEGER SIMPLE 3p
^^^
JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3i ^ ^
JM72 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 ^ ^











^^,' JD8 CCNTRL CNAR•8 SIMPLE 6 19 rte!["
JP iDPARM INTEGER ARRAY T95^^
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 eQ ^
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 ^
^h, KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 ^ ^'^












KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE AT
^^ L INTEGER SIMPLE 3p71C 308 308 3D8 309 309 3D9 3i0 310 31D 311
^ 311 311 317/C 319 319 319 320 320 324 321 321
'I 321 322 322 32Z
LD CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
hi LCO CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144
CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96 9? 98 99 106 101 102
103 104
LDIABAT LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 i49
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 '
EFFLUX LCN.TRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 13S
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 136
LNFLUX LCN.TRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t09 134
' LICLDUD CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i14 139
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4.2
' LOMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i15 140
:; LPREACC CCNTRL LDGIGAL UNKNOPIN 107 132
r-^o
a	 i
LPRECGN LCNTRL LOGICAL UMKNDWN i08 133
LOS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 506 107 108 109 110	 tl1	 t12	 113	 114
1za
L qu LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 115 116 117 129
LRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 f38
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 137
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOYlN 106 131
L-THIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 134
M INTEGER SIMPLE 304!5 305 306 3D5 306 308 30R	 308	 3D9	 309	 309
310 310 3t0 311 3t1 311
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER S]MPLE a4
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGt:R SIMPLE 45
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197 3D4
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 4fi
MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
N1 INTEGER SIrhPLE I 306 306 306 308 349 309	 314	 3t0	 3i1	 311
315 3i5 319 31D 320 320 321	 321	 3Z2	 322
N2 INTEGER S]MPLE T 306 306 309 310 311 315
	
319	 320	 32i	 322
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SI64PLE 50
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIRIPLE 5I
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53
NDHDG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NORSW FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NDT iGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER S]MFLE 60
O Q
NHMS1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198 ^ ^[T
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 ,^
NKRSH ICNTRL ]NTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 307 317 ^ ^
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGEq SIf+1PLE 62 ^ ^s
NLAYPi ICNTRL INTEGER S]MPLE 63 ^7 fir'
NrI1LEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE fi4 ,Q `^
N5EQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 ^ ^
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 ^ ^y^
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIrdPLE 69 ^» ^^
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMDf IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
^,^^
NYr,1DE ICNTRL INTEGER S]MPLE 70 ^ `'-''^
NZIMIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA gANDOT REAL ARRAY 264 293
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
P gAND4T R EAL ARRAY 249 267 315!5 3T5 3i5
PHI 44NDOT REAL ARRAY 283 292
PHIP gPOLES REAL ARRAY 302
PHIS QANDgT REAL ARRAY 242 260
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162
PI180 RCNTRL REAL $IMFLE 163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i66
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
P}STOP RDPARM REAL S;MPLE 228
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 184
PP gPDLE$ REAL ARRAY 297 30615 306 306
p REACC. gnNDgT REAL ARRAY 252 270
pREGON gANDOT REAL ARRAY 253 27i
PSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSMiN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i65
P7OR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
P2ER0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185 "^




QANb g T REAL UNKNOWN
R6EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
g p AY LCFJTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
Q^Nb LCNTRL LOGICAL $?MPLE
gOUT LCFJTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
g PHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWNQRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QS DANDQT REAL ARRAY
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
q U QANDgT REAL ARRAY
RAD@ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RADLW gAND4T REAL ARRAY
RADLWG gANDQT REAL ARRAY
RADSV! QANDgT REAL ARRAY
RADSWG gANDQT REAL ARRAY
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
RCD RCNTRL REAL SIh7PLE
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN
RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN
RGA5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY
RLATO RDPARM REAL ARRAY
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RDCPD7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
ROCPPi RDPARh1 REAL SIMPLE
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SDAY RCNTRL REA1_ SIMPLE
SEASQFJ RCNTRL REAL SIF,^PLE
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
sH QnNDDT RE4L nRRAY
SHP gPOLES REAL ARRAY.
SHS QANbOT REAL. ARRAY
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SIDE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SINL RDPARM. REAL ARRAY
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SMTH OANDgT REAL ARRAV
SN2FLG LGNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
SOL5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
START LDPARNI LOGICAL SIMPLE
T QANDQT REAt ARRAY
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
TMA% OANDgT REAL ARRAY
TMIN OANDOT REAL ARRAY
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY
TS QANbOT REAL ARRAY
TSTD RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
U OANDOT REAL ARRAY
UP gPOLES REAL ARRAY
V gANDgT REAt ARRAY
Vl:R CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE
VP gPOLES REAL ARRAY
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY








297 298 299 30D 301. 302
foz 1z7
101 126
241 260 261 262 263 264 265 265 257 268 269270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
99 124








145 746 14T lA6 149 150 151 1.52 153 154 Y55
t56 157 i58 t59 160 t6i 162 163 i64 15S 166
167 T6B 169 174 17i 172 i73 174 175 176 T7T
178 179 180 181 182 183 184 T85 186
206 207 2D8 249 2io 21i 212 2i3 274 2i5 216
217 218 2I9 224 221 222 223 224 225 226 227












282 287 322/S 322 322





234 ^235 ,^ ^243 261 C,	 ,t O D i 25 ^ 'S^
T78
262 205




340 310/S 314 31p ^^..+s t247 265
779
279 268 319!5 319 319
298 3D8/S 308 308
28D 289 320/5 324 326
16 23
















O4DD1 SUBROUTINE AVRx	 iJf SAVRx 2
L+++ r++r., r.».er.r..rrrrrr.se.rer.rr.r.»rr. ♦ r ►► .er»..ar.r ► r« ► . +.»..r«.««.5nVRx 3
G PURPOSE SAVRX 4
C FOE3RIEA FILTER BASE FIELDS NEAR THE POLES IN THE X-DIREGTIflN. SnvRx 5
C FdDDEL QU,4NTiTiES FILTERED ARE 11.	 V,	 POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE, SAVRx 6
G sH,	 AND SLP. SAURx 7
C CALLED BY COMP4 ONLY SAVAx 8
C SAVR% 9
G USAGE snv R x 10
C snvRx 11
p ARGUMENTS	 Dl:SCRiPTipN SAUR% 12
C J	 LATITUDE BAND NUMBER 5AVRx 13
c snvRx to
C SVBPROGRAFAS N[cEDE p 5AVRx 15
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SAVRx lEi
C FILFFT	 FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM FILTER 5AVRx 1i
C SAVRx 18
C RECORD OF MppIFICATIONS SAVRX 18
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. SAVRx 20
C 5AVRx 21
G 7pATE?	 ?pAOGAAMh7ER7	 ?DESCRIPTIDN DF MODIFiCATIONS^ SAVRx 22
C 45/04/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SnvRx 23
C 03NOV83	 RAMESH	 GOMPLETELY NEW FOR PDT TEMP FILTER 5AVRx 24
C SAVRx 25
C REMARKS: SAVRx 26
C ^	 1]	 ?MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS,	 ETC. ?SAVRX 27
C 5AVRx 28
G.»»r.arrrrs»rrrrrrr+»rrr.ra
	 ► w=rwrr.rrr.rr=rrr ► rrrrrrrr ► rr:.	 .	 . ► r +5AVRx 29
C = + F + CM/ A- C O M	 S I G M A r D A T A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G • S • SAVRX 3D
L+srr»« r++rrrrr»rrrrr ► rrrrr»war+»rrrrrrrrtrrr.rrrr=rrrrrrr.rrs. ► r «««. r«r +5AVRx 31
C SCNTRL 2




OODD2 COMMON ICCNTRt/—CCO-- 5CNTRL 5
DDD03 C0111MflN /CCNTRt/ ADATE 5CNTRL 6
00004 COMMON./CCNTRt/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
00005 GONiMDN /CCNTRt/ JIC SCNTRL 8
000pf3 COMMON /CCNTRt/ JOf3 SCNTRL 9
OOD47 COMMON /CCNTRt/ GCS p 06 SCNTRL 10
00008 COMMON /CCNTAL/ CCSPD7 SCNTRL 11
ROD09 COMMON /CCNTRt/ CCSP48 5CNTRL 12
o4nlo COMMON /CCNTRt/ VER SCNTRL 13
00011 COMMON /CCNTRt/	 xLABEL	 f101 SCNTRL 14
00012 COMMON /CCNTRt/ CQS f30) SCNTRL 15
00013 COIAMON /CCNTRt/ CQU	 1101 SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
00014 EQUIVALENCE	 [CCD,CC1111 SCNTRL 18
00015 CHARACTER+8	 CCD,	 CGf2001 SCNTRL 19
DOD }ti CHARAGTERrB	 ADATE SCNTRL 20
40017 CHARAGTERr8	 ATi141E SCNTRL 21
OOOi6 CHARACTER•8	 JEC 5CNTRL 22
00019 CHARAGTERr8	 Jp8 SCNTRL 23
DaD20 CHnRnOT£R•8	 CCSP06 SCNTRL 24
40021 CHARAGTERrB	 CC5p07 SCNTRL 29
00022 GHARACTERrB	 CCSP08 5CNTRL 26
00023 CHARAGTERr8	 VER SCNTRL 27
o g024 CHARAGTERrB	 xLngEt SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 23
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SCNTAt 30
G
_________________________________^__-__________= SCNTRL 31
00025 CDMMaN /IGNTRt/ ICO SCNTRL 32
00026 COMMON /.SCNTRL/	 IM SCNTRL, 33
40427 COMMON /ICNTRL/	 IMD2 5CNTRL 34
00028 CD1,^MON	 !ICNTRL/	 IMD2P1 SCNTRL 3S
00029 GOFAMON /ICNTRL/ NDR5^3 SCNTRL 35
00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMp2 SCNTRL 38
00032 COMMON /SCNTRL/	 JFiIT2 SCNTRL 39
40033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNA SCFI7RL 40
00034 'COMMON /ICNTRL/ JDa SCNTRL 41





























































































Oo036 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSP00037 COh1r1ON /ICNTRL/ KLIALB
00038 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ KLEGW
00039 CO1riMON /ICNTRL/ KLISSt4 000 40 COrdr71ON
	
/ICNTRL/ KS
', 0D44i COMIISOIV	 /SCNTRL/ KU
00042 GDMMDN /ICNTRL/ LOGBR
`^ 00043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN
04Q44 COMPADN /ICNTRL/ MAT5NN
00045 GDMMDN /ICNTRL/ MAT5UN
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ FdLF	 1121OOOd7 COh7MDN /ICNTRL/ rAROp
00448 COMMON /iCNTRI:/ NKRSH
00049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSrd
' 04050 COMMON /ICFdTRL/ Ne
! 00051 CaMMaN /ICNTRL/ ND
OOQ52 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT
00053 COMMON /SCNTRL/ NpAY
04054 GDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NDOUT^
00455 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NpPHY
OOQ56 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDSHF
00057 CDMrdON /ICNTRL/ NDT
00058 GDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NHMS
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE00060 CoMraON /FCNTRL/ NHrdsO
00061 GDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NLAY
40D62 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI
' 00063 COMlJIDN /ICNTRL/ NLAYPi
l^: 00064 COMrRON / FCNTRL/ NSDAY
00065 COMidON /ICNTRL/ NSEq
00066 COrAMON /ICNTRL/ FCSPS3
00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP
.;^ 00468 COMlAON /ICNTRL/ iCSP55
_S 04469 COM747ON /ICNTRL/ NYMp
00070 COMMON /FCNTRL/ NYMDE:^
_0 00071 COMMON /SCNTRL/ NYMpO04072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N2INIT
^'	 ^	 ^ OOD73 COrdMON /ICNTRL/ NR'ILEV
00474 COMMON /SCNTRL/ NDHDG'.^ OO p 75 GOh9h10N /ICNTRL/ IRS	 {30}
00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ YQU	 (f0)=
C'_ 00077 EQUIVALENCE {STMIN ,IqS( {})
OOQ7B EQUIVALENCE (ITMAN ,IDS( 2}1
^?^
I
^ 00079 EQUIVALENCE [IPREACC .IqS( a}}
00080 EQUIVALENCE {IPRECON ,IQS{ 4)1
K^	 ^ OQD81 EQUIVALENCE {IHFlt1N ,I q S; 5)1
"	 ^ 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IEFF_Uy ,1rS( 6})}a 000$3 EQUIVALENCE (!FUSION ,I q S( 7}}i^4	 ? D0084 EQUIVALENC£ {IRADSWG ,IQS( 8})
#	 i D008S EQUIVALENCE IIRAbLWG ,IQS{ 91)




OOD87 EQUIVALENCE (iOMEGA ,IQU( 1})
^i 00088 EQUIVALENCE {IDFABAT I q U( 2}}00089 EQUIVALENCE (iRApSW ,I4U{ 31}
C
00090 EQUIVALENCE ( ICO,IC{ir}
i 00091 FNTEGER ICD,	 iC{2D0)
c
C LOGSCAL MOpEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON H75TORY RECORD
D0092 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LCO
OD093 COrJ1MON /LCNTRL/ RALT
00094 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QeEG
OQ095 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QpAY
;^ 04096 cDMMDN /LCNTRL/ QENb
00087 GDMMDN /LCNTRL/ ROUT
E^	 ^^ D0098 CDPAMON / LCNTRL/ gPNY
^'
04099 COM^10N /LCNTRL/ QSHF







_.,._ _T__-.-M-,_...^ v	 ^^,,: •..,-. _ .	 _.. ..._, . _ .. _	 _	 __	 _ _	 —	 _mss=, ir,	 -	 -----	 -	 -.,	 -
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00101 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
40102 CDrRMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL 115
00103 COPAMON /LCNTRL/ LRS{30) SCNTRL 116
40104 CDrAMON /LCNTRL / LQU{t0) SCNTRL ii7
C SCNTRL 118
00105 EQUIVALENCE ILTMIN ,LQS( i}} SCNTRL 119
'^ 00105 E4UIVALENCE { LTh1Ax ,LQS{ 2}} SCNTRL 120
00107 EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC .L45{ 3)y 5GNTRL 121
00108- EQUIVALENCE iLPRECDN ,LQS{ 4}} SCNTRL 122
OOi09 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUx ,L45{ 5)} SCNTRL 123
, li 00110 EQUIVALENCE 1LEFLU x ,L45{ 6)} SCNTRL 124
00111 EQUIVALENCE iLFUSIDN ,L45{ 7)) SCNTRL t25
E 00112 EQUIVALENCE LLRADS4)G ,LQS{ e)) SCNTRL t26
D0113 EQUIVALENCE 1LRApLWG ,LQS! 9)) SCNTRL ]27E
00114 EQUIVALENGE ILICLOUD ,LRS{10)) SCNTRL 128
i	 ^ C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE {LOMEGn , LQU1 ])) SCNTRL 130
rl 40116 EQUIVALENCE fLDIAHAT ,L4UL 2)) 5GNTRL t31
^^ 00117 EQUIVALENCE {LRAD$W ,LDU( iii SCNTRL 132
G SCNTRL 133
04118 LOGICAL 4ALT SCNTRL 134
OOi19 LOGIGAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00124 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 135
'^^ 00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
4Qi22 LOGICAL QDUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL QPNY SCNTRL 139
F 0.0124 LOGIGAL QSIiF SCNTRL 140
i 04125 LOGICAL SN2FLG 5GNTRL 141
.	 , 04125 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 14200127 LOGICAL 4RS>-I SCNTRI. 143
'^' C SCNTRL 144
04128 LOGICAL LOS SCNTRL 145
^
I
^ 00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147*.
^. OOt31 LOGICAL LTMAx SCNTRL 148
OD132 LDGFCAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
%^'
00133 LOGICAL LPRECDN SCNTRL 15D
170134 LOGICAL LHFLUx SCNTRL t51
00]35 LOGICAL LEFLUx SCNTRL 152
^t 00135 t4GTCAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
00]37 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL i5d
^^^ 00138 LOGICAL LRADLVJG SCNTRL 155






00144 LOGICAL LDMEGA SCNTRL 158
40141 LOGICAL LDEA9AT SCNTRL 158
^' 00142 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 16D
Q SCNTRL 161
t,1 00143 EQUIVALENCE LLCO,LCf11} SCNTRL 16200144 LOGICAL. LCD,	 LC{2001 SCNTRL 163
^j^ C





^I G z=v= ^=-===----===== ca= aavecr= -==n"_______.= ______= SCNTRL 186
00145 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 1fi7
H 00146 GOPAMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 158
OD147 CDMMDN /RCNTRL/ 8E7A SCNTRL iS9
00148 COrAFADN /RCNTRL/ CDSD SCNTRL 170
^ 04149 CDMMDN /RCNTRL/ C p SCtJTRt_ 171
04150 Ct7MMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SGNTRL ]72
44151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
OOf52 CDMMDN ^RCNT p L! DECMAx SCNTRL 174
OOi53 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
' 00154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAt SCNTRL 176
00155. COMMON !RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
^^ 00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
00i5T COMrAON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
^` 00]58 CDMlAON /RCNTRL! GNUI SCNTRL 180
00159 COMMON /RCNTRLI GNU2 SGNTRL 181
00]50 CDMPADN /RCNTRL/ GRAV SCNTRL 182
00161 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 183




























































































OO1S3 COh1MON /RCNTRL/ PI180
00.164 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI2
aaT65 COPdr,7oN /RCNTRL/ P5TD
00166 COMMON- /RCNTRL/ PTMEAN
00167 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMAX
04158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMIN
' 00169 CDMr10N /RCNTRL/ PTDP
00170 COMMON / RCNTRL! RAPE
00171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS
00172 COMPdOH /RCNTRL/ ROCP
F 40173 COMMON fRCNTRL/ RSpIST
00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SPAY
00175 COh11'dON /RCNTRL/ SEASON
00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE f25h
04177 COM1^70N IRCNTRL/ SIND
00178 COPIIMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS
40179 COPAPdDN /RCNTRL/ TSTp
OOi80 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLl:VS {251
i	 1 40181 CDtdMON /RCNTRL/ HEATW
t 40182 COPAMDN fRGNTHL/ HEATTt	 ! OOfB3 COtSMON /RCNTRL/ E;PS
i': t Q018d COMMON !RCNTRL/ EPSFAC
!,	 ? DOi$5 COMM170N /RCNTRL/ CALTOJP 00186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO^ C
? OOi87 i:QUIUALENCE [RCO.RC111}
OOi88 REAL RCO,	 RCi2401
i_ ^	 ^ G
^ C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
00189 COPAMON /IDPARM/ IJ)1h1P t46!
04190 COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP42
^ 00491 COMIAON /IDPARM/ INDHX 172)
00192 GOMMON /IDPARP4/ IROD
.1 i 04193 COA1h14N /IDPARM! JC 1461OO i 9d COMlJiON / FOPARM/ JE 12 )
:k{ D019S COMMON /IDPARM/ JP 12,2}
il^i 04195 COrdFAON /IDPARM/ 11STEp
^^ OOi97 COP,7MON /LDPARM/ hiJ i4ST
40198 COMMON /IDPARF.f/ NHMS1
00199 COMMON /IDPARM/ NrMRi
C




_°=__00200 CDMrdON /LDPARM/ FILTER 145)
^^ 00241 COMMON /LDPARM/ ]TAPE
04202 COMMON /LDPARM/ STARTC
40243 LOGICAL FILTER
Ei .0024-0 LOGICAL ITAPE00205 LOGICAL START
', C
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
I !^ D0206 GDMMDN /RDPARM/ ADLDP
00247 COMMON !RDPARM/ CQN1
',^ 00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT
i R0209 COMMON !RDPARM/ CON2
04214 COMMON IROPARM/ CON2DT
n 00211 COPdMON /RDPARM/ CDN3
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT
44.213 COMM1]N !RDPARM/ CDNa
40214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT
40216 COMR1DN /RDPARM/ CONS
^. 04216 CDhRMON /RDPARM/ COSL {461
00217 COMhiDN /RDPARM/ COSLON 1721
^ 04218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2
40219 COMMON /RDPARM/ OXP 146)
00220 COPJIhipN /ADPARrA/ DXYP (d6}
q 0221 COMMON IRDPAANP/ DYP f46J







..	 ..	 ..	 ... T ..^	 e_.s^..._
00223 C0Mh1ON /RDPARM/ F1DT SCNTRL 25600224 COldMON ;RDPARM/ F26T SClJTRL	 257
04225 COFdldDN / RDPARFA/ HS p T SCNTRL 258
00226 COMMON /RDPARFA/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
00227 COMh1QN /RDPARM/ P1tSTp SCNTRL 260
00228 COMMON /R pPARM/ PKTOA SCNTRL 26i
00229 COfdMON /RDPARM/ RLA7
	 f461 SCNTRL 262
00230 CnMraoN /RDPARM/ RLATD	 Id6) SCNTRL 263
00231 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPDT SCNTRL 26d
00232 COTJSldON	 /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 255
00233 COMh1QN /RpPARM/ SGNP	 {2) 5ClJTRL 266
00234 COMMON lRDPARMI SINL	 [46} SCNTRL 267
^ 00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON
	
I72) SCNTRL 268
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ 71i5TA SCNTRL 269
00237 CON)MON /RDPARM/ TH5TD2 SCNTRL 270
00238 GOMh10N /ROFARM/ WSAVE	 {159) SCNTRL 271
OQ239 CDMMQN /R p PARM/ p5IG	 19T SCNTRL 272j 04240 COMh1QN /RDPARM/ SIG	 19} SCNTRL 273
^'>	 ^ C SCNTRL 274
-	 ! C ^ Sgf.NOQT	 2
! C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SgANDQT	 3
! 00241 C0Mh10N /4AND g T/ Q5i72,19,d6} SQANDQT	 d
C SgaNDgT	 5
002k2 DIh1ENS1ON PHIS{i368.i) SQANDQT	 6
00243 pIR1ENSI0N 5MTH11368,23} SQANDQT	 T
00244 DIlS1EN5ION ALBEDO{ 1368, 1 1 SgntJDQT	 8
i^ 00245 DIMENSION GT{1368,1} SgANDQT	 9
00246 DIMENSION GW113f,8,i1 SQANDQT	 t0
^ 00247 DIMENSION TSf1368,1) SQANDQT	 51








TFAIN{ 1366, 1 } SQeNDg7 13SQANDQT 14
^7^
00251 DIFAEN5ION TMA%f 13fiB, 1) SQANDQT	 15
^ 0.0252 DiiJIENSION PRHACCl1368,1] SQANDQT	 t6
>.+	 ^ X0253 DEh1ENS1oN PRECON{136x,11 SOnNDaT 17
wI: :w	 I 0025b DIMENSION HFLUX11368,11 SOANDQ7	 t8
' 40255 D1MEN5iON EFLUX{1368,11 SQANDQT	 i9
h^ 00256 pI!liENSION FUSIDNfi368,1} SQANDQT 20
I.^ 00257 pIMENSION RADSWGf1368,1} SQANDQT 21
s 00258 pI111EN5EON RADLWG{i368,t) SQANDQT 22
'^ 00259 DIMENSION ICLOUD[1368,11 SgANDQT 23
1 C SOf.F1DQ7 24











! 00264 EQUIVALENCE IOSf1,S,1},GW{t,i)} gQa1JDQT 29
^) OD265 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1.6,1},TSIi,11} SQANDQT 30
00266 EQUIVALENCE (Q5f1,7,11,SH5{1,1}) SQAFJDQT 3t
00267 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,B,1},P11,1,11) SgnND07 32
t^	 ^ OD268 EQUIVALENCE IQStt,10,i),TMiN{i,111 50nIJpgT 33
00269 EQUIVALENCE IQS{i,11,1),TMAX{1,1}) SQANDQT 34jj	 t 00270 EQUIVALENCE {QSit,12,11,PREACC11,i)) SQANpg7 35
^ 00271 EQUIVALENCE iQ5f1,L3,11,PRECONI1,li) SQANDQT 36
?.' 00272 EQUIVALENCE 14S{1,14,1),Y1FLU.X{1,11) SQANDQT 37
00273 EQUIVALENCE IQSft,i5.1),EFLVX{1,.111 SQANDQT 38
i}	 - OQ274 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,16 . 11,FUSIQN{1 , 11} SQANDQT 39
00275 EQUIVALENCE { QS{1.17,1},RnDStiaGt1 , 11} 54nNOgT 4a
00276 SQUIVALENGE {QSf1.18,5},RADL4iGft,1)1 5QAND07 41
00277 EQUIVALENCE IQ5f1,f9,11,1CLOUDf1,11) SQANDQT A2
C ^ SQANDQT 43
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT 44
00278 CQFJf!lION	 / g ANDQT/ QU172,9, 14,461 SQAFJDOT 45
C SQnNpgT R6
00279 DIMENSION U{72,9,14,1) SgnMDQT 47
00280 pIMENSION V{72,9,1A,1) SQANDQT 48
00281 DIMENSION Tf72,9,14,t1 SQANDQT 49
80282 OIMENSIf]N SH{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 50
) 00283 pItAENSIQN PHi{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 5i
OD 284 OIldENSEON OMEGAf72,126,1} SQANDQT 52
+ 002857IMENSI0N DIABATI72,t26,i) SQANDQT 53

















00286 DIMENSION	 RADSW{72 , 126,1) 5QANDQT 54
DD287 DIMENSION	 RADLW{72 , 126,f) SOANDDT 55
C 5QANDQT 5fi
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 { QU{1,5,1.11,U{1,1,1 , 11) 5QANDQT 57
0428S EQUIVALENCE	 SQU(1,1 , 3,11,V{1,1,1,1)} SQAND4T 58
D0290 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,5,11 , T{1,1,1,1)) SOANDQ7 59
00241 EQUIVALENCE	 ( QU{1,1,7,11,Sti ( 1,1,1,1)) SOANDQT 60
00292 £QUIVALENCE	 { QU{1,t,B,t) , PHI(1,i,1,1^} 5QANDQT 6t
04293 EQUIVALENCE	 { QU{1,1 , 11,1),OMEGA ( i,1,1}1 54ANDQT 62
00294 E4UIVALENC£	 (4U{1,i,l2,1),DIABAT(1,1,111 54ANDQT 63
00255 EQUIVALENCE	 (QU{f,f,13,1},RAD5W[t,1,1y1 5QANDQT 64
OD296 EQUIVALENCE	 1QU{1,t,i4,i1,RADLW(1,1,1}} SQANbgT 85
C 54ANDQT 6B
C •	 • SWORKiD 2
C ONE-DIFdENSIONAL WORK AREAS 5V70RKiD 3
00297 COMMON	 CARD{1D)	 DATAi144},	 CATAli44} SV10RK1p 4
00298 COMMON	 PK{72,91,	 PT(72,91 SWORKID 5
OD299 CNARACTER"8	 CARD SWORKiD ti
C 5V70RKID 7
C •	 w S5LEXp 2
C SURFACE TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION SSLExP 3




OD301 100D0 CONTINUE SHEGD^^ 3
C +••+ CYHER SCALAR VERSION 04.001
	
FNPUT,IOQ SSEGDEB 4
C •• CYBER SCALAR VERSION D4.DD0 SHEGDEl3 6
C ••" CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SSEGDEB 6
CSS55SSSS$8858885$S$5$$$$$$S$$$$S$SS$$$$$$$S$$$S$5$$$S$S$$$S$$$$SS5SS$$558EGDEB 7
C 5AVRX 36
> r++r++ r+wr +f# .+»rrY»rr r,kh.^r.+ ► ww*+y.iwM+ ► rw^rl/wAik.Mnw.rwM.Vr+ 5AVRX 39
C '•+•	 •••• SAVRx 40
C " •'	 DAMPEN WAVE AMPLITUDE WITHOUT AFFECTING WAVE PHASE 	 *+•• 5AVRX 41
C '•^'	 rr•' 5AVRX 42{,+ ..rr+rwrwrwr.w»ww»w»wu+r...^r....r.rwrr..*.r...r...r..wa++.w.r... SAVRX 43
C 5AVRX 44
b0302 DA7A11}.=	 1: 5AVRX 45
OD303 n0	 10	 I=t,tMD2 SAVgY. 46
00304 DATAl2rI1	 =	 SMTHfI,J} 5AVRX 49
003f]5 DATAf2rI+1)	 =	 SMTH{I,J) SAVRX 48
00306 i0	 CONTINUE SAVRx 49
C 5AVRX 50L+ w+ rrrrrrrw*wrwrr»rrrwrrr•r»++r»»rr+rrrr++rrrr.r.rrr+++rrrrrr..r 5AVRX 51
L+ rr+.	 rrra SAVRx 52
C '•••	 p07ENTIAL	 TEPAP[sRATLRE.	 •••• 5AVRX 53
C '••'	 •'r' SAVAx 54
L+ s.rrr r.+srw:a•rsr ♦ rr.:ar.r.wwwsrrr..r+rrr»rw»+»r»r+rwrrrwr:.rrr 5AVRX $5
C 5AVRX 56
003D7 DC 50 L=1,NLAY 5AVRX 57
00308 DO	 50	 I=1,IM SAVRX 5H
00309 PK(i.L)	 =	 P(I,t+[9,J)'5IG(L y	^	 PTOP SAVRn f35
00314 PK{I,L1	 =	 EXPHYKfPK ( I,L)} SAVRx 60
00311 PTII , L1	 =	 TtI,L,NB,J) / PK{I,L1 5AVRX S1
D03f2 50 CONTINUE 5AVRX lit
C SAVRx 83
C sr+wrrrr+rrrrrrrrr ► rrr+rrr»wrrrwr»»r»rrrwr»rrr»r»»r»rrrrrrsr+r+ SAVRX 64(,+ r.rw	 •^+• 5AVRX 65
C " *+	 FILTER UPPER-AFR QUANTITIES 	 ••-• SAVRX 66
C *+••	 -••• 5AVRX 67
{,+ r.,•wrr•+rr.rar,rrr,.wrww.»++w.r+r+w»+,•: ► .++sswr * ++a+rrw+rr.+rwrrr $AVRx 513-
C SAVRx 69
DU313 DO 20 L=1,N^AY SAVRx 70
D03t4 CALL	 FILFFT	 tU(i,L,N8,JI,DATA,TM,WSAVE] SAVRX 7T
00.315 CALL	 FILFFT	 tVll,L,N8,JI,DATA,iM,1'ISAVE} SAVRx 72
40316 CALt	 FFLFF7	 (	 PTt1,Ll,DATA.IHI,WSAVE) 5AVRX 73
00317 CALL	 FILFFT	 1SH[1,L,NB,J),DATA,ih7,WSAVEI 5AVRX 74
00318 20	 CONTINUE SAVRX 75
C 5AVRX 75
(•+ r+r w ++rrr+wrr++rr+*assn ► r ► »rwrrrr.rrr,trr++rrrrrsa,rrs»rrrr.+rr SAVRx 77









































































C •'•'	 FILTER SEA LEVEL PRESSURE	 ••+•
L+ .rrr
	 rrr•
C rr•rr ♦ rrr•rs•wr•vr•r.w*r ► rrr.rrrrrr* ►►► +rra+rarrrrrrrsrrrrrrrr ♦
C
c
^ rrrrwrrsrrsrrs.+.r*rrrsrrwrrrsr*srsrrrs, ► essrrrrw*ssr**r*rss.s.rr
C r•rr	 ..rrr
C *" *	 TEMAERATURE.	 ^+++
(r+ rrw•	 .+^•
(] ♦. rrrrrv.i rrsr•rrr ► .rrssssras•.rrsrw.rrara..aw••rs•rrrr••rrrrr.r
C
OD319 b0 30	 F=1,IM
0032D CATAfI}	 =	 SLExPfTSII,JI,PNI51I,Jil
00321 PfI.HB,J1
	 =	 fPtI,HS,J1	 +	 PTOp1•CATAIII
00322 30	 CONTINUE
00323 CALL	 FILFFT	 ( Pfi,HB,JI , DATA,FPfi,wSAVE}
06324 p0 40	 I=1,IM




06327 DO 60 L=1,NLAY
00328 DO 60 I=1,IM
00329 Plc{I,L1	 =	 PfI,NB,JI + SIGILI	 ^ PTOP
00330 PK{I,L1	 =	 ExPBYKIPKti,L11










54 312 307 308




ADATE CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 3
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2D6
ALBEDO QANDDT REAL ARRAY 244
APHEL .RCNTRL Rt:AL SIMPLE t45
ATFME CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE d
AVRx SUBROUTfNE 1
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIPdPLE 185
CARb // CHAR*8 ARRAY 297
CATA I/ REAL ARRAY 297
CC CCNTRL CHARr8 ARRAY id
CCO CCNTRL CNAR•8 SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UMCHOwN 2
13
CCSP06 CCNTRL GHAR+B SIMPLE 7
CGSP07 CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 8
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR+CI SIMPLE 9
COPQ1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 268
CgN2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 269
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 216
CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CON4 RDPARIN REAL SIMPLE 213
CON40T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
COSO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
s2
C


















..-Rr....r^	 - ^ .. ^,	 - __ _._ _.	 __ ,. -- .. _. -	 ......	 _
'ri
CP RCNTRL REAL SI141PLE
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
i CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
pATA // REAL ARRAY
i DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
1 DIABAT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
p iST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE
p LON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
p XYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
OYP RDPARM REAL Ai1RAY
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
f : F EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY
''^
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
£PSFAC RCNTRL REAL 5iMPLE
r FtD7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
^=	
I
F2DT RDPARPA REAL SFMPLE
FGORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY
.	 ^ FILTER LDPARPA LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSION DANDQT REAL ARRAY
GNUt RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
'I GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
,, i GRAV RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE
..,	 _i GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
GW. QANDQT REAL ARRAY
H1 p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE













IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL 7NTI:G£R SIiJIPL£
y
'^I
IGLOUD QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY1




ICSP53 ICNTRL. INTEGER $Ih1PLE
= IGSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE'
^^^ iDiABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDSp 02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLUX ICNTRL 7NTEGEI# UNKNOWN^`^
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN;;
IHFLUx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
'^ IiCLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWIJ
IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
'•^ IMD2 IGNTRL INTEGER- SIMPLE
y3 IMD2Pi ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
FNDEX IDPARM INTT:GER ARRAY
IdMEGA ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN
IFREACC ICPITRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
iPAECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IQS ICNTRL iNTEG£R ARRAY
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^`' IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN




































303/C 304 30.1 305 305 308/C 308 309 310 310 311
31i -311 319/C 320 320 326 32i 32i 321 324/C 325




25 26 27 28 29 3 q 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
A7 48 d9 ra0 5i 52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 50 61 62 63 64 55 66 67 68


















79 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 85






































































































































































































































































	 315	 317	 320	 32p	 321
331
31i 317 311 3t3/C 314	 315
330 330 331 33i 331
97 98 99 100 101	 102



















































257	 309	 321/5	 321	 323	 325/5	 325	 329
292
260	 300	 300	 300	 320
309/5	 310/5	 3t0	 311	 329/5	 330/5	 330	 331
3D7	 313	 327
749 150 151 152 153 i54 155
i6D i6i 362 i63 164 165 166
17t 172 173 174 i75 176 177
182 183 184 185 186
210 211 2i2 213 214 2t5 216
221 222 223 224 225 226 227
232 233 23d 235 236 237 238
263	 264	 265	 266	 267	 268	 269
274	 275	 276	 277













NMRSH FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S2
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1pLF 63
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMD ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMD1 IppARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70
NZINI7 ICNTRL INTEGER SITAPLE 72
OMEGA gANDQT REAL ARRAY 28.1
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE; 181
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249
PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283
PHIS gANDQT REAL ARRAY 2d2
pI RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 162
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
PIMEk.N RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t66
PK // REAL ARRAY 298
PKSTD AbPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOp RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 228
p LEVS RCNFAL REAL ARRAY 180
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252
PRECON gANDQT REAL ARRAY 253
p SMAK RCNTRL gEAL SIMPLE 167
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
pST p RCNTRL REAL 5SMPLE 165
PT // REAL ARRAY 298
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PZERC. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QALT ICNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93
QANbQT REAL UNKNOWN 241
QHEG LCNTRL LQGICAL SiMALE 94
QDAY LCNTRL LCGICAL SIMPL[c 95
gEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIPdPLE i02
QASW LCM1ITRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101
QS QANbgT REAL ARRAY 241
270
QSHF LCNTRL LCGICAL SIMPLE 99
QU QANpgT REAL ARRAY 278
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE *.7D
RA p tW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287
RADLY7G QANpgT REAL ARRAY 258
RA p Sw. QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$5
RADSWG gANDQT REAL ARRAY 257
RG RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187
RGO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1d5








RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
RLAT RDpARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDpARM REAL ARRAY 230
RCCP RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE 172
ROCP p T RDpARM REAL. SIMPLE 231
RCCPPf RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t73






SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
SH 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291 317
SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2A8 266
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY x40 309 329
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
SIMD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i77
SINL RDPARM REAL :ARRAV 234
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAV 243 261 304 306
SN2FLG CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 125
SOLS RGN7RL REAL SIMPLE t7$
START LOPARM LOGICAL SIh1PLE 202 205
T gANDQT REAL ARRAY 28i 290 31S 331/$
I	 THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TMAK QANDQT REAL ARRAY 251 26B
TMIN gnNDQT REAL ARRAY 250 268
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265 300 X00	 320
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i79
U RANDQT REAL ARRAV 279 288 314
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 280 2$9 315
VER CCNTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE id 23
_	 W5AVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238 314 3iS 3t6	 317
RLA8Et CCNTRL CHAR^e ARRAY 11 24
PROCEDURE MAP
--NAME-----^-TYPE-------CLASS------- ------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST




REAL FUNCTIpN 310	 330
SU9ROUTINE 314	 315 316 3i7 3234	




















000ai stocK DATA setocKD z
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3
C
- ' - __---_-	 - __===,= as=a..-ate..______________________
-
SCNTRL 4
0000$ rCOMMON^ /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00003 COh1MON /CCNTRL! ADAT@ SCNTRL 6
OOD04 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATiME SCNTRL 7OOO p 5 COM1IMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCTJTRL 8
00006 COh1MDN /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 COh1MON /CCNTRL! CC5p06 SCNTRL 10
00008 COMMON !CCNTRL/ CC5P07 SCNTRL 11
00009 COTdMgN	 /CChJTRL/ CC5P08 SCN?RL 12
40010 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
00011 COMr1{OH	 /CCNTRL/ XLABEL	 1f0} aCNTRt 14
00012 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CO5	 f30i SCNTRL i5
O00i3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ COU	 f10i SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL i7
p O p t4 EgUIVAtENCE fCCO.CCf1)) SCNTRL iB
00015 CHARACTER+B CCp,	 CCi200} SCNTRL 19
40016 CHARACTEA•8 ADATE SCNTRL 20
OOOi7 CHARACTER^B ATIME SCNTRL 21
OOOiB CFTARACTER'8 JIC SCNTRL 22
00D19 CHARACTER'S .108 SCHTRt 23
00020 CHARACTER'B CCSPaS SCNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTER+H CCSP07 SOHTtit 26
00022 CHARACTER'S CCSP08 SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARAGTER'8 VER SCNTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER+B XLA6E1 SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS 5AVEG ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
C =_^°_-___-'_________ _________________.._...._------------- SCNTRL 31
00025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iC0 SCTJTRL 32
00026 COMMON /ECPT?RL/ SM SCNTRL 33
D0027 COMMON /ICNTRL! IMO2 SCNTRL 34
p002B COMMON /ICNTRL/ IFJ1D2P1 SCNTRL 3500029 COFdMON /SCNTRL/ NDRSIV SCTJTRL 36
00030 COFdMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCTJTRL 37
p O p 3T COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 3840032 C'3rd!hON	 /SCNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMP SCNTRL 4p
O pg 34 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL 4i
00035 COMhiDN /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 42
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL a3
00037 COMMON %ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44
4003& COMMON /ICNTRL/ KtIGiY SCNTRL 45
00039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL 46
00040 COMTdDN /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
44041 COMMON-/ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
00042 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
00043 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 50
00044 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
00045 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00045 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 112} SCNTRL 63
04047 COMMON-/ICNTRL/ MROO SCNTRL 54
00048 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKR5H SCTJTRL 55
00049 COrdTdCN /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
O p 05 p CgMh10N /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
OO p 51 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
O p 052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOALT SCNTRL 59
00053 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
0006+! COMMON/ICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 51
00055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
00056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOSHF SCNTRL 53
00057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOT SCNTRL 64
O p 05B COMTdON /ICNTRL/ NHM5 SCNTRL 65
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NFIM5E SCNTRL 66
O p 060 COMFAON !ICNTRL / N}iM50 SCNTRL 67
00061 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ INLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCTJTRL 69
00063 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NLAYPS SCNTRL 70




























	 /ICNTRL/ N5EQ SCNTRL 72 ^
00956 GOMh1CN / ICNTRLI ICSP53 SCNTRL 73 ,'D
- 00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7b >-^
^ 00066 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75 ra
00069 COMMON /.ICNTRL' NYM1SD SCNTRL 75
^ 000'70 COMMON / ICNTRL / NYMDE SCNTRL 77
00071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO SCtJTRL 7$
00072 COMMON (ICNTRL/ N2INIT SGNTRL 79
00073 GOrAMQN /ICNTRL/ NMtEV SCNTRL 8fl
00474 COMtAON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL 87
00075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 {30} SCNTRL {32
'
00076 COFdMON /ICNTRLI IqU	 {141 SCNTRL 83
r, SCNTRL 84
,_ ^ 00077 EQUIVALENCE fITMiN ,IQSf 1)} SCNTRL 85
00078 EQUIVALENCE fITMAx , IQS{ 2}} SCNTRL 86
^ 00079 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IQS{ 3}) SCNTRL 87
00080 EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECOH , IQS{ 4)} SCNTRL 88
^` 00081 ERUIVAI. ENCE [ IflFLU% , I05{ 5} } SCNTRL 89
'; OOg8.2 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLUX ,105{ 6)) SCNTRL 90
00083 EQUIVALENCE fIFUSiON ,lQ51 7)) SCNTRL 91-^
000$4 EQUIVALENCE { IRADSWG , IQS{ 8)) SCNTRL 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE tIRADLWG ,IQS{ 9)) SCrJTRL 93
O gg85 EQUIVALENCE tIICLOUD , IQSf101) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
p 00B? EQUIVALENCE fIOMEGA ,iQUf 1)) SCNTRL 96
00968 EQUIVALENCE (iDIA9AT ,IQUf 2}} SCNTRL 97
40089 EQUIVALENCE {iRAD$W IQUf 3}) SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99 Q Q
00090 EQUIVALENCE [ICO,ICf1 }} SC^7TRL 100 'S} ^
00091 INTfiGER IGO,	 IC{200} SCNTRL 101
'1:4^i C SCNTRL 102C LOGICAL MODEL PARAFAETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
O
'; 00092 G ___________________________COFdrJION	 /LCNTRL/ r LCp __ _______ ______cv=aca
SCNTRL5CNTRt TOA105'^ ^ r
00093 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 105
,I	 ; 00094 COMr1SON /LCNTRLf QBEG SCNTRL 107 ^ ..^
00095. COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL 108 ^ ^::^'
00096 COPAMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
00097 COPArdON /LCNTRL/ ROUT SCNTRL 110
^ ^'^00098 GOMMpN /LCNTRL/ QPWY SCNTRL 71100099- COrfIWION /LCNTRt/ QSHF SCNTRL t 121
i 00100 COMM1IOM /LCNTRt/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 11300101 GOMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
'^: 00102 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL 115
00103 COrISMON /LCNTRL/ LQS{3 p } SCNTRL 115
00144 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQU{10} SCNTRL i!7
C SCNTRL 118
;^) 00105 EQUIVALENCE {LTMIN ,L05f 1)} SCNTRL 119
1' 00106 EQUIVALENCE {LTMAX ,LQS{ 2)) SCNTRL 120
00107 [3QUIVALE{+10E fLPREACC ,LQ51 3}) SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE fLPREGON ,LQS{ 4)) SCNTRL 122
OOt09 EQUIVALENCE ftWFLUX ,LQS{ 5)) SCNTRL 123
^1, Op110 EQUIVALENCE fLEFtU% ,LQSf 6)) SCNTRL 124
pfliii 50UIVALENCE ( LFUSION , LQSf 71) SCNTRL 125
04112 EQUIVALENCE { LRAD5YIG , LQS( 8)) SCNTRL 126
00113 EQUIVALENCE { I.RADLWG , -LOS( 9}) SCNTRL 127^
40114 EQUIVALENCE {LiCLDUD ,LQSt1 q }) SCNTRL 128
C SGNTRL 129
OOHS EQUIVALENCE {LOMEGA ,LQU{ 1}} SCNTRL 130
0Ott5 EQUIVALENCE {LDiABAT ,LQU{ 2)} 5CNTRt 131
00!17 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSW ,LQU{ 31} SCNTRL 132
i C 5CNTRt T33
OOit8 LOGICAL RACY SCNTRL 13d
04119 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
fl0i21 LOGICAL OEND 5CNTRt 137
'^^^ 40122 LOGICAL QOUT 5CNTRt 138
00123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
flfli24 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00128 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
;f
f4








^_ t ^^ t:.
































































LOGICAL QRSFi SCNTRL t43
C SCNTRL tA4
LOGICAL LOS SCNTRL 145
LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 1x6
LOGICAL L7MIN SCNTAL 147
LOGICAL LTMAX SCFJTRL 148
LOGICAL LPREACC 5GNTRL id9
LOGICAL LPRECDN SCNTRL 150
LOGICAL LHFLUJI SCNTRL 151
LDGICAL LEfLUx SCNTRL 152
LOGICAL LfUSION SCNTRL 153LDGICAL LRAD5I+IG SGNTRL 154
t_OGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
LOGICAL LICLOUD SCNTRL 15.6
C SCNTRL 157
LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL I58
LOGICAL LDFABAT SCNTRL 159
LDGICAL LRAOSW SCNTRL 164
C SCNTRL 161
E4UIVALENCE LLCO,LCIt}) SCNTRL 162
LOGICAL LCO,	 LCL200) SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL 164





COMMON/RCNTRL/ ^ RCO SCNTRL 167
C01J1MDN /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
COMMON /RCNTRL/ 8ETA SCNTRL 169
COPdMDN /RCNTRL/ COED SCNTRL 170
COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
COMMON /RCNTRL! OEC SCNTRL 173
COMMON !RCNTRL/ DECMAx SCNTRL i7a
COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIET SCNTRL 175
CDMh1DN /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 176
COIY)MON /RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
CDMPAON /RCNTRL/ nr SCNTRL 178
COtAMON !RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 184
COMMON /RCNTRLI GNU2 SCNTRL i8t
COMMON /RCNTRL/ GRAY SCNTRL 182
COMMON /RCNTRL/ OM6GA2 SCNTRL 183
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTAL 18d
COMMON /RCNTRL./ PF180 SCNTRL 185
CDt41MON /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186
COMMON 1RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL 187
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SCNTRL 188
COldMON /RCNTRL/ PSMA?C SCNTRL 169
COMMON 1RCHTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 190
COMMON /RCNTRLI PTOP SCNTRL 191
COMMON /RCNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL 192
COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
COMF110N /RCNTRL./ ROC p SCNTRL 194
COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSbIST SCNTRL 195
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCNTRL 196
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 L25) SCNTRL 198
C01lIMON /RCNTRLI S1Nq SCNTRL f99
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLE SCNTRL 2DD
GOMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 207
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS	 (251 SCNTRL 202
GOMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATW SCNTRL 203
COZviMDN /RCNTRL/ HEATI SCNTRL 204
COMMON /RGNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
aoMMON /RCNTRL/ EP5FAC SCNTRL 206
COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 207
COMMON /RGNTRL/ PZERO SCNTRL 20B
C SCNTRL 209
EQUIVALENCE [RCO,RCL1)} SCNTRL 210
REAL RC4,	 RC12001 SCNTRL 211
C SCNTRL .72





























































































COMMON /IDPARRI/ IJUMP [463
cDMMaN /IRPARMf ID5P02
COh1N10N / IDPARM / INDEX f72!
COMMON /IDPARM/ IROR
COMMON /IDPARM/ JC fA53
COMMON /IDPARM/ Jt: f2)
COMMON /IDPARM/ JP {2,21
COMMON /IDPARM/ KSTEP









COMMON /LOPARM / FILTER r46!
















COMMON /RD p kRM/ CON4
COMhADN /RDPARM/ CON4DT
CDrnMON /RDPARM/ CONS
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL 846)
COr)1MDN / RDPARM / COSLON I T21
COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2
COMMON /RRPARM/ R%P {461
COh1MON fRDPg RM/ RXYP 1463
COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP 146)







COMrnON /RDPARM/ RLAT 1461
COR1R10N /RDPARM/ RLATD f 46 )
COMrnON / RDPARM / ROCPDT
COr4MON /RDPARM/ ROCPPi
COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP {2)
COMMON' /RRPARM/ SINL 1451
COMMON /RRPARM/ SINLON 1721
COlRMON /RDPARM/ THSTD
COMMON /RDPARM/ THST02
CDMrJSON /RDPARM! W5AVE (159)
COFAr1fON / ADPARrn / DSIG 19}
































































































00251 DATA SDAY,CALTOJ,PZER0/864D0.,4,i.86,1013.25/ SHLOCKO
06252 DATA SOLS,WEA7W, NEATI,EPS/173.,597.2,680.,.622/ SHLOCKD
C SCNTRLP
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS SCFJTRLP
00253 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDFR SCNTRLP
DD254 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDXL SCNTRLP
00255 COMMON JCNTRL p / CDXO SCNTRLP
00256 COMMON /CNTRLP! CLH SCNTRLP
D0257 COSJ^MON /CNTRLP/ COE	 f9f SCNTRLP
00258 COMrAON /CNTRLP/ CDEF SCNTRLP
00259 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDEFS SCNTRLP
00260 COFAMDN /CNTRLP/ COSROT SCNTRLP
00261 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CPP SCNTRLP
00262 COrJiMON	 /CNTRLP/ CTID SCNTRLP
00263 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CUMDAY SCNTRLP
p 0264 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CUMRAT SCNTRLP
D0265 COMMON /CN1'fiLP/ Ci0 SCNTgtp
00265 COMMON /CNTRt p / C100 SCNTRLP
00267 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C40 SCNTRLP
00268 COMrdON /CNTRLP/ DELTA SCNTRLP
00269 COrISMON	 /CNTRLPI DTC3 SCNTRLP
00270 COFAIAON / CNTRLP/ DTOUT SCNTRLP
00271 COMMON /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP
00272 COMMON /CNTRLP/ EDNM SCNTRLP
00273 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLP
00274 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FMU SCNTRLP
00279 COFlSMON /CNTRLP/ FWET SCNTRLP
00276 COF1fMON /CNTRLP/ GAMFAC SCNTRLP
00277 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GTOPO SCNTRLP
00278 COMMON /CNTRLP/ MICE SCNTRLP
00279 COMh10N /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP
00280 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NFLW SCNTRLP
40281 COMMON /CNTRLP/ PIM SCNTRLP
00282 COMMON /CNTRLP/ 4HOG SCf+fTRLp
00283 COh1rdON /CNTRLP/ SWLTOP SCNTRLP
00284 COMMON /GNTRLPI SINROT SCNTRLP
0028$ COMFdON /CNTRLP/ SNOWN SCNTRLP
00286 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLP
00287 COMMON /CfdTRLP/ 5790 SCNTRLP
00288 COMMON /CNTRLP/ STERp1 SCNTRLP
00288 COMMON /CNTRLP/ STERP2 SCNTRLP
00290 COMMON /CNTFfLP/ TICS SGNTRLP
00291 COMMON /CNTRLP/ TLTOP SGNTRLP
00292 COMMON /CNTRLP/ XDAY SCNTRLP
00293 COiylMON /CNTRLP/ xLNCD SCNTRLP
00294 LOGICAL 4HOG SCNTRLP
C SCNTRLP
00295 DATA CP p /.24/ S8LOCKD
00236 [)A TA C10160.1 S$LOCKp
00297 DATA GAD/8./ SBLOCKD
00298 DATA C100/100./ SBLpCKD
X0299 DATA	 EDNf41/2. / SBLOCKD
00300 BATA HI.CE/300./ SEILOCKD
OOa01 DATA STBO/1.171E -7f SBLOCKD
00302 DATA	 TICE/273.16/ SSLOCKD
00303 DATA SHLTOP/.00402/ 58LOCKD
00304 DATA T1;TOP/220,/ SBLOCKD
00305 DATA GTOPO/180.1612/ SHLOCKD
D0306 DATA DELTA/.0401f SBLOCKD
C -	 •	 • SRADCOM
C RADFATION AND SOURCE TEP,F.t	 FIELDS SRADCOM
00307 COMrIIDN /RADCOM/ AS{72.9},	 REf72,10} SRADCOM
00308 COMMON /RADCOM/ PLf72,9],	 PLEf72,i0} SRADCOM
D0309 COMMON /RADC pM/ PLKf72,9},	 PLKEfiD} SRADCO^4
0031D COMMON /RADCOM/ Tt{72,9},	 TLEf72,10} SRADCDh4
00311 CQMMDN /RADCOfd/ TG{72}	 ,THf72,9} SRADCONf0037 2 COMrlIDN lRADCOr11/ SHL { 72, 91 ,	 SWLT_ 1 72 , 10 ) SRAOCOM
00313 COTIIMQN /RADCOM/ SHG{72},	 CLOUD{72.121 SRADCOh^1
003TQ COPdMOM fRADCOhi/ SHSATf72,9},	 GAM{72,91 SRAOCOM
00315 COMMON /RADCOM! RH{72,9] SRADCOFJf
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HHEf72,1D) SRADCDM 14 ^
00318 COMfAON !RADCDM/ HH5172,9} SRADCDM 15
H00319 COfdMON /RADCDM/ CVTi72,91,
	
CVQi72,9] SRADCDM i6
00320 COh1M0N /RADCDM/ CXD>;f9f SRADCOFA I7 ^
00321 COMMON /RADCDM/ 5WALEf72,10), 	 5WILI72,9) SRADCDM 18
s 00322 COMMOfJ /RADCDM/
	
Atf72,i0) SRADCDM 19 ^ L,
00323 COMMON	 /RADCDM!
	
TAULf72`,10},	 OZALEi72,10} SRADCDM 20
00324 CnfAIAON /RA6COM/ TDPA8Si721 SRADCDM 21
06325 CDh1MON /RADCDM/	 RNf9),	 TN(9),	 SRSf9)	 STNf9} SRADCOFd 22
00326 CDMh1DN /RADCOfA/	 7CDNDf9),
	
TPENEi9} SRADCDM 23
00327 COFAMON /RADCDM/ TLOWL,TMIDL, NLAYDZ SRADCDM 24
00328 COMMON	 /RADCDM/	 FK(5),	 xK15),	 NFH SRADCDM 25
q 0329 COMMON	 /RADCDM/ DLJANi19),
	
OLAPRIt9},	 OLJUL(19},	 DLOCT{19} SRADCDM 26
0033D COMMON iRADCOM/ OCM22f231, OCM3of231, 	 OCM38{23), OCM4Sf23) SRADCDM 27
00331 COM1iMON	 / RADCDi'A / 	PRDCMf23},	 OCfriXxf23l,	 ND2,	 TDTOZ { 4),	 CDATE161 SRADCDM 28
00332 COMMON /RADCDM/ CZH{72),	 WET{721,	 EVAP,	 PREP1721.	 WI{72) SRADCDM 29
•	 ^ 00333 COMMON /RADCDM! CO5Zi72),	 SO,	 RADTRMf72},	 CxL SRADCDM 30
00334 COIAMON /RADCDM/ SGf72},	 5Pi721 SRADCDM 31
D0335 COMMON /RADCDM/ RSURFi72>,	 RCLOUD{77},	 JALB SRADCDM 32
• 00336 COMMON !RADCDM/
	
LANDI72},	 DCEANf72},	 ICH172} SRADCDM 33
00337 COfdMON	 /RADCDM/	 SNOW{721	 RIIXWI{72),	 FROST{72) SRADCDM 34
00338 LOGICAL	 LAND,	 OCEAN,	 ICE,	 SNOW,	 RSIxWI,	 FROST SRADCDM 35
C SRADCDM 36
UO339 DATA	 TCONp /O.O,f.0,2.0,4.0,6.0,5.0.8.0,8.0,8.0/ 58LOCKD 30
D0340 DATA	 TPENE/0.0,0,0,8.0,6.0,6.O,8.D,8.D,8.0,8.0/ 58LOCKD 31
00341 DATA	 TLDWL/i6./ 58LOCKD 32 g ^
00342 DATA TMIDL/8.0/ 5BLDCKD 33 ^-"
OD343 DA'{A NLAYDZ/S/ 5BLDCKD 34 "'La
'.^ 00344 OA TA	 FK10.107,0.104,0.073,0.044,0.025/ 5BLDCKD 35 ^
00345 DATA	 XK/O,OD5,0.041,0.415,4,752,72.459/ 5BLDCKD 36
_i^; 00346 DATA NFK/5! 5BLDCKD 37 ^ "^^.^.^
.^; 40347 DATA OLJAN/.2292,.2308,.2354 „ 2417,.2521,.2646,.2783,.2942,.3042, 5BLDCKD 38
^ 8	 3121,<320q,.3292,.34p4,.3495,.3542,.3575,.3579,.3587,.355$/ 58LOCKD 39
^,^ 06348 DATA OLAPR/.2375,.2408,.2475,.2583,_2725,.2878,.3062,.3250,_3429, S$LOCKD 4D
^ '`^8	 .3608,.3762,..3925,_4075,.4200,.4287,_4333,.4942,.4329...1312/ 5BLDCKD 47
► 00349 DATA OLJUL/.2387,.2454..2508,.2583,.265$,.2746„ 2837,.2950..3D67, 5BLDCKD 42 ^
^ E`^^ &	 31$7,.3278,.3329,.3354,.3352,.3337,.3321„ 3283,.3229,.31751 5BLDCKD 43
00390 DATA	 OLnCT/.2346,.2358,.2383,.2425,.2479,.2525,.2567,.2508..2646, 58LDCKD 44 ..,	 ,^.^
'^ $	 .2679,.2717,.2754,	 2792,	 2829,	 3867,	 2883,.2896,.2696,.2883! 58LDCKD 45
00351 DATA OCM22/.00068,.00657..01830,.43383,.05614,.08685..1093 p , SBLn^KD 46
&	 .14629,.16624,.17797,.18492,.18887„ 59120,.19384,.19645, SBLOCi(D 47
1. 1 8	 .19844,.2A262,_20601,.2D907,.211x8,.21473,.21728,.21992/ 5BLDCKD 48
i D0352 DATA OCM30/,00008,.00557,.D1837..03495,.66280,.16410,.13398, 5BLDCKD 49}^, &	 .17521,.21479,.22947,_24222,.24927,.25416,.25911,.26398, 58LOCKD 56
R ' 8	 .26763,.27503,.29061,.2852[x,.28937,.29307,.29646,.29996/ 5BLDCKD 51
00353 DATA OCM3$/.00008,.00657,.61869,.03923,.D7442,.12224,.iS6$6. 5BLDCKD 52
i) &	 .20x73,.24695,.27145 „ 29138,.30410,.31297,.32208,.33D65, SCaLOCKD 53
&	 .33675,.34862,.35563 „ 36162,.36673„ 37134,.37559,.37998/ 58LDCKD 54
60354 DATA DCM46/_00008,_00657„ 01889,.04170,.07986,.12844,.15345. SELQCKD 55
8	 .21238,.25742 „ 28519..31284,.33246,.34793,.36555,.38344, 5BLDCKD 56
:' 8	 .39575 „41902,.43025,.43784,.44401„4495$,.45471„ 46460/ 56LDCKD 57
00355 -DATA	 PROCM/1.,3.,5.,7.,16.,15.,20.,30.,45.,60.,80.,i00.126.,150.,S8LOCKD 58
^1 ^,	 190.,234.,340.,450.	 56D.	 670.,780.	 890.,1013.251 5BLDCKD S9
;, Op356 DATA	 CDATE/-77.0,15. p ,105.0,196.0,288.0,380.0/ 59LOCKD 60
00357 DATA TDTOZ/0,22,6,3D,0.38,0.46/ SELQCKD 61
;^ 00358 DATA NOZ/23/ 5BLDCKD 62
C • 58LDCKD 83
^ 06359 END 58LDCKD 64
VARIABLE h9Ap




ADATE CCIVTRL	 CHAR•8	 SIMPLE	 3	 15
^- ADLOF RDFARM	 REAL
	 SIMPLE	 266
AL RADCDM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 322
APHEL RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 146	 242/I
,! AS RADGOM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 347
ATIME CCNTRL	 CHAR+B	 SIMPLE	 4	 17
BETA RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 147	 243/I
Ci0 CNTRLP
	
REAL	 SIMPLE	 265	 296/I
C100 CNTRLP	 RJwAL	 SIMPLE	 266	 298/I
^I
fi





Cop CNTRLP REA1. SIMPLE
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CC CCNTRL CMAR^B ARRAY
CCO CCNTRL CHAR^8 SIMPLE
CCNTRL REAL UNKNDWN
CCSp06 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE
CGSp 08 CCNTRL CHAR*B BEHALF
CDATE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
Cp FR CNTRLP REAL S;MALE
GDXL CNTRLP REAL SIh1pLE
CDXC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
CLH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
CLDUD RADGOM14 REAL ARRAY
CNTRLP REAL UNKNO44N
COE CNTRLP REAL ARRAY
GOEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
CDEFS CNTRLP REAL SrldPLE
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CDN3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON40T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONS gDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CDSq RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CDSL RDPARM REpL ARRAY'
GOSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
COS gOT CNTRLP REAL SIh9PLE
GOSZ RADCDM REAL ARRAY
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CPP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
CDS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
GTID CNTRLA REAL SIMPLE
CUMOAY CNTRLP REAL BEHALF
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
CVR RADCOR7 REAL ARRAY
CVT RADCDM REAL ARRAY
CXD£ RADCDM REAL ARRAY
CXL RADCDM REAL SIMPLE
GZ4^ RADCDM REAL AFIRAY
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DECFdA% RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DELTA CNTRLP REdL SIMPLE
DIST RCNTRL REAL BEHALF
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
OSIG RDPARIA REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
DTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLEDTOUT CNTRLP REAL SIi'!! P4_E
DXF RDPARM REAL ARRAY
pXYP ADPARId REAL ARRAY
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
ECCN RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE
ED CNTRLP REA4_ SIMPLE
EDNM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
EPS RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE
E p SFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EVAP RADCOlA REAL SIMPLE
















253 254 255 256 257 258 259 250 261 252 263
26.1 265 266 257 268 269 27D 271 272 273 274
275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285


























3 4 9 ,.^
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333 ^	 '. ^!















































26 27 28 29 30 31 32
37 38 39 40 41 a2 43
a8 49 50 51 62 53 54
59 fi0 51 fit 63 6d 65
70 71 72 73 74 75 76
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i	 1 F JUM11P F DAARM
'^ IJ4]f72 IGNTRL
y 1 I FMD2P1 IGNTRL






























k.: _ ^. .
^	 rlf.• {'tea ^ R...;,.
.
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3B
k!_ISST .ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
I<STEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198
KU ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 41
LAND RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAV 336 338
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY t43 144
'' LGO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 t43 tb4
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95	 96	 97	 98	 99	 ID0	 101	 102
103 i0b
^ LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 14T
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202
EFFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
L1= USfON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 136
LWFLUX LCNTRL LpGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LIGLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 135
^
LOG8R FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
{ LpMEGA LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 i40
^ LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i07 132^:
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
^•	 i LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 1D3 105 106 i07	 108	 SD9	 110	 11I	 112	 i13	 i1b
^ t28
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 f15 116 117	 129
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
? LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNkNpWN i12 137
LTPAAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t06 131
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130
_^ MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SItdFLE 43
MATSNX ICNTRL 1NFEGER SIMPLE 44
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45
MIXWI RADCCM LOGICAL ARRAY 337 338
1^ MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197
S MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 45
c
',^
MRDD ICNTRL. FNTI=GER SIMPLE 47 Q O

























^^ NDOUT ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 54 .'i7 ^"
NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER 55MPLE 55^y
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 ^ "Y^
^ NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 tr ;^.a
NDT FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 ^^ L^
.,,^ NDTC3 CNTRLP. INTEGER 5FMPLE 275 ^ 6y1NFK RADGOM. INTEGER S[MPLE 328 3b6/I
^.^1	
^
NFLW CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 280 ^^
NHMS FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
^	 ° NHM50 FCNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 60
^,	 ^i NH11751 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE i98
i NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59NKR$H ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 48
a l	 ^ NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61
_
NLAYNii ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYCl2 RADCDM INTEGER SIMPLE 327 343/I
;p NLAVp1 ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
? NOZ RApGOM INTEGER SIMPLE 331 358/I
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGI=R SIMPLE 64
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
i, NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYM[]0 ICNTRL IHTEG>=R SLMPLE 71
^{	 ^ NYMDi IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 Lam'+
^; N2FNIT ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 72 O
OCEAN RADCOM LpGICAL ARRAY 336 338 C"]








































































309 3!4 3fi 312 313 3f4 3T5 3i6 317'
320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328
33f 332 333 334 33S 336 337
i88
147 148 149 i54 151 152 153 154 155
158 159 160 161 162 i63 1B4 165 t66
169 174 t7f 172 173 174 175 176 f77
i84 181 i82 i$3 184 185 ie5
208 249 210 211 212 213 214 2f5 2f6
219 220 22S 222 223 224 225 226 227
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^	 ' ^^
OCM30 RADCDM REAL ARRAY
OCM3f3 RADCDM REAL ARRAY
pCM46 RADCDM RHAL ARRAY
OCMXX RADCDM REAL ARRAY
OLAPR RApCOM RHAL ARRAY
pL^AN RADCDM REAL ARRAY
OLJUL RhpCOM REAL ARRAY
DLOCT RADCDM REAL ARRAY
OMHGA2 . RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
OZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI180 RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL RHAL SIMPLE
PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
PiMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
F PKST17 RDPAR141 REAL SIMPLE
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
PL RADCDM REAL ARRAY
` PLE RApCOM REAL ARRAY
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL AA.RAY
PLK RADCDM REAL ARRAY
PEKE RADGDM REAL ARRAY
^ PREP RADCDM REAL ARRAY
PRDCM RApCOM REAL ARRAY
PSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PTO p RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PZERD RCNTRL R>:AL SIMPLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL. SIMPLE
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL STPfIFLE
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL S1INPLE
gI;ND L¢NTAL LOGICAL SIMPLE
gHOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SIMPLE
1^ QOUT LCNTRL. LOGICAL SIMPLE
y4 4PHY LCNTRL, LOGICAL SIMPLE
F QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
^ gRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
gSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
RADCDM ^ REAL UNKNDYlN
^^ RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPER
RADTRM RADCDM RHAL ARRAY
^ RC RCNTRL REA[. ARRAY
RCO RCNTRL REAL.- S1IIIPLE





RE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^ RH RADCDM REAL ARRAY
PLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY
RLATD RDPARfd. {TEAL- ARRAY
RN RADCDM RHAL ARRAY
RDCP RCNTRL RBAL SIMPLE
ROCPD7 RDPARM REAL 5I1^ApLH
ROCPPi RpPARM17 RHAL SIMPLE
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RSURF RADCDM REAL ARRAY
: ^ SO RAACORI REAL SIMPLE
SDAY RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE
.i -SEASON RCNTRL RHAL SIMPLE
^';
i















SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 233
5HG RADCDM REAL ARRAY 313
SHL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 312
S1^ILE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 312
SHLTOP GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 283 343/I
ShtSAT RADCDM REAL ARRAY 314
SIG RDpARM REAL ARRAY 240
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
SLND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
5INLON RDPARM REAt ARRAY 235
SINROT .CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 284
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIfAPLE lap 125
SNOW RAD.CflM LOGICAL ARRAY 337 338
SNOWN CNTRLP -REAL SIMPLE 285
SNOWS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 288
SOLS RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 252/I
SP RADCDM REAL ARRAY 334
SRS RADCDM REAL ARRAY 325
SSS RADCDM REAL ARRAY 316
SS5E RADCDM REAL ARRAY 316
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
STBO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 287 341/I
STERPi CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 288
STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SFh1PLE 289
STN RADCDM REAL ARRAY 325
SWALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 321
SWIL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 321
TAL3L RADCDM REAL ARRAY 323
TCOND RADCDM REAL ARRAY 325 339/I
TG RADGafd -REAL ARRAY 311
TH RADCDM REAL ARRAY 311
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SiMPtE 237
TICS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 290 302/2
7L RADCDM REAL ARRAY 314
TLE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 314
TLOWL RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 327 3A1/I
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 291 304/I
Tfd17DL RADGOM R2=AL SIMPLE 327 342/I
TN RADCDM REAL ARRAY 325
TOPABS RADCOfd REAL ARRAY 324
TDT02 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 331 357/I
TPENE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 326 340/I
TSTD RCNTRL REAL 53MPLE 179
VER CCNTRL Cl-fAR"8 SIMPLE; 10 23	 241 / T
WET RADCDM REAL ARRAY 332
Wi RADCDM REAL ARRAY 332
Y[SAVE RpPARM REAL ARRAY 238
XDAY CNTRLP REAL SIF.iPLE 292
XK RADCOEd REAL ARRAY 328 345/I
BLAHEt CCNTAL CHAR^B ARRAY 11 24
































A=ARGLiST, C-CTRL OF DO, i-DATA INIT, R-READ, S=STORE, 14=WRITE
2/5

















DUMMY	 REAL	 SIMPL£	 2




































	 [IM,NLAY,NCALt} SCLOUDS 2
C SCLOUpS 3
C SCNTRLP 2
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS SCNTRLP 300042 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDFR SCNTRLP 4
ODOD3 COMMON !CNTRLP/ CARL SCNTRLP 5
OD004 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDRp SCNTRLP 600005 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CLH SCNTRLP 700406 COMfhON /.CNTRLP/ COE	 (9i SCNTRLP 8
OOOD7 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEF SCNTRLP 900048 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS SCNTRLP 10
04009 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COSROT SCNTRLP 11
00010 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CPP SCNTRLP i2
40011 GOMMOH /CNTRLP/ CTID SCNTRLP 1300012 COMrdON /CNTRLP/ CUMDAY SCNTRLP 14
OOD13 COMMON /GNTRLP/ CUMRAT SCNTRLP 15
40014 COMMON /CNTRLP/ Ci4 SCNTRLP 15
40D15 COMF1fON /CNTRLP/ C1 g D SCNTRLP 77
00416- GOMMON /CN7RLPY COD SCNTRLP 18
00417 COh1h1CN /CNTRLP/ DELTA SCNTRLP 19
00418 COMMON !CNTRLP/ DTC3 SGNTRLP 20
OOOi9 COMMON /CNTRLP/ bTDUT SCNTRLP 2i00020 COMMCN /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP 22
DD02i COFdMON /G.NTRLP/ EDNM SCNTRLP 23
04022 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLP 2400023 COMf1iDN /CNTRLR/ FMLJ SCNTRLP 25
00024 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FWET SCNTRLP 26
OD02S COMMON /CNTRLP/ GAh1FAC SCNTRLP 27
OOD28 COMMON /CN.TRLP/ GTOPO SCNTRLP 28
00027 COMMON /CNTRLP! RICE SCNTRLP 29
04028 CCMMON /CNTtTLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP 30
00029 COMMON /GNTRLP/ NFLW SCNTRLP 3100030 COMMON /CNTRLP/ PIM SCNTRLP 32
OOD31 COMMON /GNTRLP/ QHOG SCNTRLP 33






























00040 COf^iMON /CNTRLP/ TLTDP SCNTRLP 42
40041 COFdMON /CNTRLP/ XDAY SCNTRLP 43 ^^	 -_-+
00442 GOMMDN /GNTRLP/ zLNCO SCNTRLP 44 C"
40443 tOGICAI QHDG SCNTRLP 48 ^	 ':^C SCNTRLP 45 i	 ^	 ; =uC ^ SRADCDM 2 '
C RADInTION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS SRADCDM 3
00444 COMMON /RADCDM/ AS{72,9),
	 RE(72,iD} SRADCDM 4
40045 COMMON /RADGDki/ PL(72,9),	 PLE{72,10} SRADCDM 5
D4046 COfd870N /RACCDM/ PL}S(72,9),	 PLKE(1D1 SRAbCOM 6
44047 COMMON /RADCDM/ TL(72,3},	 TLE{72,10) SRADCDM 7
04048 COMMON /RADCDM/ TG{72)
	
,TH{72,9} SRADCDM 8
DO p49 COMMON /RA pCOM/ SHLf72,9),
	 SHLE{72,10} SRADCDM 9
D4DSD COMl4fON /RADCCM/ SHG{72},	 GLDUD(72,i2) SRADCDM i0
40057 CDfJIMON /RADCDM/ SHSAT{72,9),	 GAM{72,9 j SRADGOM 11
Op OS2 COMMON /RADCDM/ RH[T2,9) SRADCDM i2
4DD53 COMMON /RADCDM/ S55{72,9),	 SSSE(72,i0} SRADCDM 13
84D64 COMMON /RADCDM/ HH{ .72,9},	 HHE(72,14} SRADCO3Vi 14
40055 COMMON /RAAGOM/ HHST-72,9) SRADCDM 15
OD058 COMMON /RADGOM/ CVT(72,91,
	
GUQ(72,9} SRADCDM 16
ODD57 COMMON /RAR.CDM/ C7(DE(9} SRADCDM 17 `
04458 COMMON /RADCDM/ SWALE{72,(0),	 SY7iLE72,9} SRADCCM 18
04099 CCMMCN /RAbCOM/ AL[72,f0) SRADCCM 19
DOD60 COMMON /RADCDM/ TAUL(72,10),	 DZALE(72,10) SRADCDM 20
00081 COMMON /RADCDM/ TOPABS{72} SRADCDM 21
4DD62 COMMON /RACCDM/ RN(9},	 TN(9},	 SRS(9),	 STN{9) 5RADCOM 22
00063 COMFAON /RADCDM/ TCDND(9),	 TPENE{9} SRADCDM 23




...	 _	 _	 ..,




^. 00066 COMMON	 /RADCDM/ OL.fANfi9},	 OLAPR[S9),
	
OLJUL{19},	 OLOCT1191 5RADCDM
00057 COMMON /RADCDM/ OCM22f231, 	 OCM30{23}. OCM38f231,	 OCM451237 SRADCDM
i 00068 COMMON IRADCOh1I PRDCf${231,
	 OCM71X123),	 NDZ,	 TOTOZi4},	 CDATE[6} SRADCDM
00069 CDMNIOH	 /RADCDM/ CZW{72},	 WET^72),	 EVAP,	 PREP172),	 WIf721 SRADCDM
00074 COMMON 1RADCOM/ COSZ{721,	 S0,	 RADTRM{72}, C71L 5RADCDM
00077 COMMON /RADCDM/ SG172),,SP172) 5RADC0lR
00072 CaraMDN /RADCDM/ RSURF{72},	 RCLOUa [72},	 JALH SR ADCDM
00073 COMMON /RADCDM/ LANDf727,	 DCEANf727,	 ICE172} SRADCDM
00074 COMMON /RADCDM/ SNOW172}, MIXWI(72}, 	 FRD5T[72} 5RADCDM
00075 LOGICAL	 LAND,	 OCEAN,	 ICE,	 SNOW, MIXWI,	 FROST SRADCDM
C SRADCDM
C •	 • SDSDLAR
^ C DYNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR SOLARI SUBROUTINE SDSDLAR
^ 00076 COMMON /D5DLAR/ RMEAN{72} SDSDLAR
^'_	 ^ 00077 COMIAON /D5DLAR/ TOTAHS1721 SDSDLAR
^ 00078 COlJIfAON / DSOI.AR/ COSMAGf72i SDSOLAp
00079 CDh1MON /D5DLAR/ SCDSZ172) SDSDLAR
j 00080 COMMON /D5DLAR/ FSCAT{72) SDSDLAR
00089 COMh1ON /D5DLAR/ RCLEAR{72) SDSDLAR
00082 COTAMON /D5DLAR/	 TEMP1172,9) SDSDLAR
i 000$3 COM[riON /aSgLAR/ FCLOUO[72} SDSDLAR
40084 CDMf^ON /D5DLAR/ FCLEAR172} SDSDLAR
00085 CDMldpN /D5DLAR/ W1721 Sa50LAR
000136 COMMON /D5DLAR/ A.CLEAR[72) SDSDLAR
' 00087 COMMON /D5DLAR/ ACLOUD172) SDSDLAR
00088 COMMON /D5DLAR/ WW{72) SDSDLAR
' 00089 COlBMDN /D5DLAR/ NTOPT172} SDSDLAR
00090 COMMON /D5DLAR/ NTOPF{72} SDSDLAR
s 00091 COMIYIDN /D5DLAR/ NTOP{72) SDSDLAR
00092 COMMON /D5DLAR/ 4ARKr72) SDSDLARt 00093 COMMON /D5DLAR/ CLEAR172) SDSDLAR
' 00094 COMMON /D5DLAR/ CIDUDY172) SDSDLAR
+4 00095 COMMON /D5DLAR/ FCLD{72) SDSDLAR
;u 00096 LOGICAL.	 DARK, CLEAR,	 CLOUDY,	 FCLD SDSDLAR
{;y C SDSDLAR
C SCLDUDS
`' 00097 A1vATER{X}	 =	 2,9 • X/(11.	 +	 44t.51 • H} •• .635	 ^	 5.925 • X) SCLDUDS
``	 ^ 00098 RTOPIjAU,FI0,CO5Z)	 =	 1.	 +	 .00001 • TAU	 -	 .7001 •p I0	 +	 .O000t/COSZ SCLDUDS
00099 TTOPITAU,pIO,COSZ}
	




<, 00900 10000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB
?^ C •'^`+ CYSER	 SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 iNPU[,IDQ 58EGDE8
C
C
• "^ CYBER SCALAR VERSION-04.000




^:^1	 ^ C SCLDUDS
00101 NLAYPI	 = NLAY	 •	 1 SCLDUDS
1.	 ^ C SCLDUDS
^., C SCLDUDS
C SCLDUDS
00102 DD 810	 I=1,IM SCLDUDS
F S 0'0903 IFI	 DARKfI}	 .DR.	 CLEARIi)	 )	 GDTD 810 SCLDUDS
40144 IFf	 NCALL	 .EQ.	 2	 .AND.	 FCLDfi}	 }	 GDTO 810 SCLDUDS
C SCLDUDS
(+ .• ► .++.• r..a*rr ♦ r+ .•• ► r•:••r•+••.••r•.rr••••r..••..•r ► .• SCLDUDS
C •,•••	 •'••• SCLDUDS
C •>'•'	 A850RPTIDN OF INCIDENT FLUX ABOVE CLOUDS 	 ••••• SCLDUDS
c --*••	 •-•-• sac.LOUOs
^' ..••••.•!•.••f••«••• ♦ ilF ^t•Y«W•f ♦ J,F!••«•t•^W Y'••^W•i•«•!•W+ SCLDUDS
c soLOUas




	 =	 SWALEII,1} • COSMAG[I) SCLOUpS
^ 00107 D8	 =	 ASNATERIWII}) SCLDUDS
^',,	 ; 00108 TOPA85(F)
	 = D8 SCLDUDS
I^	 # C SCLDUDS
001.09 DO	 110	 L-1,NCLEAR SCLDUDS
OOiiO WIF3
	 =	 SVIALEfI,L+1} «COSMAGfI1 SCLDUDS
00119 DA	 = AR'ATERIW{I1] 5CLOUpS









r^7► 	 a.	 ._ , ^	 ..
^.	 ,
^^	 -	 — -	

























































































4411a	 Ds = DA
40114	 li0 CONTINUE
c
04115	 L1 = NTDP^I}
40116	 DO 120 L=LI,NLAYPS
46117	 AL{I,L! = 0,0
OD118	 124 CONTINUE
C{^ rrrr my+rrrrrrrrrrrrr ♦ rrrrrsrrrrrrrrrrrr:err•rrrrrrrrrrrwr•rrrrr
4. rrr ► •	 .r..•





	 TAU = D..O
C
D0120	 pD 130 L=1,NLAy
00127	 TAU = TAU + TAUL{f .L!
00122	 130 CONTINUE
c
D0123	 PI4 = .99999
00124	 TAUP = .212132E-D4>TAU
04128	 ETP = EXP{TAUP}
00126	 p = .1500245E+09 r ETP - id99758E+49/ETP
04127
	 RNN = .154DE+09*{ETP - 1./ETP)/D
00128
	 5ANN = {1. - RNN} r RSURFi17/{1. - ANN>RSURF(fl)
40129
	 RNN = RNN*RTOP{TAU,PID,COSZII7!
C
00130	 RCLOUD{I} = RNN + {1.0 - RNN)+SRNN
C
00131
	 IF {DS.G.T.D.999}	 GDTO 8t0
C
C rr>rvrrrrrrwrrrrrrrrrr.r ► r rrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrr.rrrr*rrr.rrr('. rrrr ♦ 	 >rrrr
C * •r> * 	 A9SORPTION IN CLOUDS
	 ++^++
C '•*•' WITH IHULTIFLE REFLECTIONS FOR H-DISTRIBUTIDN *rr+•
L+ rwrrr	 ♦. rrr





04133	 FitK = F}f 1 K 1
00134
	 XKK = XK(,{y
00135	 WK = W{I)*XKH
C
00135	 IF (WI{.GT.7.0! GDTa Si0
C
OOi37
	 SK = EXP{-WK)
40138	 58 = EXP1-1.SG+WK}
DCi39	 NCLR1 = NCLEAR + i
C
b0)40	 DD t86 L=NCLRi,NLAY
D0141
	 tAUSC = TAUL{I,L}
00142	 TAUAB = AhRIN1 ( SS9IL ( IrL}*XH15,24.}
00143	 IF {TAUSC.LT.0.01} GD TD 160
DD144	 TAU = TAUSC + TAUA6
40145	 PIO = AN1INi{TAUSC/TAU,.99993
c
(+ r r r rrrr r. arrrwr,Yrrrr*rrrrar ► *rrrw*rr*rrrs**err rarssrar.rrG rrr ►► 	 ,^....





C rr ** .	 r»...{r+ r.rrrrrrrr..r*rrrrrrrrr+*rrrrrrrrrrr.rrrr+rwrrrr>rrrr*rr
c
00146	 U = SQRT(fi. - 0.850 r PI0}/{t. - PI01}
00147
	 TAUP = 1.732051*U r {1.0 - PID}*TAU
00148	 ETP = EXP(TAUP!
40149	 D = (U + 1.) • *2 =ETA - (U - 1.}>*2/ETP
OOi54	 RNN = (U**2 - i.} r (ETF - 1./E7P1/D
DO15i











^ .....^—_. ^_r _....._.	












q0153	 TNfL} = TNN
C
09154	 IF {L.ER.NTOP(I}1 GO TO 150
C(^+ +•rr•rrrrrrrrr ► •rrrrrw+•r ► rarrrwrrrrrr•rkr»r+r+rrrrr» ► rr
c ar.rr	 ».»..
C *••*•	 SUh1 REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSI,'IISSIVITY 	 +r*rr
C +**•*	 FOR 7CP,BOTTCRI ILLUi41I NATION 	 •»rr ►
C rrrr	 rwrr.




DENOM = I.0 - SA5N•RNN
00155	 SRNN = SRNN ^ STNN•RHN•STSN/DENOM
00157	 STNN = STNN+TNN/DENOM
00158	 SRSN = RNN + TNN*r2•SASN^PENOTII
00159	 STSN = TNN*STSN/D6NOM
00160
	 TFK = FKK•STNN
C
00161
	 GO TO 170
CC rr.+r.. arrr. rrr.»•.. rar+rrrarr•rrrr • +.••r rra ► rrrrrrrrr»rrrr
c rrrr.	 »++..
C •**•* TOP CLOUD ZENITH ANGLE DEPENDENT REFLECTIV;TY •+* ► •
C •++•'	 AND TRANSMIS5IVYTY	 •••••





00163	 RNK = RNN*RTOP{TAU,PIO,COSZ(Il}
p075d	 TNK = TNN•TTOP{TAU,PiO,COSZ{I1]
00165	 SRNN = SK•RNH•SS
00166	 STNN = SKyTNK
99167	 SRSN = RNN
09168	 STSN = TNNr58
00165	 TFK = FKK•STNN
C
00170
	 GD TO 170
C
C rrrr rr rrrrr rrrr»rr »r^rw+ rrr »rrrrr» rrrr:•••rwarrr + rr»»a
(^ rrrar	 rrrrr





00172	 58 = EXPf-1.86rTAUAH)
09173	 ST1Vh1 = STNN+SB
0017 q 	SRSN = SRSN*58*r2
00175	 STSN = STSNrSB










09180	 IF {TFIS.LT..0011	 GO TD 190
00181	 STN{L} = STNN






C rr ► +•rrsrrr rrr+wr++rrrrrrrrrr+rwrrrrwrrr rwrrrr+»rrrrrr »»
C rrrr
	 rr rrr
C •+*++	 ABSORPTIDN AT f;RDUNO	 :rrrr
C rrrr r+rrr




DHNOM = 1 . - SRSN e FI:' '
















































































=	 ALlt,tl	 -	 Da sctouosls4
00185 D9 = DA SCLOUpstBi
c sctouosla2
0019a GO TO 200 SCLOUD5183
c sctouosl aa(•+ • ► rrrrrrrrrrtt t+rrrr:• rsrnarara+rra..«aar«r«ar+rrr •rwrraraarrrra +.+r`aSCLOUD5185
C ' a ` •• '•" 'SCLOUDS18fi
C * " "	 DISTRIBUTION OF Q®SORPTION a1AONG INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAYERS	 -•r•-SCLOUDS1a7
C +'••• ••'••SCLOUDS188[p .r. rrrr+r. r. rwrr...r.rr.+..w+.++. ► r.rrr+ r.r.arr..r.+.^ ► .+.. +...+r..r.r.SCLOUD5189
C SCLOUp5i90
00191 194 CONTINU@ $CLOUD5191
c sctauosls2
00192 NI	 =	 L-1 SCLOLlD91g3
00193 IF	 fM.tT.NTOP{i11	 GO TO 220 SCLOUDS194
C SCLOUDS195
00194 SR5P1	 =	 SRSSM) SCLOUD5196
OOi95 STNN = STN(M} SCLOUD5197
OOi96 DENDM =	 1.	 - SRSN r RNN 5CLOUD5198
OD197 DA	 =	 STNN • 11.	 -	 RNN}/DENOt![*FKK SCLOUD5199
aa198 AL1I,Li	 =	 AL[F,LI
	
+	 DA SCLOUD52D4
00199 DB = DA SCLOUD5201
o sctouasz42
00200 200 CONTINUE SCLOUD5203
C 5CLOUD5204
OQ101 L	 =	 L-1 5CLOUD52o5
40202 M = t-1 SCLOUD520fi
002D3 SRSN = RNIL} SCLDUD5207
40204 STNN	 =	 TN{1_! 5CLDU05208
00205 DENDM =
	
1.	 - SRSN^RNk SCLDUDS209
C SCLOUD5210
0020& iF	 tM.LT.NTOP{31}	 GO	 TO	 215 SCLOUD5211
C SCLOUD5212
aa207 N1	 =	 141. SCLOUD5213
00208 Pd0	 =	 H70p II) SCLOUD52t4
00209 OD 2)4 NN=NO,N1 SCLOUD5215
00210 RNN = SRSN + STNN r *2 + RNN/DENON! SCLOUDS21fi
0025) SRSN = SR5 {MI SCLOUDS217
00212 STNN = STN{Mf SCLOUDS218
40213 DENDM =
	
1.	 - SRSN*RHN SCLOUOS219
00214 DA = STNN'f1.
	
- RNN!/DENOM • FKK SCLOUD5220
002 t.5 AL^t,L1	 =	 AL{I ,t)	 DA	 -	 D8 SCLOUDS221
00216 DH = DA SCLOUD5222
vo217 L	 =	 L-1 SCLDUDS223
aorta M	 =	 L-1 sctouos2z4
40219 SRSN = RNItI SCLOU05225
00220 5T NN = 7N{LY SCLOUDS226
0022f DEMON[ x	 1.	
- SRSN + RNN SCLOUDS227
00222 210 CONTINUE SCLOUD522g
C SCLOUD5229
00223 215. CONTINUE SCLOUD5230
C SCLOUDS231
00224 RNH = RNN + TNK « STNN*RNN/DENDM SCLOUOS232
00225 DA	 = SK+{1.	 -	 RNN) r FKK SCLOUDS239
00226 AL^F.L}	 =	 AL{[,t)
	 +	 Da	 -	 DS SCLOUDS234
Oa227 Ds = Da sctouDS235
c sctauDS23fi
4D228 GD TO 230 SCtOUDS237
C SCLOUDS238
C rrrrr arrr+ra»•«rrvrw«rrw* w+ rr+wrrwsarrr«rrrwrrrrrrrrrrwe SCLOUD5239
C srw.•	 ,r.+rr SCLOUD52-00
C •••'•	 ABSORPTION OF REFLECTED FLUX ABOVE CLOUDS	 **••• SCLOUD524t
C ' •r ' •	 *•'w' SCLOUDS242{•+ .arrrarrrarw.wwrr.rartr.waarwrrrrarrrrrw«wrraarrr^*rrrwr SCI_OUD5243
C SCLOUDS244
0022'9 220 CONTINUE SCL0005245
C SCL000S246
00230 DA	 =	 SK + {i.	 -	 RNKI'FKK SCLOUDS247
0023t AL{I,L}	 =	 AL{I,L}	 +	 De SCLduD5248

















































00235	 IF fFKK.LT..401} GD TC 250
C
D0236	 D$ = D.
DD237
	 NM = NTOP{I}
00238	 DO 2d4 NN=2,NM
q 0239	 L = NTCP {II + 3 - NN
40240	 4VK = 1.56 •g Wfl! - SWALEf[,Ll1•X1SK
4024f
	
DA = f1. - ExP{-WKI}+FKK






























250	 245	 132	 235


















A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF CO, [=DATA INI7, R=READ, S=STORE. '1l=WRITE
'+ AL RAOCCM REAL ARRAY 59 i72/S 117/5 i88/S 188 198/S i98 215;5 215 226/5 226
231/5 231 242/5 242
! ^^ A5 RAOCaM REAL ARRAY a4C10 CNTRLP REAL SIil9PLE 14
C100 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 15
^ C4R CNTRLA REAL SIMPLE 16!
CDATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 68
COFR CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2
CDXL CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 3
coin CNTRLP REAL. SIMPL[ 4
CLEAR DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 93 96 103
CLN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 5
^ CLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY S4
CLOU.p S SUBROUTINE 1
CLOUDY DSOLAR LOGICAL AR}1AY 94 96
'CNTRLP REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1p 11 12
- 13 1A 15 16 17 19 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
COE CNTRLP REAL ARRAY 5
COEFCOEFS CNTRLPCNTRLP REALREAL SiMALESIFJIPLE 7B
f
COSfSiAG DSDLAR REAL ARRAY 78 f06 110
^c	 ,	 .r_	 .
--.^.--- ...-..--.-..	
_.r--	 ^	 ,.	 .......














































































126/5 127 t49/° 150 151
iif/S 152 153 187/5 188 i89 197/5 198 t99 214/5 215
216 225/5 226 227 230/5 231 24115 242 2A3
92 96 103
107/5 108 112 113!5 131 188/5 199/5 215 216/5 226 22T
236/5 2d2 243/5
S7
155/5 556 157 158 159 186/5 187 196/5 197 205/5 210213/5 214 22l/S 22A




/6515 126 125 127 127 148/5 149 t49 t5D 150
96 IOd84
s 3 ^°r ,-^^
65 f 33 Ff^ 1^
235/5
240 169 178 187 i97 214 225 230 234/5 23d ^






5 4 ^ ,(^
55
27
102/C 103 1.03 iD4 tOS i06 106 106 T07 itl8 St0
110 110 111 112 115 i17 121 12E f28 129 i30
135 i41 142 154 163 i64 185 18B 188 193 i96





109/C 1t0 112 116/C 177 520/C 121 i40/C lal 1a2 152153 154 176 t77 181 SE2 184/5 588 lEE 192 i98598 201/5 201 202 203 204 2t5 215 2t7/S 2t7 218219 220 226 226 231 231 239/5 240 242 242
595/5 116
73 75











't	 ICF RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY
IM INTEGER SIMPLE
'	 j	 JALB RADCOM FNTEGER SIMPLE
K INTEGER SIMPLE
-f	 L INTEGER SIr1PLE
Lt INTEGER SIMPLE
LAND siADCOrn LOGICAL ARRAY
M INTEGER SFMPLE




































































_..k	 ^	 ^	 .^ ^. \	 ^,	 A
„^
NFK RADCDM INTEGEq SIMPLE 65 132 ^
NF1.W CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 29 n
NLAY INTEGER SIMPLE 1 141 124 Idp ^ .^
NLAYD2 RADCQM INTEGER SIMPLE 64 C ^y
NLAYPI INTEGER SIFAPLE 101/S 1}B 184
NM INTEGER SIMPLE 237/5 238 ^ ^
NN INTEGER SIiNPLE 209/C 238/C 239
NOZ RADCQM INTEGER SIMPLE 68 .v
NTp P DSOLAq INTEGER ARRAY 91 145 115 15d 193 2p6 2D8 237 239 ^,is7
NTOPF DSQLAR INTEGER ARRAY 90
NTOPT DSOLAp INTEGER ARRAY 89
DCEAN RADCQM LOGICAL ARRAY 73 75
DCM22 RADCQM REAL ARRAY 67
OCM30 RnpCOM REAL ARRAY 67
OCM38 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 57
OCM46 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 67
DCMX>< RADCQM REAL ARRAY 58
DLA p R RADCQM REAL ARRAY 65
DLJAN RADCQM REAL ARRAY 66
O1.elUL RADCQM REAL ARRAY 66
OLOCT RADCQM REAL ARRAY 56
O2AL£ RADCQM REAL ARRAY 60
PI4 REAL SIMPLE 98 98 99 99 t23/S 129 t45/S 145 146 1:'7 163
}64
PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 30
PL RADCQM REAL ARRAY 45
PLE RADCOn7 REAL ARRAY 45
PLK RADCQM REAL ARRAV 46
PLKE RADCDM REAL ARRAY d6
PREP RADCQM REAL ARRAY 59
PRDCM RADCQM REAL ARRAY 68
QHOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SII4IPLE 31 43
RADGOM gEAL UNIINOWN 44 45 d8 47 48 49 50 5f 52 53 5d
5S 55 57 S8 59 64 61 62 63 64 65
66 67 68 69 7D 71 72 73 74
RADTRM RADCQM REAL ARRAY 70
RCLEAR DSOLAR gEAL ARRAY 8i
RCLD[] q RADCQM REAL ARRAY 72 130/5
RE RADCOPA REAL ARRAY 44
RH RADCQM REAL ARRAY 52
RMEAN OSOLAR REAL ARRAY a6
RN RADCO}A REAL ARRAY 62 152/5 176/5 203 219
RNH REAL SIMPLE 163/5 165 224 23D 232
RNH REAL S=MPLE 127/5 128 12B 129/5 129 13D 13D 15D/S 152 155 156
iS8 163 167 iB5/5 186 157 196 T97 205 2}p/S 210
213 214 221 224/5 224 225 232/5 234
RSURF RADCQM REAL ARRAY 72 12B 128 1B5
SD gADCOM RE;aL SIMPLE 70
58 REAL SIMPLE 138/S i5S i68 172/5 173 174 175 177
SCDSZ DSULAR REAL ARRAY 79
SG RADCQM REAL ARRAY 71
SHG RADCQM REAL ARRAY 50
SHL RADGOM REAL ARRAY 49
SHLE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 49
SHLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 32
SHSAT RADCQM REAL ARRAY 51
SINROT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 33
SIS REAL SIMPLE 137/5 i65 165 225 23D 234
SNOW RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 74 75
SNOWN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 34
5NOLYS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 35
SF RADCQM REAL ARRAY 7t
SRNN REAL SIRSPLE 128/5 13p 156/5 156 165/5
SRS RADCQM REAL ARRAY 62 }82/5 194 21T
SRSN REAL SIMPLE i5S 158/5 }58 167/5 174!5 174 182 186 19d/5 196 2D3
205 21D 211/S 213 219/5 221
SSS RADCQM- REAL ARRAY 53
555E RADCQM REAL ARRAY 53
STBQ CNTRLP REAL- SIMPLE 36








STERP2 CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 38
STN RADCOM REnL ARRAY 62 181/5 195 212
SINN REAL Si1APLE f56 157/5 157 T6q 166/5
195!5 197 204/5 2iD 212/5
STSN REAL SiNIFLE 156 159/5 159 168;5 175/5
SWALE AADCaM REAL ARRAY 58 106 110 2d4
SWIL RADCRM REAL ARRAY 5B 142
TAU- REAL SIMPLE- 98 98 99 99 119/5
14T 163 154
TAUAB REAL SIMPLE 142/5 144 172
TAUL RADCOip REAL ARRAY 60 121 141
TAUP REAL SIfdPLE 124/5 125 147!5 1dg
TALlSC REAL SIMPLE 141/5 143 144 145
TCOND RADCOM REAL ARRAY 63
TEMPI DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 82
TFH REAL SIMPLE !60/5 169/5 178/5 180
TG RADCO^d REAL ARRAY 48
TF1 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 48
TICE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 39
7L RADCO^d REAL ARRAY 47
TLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 47
TLOWL RApCpM REAL SIMPLE 6a
7LTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 4 q
INS IDE RApCOPA REAL SIMPLE 64
TN RApCOM REnL ARRAY 62 153/5 07715 20d 22D
TNK REAL SIMPLE. T64l5 166 224
TNN REAL SIMPLE 151/5 153 157 T56 f59
T0PA8S RADCOM REAL ARRAY 67 108/S
TQTABS D5oLnR REAL ARRAY 7^
TOTOZ RApCOM REAI. ARRAY 86









121	 124	 029	 i44/S	 145
a
^' U REAL SIMPLE 146/5 147 149 149	 154	 151
W DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 85 106/5 147 110/5	 111	 135	 240
:1^	 I
wI:T Rnncoln REAL ARRAY 69










136 137 138	 240/5	 241
X REAL SIMPLE 97 97 97 97
^' KpAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE di
KK RApCOM REAL ARRAY 65 134
XKK. _REAL SIMPLE 134/5 135 Oat 2do
^ 2LNC0 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 42
^ PROCEDURE fdnP
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES O=STMT FN DEF, A=nRGLiST'^,^
^ AMIN1 REAL INTRINSIC 1+12	 145
AWATER REAL STAT FUNC 97lS	 147 111
`^1
EKP REAL INTRINSIC 125	 137 138 1d8 172	 241
RTOP REAL STAT FUNC 98/S	 129 163


































,00001 jUBROUTINE: COMPO	 [ s } SCDIAF0 2(^. .. _.aar.r+++rr»rwarrwsaa. wrrrrrrrrrrs++rarr»ar•ra+ +rwr+. +..aaa_+aaa.a SCDMP0 3
C PURPOSE SC4lAPO d
: C CONTROLS DIFFERENCiNG SCHEME:
	
IHYDRODYNAMICSI. SCOfAP0 5
C CALLED BY MAIN {GW5GCM11) ONLV SCOMPO 6
C SCOMPO 7
C USAGE 5COrAP0 8
C SCOMP4 9
C INTEGRATE QINB} DT SECONDS FORWARD IN TIME USING QiNDI 5COMP0 10
C DERIVATiV1cS.
	
Q STATJDS FDR	 U,	 V.	 T,	 SH	 AND P, SCOMPO I1
^ C IT I5 INVOKEQ ONCl: FOR LEAPFROG,	 TWICE FOR AIATSUND TilhE SCHEME. SCDMP4 12
^ C MATSUH = 0 FDR LEAPFROG STEP SCDMPO 13
C MATSUN = 1 FOR MATSUND PREbiCTOR STEP DR MATSUNO CORRECTOR STEP SCOMPO 14
k C KSTF.P	 = 0 FOR IdATSl1N0 PREDiCi'OR STEP SC014SP0 15
I{ C KSTEP	 = 1 FDA MAT5UND CORRECTOR STEP OR LEAPFROG STEP SCDMPO 16
C KSTEP	 = 2 fOR STEP BEFORE lSATSUNO STEP SCOMPD 17} C SCDMPO 1B




i C PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC ERROR RETURN SCDMP4 20
^ C SCOF.IP0 21
i C SUBPROGRAtA5 NEEDED 5COMP0 22
' C NAME	 pESCR7PTION SCDMP4 23
C AVRX	 FOURIER FILTERS IN HDRFZDN7AL OIRECTFON SCOMPO 2d
C COMPS	 COh1PUTE HDRIXDNTAL AND VERTICAL ADVECTIDH Tt_RMS SCDMP4 25
C COrAA2	 CI]MPUTE CORFOLIS,
	 THERMODVHAMICS,	 AND PRI=SSURE GReDIENT SCOMp O 26
C COPYQ	 COPY MODEL OUAHTITIE5 SCOfhP0 27
C GEDHT	 INT@GRATE NORMALIZED SIGMA LAYE q GEDPDTEN7IAL HEIGHT SGOMP4 28
I^ C POLOUT	 REDISTRI8UTE5 MODEL POLE QUANTITIES SCOMPO 29
F' C PRDIAG	 PRINTS OUT PRESSURE DIAGNOSTICS SCOIAP4 30
G R@STQM	 RESTORE TEMPORARY !d0[)EL 4UANTiTF@S SCOMPO 31
C SAVEOM	 TEMPDRAR?LY SAVE MODEL QUANTITIES SCDMPO 32
^ C SGALEQ	 VOLUFAE SCALEcS MODEL QUANTITIES SCOMPO 33
I-t C SHCORN	 CORRECTS N£GAT[LE; SPECIFIC HUMIDITIES SCDFAPO 34
C TIMAVG
	 TIME AVERAGE QIND1
	 AFTER LEAPFROG STEP SCDFAPO 3SC SCOMPQ 36I^ '^y
C RE5CORp DF MODIFICATIONS SCOMPO 37t C BASED ON OLp VERSION 8. SCDMPO 38
C SCDMPO 39^^
C '^bATE?	 ?PROGRAMMERS
	 ^bE5CRIPTIDN OF MOpFFICATIONS? SCOMPO 40
^ C 4d /.28/83	 RAihE5M
	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SCDMPO 4t
C SCDMPO 42
C REMARKS: SCOfAPO d3
^`` C 1	 1)	 MACHINE	 DEPE:Np ENT FEATURES,	 REFERE:NCEcS,	 ERROR RETURNS.	 ETC.?5CDfAP0 44
t^ C PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CObE RETURNED SCOMPO d5
C 5CDMFD 46C` G+r - r__+..r..+r_. r+r. rr+ ► .....rswr.r ►► rr^rr+rr++w warrrs .+rrr_rr._ar+..a.a.5GDh1P4 47
1' C- M/ A- C O M
	
S I G Td A	 D A T A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G 5 F' C • SCDMP4 48
^!1	
'. ^,.rrr+..+ rrrrrrwrrrarrssssrr.+rr_.rrrrrrrrr.+.+rr.+ ► rrrra++r...........•scoMPO 49
^ C 5COrAP4 50
^ C SCOMPO 51p ^,+. rr. a+rrr+aa++. ► wr+wrurr s. rrrrrs ► rrrrr»r.rrrrrra.rsrarw+r+r+r. +r.a...r.SCOMP0 52C SCOFAPO S3
^^ C SCNTRL 2




00002 COfAh1ON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
1 00003 COh1h1DN /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 5
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
04045 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCIJTRL 800006 COMIAON /CCNTRL/ JOE3 SCNTRL 9
00007 COldMON /CCNTRL/.CCSp06 SCNTRL t0
` 00008 COlh?f30N. /CCNTRL/ CCSPQ7 SCNTRL 11
OOD09 CDMNSON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOS SCNTRL 12
OD010 COMMON /CGN7RL/ VER SCNTRL 13
OOD1t CDMrAON /CCNTRL/
	
XLABEL	 I10} SCpITRL 14
00012 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS 130 ► SCfJTRL 15
00013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU	 If0}E^	 ^ C SCNTRL 170001d EQUIVALENCE
	
ICC4,CCItiI SCNTRL 18p 041.5 CHARACTER»8
	
CG4,	 CC12041 SCNTRL IB





























































































OO p i9 CHARACTER'^8 JOH
OD024 CHARACTER+8 CCSP06





C INTEGER FAODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD
00025 COMMON /ICNTALf ICD
00026 COMMON /ICNTRL! IM
00427 COMMON /?CNTRL/ IMO2
00028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2PT
00029 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW
00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM
D0031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2
04032 COFAFAON /ICNTRL! JMT2
00033 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ JNP
00034 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ J04
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JOS
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL! JSP
00037 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HtIALB
00038 GOFAMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGW
00039 COMMON /?GNTFiL/ KLI557
D004D COFAMON /ICNTRL/ K'S
0404T COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU
00042 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGSR
DD043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN
00044 COFA)t'1CN	 /ICNTRL/ MA75NX
00045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN
a4oas GoMMaN /IGNTRL/ MLF	 { »}
00047 COMA70N /ICNTRL/ TAROD
00048- COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKR5H
00049 GOMMON (ICNTRLI TASM
00050 COF.1lliON	 /ICNTRL/ N8
OOO^i COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND
00052 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT
00053 CpMh10N /ICNTRL/ NDAY
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT
04055 COFAMON !ICNTRL/ NDPNY
00055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF
00057 OOMMON /ICNTRLI MDT
00058 COMMON (ICNTRL/ NHMS
00059 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE
00060 COMMON /ICNTRLI NHM50
00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY
00052 COMMON /IONTRL/ MLAYMt
D4053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPT
0006x} GDMlAON /ICNTRL/ NSDAV
04065 COFAMON !ICNTRL/ NSEQ
00066 COFAT^ION	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP53
00067 COFAMON !ICNTRL! NSTEP
0006& COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55
04069 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ NYMD
00070 COFAMOFJ /ICNTRL/ NVMDE
04071 COMMON /ICNTRLI NYMDO
04072 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ NzINIT
40473 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV
0047A COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NDyOG
ODD75 CDMhlDN /ICNTRLI IQs	 {30)
fl0476 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 {TOY
C
00077 EQUIVALENCE {(THIN ,IQS{	 1)}
00078 EQUIVALENCE { ITMAX , IQS{	 2)}
00079 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IQ51
	
3))
ODO80 EQUIVALENCE { IPRECON ,IQS{
	
4)}
00081 EQUIVALENCE {i.yFLUx ,I4S{
	
5))
00082 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLUX .IQS{	 ^)}
00083 EQUIVALENCE {IFUSION ,IQS4	 7))
.,	
_	 _	 -








00084 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG ,LQSf 811 SCNTRI. 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE {IRADLWG ,IQSf 9}} SCNTRL 93
00086 EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUp ,IQS110 }} SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 96
00087 £q[JIVALENCE {IOhSEGA ,IOU{ 1)) SCNTRL 96
00088 EQUIVALENCE fIDIABAT ,IQU( 2}} SCNTRL 97
00089 EOUIVAt£NCE 1IRADSW ,iOUf 31} SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
00090 EQUIVALENCE fICO,IC{111 SCNTRL 100
00491 INTEGER ICO,	 IC1200} SCiJTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C LDGiGAL MDDEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
_ Q o==c--------------====
-
a== amss== ec =_======= c=asv^ .SCNTRL 1D4
00092 COMMON/LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 145
00083 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
00094 CDh1PnDN /LCNTRL/ g BEG SCNTRL 107
00095 COMh1DN /LCIJTRLJ QDAY SCNTRL i08
00096 CDMMOhJ /LCNTRL/ QENO SCNTRL t09
00097 CDl1PADN /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL t10
00098 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL i1f
00099 CD^BMON /LCNTRL! QSHF SCNTRL 112
00100 COfOMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCIJTRL 113
00101 Cf]fAfAON	 /LCNTRL/ ORSW SCNTRL 114
00102 COFAMDN /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL 115
0o1D3 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQS{30 y SCNTRL 115
OOiQ4 CDMPdON /LCNTRL/ LQU{10} SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
00105 EQUIVALENCE fLTMIN .LOSE 1)) SCNTRL 1i9
00106 f?QUIVALENCE fLTMA% ,LOSE 2)) SCNTRL 120
00}07 [:QUIVALENCE fLPREACC ,LOSE 311 SCNTRL t21
OOf08 EQUIVALENCE fLPRECON ,LQSf 41) SCNTRL 122
00109 EQUIVALENCE fLHFLUX ,LQS( 511 SCNTRL 129
00110 £OUIVALI;NCE ft£FLUX ,LQSf 611 SCNTRL 124
00111 EQUIVALENCE [LFUSIDN ,LQSf 71! SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSWG ,LQS{ 8}1 SCNTRL 726
00113 . EQUIVALENCE {LRADLWG .LOS{ 9)) SCNTRL i27
00114 EQUIVALENCE 1LICLOUD ,LQSfiD}) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE fLDMEGA ,LOUT 1)} SCNTRL 130
00116 EQUIVALENCE ILOIABAT ,tQUf 211 SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSW ,LQUf 3)1 SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
QO1i8 LDGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
00119 LDGICAL 48EG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL ODAV SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
D0122 LDGICAL gDUT SCNTRL 138
.00123 LOGICAL QP>^IY SCNTRL 139
OOi24 LDGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00125 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL t43
C - SCNTRL tdd
v0128 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL i45
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
D0730 LOGICA! LTMIN SCNTRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL i48
00132 LOGICAL LPR£ACC SCNTRL 148
00133 LDGICAL LPRECDN SCNTRL i50
00134 .LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
00135 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
00136 LOGICAL LFUSiDN SCNTRL 153
OQt37 LDGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 154
00139 LOGICAL LRAOLWG SCNTRL 155
00139 LOGICAL LICLDllD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
00140 LDGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
00i4f LDGICAL LDIABAT SCNTRL 159
ODi42 LOGICAL LFApSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 161
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00144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC1200} SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL S64
^
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RLc`CORD SCNTRL t65
1+' ==cc==°=-_-----= °________________ ____________ SCNTRL 166
0015 COFAFdON /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 167 "
00146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL i6B
00147 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ C3ETA SCNTRL 169
06148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTR! 176
-00149 COh]MON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 17!
00150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
00151 COMFdOM 1RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
D0152 COMMON /RCNTRL; DECMAR SCNTRL 174
40153 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
OOIS4 COFhMON /RCNTRL/ DtAT SCNTRL ]7S
00155 COFhMON /RCNTRL/ DtON SCNTRL 177
s	 ^ 001.56 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bT SCNTRL 178
?	 I OD157 COFhMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
^'	 ^ 00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNu1 SCNTRL 780
OOi59 COF!lMDN /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181
00160 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ GRAY SCNTRL 18200161 GOA7MON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 183
00162 COfhMON /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTRL 184
.Of63 COFdMON /RCNTRL/ PI180 SCNTRL 185
00164 COMFAON /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 18500165 COFAF130N !RCNTRL/ p 5TD SCNTRL 18700166 COFdFJION /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SCNTgt 188
^00167 COFJIFhOW / RCNTRL / PSMAII SCNTRL 189 n
^00168 COF,1FhON / RCNTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 190 ^
^I
D0169 COFdMON /RCNTRL/ PTDP SCNTRL 19t
.,^ 00170 COFdlJ10N / gGNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL 192 ^
^ 00171 COMlJ)ON !RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 793 ..,,00172 GOh1MON /RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL. 194 O
'^^` q 0179 COh]F1{ON !RCNTRL! R5DIST SCNTRL 195 ^ ^
40174 COh1F8ON / g GNTRL! SDAY SCNTRL 196
l k
	^ 00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/.SEASON SCNTRL 197 +0 "^
00176 COfAFdON /RCNTRL/ SIGE {25) SCNTRL 198 ^ ^
00177 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SINp SCNTRL 199
00178 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 2D0 p^y^,^
'^ 00179 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 207
^ 00180 CO1JIh10N /RCNTRL / PLEVS 5251 SCNTRL 202 °"'^
^1i 00181 CONIh1pN / RCNTRL / HEATW SCNTRL 203 ^^
i^	 ^
00182 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATI SCNTRL 20d
00183 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EFS SCNTRL 2D53 00184 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
i 00165 COMMON /RCNTRL! CALTOJ SCNTRL 207
0'3186 GOFdMON /RCNTRL/ PZE gO SCNTRL 208
J 1	 I C 5CyTRL 269
OOt67 EQllIVALENCE (RGO,RC11)! SCNTRL 210f e 00188 REAL RCO,	 RCl20Df SCNTRL 217
C SCNTRL 2121f
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 213
;! C _____________ __________ SCNTRL 21400189 COMMON /IDPARFd/ IJUMp fA5} SCNTRL 215
00190 COMMON /IDPARM/ ID5P02 SCNTRL 216
fli 00191 COMMON /.IDPARM/ INDE% {121 SCNTRL 2t700192 COMMON /IDPARM/ /ROD SCNTRL 2t8i 00193 COMFdON /IDPARM/ JC {'46) SCNTRL 218
00]9a COMFdON /IDPARM/ JE 12) SCNTRL 226
'	 ^ 00195 CDMF^ON /IDPARFd/ JP 12,21 SCNTRL 22100196 COFIfMOM /IDPARf^1/ KSTER SCNTRL 222
00197 COpAh14N /IDPARM/ MJ 146) SCNTRL 223
00198 COMMON- /IDPARM/ NHM51 SCNTRL 224
00199 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYFhDt SCNTRL 225
^ C SCNTRL 226
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227 `
'^ C =_____--- - -_--_--___- SCNTRL 228
-I 00200 COMMON /LDPARM!- FILTER 146) SCNTR/. 229
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAPE SCNTRL 230
00202 COMMON /LDPARM/ 57ART SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
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~	 ^ - _	
_ _
.00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 294
OD2D5 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C 5CN7RL 236
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C
--
a.._-_c- ^^_--__ -c-- _ SCNTRL 238
00206 COFlSMON	 / RDPARFA / ADLOP SCNTRL 239
002D7 caMMDN /RDPARM/ CON1 SCNTRL 240
00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT SCNTRL 241
0020.9 COMMON /RbPARMf CON2 SGNTRL 242
00210 COMMON./RDPARM/ CON2OT SCNTRL 243
' 0021t COMMON /RDPARMI CON3 SCNTRL 244
OD212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT SCNTRL 245
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ GON4 SCNTRL Z46
'	 p D0214 CQFdM1SON /RDPARM/ CON4DT SCNTRL 247
p 4021b COF11pAON / RbPARM / CONS 5CN7RL 248
^, 00216 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL	 {463 SCNTRL 249.
I 00217 COMMON. /RDPARMI COSLON f723 SCNTRL 250t	 ^
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2 SCl.1TRt	 251
I	 ^ 00219 COF,SMON /RDPARM/ D1SP	 {461 SCNTRL 252
00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ 07SYP	 {463 SCNTRL 253
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP	 {463 SCNTRL Z54
00222 COGiidON /RDPARMI FCORLS {46} 5CNTRt Z55
00223 COMMON !RDPARM/ F1DT SCNTRL 256
00224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2BT SCNTRL 257
00225 COMMON /RDPARMI H1DT SCNTRL 258
' 00226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
I 00227 COMMON /RDPARM/ PK$TD SCNTRL 264
40228 COMFJiON /RbPARM/ PISTOP SCNTRL 261
-,	 { 00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT	 1461 SCNTRL 262
p o23o COFIIMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 lab) SCNTRL 263
00231 COM[dON /Rl]PARM/ ROCPOT SCNTRL 264













00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD SCNTRL 269
a0237 COMMON /RDPARMI 7HSTD2 SCNTRL 270
D0238 COMFAON /RDPARM! WSAVE	 (.159} SCNTRL 271
40239 COMMON /RDPARMI/ DSIG
	
191 5CNTRt 272 Q00240 COl11FhON	 /RDPARM/ SIG	 191 SCNTRL 273 ."I3 ^
i '	E C .. SOANDDTZ72 ra "^
r C GLOCiAt MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SDANDQT	 3 (~ '^














11 D0244 DIryIENSION AL8ED011368,1} SQANDQT	 8
^
00245 bIMENSIOH GTf1368,i1 SDANDQT	 9
00246 DIMENSION GWf1368,1} SDANDQT 10
i^ 00247 DIMENSION TS{1368,11 SDANDQT 11
OOZ48 pIMEN$ION SHSf1358,1) SQANDQT 12
s 00249 DIMENSION P[72,1H,13 SgnND4T 13^
00250 DIFJIEN510N TMINf13E8,f} SQANDQT 14^
00261 DIFJIEN$ION TMAX[1368,13 50ANDQT 15
00252 bIMENSION PREACC{1368,1} SDANDQT 76
F	 ^ 00253 OIh1EN5ION PRECON{1358,11 54ANOQT 17
04254 DIMENSION HFL[JR{1368,1) SDANDQT	 18
00255 DIMENSION EFLUXIi368,i1 SQANDQT 19
00256 DIMENSION FUSTON[i368,13 SDANDQT 20
00257 DIMENSION RAD51YG11368,1} SDANDQT 2i
00258 DIMENSION RADLWG{1368,1) SQANDQT 27
04259 DIF13[:N5ION ICLOUD11368,1) SgANDQT 23
C SDANDQT 24
00260 EQUFVALENCE (QS{1,1,i3,PHt5{1,1}) SDANDQT 25
00261 EQUIVALENCE {DS[1,2,1),SMTH11,11) SQANDg7 26
00262 EQUIVALENCE I45{1,3,1),AL8E00{1,11} SQANDQT 27
D4263 EQUIVALENCE (QSf1,d,1},GT[1,1}} SgANDQT 28
04264 EQUIVALENCE IOSft.5,t},GW{i,t}} SQANDQT 29
00265 EQUIVALENCE (4S{1,6,1},T5{i,t}} 54nNO4T 30 ^

















00257 EQUIVALENCE IQS[1,8,1},p{1,1,7}} SQANDQT 32
00268 EQUIVALENCE [Q511,10,11,T{dIN[i,i)} SQANOOT 33
OD269 @QUIVALENCE {gS{1,11,1},TMAXfi,ll) SQANDQT 34
00270 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,12,1},PREACC{1,1)1 SQANDQT 35
00271 EQUIVALENCE [QS{1,13,7),PRECON{t,))} SOAtJDQT 36
002,72 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,i4,1},}{FLU%(1,1!) SQANDQT 37
00273 EQUIVALENCE (QSf1.15,1},EpLUg.{1,11) SQANDQT 38
00274 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,16,f},FUSIDN(i,i)) SgANDQT 39
00275 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,17,1),RADSWG{1,11) SQANDQT 40
00276 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,18,1),RADLWG{1,1)1 SQANDQT 41
00217 EQUIVALENCE {45{1,19,13,ICLDUDii,111 SQANDQT 42
C • SQANDQT a3
C GLOBAL MODEL UFPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT 44
00278 COMh1DN /QANDQT! QU{72,9,14,46) SQANDQT 45
C SQANDQT 46
00279 DIMENSION U{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 47
0028D DIMENSION V(72,9,t4,1} $QANDQT 4g
04281 bIMENSION T{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 49
CD262 DIMENSION SH{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 5000283 DiMENS.ION PI-II172,9,^4,1) 54ANDQT 5106284 DiMENSLDN OMEGA172,126,i1 SQAFJDQT 5200265 DIMENSION DIABAT{72,126,t} SQANDQT 5300286 DIMENSION RADSWf72,i25,1) SQANDQT 5400287 DIMENSION RADLW[72,126,i1 SQANDQT 55
C SQANDQT 5600288 EQUIVALENCE {QU11,1,i,11,U[T,I,t,t)} SDANDQT 57
D0^89 EQUIVALENCE IQU {1,1.3.1),V{1,1.1,1)} SDANDQT 5800290 EQUIVALENCE IQU11,1,5,1),T11,1,1,1)} SQANDQT 5900291 EQUIVALENCE 14Uf1,1,7,i1,SHiS,1,1,1)} SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVAL(NCE {gU[t,i,9,1),PH711,1,1,1}} SQANDQT 6100293 EQUIVALENCE (QU11,1,11,1},OMEGA{1,1,1}) SQANDQT 6200294 EQUIVALENCE (QU(1,1,12,1),DIABAT{1,1,1)} SQANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE IQUfi,i,13,1),RADSW[1,1,1}) SQANbgT 6400255 EQUIVALENCE {QU(1,1,14,1),RADLW{7,1.1}) 54ANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C SCD111P0 56
C DEEUG SEE:GDEB 200297 100oD CONTINUE SBEGOEB 3
C ••*• CY9ER'SCALAR VERSION D4.001	 INPUT,IO4 SBEGDEB 4{+, rwrw CYB>=R SOALAR VERSION 04.000 58EGDE8 5
O CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6
CBS$555535555$9SSSSS$SSS5S5555S55555S5S5555SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS533555555555BEGDEB 704258 CONIDT.= CONS*DT SCOP11P0 5800299 CON20T = CON2 rDT SCOMPO 59003.OQ CON3DT = CON3*D7 SCOMPO 5000301 COFJ4DT = CON4 • DT SCOl91PD 61003D2 F 1DT :- 8, *DT SCOf,7P0 620030.3 F2DT - -DT SCdt,SPO 63
D0304 H1pT
	 =	 .S r FiDT SCOMPp 6400305 H2E1T
	 =	 .5 r F2DT SCOh7P0 6500306 J52 =	 1 SCDMPO 64300307 JS1	 =	 1 SCD^1{PO 67
00308 JP 1	 =	 i SCOPAPO 6800309 JP2 =	 i SCDMPO 69
C SCOMPO 70{,^ •srrr^wrrrrrrrwwvwrsss srrr+ rrr*rrwratrrrrrrrwa.rrssrrrrr..rrr SCOMPO 71
C r.rr •'*^ SODMPO 72
C '•** MAIN LATITUDE LOOP	 ••r• SCO)dP0 73
C rrrr 'r*' 5COMP0 74(,+ r	 rr	 rwrrsr:sswrrrwr w ► . rrr ► r rrrwsrrr ► srrrrrwrr ► wwwrrr*r.rrrr SCOMPO 75C 5COP^PO 7600310 DD 80 J=1,JM SCOMPO 77
OD3Yi M = D 5COMP0 780031.2 IF	 {J.k<Q.1)
	 M =	 i SCOMPO 7900373 IF	 {J.EQ.JM]
	 M = 2 SCOMPO 8000314 EF	 {M.E4.2} GO TO 20 SCOE7P0 81
^ sootaPO azS+ r w rrrr r rr + .,rwrwrwrwrsrwr+^s.wrrsrr.r,^r+.r,.^rrrrrrsrrrr ► r r.r.r+•rr SC. D^1{PO 83[,+ wrr+
**+^ SCOh5P0 84
C + * r•	 SAVE THEN SCALE Q[NB,JP2}
	 •r+• SCOMPO 85







o '•"	 •••• scorlPD 137{,` r.•rrrar»rr•rrrrr.r..rr•r••arra.•r•ar:r.r ► r••.rsr..rrr••••..•.. SCOMPO fib
C SCOh7P0 8900315 10	 CONTINUE 5CCh1P0 9D00316 IF	 f1{STEP.EQ.0)	 CALL	 COPYQ	 fN$,NR,JF21 SCOFJ1p0 9100317 IF	 i1<STEP.EQ.11	 CALL	 SAVEQM	 fFJH,JP21 SCOMPO 92003t8 CALL SCALEQ	 {NB,JP2,1} SCOrlPO 93D0319 CALL	 GEDFIT	 tND,JP2) SCOr,1P0 9a
' 00320 IF	 iJ p 2.GT.21	 GO	 TD 20 SCDFJipD 9500321 JP 1	 =	 JP2 SCOrdpO 9800322 JP2	 =	 JP2 +	 1 SCDMPO 9700323 GO TO	 10 SC0IJIPD 98
Crrrr.r.r.. rrrrr..r.r..•r.••r.••.ar•aa....-r.a-.rr..•rr.•.-.•..a SCOMPO 100
C • " `	 •••• S^UMPO t01
C •••°	 PREDICT	 01NB,J}	 =	 QiN$,JS	 +	 bT • F1DfND,Ji1
	 -••• SCDrAPO 102




00324 20	 CDN7INUE SCDMPO 108
00325 CALL COMP1
	 iJ1 SGOMPO 107
' 00328 CALL CDMP2	 1J1 SCOrI1P0 10600327 IF	 fJ.LT.3l	 GO	 TO	 70 SCOMFO 109
C SCOh1P0 T 1 D
C rerrarrr»r.r..s•+rr ♦ rsrrs aaa•r•aarr•a,rrsrr»rrrrr.rrrrr.rs•r..• SCQMPp 111
C ' r• '	 •••• SCOh1P0 1f2
G r + +•	 CORRECT FOR NEGATIV@ HUMTRITIES
	 ••-- 5GD1AP0 113
C " "	 •'•• SCOMPO 114(^+
.•rrrr••rrrrrrrrrrrr.•r...•a.•.•••a•r••a•rr•..r•rarrrrr..•.•.r- SG OFhPO 115
_
C SCOrdPO I1S 0 ^
^`
00328 30	 CDNTINUE 5COfAPO 117
f, 00329 CALL SNCDRN IJS2} SCOFhPO 118 ^
a^
C
»-rr•rrrrrrrrrrr.•rr ► rrarrrarrrrra•arrrrrr.rrarr.r•rrr..•...•a.• 5GOFdPO 119 OC SCDrJIPD 120





rr.• ♦ r+••rr•rrrrra•rrrrr ► ..,r,.r••••.a ► r•arra,•rrarrrrrrraa.... SCDrJIPO 124 1Q
^ C SCDr.1P0 125 ^
00330 INC =	 IJUM p fJ52} SCDMPO 126 (^t^:^





P S	 =	 P F I , X18 , JS2 } 	 a	 PTO p
FF	 (PS.GE.PSMIN	 .AND.	 PS.L£.PSrdA><i








^^ 00335 RETURN	 1 SCOMPO 131







ftl C •••'	 UNSCALE	 QfNB.J521	 •••• SCOMPO 13G
C " "	 APPLY FOURIEP. FIL7ER NEAR POLES
	 •••• SCOMPO i37
s C + r••	 ••-+ SCOMPO 138
^ G r,r.rrrrr.rrrrrrrrrarsrrrrrrrrrrrraar ► rarrarr+rr+srrarrrrr•...r SCDFAPO 1391	 , C SCDr11P 0 l a0
d 1





	 CALL	 A11RR	 fJS2} SCDMP4
SCOr1IP0
142
143(+ •r++rrrrrrrs ► rrr ► arrrrr.rrr•rrrrrr•rrr ► rrrar.r•..rr.rr•....ra•• $CDh1Pp 144
1 {, rrrr	 +-•• SCOr11P0 145
AND LATER VALUES ^^^^
*•••	 FORESMDOTf•tHLEAPFfiOG2TiMEiSCHEMpLiERC SCOMPO Sal
{^+ rrrr
	 r-rr SCDMPD 148
{+ srrsrrrrra.a:rrr •rrrrsrrrrrrr•a.rrrrrarrarrrrrrrr.rrrarr..r••.r SCDrJiPO 14@
^ C SCDrAPO 150
00339 IF	 IMATSUN.NE .O}	 GO 70 50 SCDMAO 151
00340 IF	 fK$TE p .E4.1	 AND.	 GNU2.NE.0.}	 CALL	 TIMAVG
	 {JS21 SCO1JIPp 152
^' 00341 GO TO 64 SCOMPO 153
C SCOMPO 154
^: L+ rrrr,ara.r+rrrarrrrrr»rr»rrrrrarr.rrr.r•rr•rr•r.r.aara.rra..•rr SCOMPD 155
c •°•^	 -•-- scoraPD 15s ^
C^
C ° ••r	 REPLACE ORIGINAL	 Q[N$,J52}






4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 14	 11 12
n0
•n0
C ••'	 FOR MA7SUN0 TIME SCHEME CORRECTDR STt_P 	 -•••
L+ r.•.••.••a..•r ► rr•.•y •rs ► .r•••.••.•.rr a.•••.rr..••r..•^..••.•.•
C
00342	 50	 CONTTNU£
00343	 YF fKSTEP.E0.1) CALL RESTOM fMD,JS2)
C
(+ r • • • . • . • • • . • r a . • r • • r • • • s r s r • • s • .. • • . r • . • r • . • ... r • r . r • . • . • • . • • .
C ••^-	 NORMALIZE VfN81 AT POLES
	 -••-







	 GD TD 70
04347 J52 =	 J52	 +	 t
0034E IF	 {J52.LE.JNP1
	 GO	 FO 30
00349 70 CDNTINUE
00350 J52 2	 JS1
00351 JS1 ^ J
00352 JP1 = JP2








20 324 314	 320
30 328 348.
40 336 33t	 333
50 342 339
60 344 341





ADATE CCNTRL CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 3	 t6
ADLDP RDPARM REAL	 SIMPLE 206
ALBEDO gANDOT REAL	 ARRAY 244	 262
APHT:L RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE i46
ATIME CCNTRL CHgR*8	 SIMPLE 4	 17
BETA RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 185
A=ARGLIST, C = CTRL DF DO, T=DATA INIT, R = READ, S = STORE, W=PlRITE





































CC CCNTRL CMAR*8 ARRAY 14 t5
CCO CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 2 14
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3
13
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR+8 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCNTRL. CHAR*8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR*e SIMPLE 9 22
COMPO 5UBRDUTINE 1
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207 298
CON1 pT RDPARM REAL 5FMPLE 208 29a/S
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209 299
CDN2DT RDPnRM REAL SIMPLE 210 299/5
C0N3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 211 300
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212 300/5
CDN4 ADPARAd REAL SIN^FL £ 213 301
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214 301/5
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
CDSL RDPnRM REAL ARRAY 216
CDSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217







CpD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i3
DAYSPY ACNTRL REAL SIMPLE iS0
â EC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE SS1
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DIACiAT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2B8 294
DIST RCNTRL REAL SilllPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL RE Ai, SIfAPLS: 155
âSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156 298
O%P RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
â %Y p RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
â YP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 157
EFLU% QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
FiDT RDPAR^A REAL SIMPLE 223 30215
F2DT RDPAR^A REAL SIMPLE 22A 303/5
FCORL5 RDPARM REAL ARRAV 222
FILTER IDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 2ao 203
FUSION 4ANDQ7 REAL ARRAY 256 274
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SiMPtE 159 340
GRAV RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE 160
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 245 263
GW gANRQT REAL ARRAY 246 264
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 304/S
H2â T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 30SJS
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
HFLU% OANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 272
I INTEGER SIMPLE 331/C 332
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 9a 9i
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25 90
ICLOUD QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277





ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
ICSP55 ICNTRL INYEGER SIMPLE 68
IDIABAT ICNTRL ItJTEG1: R UNKNOWN BB
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 190
IDSp 02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 190
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
IFUSJON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN B3
INFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
FJUMP IDP4RE'If INTEGER ARRAY 189 330
FNS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 331
IMD2 ICNTRL 3NTEGER 5IMPLE 27
IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
iNC INTEGER SIMPLE 330/S 33t
INDE% IDPARM INYEGER ARRAY 19S
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER- ARRAY 76 87
IRAâLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNISNOWN 85
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIfApLE 192
ITAPE LDPARIPI LOGICAL SII',ApLE 201 204
ITl'AAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 7B















27	 28	 29	 3U	 31	 32	 33	 34	 35
38	 39	 4a	 41	 42	 43	 44	 45	 46
49	 50	 51	 52	 53	 54	 55	 56	 S7
60	 6t	 62	 63	 64	 65	 66	 67	 68
71	 72	 7a	 74	 75	 76
191	 182	 193	 t94	 195	 196	 l97	 196	 199





J INTEGER SIMPLE 310/C 312 3f3 325 326	 327 346
	
351
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193
^
^
JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 194
JIC CCNTRL CHAR^8 SIMPLE 5 f8
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 310 3T3 346
JMD2 FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 348
JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34
JOS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
JOB CCNTRL CHAR*e SIMPLE 6 19
JP IDPARM: INTEGER ARRAY 195
JP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 308/S 321/5 352/5
JP2 INTEGER SIMPLE 309/5 318 317 318 3t9	 320 321	 322/5	 322 352	 353
353
JSI INTEGER SIMPLE 307!5 35p 351/5
J52 INTEGER SIMPLE 305/5 329 330 332 334	 337 338
	
338	 340 343	 345
345 347/5 347 348 350/S
eISP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
KLIAL9 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3$
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 196 316 317 340 343
KU FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 143 144
iC0 CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144
CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 J4 95 95	 97 98	 99	 100 101
	 iD2
f03 tp4
LOIABAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 141
1.IIPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202
LEFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t11 136
LHFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LICLOUD CCNTRL- LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 139
LOGBR FCNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE n2
LOMEGA CCNTRL 'LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 149
LPRlL.^C CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 132
LPRECON CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
L4S CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 106 107 108	 109 170	 111	 112 113	 114
128
LQU CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 115 116 !17 129
LRADLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRADSW CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ti7 1.12
LRADSWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 137
LTMAX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131
LTMIN CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130 0 Q117 INTEGER SIMPLE 311/5 31215 313/5 314 ^
MATIH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43
MAT5NX FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44











345 345 ^ ^
,t,^
MRDL'i ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 ";+	 ['^
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
^NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 316 317 318 332	 337 345 t`^
Nq ICNTRL INTEGER SFIIIPLE 5 i 316 319 343 ^- `,fir
iJDALT ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMPLE 52 ^^
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 j^j
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7A
^
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
NDPHY ICNTRL FNTEGER SIfr1PLE 55
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56
HOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NHMS ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHM51 IDPARTA INTEGER SIMPLE 198





NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6i
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYPt ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV ICNTRL iFlTEGER SIMPLE 73
^ NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER STFdPLE 6a
NSEq ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMDi IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYMDE ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 70
NXINIT ICNTRL INTEGER 51MPLE 72
OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 293 7 ^
OfdEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE ]6t 71 -
P gANIIQT REAL ARRAY 249 267 332
PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 292 ^s PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260
'^ FI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162 ^ ^^
^.
PI1$0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163 ^
^^PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164














PLEV5 RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180 .a^
PREACC gANP4T REAL ARRAY 252 270 ^	 i'^
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY, 253 271 ^^ ,^
PS REAL SIMPLE' 332/5 333 333 ^+	 ^''^
P5MAx RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157 333
PSMTN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168 333
:j{ F5TD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLi 165
1 ATOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169 332
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186,^
RACY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278
s gESEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 119 -
:y 4DAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIM1iPLE 95 120` gCNp LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 12i
^r QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 122
^ OPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
gR5H LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
it QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 126
x 41 QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 coD 26t 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
270 271 272 273 27a 2T5 27S 277
'^ QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIM1IPLE 99 124
QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 2s2 293 294 295 296
RAQE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
^^l RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 296
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW 4ANpQT REAL ARRAY 286 295
!' RAOSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 188
e
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 188
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 146 147 148 T49 1S0 151 t52 153 154 155
^I 156 ]57 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 '166167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 17B 177
i	 - 178 179 1$q SB1 182 183 f84 185 186
RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216
2]7 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
i 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 23S 236 237 238238 240
RGA5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 17S
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
^, RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY. 230
^' ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
ROCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCPFS Ri"iPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMP>_E 173
SPAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174 ^







SGNP RDPARM REAL	 ARRAY 233
SH QANDOT REAL	 ARRAY 282 29i ^
^SHS QANDQT REAL	 ARRAY 248 256
SIG RDPARM REAL	 ARRAY 240
SEGE RCNTRL REAL	 ARRAY 176
SINp RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 177
SINL RDPARM REAL	 ARRAY 234
SiNLON RDPARM RC•AL	 ARRAY 235Si47T}I OANpQT REAL	 ARRAY 243 26i
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL	 SIMPLE 100 125
SOLS RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL	 SIMPLE 202 205j QANF7QT REAL	 ARRAY 261 290
TH5TD RDpAR1n REAL	 5lNIPLE 236
TH5Tp 2 RDPARM REAL	 SIMPLE 237
Tb1AR 4AND4T REAL	 ARRAY 251 269
TWIN QANDQT REAL	 ARRAY 250 268
j5 QANpOS REAL	 ARRAY 247 265
TSTD RCNTRL REAL	 5lr11PLE 179
U OANpVT REAL	 ARRAY 279 286
-V QAND4T REAL	 ARRAY 280 285
VER CCNTRL CHAR•B	 SIMPLE i0 23
WSAVE RDPARM REAL	 ARRAV 238
XLABEL CCNTRL CF1AR'8	 ARRAY I1 24
PROCEDURE MAP
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS-----------^-REFERENCES p-STMT FN DEF,	 A^ARGLIST
AVRX SUBROUTINE 336 ^ ^
^CDMPS SUBROUTINE 325 r^COfi1P2 SUBRDUTINE 326 ^ ^^
COPYQ SUBRDUTINE 316
GEDHT SUBROUTINE 3t9pOLDUT SUBRDUTINE 345 0
PRp IAG SUBRDUTINE 33A ^ ^;
RESTQM SUBROUTINE 343
SAVECM SUBROUTINE 317 ^
- :,LEQ SUBROUTINE 318 337
5HCORN SUBROUTINE 329 ^ "''












{JI SCDMPI 2(+.r.r+» rr. rrrrrr> r+ rrrt+rrrws+rrr«+ r+r+> rrrrr+ rrrrrarra*.arrrr.....r..rS(2O1'AP1 3
C PURPOSE SCO?AP 1 4
C fNTEGRATE 7HE DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS IN THE	 HORIZONTAL SCOPAp1 5
C ADVECTION EQUATION.	 THE VER7FCAL ADVECTION EQUATION, 5COMP1 6
C AND THE CONTINUITY EQUA7iON TO PREbiCT THE BASE SCO^JIP1 7
C FIELDS ONE TIME STEP FORWARD. SCOMPf 8
C FOR BAND J	 IOR FF J=JM,	 FOR BANDS J AND J+1}. SCDMPI 9
C CALLED BY MAIN [COMPO) ONLY SCO^'AP1 )D
C SCDMPI 1f
C USAGE SCOPAP 1 12
C SCDMPI 13
C ARGUF.IENTS	 DESCRIPTION SCOP.IP1 14
I C J	 LATITUDE BAND NUMBER SCDMPI 15
C SCDMPI 16
i^ C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SCOh1P1 17








^ C RECORD OF hIIODIFICATIDNS SCOMPf 21
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. SCDMPI 22
C 5COhiP I 23
C ?DATE?
	 7PROGRAMM@R7	 ryDESCRIPTION OF MObIFICATIONS^ SCOh1P1 24
C 04/28/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SCDMPI 25
' C SCOHP 1 26^{
C REMARKS: SCDMPI 27




ERROR RfstURNS.	 ETC.^SCOTAPI 28
'` C SCDMPI 29
I^r+>r>.wrr«.	 rrrrrrrrrrr	 rwrrrrraraaarrrrrrr+>	 .rrr« *+r.++.....r...+.SGOIAPI 30
C' + A >[JM / A - r C O M	 S F G r MD d 7 A	 i N C	 A S A	 -	 G S F C -SCDMP 1 31';ti^
-^
(+ rrrwrr>rrrrrrs+rrrrsrr+rrrarrwrrrr+rrrrrwr+.r rrrrsrrrr + raa.rrrrrr..+. +•SCOMp1 32
C SCNTRL 2




00402 COMMON/CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
,^ 00003 COMS'AON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
84004 COM1410N /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
't^	 ' DODOS COi'AMDN /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL B
^ D0006 CC7IAMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9} 00007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL SO
00008 COPAMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL 11^'
00009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOB SCNTRL 121
t 4
00010 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL I3
OD011 COMMON /CCNTRL/	 XLABE:L	 1141 SCNTRL 14








^' DOOt4 £OUIVAL:ENCE	 ICCO,CC[1}1 SCNTRL 18






ATi!'AE SCNTRL 21j') pOD1$ CHARACTER+B	 JIC SCNTRL 22
^ 40D19 CHARACTERrB	 JD8 SCNTRL 23i D0020 CHARACTER*8
	 CGSP06 SCNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTERrB	 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
;'^ 00022 CHARACTER*B	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 26
00423 CWARAC-TER*8	 VER SCNTRL 27
O g024 CFIAP.ACTER*8	 xLABEL SCNTRL 2B
G SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
3 C =___'=__________'__^_____=---°--------------------°---- ° SCNTRL 31
00025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICO SCIJTRL 32
^ 00026 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
^,
D0027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
O gQ28 COMMON /ICNTRL/	 IMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
^' 00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NORSW SCNTRL 36
Do g3D COMh10N /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
0003) COPdMDN /ICNTRL! JpAb2 SCNTRL 3B
00432 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J141T2 SCNTRt 39
80033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40
















^ ' - ^
,^ -:03 rd ^, ,,	 ,^-
' D0035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 4200036 COMrBON /JCNTRL/ dSp SCNTRL 43
00037 CDrAh10N /ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44
OQD38 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 4S
D0039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL d6
06040 COMMON /SCNTRL/ KS SCNTRL d7
O q Od1 CDMEAON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
00042 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL tB
D p Od3 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MA YIN SCNTRL SO
00044 COMMON /ICNTRLI MATSNX SCNTRL 5i
00045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
60046 CD1+IMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 {12) SCNTRL 53
00047 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 5b
DDObB COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSy SCNTRL 5500049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
f 00050 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N8 SCNTRL 57
^ 00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ Np SCNTRL S8
^. 00452 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
^ 04053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
^ U0054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDDU7 SCNTRL 61
r. 00055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NpPHY SCNTRL 62
OOD56 COMMON./ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 630005T COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 6d
DD058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NNMS SCNTRL 65
T. D0059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRL 66
y^ 00060 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHM50 SCNTRL 6700Q61 COMMON /ICNTRL! NLAY SCNTRL 6800052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 6900063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 7000064 COMMON /SCNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71000fiS COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72}
.
^^
.00065 COMMON /ICNTRL/ FCSP53 SCNTRL 73
^ DOOE,7 COMMON /ICNTRL! NSTEP SCNTRL 74
OD068 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 7S
^^
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 78b 00070 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMOE SCNTRL 77
^ 00071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MYMOO SCNTRL 78
^ 40072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINiT SCNTRL 79
60073 caMMDN /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 80:^
OOO7a COMMON /ICNTRL! MDyDG SCNTRL 81
D0075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS
	 {30} SCNTRL 82
ti l 00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IOU	 (101 SCNTRL 83
i C SCNTRL 8d00077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,IQS{ i1} SCFlTRL 85
?!' 00078 EQUIVALENCE { I7MA# , IQS( 21) SCNTRL 8fi{^ 00079 EQUIVALENCE { IPREACC ,IQS{ 31) SCNTRL 87
DOOB p EQUIVALENCE { IPRECON ,IQS{ 431 SCNTRL 88
00081 EQUIVALENCE fil•IFLU# .IQS{ 5)) SCNTRL 89
^'f
D0082 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLU# .IQS( 61) SCNTRL 9000083 EgU.IVALENCE {IFUSiDN ,I4Sf 7}1 SCNTRL 91i p0084 EQUIVALENCE (iRAOSWG .IQS{ 8)) SCNTRL 92
r^ 00685 EQUIVALENCE: {IRAOLIVG ,IQS{ 9)} SCNTRL 9300086 EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUD ,IQSfiO}) SCNTRL 9b
C SCNTRL 95°i 00087 EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA ,iQU( i)1 SCNTRL 9600088 EQUIVALENCE {IDiABAT ,IQU{ 21) SCNTRL 9700089 EQUIVALENCE {IRAOSfY ,IQU{ 3)1 SCNTRL 98f^ C SCNTRL 99
i 00090 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICf1)) SCNTRL 1D000DPi INTEGER ICO,	 IC{200} SCNTRL 10i
'
C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
' -- ^_-_' ---_-	 - ^ -W-	 -
SCNTRL 104ODD92 COMMON !LCNTRL/ LCD SCNTRL 105g OD93 GONIMON /LCHTRL/ RALT SCNTRL 106
D0094 COrnMON /LCNTRL! QBEG SCNTRL 107
r^ 0009$ COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL 108
^^ D4096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
^,., 00497 COMMON /LCHTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 110
^''; 00098 COMMON /LCNTRL! QPF1Y SCNTRL 1 t 1













Oot00 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
00101 COil4MON /LCNTRL/ 4RSW SCNTRL 114
00102 COMPAON !LCNTRL/ 4RSH SCNTRL 115
00703 COFdMON /LCNTRLI LQSf30) SCNTRL 115
00104 COFdi4[ON
	 /LCNTRL/ L4Uf10) SCNTRL 117
r SCNTRL 118
00105 E4UIVALENCE (LTMIH ,LqS(	 1)} SCNTRL 119
00106 EQUIVALENCE [LTMAX ,LqS{	 2)1 SCNTRL 120
00147 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQSI	 3!) SCNTRL 12T
00148 EQUIVALENCE {LpRECON ,LQS{	 4}} SCNTRL 122
00109 EQUIVALENCE (LMFLUx ,LQSI	 5}} SCNTRL t23
00110 EQUIVALENCE {LEFLUx ,L45{	 6)} SCNTRL 124
00111 E4UIVALENCE fLFUSION ,L4S{	 7)3 SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSWG ,L4S{	 81) SCNTRL 126
00113 EQUIVALENCE [LRAOLYfG ,L451
	 9)) SCNTRL 127
00114 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUa ,LQSftO)) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 E4UIVALENCE ILOMEGA ,L4U{	 1)} SCNTRL 130
00116 EQUIVALENCE ILDIABAT ,L4U{	 2)) SCNTRL 131
OOi77 E4UIVALENCE ILRAOSYf ,LQU{	 3}) SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
04118 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
001 . 19 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 736
00121 LOGICAL 4END SCNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL QoUT SCNTRL 138
OOt23 LOGICAL 4PHY SCNTRL 139
00124 LOGICAL 4SHF SCNTRL 740
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 1d1
00126 LOGICAL QRSYI SCNTRL 1a2
00727 LOGICAL QR$fi SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL LOS SCNTRL ids
O4i29 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
04130 LOGICAL LTMIN 5CNFRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTNSAX SCNTRL 148
00132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
00133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 154
0013Q LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
00135 LOGICAL LEFLU7f SCNTRL 152
00136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 15300137 LOGICAL LRADSYlG SCNTRL 154
04138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL t55
00139 LOGICAL LICLOUO SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 15700140 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
40141 LOGICAL LDIAHAT 5GNTRL 15900742 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 161
00143 EQUIVALENCE (LCO,LCf1)) SCNTRL 16200144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC{200} SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL 154
C REAt MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 165
t'` _=___----=^°---5----ec=a==----^--'___^---^__= SCNTRL 166
OOi45 COMMON /RGNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL t67
oot46 COMMON /RGNTRL/ A pHEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COMMON /RGNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
00148- COMMON /RGNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 170
OOia9 COMMON /RGNTRL/ GP SCNTRL 17100150 COMMON /RGNTRL/ f)AYSPY SCNTRL 172
4015 1 COMFdON /RGNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
00152 COMMON /RGNTRL/ bEC147AX SCNTRL 174
00753 COMMON /gCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
00754 COMMON /RGNTRL/ . DLAT SCNTRL 176
00155. ^-DMMON /RGNTRL/ OLON SCNTRL 177q Oi56 COrdFJ10N /RGNTRL! DT SCNTRL 178
00157 COMMON /RGNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
















.^..w-__._._._..._._ _. —____ _....
00162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTRL 18d
00163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FI180 SCNTRL 185
p 0i6A COMMON /RCNTRL/ FI2 SCNTRL 186
00165 CDMFaoN !RCNTRL/ PST p 5GNTRL 187
OD166 COMMON /ACNTR!/ PIFdEAN SCNTRL 168
00157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FSMAX SCNTRL 189
' 00168 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSM:IN SCNTRL 194
00169 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FTOP SCNTRL 791
OOi70 COFdh10N /RCNTRL/ RARE SCNTRL 192
Oa171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
00172 COfdFdON /RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 194
OD173 COMMON /R. CNTRL/ RSDISF SCNTRL 995
00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCNTRL 195
^	 ^ OOi75 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 187
: 00176 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ SIGE f25) 5GNTRL 198
00177 GOMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL f99
OD978 COMMON. /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 200
00179 COMFAON /RCNTRL/ 7STb SCNTRL 201
y 001$8 CDrdMON /RCNTRL/ PLIcVS (251 SCNTRL 2D2
^: 00181 CDM1lSON / RCNTRL / HEATW SCRlTRL 203
00182 COMF1fON /RCNTRL/ HEATI SCNTRL 204
00783 COr11MON /ACNTRt/ EPS 5GNTRL 2D5
00184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EF5FAG SCNTRL 206
00185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTOcf SCNTRL. 2D7
n OOi86 COM170N /RCNTRL/ PZERD SCNTRL 208
C SCNTRL 203
00187 EgUIVALENCE {RGO,RC(il} SCNTRL 210
00188 REAL, RCO,	 RCf2001 SCNTRL 211 [] [)
C SCNTRL 212 "Y'1 ^
G INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL Z13
C _______________
-
____ ____ SCNTRL ltd
00189 COMMON /IDPARM/^IJUMP (461 SCNTRL 215
O
.:1^
DOr90 GOMFdON /IDPARM/ IDSp02 SCNTR! 216 [^















00194 COMMON /3DPARM/ aJE f2i SCNTRL 220















^ D0198 COMMON /ibPARM! NMMSi SCNTRL 224 .,.b
D g i99 GOMM1SON /IDPARM/ NYMDt SCNTRL 22S ^i^
it G - ^ SCNTRL 226 ^
i^ C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
:y C _____________
'COMMON
______ ____ SCNTRL 228
04208 /LDPARh1! FILTER f46f SCNTRL 229
',^ 00201 COMMON /L pp ARM/ ITA p E SCNTRL 230
00202 COMFdON /LD pARM/ START SGNTRL 231
{ C SCNTRI. 232
F 3f D0203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
^ 00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234S' 00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 236
^^^ C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C __________ __________ SCNTRL 236
OD20B ^ COFdi110N ' / RbPARNI/ Ap LDF SCNTRt 239
00207 COMFdON /RDPARMI CONi SCNTRL 240
i 00208 CO^drdOfQ / RD pARM / CONIDT SCNTRL 2di00209 COMMON. /RDpARM/ CpN2 SCNTRL 242
00210 COMMON /RDp ARM/ GON2DT SCNTRL 243
OD211 COMMON /RD p ARM/ CON3 SCNTRL 24d
00212 COMM1TON /RD p ARM: CON3DT SCNTRL Z48
k 00213 COMMON /RD pARM/ GON4 SCNTRL 24600214 cararnaN /RD p ARM! CON4DT SCNTRL 247
00215 COh1MON /RDpARM/ GON5 SCNTRL 2d8
00216 COMMON /RD p ARM/ COSL 146) SCNTRL 249
OD2t7 COMMON 1RDPARM/ GOSLON f72) SCNTRL 250
4. DD2T8 COMMON /ROPARM/ CPD2 SCNTRL 251
00219 COMMON /RD p ARM/ q XP {463 SCNTRL 252
^'; OD220 COMMON /RD pARM/ b%YF {461 SCNTRL 253























































































D0222 COMMON /RDPARIN/ FG1RL5	 1461
40223 COMh1DN /RDPARM/ F1DT
00224 CDMMDN /RDPARM/ F2DT
Og225 CDMMDN /RDPARM/ H1DT
00226 CDMMDN /RDPARM/ H2DT
00227 COEAMDN	 /RDPAR[4i/ PKSTR
D0228 COMMON / RDPARh1/ PKTDP
00228 COMMON !RDPARM/ RLAT	 f46)
o023q COMMON :RDPARM/ RLATD	 (46)
OD23t CDMtdDN 1RDPARM/ ROGPDT
00232 CDMMDN /RDPARM/ ROCPPI
00233 CDfdMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 I2}
002,34 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL	 {46)
00235 CDfAh10N	 / RDPARM/ SINLON	 {721
00236 COMMON /RDPARMI THSTD}
DD237 CDIAMON /RDPARM/ THSTD2
? 80238 GOi4lMON	 /RDPARM! W5AVE	 {1591
T 00239 CO?13M0{J	 /RDPARM/ DSFG	 {9)





r C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS
^'
aD2a1 ComraoN /QANDQT/ gsf72,19,461
C






^ 00248 DIMENSION SHS(1368,11
00249 pIl`1ENSIDN P 172, 19, 1 }
^^ 00250 DIMENSION TMIN{t368,1}
00251 DIt1SEN5IDIV TMAX { 1368, 1 1
,y 00252 DIMENSION PREACC11368,11
^ 00253 DIMENSION PRECON{1368,1)
;y 00254 pIMENSIDN MFtUX{1368,1}
80255 DIM1'SENSION EFLUXf1368;1}
00256 q IMENS3ON FUSIDN[1368,1}
1 00257 DIMENSION RADSWG{1368,1}
,1 D4258 pFF.1ENSiaN RADLWG(1368,t}
08259 pIh1EN5iDN ICLOUDtt368,1};{^ C
i
i 00260 EQUIVALENCE fQSS1,1,1),PHi51f,1))
r OQ261 EgUIVALENCE fQ5{1,2,SI.SrdT1i{1,1)1
00262 EgUIVALENCE [QS{1,3,t),ALBEDD{1,1}i
^'1 00263 EQUIVALENCE (QS[1,4,1).GT{S.il}
D0264 lQUIVALENCE [QS[1,5,1},GW[1.11}k
OD265 ECUFVALENCIc [gS[1,6,1},TSft,t)}
^. 00256 EQUIVALENCE {QS[1,7,1),SHS11,1}}
00267 EQUIVALENCE IQ5I1,8,1),P11,1,11}
^! 00258 EQUIVALENCE {g5f1,10,t),TMINf}.1))
00269 EQUIVALENCE {Q$[1,11,1),T.yIAX(1,1i)
!^ DD270 EgUIVALENCE {Q5{1,j2,1},PREACC{t.1il
00271 EQUIVALENCE {gSfi,t3,1},PRECDNf1,11t





^ 00277 EQUIVALENCE {RS{1,19,i},ICLOUO{1,t1)
C
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER ^AIR	 FIELDS
00278 COMMON / gANDQT/ DUf72,9,14,46!
C^ S D0279 DIrENSION U[72,9,i4,1)
^_ 00280 DIMENSION V{72,9,1A,i)












00285 DIME:NSICN	 DIABATt72,126,11 SQANDQT 53
40286 RFMENSION	 RADSW[72,126,1) SQANDQT 54
DD287 DIMENSION	 RADLWi72,126,1) SQANDQT 55
C SQANDQT 56
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U{i,1,1,11,Ui1,1,1,1)) SQANDQT 57
0.0289 EQUIVALENCE	 SQUi1,i,3,i1,V{1,1,7,11) SQANDQT 58
0029a EQUIVALENCE	 SQU(1,1,5,1},Tfi,1,i,11) SQANDQT 59
o029t EQUIVALENCE	 (QU(1,1.7,1),SH{1,1,1,11) SQnIJD4T 50
04292 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUf1,1.9,11,PHI{i,T.i,11) SgdNDQT 61
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,11,11,OMEGAti,1,1f) SQANDQT 62
ao29A EQUIVALENCE	 tqutf,l,i2,1),pIABATti,1,1)) SgdNDQT 63
40295 EQUIVALENCE	 tQUti,1,f3,11,RAD5WIi,1,1)} SQANDQT 64
X0296 EQUIVALENCE	 {QUS{,1,54,11,RApLWfi,1,1)1 SQANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C + SQPDLES 2
C POLAR 'YSOp EL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQPOLES 3
00297 COMMON lQPOLES/ PP{2,2} SQPOLES 4
.00295 COMMON /QPOLES/ UA(9,2,21 SQPOLES 5
00299 GOMMON /QPOLE5/ VPt9,2,21 SRPOLES 6
00300 COMMON IQPOLES/	 TPS9,2,2) SgPOLES 7
00301 COMMON /QpOLES/ ShiF{9,2,2) SgPOLES 8
00302 COMMON /Q p OLE5/ PHIPf9,2,2) 54POLES 9
C SOPpLES f0
C + SQMSAVE 2
C GLOBAL BAND MODULO SAVE AREAS pURiNG r1Y p ROOYNAMICS STEP SOFdSAVE 3
003D3 COMMON /QMSAVE/ pM{72,5 ► 54MSAVE 4
4D304 COMMON !QMSAVE/ UM{72,9,5) SQMSAVE 5
00305 COMMON /QMSAVE/ VM172,9.5) SQh15AVE 6
04306 COMMON /QMSAVEI TM{72,9.5) SQMSAVE 7
003Q7 COMMON /QMSAVE/ SHMt72,9,5) SQA^SAVE 8
00308 COMMON /QMSAVE/ PRIM{72,9,5! SOFJI5AVE 9
OD309 COMMON /QMSAVE/ PVt72,9,5) SQMSAVE 10
0031D COF^IFdON 1QMSAVE/	 PYTt72,5) SQMSAVE 11
00311 COMFdON /QMSAVEI CONY{72,9,51,
	
SDf72,9,5) S4hiSAVE 12
p 03i2 COMMON /gh15AVE/ TERMWf72,°,5},	 TERMT[72,9,5) SOFdSAVE 13C Sgh15AV1: 14C •	 ^	 ^ S{RORKFL 2
G 6ANp WORN AREAS DURING HYpRODYNAMICS STEP 5l'1ORKFL 3




C r SCDMPI 38
C DEBUG SBEGDEH 2
00314 tD000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C *"r• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.601	 1NPUT,IOQ SBEGpEH 4
G *•+* CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.0D0 SHEGDEB 5
C ••'• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 5EEGDEB S
CSSSSSS55SSSSS^SSS9555SS5SSS5555SS5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS3SSSSSSSSSSSSSS55SS5SSSHEGDE6 7
OD3i5 NLAYNp
	 =	 NLAY*tND	 -	 1} SCOFdP1 46
170316 NLAYNB = NLAY • iN8 -	 11 SCDMPI 4iOD3 i 7 JP 1=	 J +	 1 SC0J1P i 42
DD318 ,}P2
	 =	 J	 +	 2 SCDMPI 43
D031 9 K	 =	 JC (J ) SCOF,lP 1 4A00324 KP 1	 =	 JCf JP 1 ) SCOidP 1 AS
D0321 KP2 = JCfJP2) SCOMp1 46
00322 pO 94 L=i,NLAY SCOFdPi d7
(; SCOhiP 1 4$
_ (; +.»».+.+++ »r^rrr+r+srrswrrrs++ata+rrarrr+rr>rrrsrsr ► rrrrrrr.>++. SG OFAPI 49C . -•«•	 -••• SCO1gP1 50
C ••+'	 COMBINE LAYER AND TIME INDICES TD FACILITATE	 •*^• SCDMPI 51
C +*++	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED ENHANCED COMPILER OPTIMIZATION 	 •+•• SCO1rSPi 52C • • «+	 + • • • SCOFhP 1 53
C r+.+++.:..+•.+.+rrr»rr++r+»r.rrr.rrr»r,...rr rr rrrr.,.:+rrrrsr+...r SGOhiPI 54
C SCDMPI 55
40323 LND = L + NLAYND SCDMPI 56
40324. LNS = L + NLAYNB SCDMPI 57
66325 I52 = IM - 3 SCDMPI 5800328 I S 1	 =	 IM - 2 SCOfAP 1 59
0437.7 [	 =	 iM	 -	 i SCOMp1 60
00328 I P 1	 =	 IM SGOrhp 1 6 i
00329 PU{IS2)	 =	 DYP(J}*P{I52,ND,J1*U{IS2,LN p ,1,J} SCOFdPI 62
00330 FU{1511






































































































pU{IP1! = DYPfJ) ►PfIPi,ND,J1rU1IPi,LND,1,J}
pU21I52) = PUIIS2} a PU{I)
PU1{I51} = PUIISI} + Pf. ► fI)
PU2{IS1! = PU{I51} + PUfIP1)
DD 80 IP2=1,IM




C * rr *	 HORIZONTAL ADVECTIDN IN LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION
	 •+++
G •>•'	 CALCULATE PU	 ••••
C rrr. ...•
G r rrvr.rrrrrwrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrar:rrrrrrrssrr:rrrrw rrrr.>rr
C
PU{Ip2} = DYP[J}•PiIP2,ND,J)*U[IP2,LND,1,J)
pU11I) = PU {I} + PU{Ipi}









C ••••	 U WIND A pVl:CTION	 •^>•
(^+ rr•rrr>rrrr.rrrrrrrrrrrr+rrwrrrrrw.rwrr.rrrwr+rrrarsrrrr•rrr..r
C
QFLUXI = FLUX1 r {U{ISI,LND,1,J) + U{I,LNp,1,,J}}
gFLUX2 = FLUX2 • IU{iS1,LND,1,J) + U{IP1,LNp,1,J)1
UILPI,LN8,1,J1 = U{IPt,LNH,t,J) + QFLUX2
UIi,LNB,1,J] = U{I,LNI3,1,J) + QFLUXi
UfI51,LN8,1,J1 = U{ISS,LNB,1,J) - QFLUXi - gFLUX2
C
C .rr..rr >rrrr>rrrr ► +rsrr>ars>.krrvrrrrwrrr.ars»w.wvs>+r.r,r+rra.r>r.C, rrrr	 +.as
C ± a•r	 V WIND A pVECT3DN	 ••+r
C •r>•	 r.ra
(+ ► rrrra•arrraarrrrr:rrrwrr+rrrrrrrrrrsrrrrrrrr ► rrrrrrrrrraarrrr ♦
C
gFLUXI = FLUX1 r tVfIS1,LND,I,J} + V{I,LNb,1.J!)
gFLUX2 = FLUX2 • IVII5i,LND,1,J! • VIIPI,LND,1,J))
V{IPi,LNB,1,J) = VfIP1,LN8,1,J} + QFLUX2
V{I,LNf3,1,J! = V{I,LNB,1,J} + RFLURI
VIISi,LNB,i,J) = Vf351,LNB,1,J} - QFLUXt - 4FtUX2
(,+ rrrr••rsx rrrr• rrrrrrrrrrasrr.rrrrr r^rrrrrrrrrrrrr.rravr•rr•r..rr
^+ w ♦ rr	 -	 ♦ ra r
C ' rr+	 TEMPERATURE ADVECT3ON	 •r++


























00353 gFLUX1	 =	 FLUX1 r IT{IS1,LN p ,1,J)	 +	 T1I,LND,),Jl1





00356 TfI,LNg,1.J)	 =	 TIi,LN8,1,J1	 +	 gFLUXt
0035 7 TfIS1,LN8,1,J}
	
=	 TfIS1,LN8,1,J)	 -	 gFLUX1	 -	 gFLUX2
C
-- G ♦ rrrrilv l r•r r^k arra r rrrrrrrrirrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrM	 rrrrrrrrraar
C r	 rrrr
C { rar	 HUMIpIT1•' ADVECTIDN
	
rrrr
L+ ♦ rrrsr.•rrrr.rrrrrrrrrrrrrwrarr.rrrrrsrr ► r ,.r+r rr.rrwrrrsa.rrr,.r
C
00358 QFLUXI
	 =	 FLUX1 r {SI{{ISI,LND,1,J}	 }	 SH{I,LND,1,J}}
00359 QFLUX2	 =	 FLUX2 r {5}11I51,LND,1,J}
	 +	 $H{IPi,LND,1,J))
00360 IF	 CSHfI51,LND,1,Jl.GT.0.1	 GO	 TD	 10
0036T gFLUX)	 =	 AMINi{QFLUXI;9.]
003[32 QFLUX2 = AMINi1QFLUX2,0.1
00363 10	 CONTINUE
00364 IF	 (SN(I,LND,1,J1.1E.0,) 	 QFLUXt	 =	 AMAX114FLUX1,0.)
00355 IF	 fSH{I p 1,LN0,1,JJ.LE.O,!






—	 —	 -- -
	









p0366 5Fa{IP1,LN8,1,J1	 =	 SFiiIP1,LNB,1,J) 	 +	 pFLUX2 SCDMPI i3S




QFLU%1	 -	 p FLU%2 SCOPdP1 137
00369 IF	 iJ•E4.JM)	 t;0	 TO 50 SCDMPI 13800370 GO TD 30 SCOrAP 1 139
C SCDMPI 140
L. ...rrrr+...rrr..r•.rr.rrrr.r+r..rrrrar.+.+...+r.r.rr.rrrr••rrar SCD[dPl 141
C •••'	 •*•• SCDMPI 142
C ••••	 SOUTFI POLE COR g ECTEON	 •••• SCDMPI 143C rr.a	 •••• SCDMPI Id4(,+ ......•...+a.^r^rr..•..rrrr.w..r.rrr..r..r«r ► ..r.rr.....r........ SCOMPi 14,5
C SCOrdP 1 146
00371 20	 CONTINUE SCDMPI 147
80372 CDNVfI,L,KPi}	 =	 0. SCOr11P7 i48
00373 CONVfI,L,K)
	 =	 O. SCDMPI 149
04374 PVfI,L,K)
	 =	 DXPfJ} • P{I,ND,J} • V{I,LNR,1,J) 5COP}IP1 750
00375 PVfI,L,KP1)
	
=	 DXPiJP1) • P{I,ND,JP1)"V{I,LND,I,JP11 SCDr,7P1 {5T
C SCOr1iP1 t52{+ .rrr.w.rrrrrr,r:rr.rr-rr..rrrrrrr.rr+.rrrrrrrrr.s...sr ► ++rr.rr+.r SC O[11P1 1S3
C ••"•	 •-•- SC00.1P1 154
C ••••	 I-iDRIZONTAL ADVECTIDN 	 IN LATITUDINAL DIRECTION
	 •••- SCDMPI 155
C ••••	 CALCULATE
	
PV	 ••-• SCDMPI 156
C •••+	 •••• SCOMPT 157[) r.rr	 r.r srrrr. rrrr+ rrr.rr.rra.r rr .r.rr.rr+rrrr.+rrrrrrr.rrr.+... SCDMPI 158
c scaraP 1 159
oo37s 3o	 caNTlNUS scD[,IP1 160
4 p 377 PVfT,L,KP2}	 =	 D%P{,1P2) r PfT,ND,^IP2) • V[I,LNR,i,JP'2M SCOh1P1 1&1
40378 PV[	 =	 FV{I,L.K)
	 •	 PV{I,L,KP1} 5COMpT 152
00379 PV2	 =	 PViI,L,}SI	 +	 p UiI,L,KP2} SCDMPI i63
40380 FLU%T
	 =	 MIRT •p Vl SCO67P1 164
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PIT{I,I{) = PITfI,K1 + CONVII.L,Hr
100	 CONTINUE




LNq = L + NLAYNO
LNB = L + NLAYNB
LPI = L + 1
LP1ND = LP1 + NLAYND
LP1N$ = LP1 +'NLAYNB
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UtI,LN©,},J) = V{I,LN8,1,J1 + g FLUX/O SIG{L}
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C ••+•	 INVERSE LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF SAECIFIC HUMIDITY 	 •••• SCOrJ1Pi 488






































CGN3 RDPARFA REAL SIPAPLE 211
CflN3RT RDPARM REAL SIFAPLE 212
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i3
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215




428	 437	 439	 450	 510/S	 511
CO50 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217	 495	 496	 501	 602
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12










(i	 r..a+rrrrrrrws ♦ ra..rrrrrrw	 .rrrwar++rrrn.rrwrr++r•>ww.rrr...a SCOMPI a90
C SGOFkP t 49 t
04533 ^WLe	 =	 SHP{L,ND,M1	 +	 SHP(LP1,ND,M1 SCOFAPi 492
0053b iF	 1SHLE.NE.0.}	 SHLE	 =	 4.'SHP(L,ND,M}'5HP(LP1,IJD,M)lSHLE SC0MPt 493
00535 OFLU>t	 =	 W2DT » 5D[1,L,HM'SHLE SCO)AP1 494
0053fi IF	 fSHP(L,ND,MI.LE.0.)
	
QFLU}(	 =	 AMA%1ff}FLU><,0,} SCOMPI 495
00537 IF	 (SHP[LP1,ND,M).LE.O:)	 QFLUX	 =	 ARSINi{QFLUX,0.7 SCDMPI 496
00638 SHpILP1,NH,M1	 =	 5HP1LP1,N9,rA}
	 -	 QFLUX/DSIG1LPt1 SCOMPi a97
OOS34 SHPfL,N6.M)
	 =	 SHP{L,MB,M}	 ^	 OFLUK/DSIG{L> SCORSPI egg
00540 170 CONTINUE SCOMPI 499

















^	 60 424 422
70 a27 471
BO 433 336
f	 90 43A 322
A
r	 VARIANCE MAP
--NAME-------BLOCK------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES	 A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF DO, I=DATA INIT, R=READ, S=STORE. 'lr=4rRITE
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR»8 SIMPLE 3 t6
ADLDP RDPARFrI REAL SIMPLE 206
ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAY 244 262
APHEL RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATIMi= CCNTRL CHAR'8 51MpLE 4 t7
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOeJ RCNTRL REAL S1IAPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR*$ ARRAY 14 15
CCO GGNTRL GNARLS SIMPLE 2 la 15
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11
la
GCSP06 CCNTRL CHARr8 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR»8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR»8 SIMPLE 9 22
COMP1 SUHAOUTINE 1
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIrhPLE 207 510
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208 506 507	 508	 509
C0N2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209 510
C0N2DT RDPARM REAL SIFAPLE 210 506 507	 50$	 509
12
I`^
4.. ^ .,^ F_.,
r
^	 .r ^ ,.	
_
^^
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
-DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
D1;CMAX ^	 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DIA9AT DANDQT .REAL ARRAY
DIST RCNTRL RE A L SIMPLE
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
r DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DXP RDPARNt REAL ARRAY
DXYp RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EFLUX gANDgT REAL ARRAY
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL STMFLE
} F1OT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAV




FUSION gAND[1T REAL ARRAY
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIfi1RLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^.' GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GT DANDQT REAL ARRAY
GW gANOgT REAL ARRAY
Ii.iDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE^.^^
Ft2DT RDPARM- REAL SIMPLEl
NEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
i1EATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
A^
^}
HFLUIS DANDQT REAL ARRAY










IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE





ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IC5P55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^' I.DiABAT ICNTRL ENTEGER UNKNOWN
ii IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWiU
!- IDSpD2 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IE;FLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^^
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN











239 428 d5Q 453 454 456 467 464 46i 4G8 d6g
510 515 523 524 526 527 530 531 53B 539
15S 441 518
2i9 37d 375 377
220 441









341/S 343 348 353 958 384/S 382 387 392 397' d1d
415 417 419 421







225 341 380 414
226 342 38T 452 455 459 465 522 525 529 535
18?
327/5 331 331 337 333 334 339 339 340 340 343 ^ .^
346 346 348 351 35i 353 356 356 358 364 367
367
377
372 373 374 374 374 375 375 375 977 377
d378 378 379 979 382 382 383 3B3 384 38d
385 3B5 386 386 387 387 38B 388 389 389 390 Q ^,^
390 391 391 392 392 393 393 394 394 395 395 Zlr+
396 396 397 397 398 398 399 403 404 4D5 4D5
446 446 407 407 4D8 4D9 d09 4t0 410 414 414
d13 413 413 4t3 413 414 415 415 416 416 417 ^ ^^'417 A18 418 419 4!9 42Q 42D 421 42t 422 425 ^ ^^
426 426 428 428 430 431/5 436/C 437 437 439 439 ^ ^
439 4a1 4dt 44t 443 450 450 450 451 452 452
452 453 453 454 454 455 455 455 455 456 457 ^"+
457 458 a59 459 459 464 4S0 461 461 463 463 ^^^
464 a64 465 a66 467 458 468 469 a69 a92lC 493
493 495 495 495 q95 496 496 496 496 497 d98





25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 4D d1 42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
S$ 59 SO 61 fit 53 64 65 66 67 68













-	 - -	 yak
.	 ,_
;,
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
IJUMP FDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
TM ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 26 325
IMO2 iGNTRI. .INTEGER SIMPLE 27
FhtD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
IN p ER IDPARM INTEGEq ARRAY 191
IDf4IEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 328/5 332
IP2 INTEGER SIMPL£ 336/C 338
IPRf;ACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
S4S ICNTRL INTEGER AARA^ 75 77
IQU IGNTRL INTEGER -ARRAY 76 87
FRAI]LWG IGNTRL INTEGER UNKNGWN 85
IRAD5W ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSwG IGNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
IROD IDPARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE 192
IS1 INTEGER SIPAPLE 326/5 330
344 347
IS2 INTEGER SIMPLE 325/5 329
ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIPAPLE 241 204
ITMAx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77











JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193 319
JE IDPARh1 INTEGER ARRAY 19d 476
JIC CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 5 18
Jh1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3D 369
421 422
JFdD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31
^1MT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE 32
JMP ICNTRL FNTEGER SIPAPLE 33 415
JO4 ICNTRL INTEGER S;MALE 34
JOS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
JD8 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 6 19
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 195 478
JP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 317/5 32D
392 395
JP2 INTEGER SIMPLE 318/5 326
393 394
502
J5P ICNTRL INTEGER SIfstPLE 536




KLFALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
NLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KP1 INTEGER SIF,!Pt. E 320/5 372
KP2 FNTEGER SIMPLE 321/5 377
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 196
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41








326 327 328 338 436 492 ^ I'°
,[1 `E7
`^s
332 332 335 339 344 3d5 348 349 350 A ^ r
355 355 359 365 366 366 431 432f5
338 338 340 432 ,^ ^^
7B 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
88 89
33D 33D 334 334 335 335 3a1 342 343
347 948 349 352 352 353 35a 357 357
36D 368 368 410 413 429 430fS
329 329 333 333 414 473 429/5
318 3t9 329 329 329 330 334 33D 331
332 332 332 337 338 338 338 343 343
345 345 3a6 3a6 347 347 3e8 348 349
354 35t 351 352 352 353 353 3a4 354
356 356 357 357 358 358 359 359 360
366 366 367 367 368 368 369 37d 374
383 386 386 387 388 391 391 392 3B3
397 398 399 447 407 435 441 441 441
452 453 453 +154 454 455 455 456 456
45$ 459 459 460 460 461 451 463 463
466 467 468 468 469 469 472 475
320 321 475
415 a16 dls a17 a18 a1B 419 420 420
426 a26 472 a75
all a19 421 425
479
375 375 375 382 385 385 387 394 390
395 397 403 406 406 478/5 493 493 495
496 a97 a98
377 377 377 3B3 384 384 38B 389 389
394 398 aDd 4D5 445 479/5 499 495 501
502 503 SOa
374 378 379 4t0 410 413 413 413 414
437 437 438 439 439 441 450 450 450
455 459 465 476/5 477 5T0 511 511 51i
515 SIB 518 522 525 529 535
379 37g 409 409
379 408
324 372 373 374 375 377 378 378 379

















510	 511 1"'`52d	 524 ^
531	 531
161	 102
455 457 459 461 465 469
507 5G8 508 849 509 510
515 516 520;C 521 522 522
527 527 527 529 529 531
536 539 539 539
95 96 97 98 99 100
34fi 347 347 350 350 35t 351
356 356 357 357 366 366 363
384 385 385 386 386 389 389
394 394 395 395 396 396 405
407 416 416 418 418 420 420
454 457 457 461 d61 459 d59
332 338 343 343 34a 544 348
353 354 354 358 358 359 359
375 377 382 382 383 383 387
392 393 393 397 397 398 398
4f5 417 417 419 419 d21 d21
455 459 463 464 465 481/$ 493
497 498 499 501 501 502 502
456 458 460 468 52715 522 523
526 526 528 529 530 530 530 ^ Q
53B 538 ^ ^





































32415 345 345 346
352 352 355 355
367 36B 368 384
394 390 391 391
405 406 406 407
426 426 446/$ 454
323/5 329 33D 331
348 349 949 353
360 364 365 374
38T 3$e 388 392
399 403 404 415
422 425 445/5 452




d47/S 448 449 459
523 523 525 526
533 534 537 538
449/5 463 453 ass
44$!5 452 455 459
107 132
108 133
1D3 105 i06 107
128






































479 495 496 50t 502 506 506
509 508 5D8 509 509 509 510
522 523 523 524 524 525 525
528 529 529 530 530 531 531






441 506 506 507 507 5D8 508 509
523 523 524 524 926 526 527 527
531 538 538 539 539
330 331 332 338 374 375 377 443





























































^NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 -^
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER 5IPAPLE 58 QNHM50 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHM51 ipPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198 ^ ^
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 +^ C





















NLAYNL3 INTEGER SIMPLE 316/5 324 4a6 aa9 Cv
^
NLAYND INTEGER SIMPLE 315/S 323 ads 44B 481 ^ ^
NLAYPI ICNiRt INTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 ^ ^^
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6d
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER 5Ih1PLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67r
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69^'
NYMp O ICNTRL INTf=GER 5I,"11PLE 7i
IT NYMDt IDPARM INTEGER SIFAPLE 199
NYh'IDE ICNTRL SNTEGER SIMPLE 70
NZINIT ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 293
aMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249. 267 329 330 331 332 338 37a 375 377	 441
aat 443 458 493 499
PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 292
C,
PRIM QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 308
PHIP RPOLES REAL ARRAY 302
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260
' PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163
-l^
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f64

























PK2 REAL SIMPLE 458/5 a59 a6o a62 528/5 529 530 532
AKSTD RDPARh1 REAL SIMPLE 227PKT[}P RDPARM REAL 5>ihfPLE 228;^
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
c PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 303
= FP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 297 518/5 Ste 5t9 528
, 1 PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 27 q
=
l PRECON QANDQT REAL giiRAY 253 271
.^
P5MAR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSMiN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165
PTDP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168 A43 458 519 52B
PU // R.EAL ARRAY 313 329/5 330/S 331/5 332/5 333 333 334 334 335	 335^ t1
338/5 339 339 340 340
PU1 f/ REAL ARRAY 313 334/5 339/5 341 410 414 d13 413
PU2 // REAL ARRAY 313 333/5 335/5 340/5 342 a10 41D 413 413t^ PV 4M SAVE REAL ARRAY 309 374/5 376/5 377/5 378 378 379 379 413 4iaj l PV) REAL SIMPLE 378/5 384 a09 a10 493/5 494 d9S 496 497 498
^ PV1S REAL 5FMPLE 482/5 a9a/5 a94 '510
PV2 REAL SIMPLE 379/5 361 408 410 499;5 500 501 5q2 503 50a
PV25 REAL 5Ih9PLE 487/5 500/5 500 510
F; PViilS REAL SIMPLE 486/5 498/5 498 509PVH25 REAL SIMPLE 491/5 504/5 504 509
i PVT1S REAL SIMPLE 485/S 497/5 497 SOB
PVT25 REAL SIMPLE 480/5 50315 503 508
PVU1S R1;AL SEMPLE 483/5 495/5 495 506
S PVU25 REAL SIMPL'e 488/S 501/5 501 506PVV1S REAL SIMPLE q8d/5 496/5 496 507
PVV25 REAL SIMPLE 489/5 5D2/S 502 507
PZERD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QALT LCNTRL LCGICAL SIFdpLE 93 118
^' QANDQT REAL UNKNt]WN 241 278
Q9EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMptE 94 119
^ QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
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QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SFNIPLI:
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QR51Y LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIh7PLE
QU QANAQT REAL ARRAY
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY
RAbSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
RADSWG QANOQT REAL ARRAY
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN
f^	 RDPARM REAL UN1iNOWN
y	 RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
r	 RLAT RDPAR^q REAL ARRAY
RLATD RDPARhj REAL ARRAY
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
ROGPPt RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
`4	 RSDI57 RCNTRL REAL 5;1iIPLE
Sb QMSAVE REAL iRRAY
Sb1 REAL SIN[PLE
SDAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
}i	SGNP RDPARM REAL 4RRAY
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY
I
SF7L@ REAL SIMPLE




SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
SiG RDPARM REAL ARRAv
SiG'= RCNTR= REAL ARRAY
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SMTN 4ANbQT REAL ARRAY
5N2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
p	 SOLS RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE
START LDPARh1 LOGICAL SIMPLE
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY
I.d
452/5 453 454 455;5 456 457 459/5 46Q 461 455/5 466 F''
ei66 467/5 467 4fi8 A69 522/5 523 524 525/S 526 527 ^
529/5 530 631 53515 536/5 536 537/5 537 538 539
343/5 346 947 348/5 351 352 953/5 356 357 358/5 361
361 364/5 364 367 368 382/5 385 386 38715 390 991
392/5 395 396 397/5 400/S d04 •503/S 443 406 d07 4i5
416 417/5 418 419/5 420 421/5 423/5 423 a25rS 425 426
344/5 345 347 349/5 350 352 354/5 355 357 359/5 362
352 965/5 365 366 368 363/5 384 386 388!5 389 391
393/5 39A 396 398/5 40i/5 40i 404/5 404 ads 407
303 3D4 305 305 307 308 309 310 317 312
97 122
98 123
297 298 299 300 307 302
102 727
101 126
241 260 261 262 263 2fi4 255 266 257 268 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 275 277
99 124








1A5 146 147 14$ 149 150 15t 152 153 154 155
15G 757 158 759 160 161 162 163 t64 165 i66 Q767 768 169 17D 171 172 t73 174 175 176 i77 ^ ^
778 179 1$0 t81 182 183 184 i85 t86
206 207 208 209 270 271 212 2t3 2T4 215 216 "'[f ^
217 278 2i9 220 221 222 223 22A 225 226 227 (^
24p









311 450/5 d5t 452 455 459 466 5t5/S 516 522 525 ^ ^
529 535
442/5 450 451!5 513/5 5t5 Sf6/S
17a
175
233 4.95 49fi 501 502 506 5D7 508 509 510
282 291 358 358 359 359 360 354 365 366/5 366
367/5 357 368/5 358 397 397 398 358 389 403 404
405/5 405 4D6/S 406 407!5 407 421 42t 422 425 426
426 463 463 a64 454 466 467 4a'8/S 458 469/5 469
a98 504
453/5 464 46A/S 464 465 533/5 534 534/5 534 535
307
341 509!5 509 633 533 53d 53d 536 537 538/5 638
539/5 539
248 266









281 290 353 353 35A 354 355/5 365 366:5 356 357
357 392 392 393 393 394/5 394 395/5 395 996!5 396




TERMT OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 312
TERMW OFdSAVE REAL ARRAY 312
THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236TiiST[12 RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TM14 RMSAVE REAL ARRAY 306
TMAX QAND4T REAL ARRAY 251 289
THIN QANpOT REAL ARRAY 250 268
tP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 300 508/S 508 529 529 590/5 53D 531/5 53t
TS OANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265
TSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 779
U QANDDT REAL ARRAY 279 288 329 39D 331 332 338 343 343 344 344
345/5 345 346/5 346 347/5 347 382 382 383 383 384
384 38S/S 385 386/5 386 415 4i5 416/5 A^5 452 d52
453IS 453 b54/S 454 495 a96 501 502
UM 4h15AVE REAL ARRAY 30d
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 298 506/S 506 522 522 523/5 523 52.1/5 524
V QANDOT REAL ARRAY 280 288 348 348 349 349 350/5 350 35115 351 352
352 374 375 377 387 387 988 388 389.'5 389 390
390 391/5 391 4t7 4t7 418/5 418 455 455 d56^S 456
457/5 457 493 495 496 499 501 502
VER CCNTRL Ci^iAR+B SIINPLE t0 23
VM OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 305
VP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 299 S07/S 507 525 525 526/5 526 52775 527
W5AVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238
%LABEL CCNTRL CHAR+B ARRAY it 24
PROCEDURE N4AP
--NAME^------tYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES p=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST
AMAX1 REAL INTRINSIC 354	 365 443 bOd 423 425 466 535
AMIN1 REAL INTRINSIC 361
	
362 dU0 401 467 537


















































SUBRpUTiNE COMP2	 fill SCOMP2
G..a. •rrrr• ♦ rrrrrr+rrrrr•r.+r r•r r•+rr+• r« rrr• r +r..•rrrrrrr.r+...•.•••SC0f:1P2
C PURPOSE SCOh1P2
C INTEGRATE THE p IFFERENTIAL FIELDS IN THE COAIOLIS EQUATION, S^OMPz
C TH£ THERMODYNAMICS EQUATION,	 AND THE PPESSUAE GRADIANT SCOFnP2
C .EQUATION TO PREDICT THE SASE F?ELDS ONE TIME STEP FORWARD. SCDMP2
C FOR BAND il	 i p R	 IF J=JM,	 FOR BANDS J AND il r 1). SCOrnPz




C ARGUFnENTS	 6ESCRiPTIDN SCOMFZ
C J	 LATITUDE BAND NUMBER SGOrnP2
C SCOI:IP Q
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SCOMPz
C Nnl1SE	 DESCRIPTION SCOhSP2
C NONE SCOF,SP2
C SCOrnP2
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS 5COMP2
C BASED DN OLD VERSI pN 8. SCORIP2
C SCDrnP2
C ^DATf?	 ^PAOGRAt111nER^	 ^OESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATiONS^ SCORIP2
C 04/28/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SCOrnP2
c scoFnP z
C REMARKS: sCOMP2
C 1	 11	 '^iUTACi-TINE bEPENDEN7 FEATURES,	 REFERENCES.	 ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^SCOMP2
C SCO).1P2
L..r ..•....	 .^....	 rr.rr+	 +rrrrr+.+	 rrrrrr..	 .rrr..+••r+.•+r.•... +SG OrePz
C + • M
	 G 	 D 	 •N/ A - • C r 0 M	 S + I	 M A	 A T A	 I N C	 A S A	 -	 G S F C	 • SCOFAP2L+ .•+rr•rr.rrrrrrrrr.r•rrrr..^r•rr•r.rrrr•rrra ► r.+••r.rarr. +.•r.••r.••. +•rccoraP2
C SCNTRL
C cHnRACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL
('+ ______________^______-=___=====ar=====__=='______= SCNTRLCOMFISON	 /CCNi'RL!
	
CCO SCNTRL
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL
COrnrnON /CCNTRL/ AT?ME SCFaTRL
COMrnON /CCNTRL/ ilIC SCNTRL
COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL
COFhMDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL
COMh10N /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL'
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL




GOMMON /CCNTRL/ COS {30) SCNTRL




CH^RACTER • 8	 CCO,	 CCf200} SCNTRL
CHARACTER'S	 ADATE SCNTRL
CHAilACTER • 8	 ATIME SCNTRL
GHARACTER r 8	 ilIC SCNTRL
CHARACT@R • S	 ilOH SCNTRL
CHARACTER*8	 CCSP06 SCNTRL
CHARACTER • 8	 CCSP07 SCNTRL
CHARACTER • 8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL
CHARACTER r B	 VER SCNTRL
CHARACTER • 8	 RLABEL SCNTRL
C SCNTRL




= - °__ - === - s==-==--
	
--------°__--___"`___-_____=' SCNTRL
^ 11CNTRLCOMMO / R ICO SCNTRL
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL
COMMON/ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL
COMF$pN /ICNTRL/ NDR5W SCNTRL
COMMON !ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL
COl'AMON /ICNTRL/	 JfdT2 SCNTRf_
¢DMMON /IGNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL
COMMON /ICNTRL/ il04 SCNTRL










K ' ^ ...^}
C Ya
-^: lLs^





40436 COtAFAON /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL a3
80D37 COMMON /ICNTRLI KLIALB SCNTRL 44 [U
OD03$ COMMON /ICNTRL/ Kt_IGW SCNTRL 45
OQD39 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ KLI55T SCNTRL 46
f D8040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
^ ODD41 COMl1iON
	 ^ICNTRLJ KU SCfJFRt 48
00042 COMMON /1CNTRL^ LOGBR SCFJTRL 49
OOD43 COFAh10N /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 54
8D04 q COMFdON / ICNTRL / 11SATSNI( SCNTRL 51
D0045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
D0446 GOFdMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 112} SCNTRL 53
.00047 COMMON /ICNTRL! MROD SCNTRL 54
p ODdB COMMON /ICNTRL! NKRSH SCNTRL 5S
00049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSNI SCNTRL 56
D4DSD COFJIMON /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NO SCNTRL 58
? 88D52 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOALT SCNTRL 59
^ D0053 COMMON /ICNTRL! NDAY SCNTRL 60
? 00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOOUT SCNTRL 61
ODO55 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
? OD056 COFIItAON
	 /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
S DDOS7 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NAT SCFJTRL 64ODOS8 COFdMON /IGNTRtJ NHMS SCFJTRL 65
00059 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NHFASE SGNTRL 66
04060 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ NHFA50 SCNTRL 67
^ DD061 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COMMON / ICNTRL / NLAYFdi SCFJTRL lag
^'	 ^ 04063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAVPI SCNTRL 70 ^ ^
OOD54 C0h1MON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71 -^ ^
40468 COtJIF10N
	 /ICNTRtf NSE q SCNTRL 72
^^^	 ; 00056 COMMON /ICNTRL! ICSP53 SCNTRL 73








ICSP55 SCNTRL 75 0
COMMON NYlJ1D SCNTRL 76
^x D047D COMMOFJ /ICNTRL/ NYMDE SGNTRL 77 C'"
, OD071 COb1FJ^ON











^ 88974 COMMON /ICNTRL! NDHOG SCNTRL BY ^ G3
3 09075 COMldON /ICNTRL/ I4S	 136) SCNTRL 82 ^ (•Y$
F1	 '^ OgD76 COMlAON / ICNTRL / i ";+!	 { i0) SCNTRL 83 ^
Tit= C
^ 
^40077 EQIJTVALENCE {ITMIN .IgSI 1}} SCNTRL 85
- OD078 EgUIVALENCE {ITMAX ,IgSf 211 SCFJTRL 86
a06T9 EQUIVALENCE (iPREACC ,I8S1 3)J SCNTRL 87
^^)
00080 EgUIVALENCE SiPREGON .IgSI 4)} SGNTRL 88
00081 EDUIVntENC> I1HFL1]K ,IgSI 5)) SCNTRL E9
80082 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLU% ,IQ5{ 6^} SCtJ7Rt 90i 90083 EQUIVALENCE IIFUSION ,I g Sf 7}} SCNTRL 91
t• 00084 EOUIVALENGE {IRADSWG .I g 5{ 8}) SCNTRL 92
00085 EgUIVALENCE IIRADLWG .I q ${ 9)) SCNTRL 93
a D4D86 EgUIVALENCE IIIGtOUQ .IQSf10 }} SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
00087 EgUIVALENCE iIOMEGA .IOU{ 1)} SCNTRL 96
DOD68 EgUIVALENCE 1IOiAgAT .1qU{ 2}} SCFJTRL 97
94089 EgUIVALENCE tIRApSNJ .IDU{ 3}) SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
DD090 EQUIVALENCE {ICO,IC{1)} SCNTRL 109
D409i INTt;GER ICO,	 IC{280) SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL t4lO p EL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 193
C
___^-- _-
------ "-"____^DD492 ^CONSMON /LCNTRL/ LCO^_= SCNTRL 105
DDD93 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 105{ 00494 COFlIMON /tCNT.RL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
p 669S COMMON /LCNTRL/ gOAY SCNTRL t08
^ 04095 COh1MON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
00697 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 1t4
00098. COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 111
40099 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
?i 06190 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
_..
,..e.w..^.	 -	 -	 --	 -- -- ....._.---- -
^rr^renr^wm,.^	 -	 ..^_^^-	 ^ _	 - _
	







00101 COM^1)ON /LCNTRL/ Q gSW 5CNTRL 114
00102 COh1MON /LCNTRL/ ORSH 5CNTRL 115
00103 COMMON/LCNTRL/ LQS[301 SCNTRL 116
90f04 COMhSDN /LCNTRL! LQU110) SCNTRL 117
G SCNTRL ti$
OO1D5 EQUIVALENCE [LTMIN ,LQSI	 1)1 SCNTRL 119
00106 EQUIVALENCE ItTMAX ,LQSI	 21) SCNTRL 120
00107 EQUIVALENCE [LRR£ACC .LQSI	 3)) SCNTRL 121
00106 EQUIVALENCE 1LPR>;CON .LQSI	 4} ► 5CNTRL 122
00709 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUX ,LQS(	 51) 5CNTRL !23
00110 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQS[	 6)} 5CNTRL 124
OOt1i EQUIVALENCE ILFUSION ,LO51	 7)) SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE [LRAOSWG ,LOSS	 B y ) 5CNTRL 126
OOIt3 EQUTVALENCE [LRADLWG ,LQSI	 9 y ) SCNTRL 127
00114 EQUIVALENCE 1LICLOUD ,LOSI70}) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
O p i75 EQUIVALENCE iLOMEGA ,LQUI	 1}} SCNTRL 130
00116 fiOUIVALENCE 1LDIA8AT ,LQU{	 2}y 5CNTRL 131
40117 EQUIVALENCE iLRADSW ,LQUI	 31) SCNTRL 132
C 5CNTRL 133
00118 LOGTCAL QALT 5CNTRL 134
OOi19 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTI7L t36
00121 LOGICAL OEND SCNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL 90UT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
00124 LOGICAL OSHF 5CNTRL 140
D0125 LOGICAL SN2FLG 5CNTRL 141
00126 LOGICAL ORSW SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL gRSH 5CNTRL 143
C 5CNTRL 144
OD728 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL 145
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL LTfdIN 5CNTRL 147
0413} LOGICAL LTMAH SCNTRL 14$
00132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
00133 LOGICAL LPRECON 5CNTRL 154
D0134 LOGICAL LHFLUIS 5CNTRL 157
00135 LOGICAL tEFLllX SCNTRL iS2
00138 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
00137 LOGICAL LRAbSWG 5CNTRL i5d
00138 LOGICAL LRADLWG 5CNTRL 155
00139 LOGICAL LICLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
00140 LOGICAL tOMEGA 5CNTRL 158
40141 LOGICAL LDIA8AT SCNTRL 159
00142 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 181
00143 EQUTVALENCE [LC4,LC[1)) SCNTRL 162
00144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC[200) SCNTRL 163
C 5CNTRL 164
C REAL fA00EL RARAMETER5 SAVED ON HI5TOgY RECORD 5CNTRL t65
r+ =______________ _v °====________-- ________==__= 5CNTRL 16600145 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RC4 SCNTRL 167
00146 COh1MON /RCNTRL/ APFlEL SCNTRL 168
401A7 COMMON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
00148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 170
04149 CO ►1MON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 777
00150 COiAh10N fRGNTAL/ pAYSPY 5CNTRL 172
04751 - CONIMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
00162 COMlAON /RCNTRL/ DEGNIAX 5CNTRL T74
00153. COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
00154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 776
00155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
00157 COtAPdON /RCNTRL/ EGCN SCNTRL 179
00ifi8 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 5CNTRL 180
00759 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 781
0016D COM{AON /RCNTRL/ GRAY 5CNTRL 182
40161 COM1IMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 183















.	 ^ ':	 '. ,
00163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI1B0
00154 COMh10M /RCNTRL/ PI2
00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD
00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN
04167 COMMON- /RCNTRL/ PSMAX
00158 COP^MDN /RCNTRL/ PSMIN
' OOf69 COAAh10N /RCNTRL/ PTDP
' 00170 C01'AMON / RCNTRL/ t{A DE
' 00171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ AGAS
00172 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP
00173 CDMh10N /RCNTRL/ RSDIST
i 00174 COMMON /RCNTRL) SDAY
40175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 5En50N
r 00175 COMN{ON /RCNTRL/ SFGE {251
0017.7 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SINp
00178 CO$SMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS
f q0179 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD











h Ooi83. COMtAON / RCNTRL/ EPS
00184 COMrdON /RCNTRL! EPSFAC
ODT85 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTDJ
00186 COPAMON /RCNTRL/ PZERD
!- C
00187 EQUIVALENCE fRCO,RCf1}1
0018$ REAL RCO,	 ACf2001
C
C INTEGER h1DDEL CONSTANTS
C
00T89 COt+1MON /IDPARM/ IJUMP {d61
00190 COh1MON /IDPARM/ FDSP02
t
'^^
00!91 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX 172)
04192 COMMON /IDPARM/ IAOp
04T93 COMMON /Il]PARM/ JC f4fi1.^
0019a COhsMON /IDPARM JE 121
00 195 CDMIAON / 117PARM! JP ( 2 , 2 1
'	 ^. 00195 CONI'dON /IDPARir1/ FSSTEP
0019T COMMON /IDPARM/ MJ fa61
00 i 38 COiLSP110N / i DPARh1/ NHMS 1
^ ODi99 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMD1
C
1 C LOGICAL h10DEL CONSTANTS
sl
C ____________ _________ __
^ 0024(1 COMMON /LDPARM/ FILTER {d6)
04201 COPArdDN /LDPARM/ ITAPE^^
40202 CONihiGN /LDPARM/ START
C
^! D0203 LOGYL'AL FILTER
04204 LOGICAL ITAPE
44205 LOGICAL STARTie, C
- C REAL tdpDEL CONSTANTS
' C ---	 --	
---a=== ==_=__j 00206 COMMON /RDPARM/ ADLDP
00247 COMMON /FibPARPd! CON1
''. 00208 COMMON /RDPARM! CON{DT
j 00203 COMMON /Rf]PARM/ CON200210 CDtdMON /RDPARM/ COn12DT
00211 COM;NON /RDPARM/ CONS
0021,2 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT
04213 COMh'fON /RDPARM/ CDN4
E 00214 QOMh10N /RDPARM/ CON4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
D0216 COMPdON / RDPARfiii COSL (d61
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLDN 1721
40218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2
^^ 00219 COMA7GN /RDPARM/ DXP {4S)
00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ OXYP 145)
!' 00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP {d6}

































SCNTRL 213 Q a



























































CO ►drdON JRDPARM/ F2D7
COMMGN JRDPARM/ H1DT
COMMON /R p PAAM! H2DT
COrAMON JRDPnRrA/ PKS7D
COMMON /RDFARMJ FKTDP
COMh^pN JRDPARM/ g LnT	 1461
CO[:1MON !RDPARM/ RLATD f 461
COMMON /R p PARrA! pOCPD7
COrArAON /RDPAR?A/ ROCPPI
C`JMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 121
COPAPAON / RDPARM / SINL f461
COMMON JRDPARM/ SINLOk 1721
COMMON JRDPARM/ THSTD
COn1MDN /RDPARM/ THSTD2
COMh1DN /RDPARrA % W5AVE 11591






C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS
COMMON /4ANDQT/ 45172,19,461
C







DIIl^1ENSIDN P{72. 19, I 1

























































































































































































4D2B6 DIrlIENSION	 AADSW+72,!26,11 SOANDQT F,4
00287 DIMENSION	 RAOLwf72,12s,11 SOt,NDQT 55
C SOANDQT 5600288 EQUivnLENGE	 SQUf1,1,1.1I,Uf1.1.1,1>) SOANDgT 57002$4 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUf1,1.3,1),Vf1,1,1,1}) SOANDOT 5B
D429D EQUIVALENCE	 fQUf1,1,5,1),Tf1,1,f,111 SQANUgT 5900291 EQUIVALENCI3	 f4Uf1,1,7,11,5H[1,1,1,1)} SOANDQT 6000292 EQUIVALl=NCE	 fQU11,1,9,1),PHIf1,1,1,1)} SOANDQT 61
-00293 EQUIVALENCE
	 IgUfl,1,11,1),OMEGAf1,1,1}} SQANDQT 62
DD29d EQUIVALENCE
	 {QUf1,1,f2,1),DIABAT{1,1,1)] SOANDOT 5300295 EQUIVALENCE
	 f4U11,1,i3,1),RADSWf11,1}) SDANDOT 6400296 EQUIVALENCE
	 IQU11,i,ta,l),RADLWf1,l,1)} SQArIDQT fi5
C SQANDQT 66
C SQPOLES 2
C POLAR MCDEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQPOLES 3
00297 COMMON /QPOLL:S/	 p Pf2,2} SOPOLES a
00298 COr11MON lQPOLES/ UPf9,2,2} SOPDLES 500299 COMMON /Q pOLES/ VPf9,2,2} SgPOLES 600308 COMrAON
	
/QPOLES/	 TPf g ,2,2) SOPOLES 700301 CDr4MON /4POLES/ SHPf9,2,2) SOPDLES $
OQ3D2 COMMON /OPOLES/ FHIP19,2,2) SQFOLES 9
C SDFOLES i8G ° SOrdSr VE 2
C GLOBAL 8AN0 MODULO SAVE AREAS DURING HYDRODYNAMICS STEP SQrd5AVE 300303 COMMON /OMSA.VE/
	 PM{72,5} SQrdSAVE d
D03D4 COMMON /QMSAVE/ UMI72;9.5) SOMSAVE 500305. COMMON /QMSAVE! VM172,9,51 SOM5AVE 600346 GOfAr110N	 /Qh15AVE%	 7M172,9,5} 50.75AVE 7
00307 GO?13MON	 / QMSAVE / 	SHMf72,9,3} SQiASAVE e
48308 COlJiMON
	 / QMSAVE / 	 p HIMf72 , 9,5) SOrJSSAVE 900309 COrJiMQN
	 !QMSAVE/	 PV172,9,51 50MSAVE f008310 COMMON /QMSAVEr PiTt72,5) SQh75AVE it00311 COr!lrAON	 lOMSAVE /
	CONVf72 , 9,5 p ,	 5D{72 , 9,5) SQh1SAVE t200312 COMMON	 /QMSAVE/	 TERMWT72.9,5),	 TERMT172,9,51 SQrdSAVE 13
C 54r1S5AVE 14C SCOrJIP2 36
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 200313 1000D CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C " +• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.801	 INPUT,IDQ SBEGDEB 4
G •••• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.400 Sf3EGDEB 5
C •-•! CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00
.SBEGDEB 6
CS535S55S55SSSSSSSSSSS?;S5S555SSSSSSSS55SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS55555555559EGDE13 700314 NLAYND = NLAY • {ND	 -	 1} SCOr1IP2 3800315 NLAYNB = NLAY r1 NE	 -	 1i SCDPhP2 3900316 J52 = J - 2 SCOMP2 aD00317 IF	 fJ.EQ.2}	 JS2	 =	 J SCOh1P2 4100318 J51	 =	 J	 -	 1 SCOMP2 4200319 JP1	 =	 J	 +	 1 SCOrdP2 4300320 JR2 = J + 2
00321 IF	 fJ,EQ.JMI	 JP2	 =	 J SCOMP2 4500322 FORVF	 =	 FCORLSfJ} • DRYP{J) SCOMP2 4600323 AâLOPS = ADLDF • SINLfJ) SCDF.1p2 47
D0324 K	 =	 JC{J)
C SCl?hIP2 4900325 DO 50	 L=1,NLAY SCOfAF2 50C
SCOMP2 5f
C r.r.««.««..«r«r.•r ► - rrrr...rrr:,.rrrrr«r «..r.r..rrr	
...^.^.
C ""	 •'•• SCOfJIP2 53
C •r••	 COMBINE LAYER AND TIME
	 INDICES Tp FACILITATE
	 •-•• SCOMP2 54
C ••••	 FORTRAN H EY.TENDED ENHANCED COMPILER OPTiMI1'ATION
	 •••• SCOT:IP2 SSC ""	 ' • • • SCOi+7F2 56
L+ .rrrr.rr-..rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr	 .r r. rr«rr.r«r.«.rrr.rr+rrrrrr.rrr«.. SGDMF2 57
C SCOh7P2 5B00328 LN1] = L	 {	 NLAYND SCD !11P2 5900327 LNB = L ^ NLAYNB SCOrtsp2 5400328 IF	 fJ.E4.1}	 GO	 TO	 20 SCOr+iP2 61















04334 I%P	 =	 I SCDFAP2 67
04335 IF	 fJ.E4.JM1	 i%P	 =	 INDEXf!} SCDMP2 68
00336 IXS	 =	 I SCDMP2 b9
40337 iF	 1J.EQ.2}	 IXS
	 =	 INDEX{I) SCDMP2 70
40338 PX1
	 =	 P{IP1,ND,J)	 -	 PfISi,ND,JI SCt]MP2 71
40339 pX2	 =	 P{IP2,ND,J)
	 -	 P{I52,ND,J) 5GOMF2 72
64340 PY1	 =	 PfI,ND,JP11
	 -	 PfI,ND,JSi) SCD149P2 73
04341 PY2	 =	 PfIXF,M1FD,JP2} 	 -	 Pf[XS,ND,JS21 SCOA4P2 74
04342 PHI%T	 =	 PHIIIPt,LND,1,J)	 -	 PHIfIS1,tND,1,J} SCDMP2 75
04343 PHI%2	 =	 PHT{IP2,LND,1,J}	 -	 PHifIS2,LND,1,J1 SCDFAP2 76
D0344 PHIY1	 =	 PHI{i,LN0,1.JPi}	 -	 PHI1I,tND,1,JSi) SCDMP2 77
40345 pHiY2	 =	 PHLf7%P,LNR,I,JP2)	 -	 FHIfi%S,LND,I,JS2) SCDMP2 79
C SCO?AP2 79
{+ .rrra+r.. r.>.r.r >rr. rrw.+rr++ +.++..rar+r-..r.r.r.+.r....a+-+... SCgFAP2 ILO
C +rr+	 •+•• 5C0lf.P2 81
C ••rr	 COFAPUTE CORIOLI ° FORCE	 •r+• SGOFAP2 82
C • • • •	 • •' • 5COPdP2 83
^+ .+.+a. a+..a-»Warr»rr.rr.vrrrw.a++aa. ► rrr ► ..r»r.r.raarrrr...rr... SCDFAP2 84
C SCOPAP2 BS
40346 FX	 -	 DT • R{I,ND,J) r fFDXYF	 +	 ADLOPS >U{I,LND,1,J11 SCDFAP2 86
40347 UfI,LN8,1,J1
	 =	 UfI,LNB.1,J}	 ^	 FX •VfI,LND,t,J) SCDMP2 97
00348 V11,l.N8,1,J1	 =	 VIL,LNâ ,1,J)	 -	 FX>Ufi,LND,1,J1 SCDh1F2 88






















0^; ...rrwr.s+rrrr»r.>rwr ►► >rr».>rrr+rwr>rrrrrrr>s>rrrrrr>>aw»+vr-. SCDMP2 95
C SCDMP2 96 ^ p
04349 PDOT	 =	 P I T [ I , K ) SCDFAP2 97 ^ T"`$	 ^	 DY p {J} •UII,LND,1,J)'{8. • PX1	 -	 P%2} SCDMP2 98
8	 •	 D%P{J) •VfI,LND,i,Jl + 19. • PYi	 -	 PY2) SCDMP2 99 ^ b
00350 T1I,LN9,1,J}	 =	 TfI,tNB,t,J)
	 +	 DT • TERMTfI,L,K) • PDOT SCDMP2 T04 C
C SCDMP2 101C »a+rr- ♦ s+r»•rr ► ,rr+..rr.rrrr.>araw•sara.rr ► rrr>a ► r.+arr>a.+.+s ► . 5Cq^flp2 142
c
C
• • • •	 ....






C '•'•	 •••• SGOMP2 145
G...... . r». +rr» rr.r.r ► r>. ► .•r -r>ra ► rrrrr>> ► rrrr+.rr >a++ rar.rrr. SCDFAP2 105
C SCDMP2 t07
40351 UrI,LN8,1,J1	 =	 UII,LN6,i,J1	 -	 DYPfJ} • P{I,ND,J} r SGDFAP2 108
8	 IFif)T•fPHIXi	 •	 TERMY^fI,L,K) • P%11 SCDMP2 109
g	 +	 F7D7 • [FHI%2	 +	 TEAM1'lfI,L,KI r PX211 5GOMP2 it4
C SCDMP2 111(+ r++ra+»rar.a-•r+rrrwrrr»rrar.-ar.rwr.r+-+.»aa+rra.>.rs r+r..r... SCOlAP2 712
C ••*'	 ••-- SCDFAP2 113
C ••++	 PRESSURE GRADIENT V TERM
	 •'•• SCOfdP2 iFd
C ••••	 •-•• SCDFAP2 115[`, .+sa.	 .aaa..^w+.rsa ► rrarsr rra. wrrrr^r»rwr . r»rrrws>rrra.r+ar.ar. SG4FAF2 it6
C SCOFAF 2 1 17
44392 VII,LNB,1,J}	 =	 VfI,LN8,1,J)	 -	 DXPfJ) r P(I,ND,J1' SCDMP2 118
8	 (FIDT*{PHIY1
	 •	 TERMWfI,L,K} • PY1i SCDMP2 119
8	 +	 F2DT'IPHiY2
	 ^	 TERMW{I ,L,K1'PY2}1 SCDMP2 124
04353 I52	 =	 IS1 SCDMP2 121
00354 151	 =	 I SCDMP2 722
40385 i=	 I P 1 SCDFAP2 1 23
00356 IP1	 =	 iP2 SCOMp2 124
44397 10	 CONTINUE SCOF,4P2 125
04358 IF	 fJ,LT.JM1	 GO TO 54 SCDMP2 726
C SCDMP2 127
C •raaaosr.»>rorr»r>.s» ♦ rr•a»•rrr. ♦ r>rrsrrrrw».rar...srrr>rrr++ar SC DFAP2 128
C •••r	 --•• SCDMP2 129C '•-•	 POLAR EQUATIONS	 •"• SCDFAP2 130C • • •'	 • • • • SCOFAP 2 1 3 1
O rrar.r. rrr>: »w+»» rrrr»r»r a> r..+rrrwrrr>rrr»r ► .rrr. +rrrr ► ra +aar. SCDMP2 132
C SCDMP2 133
D0359 24	 CONTINUE SCDMP2 134
OQ3SD M	 =	 1 SCDMP2 f35
4036T iF	 {J.EQ.Jf11}	 M	 =	 2 SCDFAP2 136





































scornP 2 r 72
SCOh9P2 179















(]0363 HE	 =	 JC[JEND7C
(,^	 r • r • r . w • r + r • . . rrrrr •rrrrr + • r r + s .. •rrrrr .. • r r • • r • a r r r r .. r r • . r • • •
C	 •r•.	 rr.r
C	 " ••	 CORIOLIS TERM AT THE POLES
	 -•••
^	 srrr	 ...,
(.,'	 .	 _	 .rrrrrrrrr.rrrrrrrrrr+rrrra.rr+rrsrrrsrr+.rrrrw++rr.r..rerr
4 r.,
130364 F1[	 =	 DTrFCORLS[JENO)'PPfND,M1
00365 UPILNB,I,M}	 =	 UP{LNB,i,M)	 +	 FX•VP{LND,i,M)
00366 VP{LNB,i,M)
	
=	 VPILNB,I,M1	 -	 FX+UPILND,I,M1
C(+	 .rrrr+•r+ +.r+ +rrrr +r+rr ► rrrrr•rr s+rrrrrrrsr..r..r+rsrr..r.-r.•+
C	 r r r +	 .. - .
C •'••	 PRESSURE GRADIENT ANO EMERY CONVERSION TERMS FOR 	 -••-
C	 •"-•	 MOMENTUM,TEMnERATURE EQUATIONS	 -•••
L+	 a+ ..rrrrr.r r+rrrrr •rrr + ► rrrrr.•r• r.r..r. ♦... r••rs•rrrr•.ra•••.•
^- C
], Op367 PVDS =	 0.
?' 00368 PHI1C5	 =	 p.
F; 00359 PHI15S =
	 0.
i:' 00370 PHI2G5	 =	 0.
00371 PHI25S = 0.
`
04372 DO 3fl	 t=1,IM
00373 PVDS a RVDS
^' 8	 ^	 fSGNPfh17 • UPfLND,1,MI + COSLON[17	 +	 VPiLND,1,M1'SINLOF11I1r•
^^ 8	 l8.•P{I,Nb,JPi1,A111	 -	 PfI,ND,JP12.M11)
00374 PHIi	 =	 PHIfI,LND,i,JPfi,M))	 ^	 TERMIY[i,L,KE)•P[I,ND,JPIt.Ml1
' 00375 PHI2	 =	 PHIfi,LND,i,JPf2,M17
	
+	 TERMWfi,L,KE}•prI,ND,JP[2,M1t
00376 PHI1C5	 =	 PHIiCS	 a COSLONfI1-PHI1
00377 pHI15S	 =	 PHI155	 +	 SiNLON1I1•PHIi
0037$ PHI2G5 = PHI2G5 ^
	 COSLONII)•PHI2
00979 PHI255 =	 PHI25S ^
	 SINLON{I1•PHI2
:^^' 00380 30	 CONTINUE
S 00387 PDQT	 = PIT[1,KE1
	 +	 CONS+pVDS
;^ 00382 TP[LN8,1,M7	 =	 TPILNB,i,M)	 DT•7ERMT{1,L,KE)•nDOT
^ 00383 UPILNB,I,M}	 =	 UPILN8,1,M7
8	 +	 PP{ND,h97'f-CON3DT+P HIiCS	 CONaDT•PHI2CSr^
t Op3E4 VP{LNB,i,R17	 =	 VP[LNB,1.M)g	 + SGNPfMI'P p {Np ,M7 + 1-CON3bT'PHI15S ^ CON4DT•PHI25S1





;^ 10 357	 333
10000 313i
F41: 20 359	 328
30 380	 372
50 365	 325	 358
VARiA8LE MAP
--NAME-------BLOCK------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 3
ADLCP RDPARryI REAL SIMPLE 206
ADLOPS REAL SIMPLE 323/5
ALBE170 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 244
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1.17
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR'S ARRAY 14
CCO CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UNKN01'iN 2
sa
CCS p 06 CCNTRL CHARrB SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR'S SII}1ALE 8
























' CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR•8 5IPdpLE
COMP2 SUBROUTINE
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SIh9PL1:
CON Z RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
^ CON3DT gDPARh1 REAL SIMPLE
CDN4 RDPnAh4 REAL SIMPLE
CQNaDT pDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONY gMSAVE REAL ARRAY
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CO5L RDPARM REAL ARRAY
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CPp 2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
i Cq5 CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
i CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
i^ DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL 5Ih1PLE
DEC RCNTRL RfnL SiMpl.f
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIPdPLE
DIABAT gA^1DgT REAL ARRAY
DEST RCNTRL RPAL SIMPLE
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
t DLDN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DSiG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIrJIPLf
DxP RDPARM REAL ARRAYDXYR RDPAgfri REAL ARRAY
DYP RDPARr^I REAL ARRAY
+}^ ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^ EFLU7S QANDgT REAL nRRAY
EFS RC1dTRL REAL SIMPLE;
•^ EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLEy FSDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
F2DT RDPARM AEnL SIMPLE
;^ FCORLS RDPAR61 REAL ARRAY
FDRYP REAL SIMPLE
c^ FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL AARAV
FUSION QANDOT REAL ARRAY{ 11 F% RE71L SIMPLE
1 GtJU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
+4 GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE:^
GT gANDgT REAL ARRAY
G1Y gANDgT REAL ARRAY
^'^! H1DT RRPARrh REAL SIMPLE
1 H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^,	 ^ HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HFLUX gANDQT REAL ARRAY
^l .I INTEGER SIMPLE
^4
t IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAYICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICLOUD QANDOT INTEGER ARRAY
IGNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWN
i
^ ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICS p55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
i, iDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
f IDpARM INTEGER UNKNOWN













































346/5 347 348	 964/5
	 365	 366
337 340 340 34d 344 346 348348 348 349 349 349 35p 350
35t 359 352 362 352 352 352
373 373 373 374 374 375 375
29 30 31 32 93 3A 35d0 Qi 42 43 44 45 d6
51 52 53 5d 55 56 5762 63 64 65 6B 67 68
73 74 75 76














331/5 334 335 336
347 347 347 348
35 p 351 35i 351
364 355/5 372/C 373




25 26 27 28
36 37 38 39
47 48 49 50
58 59 sn 61




189 i90 191 192
190
tr	





















































































































































317 318 3I9 320 321 321 322 322
335 337 338 338 339 339 342 342
346 347 347 347 348 348 348 349
350 350 351 35T 351 351 352 352
361
358	 351
374	 374	 375	 375
345
345












































































327/5	 347	 347	 348	 348	 350	 350	 351





	350 	 351	 351	 352	 352
	







LDGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LGMEGd LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L pREACC LCNTgt LOGICAL UNICM014N
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L45 LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRA p LWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNfaP1N
LRAI)SW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
tRAbSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTPAAX ICNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L7n3IN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
N! iItiTEGER 51P^SPLE
MATFN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MAT5NX IGNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MJ IDAAARI INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL FNTEGER ARRAY
MROO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICAITRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
Np ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NQAY ICN7Rt INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHCG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N^gUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
Np PHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND.SHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
HAT ICNTRL iNl'EGER SIMPLE
NHIJI5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHM50 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHF,351 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
kHF,SSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKASH IL' NTRL INTEGER SIPdPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIIRPLE
1'dLAYMt ICNTRL IN7EGEA SIMPLE
NLAYNH INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYNp INTEGER S[ISPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N313LEV ICNTRL IPITEGER SIMPLE
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSEQ 1CN7RL INTEGER SIFRPLE
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYM^1 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NY147p E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
OMEGA gAND4T REAL ARRAY
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P 4ANRRT REAL ARRAY
PDOF REAL SIMPLE
PHI QANODT REAL ARRAY






PHIM gPJISAVE REAL ARRAY.









326/5 342 342 343 343 344 344 345 345 346 347





103 105 iD6 107 108 109 110 111 112 iii tt4
i 28.






350/5 361/5 362 364 355 365 369 366 365 366 373
373 373 373 373 374 374 375 375 .'.82 382 353









51 314 338 338 339 339 340 34D 341 341 348










61 314 315 725 ^ ^+











249 267 338 338 339 334 340 340 341 341 346
351 352 373 373 374 375
349/5 350 381!5 382
283 292 342 342 343 343 344 344 3a5 345 374
375
37415 376 377
368/5 376/5 376 383
369lS 377/5 377 384
37515 378 379
370/5 378/5 37B 363











PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 250
PHIX1 REAL SIMPLE 342/5 351
PHS9S2 REAL SIMPLE 343/5 351
PMiYi REAL SIMPLE 344/5 352
PHiY2 REAL SIMPLE 345/5 352
PI RCNTRL REAL SIRiPLE 162
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
PIMEAN RCNTRi. REAL SIMPLE i66 Q Q
PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 310 349 381 ^ ^











PM QM54VE REAL ARRAY 303 0 ^
PP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 297 36a 383 384 ^ ^,
pREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 270
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARR4Y 253 271 ^
PS1^tAr, RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE 167 Cp 5MIM RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168 ^ ^..^
P57D RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1. 65 I,., ^^
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 309 y
PVOS REAL SIMPLE 357/5 373/5 373 3$t ^ ^d.;
Pft1 REAL SIMPLE 33$/5 349 351
PX2 REAL SIMPLE 339/5 349 351
PY1 REAL SIM1IPLE 340/5 349 352
PY2 REAL SIMPLE 341/5 349 352
PZERQ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QAL7 LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNKHOWtd 2d1 278
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SItAPLE 94 119
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIh7PLE 95 120
^	 QE;NQ LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPER 96 121
^	 QMSAVE REAL UNKNOWN 3D3 30d 305 306 307 308 309 3iD 311 312
^	 OOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 122
QPFIY LCNTRL LQGiCAL SIMPLE 98 t23
^	 QPOLES REAL UNKNOVtN 797 298 299 3D0 301 302
QR5H LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 12T
QR51k LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 126
QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 260 261 362 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 27B 277
,'	 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
111	 QU QANDQf REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 2J6
^	 ',	 gApE RCNTRL REAL SIt^1PLE 170
RADLW g4NpQT REAL ARRA'{ 267 295
g ADCWG 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
gAD54d QANDQT REAL ARRAY 296 295
€1	 RADSPlG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 1$$
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1d6 187 188
RCi^dTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 14fi 147 fA8 149 T50 751 152 153 f54 155
156 t57 158 159 160 16I 162 163 164 165 166j i67 T68 i69 1%p 171 172 173 374 i75 i7B 177
178 179 iB0 181 182 183 184 185 185
'	 RDFARM REAL UNKNOWN 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
'r 226 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 235 237 238
239 2d0
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SI6IPLE 17i
RLAT RDFARM. REAL ARRAY 229
RLATO RDFARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL RBAL SIMPLE 172
ROCPDT RDFARM REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCP p i RDFARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSUIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
SO QMSAVE .REAL ARRAY 311
SPAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17d
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SItRPLE 175
SGNP RRPARM REAL ARRAY 233 373 984









^	 SHM gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 307
SHP gPOLE5 REAL ARRAV 361
SHS gANAQT REAL ARRAY 2d8
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 24D
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY i76
SEND RCNTRL REA1. SIMPLE I77
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 23a
SENLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
Sk1TH gANDgT REAL ARRAY 243
S.12FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SftJiPLE too
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIRIPLE 2D2
T 4ANDOT REAL ARRAV 281
TERMT gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 312
TERMW gRiSAVE REAL ARRAY 312
THSTD RDPARM AEAL SIMPLE 238
TIiSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TM OMSAV6 REAL ARRAY 306
TMAX QANpQT REAL ARRAY 251
TMEN OANDgT REAL ARRAY 250
TP QFOLE5 REAL ARRAY 300
TS gANDgT REAL ARRAY 247
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U OANDQT REAL ARRAY 279
UM gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 304
UP gPDLE5 REAL ARRAY 2B$
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2BD
VER CCNTRL CHAR'6 SIMPLE Iq
VM Dh15AVE REAL ARRAY 305
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 299
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 238

































290 350iS 35 q
35D 382





288 346 347/5 347
355/5 365 356 373
289 347 348/5 348
23
365









.^.o..^.^. ^, ^... .. t	 L	 ^ t "
40001 SU6ROU7[NE CDMP3
	 1J1 SCOFAP3 2
C - SCOMP3 3
C SCNTRL 2





--__'--==-----=====c.--==___====_=___= SCNTRL 400002 COFARlON /CCNTRL/ CC0 SCNTRL 5
00003 COMI`SON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COMPAON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
00005 COPAMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL $
00x06 COMFADN /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 GOFAIAON /CCNTRL./ CCSP46 SCNTRL 10
OD008 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL 11
OOD09 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOS SCNTRL t2
00010 COAiMON /CCNTRL/ VER 5CHTRL 13
00013 COPAMON /CCNTRL / xLA6£L	 ( 101 SCNTRL id
00412 COMPION iCCNTRL/ COS	 f301 SCNTRL 15
00013 COFAMON /CCNTRL./ COU	 (10} SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
0p014 EOUIVAtENCE fCCD,CCt1)1 SCNTRL 18
00015 CHARACTER•8 CGO,	 CCf2001 5CN7RL T3
OD016 CHARACTEA^B ApATE SCNTRL 20
000.17 CHARACTER*8 ATIME SGNTRL 21
00018 CHAAACTERRB JIC SCNTRL 22
000]8 CHARACTER•8 JDE3 SCNTRL 23
D0020 CHARACTER•8 CCSP06 SCNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTER+B CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
OOD22 CHARACTER+B CC5P48 SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTER+B VER SCNTRL 27
000z4 CHARACTER+e xLAB£t SCNTRL 28
c scNTRL z^
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY AECORA 5CHTRL 3D
C =_====PO -	 °_______-___°___--°___________________ SCFJTRL 31
40025 COFAA4ON-IICNTRL/ -ICO SCNTRL 32
0002& COMPAON /SCNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
00027 CDPAMDN IICNTRL/ IMR2 SCNTAt 34
D0028 COFlIMDN	 IICNTRL/ IMp 2Pl SCNTRL 35
00029 COMMGN IICNTRL/ Np RSW SCNTRL 36
00030 Gf];AMON IICNTRL/ JA1 SGSJTRL 37
OOD31 COPAFAON IICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
00032 COFAMON IICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
00493 CDFAh10N I ICNTRL / JNP SCNTRL 40
00034 COFAMON IICNTRL! JO4 SCNTRL 41
O0a35 COMMON /iCNTRLI J08 SCNTRL a2
44036 COPAMON !ICN7RL! JSP SCNTRL 43
00037 CDPAFAON
	
IICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44
00038 COMA70N IICNTRL! KLIGW SCNTRL 49
OD039 COMPAON IICNTRL/ KLISST SCFJTRL 46
00040 CDMFAON IICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL a7
00041 COMMON IICNTRL/ HU SCNTRL d8
D0042 COFAAION /ICN7RL/ LDGB.R SCNTAt. 49
04D43 COMFAON IICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 50
04044 COMPdON IICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTg1. 51
D0045 COMFAON IICNTRL/ MA75UN SCNTRL 52
00046 COMMON.IICNTRL/ MLF	 1521 SCNTRL 53
00047 COMMON IICNTRL/ MRDp SCNTRL 54
04048 COMMON IICNTRL! NKRSH SCNTRL_ 55
00049 COFAMOPJ IICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
OD050 COMFAON /IC. NTRL/ N8 SCNTRL 57
00051 COMMON /ICN7RL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00052 CORSMON /ICN7RL! NDALT SCNTRL 59
0005? COPAFAON
	 /ICN7RL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
0005a COMMON IICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 61
74055 COPRAION	 /TCNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
90056 COMPAON IICNTRL/ NpSHF SCNTRL 63
09057 COFAPAON
	 /ICN7RL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
04058 COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMS SCiUTRL 65
04059 COMMON IICNTRL./ NHMSE SCNTRL 66
04064 CQFAMQN /TCNTRL/ NHMSD SCNTRL 67
00067 COPAMON /ICN7RL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
0D062 COP,SMON IICNTRL/ NLAVMI SCNTRL 69

















90D{i4 GOMtdON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 7i
00066 COMfNON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SChl7RL 72
04066 COLI7MON / ICNTRL / ICSP53 SCNT+IL 73
ODD 6T coMh^oN /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
DOD6$ COMFdON (ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
000$9 GOMMDN /ICNTRL/ NYh'.D SCNTRL 75
00070 COMh1pN /ICNTRL/ NYhiDE SCNTRL 77
04071 COMMON fICNTRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 7B
'^ 00072 COFdt60N / ICNTRL / NZINIT SCNTRL 79
00073 COMMON ( ICNTRL / NMLEV SGNTI;L $D
00074 COMh10N /ICNTRL! NDHOG SCNTRL 81
00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ L4S	 (30F SCNTRL 62
00076 COflIhgON
	 / ICNT (iL/ IQU	 { 10} SCNTRL 83
€ C SCNTRL $4} D007T EQUIVALENCE [iTMFN ,IQS{ 1}1 SCi^TRL 85
00078- EQUIVALENCE {ITMAX ,IQS( 21} SCNTRL $13
?•. D4079 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,1 g SI 311 SCNTRL 87k',. Q00B0 EQUIVALENCE 1IPRECON ,IQS{ 41} SGFJTRL 86r 00081 EQUIVALENGE (INFLUX ,I05( 5}1 SCNTRL 89
00082 EQUIVALENCE fIEFLUx ,IQS( 5)} SCNTRL 90
00483 EQUIVALENCE fIFUSION ,I q S{ 71} SCNTRL 91
5 00084 EQUIVALENCE= {IRADSWG ,IQS( 8}) SCNTRL 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLWG ,IQS{ 9}1 SCNTRL 93
OOOB6 EQUIVALENCE fIICLOUD ,IOSf1D)1 SCNTRL 9:.F;.. C SCNTRL S15
OD487 EQUIVALENGE (IOMEGA ,IQU( 1} 1 SCNTRL 9^
00088 EQUIVALENCE (IDIAL3AT ,IQUf 21} SCNTRL_ 97
p 0089 EQUIVALENCE EIRADSW .IQUf 3)} SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
OOD9D EQUIVALENCE (ICO,iC1111 SCNTRL !OD
^ 00091 INTEGER ICD.,	 ICf200) SCNF4. 101
C SCNTRL 16Z






	 ---------='___='===aa SCNTRL 104
:r OD092 COMMON/LCNTRL/ LCD SCNTRL 1D5
ti tl4053 COFdtSON /LCNTRL/ 4ALT SCNTRL 10B
00094 CpFAtdON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL i07^.^
00096 CptdMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL 708
D009fi COMMON /LCNTRL,/ Q>=ND SCNTRL 109
00097 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 114
^	 DOD98
` 1
COMMON /ICNTRL/ QPWY SCNTRL 11t
i^1	 00099 GOhi!<90N /LCNTRL/ 4SHF SCNTRL titDOt00 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 173
`	 OD101 COMFdDN /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
^f	 D0102 COMh10N /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 1t5
^^
1	 00103 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQS{30} SCNTRL it600104 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQU{iD) SCNTRL 117f	 C
y SCNTRL t18
001.05 EQUIVALENCE (LTir1IN ,LQS{ 1}t SCNTRL ii9
^^	 4010(1 EQUIVALENCE fLTEt1AX .LQS( 2]] SCNTRL 120
DD107 EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQS( 31} SCNTRL t21
^'1	 Op106 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 411 SCNTRL 122
00109 EQUIVALENCE fLWFLUX ,LQS( 5}1 SCNTRL 123
00110 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQSf G1} SCNTRL 124
00111 EQUIVALENCE {LFUSION ,LQSf 71) SCNTRL 126
^^	 00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRAOSWG ,LQS( e}1 SCNTRL t2S
60113 E4UIVALENCE: fLRADLWG ,LQ${ g) ► SCNTRL 127
D6(i4 EQUIVALENCE {LFCLOUD ,LQSf1013 SCtJTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
D0^1S EQUIVALENCE {LOMEGA ,LQU{ 1}} SCNTRL S30[	 00116 l=QUIVALENCE (LOIABAT ,LOU( 2}} SCNTRL 13100117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LQU( 31] SCNTRL 132
G`^	 00'118 LOGICAL QALF SCNTRL 134
`^	 60119 LO(',ICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
^^	 00720 LOGICAL 4DAY SCNTRL 135
O p 121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
^:.	 00122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
OOi23 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
40124 LOGIGAL QSHF SCNTRL 146












I00126 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL QRSM SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL ta4
80128 L+]GICAL LQS SCNTRL 145
00128 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
80130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 14$
OOi32 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 1d9
OOi33 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL t50
OD134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
OD135 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
00135 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
08137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 154 c
8D138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
00139 LOGICAL LIGLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
00140 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
D0141 LOGICAL LbIABAT SCNTRL iS9
00742 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL. 160
C SCNTRL 161
00143 EQUIVALENCE lLCO,tC{1}) SCNTRL 162
f 00144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC12401 SCNTRL 763C SCNTRL 16.1
? G REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON FIISTORY RECORO SCNTRL ifi5




p D145 COMMON/RCNTRL/ -RC0 SCNTRL 167
001+16 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
OD147 GOlhMON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 159
OOi48 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 170
00149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 1T1
00150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172













- 08154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bLAT SCNTRL 176 „^
00755 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
^-^^ OOi56 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178 ,G
ti 00157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179 Q ^D4158 CaMR1ON /RCNTRL/ GNUi SCNTRL 180 ;I:,7 ^":^
00159 COMPdON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 187^
00f60 CORlMON /RCNTRL/ GRAV SCNTRL t8Z
► 00161 COMMON /RCUTRI-/ OMcGA2 SCNTRL 783 ^ sn
^ ao162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ Pi SCNTRL 184 ^ ^^00163 CORlMON /RCNTRtf p I1L3D SCNTRL 185 ^ G'+'d,^
001.64 CDMfilON /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186
08185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ P5Tb SCNTRL 187 t `_'-
1 00756 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FIMEAN SCNTRL. 188
^` 00157 COfdRlDN /RCNTRL/ PSMAX SCNTRL 183











i^ 04171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
OOi72 G0115MON /RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 194
!^ 80173 COMF.IUN /RCNTRL / RSE)I5T SCNTRL f9S
OQi74 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SPAY SCNTRL 196
00175 COMMON/RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
" 00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 {251 SCNTRL 198
00177 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SiND SCNTRL 799
;^ 08176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 200
00179 COMMON./RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 201
00180 COhlP1SON
	 /RCNTRL/ PLEVS	 f251 SCNTRL 202
t OOiBi CDyIMflN /RCNTRL/ F1EATIY SCNTRL 203
'I 00182 COMMON /RCNTRL/HEATI - SCNTRL 204
00183 COMMON /RCNTRL/.FPS SCNTRL 205.
D0184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EPSFAG SCNTRL 206
OOi85 COMPhON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL Z87
90Y65 COMMON /RCNTRL/ pZEHO SCNTRL 208
s C SCNTRL 203
00187 EQUIVALENCE IRCO,RC(1!} SCNTRL 270




..^.	 , ,..4	 ..,
	
- ^ ----- -- ----w---_- _.. 	 _	 ^.....-	 _	 _
.^..^^. -
	 ^--. -	 -	 - _^-__-T_ -
n0
'Z1{^
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 273 -^
C
-
--	 _-_--===^=x==== ==__^ SCNTRL 214
00189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP 146} SCNTRL 21S
OOi90 COMMON /IDPARM/ IRSP42 SCNTRL 216
^
04191 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDE% f72) SCNTR! 217
00192 COMMON /IDPARM/ 1ROD SCNTRL 218
00193 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC td6i SCNTRL 219
0D794 CORIMON	 /IDPARMI/ JE 121 SCNTRL 220
04195 COMMON /IDPARM/ J p 12,21 SCNTRL 221
00196 COTArdON
	 /IDPARM/ HSTEP SCNTRL 222
40197 COMMON /IDPARM/ MJ f46i SCNTRL 223
00198 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHMS1 SCNTRL 224
40199 COMhiGN /IDPARM/ NYMp 1 SCNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 226
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
C ==__-^-----------=-?_ -= SCNTRL 228
40200 COMMON /LOPARM/ FILTER (461 SCNTRL 229
04201 COMMON /LD p ARM/ iTAPE SCNTRL 230
00202 COMMON /LDPAAM/ START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
40243 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL iTAPE SCNTRL 234
04205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 235





00206 COMMON/RDPARM! ADLD^^ SCNTRL 239
00207 GOMMGN /RDPARM/ CONT SCNTRL 244
40208 COMMON (RDPARM/ CONIDT SCNTRL 247
00209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CbN1 SCNTRL 242 ^ t-^











00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONd SCNTRL 246 ^i «b
00214 CORIMON /RDPARM/ CDN4DT SCNTRL 247 ('^	 -
042!5 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDN5 SCNTRL 2d8 -
002.16 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSt {Q61 SCNTRL 249 ^"
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON 4721 SCNTRL 250 ^':;	 -
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2 SCNTRL 251
a00219 COMMON /RDPARM!/ D%P f46} SCNTRL 252
00224 COMrdbM /RDPARM/ ORYP {461 SCNTRL 253
_
-	 f°'
40221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DY p 1461 SCNTRL 25A
00222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORL5 1461 SCNTRL 255 ^..^
04223 COMMON !RDPARM/ F10T SCNTRL 256 ^ ^•
04224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2DT SCNTRL 257
00225 COtlSrdON
	 / RDPARM / H1DT SCrJTRL 258
00226 COMMON IR p PARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
00227 COPAMON /RDPARrd/ PKSTD SCNTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTOP SCNTRL 261
04229 COMIMON /.RDPARM/ RLAT fd61 SCNTRL 262
00230. COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD 1461 SCNTRL 263
00231 COMTAON /RDPARM/ ROCP07 SCNTRL 264
04232 COrAMON /RDPARM/ RbGPPf SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP f2) SCNTRL 265
00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL {461 SCNTRL 267
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON 172} SCNTRL 26B
04235 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD SCtJTRL 269
04237 GO111MON /RDPARM/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 270
00238 COPAMON / RDPARM / YISAVE {159} SCNTRL 271
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG {9} SCNTRL 272
00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ SIG 191 SCNTRL 273
G SCNTRL 274
G -	 - S0.4N Oa T z
C GLOBAL M10 pEL SURFACE FIELDS 54ANOQT 3
t]024i COMMON /QANDQT/ QSf72,19,46} SQANpgT 4
C 5gANDQT 5
00242 DINIENSFON PHISfi368,71 S4ANRQF 6
00243 DIMENSION 5MTH{1368,231 5QANDQT 7
002A4 DIMENSION ALBEDO{1368,1) SOANDgT 8
00245 RiMENSION GTf736B,1) SQANDOT @























































































































C GLOSaL MODE{_ UPPER-AIR FIELDS






















C PHYSfCS PARAMETERS ANO CONSTANTS
00297 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDFR
OQ298 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDXL
4D 299 COR1tADN /CNTRLP/ CDXD
00304 CDM11fON /CNTRLP/ CLH
OQ301 COM^ADN /CNTRLP/ COE	 f9)
04302 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEF
00303 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS
00304 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDSROTp0345 caMMON /CNTRLP/ CPP
00306 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CTID
OD3D7 COMArtON /CNTRLP/ CUMDnY
0034B COMMON/CNTRLP/ CUMRAT
















00310 COMMON /CNTRLP! C100 SCNTRLP
40311 COMFAON /CNTRLP/ CAO 5CNTRLF
00312 COMMON /CNTRLP/ DELTA SCNTRLP
00313 COh1MON /CNTRLP/ DTC3 5CNTRLF
40314 COMMON /CNTRLP/ DTOUT SCNTRLP
00315 COrAMON /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP
D03f6 cOrAMON /CNTRLP/ E p NM SCNTRLP
00317 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLP
00318 COFAMON /CNTRLP/ FMU SCNTRLP
40313 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FYIET SCNTRLP
00320 COFAMON /GNTRLP/ GAMFAC SCNTRLP
00321 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GtOPO SCNTRLP
00322 COMFACN /CNTRLP/ RICE SCNTRLP
00323 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP
40324 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NFLW SCNTRLP
04325 GOMFAON /CNTRLP! PiM SCNTRLP
00326 COMMON /CNTALF/ QHOG SCNTRLP
04327 COMMON /CNTRLA/ SHLTOP SCNTRLP
00328 COh1MON /CNTRLP/ SINROt 5CNTRLF
OD329 COMMON /CNTRLP) SNOWN SCNTRLP
0D33D COMMON /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLP
00331 COMMON /CNTR[.P/ 5780 SCNTRLP
00332 COMFAON /CN7RL p / ST ♦= RPi SCNTRLP
00333 COMMON /CN7RLp/ STERP2 SCNTRLP
40334 COPAFAON /CNTRLP/ TILE SCNTRLP
00335 COFAh10N !CN7RL p / TLTOP SCNTRLP
00336 COMMON /CNTRLP/ XDAY SCNTRLP
00337 COMMON /CNTRLP/ ZLNCO 5CNTRLF
00338 LOGICAL pWOG 5CNTRLF
C SCNTRLP
C +	 •	 ^ SRAOCOM
C RA[)iATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS SRADGOM
00339 COrAMON 1RApCOM/ A5f72,3),
	
REf72,f01 SRAOCOM
00340 COPAh10N /RADCCM/ PLr72,9},	 PLEf72,101 5RADCOM
0034f COMMON iRApCOM/ PLFSi72,91,	 PLKEi101 SRADCOM
04342 COMMON /RA pCOM/ TL{72,9f
	
TLE[72,101 SRADCOM
00343 COMrAON /RADCOM/ 701721	 ,TWi72,91 5AA000M
00344 COh1MON /RADCOM/ SHLr72,91,	 SHLEf72,101 SRADCOh1
00345 COMFAON / RA pCDM/ SHG{721,	 CLOUD{72,121 SRApCOM
00346 COMMON /RADCOh1/ 5HSATr72,9},	 GAllf[72,9) SRADCOM
00347 COMFAON /RADC0h1/ RHi72,91 5AA000M
00348 COrAh10Pl /RADCOM/ SSS l 72 , 91	 555E S 72, 10 ) SRApCOPA
40349 COrAFAON /RAbCOM/ HHf72,9),	 HWES72,f0) SReDCOM
40350 COMMON /RADCOM/ HHS{72;9) SAApCOM
48351 CarAMON /RApCOM/ CVTf72,91,	 CU q [72,91 SRADCOM
00352 COFArAON /RADCOrA/ CXDE{91 SRADCOM
04353 COMPAON /R71 pCOM/ SWALE{72,701,	 SWiLi72,9} SR1s000M
04354 COMMON /RADCOM/ ALi72,f01 SRADCOM
00355 COMMON /RARCOM/ TAULf72,10),	 OZALEf72,f4} SRADCOM
00356 COFAMON IRADCOMI TOPA65{721 SRADCOM
40357 COrAMOP) /RADCOM/ RNf9},	 tN{9},	 SR5[9},	 STNf9) SRADCOFA
40358 COrAMRN /RADCOM/ TCONp { g },	 Tp[:NE{g1 5RApGOM
00359 COMh10N /RADCOM/ TLDWL,TMI p L,	 NLAY02 5RADCOFd
04360 COMh14N /RAOCOM/ FH15),	 XK1S),	 NFK SRADCOPoS
00361 COMrAOP} /FiADCOM/ pLJAN{191,
	
OLg PRl19},	 OLJUL{19),	 OLOCT{f91 SAADCOM
00862 GOFArADN /RADCOPn/ OCM22 S 23 1 ,	 OCFJ[301 23) ,	 OCM38 f 23) ,	 OCM46 (23 1 SRADCOh1
00363 COMMON /RAOCOM/ PROCMf231,	 OCMXX{23),
	
NO2,	 TOTOZI4),	 CDATE[63 SRADCOM
00364 COMFAON /RADCOM/ CzH {72),	 WETf72},	 EUA p ,	 PREP{721,	 WIi72} SRAOCOM
00365 COMMON /RAOCOM/ COSZ{721,	 S0,	 RA ptRM{721,	 CXL SReOCOM
00356 COMMON /RA pCOM! SG{72},	 SPP72) SRApCOM
00367 COMMON /RADCOM/ RSURF172).	 RCLOUDS721,	 UALB SAADCOM
00368 C0IAMON /RADCOM/ LANO(721,
	 OCEANt72l,	 ICE{72) SRADCOPA




04370 LOGICAL LAND,	 OCEAN,
	
ICE,	 SNOW,	 MiXWi,	 FROST SRADCOM
C SRApCOM
C + SPCON
C PRECiPITATiON FIELDS FROM CUMULUS CONVECTION SPCON
00371 COMMON / ACON ! PCMI0f72) SPCON
04372 COMMON / PCON / PCPa;Ni721 SPCON
00373 C0?ANON / PCON / PCLOW{721 SpCON
C SPCON
C ^ SDCOFdP3 2
C DYNAMIC SPACE VARIAi3LES FOR COMPS 5U8ROUTIHE SOCOMP3 3




D0376 COFAMON /DCOMP3/	 USf72} SDCOMP3 6
00377 ^^nMMON /DCOMP3/	 VS(721 SDCOFJSP3 7








00382 COMMON /DCOMP3/	 DRA1N(721 SDCOMP3 i2
00383 COMMON /DCOMP3/ 4YMAGC{72) SDCOMp3 i3
O p 384 COMMON /DCOhiP3/
	
EDVf72} S^COMP3 14
00386 COMMON /OCOMP3/	 EVE(72} SDCOFdP3 15
00385 COFdFAON /dCOPRP3/	 EVACOf72} SDCOFAP3 16
00387 COMP1fON /DCOMP3/ 	 RHOSf72} SDCOMP3 17
00388 COMMON /DCOMP3/	 DSNS{72} SDCOMP3 18
OD389 COMMON /OCOMP3/FCOE1= 1{72} SDCOMP3 19
40390 COMNfON /DCOMP3/	 UUPf72} SDCOFdP3 20
00391 COMMON /DCOMP3/	 UDNf72! SDCOMP3 21
00392 COMMON / DCOi^IP3 / 	 VUP f 72) SDCOh1P3 22
00393 COh1lAON	 /DCOMP3/	 UDNf721 SDCOMP3 23
00394 CO[yMON /DCOMF3/	 TUP[72) SDCOMP3 24
0039. 5 COP.SF110N
	 /DCOMP3/	 TDN(72i SDCOMF3 25
C SDCOFlF3 26
C QSAT IS NOW EXTERNAL SCOFdP3 10
C SCOFdP3 1 1
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
00396 10000 CONTINUE 58EGDE8 3
C •••+ CY8ER SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 If1PUT.IOQ 58EGDEB 4
C •••^ CVBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 SfdEGDEB 5
C ++•+ CYSER SCALAR VERSION OD S9EGDE9 6
C$S$858555355$$$$SS$SSSSS$555585585$$SS$$S35SSSSSSS5S555$S$SSSSSS$SSSSSSSBEGDEB 7
C SCOMP3 13
C SG OFdP 3 1 4(' rr^ ► rrsrrrrr+r+^rar.r+rrtrr+r ♦ r+rrrr.sar $COMPS 15C «+•+	 •••• SGOFIP3 16
C •'•+	 SURFACE SPECIFICATION	 • n •' SCOMp3 17C •++•	 ••+•_ SCOFJIP3 i8G rrr saarrar+rrrsr+r.rr• ♦ ► rrrrrnrrrrr•+r• SCONiF3 19
c scOMP3 2D
Do397 0o	 tof}o	 I-1.IM scoMP3 zi
C 5COMA3 22
40398 ICE{I}	 =	 GW(i,J}.GE.t.E6 SCOMP3 23
00399 OCEANfI!	 =,NOT.ICEfI}	 AND.	 PHIS(I,J}.EQ.0. SCOMP3 24
00400 LAND{I}	 =.NOT.001;ANiI)	 .AND.	 NOT.ICEfI} SCOMP3 25
00401 SNOWII)	 =	 LANDfI)
	 .AND,	 IRLAT(,1).GE.SNOtYN.OR.RLATIJI.LE.5NOWS) SCOMP3 26
00402 LAND[I1	 =	 LAND(I}	 .AND.	 .NOT.SNDW(I} SOOMP3 27
004D3 FROSTfI}	 =	 LAND(il
	




=	 PHIS(I,Jf/GRAN SCOMP3 30
C SCOFdP3 3 i
00405 1000 CONTINUE SCOhSp3 32C SCOFAP3 33
(^+ +warrrr.rrrrrprra+rrerrerrarrrrarrrrrsr• SCOFl1P3 34[; r,rar	 rr ► r SCOMP3 35
C r+ ' «	 VARIABLE INITIALIZATION	 ++++ SCOPAp3 36
C •++•	 •••• SCOMP3 37(^+ rr rrrr..r.w. ► +w^rraarrr++r.rrra..rr..ar+ ► . SCOMp3 36C SCOFJIp3 3500406 DO	 10	 F=1 ,;M SCOh4p3 40
00407 SP{I}	 =	 P{I,NB,J} SCOMR3 41
OD408 CLDUDtI,NLAYP1i
	 = 0. SCOMp3 4200409 CLOUDSF,ML^tY+21 	 =	 O. SCOF1ip3 43
00410 CLOUDiI,NLAV+3!	 =	 O. SCOMR3 44
00411 10 CONTINUE SCONES 4S
C SCOMP3 46
00412 DO	 t1	 L	 =	 1,NLAY SGOMP3 47
00413 DO	 fi	 I	 =	 1,I pA SCOMP9 48
.04414 TLf1,L}	 =	 T{I,L,NH,J) SCOh1F3 49





















OOA 16 CLOUD { I , L }	 =	 0 . 5C0ltP3 5 1 Dv
00dT7 11	 GDNTINUE SCOFhp3 52
C 5GOMP3 53[,+ .r.rr.rr•rrr.rrr,r:rr^rrr.rrr.rrrrrrrrr.• SCDMP3 54
C '++•	 '•'• SCOh1P3 55
C '•••	 COMPUTE FRESSURES AT MID- 	 -+•• SCDFhP3 55
C '^'"	 AND EbGE-	 LEVELS	 +•++ SCOlfP3 S7C -•"	 '••+ SCOF^[P3 S8(+ . rr+r+ r.r+rrrrrrrrr ► rrr.rr+ +.rr.rrrrrrrr SGOhSP3 59C SCOh1P3 60
00418 DO 20	 L=1,HLAY SCOMP3 61
4D419 qO	 20	 i=1,IM SCOMP3 62
40420 PL{I,L)
	 =	 5IGiL) • SP{I)	 PTDP SCOFhP3 63
0042) PLE(I,L}	 =	 SIGEiL) • S p 4i)	 *	 P70P 5C0t6P3 64
00422 20 GDNTINUE SCOlhP3 65 '04423 DO 34	 I = 1 , IM SCDh1P3 66
04424 PLEII.NLAYFI}	 =	 SPiI)	 ^	 ATOP SCOMP3 67
00425 30 CONTINUE SCOlhP3 68
C SCOlAP3 5Jfp +rrrr«.r +. .rrrrrrw.rr ► rr.rrx.r+..rrrxr.+ SCOFdP3 70
^, r«.«	 +rr. SCOMP3 71
C '"«•	 COMPUTE
	 p•• K AT MID LEVELS	 •+•• SCOF11P3 72
C '•+•	 ^••• SCDMP3 73
(+, .r..r r +r+rrr ► rrrrr ► .rrrr..rr+r..+rr.rr.rr SCOMP3 74C SCOFAP3 75
04426 pp 31
	 L=1,NLAY SCDMP3 76
00427 DO 31
	 I=i.7M SCDMP3 77
04428 PLKII•,L)	 =	 EHPl3YKfPL{I,L)i 5C041P3 78
40429 31 CONTINUE SC4MP3 79C 5C0)hP3 80 Q ^
G rr.+r«rrrrrrrxyr.rrrrrrrxrrs.rrrrr ► rs•rr SC OFhP3 Si ^ .:^
(^+ rrrr	 rrr• SCOlhP3 82 ...^
C
C





84 0(^, . rr. «rrr+ ► .ra.r.+.rr.wwrxrr.,rr.r.rrr..•r.w SCDMP3 8S ^..1
C SCOlAA3 86 ^ ^00430 DO	 i0i4	 i=1	 IM SCOFAP3 87
00431 U5111	 =	 STER p 1 • U{I,NLAY,NB,J)
	





+	 STERP2 + VI[,NLAYMi,NB,JI SCOF1tP3 P,9 ^
40433 1'1MAGSII}
	 =	 USII) •x 2	 +	 VSIII' + 2 SCDMP3 94 ^: ^.^
00434 1010 CONTINUE SCDMP3 91 ^• ^^C SCOFhP3 92C+ rrr.rrr+rrrrr.w r.rrrrrrr.rrrrrrrrrrrrr•.rr. SCOMP3 93 r^-a
C `••`	 •••• SCDMP3 94 "^
C •+++	 GROUND TEMPERATURE ANO WETNESS
	 ^•+• SCDMP3 95
C +•••	 •+•• SCDMP3 96L+ .r.^..r ► rarrxrr ► .xrrrxr.rrr«rr:rr«rrrr,.o.«. 5GDlhP3 97
G SCOMP3 98
00435 DO	 1020	 I=1,Ihi SCORIP3 95
00436 IF	 (GW[I,J).LT.i.E-4D)	 GWiI,J)
	 =	 4. SCDMP3 104
00437 IF	 f	 SNDwII]	 f	 GTiI,JI	 =	 AMINIIGTII,J),TiCE1 SCDMP3 1D1
D0438 TG{II
	 =	 GT{I,J} SCOFdP3 102
00439 WET1I1	 =	 1.0 SCDMP3 t03
D0440 IF	 (LANb{I)1
	 WET{I)	 =	 GW{I,J1 .SCDMP3 t04
ODd41 1420 GDNTINUE SCOTi1P3 105C SCOtAP3 148
(+ rrrrrrrrrr.r rrxrrrrrrrxr•rarrr ♦+ rrsrrrrerrrrrsrr•. SCDMP3 147
C rr ► r	 x.rs SCDMP3 108
C ••++	 CDMpUTE DRY-CONVECTIVE ADJUST)NENT
	 •••• SCOihP3 109
C " "	 •••• SCDMP3 110(^ .r ► •r.rr.•rrrxrrrrrrwr:rrrrrrxarr ► r ► rrrrrxrrrrrxx•+ SCDFAP3 111
C SCDMP3 11204442 DO 40 N= i , 3	 ^ SCOh1p3 { 13
00443 DD	 d1	 I	 =	 1,IM SCOFdP3 1i4
OD444 THiI,11
	 =	 TL{I,i1/PLK{I,11 SCOMP3 115
00445 41 CDN7INUE SCOMR3 i16
00446 DD 42.
	
L	 = 2,NLAY SCOMP3 T17
00447 LM1	 =	 L-1 SCDMP3 118
04448 Dq 43	 I	 =	 1 , IM SCOFlSP3 i 19
00449 TH{I;1,)
	 =	 TL{I,Lf/PLK(I,L) SCDMP3 120
00450 IF	 {THII,LMi}.GE.THiI,L11	 GO	 TD 43 SCDMP3 121
00451 THETA	 =	 1	 iLtI,LM11'i]5IGftfd9l 	 ^	 TLtI,LI • DSIGfL}	 } SCOFAP3 122
S	 /ipLK{I,LM1)•OSiG[LM1}	 +	 PLHfI,t1 •pSIG{L)	 I SCOMP3 123
00452 THII,LFAt}	 =	 THETA SCOMP3 124
00453 iHfI,L)	 =	 THETA SCOfJ1P3 125
' 00454 TLfI,LM1}	 =	 THETA •p LKfI,LM11 SCOFAP3 126
OOd55 TLfI.L1	 =	 THETA • PLKfI,.LI SCOFAP3 127
00456 43	 CONTINUE SCOFAP3 728
00457 42	 CONTINUE SCOFAP3 128
C SCO>'AP3 i3C
00458 40	 CONTINUE SCOFAP3 131C SCOh7P3 1 32() a.wr.•ar•rrrr.»rr•rr.r•r•rr.rrr.rw »ar»srr SCOFAP3 133
C, •rrr	 rrrr SC011SP3 134
C ••'*	 DRAG COEFICIENT	 'r»' 5CO}AP3 135
C ••••	 •••• SCOlAP3 136
G r.«:»rrrr rrrrrrwrr ► rrr^rrrrr».rrwrrrrrrrr• SCOMP3 137C SCOIAP3 138
00459 pd	 9030	 [=1,IM SG0FAp3 139
^-` 00460 WMAGfI)	 =	 AMAR1fSORTfWMAGSfI)},0.0011 SCDh1p3 140
00461 CD{Il	 =	 G p XO • AMIN1tf1.+.07-WMAG{I11'.00f..002515CRFAF3 14)
^^' 00462 IF	 f	 NOT.00EANiII}	 C p fl}	 =	 C p XL • I.002	 +	 .006 • .0402 • ZfIl1 SC0MP3 T42
00463 1030 CONTINUE SC0MP3 143
SC0MP3 1a4
C . «rrrrrrrr...w....	 ,^•.•rr	 r•ar^rrarrrsa	 •r•»•	 •rrwr.	 .rrrr SC0MP3 145
C •r•w	 •••- SCOMp3 145
C • ► ••	 VERTIGAL DIFFUSION OF HEAT AND MOISTURE 	 +••r SCOMP3 147
C • •+r	 ••+• SCOMP3 14B
C '•'•	 TEMpf:	 G/fSP r R) •• 2 +	 p EL[T}	 K	 G0N5TANT	 '•'• SC0MP3 149
G'" C ••••	 TEMP2;	 f p /7}	 AT LEVEL L-1/2	 •r•• SCOMp3 150
C SCOMP3 151
C
•+TEMP3:	 P++KAPPA AT LEVEL L-1/2








G Sc or{1P 3 15x3
',! 00464 EpLE	 _	 .2 • E p SCOFAP3 157
'^ 00465 pO 80 L=2,NLAY SCOFAP3 158
00466 LM1	 =	 L-1 SCOFAP3 159
'^^
00467 ASGL	 =	 9./OSIGIL} SCOFAP3 160
00468 ASGLMI	 =	 i./ p 5IG1LM1) SCOF.1p3 161
0046) ASGPLS	 =	 1./fOSFGtLM11	 +	 p SIG[L}} SCOFAP3 162
k C SCOFAP3 1b'3
^^ ooa7o DO 80	 I=1,IM 5COFAP3 i5a
ti^ 00471 TEfAPi	 =	 (	 GRAV/tSPfI} • RGAS)	 1 •• 2	 [7TC3•EDLE SC0FAp3 i65j^ 00472 TEMP2	 i	 f	 DSIGfLFntl*PLti,LM1)/TLfI,LMII





' 00473 TEMPS	 =	 f	 pSIGSLMI) • PLKfI.LM1) SCL]FAP3 168
^'
11 S	 +	 pSiG{LI	 ^PLK{I,L	 )	 ) • ASGp LS SC0FAP3 169
' C SCCMF3 1 70
00474 TE^SP4	 =-1	 TH[I,LM1}-	 iHfI,L!	 }/t	 SIGtLMT}-SIG{L1	 1 SC0MP3 171
l• 00475 TEFAPS	 =-f	 SHLfi,LMi}-SHLfI,L1	 )/{	 SIGfLM1}-SIGit)	 ) SCOFAp3 172G SCOMP3 973
j	 i 00476 TEMp2 = TEFAP2**2 SCOfAP3 174
00477 TEMP6 = TEMPI • TEh1p 2 • TEFAP3 • TEMP4 SCOMP3 175
' C SCOMP3 176
00478. TLfI,LMi}	 =	 TLfI,LM1}	 -	 TEMP6 • ASGLMS Sf:pMP3 177
sl 00479 TLtI,t	 }	 =	 TLfI,L	 }	 i	 TEMP6 • ASGL SCOMP3 178
00480 THfI,LM1 ► 	 =	 iLfI,LM1}	 /	 p LKfI,LM1} SCOFJIP3 T79
r 00481 THfI,L	 }	 =	 TLfI,L	 }	 /	 PLKiI,L	 } SCOMP3 180
C SCOMP3 181
00482 TEMP6 = TEMp 1 + TEMP2 r TEMP5 SCOMP3 1B2
^ C SCOMP3 183
00483 5Ht1I,LM1)	 =	 SHLtI,LM1)	 -	 TEMP6 • ASGLMI SCQFdp3 tB4
00484 SHLfI,L	 )	 =	 SMLII,L	 I	 +	 TEMPS+ASGL SCOFAP3 185C SGOF71 P 3 186
004B5 80 CONTINUE SCOMP3 187
^' C SCOF.IP3 188i ^+ r.rr+rwrrrrrrrrrr«rrrrr.r.rrrr..«r•.»» ► w SGOMP3 189
r C rr.r	 r.sr SCOMP3 190
f ' C •-""	 CALCULATE:	 ••+ ^ SCOlAP3 191






























































































C •'*+	 LATENT HEATING COEFFICIENT 	 ^°•+
	





C +'+'•	 MOTE:	 _^•+
	
^+ ara.	 GAMPAC = L/CP » 1E + L/R)	 rrrr
	
C ..rr	 rrrr
^+ rrrrrrr r,y=srr+r*r*r ► rwrgrrrr*=rrrrrrrtrwe
C
0046G	 DO 100 L=INLAY




x0489	 GAMII,L} = GAM^AC•SHSA7II,L}/TLII,L)*•2






'_** DETERMINATION OF SURFACE LAYER TEMPERATURE 	 TS(i,J1	 +•••










*•*+ PSK = SURFACE PRESSURE°+KAPA 	 *•*r
'+•• RH5 v HARMONIC MEAN DF RELATIVE HUMIDITY
	 ••+•
+*+• ZLN = TF{IGHNESS DF PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
	 *••+
+'+' GAMC = TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE RELATED	 •••'
*'•* TO DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOIST- 	 •+*-
"•** AND bRY-ADIABATIC LAPSE RATES	 ► r.r
***• THT9 = POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE AT 	 • ► -+
'rrr LEVEL 9 VtITH SURFACE PRESSURE	 •+••
*"`.* A$ REFERENCE	 •++•
rrrr. DTS = TEMPERATURE CHANGE HETIYEEN	 ••••







	 UNSTABLE p .B.L	 }	 -*••
•••+ AAAVf = AIR/SURFACE	 INTERACTION COEFFICIENT	 -•••
•+ * r RICH = HULK RICHARD.SON NUMBER	 ••••
*•+* ERNS = EbDY DIFFUSIVITY COEFFICIENT	 •+••










EVE = SOIL EVAPDTRANSPIRATIDN COEFFICIENT 	 •••*
rYrr
rrrr+rrrrrrrrr-+rrrrrrrrrrrr.rarrr+rr+r+•rr.aar.
00492	 D4 1040 I=i,IM
40493	 PS = PLE(I,NLAYPI}
04494	 PSK = EhA9Y){ 1 PS]
00495	 RHS = 4,
o449s	 RHPI4ET =	 WETII)^RHII,NLAY)
00497	 IF [ RHP +liET .NE. O.0 )	 RHS = 2.*WET1I}=RHII,HLAY1/RHPWET
40498	 sHSArs =	 gsATCTStI,d},PS}




04541	 THG = GAMPAC+TEMP/T5fI,,1}
00562	 GAMC = 2LN*RH5•GRAY/RGAS+ROCP*ITHG-CLH*TEMP/AOCPf/11.•THG1
00543	 THT9 = 711{E,NLAYI•pSK
40504	 DTS{I) = TGttl-THT9+GAMC
C
C	 rrrrrr+rrrrrrrrrrr ► rr. ♦
C










00546	 TDML = DT51I)
	
i 0.1382 ° SQAT( CD1I} } + AMINIIWMAG{I},25.I
,±+e
5	 -	 13.67 rCD1I}	 i SCOMP3 264
04507 TLEII,HLAYPtI	 =	 THT9	 ^	 T p1A4	 -	 GAM11C SCOMP3 255
00508 bTSII}	 =	 TGfI}	 -	 TLE{I,NLAYPt] 5GC7MP3 266
00509 DRAWfI)	 =	 Cbfl}	 (E'lRtAGfI)	 +	 SQRTIbT51Ii)1 SCOMP3 267
4 p510 I:DN5	 =	 C10	 CS00	 11.-E%PI-1200./ZLN•TOMLh1 SGOMP3 268
00511 GO TO	 118 SGDMP3 269
C SCGMP3 274
00912 110 CONTINUE SCOMP3 271
i C SCDMP3 272(^, rr ► rwraarrr.rrrr.vrrarr $COMPS 273
C ••	 *+ SCOFAP3 274
} C ••	 STA8LE	 P.B.L	 •+ SCDMP3 275
C '^	 •+ SCDMP3 276
^ ♦ r.rrrrrrrrr.»sarrrrra+ SCDMP3 277
C SCOFAP3 27&
00513 pU	 =	 U(I.NLAY,NB,sSi	 -	 U5{I) SCDMP3 279^
005tH [)V	 =	 V{I,NLAY,NB,J)	 -	 VSII] SCDMP3 280
00535 DUDVS	 =	 APAAR11 pU •r 2	 +	 DV' • 2.1.OE-01} • TG[I} SCDMP3 281
G SCOPAP3 282
005 { B V1P,IAGC 1 I )	 =	 WMAGS f I 1 +YdMAG{ I } SCDMP3 263
00517 DENOM =
	
ZLN • CDIII'WFAAGITl SCbfAP3 28d
00538 AAA _	 -C40 + GRAN + ZLN/ p UDVS + G10+7./{DENOM • WMAGS(i}1 SCGMP3 285
0OSS9 888 =	 1.	 + C10/ pENOM + C40 rGRAV + ZLN*DTSfII/OUDVS SCGMP3 28fi
7	 ^^. ^S	 ^-	 C}0*7.*OT5fI]/{OENOPA*WMAGS(I)) SCDMP3 287
i'^	 ^. 00520 CCC	 =	 -DTS{I} 5COMP3 288
'7:^	 '. 00521 IF	 (ABS(AAA1
	
GT.	 41) SCGMP3 289
S	 TOhi!_	 _	 (-868 + $QRTIBBB'*2-d.O r AAA • CCCi}/(2. • AAA} SCGMP3 290
Ik 00522 IF	 (ABS(AAA}.LE..O1} SCOh1P3 291
S	 Tph{L =	 -CCC/888'{1,+AAA • CCC/{888 • '21) SCOFAP3 297
00523 TOML	 = AMAXt{TOML,DTSIII/I1. + EDNM/DENOM• 11.-7.*DTS{I)/WMAGS(I)) 1)SGDMP3 283













	 -GRAV • ZLN • TbkSt/bUpV5 SCOMF3 297
^^00528 EDNS =	 CS0/t},	 + C40 • RICH} SCGMP3 298
C SCDMP3 299 © '^^?^
+ 00529 118 CONTINUE SGOPAP3 3001
{ C SCOMF3 301 ^
G rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr ► .+r^»r»»rr SCOMP3 302
:^ C •'•• SCOFAA3 303C "**	 CALCULATION OF	 r»rr SCGPAP3 304 A `rt^`A
C +••'	 SURFACE: SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 	 •**• SCGMA3 305 ^ ^,'^
's	
i
C ••••	 '•'• SCDMP3 306 ^ ^;y
' C rr•..r.rrr rr.rrrrrrrrr.rrrrsrrr.r.r.rr 5COPAP3 307
C SCOh1P3 3p8 ^ ::
^ 00530 EDVI I )	 _ $ pN5lZLH SCGPAP3 30S ^	 '^"
0053t EVE{II	 =	 AMINi{1.,WETII)/FWET) SCOPAP3 310
'4 0053? EVACO{Il	 =	 EVlnfl) r DRAW{I) SCQMP3 311
^, 00533 EVACOII)
	
=	 AMAX{{ gVAC[)(I1,t.E-40h SCOMR3 312
00534 S}{G{I)	 =	 QSATIFGII),PS} SCDMP3 313
00535 SHLEfI,NLAYPII	 =	 {EVACO(I}*SHG(I) SCOMF3 314'^
S	 +	 EpVII)•SHL(I,NLAY)}/(EVACO{I1+-EpV{I11 SGOMP3 315
C SCOh1P3 316
^^1 C rr. rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrarr.rrrr...r. +.•**r rrr+ SCOMP3 317
C •'*' SCDMP3 318
t	 ^ C •••+	 CW[cCF(	 FOR SUPER-SATURATION	 •+•• SCOMP3 319
^ C rrrr	 OF SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 	 *" r SCGMP3 320
^.^	 I C rrrr	 +.... SCGMP3 331
^} ^ r:rrrr,.ar«,rrrr^r»errrwrsrrwrrrr+rrrr.rv.rr SCQPAP3 322
C SCOMP3 323
O0S3fi SHSATS	 = gSAT{TLE{I,NLAYPti,PS s SCDMP3 324
00537 IFf	 5HLEfI,NLAYP3}.tE.5H5AT5 	 }	 GO TO	 i20 SCONES 325
h C 5COPAP3 32fi
00538 GA675	 =	 GAMFAC*SHSATS/(TLEfI,NLAYPI} » 7LE{I,NLAYPI)1 SCGPAP3 327
00539 TETJIP	 =	 (SHLEII,NLAYPI}	 -	 SWSATSIlft.	 GAMS} SCGMP3 328
00540 TLE:{I,NLAYF3}	 =	 TLE(I,MLAYP1h	 ^	 TEM1SP + CLH SCGMP3 329
00541 SHLE{I,NLAYPt}	 =	 SHtEfi,NLAYPII	 -	 TEMP SCOMP3 330
i p0542 120 CONTINUE SCDMP3 331
C SCOMP3 332
L+ rrr....+• .r.rorrr•.rr.rrrrr+•.....rr.arr SCDMP3 333
















C •••'	 NOTE:	 RHQS HAS UNITS DF	 .r..
C rrr.	 D.1	 G/CM' r 3	 DR .	 rrr
C --••.	 100.0	 KG/N1 r r 3 	 rrr+
L+ +.rr	 a.rr
C. ... • r .. r r .rrr . r , r • .. r , ....... , . r r + .... .
C




C •'••	 SElRFACE FLU>< OF SENSIBLE HEnT 	 ++++
C ••••	 SURFACE FL U1s OF MOISTURE	 rrrr
C r r r r	 ♦ 4 r i
C ••-•	 NOTE:	 COEFS = G°DELI/ pSIG
	
•••rC.... rrrr
L+ ► rrr+.rr.rrrrrrrr»irrrr ► rrarrr..rarrrrr.r
C
00545 DD	 to50	 I=1,IM
R054G DSHSfI)
	
=	 SHGfII	 — SHLE[I,NLAYPiT
00547 FSURF	 Q CDEFS•RHO51I}'DRAWII}/SP^I}
0054$ TLrI,NLAYI
	 =	 TL{7,NLAY)	 ^	 FSURF•DTS{I1
OD549 THrI , NLAYI	 =	 TL(I.NLAY)	 !	 PLKrF,NLAY}
00550 SHLrI , NLAY}	 =	 SHLII,NLAY1	 ^	 FSURF + EVEEI) 'DSHSfI)
C
L+ rararrrrrrrrrarrrrirrrr ► r ► rrrrrrrrrrr ♦
c .rr	 a.a.
C •'••	 SURFACE 51SIk FRICTION	 ++rr
C . ► rr	 ..ar











C rr + •	 PREPARATION FOR MOIST CONVECTION	 '"+(+ rrr.	 r ► rr
C •r• ^ 	 S5S	 -	 ORY STATIC ENERGY AT LEVEL L
	 *-+•
C ' r "	 5SSE	 Dr^Y 5FATIC ENERGY At EDG£	 '•°•
C •+*'	 HH	 =.RiDIST STATIC HNEAGY AT LEVEL L	 ••++
C • ' r•	 HHE	 = MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT EDGE	 +•'+
C --'+	 HWS	 = 5ATl)P.ATI0N MOIST STATIC ENERGY 	 r++ -C +"•	 AT LEVEL L	 +•'•
C '•'*	 CV7	 = TOTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE DUE	 »_+-
C •i• ' 	 TD CUIY^ULUS CONVECTION 	 r•+-
C -•+-	 CVp	 = TOTAL MOISTURE	 CHANGE q UE	 rrr•
C ' r+ -	 TO CUMULUS CONVECTION
	 '+'•










L	 = NLAY f 2 — LX
LM1 = L-1
FACL	 = DSIGf L }/(DSIG{L^+DSIG{LM1)}
FACLMI = DSIG{LMt}/{DSIG[L)+DSIG{LMt))






















































SCDMP3 380SC0lA p 3 3$ iSCDI'AF3 382SCOlAP3 383
SCDMP3 384
SCDMP3 3$5SC0rAF3 386SCDIAP3 387
5C0ldp 3 388
SCDPdP3 389SG0l1lP3 390SCOlAP3 3915C0lAP3 392SCDlAP3 393








































































































^.^.,	 j .	 ^..	 ^^:^,	 .
00570 555EII,L}	 =	 SSS(I.L1	 ±	 FACL	 • [TL{I,LM1) • RKON	 -	 TL[t.L)	 M SCOMP3
00571 SSS{I,LM11	 =	 SSSE{?,L)	 ^	 FACLMI • (TL{i,LM11	 -	 TL(I,LI • RKUPI SCOMP3




	 =	 SHLrI,LFrS1) • SHLiI,L}/SHLE^I,L1 SC0MP3
00574 SHLEII,LI
	 =	 AMIN1iSHLEII,L} SC0rAP3
5	 SHSATII,LMi}^•	 I	 SSSII,LMII-SSSEIF,L^ 	 i/CLHI SC0F11P3
q4575 HH{I,L}	 =	 SSSrI,LI	 ^	 CLH • 5HLfI,L1 SC0F11P3
DU576 HHEII,L}	 =	 S55EtI,L7
	 +	 CLH r SHLEII,L1 SCOh1F3
00577 HHSII,L)	 =	 SSSII,L}	 +	 CLH • SHSA3i[,L1 SCOFAP3
00578 iD70 CONTINUE SC084P3
00579 1$0 CDNTINVE SCOIIP3
00580 DO	 tOBD	 I=1,IM SCOFAP3
00581 HHSII,1)
	 =	 SSSSI,1}	 r	 CLH • SHSATfI,11 SCOFdP3
00582 s080 CONTINUE SCOMP3
c scOhiP3{,+ •rrrrwwrarrrrrtw.rrrawar+rrrwrr.rrarrrerr.rrra.r..r.r...rrrr......r..•SCOF4P3
C •' "	 ••••SOOMP3
C •••'	 CONSTRAIN SPECIFIC HUMIDITY BY ELIMINATING NEGATIVE VALUES 	 ••••SC0MP3
C rrrr	 •••+SCO*hP3{: rrrrr..r•rrrrarrrrrrra.•rrrrr..rrr ► ..wrraar.rr«..	 rr.•r..rr...r•... ..•$COFJiP3
C SCOrAP3
04583 DO 202	 L=2,NLAY SCOFhP3
p 4S8d LM1	 =	 L-1 SCOMP3
00585 DOSIG	 = OSIGILMI} /DSIG {Ll SCOFdP3
00586 oD	 i09a	 I=1,IM SCOFdP3
00587 IF	 fSHL{I,LM1}.GE.D.}	 GO	 t0	 iD90 SCOMP3
00588 SHL{I,LI	 =	 SHLIi,L1	 +	 SHLII,LM1} • DDSIG SGOMP3
40589 SHL{I,LFA1)	 =	 0. SC0MP3
00590 1090 CONTINUE 5CDFrIP3
00591 202 CONTINUE SCDFAA3




0059 1100 COFlTINVE 5COMF3
C SCDMP3[; rr•.r.r.wrrrrrrrr.rrrrrwrrr.r•r.rr.r..rrrrrr SGOMP3
C •••••	 •••••• SCOh1P3
C °••••	 CUMULUS PARAh9ETER12ATiON	 *••-'• SCOFIP3
C •••+-	 ^•••-• SCOrdP3
^ rr....rrrr.rrr ► rrr+•r.rrrrrrrrr.rr. r.r.rrr•• SCDMP3
c scoF^Pa
00595 CALL CUNiULO	 iJi SCOMP3
C SC0MP3
n r.rr.wrrv-^rrrarrrwrsr.rr. ► .rr...r.rrrrrrr ► rr ► •a....e SCOFlIP3Crv•r rrrr 5GOF,7P3
C ••••	 LARGE	 SGALE	 PRECIPITATFON	 •••• SCOruIP3C ••••	 •••' SCOliP3
G ••••	 PREC[P	 = PRECIP?TATION DUE	 TO	 •r•• SCOMP3
C ••••	 LARGE-SCALE SVPERSATURATION	 +•-• SCOF1lP3
C ••*•	 EXL	 = TOTAL	 SPECIFIC HUNIIDFTY CHANGE	 •'•• SCDMP3
C ••••	 FROM LEVEL L-1	 •••• SGORIP3
C •••+	 Ex	 = TOTAL SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE 	 `••• SCOMP3C '••-	 TO LEVEL	 L	 '•'• SCOF71P3
L+ rrr.	 rrrr SCOF/IP3
c ••••	 DIAGNOSTICS:	 ••*• SGOh1P3
C •••+	 ICLOUD{I,JI	 +••' SCCMF3
C • r°'	 PREACCfI,J1	 = TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIP	 •-'• scab+Ps
C ••••	 FROM LARGE AND SMALL SCALE	 • SCOFAP3C ••+•	 1.1MM/DAYI	 • ► r• SCOF,9P3
C ••'•	 PRECONfF,J}	 = TOTAL ACCUMVLATED PRECIP 	 =••• SCOMP3
G •"'•	 FROM CUMULUS CONVECTION	 •••+ SGDMP3C ••'•	 {.1h1h1/pAY}	 •••• SCOFdP3
C ••••	 •••• SCOMP3G rrrr.rrrrrrrr•r•s ► w ► rrverrrr•arrrrrrrrrrrrr.raaarwa ► r 5(,OFdP3
C SCDMP3
00596 DD 300 L=2,NLAY 5C0MP300597 LM 1	 =	 L- 1 SGOF11P3
00598 DDSIG = DSIGfLM11/D5IG{L} SCDMP304599 DO	 i 120	 i = 1, I M SCOF1{P3
f}OS00 IF	 {5HLiI , LM1I.LE . SHSAT{1.LF}I1}1	 GO	 TD	 1t20 SCOFISP3
04501 EXL	 =	 fSHL{?,LMII-SHSAT{I.Lh111i	 /	 fI. +GAM{I,LMi11 SCOh1P3









..	 i	 ^	 ,^ ^ , ...
..




00603 CLOUD[i,LMil	 =	 !. SCDMP3 477
00604 IF	 fODUT)	 FCLOUD(F,Jf	 -	 ICLOUD{I,J)	 +	 2 r• fL1Yi1+51 SCDMP3 b78 ]'"'
^. ORfi05 TL ( I , Lh11 }	 =	 TL { I , LIV11 }	 + - E%L'CLH SCOFdP3 479 '^
h 00605 SHL{I,LM1)	 =	 SHLfI,LMf}	 -	 ExL SCDMP3 480
{)0607 TLfI,L}	 =	 TLfI,L)	 -	 Ex r CLH SGOMP3 b8{
00608 SHL{I.l.)	 =	 5HLfI,t}	 +	 p% SCDMP3 482
D0609 SH5ATfI,L}	 =	 4SATITL{I,L}	 PLfI,L)) SCDMP3 4$3
00614 GAM{I,L}	 =	 GAMFAC^• SHSAT(;,LI/(TL{I,L) + TLfI,L!] SCDMP3 484
04611 1120 CONTINUE SCDPdP3 485
00612 300 CONTINUE SCOIAP3 486
C SCDMP3 487
00613 DO	 1130	 I=1,Ib1 SCDMP3 b88
00614 PRECIP	 =	 0. SCDMP3 489
40615 E%L	 =	 0. SCOhlP3 490
00616 ;F	 {SHLfI,NLA y ).LE.SHSAT{I,IVLAY})	 {;p TD 320 SCDMP3 491
0061T CLOUpfI,NLAYI	 -	 1. 5GOMP3 492
00618 FF	 (f7DUT1
	
iCLOUDII,J)	 =	 IGLOUDfI,J)	 +	 2 y• fNLAY . S} SCDMP3 493r
''
006 19 DO 310 N= 1 , 3 SCOFISP3 494
00620 E%	 =	 fS.HL1I,NLAY}-SHSAT{I,NLAY})
	 /	 {1. + GAMfF,NLAY}1 SCDMP3 495r 00621 E%L	 =	 f: HL	 +	 E% SCOFlIP3 496
?'` 00622 TLiI,NLAY}	 =	 TLfI.NLAY)	 + CLH*EX SCDMP3 497
p 0623 5HL{I,NLAY}
	 =	 SHLII,NLAYI	 -	 E% SCDMP3 498
00624- 5HSAT{F,NLAV)	 =	 g sAT[TLiI,NLAY),PLII,NLAY)) SCOFhP3 499
00625 GAMII,NLAY}	 =	 GAFdFAC r SHSATtI,NLAY}/fTL{I,NLAY1 • TLfI,NLAYl) SCDMP3 500
00626 3f0 CONTINUE SCOF,SP3 501
00627 PRECIP
	
=	 ExL • DSIG[NLAY)'.1 • SPII}/GRAN SCDMP3 502
00628 320 CONTINUE sC0l,1P3 503
C SCOAIP3 504
00529 PREp1 I }
	
=	 PRECIP	 +	 PCh7ID{; )	 +	 FCLOFI{ I )	 +	 PCPENf I ) 5C0141P3 545
D063D PREACC{I,J}	 =	 PREACCiI,J)	 +	 S.E4'CU1dDAY*	 PREPII} SCOPdP3 506
^^
00631 PRECDNii,J)	 =	 PRECONII,J1	 +	 S_f;4 r CUMDAY*[PREPII}	 -	 PRECIP) SCOFdP3 507








'; 10 ..^C •""	 "'• SCDMP3 571
^ C •'+`	 ELIMINATE NEGATIVE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY	 •••• SCDMP3 512 d ,^t (+ ,rrr	 ++r• SCDMP3 513 ^ y'3
^^ (^+ rrrrtrtrtr	 trrtrrrrwrtrrrrrrrrwwrrrrrrwrrrrwwrrrrrtrr.rr ► $COMPS 514 i^7C SCO^dP3 515^
00633 DD	 410 L=2,NLAY SCDMP3 516 ^ ^
^	 4 00634 LM1	 = L-1 SCOh1P3 517 {, ^'.
,1 00635 bD5IG =
	
bSFGfLM1)/DSIG{L] SCDMP3 518 "^ t,';
^^` 00636 DO	 1140	 i=1,IM SCOFAP3 518 ^`^"	 Z:'^
00637 FF	 {5HL{i,LM1).GE.O.)	 GO	 TO	 1140 SCDMP3 S20
;^ 00638 SHLII.L)	 =	 SHLII,L}
	 +	 SHLfI,LM1)'DDSIG SCDMP3 521 "^:_
00639 5HL{i,LMt)	 =	 0. SCDMP3 522 `^,`
^,^^ 00640 1140 CONTINUE SCDMP3 523
f , 00641 410	 CON'T'INUE SCDMP3 524
i 00642 DO	 1150	 I=1,IM SCOFdP3 S2S
00643 IF	 {	 SHL(I,NLAY}	 .LT.O.)	 SHL{I,NLAY}
	
=	 0. SCOFdP3 526
^' 00644 IF	 {SHLEiI,NLAYPII.LT.O.) 	 SHLEII,NLAYPt}	 =	 0. SCOMR3 527
I:+ 006b5 1190 CONTINUE SCO}AP3 528
C SCDMP3 529
, G r+vwrr ♦ rr ► wrrrrrrrrrrrrrwrnr,.rrrr.. ryrr. SGOMP3 $30{,. rrrr	 •rtrtr SCDMP3 531




C rrrr SCDMP3 533C .,wrr.rrxrrrrrr+rw*•rrrriarrrtrr+rrrtrrw+trr SCDMP3 534C SCORfP3 535
00646 GALL RADIO	 (JI SCDMP3 536
^^ G r tr w r r tr tr r r r p r w r r r r F a r r Y r r ^[ A ► r r r r r r r w r r r 4 r w r r r r r i r r a .. r SCOMP 3 5 38E_ G rrrr	 rrrr SGOMF3 539F C •"•	 pET>"RMINAT;ON DF GP.OUNO TEMPERATURE
	 '•" SC011iP3 540C "' r 	 •''* SCDMP3 541
G •" r	 GROUND TEMPERATURE	 GTII,J}	 •*** 5GORSP3 542
C •'••	 SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY	 SHSfI,JI	 ► r*tr SCDMP3 543C •""	 **trtr SCOhiP3 54b
C "^"'	 }1EATW =	 HEAT COEF DYER LAND,	 titi'ATER	 r • rr SG0F4P3 545
C •*••	 HEAT;	 = HEA9' COEF OVER ICE,	 5NOVI,	 FROST ••+• SCDMP3 546
;t






















G *••*	 EP9 = RATIO OF MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 	 ► +•• SCDMP3 548
C ••••	 OF WATER VAPOR AND DRY AiR
	 +*`+ SCDMP3 5+39
C '•	 •	 CALTOJ = CALORIE TO JQULE CONVERSION	 •••• SCDMP3 550
C •*+•	 EVAL ? LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION 	 '•• SCOPAP3 551
C *••`	 CZH = TOTAL HEAT CAPACITY 	 •`+ SCOl1SP3 552
C •+•°	 RADTRM = SOLAR - TERRESTR.IAL RADIATION	 •••+ SCDMP3 553
C +°••	 51(30 = STEFAN - BOLTZR7AN CONSTANT	 •••* SCOP1fP3 554
G ••+•	 DRAD	 =	 D{R}/DfTG)
	 -	 +•*• SCOh1P3 555
C '••`	 DSQG	 =	 L • b1E)/D{TG)	 ••+• SCOPdP3 556
C *" p•	TEf3M2 = SEN5i8LE HEAT FLUX	 +*•• SGOMP3 557
' G " +*	 TER113 ^	 LATENT HEAT FLUX	 ***• SC0MF3 558
C '"'*	 TERM4 = HEATING DUE TD CONDUCTION 	 +•+• SCDMP3 S59
C +a•a	 ".rr SCDMP3 5Ei0
C ""*•	 DIAGNOSTICS:	 •••• SCQMP3 56i
C '•••	 {^?WARD SENSI6LE HEAT FLUX	 HFLU1{{I.J)	 arwa SCDMP3 562
C °*	 UPWARD	 LATENT	 HEAT FLUX	 EFLUXII,J}	 • +wa SCDMP3 563
C ++*^	 HEATING RUE TO CONDUCTION	 FUSIONfI,J}	 •*•• SG0MP3 56Q
C '•'•	 •+•• SCOlAP3 565
C ••-•	 NOTE:	 SINCE.RHOS HA5 UNITS OF 	 O.i G/CM* • 3,	 +••• SCOPAP3 566
C •+••	 THEN FLUXES OF SENSFBLE AND LATENT 	 ••+• SCOP6P3 567
C •••'	 HEAT,	 {F	 AND	 LE},	 ARf9	 IN	 ••*• SCOPISP3 56B
C ••+•	 OECA.-LANGLEY/UNIT TIME.	 •••r SGOMP3 569
C ••*•	 THEREFORE,	 THESE FLUXES PdUST BE	 •••' SCOhiP3 570
C *•*•	 SCALEb BY:	 •••• SCDMP3 571
C ••+•	 ••*• SCDMP3 572
C ^" +	 F =	 F +	 10 LANGLEY/DECA-LANGLEY	 •+** SCOMA3 573
C *•'-	 LE = LE •	 10 LANGLEY/DECA-LANGLEY	 ••'• SCOP7lP3 574
C *"'	 •••* SCOPhP3 575
L+ .+..arc s• +awrrarr^rrrar*rrr•.srr+wewa :.w:scar+ rawsr•wsr SCDMP3 576
C SCDMP3 577
D0847 DO	 1TG0	 I=1,IM SCOh1P3 578
D0648 EVAL = HEAIW SCGMF3 579
00649 iF	 {OCEAN{I})	 GO TO 660 SCDMP3 580
00650 EVAL = HEATI SCDMP3 5B1
D0651 IF	 f	 SNOWfI}}
	
GO TO 610 SCDMP3 582
00652 IF	 f	 ICEfi1}	 GO TO 620 SCDMP3 583
D0653 IF	 {FROST{I}}
	 GO TO 630 SCDMP3 584
00654 EVAL = HEATW SCOh1P3 585
OOb55 C2HfI}
	 =	 SQRTf{.386+.15 + WET{i}1'{i. +WETfI)! • 2.E-3 + 5DAY/PI2} SCDMP3 5B6
00656 GO TO 65D SCDMP3 587
00657 6t0	 GONTINUE SCDMP3 588
00658 CZH{il	 =	 2,3 SCDMP3 589
00659 GO TO 650 SCDMP3 594
04660 520	 CONTINUE SCDMP3 59i
00661 G2HfI}	 =	 5.i SCDMP3 592
00562 GO TO 650 SCOPdP3 593
00663. 63D	 CONTINUE SCOlAP3 594
00664 GZHfI)	 =	 SQRT{f.331+,075`S'1ET{i}) • f2. + 2.5*WE7f7}}*1.E-3 • SRAY/PI2! SCDMP3 595
00665 650	 CONTINUE 5C0PlsP3 596
0066fi TEM = 0. 5C0R7P3 997
00657 IF	 [ICE{I)	 AND.	 Z{I).LT..{y	 TEM	 =	 C7ib/RICE SCDMP3 59B
00668 TGSQ	 = TGfI} •+ 2 SCDMP3 594
00689 DRAB	 = 4.*5180 ► TGSO • TGfI} SCDMP3 SOD
00570 DSQG = EPSFAC*SHG{I}/TGSQ 5COfdP3 601
00671 660	 CONTINUE SCOl1P3 602
00672 TcMP	 =	 10. •ORAW{I}*RHOSII} •5DAY SCDMP3 603
00673 TERM2 = -CPP + TEMP • DTS{I) SGDPISP3 604
00674 TER{A3
	 =	 -EVAL • EVE{I) + TE1dP •bSHSfI} SCDMP3 b05
00675 HFLUXfI,J}
	 =	 HFLUXfI,J}	 -	 CUMRA7 • TERM2 SGOPdP3 606
00676 EFLUX{T,J)	 =	 EFLUX{I.J}
	
-	 CUMRAT+TERM3 SCOh7P3 6D7
OD677 5HStI,J}	 =	 5HLE(I,NLAYPI! SCDMP3 608
D0678 iF	 {OCEAN{II}	 GO TO 69D SCDMP3 609
00679 TERM4	 =	 TEM+(TILE	 -	 TGfI}) SCDMP3 610
04680 DENOM = SOAY • CZH{I}/OTC3 ^ DRAD - TEM SCDMP3 6i1
S	 +	 TEMP + EDV{I1	 f	 CPP	 /	 {	 DRAWIi}	 +	 EDVfI!} 5CORiP3 812
^	 ; EVAL • EVEfI!	 •	 DSQG /	 {EVACOfI}	 +	 EDV{II)	 ) SCDMP3 513
OD681 GTfI,J}	 c	 TGfi}	 }	 (RADTRM{I!	 +	 TERM2 + TERM3 + TERM4l1DENOM SCDMP3 6i4
D0682 FUSION{I,J}	 =	 FUSION{I,J}	 +	 CUMRAT • TERM4 5CO1AP3 615
00683 690 CONTINUE SCDMP3 615
D0684 1160 CONTINUE 5G0MP3 617












(i+ r,arraawrrw.e++rr+wrr,.+rr+rr.+er.+.+++r+++++,++++r.r+rr SCOlhP3 5i9C • • - • • • • • scartp3 s20
C ••'•	 HEATING DUE TO ABSORBED RADIATION ++++ SCOPAP3 521
C '•^•	 AND TOTAL MOISTURE ADJUSTMENT •+•• SCDMP3 622
C •••• •••• SCDMP3 623
C " *+	 NOTE: +•'• SCDMP3 624
O •••'	 COE	 *	 COLPAR	 =	 GR11V r DELT/f1D • SP*CP+b5IG1L}) '"'• SCDMP3 625
C ••••	 WHERE:	 SP	 =	 PS-FTOP ••+• SCOFAP3 625
C ••••	 DELT = GOMP3 TIME INCREFAENT •+•• SCOrAP3 627
C ••"•	 CP	 = SPECIFFC HEAT +••• SCOFAP3 628C • • • • • * ► • SCOFhP3 629
G "'"'	 DIA{,N05T1C5: •*•• SCOFAP3 630
C +`	 DIABAT = TOTAL DiABATIC HEATING,	 FNCLUDING *'•' SCDMP3 591
C ••••	 RADIATIDN,	 IN DECI-KELVIN/DAY •'•• SCOlAP3 632
C •`••	 TS	 -	 AIR^SURFACE TEMPERATURE '+•' SCOrAP3 633
C "••	 TM17IN	 = MINIMUM AIR - SURFACE Tl:MPERATUP, E *"" $COM11P3 634
C '••'	 7MAX	 = FftAXIlAUM AIR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE •••• SCOG7P3 635
C ••`• *••' SCOh1P3 636
G xrr.w+.++r+rr ► ..rr+r.rr..ww.+.+r.+,++.++.•..++.,.rrwrrr. SCDMP3 637C SCOPAP3 538
p O685 qO	 521	 I=1,IM17 SCDMP3 639
00686 COLMRII)
	 =	 PIMl5p f7} SCDMP3 640
00687 521 CONTINUE SCDMP3 641
005$8 DO	 520 L=t,NLAY SGOFAP3 642
Oo689 DO	 1170	 I=r,IM sCOrAP3 643
00590 bTL
	 =	 TLfi,L}	 -	 TfI.L,NB,J) SCDMP3 544
S	 f	 A5fI,L}'REfI,L+t}-REfI,LI
	
)	 +	 COEILI	 •' COLMRfII SCDMP3 645
00691 Tfi,L,NB,J}	 =	 TFI,L,NH,J1	 ^	 DTL SCDMP3 645
D0692 SHIF,L,NB,J}
	 =	 SHLfF,L} SCDMP3 647
00693 DIABAT{I,L,JS	 =	 DIA6ATfF,L,J)	 +	 1.Ef+CUMDAV • DTL 5COM11P3 648
00694 117D CONTINUE SCDMP3 649
OD698 520 CONTINUE SCOPAP3 65000696 DO	 1 180	 I = 1 , IiS7 SCOfAP3 651
00697 TSfI.J}	 =	 TLEII,NLAYPII SCDMP3 652
00698 TMINfI,J}	 =	 AMINIITMINII,J},TSfI,J)) SCOfAP3 659
00699 TMAKfI.J)	 =	 AMAXifTMAXSF.JF,T5fI,J1) SCOMp3 654
00700 1180 CONTINUE SCOlAP3 655
C SCDMP3 656
L+ rrar"._.++x ► •rrrrrrr.rwrrr+.rrw SCDMP3 657C ,...	 rr+w SCOFAp3 558
00701 CALL COMP35	 IJ) SCOPJIP3 659C +°•*	 +^•*• SCOPAP3 650
C rrrrrrrwr+rrr.r+.rr+rr.r+r:r.+r SCDMP3 651
C SCDMP3 662
00702 1F	 IFMU.LE.D.}	 GD TO 900 SCDMP3 663C SCOrAP3 664
(^+ + rrr,+r.+rrrrrr+rrrr+r*r + +rr++r+r++*r+rr SCDMP3 665
C +•••	 ••+• SCDMP3 666
C ••+•	 INTERNAL FRICTION	 **** SCOFAP3 667
C *••*	 bUE TD VERTICAL SHEAR OF	 •"*+ SCDMP3 666
C •x•r	 HORIZONTAL WIND	 *•*+ SCDMP3 669
C •**•	 *•+• SCDMP3 670
C. •w *^	 NOTE:	 '`•* SCDMP3 BT7
C *•*•	 FCOEFI	 = MU/p GAS *	 IG/SP} +• 2	 +*+* SCDMP3 x72
C •*•*	 MU = 0.00067	 * TREF/PREP	 +*'+ SCOPAP3 673
C +•r•	 TREE	 = 258 KELVIN	 •+•• SCOMA3 674C +•"	 PREP = 500 1AFLLII3AR	 +"• SCOFhP3 675
{+ ♦ rrr	 r+ra SC01'hP3 676
C rrr+rrxrr+ ♦+ rrr+r.+rrrw.rwrrrwa+rr+xrr+a SCDMP3 677
C SCOFhP3 678
x0703 qO.S5o	 I=1,IM SCDMP3 679
00704 FCOEFI{I)	 =	 FCOEF/5P(I} r• 2 5COR7P3 580
00705 UDNfI)	 =	 UfI,7,NS,J} SCDMP3 681
00706 VDN(I}	 =	 VfI,1,NB,J} SCDMP3 682
00707 TDNfI)
	 =	 TfI,1,N13,J} SCOMp3 683
00708 850 CONTINUE SCf3MP3 684C SCOPAP3 5$5
00709 DO 86D L=2,NLAY SCDMP3 685
00710 LM1	 = L-1 SCDMP3 687
00717 DSIGBR	 =	 1./{DSIG{L)
	 ^	 DSIGfLM1)	 } 5COFAP3 588
DD712 qELSIG	 i./{	 SIG1L}	 -	 SIGfLM1}


















4 ..	 .__.^...._ __. .. .^^ _.^^.^-.......^.^.^^._. M-^^-rr	 .... _..	 _	 ^	 _	 i`.. _	 _ _ _
-	 -	 ^ -_	 ^_
SCOh7P3 690SCdtv1P3 691SCOAS p 3 642SCO}hP3 fi93
SCOMP3 694
5CdMP3 695SC0FdP3 89fi5C0FdP3 6975COF,A p 3 696
SCOMP3 699SCdFdP3 700
SC0MP3 701
SCOMP3 7D2SCdfJIp 3 703
SC0MP3 7D4
SCdhiP3 T45SCOF7P3 7D6SCOt41 p 3 707
SCOMP3 70$SCdFdP3 709SCO^1fP3 710SCOFdP3 717
SCdMP3 7125CdFdP3 x13SCd1dp3 714SC0FAP3 715
SC0FAP3 716
5C0FAP3 7 i 7SCOh7P3 718SCOTIP3 719








04713 ASGL	 =	 1./DSIGiL)OD714 ASGI.Mi	 =	 1. /D3IGiLh9f i
C
40715 Dp 8TD	 I=1,If$
4D. 7 16 UUP f I 1	 =	 L10N I I}
^ 00717 VUP{I)	 ^	 VpNli1
0071.8 TUPII!	 =	 T^N1i}
^ 00719 iIDNiI}	 =	 U{i,L.NB,J}
D4724 VONfI}	 =	 VII,L.NB.J1
' 00721 TDNfI}	 =	 Tfi,L,NB,J)
' C




p 00724 POTBAR	 =	 {	 DSIGILMt}+PLII,LM11/TUPii}
S	 +	 DSIGf	 L	 } + PLII,	 L	 }/TDNiI]	 } *OSIGBq
a
C00725 TEMP	 = FCOEFifI}	 •	 POTBAR+^+2
I . 00726 Tl=MPU	 =	 TE1+1P	 +	 DUD5IG
00727 TEFdPV = TEMP + DVOSIGC
00728 UfI.LMt,NB,J}	 =	 D{I,LMI,NB,J}	 -	 TEMPU+ASGLMI
00729 UII.L	 ,N[3,J)	 =	 UII.L	 ,NB.J1	 +	 TEMPLI^ASGL
00730 VII,LiJ11,NB,J1	 =	 VII,Lt47i,N8,J} 	 -	 TEMPV•ASGLMS
00731 V1I,L	 ,NB,J1	 =	 VII,L	 ,NB,J}	 ^	 TEMPV+A$GLI ^
OD732 870 CdNTINIJE
00733 864 CdNTINUI;C
40734 904 CONT I NILE
4D735 RETU}iN
4x736 END




I''' 100 49t 486	 4871004 405 397




_ 1030 4.63 459
^ I 1440 Sdd 492.
' 1DS0. 553 54S




1090 590 '586.	 587
^1i 11 417 '412	 413
^^ 110 512 505
1 1100 594 592'
^, 1110 55f 55T	 558
1i2D 611 599	 600
1134 632 613
e i 1140 640 636	 637i	 ^^ 1 }^50 -	 645 642
1160 684 647
it 1170 694 684118 529 Sf1
^ 1160 704 696
120 542 537
180' 579 562
2D 422 418	 419
202 591 583
34 425 423
^, 340 612 596












-	 -	 ^---•-	 -	 --	 --	 -	 - - -
46^/S 546 506 509 5i7 526
562
540 57a 575 576 577 681 6D5 607 622
b09/S 414/5 416/5 603/5 617/5
2B9 300 301 3D2 303 304 305 306 347
310 3fi 312 313 314 3i5 316 317 3t8
324 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329
332 333 334 335 336 337
694
,.	 __ __	 _	 _
^ 410 641 633
42 457 QA6






650 665 656 559	 662
660 671 649
690 683 678










AAA REAL SIMPLE 518/5
ARATE CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 3
^.' ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206j' AL RARCOM REAL ARRAY 35Q
ALBEDD QANDQT REAL ARRgY 2d4
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145
AS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 339
ASGL REAL SIMPLE 46T/S
ASGLMI REAL SIMPLE 468/5










^ BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1Q7
C10 GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303
•^` CSOa CNTRLp REAL SIhSPLE 310
C40 GNTRLP REAL. SFh1PLE 311
..^ CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1$5
CG CCNTRL CHAR•8 ARRAY 14
CCO CCNTRL CHAR•$ SIMPLE 2^^
CCC REAL SIMPLE 520/5
CCNTRL REAt UNISNDWN
13
I 1 CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 7
1^ CGSP07 CCNTRL CMAR+H SIMPLE 8
CC5P08 CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 9
t CD DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 380
E' CDATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 363
d CDFR CNTRLp REAL SIMPLE 297CRXL CNTRLp REAL SIMPLE 298
CDXp CNTRLp REAL SIMPLE 298
CLH GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300
[
CLt]UR RADCOM REAL ARRAY 345




GDE GNTRLP REAL ARRAY 301f
CDEF GNTRLP REAL SIMPL£ 302
[ CDEFS GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303
COLMR DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 374
COMP3 SUBRpU7INE T
CDNI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 247
CDNIDT RDPARM REAL. SIMPLE 248
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CDN2D7 RDPARM REAL SiNIPLE 214
CON3 RDPA[?M REAL SIMPLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
Ey	 ^ Galva RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
GON4RT RDPARM. REAL SiMPtE 214
COS+15 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
°.












A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=DATA INIT, R=READ. S=STARE. SV=WRITE
521	 52T	 52i	 522	 522
16
262
484 713iS 729 731
483 71A/S 728 734
473
521 522 522



























































































































FCOEF CNTALP REAL S1MpLE
FCQEFS DCOMF3 REAL ARRAY
FCQRLS ADPARM REAL ARRAY
FILTER LDPAgM tCGICAL ARRAY
FK RADCCM REAL ARRAY
FMU CNTALP REAL SIMPLE
FR057 RApCOM I:QGICAL ARRAY
FSURF REAL SItitpLE
FUSION DANDDT AEAL ARRAY
FwET CNTALP REAL SIMPLE
GAR7 RADCCM REAL ARRAY
GAMC REAL SIMPLE
GAMFAC CNTALP REAL SIMPLE
GAMS AEAL SIMPLE
GNU/ RCNTRL REAL SI1.IPLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GAAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GT OANpOT REAL ARRAY
GTOPO CNTALP REAL SIMPLE
GYJ QANQOT REAL ARRAY
W10T RDPARf1 AEAL SIMPLE
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
Hl:ATI RCIJTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATw RCNTRL AI:nL SIMPLE
HFLUR pANDOT REAL ARRAY
HH RADCOA7 REAL AP.RAY
HHE RnpCOM RE'1L ARRAY
Hb15 RADC . OM REAL ARRAY














369 370 403fS 653 0 Q
S47/S 546 550 551 552 ^ ^#
z5s 27a 68z/s 6e2 i7 T319
346
531
489/5 601 610.'5 620 625/5 ^ G
502/5 504 507 52a
320 489 501 593 6t0 625 ^
53$iS 539
158 tQT 5 9 ^ -^16D d04 471 5D2 S1E 519 527 627 '^w	 ^^^y










397/C 398 398 399 399 399 400 a00 400 4a1 401
402 402 402 403 403 403 4D4 4a4 da4 dD5lC
	
407
447 4D$ 409 414 413^C 414 414 4f5 415 a16 419
420 420 421 421 423iC 424 424 427/C aZ8 42B 430
431 431 43f a32 432 432 433 433 a33 435/C
	
436
436 437 437 437 438 43$ 439 440 44D 440 443
A 4^4 444 444 448^C 449 d49 449 450 45D 451 45T
461 451 452 453 a5a 454 455 A55 a59.'C 460 460
461 a6i 4112 462 462 470/C 471 472 472 A72 472
a73 473 474 474 a75 a75 478 478 a79 479 480
4$ p d84 4$1 481 481 483 4$3 484 484 4$7/C	 488
486 488 489 489 489 490 49O 490 492%C 493 496
496 497 497 498 a99 500 500 501 5a3 5D4 5D4
505 506 506 5D6 505 507 SOB 508 508 5D9 509
509 509 513 513 SI4 514 5t5 516 Sib 5T6 517
517 518 519 519 519 52D 523 523 523 52a 525
525 525 525 526 526 526 526 530 531 53T 532
592 632 533 533 534 534 535 535 535 535 535
535 535 536 537 538 538 539 540 540 541 541
543 543 545%C 546 546 545 547 547 547 5a8 548
548 549 549 549 550 554 550 550 551 551 551
552 552 S5Z 554/C 555 558lC 559 560 S57'C 568 S6B
570 57D 570 570 571 571 87I 57t 572 572 572
573 573 573 573 573 574 574 574 57e 574 575
575 575 576 576 576 577 577 577 580."C SSi 581
581 586/C 587 588 588 588 589 592/C 593 593 599
600 600 601 501 6D1 6a3 6D4 boa 505 505 606
505 607 6D7 608 6D8 609 609 6D9 610 610 6iD
5t0 613/C 615 6t6 617 6I8 618 624 620 620 622
622 523 623 624 624 624 625 625 625 625 527
629 629 629 629 630 630 636 631 631 631 636
637 638 638 538 635 642/C 543 643 54a 544 647
549 6Si 652 653 555 655 655 658 651 664 664
664 667 667 668 669 670 672 672 673 674 674
675 675 876 675 677 677 678 679 68a 880 5$0
68a 680 68a 68a 6BF 681 681 682 5B2 6851C	 686
686 689/C 690 590 690 690 690 69D 691 691 692
692 693 693 696iC 697 697 698 698 698 699 699












TC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
ICa I_vTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IGE RAJC'.}yi LOGICAL ARRAY
„ ICLOUD QAhfDQT INTEGER ARRAY
iC1^ITRL INTEGER UNKNGVJN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTRGER SIMPLE
ICSP5S ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
TDSPa2 IDFARIJI TNTEGI"sR SIMPLE
IEFLUx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IFUSICN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IHFLUx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^ iJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAYj_ -
i
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SThlPLE
^ Ih1D2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMO2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IiNPLE
INDEx IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGA ICNTRL IrJTEGER UNKNOWN
TPR6ACC ICNTRL i1VTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
It}S ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
iQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
iRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
y r
^^^+
TROD IDPARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE













.3ALB RADCOM INTEGER SI1YiPLE
^iC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
UE IRPARIA INTEGER -ARRAY
^JIC CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE
dM ICNTRL INTEGER Sii1lPLE
c1Ml]2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER STtwlPLL"c
+]NP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
c104 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE
JQS ICNTRL INTEGER SihlPLE
JOB CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE
JP IDPARM INTEGER .ARRAY
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL iNT1cGEA SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLISST .ICNTRL INT>:GL"cR SiMPLtc
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SihlPLE
KSTEF IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE





7tfi 716 717 717 778 718 7i9 719 720 72D 721
721 722 722 723 723 724 724 724 724 725 728
728 729 729 730 730 731 731
90 91
25 90 91
366 370 398/5 399 440 652 867
259 277 604/5 6a4 618/5 618
25. 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 3$ 39 40 41 42 43 44 a5 46
a7 48 a9 5a 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
56 59 60 61 52 63 6d 65 65 67 68











26 397 406 413 419 423 427 430 4:.+5 d43 4a8
459 470 d87 492 545 554 558 567 980 586 592







75 77 78 79 $0 $1 82 83 H4 85 86








1 39$ 399 401 401 403 404 d07 a14 415 431
431 432 432 436 436 d37 437 43B 440 448 4B9
500 5a1 513 51a 551 551 552 552 595 50a 604
618 61$ 630 630 531 ^031 646 675 675 67fi 676
677 681 682 682 690 691 691 592 593 633 597
698 698 698 599 699 699 7a1 705 705 707 719
360
721 728 728 729 729 730 790 731 731 ^


















4i2/C 414 Ala a15 aiS a16 418/C 420 a20 421 427
4261C 428 428 446iC 447 449 AA9 449 450 451 451
45! 451 453 455 455 465/C 465 a67 469 d72 b72














481 d8d 484 486^C 4B8 488 488 a89 4B9 489 a90
d90 490 557/C 559 550 563/5 554 565 565 566 568 N570 570 570 571 571 572 572 673 573 573 573
574 574 574 575 575 575 576 576 576 577 577
^ 577 583/C 584 585 588 5B8 596/C 897 598 6D7 607
608 608 609 609 609 6i4 6i4 6f0 6i0 633/C 634
635 638 638 688/C 690 890 690 690 89D 690 691 r.
691 692 692 693 693 709/C 7i0 711 7f2 713 719
720 72f 724 724 729 729 731 737
LAND RApCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 368 370 a04/5 401 a02/S a02 443 aaD
^f
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 14a
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144
h LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 96 9.6 97 98 99 1DD 141 102h:	 i 103 104
^ LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 141
LDPARIR INTI;Gt=R UNKNOWN 200 201 202
i, EFFLUX LCNTRL LCGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 136
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LI¢L4UD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11d 139
LM1 INTEGER Sl14SPLE 447/5 450 451 451 a5i A57 452 454 454 465/5 468
469 472 a72 a72 473 473 47d 474 a75 a75 a78
^ 478 A80 480 480 483 483 56d/S 565 566 566 568
570 S7S 571 572 579 574 57d 58a/S 885 587 988
589 557/5 598 600 640 601 501 641 603 604 605
' 605 646 606 63415 635 637 636 639 7t0i5 711 772
714 724 724 728 728 730 730
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGEq S[MPLE 42
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNitNOWN 115 1Q0
I,_,,1 LPR>:ACC LCNTRL LpGICAt UNKNOWN 107 132
^ LPRECDN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
®^^^ LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 106 107 t08 109 i10 111 i12 113 114 ^
12 8 ...
^ LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 115 i16 1T7 129 '^ _^
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRAD5W LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOYJN 117 142 ^ ^
^^
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1T2 137
"^LTMAR LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131 I"°
J. LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 134



























i^' f+iLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
^ M1SROD ICNTRL INTEGER SI1dpLE 47
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
N IIJTEGER SI1i1PLE 442 / C 519/C
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 a07 414 415 431 431 a32 a32 513 514 551
^I 5Si 552 552 690 691 691 692 705 775 747 719
720 72i 728 728 729 729 730 730 731 731
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5i
SVDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
',^ NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53
NDNOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE SS
NpR5W ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
i NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SifAPL[ 56
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NDTC3 CNTRLP IFJTEGER SIMPLE 323
^ NFK RADCOfJI INTEGER SIMPLE 360
NFLW CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 324
I ` NHM5 TCNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NH{JISO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
N1aM51 IDPARM INTEGER SIRIPLE i98
' NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59
NKRSH IGNTRL EfyTEGER SIMPLE 48
^	 ^',
NLAV ICDJTRL YNTEGER SIMPLE 61 409 4t0 412 418 a26 431 432 446 A55 486
E
'',.
















496 497 SD3 Sl3 bi4 535 54B 548 5d9 Sag 549
550 550 SSi 551 552 552 555 557 552 563 583
593 593 596 616 616 617 618 620 G2D 620 622
622 623 623 624 624 624 525 625 525 625 627
! 533 643 643 688 709
N LAYM1l11 TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 431 d32
NLAYOZ RADCOFd INTEGER SIMPLE 359
NLAYPI TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 408 4?4 493 547 508 524 525 538 536 537
538 53$ 539 540 540 541 5d1 543 5A5 6d4 644
a 67T 6B7
NMLEV FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
i	 NOT RADCOM TNTEGER SIMPLE 363NSDAY TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
NSEq TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65^^	
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYF:ID TCNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE 69
NYMDO [CNTRt JNTEGER SIFAPLE 71
NYPADI TDPnRM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYhiDE TCNTRL INTEGER STMPLE 74
NZINIT TCNTRL INTEGER SFFIPLE 72
OCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 36$ 370 399/5 a04 404 462 649 67$
i.'	 OCM22 RADCOM. REAL ARRAY 362
?:	 OCM30 RnpCOFA REAL ARRAY 362 O (]
OC1A3$ RnpCOM REAL ARRAY 362 'YO ^
OCM46 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 362
OCM1(X RADCOy1 REAL ARRAY 363 ^
OLAPR RADCOM REAL ARRAY 361 Q ^
OLJAN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 361 ^ yam,
OLJUL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 361 ^ ^.
OLOCT RADCOFA REAL ARRAY 361
OMEGA 9ANOQ7 REAL ARRAY 28d 293 ^ ^
061IcGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
^ ^sOZALE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 355
i	 p:^
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249 267 407 ^
^	 PCLOW PCON REAL ARRAY 373 629
PCMiD PCON REA! ARRAY 371 629
:^	 PCON REAL UNKN01'!N 371 372 373
PCPEN PCON -REAL ARRAY 372 629
'y	 '	 PHF QANDQT REAL ARRAY 263 292
PFEE5 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260 399 404
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162
PI18D
^^	 PI2
RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE t69
RCNTRL REAL SIFAPLE 164 655 664
I	 PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 325 686
+'	 PiMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIFAPLE 166
i	 PKSTD RDFAftM REAL SFMPLE 227
`^	 '	 PKTOP R qFARM REAL SFMPLE 228
AL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 340 420/5 428 472 472 d8$ 609 624 724 724.^	
PLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 344 A21/S 424/5 493
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
Ell	 PLK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 341 428/S 444 449 a51 d5i 454 455 a73 473 484{ 481 549 55$ 558
^	 PLKE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 34i
^	 POTSAR REAL SIFAPLE 72415 725
^^,	 PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 270 630/5 630
!1	 PREC-TP REAL SIMPLE	 - 614/5 627/5 629 631
^	 PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 271 530/5 631
PREP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 364 629/5 630 631
PROCIA RADCOM REAL ARRAY 363
^^,}	 PS REAL SFMPLE 493/5 494 498 540 534 536 543
PSIS REAL SIMPLE 49d/5 503
PSMAt( RCNTRL REAL SIFAPLE 167
PSMiN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
P53D RCNTRL REAL STFAFLE 165
^'p	 PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169 42D 421 d24
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QAt7 LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278II3 QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 119










^- . _ ._._.-
	











`	 ROUT	 LGNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 97	 122	 60a	 6i8	 '^
QPHY	 LGNTRL	 LDGICAL	 SIMPLE	 96	 123
QRSH	 LGNTRL	 LOGICAL
	 SIMPLE	 102	 127










260	 261	 262	 263	 264	 265	 266	 267	 26$	 268
	
270
	 271	 272	 273	 27a	 275	 276	 277
'f	 OSMF	 LGNTRL	 LOGICAL
	 SIMPLE	 9g	 124
^'	 QU	 OANDOT	 HEAL	 ARRAV	 276	 286	 289	 290	 29t	 2g2	 293	 294	 295	 2B6
	
'	 RADCOPA	 REAL	 UNKNOWN






350	 351	 352	 353	 354	 355
	 356	 357	 358	 359	 360
	
'	 361	 362	 363	 364	 365
	 366	 367	 368	 369
RAD£	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 170
RAp t4V	 QANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 287	 296
	
^	 RADLIYG	 4ANDOT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 258	 276
	
!	 RADSW'	 QANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAV	 266	 295
^	 RADSWG
	





RADCDM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 365	 6$1





RCO	 RGNTRL	 -REAL	 SIMPLE	 145
	
787	 78$






UNKNOWN	 145	 146	 147
	 143	 tag	 t50	 151	 152	 t53	 15a	 155
'	 iS6	 i57
	
158	 ISg	 150	 161	 t62	 163	 154	 165	 166
C =	 167	 158	 T69	 170	 171	 172	 173	 174	 175	 176	 177
	
ITS	 179'	 180	 i81	 1$^	 t83
	 184	 t85	 185
I''^	 RDPARM	 REAL	 UNKNDVlN	 2D6	 207	 208




217	 218	 219	 220	 221	 222






229	 230	 231	 232	 233
	 23a	 235	 235	 23i	 238j	 239
	
240
^	 RE	 RADCDM	 R_AL	 ARRAY	 339	 69D	 690
;^	 RGAS	 RCNTRL	 REt.L	 SIMPLE	 171	 471	 502	 543
:t	 RH	 RADCOIA	 REAL	 ARRAY	 347	 49D/5	 496	 a97RH05	 OCOMP3	 REAL	 ARRAY	 387	 5a3lS
	
547	 672
RHPWET	 R[AL	 SIMPLE	 ag6/S
	
a97	 as7	 p ^
^	 RHS	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 495:5	 497/5	 502	 ^ry
RICH	 REnL	 SIMPLE	 527!5	 528
^^	 ^iKDN	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 568/5	 569	 570	 `d
RKUP	 Rl:AL	 SIR7PLE	 569/S
	
571	 ^ ^
^ t '	 RLAT	 RDPARM
	 REAL	 ARRAY	 229	 401	 401	 Ct^	 RLATD	 RDPARM
	
REAL	 ARRAY	 230	 ^ ''^











RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 231	 ^. ^'^
ROCPPI
	
RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 232	 -^g
'	RSDI57	 RCtdTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 i73	 ^__'^^
	
I	 R51JRF	 RADCDM	 REAL
	
ARRAY	 357	 P ^+^
SO	 RADCDM	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 365
SPAY
	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 174	 655	 664	 672	 680
4'	 SEASON
	
RGF!T^L	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 175
SG	 R^^Oc',OM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 366





SHG	 RADCOfd	 REAL	 ARRAY	 345	 53a/S	 535	 5a5	 670





	 a$3/s	 483	 48415	 48a	 490	 535	 550
`•	 550	 572	 572	 573	 573	 575	 587	 58$!5	 523	 588	 589
	
593	 593/5	 600	 601	 606;5	 606	 608/5	 608	 6t5	 52D	 623
	
623
	 637	 638/5	 638	 638	 639/5	 643	 6a3'S	 692





57d	 57Fi	 644	 644/5	 677
3	 SHLTOP	 CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 327
SHS
	 OANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 24B	 266	 677!5
SHSnT
	
RADCDM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 346	 488/5
	





	 624 /S	 625
	














	 SIGE	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 ARRAY	 176	 421
	
'^'	 SIND	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
	
f77





SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 23°5
SINROT CNTRLP REAL SfMPL^ 328
-	 ' Sh1T1-E QANDgT REAL ARRAY 243 251
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 125
SNnw RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 369 370 A4i/S 442 437 651
SNUwN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 329 441
SNOw5 CNTRLP REAL SIr,1PLE 334 441SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIfiiPLE 178
SP RAC3COM REAL ARRAY 366 4D7/S 424 Ali a24 477 SOD 547 627 68fi 704
' SRS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357
SSS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 348 555/5 570 S7t/5 57d 575 577 581
' 555E RADCOM REAL. ARRAY 848 570!5 57t 574 576 0 ^
{ START ! D p AR(41 LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205 '^ .^ r,^
STBO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 331 569 ,.G
STERPi CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 332 437 432
STER p 2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 333 43i 432 ^ ^
STN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357 Q ^
SLYALE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 353 ^j ^
SY1SL RdpCOM REAL ARRAY 353
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281 290 454 690 691iS 691 707 721 '^
^ TAUL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 355
i . TCnND RADCOM REAL ARRAY 358
j TDML REAL SIMPLE 505/5 507 510 521!5 522/5 523/5 523 524 527
TDN DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 395 797/5 7t8 72115 724
f' TER7 REAL SIMPLE 566 ! 5 557 / 5 679 680 ^ ..-^
TEMP REAL SIMPLE 499/5 541 502 S39/S 540 541 672/5 673 674 684 725 ^ ^^?
726 727
TEMPI REAL SIFAPLE 477/5 477 482
TEh1P2 REAL SIMPER 472/5 475/5 a76 a77 482
TEPAP3 REAL 5CFAPLE 473/5 477
' TEFAP4 RHAL SIMPLE 474/5 477
TEMPS REAL 5CMPLE 475/5 482
T^MF6 REAL SIFAPLE d77/S 478 479 482/5 483 484
TErAPU REAL SIMPLE 726/5 726 729
TEIAAV REAL SIFAPLE 727!5 730 731
THRM2 REAL SIMPLE 673/5 675 681^^
TERh13 REAL SIMPLE 67415 676 681
TERM4 REAL SIMPLE 679/5 SB1 6B2
TG RADCDM REAL ARRAY 343 436/5 50a 508 515 525 534 668 659 679 651
TGSQ REAL SIMPLE 668/5 669 670
TH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 343 a44/5 449/S 450 a50 452/5 453/5 474 474 480/5 481Y 503 549/5
THETA REAL SIh1PLE 451/5 452 aS3 454 455
THG REAL 5I7APLE 501/S 542 502
TH5TD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236















^ TL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 342 414/5 444 a49 a51 45f 454/S 455!5 a72 a72 478
478 479/5 479 48D 48T 488 489 548/5 548 549 570
^: 570 571 571 605/S 645 647/5 647 6D9 6tD 614 622
622 624 625 625 690
^]I TLE AADCOM REAL ARRAY 342 507/5 508 52A^5 525 535 538 538 540;'5 540 543
697
TLnwL RnDCOM REAL SIMPLE 359
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SI117PLE 335
TraAX gANOQT REAL ARRAY 25i 269 699f5 fi99j TMIDL RADCIIM REAL SIMPLE 359
' TNiIN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 250 268 698/5 698
TN RApCOM REAL ARRAY 357
F TnPABS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 356
Tnraz RADCOFA REAL ARRAY 363
TPENE RADCOFA REAL ARRAY 35$
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265 498 499 500 54t 697/5 698 699
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
TUP DCOFdP3 REAL ARRAY 394 718/5 724
U QANDQT Rs'AL ARRAY 279 288 431 431 513 551/5 551 705 719 728/5 728
728/5 729
UDfd DCOMp3 REAL ARRAY 391 705/S 716 719/5 722










- i.^i.e - — - -	 - -._.^. —	 -'---__ ..




UUP RCOhtP3 REAL aRRAY 390 716/5 722
V 4AN7)47 REAL ARRAY 284 369 432 432 514 552/S 552 745	 720 730rS	 730 ^
VON OCC7htP3 REAL ARRAY 993J5 70615 7i7 720!5 723
VER CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE id ?3
VS OCONIP3 REAL ARRAY 377 432/$ 433 514 552
VUP DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 392 717/5 723
WET RAOCOfd REAL ARRAY 3F4 d39/5 440/S 496 4g7 53t 555 655
	 654 664
WI RARCOM REAL. ARRAY 384
WMAG RCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 3?3 46pf5 461 506 509 Sty 517
WMAGC DCCMP3 REAL ARRAY 383 516/5 525
WMAGS DCOtNP3 REAL dRRAY 378 433/5 48d 5t6 518 5t9 523 526
YlSAVS RRFARM REAL ARRAY 238
XOAY CNTRLP REAL $ItNPLE 336
RfR RARGdt4t REAL. ARRAY 360
7(LABEL CCNTRL CHAR•t3 ARRAY 11 24
2 DC4tt7P3 REAL ARRAY 375 404/5 462 667
ZLN REAL SIMPL>= Bdp/S ^ap2 510 517 516 513 527 530
2LNC0 CNTRLP REAL SIh1FLE 537 500
PROCERURc tr1AP
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS----^ --------REFERENCES D=STMT FN OEF, A=ARGL7ST
Ash REAL INTRINSIC 521 522
ANAHi REAL INTRINSIC 460 575 523 533 699
1+14fINT REAL INTRINSIC 437 46t 505 53t 574 698
GOhip 35 SUBROUTINE 7di
CUMULO SUBROUTINE 595
EJSP REAL INTRINSIC 574
E)SPBYk REAL FUNCTION a28 a94 d ^
QSAT REAL FUNCTION 488 498 534 536 6d9 624
RADIO 5U9ROUTINE 646 'yr





^y^ {	 } Tti	
^
1
. ^ ^	 w,	
_
^	 J	 ^	 ^	 _. ^.	 1 \	
A
a
000.01 SUBROUTINE COMP35 [JF SCOMP35 2
G SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MOD£L PARAMETERS SAVEq ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3
G =__________________ ___________________________'__= SCNTRL 4
00002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00003 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ABATE SCNTRL fi
DOOD4 COFAF^70N	 /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
40005 COMNSON /CCNTRL/ JIG SCNTRL 8
00005 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00087 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL 10
00008 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSF07 SCNTRL 11
00009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOB SCNTRL 12
O gg iO COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
44011 COFdMON /CCNTRL/ XLASEL	 IT01 SCNTRL t4
00012 COMrADN /CCNTRL/ CQS	 {301 SCNTRL 15
OQOt3 GOPAlAON	 /CCNTRL/ COU	 1101 SCNTRL 15
C SCNTRL 1T
oaola EOUIVALENGE ICGO,CCfill SCNTRL 18
00015 CHARACTER•8 CCO,	 CGI2001 SCNTRL 19
00416 CHARACTER•8 ADA7E SCNTRL 24
00017 CHARAGTER•8 ATIME SCNTRL 21
00018 CHARACTER^B JiC SCNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER^'8 J09 SCNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER•8 CCSPOE SCNTRL ^d
40021 CHARACTER•8 CCSP47 SCNTRL 2a
00022 G^IARACTERWe GCSP08 SCNTRL 25
00023 CHARAGTER•8 VER SCNTRL 27
40024 CHARACTER•8 %LABEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C FNTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
G _______________________^___^=====aee======vase=s SCNTRL 3t
00025 COh11dON /ICNTRL/ iC0 SCNTRL 32
OOD26 COh1FdON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
D0027 CDMFdON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
00028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMp 2P1 SCNTRL 3S Q ^
40029 CDrdMDN /ICNTRL! NDRSW SCNTRL 36 '^ ^
0003.0 COMMON /FCNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J1JID2 SCNTRL 38 ^ f^J00032 COMF,ION /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39 Q
00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40 a00034 COFdFdON / ICNTRL / JOq SCNTRL 4i ^
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL d2
40036 COMMON /SCNTRL! JSP SCNTRL 43 tQ ^
00037 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIALS SCNTRL 44 ^






















D0043 COh1lhON /ICNTRL! MATIN SCNTRL 50
0004d COMrdON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
00045 COPAMDN /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
40D46 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 112} SCNTRL 53
04047 COMrdON !ICNTRL/ MROO SCFJTRL 54
00048 COMP.IOF!	 /ICNTRL / NKRSH SCNTRL 55
OOO g 9 COMMON /ICNTRL/ M5M SCNTRL 56
00050 COFArdDN	 /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 5804D52 CO1JI14DN	 /ICNTRL/ NDA1.7 SCNTRL 59
00053 CD #UIPJION	 / ICNTRL / NDAY SCNTRL 6000054 GOFArdON
	
/ICNTRL/ ND01iT SCNTRL. fit
00055 COIAMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL fit
00056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 6300457 COr!lr710N	 /ICNTRL/ ND7 SCNTRL 64
00058 COrhMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COrhMON / ICNTRL / NHMSE SCNTRL 66
00060 COMMON / ICNTRL / NHrd50 SCNTRL 67
00061 COrh1dON	 / ICNTRL / NLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 GOrlIMON	 / ICNTRL / NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
00063 colnrnDri	 / ICNTRL / NLAYPI SCNTRL 70
00464 COMMON-/ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71 C']O
W
1 I—^
00065 COMMON lICNTRE/ NSEQ SCNTRL 7200066 COMMON /IGHTRL/ ICSp 53 SCNTRL 7300067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7400068 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ ICSA55 SCNTRL 7500069 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYhsD SCNTRL 76
'
04070 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
`
00071 CDMlADN /ICNTRL! NYMDO SCNTRL 7800072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 7900073 COM(ADN /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 80
' 000'74 COh1}AON	 /ICNTRL/ NbHOG SCNTRL $1
!. 00075 CDMMDN /ICNTRL.` F05	 {30} SCNTRL 8200075 C0iV1h1ON	 / ICNTRL / IQU	 ( ]0} SCNTRL 83
1
C SCNTRL
8400077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,FQS( 1}} SCNTRL 8500078 EQUIVALENCE (ITMA% ,IQ5f 2}} SCNTRL 8600079 EQUIVALENCE fIPREACC ,IQS{ 3}) SCNTRL 8700480 EQUIVALENCE {IPRECON ,IQS( 4}} SGNTRL 8940081 EQUIVALENCE {1HFLU% ,IQS( 5}} SCNTRL 89
^. OD082 EQUIVALENCE fIEFLU% ,IQS( 611 SCNTRL 90
'Q 00083 EQUIVALENCE fiFU52aN ,[OS{ 7}1 SCNTRL 91
^^
D0084 EQUIVALENCE (IRApSwG ,IQS( 8}} SCNTRL 9240085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,IQS{ 911 SCNTRL s3ODOB6 EQUIVALENCE 1IICL0Ub , IQS(16I1 SCNTRL 94
C
SCNTRL 9500087 EQUIVALENCE fIDMEGA ,IQU( 1}! SGNTRL 9640098 EQUIVALENCE fIDIABAT ,iQUf 2}1 SCNTRL 97
` 00089 EQUIVALENCE (IRgDSw ,IQUf 311 SGNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 9900090 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,iCf11} SCNTRL 10000091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC{240} SCNTRL f01
qI C





4 00092 C COIN}ADNY/LCNTRL/LCD= y_____ _____ ______________ SCNTRL IDS
4'^ D0493 COMMON /LCNFAL/ QALT SCNTRL 966
I * 00094 COMMON /LGNTRL/ 48EG SCNTRL 107
L










: 04098 CDIISM0N /LCNTRL/ QAHY SCNTRL 111

















^^ 001D4 COtAFADN /LCNTRL/ LQU[101 SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
^li 40105 EQUIVALENCE {LTFdIN ,LqS( }}1 SCNTRL 11900146 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAK ,L45( 2}} SGNTRL 12004907 EQUIVALENCE [LPREACC .LQS{ 3}} SCNTRL 12i
^, 00]08 EQUIVALENCE {LARECON ,LQS1 4 ) 1 SCNTRL 122QQ109 ERUIVALENCE (LHFLU% ,LQS( 51} SCNTRL ]2300110 EQUIVALENCE (EFFLUX ,LQS{ f3}} SCNTRL 124X3 1 oDi11 ERUIVALENCE {LFUSION ,LQSf 7}} SCNTRE 125
D0112 ERUIVALENCE fLRADSY}G ,LQS( 81} SCNTRL 12600113 EQUIVALENCE (LRAbLwG ,LQS( 9}1 SCNTRL 127
F. OOfi4 EQUIVALENCE fLICL011D ,LQS{141} SCNTRL 128
' C SCNTRL 129
? 00]i5 EQUIVALENCE (LDMEGA ,LQU{ 9}} SCh1TRL 930001]5 EQUIVALENCE [LDIA8AT ,LQUf 211 SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LQUf 31} SCNTRL 132
3	 ;
C00118 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
OOit9 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 13500.120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 1367 00121 LOGICAL OEND SCNTRL 13700122 LOGICAL BOUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL QpfaY SCNTRL 139
^^..
40124 LOGICAL QSHF SCtJTRE 1d0q4125 EOGICAL 5N2FLG SCNTRL 14i








^_ : ^ . .
f."• ^3
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' ry
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00127 LOGICAL QRSH SGNTRL 143
'i C SGNTRL 144
00126 LOGICAL LOS SGNTRL 145
OOt29 LDGFCAL LOU SGNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL LTMiN SGNTRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTMA7! SGNTRL 148
OOt32 LOGICAL LPREACC SGNTRL 149
00133 LOGIGAL LPRECON SGNTRL 150
00134 LDGTCAt tHFLUX SGNTRL 751
OOi35 LOGICAL LEFL4IS SGNTRL 152
OOi36 LOGICAL LFUSIDN SGNTRL 153
00137 LOGICAL LRADSVIG SGNTRL 154
00138 LOGICAL LRADLVlG SGNTRL 155 ^^
00139 LOGICAL LICLOUD SGNTRL 156
C SGNTRL 157
^ OOtdO LOGIGAL tOMEGA SGNTRL 15$
O g i41 LOGICAL LDIABAT SGNTRL 159
0014,2 LOGICAL LRADSW SGNTRL t60
C SGNTRL 161
00143 EQUIVALENCE 1LCD,LC{1}} SGNTRL 162
f 00144 LOGICAL LCD,	 LC12041 SGNTRL 159
C SGNTRL 164
} C REAL MODEL PARhMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SGNTRL 165
r C _________________________________^__=_____=__= SGNTRL 166
00145 COrAMON /RCNTRL/ RCD SGNTRL 767
00146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SGNTRL 168
00147 CDrAMUN /RCNTRL/ HETA SGNTRL 16900148 COMr11DN /RCNTiiL/ COSD SGNTRL 170
OOi49 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SGNTRL 171
00150 COrAMQN /RCNTRLI DAYSPY SGNTRL 172
00151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SGNTRL 173
00162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DECMAK SGNTRL 174
00153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST Si,NTRL iT5
q 075'4 CQPANiON /RCNTRL/ DLAT SGNTRL 17600155 CDM1,iOri /RCNTRL/ DLON SGNTRL 177
00756 CDMrADN /l7CNTRL/ DT SGNTRL 178
_I^' 00157 COh1MON /RCNTRL/ EGCN SGNTRL 179 ^ ^
^' 00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SGNTRL 18000159 COh1MQN /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SGNTRL 181 '(,(
^^^', 00160 CDMMDN /RCNTRL/ GRAV SGNTRL 182 (^
OOi67 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OrAEGA2 SGNTRL 183
}'
^
00162 CQiY1MON /RCNTRL/ PI SGNTRL 184 ^
00163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PT180 SGNTRL 785
00164 CDMMDN /RCNTRL/ PI2 SGNTRL 186
^ 00165 COMMON IRCNTRtI PSTD SGNTRL 187 ^
`t !
00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SGNTRL t86
^00167 CnrAMON /RCNTRLI P5MA% SGNTRL 185
0016$ COMPAON / RCNTRL / PShiiN SGNTRL 190 i'" E^ti
;^, 00169 COMrAON /RCNTRL/ FTOP SGNTRL '91
00770 COMrAQN /RCNTRL/ AADE SCNTRt 192 ^_	 1t^'
;, OOi71 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SGNTRL 193
04172 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROGP SGNTRL 154g
til 00173 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSOIST SGNTRL 195
00174 C01hh10N
	
/.RCNTRL/ SDAY SGNTRL 186^'
00175 COMrAON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SGNTRL 197
±, 00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 5TGE	 {251 SGNTRL 198
0017) CDMMDN /RCNTRLI SIND SGNTRL 199
^'^ 00178 COrJiMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS	 ^ SGNTRL 20000779 CDf.11ADN /RCNTRL/ TSTD SGNTRL 201
00180 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS	 {25} SGNTRL 202
0018 .1 GOMrJiON / RCNTRL! HEATS SGNTRL 203j} 0.0182 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATI SGNTRL 204
Q0183 COrArAON / RGNTRL / EPS SGNTRL 205
40184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EFSFAC SGNTRL 206
00185 GOMMDN /RCNTRL/ ChLTDJ SGNTRL 207
DOi86 CQMh10N /RCNTRL/ PZERD SGNTRL 208
i C SGNTRL 20300187 EQUIVALENCE {RCO,RC{111 SGNTRL 210
00188 REAL RCD,	 RC{200} SGNTRL 211
C SGNTRL 212
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C _____________'____'_=_=- SCNTRL 214
04189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP 146) SCNTRL 215
001.90 GOMPAON /IDPARM/ IDSP02 5CNTRL 216
00181 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX IT2) 5CNTRL 21T
00192 COMPAON !IDPARM/ I.:dD 5CNTRL 218
00193 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC (46} 5CNTRL 219
00194 COMMON /FDPARR^E! JE f2) 5CNTRL 22v
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ JP {2,2) SCNTRL 221
40195 COMMON /IDPARM/ P(STEP 5CNTRL 222
04197 COMPAON /IOPARM/ MJ 146) SGNTRL 223
DO19$ COMMON /IDPARM/ NHMS1 5CNTRL 224
00199 COMMON./IDPARM/ NYMD1 SCNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 226
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
C =^_________________ ___a 5CNTRL 228
40200 COMMON /LO pARM/ FILTER {46) SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAPE SCNTRL 230
p0202 COMP1iON /LDPARM/ START 5CNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
00203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234
002.45 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
G 5CNTRL 236
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 5CNTRL 237
C
-__-_	 __-'	 '_--_-__- SCNTRL 238
00206 COMMON-/RDPARMI ADLDP 5CNTRL 239
40247 COMMON /RDPARPA/ CDN1 5CNTRL 240
.04208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT SCN7RL 241
402D9 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2 5CNTR? 242
00210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT SCNTRL 243
40211 COMPAON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 244
00212 COPIIMON /RDPARM/ GON3DT 5CNTRL 245
OD2/3 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
00214 COMMON /RDPARPA/ CON4DT 5CNTRL 247
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 24$
40216 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL 146} 5CNTRL 249
04217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON 472) SCNTRL 250
00216 COMRION /RDPARM! CAD2 SCNTRL 251
40219 COMMON /RDPAR1d/ DXP {46) SCNTRL 252
04224 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXYP 446) 5CNTRL 253
00221 COMMON /RDPARR4/ OYP {46) SCNTRL 254
00222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCDRLS {46} SCNTRL 255
00223 COMPADN /RDPARM/ F1DT SGNTRL 256
04224 COMPAON / RDPARPA / FZ D7 5CNTRL 2S7
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ H1DT 5CNTRL 258
00226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
40227 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTD SCNTRL 260
40228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PESTOP SCNTRL 261
04229 COMMON/RDPARM/ RLAT 146) SCNTRL 262
00230 COMPADN /RDPARM/ RLATD 1461 SCNTRL 263
00231 COMMOpI /RDPARM/ ROCPDT SCNTRL 264
40232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /ROPARNP/ SGNp (2) SCNTRL 266
00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL (46) SGNTRL 287
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON 472) SCNTRL 258
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD 5CNTRL 269
00237 COMMON /RDPARAJ{/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 270
04238 COPAPAON /RDPARM/ WSAVE 4155) SCNTRL 271
00233 COMMON /RDPA1aM/ DSiG 19} SCNTRL 272
0024D COMMON /RDPARM/ SIG f9} SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
O ' S4ANDQT 2
C GL08AL MODEL SURFACE FI^E.DS S0APIDRT 3
00241 COMMON /4AND4T/ Q5{72,19,46} SRAND4T 4
C g0AND4T S
40242 DIMENSION PHIS{1353,11 S4ANpgT 6
4.0243 DIPAENSI4]M SMTH{1368,23) SQANORT 7
00244 DIMENSION AL$EDO{1368,1) SOANDOT $
00245 DIMENSION GT{i36$,1) S4AND4T 9
00245- DIMENSIONV GW11368,1) SOANDOT 10
00247 DIMEN5IOP¢ TS(1368,i} S4ANOQT 11












(1 OU248 p;h1EN5ION SH51136H,7) SQANDQT 12
^, 002d^ q 1MENSION P172,i9,11 SQANDQT 13
. 00254 DIMENSION TNlIN{136H,1) SQANDQT 14
00251' DIMENSION TMA)1{1368,11 SQANDQT 15
00252 . DIMENSION PREACC{1368,7} SQANDQT 16
00253 DIMENSION PRECON{7368,11 SQANDQT 17
'^ 00254 bIMEh)SION NFLUxf;36$,1} SQANDQT 18
00255 DIMENSION EFLUx11368,1) SQANDQT 19
D0256 DIMENSIDN FUSIDNf136$,11 S4ANDOT 20
00257 DIMENSION. RADSWGf;368:,1) SQANDQT 21
' 00258 DIMENSION RADLWGf1368,1) SQANDQT 22
00259 DIMENSION ICLOUDf1368,1} SQANDQT 23
C SQANDQT 24
00250 EQUIVALENCE (4511,1,1},PHI511,1)1 50ANDQT 25 *^
0026t EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,2,i1,SMTH{1,1)1 SQANDQT 26
00262 EQUIVALENCE (QS{i,3,1),AL6EDpf1,i)} SQANDQT 27
00263 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{1,4,11,GT11,11} SOANDQ7 28j; 00264 EQUIVALENCE fQSf1,5,11,GY1{1,s1} SQANDQT 29
00265 EQUIVALENCE iQ51t,6,1),TSfl,i)) SQANDQT 30
z 00256 EQUIVALENCE 1QSf1,7,1),SWS{i,1)1 SQANDQT 31
a 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QS{1,$,1),P{1,1,1)} SQANDOF 32
00268 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,14,i},TMIN{1,1}1 SQANDQT 33
0.0259 EQUIVALENCE (QS{1,71,1}.T1V1AX{1,1}1 SQANDQT 34
{ 00270 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1, 12,1),PREACC11,11) SQANDQT 35
^7 p0271 EQUIVALENCE: {QS(1,13,1),PRECONfi,t}) SQANDQT 36
00272 EQUIVALENCE (QS{1,14,11,kFLUx{1,11} SgnNDQT 37
^1 00273 EQUIVALENCE (QSI1,15,II,EFLL1%!1,111 SQANDQT 3800274 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{1,16,i1,FUSION{t,ll) SQANDQT 39.
00275 EQUIVALENCE {QSt1,;7,1},AADSwGf1,111 SO4NDQT 4D
00275 EQUIVALENCE {Q511,i8,il.RADLWG{1,1)) SQANDQT dt
00277 EQUIVALENCE {4S[1,19,1),ICLOUD{1,137 SQANDQT 42
C SQANDQT 43
^ C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDgT 4d
00278
C














^,I^i OQ262 DIMENSION SH172,9,1d,1) SQANDQT 50 Q ^
^Si 002[33 DIMENSION - RHIl72,9,id,i} SQANDQT 51 r^ [^
p 00284 DIMENSION 4MEGAf72,126,1) SQANDQT 52
Llis' 00285 DIMENSION DIA[3ATf 72, 126, 1 ) SQANDQT 53 !^ ^00285 DIMENSION RA[)SW{72,126,1) SQANDQT 54 ^ 3+
*` 00287 DIMENSION RADLW{72,i26,1} SQANEIQT 55 ^ ft^C SQANDQT 56 [° y^3!^ 00286 EQUiVAL[:NCE {QU{i,1,1,11,U{1,1,1,1}} SQANDQT 57 ^
00289 EQUIVALtNCE {QUf1,1,3.11,V{1,1,1,11) SQANDQT 58 ,
00290 EQUIVALENCE (QUf1,1,5,1.}.T(l,i,i,1}) SQANDQT 59 °^`^`^
1 ' 00291 EQUIVALENCE {QU(1,1,7,1),$Hi1,t,i,11) SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE (QU(1,1,9,11,PHi{1,1,7,7!) 54AHDQT 5;
!^1! 00293 EQUIVALENCE fQU{1,1,11,1),DMEGA(1,1,E)} SQANDQT 62
00294 EQUIVALENCE {QUfi,f,i2,f}.DIABAT11,i,11} SQANDQT 63
'^ 00295 EQUIVALENCE fQU(1,i,i3,11,RADSW{1,1,1)1 SQANDQT 64
00296 EQUIVALENCE (QL}(1,1,14,1),RAOLW.{1,1,111 SQANDQT 65
f )1. C SQANDQT 56
C ^ SCNTRLP 2.
^ C PHYSICS PARAMETERS ANE7 CONSTANTS SCNTRLP 3
00287 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GDFR SCNTRLP 4
OD298 COMMON /CNTRLA/ CDXL SCNTRLP 5
^:'^ 00298 COM1IMON /CNTRLP/ CDXO SCNTRLP 6
OQ300 CDMPAON /CNTRLP/ CLH SCNTRLP 7
^^ 00301 COMMON !CNTRLP/ COE	 f93 SCNTRLP 8
D0302 COIAPdON /CNTRLP! COEF SGNTRLP 9
^ 00303 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS SCNTRLP 10
00308 COMMON !CNTRLP/ CDSROT SCNTRLP ii
OD3tl5 COMMON /GNTRLP/ Cp P SCNTRLP 12
00306 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CTID SCNTRLP 13
00307 COM14iDN /CNTRLPt CUM1SDAY SCNTRLP 14
00308 CflhdMON /CNTRLP/ CUMRAT SCNTRLP 15^
00309 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C1tl SCNTRLP 16






00311 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C4D SCNTRLP
00312 COMMON /CNTRLP) DELTA SCfv'TRLP
x0313 CDMrhON /CNTRLP/ DTC3 SCNTRLP
003.1.5 COMMON /CNTRLP/ DTOUT SCNTRLP
00315 CDMRION /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP
00315 COMMON /CNTRLP/ EDNM SCNTRLP
00317 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLP
0031$ COfhMON /CNTRLP/ FMU SCNTRLP
.003 . 19 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FWET SCNTRLP
00320 COMMDNI /CNTRLPI GAMFAC SCNTRLP
00321 COMMON? /CNTRLP/ GTOP4 SCNTRLP
t 04322 CRMMDN /CNTRLP/ NICE SCNTRLP
04323 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NOTC3 SCNTRLP
04324 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NFL14 SCNTRLP
x0325 COfhMON /CNTRLP/ PIM SCNTRLP
40326 COMMON /CNTRLP/ OHOG SCNTRLP
00327 COMlypN /CNTRLP/ SHLTO p SCNTRLP
00328 CDfdMDN /CNTRLP/ SINROT SCNTRLP
00329 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SNDWN SCNTRLP
" OD330 CDMfhaN /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLP
00331 GOr4r11DN !CNTRLP/ STBD SCNTRLP
00332 COMMON lCNTRI.P/ STERPI SCNTRLP00333 COrlErfiaN /CNTRLP/ 5TERP2 SCNTRLP
00334 CDfdNON /CNTRLP/ TFCE SCNTRLP
00335 COFhrlSON / CNTRLP / TL TOP SCNTRLP
04336 COMMON fCNTRLPI 1fOAY SCNTRLP
00337 COMMON /CNTRLP/ ZLNCO SCNTRLP
04338 LOGICAL OHOG SCNTRLP
^ C SCNTRLP
^ C * SRADCDM
C RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS SRApCOM
^ 003$9 COtdMDN /RADCOFh/ AS{72,9x,	 RE17?,10) SRADCDM
Oa340 COMMON /RA p CD1Ji/ PL172,9)	 PtE17i,10) SRADCDM
0x341 COMMON /RADCDM) p LK172,91,	 PLKE(10) SRApC064
00342 COMMON /RADGOM/ TL(72.9},	 TLE(72,i01 SRADCDM
00343 COrAMON /RADCDM/ TG{72)	 ,TH(72,91 ^RADCOM
0034Q COMMON /RADCDM) SHLf72,9),	 SHLEf72,t0) SRADCDM
00345 COMMON /RADCDM/ SHG{721,	 CLDUDf72,12] SF.nDCOM
^ 04346 COMMON /RADCDM/ SHSAT172,'3},	 GAMf72.9) SRADCDM
04347 COMMON /RADCD1h/ RH{72,91 ciRADCOM
^, 04348 COMMON /RADCDM/ 555(72,91,	 SS5E(72,14) SRAOC{^M00349 COtu1FnON /RADCOh1/ HH[72,91 ,
	
HHEf72, i4) .SRkbr,'DM
€( 40350. COMMON /RADCDM/ H1-I5(72,H} SknDCOM
40351 COMMON /RADCDM/ CVTf72,9)	 CVf}172,9} SRADCDM
00352 COMMON /RADCDM/ CXDE(9) SRADCDM
00353 COMMON /RADCDM/ SWALE172,101,	 51YItf72,9} SRADCDM
043SA CDMMDF.! /RADCDM/ AL172,101 SRADCDM
003SS cOrhMpN /RADCDM/ TAUL{72,141,	 OZALEf72,40) SRADCDM
D0358 COMMON /RA pCOM/ TDPAEd$172} SRApCOM
• 44357 COMMON /RAE7Cf]M/ RN{91,	 TNf9),	 SRS19l,	 STN{9) SRADCOhq
D0358 COMFISOIJ / RADCDM / TCDND f 8 1 .	 TFENE { 9 } 5RApCDrd
, 1 00359 COMMON / RADCO (h/ 7LOWL,TrdFOL,	 h1LAYOZ SRADCDM
04364 COIdMDN 1RADCOFh/ FK15),	 XKf5},	 NFK SRADCDM
0036( COMFIION /RADCDM/ OLJAN(19},	 DLAPR1197,
	
OLJUL119},	 pLDCT{191 SRADCDM
00362 COMMON /RADCDM/ OCM22f23),	 OCM34S23),	 OCP/i39(23},	 OCM46123} SRADCDM
00363 COMMON /RADCOh1/ FRDCM123},	 OCMXX(23},	 NOZ,	 TDT p214),	 CDATE[51 SRADCDM
40364 COMFAON /RADCDM/ CX1d{721,	 WETf72},	 EVAP,	 PREP1721.	 14If721 SRADCDM
00355 COMF}{pN iRADCDM/ COSZ172),	 S0,	 RADTRMf72),
	
CXL 5RApCOM
04368 COMMON 1RA p CDi'h/ SG172},	 5 p f72) SRADCDM
00367 CDFhF10N / RADCDM/ RSURF ( 721 ,	 RCLOUD{72) , 	 JALF3 SRADCOfA
^ OD368 COMMON /RAOCONi/ LAND{72),	 DCEAN(72F,	 FCE172) SRADCDM}
{ 403&9: CpMrhON /RADCDM/ SNDw172),	 ?hFXWI(72},	 FROSTf721 SRADGOM
00370 LOGICAL LAND,	 OCEAN,	 FCE,	 sNaw,	 MIXWI,	 FROST SRADCDMC SRAI3CDMC 5COh1P35
C DEBUG SBEGDE9
0x371 10000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB
C ••"• CY6ER SCA[.AR VERSION 0.1.001	 INPUT,IDO 56EGDEB
C ^" r CY9ER SCALAR VERSION dd_000 SBEGDEB
€






















C SCOtJIP35 9 '
00372 DD 810
	
i=7,IM SCOR1P35 10C SCptr•P35 1 1
00373 TGR	 =	 GTIi,J! SCOFJIP35 12
00374 IF(TGR.LT .TICE} GO 7O 200 SCD[JIP35 13
00375 1Ff	 ,NOT.	 (ICETI!	 .OR.rS1JOWIIl1 } GR TD 100 SCOMp35 i4
00375 GTfi,JS	 =	 TICE SCDMP35 15
00377 GO TD 300 SGDMP35 16
C SCDMP35 i7
00378 100	 IFf.ND7.FROSTfI}1 GO TD 300 SCOlhP35 18
' 00379 SCDMP35 19
00380 CZFAC=	 {.331 + .075 •WETfi}1 . 11. • 1.25 •WET(I}1 SC4•.SR35 20
S	 /f{.386+.150•WETfI}}•11.^ WE71I}!} SCDMP35 21
00381 CZFAC=SgRT{CZFAC} SGO[V1P35 22 ^,C SCD[$P35 23
00382 GTII,JI=TIGE^CZFAC+fTGR-TICE] SCDMP35 24
00383 GD TO 300 SCDMP35 25
00384 200	 IFITGfIl.LE.TIC6! GD TD 304 SCOFRP35 26
C SCDMP35 27
00385 CZFAC=f	 .386^.i50 • {=JETIIII • {1.+ WET1I1} SCOFhP35 28
5	 /ff.33}+.075+WET1I!! *{1. +1.25•WET4;11) SCDMP35 29
80386 .CZFAC=SCRT(CZFAG! SGDTJIP35 30C SCONIP35 3 i
00387 G7{I,J}=TICE+CZFAC•ITGR-TICE} SCD[1R35 32
^ C SCDMP35 33
003$8 300 CONTINUEc SCDMP35 34C SCD[1p35 35
00389 FFfJ.NE.1
	 .ANp .	 J.NE.JNP!
	 GO	 TD 810 SCDphP35 36 ^ ^
C SCDMP35 37
00390 DO 81a	 II=T,IM 5COMP35 38 `^ ^00391 GW f I I . J ) 	 =	 GT'J{ I , J } 5C0lhP35 39 ^
00392 GTIII,J}	 =	 GT{I,J y SCDMP35 40 ^
00399 814 CONTINUE SCOFdP35 41
^C SCDMP35 42 ^00394 810 CONTINUE SCDF.Tp3S 43 .^-	 ,.^
00395 RETURN 5COFdP35 44
00395 END SCDMP35 45 e
Imo" J^5"^p^ STATEMENT LABEL Mn p
h1 --LABEL--- DEFINED---REFERENCES ^






377	 378	 383-	 384
810 354	 372	 369
;, 874 393	 390
4 VARIABLE MAP
__NAME _.______BLOCH
------TYPE--^---CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST,	 C=CTRL O^ DO,	 I=DATA	 INfT,	 R=READ,	 S=STORE.
	
VJ=VlRITE
ADATE CCNTRL	 CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 3 i5
^l
ADLDP RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE 246
AL RApCDFd	 REAL	 ARRAY 354
ALBEDD OANDOT	 REAL	 ARRAY 244 262
APHEL RCNTRL
	 REAL	 SIMPLE 146
' AS RADCOM	 REAL	 ARRAV 339




C10 CNTRLp	 REAL	 SIMPLE 309





CC CCNTRL	 CHAR•B	 ARRAY 14 15
CCO CCNTRL	 GHAR•B	 SIMPLE 2 14 15
. GCNTRL REAL	 UNKNOWN 2 3 a	 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10	 11 12
13
CCSP06 GCNTRL	 CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCNTRL	 CHAR^B	 SiMpLE 8 21
CC5P08 CCNTRL	 CHAR•e	 SIMPLE 9 22
CDATE RAOCO[A



































































































































































13D3 3D4	 305	 3D6 3D7
314 315	 3t5	 317 318























































































FROST RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY
FWET CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
GAM RADCOM REAL ARRAV
GAMFAG CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GT QAND4T REAL ARRAY
GTOPO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
GW QAND4T REAL ARRAY
HtDT RRPARM REAL SIMPLE
H2DT RPPARM REAL SIMPLE
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HfLUK QAND4T REAL nRRAY
'	 HH RADCOld REAL ARRAY
HH£ RADCOM REAL ARRAY
HHS RADCOM RfiAL ARRAY




e	 IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICE RADCPiS7 LOGICAL ARRAY
ICLOUD 4ANDQT INTEGER ARRAY
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICS'P55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIldPLE
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IOPARld INTEGER UNKNOWN}^	 IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE^	 IEFLUK ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
H	 IFUSiON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
1^	 INFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
II INTEGER SIMPLEi	
IiCLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL iNTGGER SIMPLE
IMO2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
iMO2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGAt ICNTRL
INTEGER UNKNOWN









IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
! I 	 RADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSW. ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
iRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
I7AA£ LDPApM LOGICAL SIMPLE
^	 ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ITMiN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
J INTEGER SIMPLE
JALB RADCOM INTEGER 5IFdPLE
I^	 JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JiC CCNTRL CMnRRB SIMPLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JlJSR2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INT>;GER SIfdPLE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JOA ICNTRL INTEGER SIhSPL£
JO8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE









245	 263	 373	 376/S	 382%5	 387/5	 392/5	 392
321










372/C 373 375 375 376 378 380 380 38^ 380 382
384 385- 385 385 385 387
90 97
25 90 91 '
368 370 375
259 277
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 44 41 42 43 44 d5 46
47 48 49 50 91 52 53 S4 55 5a 57
58 59 60 6t 62 63 64 65 65 67 68



















75 77 78 79 80 81 B2 83 84 85 86









































































































































1^	 ^'	 ^ i^.,.
^ `• .^	 ^^ ^
r	 ^	 ,^	 ^.
^ NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 --
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIPJIPLE 72
OCEAN AAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAV 366 37D
OCM22 RADCDM -REAL ARRAY 362
OCM30 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 362
OCM38 RAdCOM REAL ARRAY 362
OCM46 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 362
i OC1,1k>< RADCDM REAL ARRAY 363
^; DLAPR RADCDM REAL ARRAY 361 '
OL^AN RADCDM REAL. ARRAY 361
^; DL.tUL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3b1 1
^ DLOCT RADCDM REAE_ ARRAY 361
^ OMEGA gANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 293
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
OZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 35S
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249 267t P?iI 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 292
1 PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i62
^ PI180 RCNTRL REAL 5iMALE 163 Q -^
} PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164 .-^
2^ PIM GNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 325 '^ ^
i' pIMEAN RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE 166 ^
? PKSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTO p RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228 ^ ^
PL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 340
p LE RADCDM .REAL ARRAY 340 10 .^PEENS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY I80













PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2S3 271 P„
PRE P RADCDM REAL ARRAY 364
^ ^
PRDCM RADCDM REAL ARRAY 353
pSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIrAPLE i67
.
i^
^ PSMIN RGN7RL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIfISPLE 16S
!yl PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
1^ P2ER0 RCNTRL REAL SIi11PLE 186
s QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 I18QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278
QBEG LGNTRL LOGICAL 5261PLE 94 119,{^
}` QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
BEND LCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMPLE 96 921
RNOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SIMPLE 326 338
;,1 gOUT LCfJTRL LOGICAL SIh1pLE 97 122
`^ QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9>: 123
^ gASFi LCiVTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE SD2 127
', gRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 126
:^• QS 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
^I1 gSHF LCNTRL LOGFCAL SI141PLE 99 124
r QU QANDQT .REAL ARRAY 276 286 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 285
RAOCOFd REAL UNKNOWN 339 340 3a1 342 343 3a4 345 346 347 348 349
350 35f 352 353 354 356 356 357 358 359 360
^` j ^ 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369
^ RADE RCNTRL REAL SII'APLE 170
' RADLW QnNpgT REAL ARRAY 287 296
RADLIYG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
',} {iADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 295
' RADSY7G $AND4T REAL ARRAY 257 275
RADTRhI RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3a'5
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY tB7 T88
RCO RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 145 187 188
'i RCLOUD RADCDM REA1,. ARRAY 367
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN i45 146 947 148 149 150 151 i52 153 154 155
156 157 158 159 160 t61 i62 163 154 f65 966
157 168 169 170 171 i72 173 17Q 175 176 i77
176 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186










217 218 214 22D	 22i	 222	 223	 224	 225	 226
22B 229 230 231	 232	 233	 234	 235	 236	 237
x40
RADCOFB REAL ARRAY 339
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t71
RA pCDM REAL ARRAY 347
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
ROPARFd REAL ARRAY 23D
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 357
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE 173
RA pQOFd REAL ARRAY 367
RApCDM REAL SIMPLE 385
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
RCNTRL REAL .SIMPLE 175
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 366
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291
RApCDM REAL ARRAY 345
RA pCOta REAL ARRAY 3a4
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 344
CNFRLF REAL SIMPLE 327
g ANO g T REAL ARRAY 248 265
RADCOFd REAL ARRAY 346
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240
RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
RCNTRL REAL SIF^IPLE 177
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 3x8
gANp DT REAL ARRAY 2A3 251
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1D0 125
RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 369 374 375
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 329
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 330
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i78
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 366
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 357
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 348
RADCDFII REAL ARRAY 3d8
LDPARM LDGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 33t
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 332
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 333
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 357
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 353
RA pCDM REAL ARRAY 353
gANDgT REAL ARRAY 281 290
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 355
RA pCDM REAL ARRAY 358
RADCDM .REAL ARRAV 3d3 384
REAL SIMPLE 373%5 374 ,82 387
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3d3
R pPARFd REAL SIMPLE 235
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 33d 374 376 382	 382	 38d	 387	 387
gAppOM REAL ARRAY 342
RADCOFd REAL -ARRAY 342
RAOCQM REAL SIMPLE 359
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 335
geNDOT REAL ARRAY 251 269
RA p CDM REAL SIMPLE 359
QANDQT RcAL ARRAV 250 258
RA pCDM REAL ARRAY 357
RA pCDM REAL ARRAY 356
RADCDM REAL ARRAY 363
RADCDFA REAL ARRAY 358









































































1TSTO RCNTRL REAL SiNIPLE 179
V 4AIVpQT REAL ARRAY 279 288
V 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY Z$0 289
V£R CCNTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE: 10 23
VdET Rnpcob! REAL ARRny 364 380	 380	 380	 390	 385	 385	 385	 385
WI RtiACOA! REAL ARRAY 364
WSAVE gpPARNI REAL ARRAY 238
RllAY CNTRLP REAL SIRlPLE 335
><K RApCDM REAL ARRAY 360
RLABEL CCNTRL CHAR'S 4RRAY II 24
ZLNCO CNTRLP Fti;AL 5ItlIPL£ 337
PROC£QlJRE MAR
'	
--NAME-------TVPE-------Cl.ASS-----------^-REFERENCES d»STMT FN p EF,	 A»ARGLlST "r
































40041 SU$ROUTiNE CONHTR SCONi-1TR 2
C SCDNHTR 3
C CONVERSFON TO HISTORY IV$5IG1 	 FORMAT AND WRITE TO UNIT 08 SCONHTR 4
c scNrRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCFJTRL 3
C ==___------^- ^ ---'==---°-- ^-- - a=enc==-=----^--"------^---^-
---------°_-_------- SCNTRL 400002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00003 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COM^AON /CCNTRL/ ATiME SCNTRL 700005 COP.}N1ON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8
00006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 900007 GO}JIry90N
	 /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL 10
00008 CDhiMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL fi
00009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL T2
00010 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
000ii COMFdON /CCNTRL/ xLABEL	 {i0) SCNTRL 14
00012 CO }AFJION	 % CCNTRL / COS	 {30) SCNTRL }5
000} g COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU	 X 101 SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL i7
00014 EQUIVALENCE {CCO,CC{i!) SCNTRL i8
00015 CHARAC7ER`J3 CCO,	 CC{2041 SCNTRL 19
00016. CNARACTER'8 ABATE 5CNTRL 24
00017 CHAAACT1cR`8 AT3M1; SCNTRL 21
000}$ CHARACTER'$ JIC SCNTRL 22
00014 CHARACTEit'e J08 5CNTRL 23
0002D CHEARACTER'8 CCSP06 SCNTRL 24
00021 CWARAC7ER`8 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CHARACTER`8 CC5P08 SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACFER`8 VER SCFJTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER'8 xLA8El. 5CNTRL 2B
C 5CNTRL 29
C INTEGER }J10DEL PARAMETERS snv^o OFJ HISTORY RECOR q 5CNTRL 30
C =^==__°_______________ ________===ca====cvv====== 5CNTRL 3i00025 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ICD SCNTRL 32
00026 COFA }1►ON	 /iCNTRLJ IM 5CNTRL 33
00027 COF4MON /TCNTRL/ IMO2 SCNTRL 34
00028 COF1R}DN /ICNTRL/ IMO2P1 5CNTRL 35
00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NORSW SCNTRL 35
OD030 COFdMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 370003} COFd}AON !ICNTRL/ JMD2 5CNTRL 38
00032 COMRSON /ICNTRL/ JFAT2 5CNTRL 39
^	 40033 COR1PdqN /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40
00034 COMh10N /I.CNTRt/ J04 SCNTRL 4}
00435 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JO$ 5CNTRL 42
00035 COF.IMON
	 /TCNTRL/ JSP 5CNTRL 43
40037. COMrdON /ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44
^	 0.0038 COR9MON / ICNT }ZLI KLIGW SCFJTRL 4S
00039 CORIMON /ICNTRL/ FSLISST 5CNTRL 46
00040
N COMMON /ICNTRL/ J{S SCNTRL 4700041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU 5CNTRL 48
I^	 40042 COMF^YON /ICNTRL/ tOG$R SCNTRL d90.0043 COMMOFI /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 50
ODOd4 COMry10N (ICNTRL/ MATSN}S SCNTRL 51
,,	 00045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 COM}1SON	 /FCNTRL/ MLF	 {12F SCNTRL 53{	 00047 CGMMON /ICNTRL) MROD 5CNTRL 54
00048 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 55
^	 00049 CORSF,ION	 /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
00054 COFdMON /ICNTRL/ Ne SCNTRL 57
^	 00051 COMMON /FCNTRL/ NO SCNTRL SS
D0052 COMMON /ICNTRL! NOALT 5CNTRL 59
00053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ F[DOUT 5CNTRL 61
00055 COFJIMON
	 /ICN7R!/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
00456 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOSHF 5CNTRL 63
00097 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOT 5CNTRL 64
00058 COMFJ^ON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
0.0059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCFdTRt 56
00060 COFJIFAON	 /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCFJTRL 67



























































































COMFdON IICNTRL/ NLAYPt SCNTRL 70
CO)J1h10N
	 /iCNTE3L/ N54AY SCNTRL 71
COMMON IICNTRL/ NSEQ SCLdTRL 72
COMMON IICNTRL/ ICS p 53 SCNTRL 73
COMh10N IICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
COFdMON IICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
COMMON IICNTRL/ NYlAD SCNTRL 76
COMIJSON	 IICNTRL/ NYM4E SCNTRL 77
COMMON IICNTRL/ NYMbO SCNTRL 78
COMMON JICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTi1L 79
COMMON IICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL BO
COpAMON IICNTRL/ NDkOG SCNTRL St
COMh10N IICNTRL/ IQS	 f301 SCNTRL 82
COMMON IICNTRL/ I qU	 (101 SCNTRL 83
C SCNTRL 84
EQUIVALENCE IiTMIN ,IQSI 1)) SCNTRL 85
EQUIVALENCE fITMA>< IQSf 21) SCNTRL 86
EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC ,IQS{ 311 SCNTRL 87
EQUIVALENCE IIPRECpN .IQSI 411 SCNTRL 88
EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,Ig51 5)} SCNTRL 89
E gUIV,4LENGE {IFFLUX ,IQ51 611 SCNTRL 90
EQUIVALENCE fIFU5ION ,L4S{ 7}) SCNTRL 91
E4l}TVALENCE iIRAbSWG ,IQS{ e)} SCNTRL 32
E=QUIVALENCE IIRAbtWG ,IQSI 9)) SCNTRL 93
EQUIVALENCE IILCLOUD ,IQS110)) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
FQUIVAL£NGE (iOMEGA ,IQU{ 1)} SCNTRL 96
EQUIVALENCE {IDIA6AT ,IQU{ 2)3 SCNTRL 97
EQUIVALENCE {iRAp5W ,IQU{ 3)1 SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
EQUIVALENCE (iCO,ICf1)1 SCNTRL 100
INTEGER ICO,	 IC{2001 SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C	 LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEb ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTRL 103
C	 °____________________________________°-=___=_=== SCNTRL t04
COGIMON /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 105
COM1JlON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
COMF1fON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL iD8
GOMMRN /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QO{}T SCNTRL 110
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 111
COMPIIGN JICNTRL/ Q$HF SCNTRL 112
COFAMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 773
COMMON /LCNTRL/ RR514 SCNTRL 114
COFlihjOFJ	 /LCN•TRL1 RRSH SCNTRL 115
COFAMON /LCNTRL/ LQS130) SCNTRL t16
COMFAON /LCNTRL/ LOUI)O1 SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
EQUIVALENCE ftTMIN ,LQS( 1}} SCNTRL 119
EQUIVALENCE IL7MAX ,L4S{ 21} SCNTRL 120
EQUIVAIENCE (tPREACC ,LQ51 311 SCNTRL 121
EQUIVALENCE [LPRECON ,LQS{ 4)) SCNTRL 122
£OUIVALENCE iLHFLUX ,LQS{ S)1 SCNTRL 123
EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQS{ K)) SCNTRL 124
EQUIVALENCE 1LFUSION ,LQS{ 7)1 SCNTRL 12S
EQUIVALENCE fLRAOSWG .IQSI 8)1 SCNTRL t26
EQUIVAIENCE (LRApLWG ,LQSf 9)) SCNTRL 127
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD .LgS!10 }) SCFJTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .IQU{ 1)} SCNTRL 130
EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,IQU( 2)} SCNTRL 731
EQUIVALENCE {1_RAbSW ,I q U{ 3)) SCNTRI 732
G SCNTRL 133
LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 13S
LOGICAL QOAY SCNTRL i35
LOGICAL 4ENp SCNTRL 137
IOGIGAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
LOGICAL. QPkY SCNTRL 139





1 .^. ^ "f . ^s
W
D0125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
OD 1 .26 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
OOi27 LOGICAL QRSk SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 1440012[3 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL 145
OOf29 LQGICA.L LQU SCNTRL t4fi
00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL i4700131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL i48
00132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
00133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL T50
00134 LOGICAL LkFLUx SCNTRL 151
00135 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL iS200136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
00137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL t5d
ODi38 LOGIGAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 15540135 LOGICAL tICLdUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
OOi40 LOGICAL LDMEGA SCNTRL f5$D0141 LOGICAL LDIA$AT SCNTRL 159
fl0142 LOGICAL LRABSW SCNTRL 180
G SCNTRL 16100143 BQUIVALENCFc ILCO,LC11}} SCNTRL 162OOI4d LOGICAL - LCO,	 LC{2D0} SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL f64




'_____'==_- SCNTRL 166OOid5 COMM1ION fRCNTALI RCO SCNTRL 16700145 COMMON /RCNTR!/ APkEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COMfJIDN /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 16900148 CDrnh1ON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 17000 149 COhif^ldN f RCNTRL! C p SCNTRL 17 t
.00150 COlyPAON /RCNTRL! q AYSPY SCNTRL 1720D151 COMf+ION /RCNTRL! DEG SCNTRL 17300152 COMMON /RCNTRL! DECMAx
q0153 CDfhMON !RCNTRL/ DIST SCN?RL 175OD154 COFdrdON /RCNTRL! DLAT SCNTRL 17600155 COMFAON !RCNTRL! DLON SCNTRL 17700150 COMMON lRCtJTRL! DT SCNTRL 17800tS7 COMMON /RGNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
OD158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 113000159 CGMMDN !RCNTRL! GNU2 SCNTRL f13100160 COMMON /RCNTRL! GRAY SCNTRL 18200161 COMMON !RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 1$300162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ AI SCNTRL f8400163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIi$0 SCNTRL 1$50016d OOMMDN !RCNTRL! AI2 SCNTRL 18500165 CDMrdDN !RCNTRL! PST q SCNTRL 18700166 COMMON 117CNTRL! PIMEAN SCNTRL t8$OOTG7 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMAX SGNTRL 189001$8 COMMON /RCNTRL! P5MIN SCNTRL 19000169 COPAMON /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL i{3f00170 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL 19240171 GOMA9DN /RCNTRL/ RG.AS SCNTRL t9300472 GDMMON /RGI`JTRL,! ROCP SCNTRL 19400173 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSDIST SCNTRL t$500174 COMMON !RCNTRL! SAAY SCNTRL 19600175 GOtAMQN !RCNTRL! SEASON SCNTRL 19700.176 COMMON /RCNTRL! SIGE	 {251 SCNTRL 198
DOt77 COMfdQN !RCNTRL! 5IND SCNTRL 19900178 COMMON !RCNTRL! SDL5 SCNTRL 20000179 COMMON !RCNTRL! TSTD SCNTRL 2D100180 COMMON !RCNTRL/ PLEVS	 {25) SCNTRL 202
OOt81 COMMON /RCNTRL! kEATW SCNTRL 203001132 Cd1AMON !RCNTRL/ NEAT! SCNTRL 204
D0183 COMMON !RCNTRL! EPS SCNTRL 2DS
001134 COMMON !RCNTRL/ EPSF p C SCNTRL 206
40185 COMMON !RCNTRL! CALTDJ SCNTRL 20700186 COMMON !RCNTRL! PzEAO SCNTRL 208
C SCNTRL 2D900187 EQUIVALENCE {ACO,RCiI)) SCNTRL 210













C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
C-==== _=--^- .._...... ^..^^{)0189 COMMON / IDPARM/ IJIiMP 148}
00190 COMMON /IDPARM/ i0SP02
00191 COMMON /ID p dRM/ INDEx {721
00192 COMMON /I p PARM/ TROD
OOi93 COMMON /IDPARMI JC 1461
00184 COMMON /IDPARM/ JE f2}
ODi95 COMMON /IDPdRMf JP 12,2}
00196 COb1MON /IDPARMI {(STEP
60397 COMMON /IDPARM/ MJ 146)
60198 COMMON /IDPARM/ NhkFA51
00199 COMrdDN !ID p ARMJ NYMDi
C





60200 A'COMMON /L pPARM/ FILTER {4S}
00201 COMMON /LDPdRM/ ITAPE






G REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
00206 COMMON /RDPARrA/ ApLDP
6D2D7 COMrdDN /RDPARM/ CON1
00208 COMrdDN /RDPARM/ GONSDT
00269 GDMF1lON / RDPAR^J3/ CON2
00210 COMMON /R ppARM/ CON2DT
00211 COrdrliON / RDPARM/ CON3
00212 CDrAFf30N /RDPARFJII CON3DT
00213 COMMON /RDPARMI/ CDH4
00214 COFdrAON JRDPARM / CDN4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
06216 COMi410N /RDPARM/ COSL {q6}
00217 COFdMON /RDPARM/ ODSLDN f72}
0021$ COh1MON /RDPARM/ CpD2
00219 COMMON /RDPARM/ 0%P (46}
00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ D%YP 146}
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ pYP (461
00222 COMMON /RDPARM) FCORLS f461
00223 COFdP^ON /RDPARM/ F1DTO p224 COMrdON lRDPARitli/ F2DT
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ H1DT
00226 COrhrAON /RDFARM/ H2pT
00227 COMMON /RDFARM/ PKSTD
00228 GOFAMON /RDPARMI PKTDP
00229 COMMON /RDAAAM/ RLAT {46}
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT p f46)
00231 COh1MON /RDPARMI ROCPDT
00232 COFAMON /RDPARM! ROCPPI
0D233 COMMON /RDPARh1/ SGNP {2}
00234 - COMMON /RDPARM! SINL {461
00235 COEAMON /Rpp ARM/ 5INLDN f721
00236 COFdMON /RDPARM/ THSTp
00237 COMMON JRDPARM/ TH5TD2
00238 COMMON !RDPARM! SYSAVE (1591
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSiG f9}
00240 COMMON /RppARM/ SIG {9M
C
C
C ; GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS
OD24i COMMON / gANDQ7/ QS{72,19.46)
C
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00245 QI!'AENSIDN GWi1368,11 SQANDQT
40247 DIMEN5ION TS[1368,11 SQANDQT
002ae DIMENSION SHS1r368,11 SgnNDQT
002a9 q IrnENSION pf72,t9,1) SQANDQT
OOZ5 p DIMENSION TM;N113fi$,11 SQANDQT
00251 pIMENSION TMA%11368,11 SQANDQT
00252 DIIdENSIDN pREACCf1368.11 SQAND?T
00253 DIMENSION PRECQNS1369,11 54nNDQT
00254 DIMENSION HFL11X(1368,i} 50nNDQT
00255 DIMENSION EFLUxfi368,11 SQANROT
00255 DIMENSION FUSIONfl368,1) SOANDDT
00257 DIMENSION RADSWGfT368.11 SQANDQT
00258 bIM11ENSiON RADLWG{1368.11 SDANDQT
00259 DIMENSION ICLDUb[1368,1i SQANDQT
' C SQANDDT
00260 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,1,1),PHiS1i,11) SgnNDQT
00261 EQUIVALENCE fQS(1,2,11,5MTH{1,111 SQANDQT
00262 EQUIVALENCE fQS(1,3,11,nLBEDOf1,1)1 SOANDgT
00253 EgUIVALEh10E IgS{1,4,11,G7[1,1}1 50ANDQT
. 00264 EQUIVALENCE fQ5[1,5,11,GWf1,11} SQANDQT
00265 E?UiVALENCE fosii,6,il,TS{1,111 SDANDOT
00266 EQUIVALENCE f45{1,7,11,SHSf1,1}1 SQnNpQT
04267 EQUIVALENCE fg5{1,8,II,P{1,1,11} SQANDQT
00268 EQUIVALENCE IQSf1,10,11,TMlN(1,111 SQANDQT
00269 EQUIVALENCE (QS{1,1t,i1,TMn%{1,111 SQANOgT
O p 270 EQUIVALENCE [QSff,72,1i,PREACCfI,i)] SgANOQT
0027 . 1 EQUIVALENCE fQ5[1,13,1},pRECONf7,1i1 SQANDQT
'.^ 00272 EQUIVALENCE [QS{1,t4,11,HFLU%f1,11i SQANDQT
00273 EQUIVALENCE [4511,15.11,EFLUXft,111 SQANDgT
00274 EQUIVALENCE fQS{i,16,1},FUSiON{i,11} SQANDQT
00275 E4UIVAL^NCE (QS[1,37,11,RApSWG[1,1)1 SQANDQT
00275 EQUIVALENCE [QS{i,IB,t1,RADLWG{1,111 SQANDQT
00277 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,19,11,ICLOUD{1,11) SQANDQT
+t C SDANDQT
^` C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SgnNDQT
00278
C
COr.1MON /QANDQT/ OU{72.9,t4,461 SQANDQT
^anNDOT
00379 DIMENSION Uf72,9,14,11 SDANDQT
+ 04260 OFMENSION V(72,9,ta,t} SQANDQT
00281 DI(dENSIpN Ti72,9,ia,1) SQANDQT
002$2 DIMENSION SHf72,9,14,i1 SDANDUT
Q0283 pIMENSION PHIf72,9,14,i1 SQANDQT










^ 00287 DIMENSION RADLWf72,126,1} SOANQQT
C SQANDQT
^^. 40266 .EQUIVALENCE [QUfT,i,i,i},U11,1,1,11] SQANDQT
04289 EQUIVALENCE fQUf1,1,3,11,V[t,1,1,11) SQANDQT
!^ 00290 EQUIVALENCE iQUt1,i,5,s1,T{1,1,1,11) SgnNDQT00291 EQUIVALENCE {QUf1,1,7,1},5}1(1,1,1,111 SQANDQT
00292 EQUIVALENCE fQU11,1,9,.11,PHI{1,1,1,1)) SQANDQT
00293 EQUIVALENCE {QU(1,1,t1,11.OMEGA{1,1,11] SQANDQT
00294 EQUIVALENCE IQU{1,1,12,11,DiA8ATft,i,i)1 SQANDQT
^^ 00295 EQUIVALENCE f0U{1,1,13,i1,RADSW(i,i,il) SQANDQT
00296 EQUIVALENCE {QUf1,1,14,11,RADLW{1,1,111 SQANDQT
C SQANDQT
C + SCORDER






00299 COMMON /AMAA1/ QSHf72,a6,181,QUHf72,9.d6,91 SCONHTR
00340 HALF PRECISION QSH,QUH SCONHTR
C SCONHTR
! OQ301 COMh1ON CA{20QI,IA{2001,LAf2o01,RAl2001 SCONHTR
00302 CO6IIAON XSA{2Q],%UA[201 SCONHTR
00303 COMMON HWORKf72,9,14},QSAf72,t9},QUAf72,9,fa1 SCONHTR
00304 REAL. CA.%SA,XUA SCONHTR
E I 00345 HALF PRECISION ]A,LA,RA.HWORK,QSA,gUA SCONHTR
C SCONHTR


















k	 ,^ {	 ,.
^^	 ^	 1
'^
90307 EQUIVALENCE	 IIG,HIC},{KSS.HK55},IKUS,HKUS} SCDNHTR f8
00308 CHARACTER*8
	 IBM.CDC SCONWTR 19
C SCDNHTR 20




	 / SCONWTA 22
C SCDNHTR 23
C DE6UG SBEGDEB 2
003.11 10094 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C " -` CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 INPUT,IOQ SBEGDEB 4
G " -+ CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.400 SBEGDEB 5
C •••• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 58EGDEB 6
CSS$SSSSSS555SS5S5S3555S55355555SS5555SSS5555555SSSSSSSS55S5555SSSS5555SSBEGDEB 7
C * SCDNHTR 25
C CONVERT THE HEADER SCDNHTR 2G
00312 CC(1}	 =	 I8M SCDNHTR 27
00313 CALL ATDEICC,CA,20D +e1 SCDNHTR 28
00314 CC1i)	 =	 CDC SCDNHTR 29
40315 CALL ATOE4XDADS,XSA,KS -el SCONWTR 30
00376 CALL ATOEfJIDRDU,XUA.KU + 81 SCI3NHTA 3i
043 .17 p0 9 K
	
=	 1.209 SCDNHTR 32
00318 9 HWORKIH}	 RCIKI SCDNHTR 33
003. 19 CALL	 49CI321HWORH,RA,200,IERR) SCDNHTR 34
90320 IFfIERR.NE.0)	 WRITE13,940}	 IERR SCDNHTR 35
00321 904 FORMATI'OG9GI32	 IERR =	 ,I21 SCDNHTR 36
00322 DO	 10 K	 =	 1,209 SCDNHTR 37
00323 iAfKl	 =	 HIC^2,H1 SCDNHTR 3B
00324 LAfK)	 =	 IFALSE SCDNHTR 39
00325 IFILCIK}1	 LAlKI	 =	 ITRUE SCDNHTR 40
00325 10 CONTINUE SCDNHTR 41
C ` SCDNHTR 42
G FI x
 KS AND KU FOR HISTORY AND WRITE THE HEADER SCDNHTR d3
04327 KS5	 = 0 SCDNHTR 44
04328 DD	 15	 H	 =	 1,KS SCDNHTR 45
04329 IF{fH.EQ.9).AND.{NB.Eq.i}) 	 GD	 TO	 15 SCONHFR 46
00330 IFfIK.Eq.B).AND.INB.Eq.21}
	 GD	 TO	 15 SCONHTq 47
40331 KSS	 = KSS +	 t SCDNHTR 48
40332 LISA{KSS)
	 _	 %Sg1K1 SCDNHTR 49
00333 15 CONTINUE SCDNHTR 50
00334 KUS
	 » 0 SCDNHTR 51
00335 DO 20 K	 =	 1,KU SCDNHTR 52
00336 IF{fK.LE.fO).AND.IMODIK.2).EQ.4).AND.IN8.E4.1}) 	 GO	 TD	 2D SCDNHTR 53
00337 IFifK.LE.101.AND.{MOD{K,2}.EQ.1}.AND.{NB.Eq.2l)
	 GO	 TD	 20 SCDNHTR 54
00338 KU5	 = KUS +	 i SCCNHTR 55
A0339 xUA{KUS)	 =	 XUAfKI SCDNHTR 56
00340 20 CONTINUE SCDNHTR 97
00341 IA116}	 =	 HKSSf2} SCDNHTR 56
00342 TA117)	 =	 HKUS{2} SCDNHTR 59
40343 LA{	 1)	 =	 IFALSE SCDNHTR 60
00344 IFIQRSHI
	
LA{	 it	 =	 ITRUE SCDNHTR. 61
00345 WRITE(8)
	 CA,IA,LA,RA,IXSAiK},K=1,K5S},{}SUAfK},H=1,KUS) SCDtJHTR 62
C • SCDNHTR fi3
C START LOOP FOR THE LATITUDE 9AND5 SCDNHTR 64
40346 KNTQS	 = IM -	 KS SCDNHTR fi5
00347 KN74U	 = IM - NLAY	 KU SCDNHTR 66
00348 KKQSINC
	 = c1NA +	 IM SCDNHTR 67
00349 KKOSST	 =	 1	 - IM SCDNHTR 68
00350 IMNLAY	 =	 IM + NLAV SCDNHTR 69
0035) KKOUINC	 = IMNLAY	 JNP SCDtJWTA 70
00352 KKQUST	 =	 1	 -	 IMNLAY SCDNHTR 71
09353 DD 200 L = i,JNP SCDNHTR 72
00364 KKQUST	 = KKQSST ^ IM SCDNHTR 73
00355 KKOS	 = KH g55T SCDNHTR 74
00356 KKQUST
	
= KKQUST +	 IMNLA y. SCDNHTR 75
00357 KKgU	 = KKQUST SCDNHTR 76C *	 •	 ` SCDPJHTR 77
C CQNVEAT TI-fE FLOA°:N.G PDFNT NUMBERS SCOPIWTR 78
00358 DO 30 K
	 =	 1,KNTQS SCDNHTR 79
00359 3D	 H1'^ORK{K}
	 =	 QSfK,1,L} SCDNHTR 80
0 0384 CALL g 9CI32{HWORK,gSA,KNT45,IERR} SCDNHTR 8i
0036 :1 IFfIERR.NE.01	 WRITEf3,900}	 IERR SCDNHTR 82
00362 D0 35 K



































































C RE-ORbER THE FIELDS IN HISTORY FORMAT
40368	 DO 154 K = 1,KS
043fi7
	 IFffK.EQ.9I.ANR.{NB.EQ.I}) GD TO 150
00368
	 IF{fK.EQ.B}.AND.fNB.EQ.2}} GD TD 150OO;iS9	 KI	 = 1tK45
Q0394	 DO T49 I = 1,IM





= KI ^ 1
04373
	
KKQ5	 = HK45 + KKDSINC
40374	 150 CON71NUE
04375	 DO 174 K = 1,KU
00376	 IFfiK.LE.103.AND.fMODrK,2).EQ.4).AND.fN9.l:Q.il} GO TO 170
003T7	 IFfIK.LE.101.AND.(MODtK,21.EQ.II.AND.INB.EQ.21) GO TO 170
04378
	 K1	 = KKQU
04379	 04 J59 I = 7,IMNLAY
00380	 4UWfKI.1,1,11 = QUA{I,1,K1
00381.	 169 K1
	 = KI • 1













	 = K55 • JNP + ItS
00386	 KE9	 = 4
003$7	 QO 220 KK8 = 1.KMA><8,4095
04388	 KS9	 = KE8 ^ 1
(70389







	 = JNP * NLAY y IM
O p 392	 pO 23 p
 KQ= i,KU5
40393
	 KE8	 = 0
00394	 DD 230 KKB = 1.KMAM8,4096
00395
	 KSB
	 = KEB + 1
00396














i5	 333	 328	 329	 330














900	 321	 320	 36i	 365
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME-------6lOCK------TYPE------CLASS-------RlFERENCES
	 A=ARGLIST, C=CTR! OF DO, I=DATA INIT, R=READ, S=StORE, W=WRITE
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR•8 SFMpLE 3	 16
AOLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 246
ALBEDO QANDpT REAL ARRAY 24Q	 262
AMA^1f! REAL UNKNOWN 299
A^Fi$L RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146 na
H
V



















ATIM£ CCNTRL CHAR • 8 SIMPLE 4 17
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CA !/ REAL ARr2AV 305 30rt 313 345/w
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t8S
CG CCNTRL CHAR^B ARRAY' 1d 15 312 / 5 3T3	 314/5
CCO CCNTRL CHAR•& SIMPLE 2 f4 1S
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5	 6	 7
13
^^ CC5P06 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 7 20
^^ CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 8 2t
'j CCSPOB CGNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 9 22
CDG CHAR+B SIMPLE 306 310/T 314
CONI RDPARi4E REAL SIMPLE 207
GONIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPER 206
'^ CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
^, CON2DT RDPAgfd REAL 5IfdPLE 2f0
ii CON^ RDPARfd REAL SIMPLE 2t1
;' CON36T RDPARM REAL SIMF^E 212
rl CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t3
^^^ CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
^i CON5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
CONHTR SUBROUTINE 1
-.^ CORDER REAL UNKNOWN 297
COED RCNTRL REAL SIFdPLE i48
^'^ COSL RDPARM gEAL ARRAY 216
? CO5LON RDPARM REAL AiiRAY 217
'i GP RCNTRL gEAL SIMPLE 149
'^ CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIFdPLE 218
^ C45 CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
^ I^I COU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
`4 DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
;^i D£C RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 15^
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152:^
DIABAT gANOgT gEAL ARRAY 265 2ga
DIET RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f53
DLAT RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
^^ I^SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
1., DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE T56
^,t pKP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 220
DYP RDPARfA REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIfdPL£ 157












j' F1DT RDPARFII REAL SIMPLE 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FGORL5 RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LDPARM LOGIGAL ARRAY 200 203
^^^ FUSION gdNDgT REAL ARRAY 256 274
' GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
'' GNU2 RCNTRL R£AL SIMPLE i59
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i60
I r,T gANDgT REAL ARRAY 245 263
G1+! gANDgT REAL ARRAY 246 264
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225
W2 p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226
HEATI RGNTRL REAL S[MPLE 182
i HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
^
HFLUX gANDgT REAL ARRAY 254 272
^ WIC ICNTRL HALF ARRAY 306 307 323
HESSS HALF ARRAY 306 347 341
HKU5 HALF ARRAY 306 347 342
WWORK // HALF ARRAY 343 305 318/5 3i9	 359/5	 360
I INTEGER SIMPLE 370/C 371 3^9/C 380
IA ;/ HALF ARRAV 30i 305 323/5 3+11!5	 342/5	 345/W
I8M CHAR^8 SIMPLE 30B 3i4/I 312
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 B1 307








ICLOUD RANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 25 25 27 28 29 30 3i 32 39 3d 35
36 37 38 39 a0 41 d2 43 4d 45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 65 67 68
i 69 70 71 72 73 7d 75 76
ICSP53 ICNTRL iNTEGfcR SIMPLE 66
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6E3
- IDJABA T rcN1g1. INTEGER UNKNDPIN 88
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 t98 t99
IDSP02 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE is{)
IEFLUI( ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
iERR INTEGER SIMPLE 319 320 320lW 360 3Bt 36T/W 36d 365 365 !V!
IFkLSE HALF SIMPLE 306 309/I 324 343
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
IHFLU?( ICNTRL JNTEGER UNKNOWN 8[
JICLOUq ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
;^ IJUMP IbPARM INTEGER ARRAY IB9
1 IM ICNTRL IPlTEG£R SIMPLE 26 346 347 348 349 350 354 370 325 39t










350;S 357 352 35fi 379
^' INDEX IpPARN1 INTEGER ARRAY Isl
^ IDMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
^:I IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKN041N 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNO4'1N 80
iQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 Ha 85 86
iGU ICNTRL fNTEGER ARRAY 75 87 88 89
IRAOLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
^` IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSWG fGNTRL INTEGER UNKNOIYN 84
IROD JDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 192












ti ITRUE >•fALF SIMPLE 306 309/I 325 344
JC iDFARM JNTEGEFI ARRAY t93
JE IDPARM YNTEGER ARRAY i94^
JIC CCNTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE 5 ilIy JM ICNTRL ItJTEGER SIMPLE 30
^ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMFLE 33 34E3 351 353 385 'it^1
JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3Q
'' A J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3S
JOB CCNTRL CHAR`S SIMPLE r 19
^!
JP IDFARF+1 INTEGER ARRAY 195
JSP JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
K JNTEGER SIMPLE 317/C 318 318 322lC 323 323 32d 325 325 328/C 329
330 332 335/C 336 336 337 337 339 345 345/C 3.i5
(^ 358/C 359 359 362/C 363 363 366/C 367 368 371 375
376 376 377 377 3$0 390 390/C 397 397lC
KEB INTEGER SIMPLE 386/5 388 389/5 389 390 393/5 395 39G/S 336 397
KI 7NTI:GER 5JMPLE 369/5 371 372/5 372 378/5 380 38tJS 381
KK8 iNTEGEp SIMPLE 387/C 394/C
j KKQS INTEGER SIMPLE 355/5 369 373/5 373
KKQSINC INTEGER SIMPLE 348!5 373
KKQSST INTEGER SIMPLE 349/5 3S4/S 354 355
KKQU JNTEGER SIMPLE 357/5 378 382/5 382
KKQUINC INTEGER SIMPLE 351/5 382
KKQUST INTEGER SIMPLE 35"/S 356/5 356 357
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE :,r
KLIGW ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3Ei
KMA?C9 INTEGER SIMPLE a 387 38B 39^/S 39d 396
ISNTOS INTEGER SJMPtE /S 358 360
KNTQU INTEGER SIMPLE .,^,//S 362 364
K4 INTEGER SiMPL£ 392/C 397
[ KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 315 328 346 366
















11	 1 ^ a
,
no
HKSS INTEGER SIMPLE 307 327/5 331/S 331 332	 385 ^
fiSTEP idPARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE T96
KU ICNTRL INTEGER S1ldPLE bt 316 336 347 375 F—'
KUS INTEGER SIMPLE 307 334/S 338fS 338 339	 345	 392 Ca
L LNTEGER SIMPLE 353/C 359 3fi3
LA ff HALF ARRAY 3of 305 324/5 325/5 3a3/S	 944/5	 345/W
LC LCNTRL ;.OGICAL ARRAY f43 144 325
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144 F!
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 44 95 96	 97	 9B	 99	 104	 i01 f02
103 104
LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ii6 141
LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202
i EFFLUX LCNTRL LDGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f1 f36
LHFLU% LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 194
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ff4 I39
'' LOGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
LOMEGA .LCNTRL LDGICAL UNKNOWN iT5 fb0
LPREACC LCPJTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 f32
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 139
LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 fob 107 108	 i09	 110	 111	 i12	 113 i1t
128
LQU LCNTRL LDGICAL ARRAY 104 f15 116 117 129
LRAt]LWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRAd5W LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f7 f42
LRADSWG LCNTRL LDGICAL UNKNOWN 112 137
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 f3f












MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45
MJ FDPnRl+S INTEGER ARRAY 197
^^.
MLF .ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
r' fASM LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
^ NB LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE SO 329 330 336 337	 357	 368
	 376	 377
i^D ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5f
NLTALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
NDAY FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 ^ Q
NDHOG FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7b .^
NDOUT FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE Sd ^
i' ND?HY FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 '^ ^_
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29






















NitRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48 ^
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE fii 347 350 391 I" PY`!
1 NLAYIAI LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYPI FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 ^ .am^
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
^ NSEQ FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMdO FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYM01 IOPARM INTEGER 5IMpL>; 199
NYMOE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70
N2INIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA QnNDOT REAL ARRAY 284 293
OMEGA2 SCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1G1
r p QANg1?T REAL ARRAY 2b9 267
PWI 0AND0T REAL ARRAY 283 292
pHFS QAND4T REAL ARRAY 242 260
Pi RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162




..	 ^, _.	 ..	 _..	 ... _	 ..	 ^	 _	 ..	 .,,, _ r.,
^^
..
AI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 270
• PRECON gANbgT REAL ARRAY 253 271
PSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
^ PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
PzERD RCNTRL REAL SIMPL£ 186
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 ti8
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 119
g DAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 124
_ QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMP1,1: 96 121
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIh1PLE 97 122
C QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
It gRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE [02 127 344
^ QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 126
^ QS QANDQT REAL AARA'I 241 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
1 270 271 272 273 274 275 275 277 359
4SA /1 HALF ARRAY 303 305 360 371
^, QSH AMAM HALF ARRAY 299 30D 371/5 390/V7
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 363
4UA // HALF ARRAY 3D3 305 364 390
QUH dMAM HALF ARRAY 299 300 380/5 397IW
RA // HALF ARRAY 30i 305 319 345/W
' RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i70
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 296
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAV 286 295
RADSWG 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 i8B 3i8
'}^ RC0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 i88
^ RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 145 147 T48 IA9 150 151 152 153 iS4 155
qq 156 157 158 159 164 i61 162 163 164 165 166
^h'! 167 168 i59 170 171 i72 173 174 175 176 177
17$ 179 I80 187 162 iB3 18d i85 1$6*
RDPARIN REAL UNKNOWN 206 207 208 209 2f0 211 212 213 21A 215 216
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 225 22722$ 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 235 237 238
^ 239 240
^ RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17i
;,^ RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
^ 11 RLATD RDPARhS REAL AR >; AY 230
';^ ROCp RCNFRI. REAL SIMPLE 172
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 291
^, ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
^yl SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i74
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
i SGNP RDPARRI REAL ARRAY 233
SH gANDQ7 REAL ARRAY 282 291 Q$HS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2d$ 2E6 ^
;'1 SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 ..^
' ^^SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
5IN0 RCNi'RL REAL 5IMPL£ 177 Q ^
;^ SINE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234 ^ ^
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235 C°1
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 243 261
SN2FLG
SflLS









202 205 ^' > s
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281 290 ^ y?q
f THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL Si1NPLE 237 ^ PrG^












tTNSIN QANDQ 'i REAL ARRAV 254 26$
TS QAND4T REAL ARRAY 247 265
TSTD RCNTRL }TEAL SIMPLE 179
U QANDgT REAL ARRAY 279 288
V pANDgT REAR ARRAY 284 289
VER CCNTRL CHAR+8 SINCPLE 14 23
1y SAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238
kLABEL CGNTRL CHAR*B ARRAY i1 24
%ORDS CORDER CHAR'8 ARRAY 297 298 315
XflRDU CORDER CHAR^B ARRAY 297 298 316
kSA /! REAL ARRAY 3D2 344 315	 332/5	 332




--NAfVdE-------TYPE--^-- --CLASS------------^REFERENCES D=STTAT FN DEF,	 A-ARGLIS7
AIDE SUBROUTINE 3t3 315 316
IV^IND INTEGER INTRINSIG 389 386
MOO INTEGER INTRINSIC 336 337 376 377
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40401 SUBROUTINE C pNSTA SGUNSTA 2
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MOpEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON I^lISTORY RECOR p SCNTRL 3
L' -------------------- ---^______==-==c==c====o=o==_.. SrNTR1. 404402 COF![h1ON	 /CCNTRL/ r CCO SCNTRL 5
0 gp 03 CUPhMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
04004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
00005 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIG SCNTRL 8
p000v CflR'SPAOH 	 /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 COtdMOH /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCPJTRL 10
O p 0 p 8 COFRMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCPJTRL fi
00009 COFd1AON /CCNTRL/ CGSP48 SCNTRL i2
00414 GG`^P+10N	 !CCNTRL / VER SCNTRL 1 34041 i COtfiTiOt}	 /CCNTRL/ XLAHEL	 ( 10! SCNTRL 14
04012 COrhMON ;CCNTRL/ GGS	 130) SCNTRL }5
04013 COFISMON
	 /CCNTRL/ CQU	 {101 SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
04414 EQUIVALENCE [CCO,CC(1}I SCNTRL i8
00415 GHARACTER•8 CCO,	 CC(2041 SCNTRL 19
0401 .6 CHnRACTER•8 Af]ATE SCNTRL 20
00017 CHARACTER•8 ATIME SCNTRL 21
00418 CHngACTER-a JtC SCNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTEA•8 JOH SCNTRL 23
00024 CHARACTER•8 GCSPD6 SCNTRL 24
04421 CHnpACTER•B CCSP47 SCNTRL 25
00422 CHAgnCTER'S CCSP08 SCNTRL 26
00423 CHARACTER"8 VER SCPJTRL 27
00024 CHARACTERS XLABEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MDDEL PARAMETERS SAVEb ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTRL 30
C =^^^_^__-________'=_=__________________________= SCNTRL 3140425 COFhMON /ICHTRL/ ICO SCNTRL 32
00426 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COMP11flN	 !ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
00028 COr11PdON	 /ICNTRL/ IFdb2P1 SCNTRL 35
00429 COPISMON
	 /[CNTAL/ NDRSVt SCNTRL 36
04430 COPAMON ./ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 3B
00432 COi4MON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 38
00433 COt$MON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL d0
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL d1
00435 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL d2
00036 COt,1PAflN	 /ICNTRL/ JSF SCNTRL 43
00437 COMMON /ICHTRL! KLtALH SCNTRL 44
00438 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL d5
00639 COPJItAON
	 /ICNTRL/ KLi55T SCNTRL 46
00440 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ HS SCTJTRL A7
00441 COFAMON /ICHTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
0 gp 42 Cp'11MON	 !ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
00043 GOPAMON /ICHTRL/ MA TIN SCNTRL 50
04444 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
40445 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MA75UN SCNTRL 52
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL! MLF	 f12} SCNTRL 53
00447 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NIROD SCNTRL 54
OOOdH COTAMON /ICNTRL/.NKRSH SCNTRL SS
00449 COMMON /ICHTRL/ MSFd SCNTRL 55
00050 COMI:ION
	 !ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL S700451 CORIMON /ICN7RL/ ND SCPJTRL 58
00452 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAL7 SCNTRL 59
00453 COMMON /ICHTRL/ NQAY SCNTRL 50
04454 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT SCTJTRL 61
04055 COrAMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
40056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NRSHF SCNTRL 63
0005? COFdMON /ICHTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
400.59 COMMON 1ICNT1 NHMS SCNTRL 6500059 COh1TdpN	 /IGNT1.. NHPJISE SCNTRL 66
00060 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HHM$4 SCNTRt 67
p O p S1 COMM1RON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 59
40063 COMRION /ICNTRL/ HLAYPI SCNTRL 70
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4-	 ^ 00065 GGMfJ10N
	 (ICNTRL / NSEQ SCNIAL 724, 00466 CpMF1SON
	
/ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SGNTRL 73
4 p 467 COM+AON /FCNTRL! NSTEP SGNTRL 7A
I^ 00068 COMMON /FCNTRL/ ICSP55 SGNTRL 75
00069 COMMON /FGNTRL/ NYMD SGNTRL 76
00070 COM;,RCN
	
/ICNTRL/ NYMDE SGNTRL 77
04071 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ NYMD4 SGNTRL 78
I'^ 00072 COf1iMON
	
/IGNTRL/ N2INFT 5CNTRL 79
00073 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NFALEV SGNTRL 80
00074 CDMfdON !FCNTRL/ NDHOG SGNTRL 81
40075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ I q S	 {30) SGNTRL 82
t p0076 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ IqU	 f101 SGNTRL 83
C SGNTRL 84
D4077 EQUIVALENCE { ITMIN ,I4Sf 1}) SGNTRL 85
^ 00078 i;QLIVALENCE {ITMAx ,I4Sf 211 SGNTRL Sfi
f 00079 EQUFVALENCE fIFREACC ,IOS( 3)) SGNTRL 87j 04080 EQUIVALENCE {IpRECON ,I4Sf 4)) SGNTRL 88
O p OBi EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,IQS( 5)1 5CNTRL 89
J !10D82 EgUIVALENGE fIEFLUX ,1Q5{ 61) 5CNTRL 90
04083 EQUIVALENCE { IFUSFON , IQ$( 71) SGNTRL 91
OOOBq £4UFVALENCE {IRADSWG ,FQS( e]) SGNTRL 92
04085 EgUIVALENGE {IRADLWG ,145[ 91) SGNTRL 93
00 p B6 EQUIVALENCE fIICLOUD ,IDS[i01) SGNTRL 9A
C SGNTRL 95
00087 EQUfUALENCi< {IDM£GA ,1 g U( 1)) SGNTRL B5
00088 EQUFVALENCE {IDIABAT ,IQU( 21) SGNTRL 97
OD089 EgUIVALENGE {IRADSW ,I q U{ 31) SGNTRL 98
G SGNTRL 9B
00090 EQUFVALENCE {ICQ,FC{1 }f SGNTRL 100
04091 FNTEGER ICO,	 ICf200} SGNTRL 101
.1^^ C SGNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SGNTRL 1D3
C ssaasaxas - ,===ae=== a __________ _________ _________ SGNTRL 104
.^, 00092' COMMON+/LCNTRL/ LCD SCNTR.L 105
00093 COPIIMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SGNTRL 106
00094 COMh10N /LCNTRL/ g eEG SGNTRL 1D7
D0095 COFJIMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SGNTRL 106
^^
Q4096 COP1f,10N /LCNTRL / QEND 5CtlTRL 109
00097 COMRI4N /LCNTRL/ QOUT 5CNTRL 110
S 00098 COMFdON /LCNTRL/ QPHY 5CNTRL 11184099 COMMON /LCNTRL/ RSHF 5CNTRL 112
^^' 00100 CDFAMON /LGNTRL/ SN2FLG 5CNTRL 113
!^ 4p141 CONdMDN /LCNTRL/ QRSW 5CNTRL 11A
00102 COh1FdDN /LGNTRL/ g R5F* SGNTRL T 15
00143 CGMMDN /LCNTRL/ LQS{30} SGNTRL 116
00104 COF/IMON /LCNTRL/ LQUf101 5CNTRL 117
S!, C 5CNTRL 118
^ 40105 EQUIVALENCI= (LTMIN ,LgS{ 1)) 5CNTRL 119
S OD106 EgUIVALENC>; (LTMAX ,LOSE 2)1 5CNTRL T20ji 00107 EQUFVALENCE (LpREACC ,L g Sf 31} SGNTRL 121
00108 EgUIVALENGE (LPRECON ,LQSf 4)) 5CNTRL 122
00109 EQUFVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LOST 5)) 5CNTRL 123
i - t 4.0110 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQS{ 6)) 5CNTRL 12A
00111 EQUFVALENCE ILFUSFON ,LQSf 7)) SGNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSWG ,L q S{ 5)1 5CNTRL 126
E; 00113 EQUIVdLENCE {LRADLVIG ,LQSI 9)) 5CNTRL 127
00114 EQUIVdLENCE fLFCLOUD ,LOSfl4)1 SGNTRL 128
C 5CNTRL t29
04115 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQU{ 1)) 5CNTRL 13D
0.0115 EQUIVALENCE {LDIA6AT ,L q U{ 2)) 5CNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSVI ,LOU( 3)) 5CNTRL 132
C SGNTRL 133
^ 00118 LOGICAL QALT 5CNTRL 134
E 04119 LOGICAL QBEG SGNTRL 135
00124 LOGICAL QDAY 5CNTRL 13fi
'^' 00121 LOGICAL QEND 5CNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL QDUT SGNTRL 138
OOt23 LOGICAL Q>'HY SGNTRL 139
OOi2A LOGICAL Q$HF 5CNTRL 140
04125 LCGICAL SN2FLG 5CNTRL 1di
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w4D127 LCGiCAL QRSH SCNTRL f43
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL LRS SCNTRL 145
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 145
80134 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147
04}31 LOGICAL LTN^AX SCNTRL T48
00132 LOGICAL LAREACC SCNTRL 1d9
40133 LOGICAL LARECON SCNTRL r58
40134 LOGFCpL LHFLU% SCk7RL 151
• 001.35 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 192
00136 LOGICAL LFLJSIDN SCNTRL 153
00137 LOGICAL LRAtrSWG SCNTRL 154
04138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
D013S LOGICAL LICLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
4414D LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158j 00141 LOGICAL LtrFAl3AT SCNTRL 159
00142 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 161
D8143 EQUIVALENCE fLCO,LC{i}} SCNTRL 162
}	 ^




C REAL MODEL PARAhiETER5 SAVED Ok HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 165
C =_	 a	 __	 =	 --	 x	 e cnm===== '`___-^=__-==__^_=__'? 40145 ^COrJSMON /RCNTRL/ RCD SCNTRL 167
4D14b' COMrAON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COMMOfd /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 165
D01d8 COt4fMON /RCNTRL/ COStr SCNTRL 174
4D149 CO61P1ION / RCNTRL / CP 5GNTRL 171
40150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
'00157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
D0152 COMMON /RCPITRL/ DECMA% SCNTRL 174
Dfi153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DTST SCNTRL 17500154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OLAT SCNTRL 17600155 COMMON /RCNTRL! DLON SCNTRL 177
i.'^ 40155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OT SCNTRL 178ti 04157 GOM1AOk /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
D4158 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 180
'^ D4iS9 COr+iMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181
4016D COMrAON /RCNTRL/ GAAV SCNTRL 182
+ 40161 COMf)iON /RCNTRL/ OM>_GA2 SCNTRL 183
^ 04162 COrdMON /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTRL t84
^.^ OOi63 COMrdON /RCNTRL/ PI 180 SCNTRL 18500164 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186
^ 40165 COM+ION /RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL, 187
^^ 40166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAhI SCNTRL 188
^^ D0167 COMMON !RCNTRL/ PSMAX 5GNTRL 189
,^y D4168 CO rdMON /RCNTRL/ P$MIN SCNTRL 190
40169 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL 191
?^ 04174 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ RAISE SCNTRL 19200171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
^Ll 00372 COMMOk 1RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 1941 , 4.0173 COrdMON /RCNTRL/ RS0157 SCNTRL 195
i 44174 COMMON fRCNTRLI SDAY SCNTRL 1961 00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCtJTRL 197
t • D017G COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 f25) SCNTRL 198
^^ 401T7 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL T99
i 04178 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 50L5 SCNTRL 24D00179 CQMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 20100180 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS
	 f25) SCNTRL 202
4D181 COMMON /RCNTRL/ NEATW SCNTRL 2D3I 04182 COMMON /RCNTRL/ r-1EATI SCNTRL 2440D183. COMMON /RCNTRL/ EF5 SCNTRL 205
D p 184 COh1rdON /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
80185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 2D7
4D 188 COMMON /RCNTRL/ P2-FRO SCNTRL 208
^ C SCNTRL 209
O p 187 EQUIVALENCE {RCO,ACf111 SCNTRL 210
D0188 REAL RCD,	 RCf2D4} 5GNTRL 211
,:
C
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C =-	 -'_	 --_'- _'__=_'__=
'	 p0189 ^^COrpMDN /i p PARM/ IJUMP t46)
00150 CDFAFAON /IDPARM/ fO5P02
00191 COrAMON /[ p PARh1/ INDER f72)
00192 tiDMMDN /IDPARM: TROD
00193 COrAFAON /IDPARM/ JC 1461
p 019d CDrAMON /IDPARM JE t2)
OOt95 COMMON /IDPARM/ JP f2,2!
0'0196 COMrAON !IDPARM/ FtSTEP
.00197 COMMON !IDPARM/ MJ la6!
00198 COMh10N /IDPARM/ NHt,15i
00199 CdfAMON /IDPARM/ NYMD1
C
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C =_-^===F==-- --__'_ =	 __
00200 COfAMON /LOPARM/ FILTER f4&}
00201 COMMON /LDPARNf/ ITAPE












-	 = --	 ------'-
p 020fi COMMON /RDPARM/ ADLDP
00207 COMFAON /RDPARM/ CONt
00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT
40209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2
00210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT
00211 CO141MDN /RDPARM/ CDN3
00212 COrArAON /RDPARM/ CON9DT
00213 COrnMON /RDPARM/ CON4
t^	 002 f 4 COrAMOFI /RDPARM/ CDN4DT40215 COhiMON /RDP A RM/ CONS
00218 COh'fh1pN /RpPARMI COSL tab!
^^	 00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON f72)
k	 00218 COFAMON /RDPARM/ CPD2
00219 COMrAON /RDPARM/ ORP lab)
00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXYP t46}
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP lab!
00222 COMrnDN /ApPARM/ FCORLS ral;}
00223 CDrArAON /RDPARM/ F tOT
k:	 00224 COfdMON /ROPARMf F2DT
00225 COMrnON /ROPARr+1/ Fr1DT{	 00226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT
OD227 COY'AMON /RDPARM/ pFISTD
00228 COMMON / RDPARM/ PICTOP
00229 Ci3MFJSDN / RDPARM / PLAT ( A6 ►
^I	 00230 COMMON /RDPARM! RLATD fah)
00231 COMFA4N /RDPARM/ ROCFOT
00232 COMMON /AD p ARhi/ RDCPRI
00233 COFAMON /RDPARM/ SGNP (2)
o023a COMMON /RDPARM/ SINE ia6)j	 00.235 COrdh10N / RD p nRM! SFNLON ( 72 )
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD
'	 00237 COrArAON /RDPARM/ TH5TD2
00238 COMMON, /RDPARM/ VlSAVE 1159)
I	 00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG t9}
00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ SIG- 19)
c
C
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS. AND CONSTANTS
00241 COIIRMON /CNTRLP/ CDFA
p 0242 COMMON /CNTRLPI CDXL
00243 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CORD
Op244 COMFAON /CNTRLP/ CLH
00243 CO313FAOtJ /CNTRLPI COE 19)
p024G COhiMON /CNTRLP/ COEF
00247 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS
',	 00248 COMMON /GWTRLP/ COSRDT
e ^^! ^- ^y^^yZy.^.orrrw++ka+^^
1	 ^ ',
S	 e
D0249 COMMON /CNTRLAf GPP SCNTRLP 12
D025D GOlAR10N	 !CNTRLPJ CTiD SCNTRLP 13
682ST CdrAMON /CNTRLP/ CUh1f)AY SCNTRLP 1Q
00252 COtdL10N /CNTRLP/ CUMRaT SCNTRLP 15
00253 COMRION !CNTRLP/ C14 SCNTRLP i6
00254 COMR10N /CNTRLP/ C104 SCNTRLP 17
D0255 COlAlAON !CNTRLP! C40 SCNTRLP 18
40256 COrArAON	 /CNTRLA/ DELTA SCNTRLA 79
Q02S7 COldMON /CNTRLP/ OTC3 SChJTRLP 20
04258 COrAMON /CNTRLP/ DTDUT SCNTRLP 21
00253 COh1MON /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP 22
40250 COMh1ON /CNTRLP/ 1cDNM SCNTRLP 23
00261 COMh14N /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLP 24
00762 COMMdhJ /CNTRLPJ FMU SCNTRLP 25
00 .263 COMlApN !CNTRLP/ FWET SCNTRLP 26
00254 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GAMFAC SCNTRLP 27
40265 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GTO p O SCNTRLP 2$
40266 COMMON !CNTRLP! NICE SCNTRLP 29
40267 COlAMON /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP 34
04268 COrAMON /CNTRLP/ NFLW SCNTRLP 31
06269 CdR1MON /CNTRLP/ PIM SCNTRLP 32
00270 COfAlAON /CNTRLP/ QHdG SCNTRLP 33
00271 COlAMON /CNTRLP/ SHLTOP SCNTRLP 34
60272 COMF,IDN /CNTRLP/ SINROT SCNTRLP 3S
04273 COMh10N /CNTRLP/ SNOWN SCNTRLP 36
06274 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLA 37
00275 CDMJAON /CNTRLP! STBD SCNTRLP 38
00276 COMtdpN /CNTRLP! STERPI SCNTRLP 39
00277 COR1R10N /CNTRLP/ STERP2 SCNTRLP 40
00278 COMh1dN /CNTRLP/ T10E SCNTRLP 4{
04279 COrAfJIa N /CNTRLP/ TLTOP SCNTRLP 4 2
OD280 COMMON /CNTRLP/ %OAY SCNTRLP 43
00281 GdA1MON /CNTRLP/ ZLNCO SCNTRLP 44qoast LOGICAL QNOG SCNTRLP a5
C SCNTRLP 46
C SQA[JDQT 2
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
06283 COMMON /QANOQT/ Q5172,19,n61 SQANDQT 4
C SQANDQT 5
D0284 OIMENSION PHIS{13(38,1) SDANDQT 6
D0288 DIMENS-ION SMTH{1368,23) SQANDQT 7
DD286 pIMENSIdN ALBEDOf1368.1) 54ANDQF $
00287 DIMENSION GTf1368,i1 SQANDQT 9
04288 DIMENSION GVif1368,11 SQANDQT ID
R0289 DIMENSION TSfi358,i1 SQANDQT li
00290 DIMEN5I{3N SHS{1868,11 SQANDQT 12
D0291 DIMENSFON Pf72,19,i} SQANDQT 13
OD292 DIMENSION TR1iN11368, 1) saa hlogr 14
00293 DIMENSION TMA%(t368,t1 SQANDQT i5
00294 DIMEN5FON PREACC{7368,11 SDANb4T 16
00295 DIMENSION pREadN{1368,13 SQANDQT f7
00296 DiMEN510N HFLU%11368,11 SQANDQT 18
04297 DIMENSION EFLUX{1368,11 5QANDDT 19
04298 DIMENSION FUSIONf1388,1) SQANDQT 26
44299 DIMENSION RADSWGf7368,t} SDANDQT 21
60300 .DIMENSION RADLWG{1358,11 SQAlJOQT 22
00301 DIMENSION iCLDUDft368,11 SQANDQT 23
G SQANDQT 24
40342 EQUIVALENCE [451i,t,if,RHI511,1}} SQANDQT 25
04303 EQUIVALENCE {DSf1,2.11,SMTH{1,1)} SOaNDQT 26
003D4 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,3,1),ALBEDO{1.1)) SQANDQT 27
Q03D5 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,4,11,G711,1}1 54ANDOT 28
00306 EQUIVALENCE (QS{1,5,1),GW4t,1}} SOANOQT 29
60367 EQUIVALENCE IQ511,13,I},1511,111 SQANDQT 3D
04308 EQUIVALENCE (Q5ft,7,T1,SH5f1,111 SQANDQT 31
00309 EQUIVALENCE.. IQS{1,8,1),P{1,1,1)} SQANDQT 32
00310 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,14,1),TMIN{1,11) SQANDQT 33
oD31. 1 EQUIVALENCE {Q5{i,if,T).TMAxii,i}) SDANDQT 34
00312 EQUIVALENCE IQSf1.72,1),PREACC{1,11) SOAtJDQT 35
06313 EQUIVALENCE IQS11,13,11.PRECON{1,111 SQANDQT 36
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00315 EQUIVALENCE fQ5f1,15,11,EFtUX[1,1}} SQANDQT
' 00315 EQUIVALENCE (45f1,16,t},FUSIDN(i,i)} SQANDQT
00317 EQUIVALENCE fQ511,t7,1),RADSWGf1.1)1 SO4NDQT
00318 EOUIVAf_ENCE [QS{1,18,1},RAbLWG11,11} SQANDQT
00319 EQUIVALENCE (QSt1,19,t},ICLDUD{1,1f1 SQANDQT
C SQANDQT
C GLOBAL MDpEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT
00320 CDFAMDN /QANDQT/ QU{72,9,14,461 SQANDQT
C 50nNOQT
00321 DIMENSION U{72,9,fa,11 5gnNDgT
00322 DIMENSION V{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT
00323 bIMENSION 7172,9,14,11 50ANDQT
00324 DIMENSION SHf72,9,id,1) 50ANDQT
00325 DIMENSION PHif72,9,id,i} SQANDQT
00326 DIMENSION OMEGA(72,126,11 SQANDQT
00327 DIMENSION bIABAT{72,126,11 SQANDQT
00328- DIMENSION RADSV1f72,126,1} SQANDQT
^ r^ 329 pIMENSION RADt1Y{72,126,1] 50dNbQT
C SQANDQT
00330 EQUIVALENCE {QU{t,1.1,11.Uf1,1,1,111 SQANpgT
00331 EQUIVALENCE fRUfi,i,3,11,Vf1,1,1.17} SQANDQT
00332 EQUIVALENCE IQU{t,i.5,11.Tf1,1,1,1)} SQANDQT
003. 33 £4UIVdLENC£ fQUf1.1,7,11,SHfi,1,1,111 SQANDQT
0033.4 £QUFVALENC£ tQU{1,1,9,11,PHI11,1,1,11} SQAFIDQT
00335 EQUIVALENCE {QU[1,f,11,11.OM£GA{1,1,1)} SQAN00T
00336 EQUIVALENCE fQU11,i,i2,1),pIABAT[1,1,11} SQANDQT
00337 EQUIVALENCE (QUf1,1,13,1},RADSW11,1,111 SQANDQT
00338 EQUIVALENC£ f4U{1,1,14,11,RADLW11,1,11} SQANDQT
c sgnNpvT
o - sRnpcoM
C RAbIATIDN AND SDURC£ TERM FIELDS SRabCOM
00339 COMMON /RADCOh1/ ASf72,9),	 RE{72,10) SRADCDM
Otl340 COMMON /RA pCOM/ PL[72,9},	 PLE{72,10} SRApCOFA
^ 00341 CDASMON /RADCDM/ PLHf72,91,	 PLKE{101 SRADCOfA
00342 COMMON /RADC{]h1/ TL(72,91,	 TLE172,TD1 SRApCOFA
40343 CDFAMDN /RADCDM/ TGf72)	 THf72,9) SRdDCDFA
h 00344 COMMON /RAOCOM/ SHLf72,9},	 5WLE{72,101 SRADCDM
M 00345 COMMON /RADCDM/ SHGf721.
	
CLOUDf72,121 SRADCDM
00346 CDMFAON /RApCDM/ SHSATf72,9},	 GAM172,9} SRADCDM
00347 COFAfJIDN IRADCOM/ AHf72,91 SRApCOM
Of}348 COMMON /RADCDh1/ SSS{72,9},
	
SSSE{72,103 SRAbGOM
00349 CDA7FAON /RADCDM/ HH{72,91,	 HHE{72.10} SRApCOM
00350. COFAMON /RADCDM/ HWS{72',91 SRADCDM




Q0352 COMMON /RA pCOM/ CXDEf91 SRARCDFA
4 00353 COMMON /RADCDM/ SWALE{72,101,	 SWILf72,91 SRADCDM00354 COMMON /RADCDM/ ALf72,101 SRADCDM
00355 CDMfADN /RADCDM/ 7AULI72,10},	 OZALE{72.10} SRADCDM
OU35fi COMMON /RADCDM/ TOPA65{721 SRADCDM
th 00357 COMMON /RADCDM/ RNf91,	 TNf91,	 SRSf9F,	 STN{91 SAADCOFA
00358- COMF^IDN /RADCDM/ TCOND491,	 TP£NEI91 SRAbCOM
00353 COtAMON /RADCDM/ TLDWL.TMIDL,	 NLAYDZ SRADCDM
00360 CDtAMON /RADCDM/ FKlS),	 }fKfS},	 NFK SRApCDM
04361 COMII^QN !RADCDM/ OLJANf191,	 OLAAR{191.
	
OLJUL119),	 OLOCTf197 SRt.DGD1A1 00362 CDMfAf]N
	 /RADC0f41/ OCM22{23},	 OCM30{23},	 OCM38f23),	 OCM46t231 SRADCDM
00363 COMMON /RADCOFJS/ PROCMf23},	 pCMXXf231,	 NOZ,	 T0TOZ{4},	 CDATE^51 SRADCDM
! 00364 CDAFDN /RADCDM/ CZH[72),
	
W£T172),	 EVAP,	 PREP{721.	 SY71721 SRADCDM
00365 COMMON /RADCDM/ COSZ(721,
	
50,	 RADTRMf72).	 CXL SRADCDM
i 00365. COMMON /RADCDM/ SG{721,
	
SPf72} SAADCOFA
OQ367 COMMON /RADCDM/ RSURF{72),	 RCLDUD(721,	 JALB SRApCOFA
00368 COMMON /RAOCOM/ LAND{72},	 OCEANf721,
	
ICES721 SRADCDM
00369 CDA4FAON /RADCDM/ SNOW{72},
	
MIXWif72},	 FROSTf721 SRADCDM
00370 LOGICAL LANp,	 OCEAN,	 ICE,	 SNOW,	 MIXWI,	 FROST SRADCDM
C 5RADGOM
C SINPHYS
G PHYSICS INPUT NAM£LIST SINPHYS
00371 NAMELIST /iNPWYS/ CDXt, CbXO, ED, FMU, 	 FWET, NbHDG, NFLW SINPHYS
00372 LOG?CAL ONCE/.F4LSE./ SCDNSTA
C SCDNSTA
C DEBUG SBEGDEe





























C " "' CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPUT.IOq 56EGDE8 4
C •'•• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 59EGpE8 5
C •++• CYBER SCALAR VERSION DO SBEGbEB 6
CSSSg5555S5555ffiS55S5S5S35SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5SSS55555555555555SSSSSSSSSSS58EGOE8 7
C SCDNSTA 11
OD374 IF	 !ONCE)	 GO TO SD SCDNSTA 12
D0375 ONCE _	 .TRUE. SCDNSTA 13
C SCDNSTA 14
'. (^ rrr-.•rr.r.rr+rrrrrrr+rr+rrr+r.+r+.r.rw.rrrr.arrrrw ► arr SCDNSTA 15
{,+ +rr.r	 r++++ SCDNSTA 16
C •••+•	 SET CONSTANTS FOR ENTIRE RUN	 '•'*+ SCDNSTA 17
C rr;rr	 rr.rr SCDNSTA 18L+ rrrrgf..rrrerrrrrrrrrrrrrr g rrrrrr gg krrrrrrr g rrrerrrr,rr SCDNSTA 19
C SCDNSTA 20
00376 NDTC3	 = NSObHH15t1JDPHY , O} SCDNSTA 21
00377 bTC3	 = NDTC3 SCONSFA 22
00378 DTOUT	 = NIODHMS(NDOUT,4) SCDNSTA 23
00379 CUMRAT = pTC3/DTOUT SCDNSTA 24
04384 CUMDAY = SDAY/DTDUT SCDNSTA 25
C DATA SDAY,CALTOJ,PZERO/86404.,4.186,10!3.25/ SCDNSTA 26
C DATA 50L5,HEATW,HEATI,EPS/t73.,597.2,680_,.622/ SCDNSTA 27
C SCDNSTA 28
DD3B1 CALTOJ	 = 4.186 '	 1000. SCDNSTA 29
-00382 PZERD	 =	 1013.25 SCDNSTA 30
60383 HEATW	 = 597.2 SCDNSTA 31
00384 HEATI	 = 680.0 SCDNSTA 32
OD3B5 EPS	 = 0.622 SCDNSTA 33
C SCDNSTA 34
4D386 CLH	 = HEATW / CPP SCDNSTA 35
DD387 EP5FAC =	 EPS•HEATW/RGAS`CAL70J SCDNSTA 36
D0388 GAMFAC =	 CLH + EPSFAC SCDNSTA 37
00389 GTOPD	 =	 {	 2.*GRA^`PXERO/SQRTITICE) 	 )/!0. SCDNSTA 38
C SCDNSTA 39
00390 CTip	 = SDAY`.0052 SCDNSTA d0
40395 SO	 = 2880./RSRIST SCDNSTA 41
D0392 PIM
	
= P5TD - PTOP SCDNSTA 42
D0393 CMASS	 =	 PSp[ • tO./GRAN SCDNSTA 43
D0394 STERPI	 =	 tSIGElNLAYPI)	 -	 SIGINLAYAII))/{5IGINLAY} 	 - SIGfNLAYMI))	 SCDNSTA 44
40395 57ERP2	 =	 {	 SIG(NLAY	 )	 -	 SIGEINLAYPt))/{SIGINLAY}	 - SIGINLAYMII)	 SCDNSTA 45
D0396 ZLNCD	 -	 .5 •pSIG{NLAY)*RGAS/GRAN SCDNSTA 46
00397 CDEF	 = DTC3IiCPP + CMASS • SDAY} SCDNSTA 47
00398 CDEFS	 = GRAV`bTC3/DSIG{NLAY) SCDNSTA 48
C SCDNSTA 49
00399 DD	 10 L=1,NLAY SCDNSTA 50
00400 COE{L}	 =	 CDEF/DSIG{L7 SCDNSTA 51
40441 10 CONT?NUE SCDNSTA 52
C SCDNSTA 53
^; «+«r+	 •	 r•r;wrrrrr•.rrr*rrrr;.•rrrr;rrr+•.r...rr..+•«« SCDNSTA 54
C •++• ► 	 »++r+ SCDNSTA 55
C " +•"	 REMOVE Olq MI?(WI CONDITION FROM GT ARRAY	 •+••' SCDNSTA 56
C, r•+•-	 •+•+* SCDNSTA 57
C rr;.r;rrrrrrr.;rrr•rrrgrr;rrrrrsr;..grr.rrrarrrrrrrrrr SCDNSTA 5$
C SCDNSTA S9
OD402 DO	 f00 JJ=JSP,JNP SCDNSTA 66
00403 DD	 104	 II=1,IM SCDNSTA 6t
OOA04 IFd	 GTIII,JJ).LE.I.t	 }	 GT{II,JJ}=TICS SCDNSTA 62
00405 100 CONTINUE SCDNSTA 63
C SCDNSTA 64
L+ a.rr.rwrrrf,vr«r ► rrrr^r++rrrrr+rrrrr;rr.r..r++ ► arr;srrr+ g SCDNSTA 65
C • • w••	 **+•• SCDNSTA 6S
C '•*••	 DEFAULT ANp REAP NAMELIST INPHYS	 gr ** n SCDNSTA 67
C ++.+»	 ► ++•+ SCDNSTA 68
- () .ar..r ► .r.rrrwrrrr•rwrrarrwr^.rrrr.rrrrwrrri.r rr r.rr;rrr SCDNSTA 69
C SCDNSTA 7D
04405 CpFR	 =	 1. SCDNSTA 7t
00407 CDRL	 =	 1. SCDNSTA 72
00408 CD80	 =	 1. 5CON5TA 73
40469 Ep =	 .5 SCOIJSTA 74
40410 FN1U =	 .ODDB7 SCDNSTA 75
40411 FWET =	 .5 SCDNSTA 76
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'^044 13 NF LSY	 =	 5 SCDNSTA 78
00414 REAP	 I i1,INPWYS,ENR = 201 SGONSTA 79 43
04415 20 CONTINUE SCDNSTA 80
00416 41RITEt3,INPWY51 SCDNSTA 81
00417 FCOEF	 = 256. • GRAV •• 2^PMU • DTC31{500, + RGA51 SGONSTA 82
C SCDNSTA 83
(^,	 .aa+ aaa•aa.•rra ♦ a.rr ► .a.rar.w. +rrraar ► .+rrrr ► rrr+.s.rr SCDNSTA 84
C	 •'••' +•^•' SGONSTA 85
C	 ^+•^•	 SET CONSTANTS FOR CURRENT TIME "'•' SCDNSTA 86 _.
C	 "•^'^ " " + SCONSTn 87C	 .a.a..rrr..ra..a.....a ................................ SCDNSTA 88
c SCOraSTA 89
00418 50 CONTINUE SCDNSTA 90
C SCDNSTA 91
00419 4WDG	 = NDWOG.NE.O	 .AND. MDDHMSiNHM5,HDHOGI/NDTC3.EG.0 SCDNSTA 92
00420 RDT	 = PI2 •NSDAY/SDAY SCDNSTA 93
00421 CO5ROT » COSIROTI SCDNSTA 94
00422 SINROT	 = SINiROTi SCDNSTA 95
00423 SNODEC
	 =	 PI/12.'COS{ . 9863' ( NDAY - 24 . 6681 • PI1801 SCDNSTA 96
J0424 5N01!JN	 =	 PI/3.	 -	 SNODEC SCDNSTA 97
00425 SNOWS	 = -PI/3.	 - SNODEG SCDNSTA 98
00426 XDAY	 = FLOATINDAY+631 SCDNSTA 99
G SCONSTA100
D0427 RETURN SCONSTn141




i0 4U1	 399 Q ^s
100 405	 402	 403 ^ r
10000 373







^^ti	 --N0.ME--- ----BLOCK------TYPE------CLASS--- ----REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL DF DO,	 F=DATA	 INIT, R=READ,	 5»STORE.	 W=WRITE
rte+




AL RADCOM	 REAL	 ARRnY 354
t	 ALBEDO 4hNDOT	 REAL	 ARRAY 286 304
^°	 APWEL RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE t46
^1;	 AS RADCOM	 REAL	 ARRAY 339
ATIi'1fE CCNTR[.	 CWAR•8	 SIMPLE A 17
^,	 BETA RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIFriPLE 147.
C1U CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 253
^1	 C100 CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 254
C40 GNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 25S
CALTOJ RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE 165 381/S 387
CC CCNTRL	 CWAR*8	 ARRAY 14 15
CCU CCNTRL	 CHARw8	 SIMPLE 2 14 15
^	 CCNTRL REAL	 UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6	 7 8	 9	 10	 11 12
13
`	 CCSP06 CCNTRL	 CWnR•8	 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCNTRL	 CHAR•8	 SItdPLE 8 21
k	 CCSP08 CGNTRL	 CWAR'8	 SIMPLE 9 22
CDATE -ARRAYRADCOM	 REAL 363
CDFR CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 24i 406/5
CDXL CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 242 371 4D7/S
CDXO CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 243 371 408/S




CMASS REAL	 SIMPLE 393/5 357
CNTRLP REAL	 UNKNOWN 24i 242 243 244 245	 2a6 247	 248	 245	 250 251
252 253 254 255 256	 25T 258	 299	 260	 261 262_
263 264 265 266 267	 26$ 269	 270	 271	 272 273
274 275 275 277 278	 279 280	 281
COE CNTRLP	 REAt	 nRRAY 2a5 400/5
GOEF CNTRLP	 REAL	 SIMPLE 246 397/5 400











' CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2QT RDPARM REAL 5lh7PLE 210CON3 RDPARM REAL SItISpLE 2t1
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212^
C0N4 RDPARM REAL SlMpLE 213
CDN4D7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CflN5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
CONSTA SUBROUTINE T
} COSD RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE 148
COSI_ RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2i6
E COSl.ON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2t7
COSROT CNTRLP REAL SIh4PLE 248
t COST RAQCOR9 REAL ARRAY 365
'd CP RCNTRL REAL SSh1PLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
€ CPP .CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 249
€ CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
'f C4U CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
CTID CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 250
^' CllMQAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 251
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 252
CVQ RApCOtJ1 REAL ARRAY 351
` CVT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 35t
CXDE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 352
CXL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 365
' CZI^ RADCOh1 REAL ARRAY 364
'. QAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
























ti OLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
„ 1	 DLpN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 555:^
^^/	 DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE TSB
* QTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 257
1)TOUT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 258:^
DRF RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 224
DYP RDPARM REAt ARRAY 22T
k ECCN RCNTRi_ REAL SlMFLE 1ST
r` 1` ED CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 259
#^i	 ' EDNM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 260
EFLUx QANDQT REAL ARRAY 297l	
: EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
d'd^ EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18d
EVAP RAQCOM REAL SIMPLE 364
f11 F1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223y FZDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FCOLF CNTRLP -REAL SIMPLE 261
`•^ FCDRLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
^^ FILTER LpPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200
G 1 FK RAQCOtJ1 REAL ARRAY 360
FMU CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 252
FROST RAOCOM LOG;CAL ARRAY 359
^^ FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 298
FWET CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 263
t' GAM RgDCOM REAL ARRAY 346
GAILIFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 264
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 560
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287
i. GTOPO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 265
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 288
4j H1QT RQFARM REAL SIMPLE 225



















































HEATI RCN7RL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HFLUX QANDgT REAL ARRAY
HH RADCOM REAL ARRAY
_ HHE RADCON{ REAi. ARRAY
s HHS RAOCOM REAL ARRA'I
RICE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
IC ICNTRL IHTEGER ARRAY
iC0 ICNTRL 'INTEGER SIMPLE
ICE RAACOrh LOGICAL ARRAY
!CLOUD gANDOT INTEGER ARRAY
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNi
t	 ;
^. ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE}	 ^ ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
]OIAEIAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^'	 s IDPARM INTEGER UNKN01yN
IDSPd2 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLUX ICNTRR INTEGER UNKNOWN
!FUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOPlN
! IWFLU7I ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
II INTEGER SIMPLE
IICLOUb ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IJUMF IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL IHTEGER SIPAPLE
IMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE





IOMEGA ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN
t^} IPREACC ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOLYN.
IqS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAYti ;
,,i IqU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRAbLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^ IRADSVI ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^	 # IRADSWG ICNTRL IFITEGER UNKNOWN
1 IROb IppAAFd INTEGER SIMPLE
!t; ;TAPE LDPARFII LOGICAL SFMpLE
ITMA7( ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
4,' ITGIIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
JALB AADCOIA INTEGER SIMPLE
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
^9 ' JE IbPAgM INTEGER ARRAYpll^ dIC CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE
f JJ INTEGER SIMPLE
t JM ICNTRL IHTEGER SIMPLE
'.,^ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
` Jh9T2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
`j ail JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
,IOa ICNTRL INTEGER SIl11PCE
„ JO$ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
c108 CCNTRL CHAR+$ SIMPLEF JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
J5P ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER 5[rAPLE
KLI55T ICNTRL INTEGER SIrAPLE
[ KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
i L .INTEGER SIMPLE! LAND_ RAACOM LOGICAL ARRAY
LC LCNTRC LOGICAL ARRAY
^' !CD CCNTRL. LOGICAL SIMPLE
CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
182 384/5










25 26 27 28
35 37 38 39
47 d8 49 5D
5B 59 60 61



















75 77 78 79
































92 93 9d 95
29 30 31 32 33 34 35
40 4i 42 43 44 45 46
51 52 53 54 55 56 57
62 63 64 65 66 67 68
73 74 75 76
193 194 i95 i96 197 t98 ?99












LDIAI3AT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
c. LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LHFtIiX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
i; LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^ LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
'i tR5 LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
tRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRA p SW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKN04L'N
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
f LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
7 NIATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEj' 141A7SNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
t. MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGIiR SIMPLE
lilIXW3 RADCOtJI LOGICAL ARRAY
MJ IRPARM INTEGER aRRnY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
FdROp ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL@
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N6 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NRALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NpAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER 5ILIIPLE
I^ NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE^ NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSNF ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
'^ Np7 ICNTRL INTEGER S.EMPLE
y NDTC3 CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE.
NFK RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE
NFLW CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE
s^
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGE=R SIMPLEj NHMS1 IDPARNt INTEGER SIMPLE
=,4 NHM5E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
i HKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE









NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIfFPLE
ii NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NOZ RAt] COM INTi: GER SIMPLE
^ NSRAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
i^ NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMq ICNTRL. INTEGER S.LMPLE
NYM p O ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMR1 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
r NYhiDE ICNTRL INTi=GER SIMPLE
NZTNIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
OCEAN RApCOM LOGICAL ARRAY
OCM22 RARCOfd REAL ARRAY
OCM30 RAOCOld REAt ARRAY
^ OCM3$ RADCOM REAL ARRAY
OCM46 RADCOM REAL ARRAY
OCh17tX RADCOM REAL ARRAY
^; OLAPR RADCOM REAL ARRAY
OL^lAN RADGOfA REAL ARRAY
OLJUL RADCaM REAL ARRAY
OLOCT RADCOM REAL ARRAY



















143 iP5 106 107 tDa	 109	 110
128
































6i 394 395 395 396	 398	 399












































OMECA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
ONCE LOGICAL SIMPLE 372/I 374 375/S^
OZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 355
P QANDQT REAt ARRAY 291 3D9
PHI QAND47 REAL' ARRAY 325 334
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 302
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162 423 424 425
^ pI1B4 RCNTRL .REAL SIMPLE 163 423
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164 420
PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 269 392/S 393
PIRIEAN RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 166
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL .SIMPLE 228
PL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 340i PLE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 340
f PLEV5 RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 18D
;' PLK RADCDM HEAL ARRAY 34i
^, PLKE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 341
5 PREACO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 294 312
e' PRECON 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 29S 313
? PREP RADCDM REAP, ARRAY 36a
PROCM RADCflFd REAL ARRAY 363
P5117AX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSFAIN RCNTRI. REAL SIMPLE 158
PSTD RGNTHL REAL SIh1PLE 165 392
PTOP gCNTRL REAL SFMPLJ= 169 392
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186 38215 389
' QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIhflPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 283 320
4g EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 i19




QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIryIPLE 96 t21
ti QHOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SIMPLE 270 282 419/5
QDUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SFMPLE 97 122
:f} QpHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SFF^1pLE 98 123
Ih QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 10i 126
^ QS QANDQ7 REAL ARRAY 283 302 303 3D4 305 306 307 3D8 309 310 31i
y 312 313 9i-0 315 316 317 31$ 3T9
I' DSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9H 124
1: QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 324 33D 331 332 333 33b 335 336 337 338
11 RADCDM REAL UNKNOWN 339 34D 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 3b9
^ 350 3S1 352 353 35a 355 356 357 358 359 36p




RADE RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 770
R?1DLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 329 330
'	 ', RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 3DD 318
^11 RADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 328 337
RADSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 299 317
}} RADTRM RADCOh7 REAL ARRAY 365
P^	 E RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 t88
', RC0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 188
^'1 RCLOUD RADCDM REAL ARRAY 367
RCNTRL REAL .UNKNOWN I4S 146 147 148 i49 750 t51 152 153 154 155
156 1ST i56 i59 160 161 162 153 164 155 i65
167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 17S 175 i77
!F 178 179 180 181 T82 183 784 185 i86
^. RDPARhI REAL UNitNDWN 2U6 207 208 209 2i0 211 212 213 21d 21S 216
217 218 2i9 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
228 229 23D 231 232 233 23b 235 235 237 23B
299 2aD
i RE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 339
flGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t7i 387 396 417
RW RADCOh! REAL ARRAY 347
RLA7 RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
fi RN RADCOFA REAL ARRAY 357i. flOCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
^. ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23i



















REAL SIM1iPLE 420/5 421
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i73 391
RnDCD61 REAL ARRAY 367
RADCGM REAL SIfJIPLE 365 391 /S
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i7A 380
RCNTRL REAL SFMpLE 175
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 366
RRPARM REAL ARRAY 233
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 324 333
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 345
AnDCGfJI REAL ARRAY 34d
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 344
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 27i
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 290 309
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 346
RDP-ARM REAL ARRAY 240 394
RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176 394
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
RRPARM REAL ARRAY 234
RRPARM REAL ARRAY 235
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2.72 422/5
QANDQT REAL AgRnY 285 303
LGN7RL LOGICAL SIMPLE i00 i25
REAL SiMALE 423/5 424
RARCOAi LOGICAL ARRAY 369 370
CN'fRtP REAL SIMPLE 273 424/5
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 274 425/5
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
RARCDM REAL ARRAY 365
RADCGflI REAL ARRAY 357
RARCGh1 REAL ARRAY 348
RAbCGF,7 REAL ARRAY 3d8
LR p AAks LOGICAL SIMPLE 242 205
CNTRLP REAL SIh1PLE 275
CNTRLA REAL SIMPLE 275 394/5
CW7RLP REAL SIM°LE 277 395/5
RADCGM R1;AL ARRAY 357
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 383
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 353
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 323 332
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 355
RADCGRI REAL ARRAY 358
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 343
RARCDM REAL ARRAY 343
RRPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
RRPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 278 389
RADCGfd REAL ARRAY 342
RA p.CGb1 REAL ARRAY 342
RARCDM REAL SIMPLE 359
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 279
QANbQT REAL ARRAY 293 311
RADCGM REAL SIMPLE 359
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 292 3t0
AebG4M REAL ARRAY 357
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 356
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 363
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 35E3
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 289 307.
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 321 330
pANDOT REAL ARRAY 322 331
CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 10 23
RADC.DM REAL ARRAY 364
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 364
RAPARFA REAL ARRAY 238
CNTRLP REAP, SIMPLE 280 426/5
RADCGM REAL ARRAY 360
CCNTRL GHAR"8 ARRAY 11 24




















































































































--CLASS-------------REFERENCES	 F}=SThiT FN OGi: ,	 A=ARGLI5T
CpS REAL FNTRINSIC 42i	 A23
FLQAT REAL INTRINSIC Q26
h10^WM5 INTEGER FUNCTiQN '376	 378
	
419
6 SFN REAL INTRINSFC 42,3













. ^	 a	 ^	 e
i^ 44001 SU8ROUTINE COPYQ	 {N1,	 N2,	 J) SGDPYQG..	 .arr+wrrr»rwrrr»rrrrrrrr..r ► wr..rrrr rwa r^.....rr.rrr..............$GOPYQ
C PURPOSE SCOPYq
C UTILITY 5UHROUTINE TO CORY 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES. SCOPYQ
C COPIES p iFFERENTIAl y'IEL pS ONTO .BASE FIELDS FOR SCqPV4C MA75UN0 PRI= p ICTOR STEP. SCOPYq




G nRGUMENTS	 OE$CRiPTioN SCOPYq
C Ny	 TIME STEP POINTER TO WHICH TO COPV VALUES SCOPYQ
C N2	 TIME STEP POINTER FROi^1i WHICH TO COP Y VALUES 5CDPYR
t C J	 LATITUDE GRID BQNp SCOPYqC SCOPYQ
G SUBPROGR/iMS NEEDED - SCOPYQ
C NAM1'^E	 DESCRIPTION 5COPYQ
C NONE SCOPYp
i'^ G SCOPY4
_ C REGORD pF MODIFICATIONS SCOPYq
s' C BASED ON OLD VERS;DN 8. SCOPVQ
? C SGOPVQ
^ C ?DATE?	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIPTION OP MODIFICATIONS ? SCOPYQ
C 45/44/89	 RAMI<SH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SCOPVq
^, C SCDPV4
C REMARKS; SCOPYQ
j - ^ C ^	 11	 ^MACHI NE DEPENDENT FEATU p 7:S,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, ETC .^SCOPYD
C SCOPYq
- (+ r»rrrrrrs^rr*.rre^*rr »*+arrrrre»r rrrrrryr rrrrr•rrrrr*rrrr *rrr*r*r«r.rsr.SGOPYq
C • M/ A- C O M	 S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C
	
N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 •SCOPYq







C>-IARAGTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD
-




1 40402 CDy1lMON-/CCNTRL/ CCO 5CNTRL
•}! OD403 COM1)SON %CCNTRL/ ADATE 5CNTRL
r^ .04004 COMMON /CCNTRL! ATIME 5CNTRL
^ 04445 COMM1IDH /CCNTRL/ JIC 5CNTRL
^ 40046 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB 5CNTRL
40447 COIAMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP46 5CNTRL
^^
04D08 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CC5P47 5CNTRL
OOO.OB COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP48 5CNTRL
y OOpiD COMPdON /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL
OODi1 COMPdON /CCNTRL/ %LABEL	 IfO y 5CNTRL^>^
40012 COMM1ION /CCNTRL/ CQS (34) 5CNTRL







^ 00415 CHARACTER*8	 CC4,	 CC1244 y 5CNTRL
^]) 04416 CHARACTER*8	 ADATE 5CNTRL
^ 40pi7 CHARACTERrB	 ATIME 5CNTRLODD18 CHAFiAGT>=R'8	 JIC 5CNTRL
`^	 ^ 04019 CHARACTER*8	 JDB 5CNTRL
`	
^
040ZD CHARACTERrB	 CCSP46 SCh1TRL
^1 0402.1 CHARACTEti^B	 CCSP07 5CNTRL
0042' CHARACTER*8
	 CCSP08 5CNTRL
!^ OODZ3 CHARACTER*8	 VER 5CNTRL
Q0024 CHARACTER+g	 %LABEL 5CNTRL
i	 ^: C 5CNTRL




40425 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICO 5CNTRL
00426 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM 5CNTRL
t UOOZ7 COMMON./ICNTRL/ IMDZ 5CNTRL
44028 COMMON !ICNTRL/ IMD2Pi 5CNTRL
n
ODOZ9 COM^1iON / ICNTRL / NORSW 5CNTRL
^p
04034 COM^dON /ICNTRL/ JM 5CNTRL
OOD31 C0^11MON fICNTRL/ JMO2 5CNTRL
^` 00032 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ JMT2 5CNTRL
40633 GOh'lMON !.ICNTRL/ JNP 5CNTRL
















































































































































































CD}ANON / ICNTRL./ KLIALB





CCfAMDN /ICNTRL! MA TIN
COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX
COFAMON !ICNTRL/ rAATSUM
COMMON /SCNTRL/ MLF	 1121




















COlArAON / ICNTRL/ NSTI'sP







COMrAON /FGNTRL/ I45	 {341
COh4fAON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 [101
C
EQUIVALENCE [ITMIN ,EQS{	 i}}
E4UiVAEENCE (ITMAX ,IOSi	 21}
EQUIVALENCE {IPR£ACC ,IRS[	 311
EQUIVALENCE {IPRECCN ,IQ5I	 41)
EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,IQS{	 51)
EQUIVALENCE fIEFLUX .I qS[	 611
EQUIVALENCE iIFUSIDN .IqS{	 7}1
EQUIVALEN41c {IRAD5WG ,IQS{	 g}}
EQUIVALENCE fIRAOLWG .IQS!	 91}
EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUQ ,IQ${18I}
C
EQUFVALENCE fIOMEGA ,I pU{	 111
EQUIVALENCE iIDIABAT ,IQU{	 2}}





C	 LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD













J Si	 q^ a `
^^	 l 8
00100 COFhMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCFlTRL 11300101 CDMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SC^1'tRL 11400102 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL 115
00103 COMMON /LCNTRL! LQS{30! SCNTRL 116OQt44 COt1[tJ1DN	 /LCNTRL/ L0U[ i0! SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL Sib
04105 EQUIVALENCE [LTMIN ,LQSf 1!} SCNTRL 11900106 EQUIVALENCE fLTiNAX ,LQS{ 2}1 SCNTRL 12000107 EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQ5{ 3}} SCNT1iL 1210010[? EQUIVALENCE [LPRECDN ,LQ5{ a!} SCNTRL 122
00109 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUX ,LQ5{ 5}} SCNTRL 123
OO1S0 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX ,LQS{ 6}} SCNTRL 12400111 EQ(13VALENCE fLFUSION ,L4S{ 7}} SCNTRL 125
0.0112 EgUIVALENCE fLRADSWG ,LQ5{ 81 y SCNTRL S26
00113 EQUIVALENCE 1LRADLWG .Lg5f 9}} SCNTRL 127{)0114 EQUIVALENCE iLICLOUD ,LQ5{1011 SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
!	 ^ a0115 ERL1iVALENCE 1L014SEGA ,LOU{ 1!} SCNTRL 130
^	 ^
'^
00116 EQUIVALENCE fLDIABAT ,LQU{ 23}. SCNTRL 131i 00117 EQUIVALENCE 1LRApSW ,.LOU{ 3}} SCNTRL 132
?	 i C SCNTRL 133
'00118' LOGICAL OALT 5CSdTRL 13400119 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
'^,^ 00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
i .
-
OQi22 LOGICAL	 - QCUT SCNTRL 138
.^'^ ODt23 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
OOt24 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00125. LDGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL S41
00126 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142





^ UOf28 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL 145
OOt29 LOGICAL LqU SCNTRL 146
^f4 00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 1d7(10131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 1d8
::} fl0132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
,. 00133 LDGICAL LFRECDN SCNTRL 15000134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
40135 LDGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL iS200136 LOGICAL LFUSIDN SCNTPL 153{ 00137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 15a
^1^ UOi38 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155{ 1^ 00139 LOGICAL LICLOUD SCtdTRL 156
77^ C - SCNTRL S570014D LOGICAL LOFAEGA SCNTRL 158
#^ 00141 LOGICAL LbIA6AT SCNTRL 15900142 LOGICAL LRRDSW SCNTRL 150C
i^. OOi43 EgUIVALENCE {LCO,LC{1!} SCNTRL 162001A4 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC{24Q} SCNTRL 153
E'? C SCNTRL 164
t C REAL MO{)EL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORp SCNTRL 165
^#
C
^^ ___-- ^^^----- -^-__^00145 COMMON y /RCNTALI RCO-=-= SCNTRL 167
'fi QOi^{6 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
OOt47 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 6ETA SCNTRL 169
:'r QQt48 COMMON /RCNTRL! COSD SCNTRL 170
' OOt49 COFIIMON / RCNTRL / CP SCNTRL 17100150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
OOi5i COF1{MDN fRCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 17300152 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DECMA?I SCNTRL 174
I 00153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OE5T SCNTRL 17500154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 17600155 COFdF^pN IRCNTRL! DLON SCNTRL 177j 00156 COFdMON IRCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178Q0157 CDFdMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
^^k 0(7158 COMtJSOM /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 180
00159 COMFlSON /RCNTRL! GNU2 SCNTRL 181
^^ 00 i 60 COMF7SON /RCNTRL/ GRAY SCNTRL 182














_ ..^._.w .- _.._----------^_^^__ _.	 _...__._ _... 	
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CGMfv^eii^i ^ RCNTRL / P IFAEAN























= ^COFAMQN /IDPARM/ IJUMP f46]
COMMON fIDPARM/ iD5P02
COPAMaN /IDPARM/ INDEX {721
COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD
COMMON /IDPARM/ JC f461
COr!{MON /IDPARM/ JE {21
COMMON /IDPARM/ JP f2,21
COFdMDN /IDPARM/ ){STEP





















COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL (d61
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON (721
COMMON /RDPARM/ CpD2
COMrIjON /RDPARM/ OXP (461
COFAMON / RDAARPA / DXYP f461

















































































04222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS	 (46) SCHTRL 255
00223 COMMON /RDPARM/ FiDT SCHTRL 256
oD22d COMMON /RDPARM/ F2DT SCHTRL 257
60225 CDMtAON /RDPARM/ H1 p T SCHTRL 258
60225 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2 p T SCHTRL 259
00227 COMtADN / 1^D p ARNi / Pi{$Tp SCHTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTOP SCHTRL 261
. QOZ29 CbMMDN / gDPARM/ RLAT
	
{d6) SCHTRL 262
00234 C1]MrdDN / RDPARR7/ RLA .T p 	( 46) SCHTRL 263
00231 COMrdON /RDPARM/ AOCPD7 SCHTRL 264
40232 COMMON /RDPARM/ AOCPPI SCHTRL 265
D0233 COr1SMDN / RDPARA7/ SGNP	 {2) SGNTAL 266
OD23d COMRiDN /ApPAAM/ ^INL	 (d6} SCHTRL 267
D4235 COMFdON./RDPARM/ 57NLON	 (721 SCHTRL 2f^8
' 00236 CD1!lMON /RDPARM/ THSTD SGNTRL 269
r OD237 CDFhMDN /RDPARM THSTD2 SCHTRL 27040238 COMMON /RDPARM/ YISAVE	 1159} SCHTRL 271
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ pSIG	 {91 SCHTRL 272
002A0 COMMON /RpPARMY SIG	 {9} SCNFAL 278
C SCHTRL 274
C ^ SQANDQT 2
C Gt48AL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
^ 06241 COMMON /QANDQTI QS{72,79,46} SOAND4T d
C 54ANpQT 5
00242 DIMENSION. PHISi1368,1) SQANDQT 6
D02d3 DIMENSION SMTH{1368,23} SQANDQT 7
00244 DIMENSION AL8EDi7fi368,1} SQANDQT 8
D0245 DIMENSION GT{1388,11 54ANp4T 990246 pIMENS'IDN G1+d{ 1368, 1 } SQANDQT 10
q 0247 DIMENSION TSf1368,1} SDANDgT 11
^. 002A8 bEMENSION SHS{1368,11 54ANDQT 12
OD249 DIMENSION Pf72,19,i) 54ANDQT 13
40250 DIMENSION TMIN{i368,1) 54ANDQT 14
00251 DIMENSION Tn7AXf1368,1) SQANDQT 7S




00254 DIdAENSFDN yFLUX{1358,}} SQANDQT 18
^^
00255 pIFdENSION EFLUXf136g,1} SQANDQT i9
^ 40255 OIMENSIO:^ FUSIaNr1368,1) SDANDgT 20
,, 00257 DIMENSION RADSYdGIt368,1) SQANDQT 21
-^ 06258 DIMENSION RADLWGI1368,1} 54ANDQT 22
00259 DIMENSION FCLOUD{i36&,1} 54ANDQT 23;^
C 54ANDQT 24
00260 EoUIVntENCE {g511,1,1),PHIS{1,1}} SgnND4T 25
1 60261 EQUIVALENCE {Q5f1,2,1},SMTH{1,i}} SQANDQT 2611 D4262 EQUIVALENCE (45!1,3,1},AI_BEDOfi,1}} SQANDQT 27
D0263 EQUIVALENCE IQSfi,d,f),GT{1,1}} 54ANDQT 28
:^ 00264 EQUIVALENCE (QS[1.5,1},GW1i,1)) SQANDQT 29
00255 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{1,6,1},T5{1,1}} SQANpgT 30
40256 EQUIVALENCE [QS1i,7,1),5H5{1,11) SQANDQT 3i
i=^^ 00267 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,8,i);P{1,1,i}) SgAHDQT 32q0268 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,10,1),TMINf1,1)} SQANDDT 33} 00259 EQUIVALENCE {45.{S,ii,f),TMAX{1,1}) 5QAND0T 34
OD270 EQUIVALENCE. {QS[T,12,11,PREACC{i,1)) 54ANDQT 35
;^ 04271 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{1,13,t},PRECONII,1}} 50ANDQT 36
00272 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,14,1},FrFLUX{1,1)1 SDr.NDOT 37
al 00273 EGIIIVALENCE {QSf1,15,1),EFtUK{1,1)} 54ANDQT 38
D0274 EQUIVALENCE fQS{i,16,1),FUSiON11,1}} SQANDQT 39
_ 00275 EQUIVALENCE {QS{i,i7,i),RADSWG{1,i)) SQANDQT AD
^ f
00276 EQUIVALENCE f4Sf1,18,1),RApLWG11,1)) sonNO QT 4i
OD277 EQUIVALENCE (QSf1,19,t1,ICLOUD{1,i}) SQANDQT 42
C ^	 ^	 • SQANDQT d3
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-A IA FIELDS SQANDQT 4d
00278 COMMON /4AND4T/ QU{72, g ,ia,46) S4AND^T 45
C 54ANDQT 46
S 00279 DIMENSION u{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 4i
60280 DIMENSION V{72,9,i4,I} SQANDQT 48
00281 DIMENSION Tf72,g,14,i} 50ANDQT A9
00282. DIMENSION SHf72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 50
gi^ 00283 pIMENSIDN PHI{72,9,74,1} SQANDQT 51












O p 285 DIMENSION	 QIA8ATf72,126,i1 SQANDQT 5300286 DIP11EN5IDN	 RAOSY!{72, 126, 1 ) SQANpQT 54
0028 7 pIPAENSION
	
RADLW172,126,1 y SQANpQT 55
f; SQANDQT 5fi
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUf1,1,t,1),U {1,1,1,1}] SQANDQT S7
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,i,3,1),Vf7,i,1,1}] 5QAMDRT 58
00290 EQUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,1,5,1),Tf1,t,i,1}) SQANDQT 59
00291 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,7,1),SHd1,1,1,1 ]1 SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,T,9,1I,PHIf1,1,1,1)} SQANpQT 6i







00296 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U1t,1,14,11,RApLWf1,1,1)1 SQANDQT E5
C SQANDQT f56
C ' SDPOLES 2
C POLAR IUiOp EL PROGNOSTIC F;ELDS SQPDLES 3
40297 COMMON /QPOLES/ PP{2,2} SQPDLES d
00298 COMMON /QPOLESf UP{9,2,2) SQPOL{cS 5
oo.zss CDF^IraoN
	
fO p DLES / 	 VP{g,g,2) SQPDLES 6
00300 COMMON /QPDLES/	 TP{9,2,21 SOPOLES 700301 CO)A{dON	 /QPDLESY SH]={8,2,21 SQPDLES 8
00302 COMMON /QPOLES/ PHIP{9.2,2} SQPDLES 9
C SQPDLES i0(,` r	 r SCDPYQ 36
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
00303 10000 CONTINUE SHEGDEH 3
C »•'• CYBER SCALAR VERS;DN 04.401 	 INPUT,IOQ 5HEGDEF3 4
C r••• CYBER SCALAR VERS;DN Od,000 SBEGQEH 5
C •rr' CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGpEB S
C5S$SSSSSS5555SSSSSSSS$SSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSS5535SSSSSSS$SS$SS555SSSSSSSSS5558EGDE8 7
C SCDPYQ 38(^+ +r+r+ar•ar.r»r»rrrrrr r»r>rr»rrsr.rrr«»»>r rrra«rrrr>r«r.>ararrrr SCDPYQ 39
C r r •r	 •••• SCDPYQ 40
C -«•'	 POLE	 POINT	 " •" SCDPYQ 41
C «•	 ••r' SCDFY4 d2
C r++araarrrrrrr>rr«sr»rrrrrrrr>r y >rrrr»rrrrsrrr>rsrrrrrrr«r:r+ r + SCDPYQ d3
C SCOPY4 4400304 fd	 =	 t'1iJ f J 1 SCDPYQ 45
00305 IF	 (M.EQ_0)	 GO TO SO SCDPYQ d6
00306 PPfN1,{r1}	 =	 PP{N2,M) SCDPYQ 47
00307 DD	 10	 1.=S,NLAY SCDPYQ d8
00308 UP{L,N1,M)
	
=	 UPfL,N2,M) SCDPYQ 49
00308 VP{L,N1,f4S}	 =	 VP{L,N2,M1 SCDPYQ 50
00314 TPfL,N1,M)
	
=	 TP{L,N2,i411 SCDPYQ. 5i
00311 SHPIL,NI,M)	 =	 SHPIL,N2,M} SCDPYQ 82
OD3i2 10	 CONTINUE SCDPYQ 53
C SCOFYQ 54
{: rr+r...ar.,rrrrr.r.«r.r..rsrrrr«r.rrr»»r»»»rr»w.. »r rr^ ► .. »»r«rrr SL'OFYQ 55
C rrrr	 .rr. SCDPYQ 56
C ••••	 ELSEWHERE	 •••« SCDPYQ 57
C r.+a	 .a+a SCDPYQ 58
C .r.rr«aa»arrrrr»rr»^arrr»»rr»rr»rs»^r»r.rr»»>» » ». s +»rr»>rrr^r... SCDPYQ 59
C SCDPYQ 60
00313 50	 CONTINUE SCDPYQ G1
00314 DO 60	 I=i,IM SCDPYQ fit
00315 PSI,NI,J)	 =	 PfI,N2,J) SCDPYQ 63
00316 GO	 CONTINUE SCOPY4 64
00317 DD 70 L=i,NLAY SCOPYO 85
00318 DD 70	 I=1,IM SCDPYQ fib
00319 U{I,L,NS,J}	 =	 U{I,L,N2,J) SCDPYQ 87
04320 V1I,L,Nt,J}	 ^	 VII,L,N2,J1 SCDPYQ fib
00321 TII,L,N1,J)	 =	 T{F,L,N2,J1 SCDPYQ 69
00322 5Hr;,L,N1,J}	 =	 5HfI,L.N2,J1 SCDPYQ 70
00323 70	 CONTINUE SCDPYQ 71
00324 RETURN SCDPYQ 72































70 323 317 31B
VAR3AHLE P71AP
--NAME------- HLOCIi--- ---TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES
ADATE GCNTRL CHAR •B SIMPLE 3
AOL p P RDPARM REAL 5IRSPLE 206
nLeEpO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2aa
APl-t>:L RCNTRL. . REAL SIMPLE 146
ATYME GCNTRL CWAR*8 SIMPLE 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE iB5
CC GCNTRL CWAR•8 AR11A Y 14
CCD CCNTAL CWAR•8 SIMPLE 2
GCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
13
CGSP06 GCNTRL CFIAR•S SIMPLE 7
CC5P47 CCNTAL CFiAR•8 SIMPLE 8
CCSP08 GCNTRL CHAR • 8 SIMPLE 9
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207CONIDT RDPARFd REAL. SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARfh REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RpPARrn REAL SIMPLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL' SIfhPLE 212
GON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE .213
CONaDT RDPARM REAL SIPdPLE 21aCONS RDPAR^JI REAL SFF1fPLE 215
CQpY4 5UI3ROUTINE i
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2t6
COSLON RDPARr^7 REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t8
CQS CCNTAL REAL ARRAY 12
COU GCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
DEC RCNTRL REAi SIMPLE 151
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DtABAT QANDQT .REAL ARRAY 285
Di5T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARb'I REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL- REAL SIMPLE 155
DXP RDPARflI REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RIIPARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
E:FLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1B3
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
F10T RDPARph REAL SIMPLE 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL 5YMPLE 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LDPAAM LOGICAL ARRAY 200
FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t5r3
GNE12 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
G7 gANDQT REAL ARRAY 245
GYd QANDQT REAL ARRAY 246
Ii1DT RDPARM REAL aIMPLE 225
W2DT RDPARI'A REAL SIMPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL ,. IMPLE 182
NEATW RCNTRL REAL S?tflPLE 181
11FLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25a






























31.51	 316/C	 319	 319	 320	 320	 32t	 321	 322 ^











^	 r	 arte,	 `	
















25 26 27 28 29 30 3i 32 33
36 37 38 39 44 41 42 A3 44
4T 48 49 50 57 52 53 54 56
58 59 60 61 62 63 6d 55 66


















75 77 78 79 80 81 82 B3 84



























3D7/C 308 308 309 309 310 310 31S 3i1
319 320 320 321 321 322 322
143 144
92 143 1dd


















IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
YCD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICLOUD DANDQT INTEGER ARRAY
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICS p55 ICNTRL INT7=GER 5Ih11PLE
FOIABAT ICNTRL IIVT£GER UNKNOWN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNDWN
IDSP02 IOPAR^d INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLUX ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
IE:USEON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
I.HFLU?f ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWN
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIiviPLE
IMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIFAptE









^'.^ IFREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWN
IFRECDN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWN
^	 FR.S ICNTRL' INTEGER ARRAY
IQU IGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
iRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN`
ITIADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNit,^^ IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKPlOWN
FROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
ITA p E LbPARM LDGIGAL SIMPt.E
ITMAX ECNi'RL INTEGER UNKNDWN
x FTMIN ICNTRL, INTEGER UNKNOtYN
;, J INTEGER SFMALE
i^
JC TDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JE FDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
y JIC CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
`^
_ JMD2 ICNTRL_ INTEGER SIMPLE
^^ JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
°^'
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER 5IP,9PLE
JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^^I, JOS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
J08 CCNTRL CHAR + B SFfdPLE
S JP IDPAR+^1 INTEGER ARRAY
`^ JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
j ^SLIGW ICNT:iL INTEGER 'SIMPLE
!^ KLTSST ICNTRL INTEGER SFMi'tE
ASS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE




LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY




1 LDIASAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOVIN
LEFLUx CCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNDWN
I!: LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L1-FLU}( CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNDWN
^
1^ LICLOUD CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
_^ LOGBR 7CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE













j	 LP RE=ACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
Lq5 LGNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LpU LCNTRL LOGIGAL ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRAt7SW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMAx LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
M INTEGER SIMPLE
MATIN ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSN?S ICNT1iL INTEGER SI-MPLE
MATSUN ECNTRL INTEGER SIFdPLE
MJ EDPARM INTEGER ARRAV
FhLF LCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NI INTEGER. SIMPLE
N2 INTEGER S1FdPLE
NB ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTAL INTEGER SIF7^PLE
NDALT ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTAL INTEGER SIt11PLE
NQHOG LCNTRL INTEGER SYMpLE
NDOUT ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDPWY SGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NORSW ICNTAL INTEGER SIi1ZPlE
NDSHF LCNTRL INTEGER SIFIEPLE
NDT LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NNMSO ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHh15i IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSE ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKR5H ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTAL INTEGER SF-MPLE
NLAYMI ICNTAL INTEGER S1FdPLE
NLAYPi ICNTAL INTEGER 5I MPLE
NML.EV SCNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE
NSbAY LCNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE
NSEQ ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEP LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDE ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZINIT ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
dMEGA QANQQT REAL ARRAY
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
p QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHI gANDgT REAL ARRAV
PHIP gPOLES REAL ARRAY
PHIS QANDgT REAL ARRAY
p I RCNTRL REAL SSFdPLE
PI18D RCNTRL REAL S1FdPLE
FI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PKSTD RDPARM REAL S1FdPLE
PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIFdPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
PP gPOLES REAL ARRAY
PREACC gANDQT REAL ARRAY
PREGON QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PSiVIAR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
p SMFN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PTOp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIPdPLE



















315	 319	 320	 321	 322


















103	 105	 106	 107	 f08	 iq9	 110	 111	 172	 173	 114
129
	





















1	 306	 308	 309	 310	 3i1
	




























































QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QQAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
gOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN
ORSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
g RSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QS QAN[74T REAL ARRAY
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
q U QANDQT REAL ARRAY
BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RADLW 4ANOQT REAL ARRAY
RAQLWG QANpQT REAL ARRAY
RA p SW QANOOT REAL ARRAY
R^:bSWG QANpQT REAL ARRAY
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY





RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY
1^E
RLATb RbPARM REAL ARRAY









RSbIST RCNTRL REAL SIPIIPLE
+ SpAY RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
^ SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SGNP RbPARM REAL ARRAY
SH QANpQT REAL, ARRAY
SHP QPOLES REAL ARRAY
SHS 4ANpQT REAL ARRAY1
l SIG RDPARPA REAL ARRAY
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY^
SINb RCNTRL gEAL SiMPt!_
` SINE ROPARM REAL ARRAY
'^{' SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
^.^^ 9MTH QANpQT REAL ARRAY
f
SPJ2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
SOLS RCNTRL REAL 5Ip^1PLC
START LpPARR1 LQGICAL SIMPLE
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY
^^ THSTD RDPARM KCAL SIMPLE
, 1 THSTp2 RpPARM REAL SIMPLE
TMASS QANbgT REAL ARRAY
TMIN gANDBT REAL ARRAY
; 1 TP QPOLE5 REAL ARRAY
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
TSTp . RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
U QAHbQT REAL ARRAY
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY
V QAi^fpQT REAL ARRAY
f VER CCNTRL CHAR - 8 SIMPLE
Vp gPpLES REAL ARRAY
W5AVE RDPARPd REAL ARRAY
^^i,.












297 298 299 300 301 302
102 127
101 t26
2k7 260 261 262 263 264 265 256 267 268 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
99 124








i45 146 1A7 748 tag 150 1St 152 753 t54 i55
156 157 158 159 i60 161 162 163 T6a 1S5 156
167 168 169 170 17i 172 t73 174 775 176 177
P78 178 t8o t81 182 1$3 184 185 185
206 2D7 20B 209 214 21i 2t2 2t3 2t4 21S 216
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 225 227












282 291 322/5 922
361 311/5 911
248 26n

















279 286 9i9/S 319
298 306/S 308





00001 SUBROUTINE CUldULD fJ1 SCUMULD
C SCUMULO
C 5CNTRL






5CNTRL00002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO 5CNTRL00003 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE 5CNTRL00004 COMd1JON ICCNTRLI ATIME 5CNTRL00005 COMt1iON /CCNTRL/ JIC 5CNTRL00006 COMMON /CCNTRLI JDB 5CNTRL00407 CDMMDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 5CNTRL00008 CDMMDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP p 7 5CNTRL
OOD09 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SGNTRL
OODtO COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL00011 COMMON /CCNTRL/ XLABEL	 if0 ► 5CNTRL
OOD12 COb1ft1ON /CCNTRL/ C4S	 (3D1 5CNTRL
00013. COtJIMON /CCNTRL/ C4U	 1101 5CNTRL
C 5CNTRL00014 EQUIVALENCE ICCO,CCf1J} 5CNTRL
00015 CHAJ3hCTER•8 CCO,	 CCf20 p 1 5CNTRL00015 CHQRhCTER.•8 ADATE 5CNTRL00017 CHARACTER^f3 ATIME 5CNTRL00018 CHARACTERyB JIC 5CNTRL00019 CHARlYCTER•B J06 5CNTRL
00020 CHARACTER*B CCSP06 5CNTRL
x0021 CHARACTER•8 CCSP07 5CNTRL00022 CHARACTER*8 CCSPO8 5CNTRL00029 CHARACTER•8 VER 5CNTRL
00024 CHARACTER+B XLABEL 5CNTRL
G 5CNTRL
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY R'ECOR p 5CNTRL




00027 COMlJSON /IGNTRL/ iMD2 5CNTRL00028 CD5IMDN /IGNTRL/ IMb2P1 5CNTRL
00029 COMMON /ICNT1iL/ NDRSW 5CNTRL00430 COMMON /IGNTRL/ JM 5CNTRL
00031. COMMON /ICNTJ?L/ JMp2 5CNTRL0003 COMMON /IGNTRL/ JMT2 5CNTRL
DD033 COh1MON !IGNTRL/ JNP 5CNTRL0Q03A COMfdON /IGNTRL/ J04 5CNTRL
00035 COMMON /IGNTRL/ ,108 5CNTRL
00036 GOMMON /IGNTRL/ JSP 5CNTRL
00037 COlhMON /'iCNTRL/ 1ttIALH 5CNTRL
00038 COMMON /IGNTRL/ KLIGW 5CNTRL
00039 COMMON /IGNTRL/ KLISST 5CNTRL
00040 COMMON /IGNTRL/ J(S 5CNTRL00041 COlAMON /iCNTRL/ KU 5CNTRL
00042 COfVIMON	 /IGNTRL/ LOGBR SCHTRL
00043 COMMf]N /IGNTRL/ MATIN 5CNTRL
00044 CDMMDN /IGNTRL/ MATSNX 5CNTRL
04045 COMMON /IGNTRL/ MATSUN 5CNTRL
00046 COMMON /IGNTRL/ MLF	 f12} 5CNTRL00047 COMMON /IGNTRL/ MROD 5CNTRL




00050 COMMON /IGNTRL! NB 5CNTRL
4005'1 COMMON /IGNTRL/ ND 5CNTRL
00452 COMlISON /IGNTRL/ N pALT 5CNTRL
00053 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NDAY 5CNTRL
4005 •{ COMMON /IGNTRL/ NDOUT 5CNTRL
OODS5 CDMMDN /IGNTRL/ NDPHY 5CNTRL
D0056 COMfdJ]N /IGNTRL/ ND5HF 5CNTRL
00057 CDMMDN /IGNTRL/ NDT 5CNTRL
00056 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NHM5 SGNTRL
00059 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NHMSE SCldTRL
00060 COMMON /iCNTRL/ NHMSD 5CNTRLQg06i COMMON /IGNTRL/ NLA y 5CNTRL
Ot)062 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NLAYNi1 5CNTRL













































































































fir:	 :.,	 .. -	 ^•	 {	 ^f	 P ^ - ^^	 ^^ r
00064 COMPdLtN / IGNTRL/ NSDAY
00065 COMMON ,'IGNTRL/ N5EQ
00056 COMMON /IGNTRL/ ICSP53
000$7 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NSTEP
00068 COPJIMON	 !IGNTRL/ ICSP55
00069 COMMON /ICNTRL7 NYPdD
00070 COMfdON /IGNTRL/ NYMDE
00077 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NYMDO
00072 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NZINIT
D0073 COMtl[ON /IGNTRL / . NPALEV
` 00074 CQM414N /IGNTRL/ NL)HOG
OOO75 COMMON /iCNTRt-/ IOS	 f301
00076 C0Mh1DN /IGNTRL/ IQU	 fiDf
E C
r 00077 EQUIVALENCE SITPJiIN ,IQSI 1})
r 00078 EQUIVALENCE {ITMAX ,IQSI 2}}
00079 t:QLIIVAL^NCE IIPREACC ,I@S( 3}1
00080 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IQSI 4}1
00081 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,IQS( 5)!
^ 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQSf 5}}
^'+ 00083 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSIOH ,IQSf 7})7. a0oaa EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG ,IQS{ g)}
00085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,IQS{ 9}}
OOOSB EQUIVALENCE fIICL0LID ,IQSf1011
C
00087 EQUIVALENCE (IOpAEGA ,IOUs 11)
00088 EQUIVALENCE {IDIABAT ,IQU{ 2!}
OOD89 EQUIVALENCE {IAADSW , rRUI 3}}
C
00090 EQUIVALENCE IICO,IC(1}}
00091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC{200}
C
• C LOGICAL MOpEL PARAMETERS SAVER ON Hi STORY RECORD-^^
00092 COMMON /LCNTRL/. LCO
:^{ 00093 C0h1M0N /LCNTRL/ QALT
5^ 00094 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QBEG
, y 00095 COPAMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY
:^ 00096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEN q
00097 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT
00098 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPWY
^c 00099 COthMON /LCNTRL/ 45HF
^ ..00140 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 5N2FLG
i 001D.1 C01'1IM0N	 /LCNTRLI QRSW
;^
00102 COPAIRON /LCNTf1L/ QRSH





OOi05 EQUIVALENCE fLTPAIN ,LQ5( il)
^^1 00106 ECrUIVALFNCE (LTh1AX ,LOSE 2}}
00107 EQUIVALENCE ILPREACC ,LQS{ 3)}
09108 1QUIVALENCE (LPRECGN ,LQSf 4)}
^, 00109 EQUIVALENCE, (LWFLUR ,LOS{ 5)}
00110 EQUIVALENCE [EFFLUX ,LOS{ 6)}
^'^ 00111 E4L)iVALENCE {LFUSiON ,LQSI 7)}
? D01i2 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSWG ,LQSI 8)}
00113 EQUIVALENCE {LRADLWG .LOSE 9}1
40114 EQUIVALENCE {LFCLOUD ,LQSI10}}
i} C
001)5 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LOU( i1}
! 00176 EQUIVALENCE ILDIABAT ,LQUf 2}}
00177 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSW ,LQUf 3}}
C
















e . ^. t_.^
	

































C	 REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD







































COMh10N /RCNTRL/ PLEVS	 .(251
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C INTEGER PADDEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 213
:# C =___°__	 °____________ __ SCNTRL 214
^$ 00189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP fA6) SCNTRL 2i5
F,+ 00190 COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP02 SCNTRL 216
00191 GOMRgON /IDPARM/ INDEX 172) SCNTRL 217
'^ 01)192 COPAMON /IDPARPh/ IRDD SCNTRL 218
00193 CORIMON /IDPARM! JC {46) SCNTRL 2i9
00131 COM14MON /IDPARM/ JE {23 SCNTRL 220
00195 COMMON /IDPARM/ JF (2:21 SCNTRL 221
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ i15TEP SCNTRL 222{ I D0197 COMMON /IDPARM/ M^1 {A6f SCNTRL 223
00199 COMMON / IDPARM / Nf•lR151 SCNTRL 224
OOr99 cornMON /IDPARM/ NYMbi SCNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 226
^^ C LOGICALMODEL - CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
^: C
-
--	 -------------------= SCNTRL 228
j:, OD200 -IICOMPAON / LDPARM / FILTER 1x61 SCNTRL 2x8
v•
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAP[c SCNTRL 230
7 OD202 COrhMON /LDPARM/ START SCNTRL 23i
^; C SCNTRL 232
00203 LOGICAL FILTI=R SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234
t 00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 236
^^ C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
'.-'^ C ^_^__===____^____= == SCNTRL 238
.^ 00206 COMPAON /RRPARM/ AOLDP SCNTRL 239
00207 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON1 SCNTRL 240








QO)V2DT SCNTRLSCNTRL 242243 ^ ^}
1^ 00211. COMMON /RRPARM/ CDN3 SCNTRL 244 ^
00212 COPAMON / RDPARM/ CON3DT SCNTRL 245
^
;^
00213 COMMON /RDPARM! CDN4 SCNTRL 246 i
002(4 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDNADT SCNTRL xd7 ^ ^1 00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248 ,"1, ^+
^ 002ffi COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL {A6l SCNTRL 249
00217 COMPRON /RDPARM/ CQSLON {721 SCNTRL 250 1Q °^
f 00218.- COMMON /ROPARPh/ CPD2 SCNTRL 25i ^ y''n
^ 00215 COPAhiON / RDPARMf DlIP { 461 SCNTRL 252 ^ ^^
P 00220 COMMON /^tbPARM/ DKYP {451 SCNTRL 253 ^ ^
p 0221 COMMpiV /RDPARM/ DYP {46) SCNTRL 25A
00222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS f46} SCNTRL 255 '^'+
^O p 223 COMMON /RDPARM/ FiDT SCNTRL 256 ^
D0224 COMMON' /RbPAflM/ F2DT SCNTRL 257
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ HabT SCNTRL 258
00226 CDMItgON /RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
00227 COMMON /RDPARM/ P1{SrD SCNTRL 260
^ 002.28 COMMON /RDPARM/ P!{TOF SCNTRL 251
00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT (46} SCNTRL 2S2
00230 GAMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD f46} SCNTRL 263
^.: 00231 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPDT SCNTRL 264
^^ 00232 CONiPADN /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 255
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP {2} SCNTRL 265
0023d COMPApN /RDPARM/ SINE {46) SCNTRL 267
i 00235 CORSPAON	 / R p FARfrI / SLNLDN { 72 } SCNTRL 268
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ TFlSTD SCNTRL 269
D0237 COMMON /Rb p ARi41/ TP15Tg2 SCNTRL 270
00238 COMMON /RDPARM/ V}SAVE; c159} SCNTRL 277
00239 COMPd17N /RDPARM/ DSIG {9) SCNTRL 272
^ 00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ SIG {9) SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274C ^ soANOfar	 2
^f.
C GL08AL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SOANDOT 3
00.241- COMMON /QAND4T/ 45{72,19,46} S4AND4T	 4
C
^` 00242 DIMENSIpN PHiS{f3fig,f) SQAND4T 6
f 00243 pIPdENSION SMTH11368,23} SOANDOT 7
I'^. 00244 DIMENSION ALBEDD{1358,1} SdANDQT 8
00245 OIPAENSION GT{13B8,i} SQANDQT 9



























00247 DIMENSION 75{1368,11. SQANDQT
	
1'




' 0024.9 DIMENSION P(72,19,1} SQANDQT	 is
00250 DIMENSION TMIN{1368.11 SQANDQT	 1+
P OOr51 OIMENSION TtdAXf7368, t! SQANDQT	 1'.00252 DIMENSION PREACC[1368.i1 SQANDQT	 1E
0625 : 3 OIMEh15IDN pRECON{ 13Ei8, i ) SQANDQT	 i'
^; 00254 DIMENSION HFLUX{t3613,1> SQnNDOT	 1E
00256 DIMENSION. EFLU}ff136B,t1 SQANDQT	 IS
0025Ei DIMENSIDN FUSIONf1368.11 SQANDQT 21
00257 DIMENSION RADSWG[13Ei8,fi SQANDQT 2'
D02'aB DIMENSION RADLWG{1368,i} 5QANpQT 2:
0.0259 DIME615IOh1 ICLOUD{1368,ii SQANDQT 2:
C SQANDQT 2•
^. 04260 EQUIVALENCE fQ5f1,1,11,PMISf1,1)1 SQANDQT 2`-
00261 EQUIVALENCE IQ511.2,II,SMTHf1,1}1 SQANDQT 2E
Ot}262 EQUIVALENCE Ig5f1,3,11,ALEED0f1,1)) SQANDQT 2;.1
p 6263 EQUIVALENCE {QSI1,d,11,GT{1,11) SQANDQT 2E
^ 002b"4 EQUIVALENCE t05{1,5,Sl,GW(1,111 SQANDQT 2S
's." 00265 EQUIVALENCE {Q51},6,1.1,75fT,1l1 54ANDgT 3{
00256 EQUIVALENCES {qS{ 7 , 7, 11 ,SHS[ 1, I } ) SQArJDQT	 3'T. ' ^
OD267 EQUIVA^_ENCE {g511,8,11,Prt,1,1}! SQANDQT 3:
OD268 EQUIVALENCE (Q5[1,10,1},TMIN{1,I11 50ANDQT 3:
1 00269. EQUIVALENCE {Q$Ii,11,11,TMAXf1,11) SQANDQT 3•
00270 .EQUIVALENCE (QS[t.12,1>.PAEACCIi,i}) SQANDQT 3'.
,^^ 00271 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1.13,1},PRECONf1,i31 SQANDQT 3F
00272 EQUIVALENCE SgS{1,14,TI,HFLUX{1,1}] SQANDQT 37
00273 EQUIVALENCE {QS{a,1S,1},EFW8f1,111 SQANDQT 3E
' 00274 EgUFVhLENCE f45f1,15.1},FUSIONr1,i1} 50ANpQT 3E
6Q275 EQUIVALENCE fQSfi,17,1J.RA0SWG11,1I1 SQANDQT 4{
00276 EQUIVALENCE (QS{I,tEI,11,RADLWG{1,111 SQANDQT 4'
"^ I
00277 EQUIVALENCE I4S{1,19,II,ICLOUDf1,1!} 50nNDOT 4;
'^
C *	 w SQANDQT 4:
C GLO pkL MODEL UPPER^AIR FIELDS SQnNDOT a.
:a 00278 COh1MON /4ANDQT/ QU172,9,14,461 SQANDQT 4°_
.^ C SQANDQT 4E
* 00279 DIMENSION U(72,9,l4,1} SOANROT a.
, 00286 ol rrENSroN V{72,9,14,t1 SDAN04T 4f
ao281 DIMENSION Tf72,9,i4,i} SOnr104T 45
06282 DIMENSION 5F1172,9,14,11 SOANOOT 5[
r D6283 DIMENSION PHI{72,9,1.4,t1 SOnND4T 6^
^. 00284 OIMEN5iON OMEGA{72,126,1) SgANDOT 5:
` `1 00285 DI141EN5EON DIABAT(72,126,11 SQANDQT 5;
0028.6 DIMENSION RApSWI72,126,11 SQANDQT 5^
00287 DIMENSION RADLW(72,126,i) SOAK[}0T 5x
C SQANDQT 5E
^,^; 00288 EQUIVALENCE (QUf1,i,1,i),U{1,1,1.1)) SQA1JpgT 5i
00289 EQUIVALENCE IQUEi,1,3,}},V{1,4,1.1)) SOANOQ7 SFE
^^I
00290 EQUIVALENCE tQU{1,1,5,1},7i1,1,1,1)! SonNDgT 5'.
002E31 EQUIVALENCE [QU{1,1,7,11.SHii,1,1,11} SQANDQT 6{
0DZ92 EQUIVALEENCE {4U{1,1,9,t1,PHIf1,1,1,i}1 SQANDQT 61
`^^ 00293 EQUIVALENCE fQU{1,1,11,1?,OMEGAf1,i,7)) SQANDQT &:
60294 EEQUFVALENGic lQUf1.1,12,7},pIABAT{1,1,1}3 SQANDQT 6:
. C` 00295 EQUIVALENCE fgU{1,1,13,1},RADSW{t,1,11) SQANDQT 6^
F 00296 EQUIVALENCE {RUt1,1,14.i},RApLW[t,1,1}1 SQANDQT 6:
C 50ANDOT 6E
C '	 • SCNTRLP	 i
; N C PHYSICS PARAMETER$ AND CGNSTANT5 SCNTRLP
' 40297 COtAMON /CNTRLP/ CDFR SCNTRLP	 •
^ 00298 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CDXL SCNTRLP
00299 CDMt11RN /CNTRLP/ CD1S0 SCNTRLP	 E
00304 GOtAtAON /CNTRLP/ CLH SGNTRI.P	 i
6 00301 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COE	 191 SCNTRLP	 f
': 00302 COMMON /CNTRLP / COEF SCNTRLP	 S
' 00303 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS SCNTRLP	 1{
00344 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COSROT SCNTRLP	 17
^ 00305 COMtJION	 / CNTRLP / CPP SCNTRLP	 1:
00306. COMMON /CNTRLP/ CTID SCNTRLP	 i.
00307 COMMON /CNTRLA/ CUMDAV SCNTRLP	 f^
^:;; 00308 COM)AON / CNTRLP/ C !^ tnRAT SCNTRLP	 1:











rf,]00310 COMMOfJ. /CNTRLP/ C100 SCNTRLP00311 CDh1rdON /CNTRLP/ C40 SGNTRLP00312 COMMON /CNTRLP/ DELTA SCNTRLP00313 COMMON /CfFTRLP/ DTC3 SCNTRLP
00314 COMFdON fCNTALP/ DTpUT SCNTRLP
0031 .5 COMMON /CNTRLP! ED SCNTRLP
04316 COMMON /CNTRLP/ EONM SCNTRLP
003T7 COM11MON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF SCNTRLA
00318 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FMU	 ^ SCNTRLP00319 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FWET SCNTRLP00320 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GAMFAC SCNTRLP
00321 COMMON JCNTRLA/ f:TO p O SCNTRLP00322 COMMON. /CNTRLpI NICE SCNTRLP
00323 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP00324 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NFLW SCNTRLP00325 COFAMON 1CNTRL p / PIM SCNTRLP00326 COfdMON /GNTRL p ! QHOG SCNTRLA00327 COMMON !CNTRLP/ SHLTOP SCNTRLP
00326 COMMON fCNTRLP/ SINROT SCNTRLP00329 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SHOWN SCNTRLP00330 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLP00331 COMMON /CNTRLP/ 5790 SCNTRLP
00332 COMF+IDN /CNTRLP/ STERPI SCNTRLP
00333 COMMON /CNTRLP/ S. TERP2 SGNTRLP
00334 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FFCE SCNTRLP
40335 COMMON /CNTRLP/ TLTOP SCNTRLP
o033B COMMON /CNTRLP/ XDAY SCNTRLP
00337 COMMON /CNTRLP! ILNCO SCNTRLP
0033$ LOGICAL RHOG SCNTRLP
C SCNTRLP
C Y	 " SRADCDM
C RADiATiDN AND SOURCE .'TERM FIELbS SRADCDM
00339 CDMFhON / RAbCOrsf / k5(T2 , 9),	 Rf;{72 , 10} SRADGDM00340 GOMMDN /RADCDM/ PL{72,9),	 PLEf72,t0} SRADCDM00341 CDhiF+1ON /RADCDM/ PLh{72,91,
	 PLKEfiO} SRADGOh100342 COMMON /RADCDM/ TLf72,9},
	
TLE{72,10) SRADCDM00343 COMMON !RADCDM/ TG{72}	 .TN{72,9) SRADCOh!00344 COf11MON /RADCDM/ SHL {72,91,	 SHLE(72,10} SRADCDM00345 COFdMON /RADCDM/ SHGf72),	 CLOUD{72,121 SRADCDM00346 COMMON /RAbppM/ SH5AT172,9).	 GAM{72,9} SRAbCOM00347 COMMON /RADCDM/ RHf72,9} SRADCDM00348 CDf11MDN /RADCDM/ SS. 1 72,91,	 SSSE{72,1D} SRADCDM
Otl349 COMF1^pN /RADCDM! HH{72,31,	 HHE{72,10} SRADCDM0038D GOFJ1F+10N /RADCDM/ HHSf72,9} SRADCDM00351 COMFAO)V /RADCDM/ CVTf72,91,	 CVQ{72,91 SRADCDM00352 COMrAON /RADCDM/ CEDE{91 SRADCDIA00353 COMMON /RADCDM/ SWALEf72.f01,	 SWIL{72,9) SRADCOMS00354 COMMON /RADCDM/ AL{72,101 SRADCDM00355 CDMf;10N /RADCDM/ TAUL{72,10},	 OZALEf72,T0} SRADCDM0035G COMF,1pN /RADCDM/ TDPA65{721 SRADCDM00357 CDMMICN /RADCD141/ RN{3},	 TNt91,	 SRS{91,	 STNf91 SA4DCOM00358 COMfdON /AADCDf}S1 TGpND{9},	 TPENE{9) SRADCDM90359 C4MMDN lRADCDNf/ TLDt'IL,TMIDL,
	 NLAYDX SRADCDM00350 GOMMON /RADCDM/ F1S{5},	 %K{5),	 NFK SRADCDM00351 COMMON 1RADCOM/ pLJAN(19},	 OLAPR{15},	 OLJUL{19}.	 OLDCTf19) SRADCDM00362 COMMON /RADCOFR/ OCM22{23},
	
OCM30{23),	 pCM38{23},	 DCMd6f23} SRFRCOFd00363 COMMON /RADCDM/ PROCM123).	 DCM);1{{23f,




WIf721 SRADCDM00369 CDMFdDN /RAOGOM/ COSZf72),	 50,	 RADTRM{721,
	 CRL $RADCDM00366 COFhMDN /RADCDM/ SGf721,
	
SP{721 SRADCDM00357 COMMON /RADCDM!/ RSURF^72},	 RCLOUb{72},
	
JALB SRADCDM00368. COMMON /F(ADCOM/ LANbf72).
	 OCEAN{72),	 ICE{72) SRADCDM00369 COMMON /RADCDM/ SNDW[72},	 MIXWI{72},
	
FR pSTf72} SRADCDM00370. LOGICAL LAND, .00EAN,
	 ICE,	 SNOW,	 MI1fWI,	 FROST SRADGpM
C SRADCDM
C sPGaN




' -	 -- ----—.^__
fC + SDCUMUL 2
C DYNAMIC SPACE VAAIA8LE5 FDR CUMULO SUBROUTINE SOCUrAUL 300374 COr'11MON /DCUMU/ Q2 p f 721 SDCUh1UL 4
00375 GOrA :4SON /DCUMU / f)3P { 72 ) SDCUMUL 5
00376 COMMON /DCUh1U/	 44 p {721 SDCUMUL 600377 COMFADN /DCUMU/ Q5P f 72 ) SDCUtAUL 7
D0378 COMMON /DCUMU/ 45FiPf72) SDGUMUL 8
D0379 COMMON /DCUMU/	 GArfl1F172) SDCUMUL 9
00380 COMMON /DCUMU/ GAFA3P{721 SDCUMUL iO
00381 COlAMON /DCUMU/ SS1Pf72) SDCUMUL 1i
003$2 CDMfAON /DCUMU/ 552P1721 SDCUMUL 1200383 GOh1FAON /DCUMU/ S53 p 172> SDCUrAUL 7300384 COMMON /RGUMLI/	 554P { 721 SDCUrAUL 1A•
00385 COMMON /DCUMU/ SS5P{72} SDCUFAUL i5
00386 COMMON /DCUMU/ ryH2Pf72) SDCUMUL 16
00387 COfArdpN /DCUMU/ WN3Pf72) SDCUMUL 17
OD388 COTl1MON /DCUMU! HH4 p f72f SDCUMUL 18
00389 COMMON /DCUMU/ HH5P172) SDCUMUL 19
00390 COMMON /RCUMU/	 WH1SP172) SDCUMUL 20
00391 COMMON /DCUMU! HH35P172) SDCUMUL 21^	 D0392 COh1MON /RCUMU/ CVT1P{721 SDCU1LiUL 2200393 GOMfAOk /ACUi y1U/ CVT3P { 72 } SDGUMUL 23
00334 COMMON /DCUMU/ CVT5P{721 SDCUMUL 24
40395 COMMON /DCUMU/ CV41P{721 SDCUMUL 25
00396 COMMON /DCUMU/ GV43Pf72) SDCUMUL 26
00397 COMMON /DCUMU/ L'V4SPf72) SDCUMUL 27
c sDGUrnuL 28
C QSAT IS HOW EY,TERNAL SCUFAULO 10
G SCUFAULO !	 1
C DEBUG SBEGOEB 2
40398 1004D CONTINUE Sf3EGDE8 3
C •••* CYBER SCALAR VERSION D4.001 	 INRUT,I04 SBEGDEB 4
C "^-• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 58EGDE6 5
C •°'+ CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6
C55SSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSS5SS^3355SSSSSSS$SSSSSS$55S$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5555SSSBEGDEB 7
v SCUMULO 73
00393 NCL	 = 1 SCUMULO 14
00400 LGL1	 = 5 SCUMULO 15
p 0d01 LCL2 = 8 SCUMULO t6
C SCUMULO i7
I C ++••+ra•+rrrsrrr•.++ rrr.rr•rrrsr+w+++r.rr:.ra ► +rrr•+++r++.+..+++..+•++SCUhiULD 18
C •* ••SCUFAULO 79
C •+ VARFA{dLE LIST ••SCUFAULO 20
C +• +-SCUMULO 2i
C • *.QUANTITY LEVELS DEFINER	 pESCRIpTIOM ••SCUMULO 22
C +' +•5CUMULO 23
' C *•	 DS 1P,	 3P,	 SP	 pELTA SIGMA ••SCUMULO 24
11 G •+	 4 2P,3p,4P,5P	 5PECIFiC HUMIDITY 1+SCUFAULO 25
I'' C '•	 QST 1P	 SATIRATION SPEGIF3C HUMIDITY +•SCUFdULO 26
f C •`	 GAM 1P,	 3P	 LATENT HE.A7FNG FACTOR +"SCUMULO 27
E C +•	 SS iP,2p.3P,4P,5P	 DRY STATIC ENERGY ••SCUMULO 28
C ••	 HH 2P,3P,AP,5P	 MD_ST STATIC ENERGY •+SCUMULO 29
G • • +-SCUFAULO 30
' C •'	 Hr^i^S 1P,	 3P	 SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY •• SCUMULD 31
C *• •"SCUMULO 32
} C •*	 CV7 iP,	 3P,	 5P	 CHANGE	 FN TEr41PERATURE +•SCUMULO 33
C +*	 CV4 1P,	 3P,	 5P	 CHANGE	 IN SPECIFIC HUMF p ITY •+SCUfAULO 3d
C +' ••SCUMULO 35(^+ +rr++r++r ► rr °rrr+Darr•+»rr+•rr+•r n sr*rr+rr*r•y+r*wrrwr++r+rr+sr ♦++•+ wrSGUFAULO 36
` c scuFAULD 37
c scurAUl_p 38
c scuMULq 39(j +r•++++a+r^r+ ++w+r-r++++..++.+..+ros+"+r+rrr SCUMULD 40
G •• -• scuMULO ai
C ^•	 RETA i./fENTRAINMENT FACTOR)	 *r SCUMULO 42
C *•	 GXL .TOTAL MASS FLUX INTO CLOUD FOR 4• SCUMULO 43
C •• LOW-LEVEL CONVECTION	 °* SCUMULO 44
C •+	 CXD TOTAL MA55 FLUX INTO CLOUD FDR •+ SCUFAULO 45
' C •• MIpRLE AND PENETR. CONVECTION
	 °+ SCUMULO 46
C •+	 EVAPD3: AMOUHT OF MOISTURE ASSUME p TO	 •• SCUMULD d7










C *+	 CLOUO AT LEVEL 3. •• SCUMULO 49
G •* EVAPOS:	 AMOUNT OF MOFSTURE AS5UME p TO	 +* SCUMULO 50
C •+	 RE-EVAPORATE INTO LOW-LEVEL	 +• SCUMULO 5]
C •+	 CLOUp A7 LEVEL 5. +w SCUFhULO 52
(,+ r r r a SCUflfULO 53
C +* PCMIO	 PRECiP.	 DUE TO MI p . LEV.	 CONV.	 ** SCUMULO 54
C •' PCPEN	 pRECIP.	 aUE TO PENETRAT. CaNV.	 *• SCUMULq 55
C =+	 PCLOW	 PRECFP.	 pUE Ta.LOW LEV.	 CONV.	 *+ SCUMULfl 56
C +* _• SCUMULO 57




C rrr.++r++rr+ ► .r+.rrr.^.*+rrwerrrwwrsrww^w •r+rr+rrwrr*r.r.+r+rrrr. ++rrgL+UMULO 62
C •+' "•SCUMULO 63
C *•	 SPECIAL rr1al$T CONVECTION COPING FOR NINE LAYER MODEL WITH 2-2-2 =+ 5CUMULO 6b
C +•	 STRAPPIFlG,	 PRIMED aUANTiTIE5 REFER TO STRAPPE p LAYER5 +•SCUMULO 65
C -• ••SCUMULa 66[+, rrarrrrs+r+rrrr+r+r ♦ rrr+y^rr=rwrer. +„arras. ► rrwrrrrra+rrrwrrrsrrr +rr.+++SCUrr9i]LO 67
C 5CUMULa 68
06402 p51P	 = OSIG[4}	 +	 pSIG[5) SCUMULa 69
D.0403 p53p
	
= gSIG{6)	 + {)SIG(7} SCUpdULO 70
6446p pSSP	 = qSIGfB}	 + p5iGl g } SCUMULa 7f
c scureuLV 7 z
oaaa5 pa	 toao	 i=1,IM15 scuMUty 73
c s{:urnuLO 7a
04405 Q2PfI}	 =	 SHLE{I,6} SCUF.IULO 75
OCtid07 03P[I}	 _	 .5 + 1	 SHL13,6) ^	 SHL{I,71} SCUFdULa 76




.5={	 5HLfI,8} +	 SHL[I,9)} SCUM1IULO 78
C SCUMULO 79
00410 QSTfP{Il
	 =	 '.5 + {SHSAT{I,4) +	 SHSAT{i,5)) SCUMULO 80
C SCUMUta 81004 t i GAM9 P f F i	 =	 : 5 • [GAM { I , 4 } -	 GAr/I R I . S } } SCUP.4UL0 82
00412 GAM3PIF}	
_	 .5 = [GAMII,6} +	 GAMf[,7}1 SCUMULO 83
C SGUFhULO 8a
60443 SS1Pfi1
	 =	 .5 + r	 S55{I,4} +	 SSSii,51} SCUrhULO 85
DO414 SS2P(II
	 =	 SSSE{I,6} SCUliULa 8E
00415 553PfI1
	 =	 .S • 1	 SSSII,61 ^	 SSSII,7}1 SCUMULO 87
00416 554P^I1
	 =	 SSSEfI,81 SCUfhULO 88
00417 SSSPfII
	 =	 .5*f	 SS5fI,8} +	 SSS{I,9}1 SCUf1iULa 89
C sGUMULa 90
D04t8 HW2P{I)
	 =	 HHE{I,6} SCUfhULO 91
00419 HH3PII}	 _	 '.5 + 1 	 HHIi,6} ^	 HWfI,7}} SCUMULf] 92
0.0424 HH4Pt11
	 =	 HHEfI,61 SCUaVIUtO 93




.5 . 1 yHS^I.41 +	 HHSfI,51} SCUMULO 96




00425 PCREN{I}	 =	 D. SCUMUL0100
OD426 PCLOY7{ F }
	 =	 D 5CUFAUL010 f
OD427 CVT1p{I}	 =	 0. SCUMULOla2
00428 CVT3PfI]
	 =	 D. SCUFAUL0103




DOa31 CVQ3P{I)	 =	 0. SCUMUL0106
ODa32 CVQ5P{I)	 =	 D. SCUMULO107
C SCUMULD108
DDa33 10D0 CONTFNUE SCUMU1.0309
C SCUMUL0110
C ++rr+++rr+rrrwrrwrrrrrrrr*rrrrewrwrwrwrr SCUMULa111C r.rr rrr. SCUMUL0112
C r•++	 MIf]DLE-LEVEL CONVECTION •*++ SCUfhULOii3
C ^•+• •**• SCUMULOi14
C ..	 r+r+r.rrr.rrrr+r*rrr++++rr +•.rrrr+.. SCUMUL01i5
C SCUMULD1iB
06434 p0	 1610	 I =1,IM SCUMUL01i7
C SCUMULOiTB
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Cxp	=	 (	 HHSP(i1-HHiSPfI1	 1/TElAP SCUMULD191
C SCUMULD192
225 CONTINUE SCUh1UL0193
TEMP	 = Cxp 	+'	 ( 1 . -RETA 1 SCUh1UL0194
iF	 ITEMP.G7.DS3P)	 CxD = p53P /	 (t.-RETA} SCUh1ULO19S
TEMP = CXD = RETA SCUMULD196
IF	 (TE:h1P.GT.OSSP)
	
CxD = D55F ! RETA SCUMUtD197
GT1P	 =	 CXD'IS5iPfI)-S52PlI} + E%/{1. + GArJ[iPli)))/ p51P SCU1jULDt48
GT3P	 = CxD'{552PfI)-S53P{I}+ gETA • ISS3P(I1	 - SS4PII}1)/DS3P SCUMULO199
CTSP = CxD + RETA • {S54P(i)	 - 555P{I}}/DSSP SCUMULO200
CQtP	 = GxD'fQ2P(I}-QST1PfI)-Ex • GA191tP(I)/{11.+GAM1PfI)} •CLH31/ pSiP SCUPdULD201
CQ3 p	= Cxp '(Q3P(I}-Q2P(I)	 +	 RETA • SQ4P1I)	 -	 R3PfI})}/DS3P SCUMULD202







	 =	 CVT3P(i}	 + Ct3P SCUMULO2o5
GVT5 p {13
	
= CVTSPf2}	 + CT5P SCUMULO2DG
CVg1Pfi1
	
=	 CVQtPiI}	 +	 CQiP SCUMULD2D7
CVQ3P{I)	 = CVQ3PfI}
	 + CQ3P SCUMULO2D8






	 =	 555P{I}	 + CT5P SCUlSULO212
Q3P{I)
	 =	 Q3PfI1	 - CQ3P SCUMULO213O5P 1 i )	 =	 Q5P i I }	 - CQ5P SCUFdULD214
C scuMULD2t5
DO 227 L=LCL1,LCt2 SCUrdULO216
CLOUDII,L}
	 =	 1 5CUMULD217227 CONTI{dUE 5CUMULO218
C SCUMULD219
GLDUDfI,NLAY + 31	 = LGL1	 - 3 SCUIJIULO220
IF	 fQDUT}	 ICLOUDfI,J)	 =	 ICLOUDfI,J1	 +	 ftCtt-31'4 5GU1r1ULD221
C SCUrAULD222
PCPEN(I}	 =	 fCQ1P*OS1P	 + GQ3P'p53P	 ^ CQS p• D55P1*.1+SPIi1/GRAD SCUMULD223
SCUr^SULD22d
NCL	 = NCL + 1 SCUr+3ULD225
IF	 {HCL.G7.4)	 HCL	 =	 1 SCUMULO226
LCC1	 = B - HCL SCUh1ULO227i F	 1 NCt _ f:Q . i 1
	
LCt l=	 5 SCUFAULO228
tCL2 = LCt1	 + 3 SCUMULO229C SCUh1ULD23D
HHiSA{i]
	 =	 HH1SP(I}	 +	 {1.	 +	 GAMiP{I)} r Gi'iP SCUMULO231
HH35P{I)
	 = HH35P(I}
	 +	 I1.	 + GAM3PlI))*CT3P SCUMULO232
HH3P(II
	
= HH3PfI)	 + CT3P	 - CLH • CQ3P SCUMULD233
HHSP{I}
	 = HH5PfI)	 + CT5P - GLH • CQ5P SCUTAULD234
C SCUTAULD23S
1P20 CONTINUI: SCUMUtO236C SCUiAULD237
[+	 .s.rrra.r. rrwr ► .wr..rrrrr• ► rwr.r.wrrrwa *. SCUPAULD238
C	 •'+"	 **** 5CUMULO239
C •'•^	 LDW LEVEL CONVECTIDN 	 ••*' SCUMULO24DC	 !•'•	 +'••• SCUfdULO2d1(.	 .r.s.r.r,rr ♦ rrarrwwr•+:rrrsrar...r,r.+.:r•wr SC[}MULD242
C SCUMULO243
DD	 1030	 I=t,Ih1 SCUMULD244
C SCUMULO245
Isx	 =	 HH5PfI}	 -	 HW35PII} SCUMULD246
IF	 [EX.LE.O_)	 GO	 Tq 	 ID30 SCUl:SULD247
C scuenutoz4a
TEMP	 =	 {EX/fi.	 + GAM3P{i)}	 +	 SS3P(I}	 - 555PfI})/CLH SCUMULD249
EVA pD3 = TEMP*DS3P/f pS3P + DSSP} SCUl1lULO25D
EVAPO5 = TEMP - EVAPO3 SCUMULD251
TEMP	 =	 fft.	 +	 GAM3 p {.i1)'fSS3Pl.i}-554PII}-CLH'EVAPO3) 	 '	 Ex}iDS3P SCUMULO252
S	 +	 (HH5P(13	 - HH4PII})/DSSP SCUMULD253
TEM11P	 =	 AMAx. if.401,TEMP1 SCUh1ULO254
CxL	 = Ex/TEr7P SCUMUL0255
C%L	 = AMIHtICXL,D55 p ) SCUMULD256
CT3P	 = CXL*{553PfI}-SS4 p 1;}-CLH*EVAPD3 + Ex/11.	 + GAM3P{I})}/DS3P SCU!'^ULO257
CT5P	 = CXL r IS54P{I}	 - 5S5P{I)	 - CLH • EVAPOS}	 /b55P SCUrAULD258
CQSP	 = CXL • f45PfI}	 - Q4PfI1	 -	 EVAPDS}	 /DSSP SCUlAULO259
CQ3P _ -CQ5P • DSSP/DS3P SCUrhULO26D
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	 = CVQ3PfI]	 + Cg3P SCUMUL0263
D0530 CVgSPfT}	 = GVgSP{I}	 + CQSP. SCUMUL0264
C SCUMUL0265
00531 PCL04Y1I)
	 _	 {DS3P •Cg3P + DSS p+ CgSP}*.1*SR{I}/GRAN SCUMUL0256C SCUMUL02i;7
00532 L = 8 SCUMUL0268
D6533 IF	 TRW{3,7},GT.RW{i,8))	 L	 =	 7 SCUMUL0269
00534 CLDUp{I,L}	 =	 T SCUfAUL0276
0as35 CLOUO{I,NLAYPI)	 = L	 - 6 SCUMULO271
00536 IF	 {BOUT)	 ICLOUp {I,J}	 =	 ICLOUDfI,J}
	
a	 {L-6} • i& SCUMULD272
C SCUMUL027300537 "1634 CONTINU>: SCUIJIULD274C SCUfAUL0275
'. C s.r+ rr..rrr n re n rr n * n r n n* n ,rrr.rr• n ..+*w.rr.*rwrrr..rrrar...r.r..r" SCUMULD276
C	 ••*' "+••	 SCUfAUL0277
C	 "'•• bISTRIBUTION OF CVTP AND GVQP INTO THE NINE LAYERS **-"	 SCUMUL0278
` C	 •••* CODING IS SPECIAL FOR 2-2-2 STRAPPING ••••	 SCUMUL0279
C	 ^`"* •*-"	 SCUR3UL0280! (^+	 .rrr *««rsrr ► rr n ++rrr.r. n "r.*+r. n 	 rr n rr•r« n r.r.srrrr. n rar. +.++...	 SCUMUL028i
c scuTAT:to2az
r	 ^ D0538 p0	 iO4D
	 I = 1,IM SCUMUL0283
c scurAUtpza4
00539 CVT{L,4}
	 =	 t:25 •CVTiP{I)	 -	 .25"CVT3P(I) SCUfAUL0285
00540 CVTfi,5)
	 _	 .75 • CVT1P{i)	 +..25 • CVT3P{i) SCUMULD385
i 00541 CVT{I,5)
	 =	 CVT3P{I1	 +	 0.125*{CVTtP(I!
	 -	 CVTSPfI1) SCUfAUt0287
00542 CVT{1.71
	 = CVT3PfI)	 -	 O.t25*fCVT1P[I)
	 - CVTSPfI}} SCURSUL0288
^ 00543 CVT{I,8)	 _	 .78"ClrTSP(II
	 +	 .25"CVT3PfI) SCUrAULD289
^. 04544. CVT{7,91
	 =	 t.25 • CVTSP{I)	 -	 ,25 • CVT3 p fI) SCUMUL0294
00545 FRAE1	 =	 2. ►5HSAT{I,4)/{SHSATfI,4}	 + SHSATfI,S}ISCllMUL0291
00546 IF{GVg1P{.11.G7.0.}	 FRAG1	 =	 2. r SNL(T,4}/{SHL{I,4)+SHLTI,S) + 1.E-54)	 S.CUfAUL0292
00547 FRAC2 = 2.-FRACT SGUMUL0293
`
00548 CVq[I,4)	 =	 FRAC1 • CVQiA {11 SCUfdUL0294
-L^
00543 CVq{I,S)
	 =	 FRAC2*CVQIPSII SCUfAUL0295










	 = FRACt + CVQ3P{I} SCUMUL0299
^ 00554 CVR1i,7)	 =	 FRAG2 • CVQ3P(I) scurautD3g o
00555 FRACT
	 =	 2.*SHSATfi,B}/TSHSAT{I,8}	 + SHSAT(T,3)}SCUR1UL034i
^^
00556 IF{CVg5P(I}.GT.O.}	 FRACT
	 =	 2. •SHL{I,8)fiSHLfI,B}+SHL11,91 + 1.E-SD)	 5CU{AULD302
0D557 FRAC2 =	 2.-FRACS SCUfAULD3D3









t^ 00560 1044- CONTINUE SCUfAUL0307
C SCUfAUL0308
i ^+^ G	 rrrr n rr"r.*iM ► .r*41f.y}*ry«#r^i" ► .rrrrrrr.**r..rr.rc^..vrs. SCUI^IULD309(+'	 r •"; • • • • 5CUfAULD31 0
^ 1)^ C	 •*'• UPDATE TErAPEF:. TUR@S,	 SPECIFTC HUMp ITY,	 ETC.	 •++ ^• SCUMUL0311C " ► • SCUfAUL D3 t 2
. L.	 : n r.• rrssrrr^t.r*s nn rs,rrrrrewsrr*s.rr.r.rr ► n rr.s n ,.aa.r". SCUMULO313
: C SCUMUL031d
60561 q D	 1050 L=1,NLAY SCUfAUL0315
i 60562 pD	 1050	 l=i.IR7
^ I ; 00563 TL(I,L1
	 =	 TL{I,L}	 ^	 CVT{I,L) SCUdULD3i7
00554 SHLfI,L)	 =	 SHL{I,L)	 -	 CVQ{I,L1 SCUMUL0318
40565 SH5AT{I,L)
	 =	 QSATf	 TLTI,L],PLIi,L)
	 ) SCllrAUt03i9
00565 GAMII,L)	 ^	 GAMFAC • SHSATfE,L)/{TLfI,L) • TL{I,L}} SCUrAULO32D
00567 1060 CONTINUE SCUMUL032T
!' 005£8 1050 CONTINUE SCUfAUL0322
C SCUMUL0323
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---TYPE------CLASS------- REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF	 DO, i=DAtA	 INFT,	 R=R£AD,	 S=STORE,
	
W=4tRFTE
ADATE CCNTRt CHAR•8 SIIAPLE 3 16
ADtD p RDPARM REAL SIMPtE 206
AL RADCUM REAL ARRAY 354
ALBEDO gANR4T REAL ARRAY 244 262
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIh1PL1; 146
AS RARCDM REAL ARRAY 339
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE Q 17
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
C10 CNTRLP REAL SIh1PLE 309
0100 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 910
C40 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 311
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR^B ARRAY 14 15
CCO CGNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 2 14 i5
CCNTRL Rf3AL UNKNOWN 2 3 d 5 6 7 8 9 SO	 i1
i3
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE 7 2fl
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR+^B SIMPLE 9 22
CUATE RADC0f11 REAL ARRAY 363
CDFR CNTRLP REAL SIh'SPLE 297
CDXL CNTRLP REAL 3IPRPLE 298
CDY.D CNTRLR REAL SFMPtE 29.5
CLH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300 da3 -453 457 484 510 511 516 5t9	 523
CLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY 345 447/5	 448/5 498/5 500/S 534/5 53$/5
CNTRLR REAL. UNKNOWN 297 298 299 300 301 302 343 304 305	 306
308 309 310 3t1 312 313 314 315 3f6	 317
319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327	 328
330 331 332 333. 334 335 336 337
COE CNTRLP REAL ARRAY 301
COEF CNTRLP REAP_ SIMPLE 302
COEFS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303
CQN1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SIh1PLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DF RDPARM REAt SIMPLE Z10
CON3 RDPARfd REAL SIMPLE 2i1
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPL>; Z12
CON4. RDPARM AE AI, SIMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIiNPLE 215
COSD RCNTRL REAL. 'SIMPLE 148
CDSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2i8
CO5LON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
GDSRDT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 304
CDSZ RADGOM REAL ARRAY 365
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIy[PLE 218
GPP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLJ: 305
C41P REAL SIMPLE 484/5 490 502
D43 p REAL SIMPL£ 485/5 491 495 502 510 526/5 529 531
C451s REAL SIMPLE 486/5 d92 496 502 St1 525/5 526 534 531
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL' REAL ARRAY 13
CT1P REAL 5FMPtE 481/5 487 508
CT3P REAL SIMPLI; 482/5 488 493 509 Si0 523/5 527
C78P REAL SIh1FL£ 483/S d89 494 511 5Z4/S 528






























GUMDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 3D7
CURIRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 30B
CUMULp SUBROUTINE 1
CVQ RADCprd REAL ARRAY 351 548/5 5d915 553/5 554/5 558/5 559/S 56d
CVQ 1P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 395 430/5 44375 45D 490/5 490 546 548 549
F CVi13p pCUMU REAL ARRAY 396 43118 444/5 45D 453 456 491/5 491 529/5 829 551
553 654
CVQSP ocurnu REAL. ARRAY 397 432/5 492/5 492 530/S 53D 556 55$ 559
CVT RADC0h1 REAL ARRAY 35f 539/5 SAO / 5 541 / 5 542 / 5 543/5 544/5 563
CVTtP DCUMU RGAL ARRAY 392 427/5 441/5 451 454 457 487/5 4$7 539 540 541
542
CVT3P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 393 428/5 442/5 452 453 455 488/5 488 527;5 527 339
540 541 542 543 544
CVT5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 394 429/5 489/5 489 528/5 528 541 542 543 544
CXp REAL SIMPLE d39/S 44D 44D75 4Ai a42 443 444 468 / 5 475 / 5 477 478
479 480/5 481 482 A83 d84 485 d85
CxDE RADCOFd REAL ARRAY 352
^ CxL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 365 521/5 522/5 522 523 524 525
CZH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 364
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
^	 ^ DCUMU REAL. UNKNOWN 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 38t 3$2 383 38d
^; 385 3$6 3R7 388 389 390 391 392 393 39d 395
356 397
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DECMnx RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DELT4 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 312
^`,
^
^. pFAB4T 4r.NQQT REAL ARRAY 285 29d
bIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SI6^PLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
• D51P REAL SIMPLE 402/5 d37 44i dq3 450 473 48t 484 502
OS3P REAL SIMPLE 403/5 437 44D 44D A42 444 45D q66 478 478 482
t 465 5D2 517 517 6T9 523 526 531
^1* p55p REAL SIMPLE d04/5 466 473 .t80 a80 483 486 5D2 517 519 522
.^








403 403 4p4 40a ^} Q
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156 '>^ ^
p TC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 313 '-"'
^DTaUT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 314
^^
DXP RDPARFJI REAL ARRAY 219 Q ^
DXYP RpPARts1 REAL ARRAY 220 Q
XI
it DYP RDFARFd REAL ARRAY 221 ^
?1 EGCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
^
3^_ Ep CNTRLP REAL SIIL7PLE 315 ^	 _,
^ 1:DNM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 3iE3 ^	 ,-,
^j EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273 L_
•^''•"' EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t83
^ 7 1 EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t84 -•1	 ^,
EVAP AADCCRI REAL SIMPLE 364 KL pi;•
EVAPO3 REAL SIMPLE: 517/5 Sib 5i9 523
1	 ! EVAPOS REAL SIMPLE 518/5 524 525
4' !:X REAL SIMPLE 435/5 436 d37 439 44T 443 465/5 472/5 481 484 514
515 516 519 521 523
^ 1 F1DT ADPARM RE:At SIMPLE 223
F2pT RDPARFd REAL SIMPLE 224
FCOEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 317
.^ FCORLS RpFARM REAL ARRAY 222
i FILTER LDAARM LOGICAL ARRAY 2DD 203r' FI{ RADCoPd REAL ARRAY 360
FMU CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 318
FRAC1 REAL SIMPLE 645/5 546/5 547 548 550!5 561/5 552 553 555;5 556/5 557
558
FRAC2 REAL SIMPLE 547/5 549 .ri52/5 554 557;5 659
FROST RADCI]A7 LOGICAL ARRAY 369 370
FUSION QAN64T REAL ARRAY 256 274i
F41ET CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 319k
GANP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3d6 411 4i1 412 412 566/5
GAM1P DCUMU R(;AL ARRAY 379 411/5 437 441 443 443 46t 457 d73 481 484 ^
4$4 508






















































REAL SIMPLE 320 5B5 O
REAL SIRIALE 158
REAL SIMPLE 159 ^
REAL SIMPLE 160 b54 542 531
REAL ARRAY 245 263
REAL SIMPLE 321





REAL ARRAY 254 272
REAL ARRAY 349 419 d19 421 42t
REAL ARRAY 390 422/5 435 451/5 d51 Asa 462 455 d71 475 508
506
REAL ARRAY 366 418/S 437
REAL ARRAY 387 41915 a35 437 453/5 453 461 463 a71 5t0/S 510
-REAL ARRAY 391 423!5 452/5 452 a60 452 483 d6S 468 509/S 509
514
REAE. ARRAY 388 420!5 d66 473 519
REAL ARRAY 389 42T/S 460 460 dS1 ASG 458 473 a75 511/5 511
Std 519
REAL kgRAY 349 4t8 a20
REAL ARRAY 350 422 422 a23 a23
REAL' SIMPLE 322
INTEGER SIMPLE- 405/C 405 405 ^c07 447 407 408 408 aG9 409 409
410 470 410 d11 411 411 412 d12 4t2 4?3 413
413 414 414 415 at5 415 416 416 aT7 417 417
418 418 419 415 a19 420 420 421 427 421 422
422 422 423 423 423 424 425 425 427 428 429
430 431 432 434/C 435 435 437 437 437 .137 437
dd1 441 441 441 4d2 442 442 443 443 443 443
443 444 Odd d4r1 4a6 446 447 448 Ad9 449 450
450 450 450 451 451 461 451 452 45Z 452 452
453 453 453 453 454 454 454 455 4^5 4SS 456
456 456 457 a57 a57 457 459/C 460 660 46D 460
461 461 462 462 463 463 465 465 456 465 466
456 466 455 465 468 468 471 471 473 473 473 0 0
473 473 475 475 4Et 481 481 482 422 .182 482 ^ .^
403 483 48A 484 4$d d8A 485 485 485 485 d86 ,.^ ^
486 487 487 488 488 489 489 490 490 49t 491
492 492 493 d93 494 494 495 495 495 496 498 ^ ^
500 501 SO1 502 502 508 508 SOH 509 509 5D9 ^ ^
510 510 511 511 513EC 5Td 514 515 516 516 519 ,"['j ^
619 519 519 519 523 523 523 S2A 52d S2S 525
527 527 528 528 529 529 530 530 531 531 533 ^ '^
533 53A 535 535 536 538/C 539 535 539 540 540 C .^°540 541 541 541 541 542 542 542 542 543 543
5'43 544 54-0 5dd Sd5 S4S 545 546 Sd5 546 545 r ^.;^
S4B 548 6a9 549 55O 55D 550 551 55t 551 551
553 553 55A 55a 555 555 555 555 555 555 555 '^ •-+
558 558 559 559 S62/C 563 563 5&3 66d 554 564 'aa ^
665 565 565 566 566 556 566
INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
INTEGER- SIMPLE 25 90 91
LOGICAL ARRAY 368 37Q
YNTEGER ARRAY 259 277 449/S 449 501/S 501 535/5 536
INTEGER UN1SNQkJN 25 26 27 28 29 30 3? 32 33 34 35
3S 37 38 39 d0 41 42 d3 44 45 45
4i 48 49 50' 51 52 53 54 55 56 5T
58 59 6U fi1 62 S3 64 65 68 67 68




INTEGER UNKNOWN 183 i90 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199
.INTEGER SIMPLE 140








^ IICLOUD ICNTRL iNTEGSR UNKNCWN 86
IJUMP IDPAAM INTEGER ARRAY 189
IM ICNTRL INFEGER SIMPLE 26 4D5 434 459 513 538	 562
IMD2 IGNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
IFd62P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 191
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
' IPRECON IC^JTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
IQS ICNTAt INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 81	 82 83	 B4	 85 SS
iQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89
IRA pLWG 3CNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
IRADSW ICNTRL INFEGER UNFiNOWN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTE.GEA UNKNOWN 8A
IROD IDPAAM1I INTEGER SIh1PLE 192
'r 17APE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 241 204
ITMAX ICNTRL .INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
'• ITPAIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 7T Q
^ J INTEGER SIMPLE 1 aA9 448 541 541 536	 636 "+^ ;$^
7^ JALB RApGDhi INTEGER SIMPLE 357 :7 L^
I JC IDPapM INTEGER ARRAY i93 C^
JE IDPARIA INTEGER ARRAY 194
'.	 ^ JIC CCNTRL GHAR"8 SIk1PLE 5 t8 ,^	 1.,,,
JHf ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34
Jh1 p 2 ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 31 i;a+	 -,d
Jh1T2 ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 32 CT ;,iJNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33
' J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 °'_-;^;"
J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 !_
JOB CCNTRL CHAR°8 SIMPtE 6 19 '
^^ JP IDPARM FNTEGER ARRAY 195 orb i-;.
JSp ICNTRL INTEGER 5I^dPLE 36+
KtikLB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
-
`
l KLIGYI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38












KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE Al^
L INTEGER SIMPLE A45/S 44'6/5 a47 448 444 497/C	 A98 532/5	 533/S	 534 535
536 561/C 553 553 563 564	 56A 564	 Sfi5	 565 565
^^;
565 566 566 566
LAND RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 368 374
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
+i; LCO CCNTRL -CALLOGi SIMPLE 92 1.t3 taa
e LCL1 INTEGER SIMPLE 440/5 A9T 500 501 545/5 506/5	 507
?^i, tCL2	 - INTEGER SIMPLE 44115 A97 547/5
•	 ^ CCNTRL INTEGER UhJKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96 97	 98 99	 106	 101 102i	 ^.j 1 p 3 10A
LDiAHAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKN04YN 116 t41
4ili LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 203 2D2
LEFLUM LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKiJOWN 110 i35
i	 ^ LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 736
^,^ L1^lFLUX CCNTRL- LOGICAL UNKNOVIN 109 134
I LICLOUD CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 174 135
;,	 'l LOG8R ICNTRL INFEGER SIMPLE d2
E.OMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ii5 f44
' LPREACC LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 132
tPRECON CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKN0IYN 148 !33
;b 1.45 LGNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 145 106 107 i08 149	 ii4 tt1	 112	 113 114
^. 128
LQU CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 104 115 i16 117 129
LRARLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 136
LRADSW CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
j LRAD5WG LCIJTRL LOGICAL llNKNOWN i12 137
j tTMAX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOLYN 146 13i
L.TMiN CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f05 13 q
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIrdpLE 43
fi1ATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE A4^
MATSUN ICNTRL. INTEGi;R SIFi7PLE 45 ^















' ^	 { w
ri
hid IDPARM INT$GE:R ARRAY t97
MLF' ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY dfi
MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
MSM ICNTRL 3NTEGER SIMPLE a9
NH ICNTRL iNTEG1;R SIMPLE 50NCL INTEGER SFF+IPLE 395/5 503/5	 503	 504
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE 9i
C ND ALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5Z
^.
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S3
^^ NOHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
K NDDUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
FJD p HY ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55F NDRSW ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPL'e 28
^. ^^	 NDSHF ICNTRL INT£G[R SIMPLE 56
x NDT ICNTRL IP1T£GER SIldPLE 57
^ NOTC3 CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 323
i NF1t RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 350
i- -	 NFLW CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 324
is NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SiNIPLE 58
NFiMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NHM51 iDPnRh1 INTEGER SIh7PLE 198
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIh'fPLE 59
NKR5H ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER Sih7PLE 61 ddb	 Sfl0	 561
NLAYh71 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
' NLAYOZ RADCOhS INTEGER SIMPLE 359
NLAYPI TCNTRt INTEGER SIldPLE 63 535
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NQ2 RADGOM INTEGER SIMPLE 363
ICNTRL INT1^GER SIMPLE 64
'y^
N5DAY
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65^
NSTEP ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 67
NY111D ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
^^ NYlADO 1CNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE 71
v NYMD1 IDpARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE t39
s NVMDE ECNTRL INTEGER SIINPLE 7D
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
^^
OCEAN RADCpM LOGICAL ARRAY 369 370
OCMZ2 RADCI] hA REAL ARRAY 362
1 aCM3D RADCOM REAL ARRAY 362
.1 OCh138 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 362
;^,
QCM46 RADCOfA REAL ARRAY 362












OLJVL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 361
311 OLOC7 RADCD141 REAL ARRky 361
p';, OMEGA QANDQT REC+L An^AY 284 293
i ^	 qMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE. 161
'^; OZALE RAD{;OM REAL ARRAY 355
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248 257
'1' PCLOW PC4N REAL ARRAY 373 426/5	 531/5
' PCMID PCON REAL ARRAY 371 d24/S	 450/5
1	
PC4N REAL UNKNOWN 371 372	 373
PCPEN PCON REAL .ARRAY 372 425/5	 502/5
'1^ PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 242
h'i`	 PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260PI RCNTRL 1iEAL SIMPLE 152
PI180 RCNTRL HEAL SIMPLE 153
i ^	 PI2 RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE 164
I ;	 PIM CNTRLP REAL STMPLE 325
PIM£AN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 766
i	 PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PHTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228
^^ PL RADCQM REAL ARRAV 3dD 565
^' ^	 PLE RADCQM REAL ARRAY 34Di_'. PLEV5 RCNTRL R1;AL ARRAY, i8D
^	 PLK RADC1}M REAL ARRAY 341













-=	 ^	 -	 ____u^.__.^^s______^_ sae--'_
IICLOUO ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8G
YJUMP IbPARh'I INTEGER ARRAY 189
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 405 434 459 513	 538	 562
Ih1p 2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE Z7
IMp 2Pi ICI,ITRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
YNp EX IpPAAM INTEGEA ARRAY 191
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPAEAGC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGEA UNKNOWN 80
I45 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80	 et	 82 83	 84	 86	 86
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89
iRA4LWG ICNTRL 3NTEGER UNKNOVIN 85
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNitNOWN 85
IRAOSwG YCNTgt YNTEGER UNKNOWN 84
YRDp IppnRF4 INTEGER SIMPLE 192
ITAPE LOPnRF11 LOGICAL SIMPLE 20I 2Da
ITF$AY ICNTRL. YNTEGER UNKNOVlN 78
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVlN 77
J INTEGER SIFdPLE 1 449 nag 501 501	 536	 536
^ 0
JAtid RAOGDRI INTEGER SIMPLE 367 iT ^
JC IpPARM YNTEGER 4RRAY 193 `-^
JE IDPAgFd INTEGER ARRAY 194 `CI 17
JIC CCNTRL CHAA'8 SIMPLE 5 18 ^ ^
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30
JMp 2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 ^ ^
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL iNTEG@R SIMPLE 33 ^^ ^,
J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 ^ ^^













JSP ICNTRL - INTEGER SIMPLE 36
KI.YALF3 ICNTRL INTEGER SIF-0PLE 37
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLISST YCNTRL INTEGER SIFdPLE 39
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
KSTEP IpPAAFd INF£GER SYN1pLE 196
KU ICNTRL YNTEGER SYF^PLE 41
L INTEGER SIMPLE 44515 446/5 dq7 448 449	 497/C
	
498 532/5	 53315	 534	 535
536 561/C 563 563 563	 56d	 5G4 564	 565	 565	 569
56G 566 566 556
LAND RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 358 370
LC LCNTF.L LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
LCD CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 i43 144
LCL1 INTEGER 5317PLE d00/S 497 50D 541 505iS	 90615	 50T
LCL2 IN7EG^R SIMPLE 401/S 497 507/5
CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96	 97	 98 99	 100	 101	 102
Lp IASAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOS'!N 1^6 14^
LOPARFA INTEGER UNKNOWN 2D0 201 202
LEFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL .UNKNOWN I10 135
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVIh 11i i36
Li-fFLUX CCNTRL LDGYCAL UNKNOWN 109 i34
LICLDUp CCNTRL LDGIGAL UNKNOWN t14 139
L pGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIPIPLE 42
LOMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 140
LPREACC CCNTRL LDGYCAL UNKNOWN 107 i32
LPRECDN CCNTRL LOGICAL UIJKNDWN 108 133
LQS CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 1D3 105 f06 i07 108	 t09	 110 111	 112	 1i3	 i14
128
LQU LCNTgL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 1i5 116 T17 129
LRApLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRA pSW CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVIN i17 I42
L13AOSWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ii2 137
LTMAX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131
LTFRIN CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOPIN 1D5 130.
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGEA SIMPLE 44
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 C]
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































145 146 ia7 tae
156 157 158 159
167 168 169 170
178 179 t80 t8T
20fi 207 208 209
217 2i8 219 220
228 229 230 23T
239 240
339
453/5 464 464/5 466
482 483 485 c86
17)














26A 265 266 267 268
275 276 277
484
292 293 294 295 296
344 345 346 34: 348
355 356 357 358 359
366 357 368 36?
154 151 152 153 t54
161 152 163 164 165
172 173 t74 175 176
783 184 165 186
211 212 273 2ta 215
222 223 224 225 226
233 234 235 235 237
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QAND g T REAL. ARRAY
gAN{3QT. REAL. ARRAY

























































































SHLE RADCGM REAL ARRAY
SHLTGP CNTRLR REAL SIMPLE
SHS OArID9T REAL ARRAY
SHSAT RADCGrd REAL ARRAY
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SiGE RCNTRL REA! ARRAY
SING RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
SINL ROPARhf REAL ARRAY
SIMLQN RDPARM- REAL ARRAY
SINROT ChlTRL^ REAL SIMPLE
SrdTH 4ANDpT REAL ARRAY
SN2FLC LCN7RL LOGICAL Sir^1PLE
SNQW RADCGM17 LOGICAL ARRAY
SNOPIN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
SNOWS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
SOLS RCr^7gL AEt.L SIMPLE$p RADCGM REAL ARRAY
SAS RADCGM AEAL ARRAY
S51P DCUh1U gEAL ARRAY
SS2P DCUMU REAL ARRAY
553P DCU+nu REAL ARRAY
554P DCcIP1 [ U REAL ARRAY
555P DCUMU REAL ARRAY
555 RADCGM REi',L ARRAY
555E RnpCGrA p>:nL ARRAY
START LDpAA +A LOGICAL SirdPLE
S7ElC) CNTRLP REAL _ SIh1pLE
STERPI CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
57':RP2 CrdTRLF REAL SI+IPLE
STN RADCGM REAL ARRAY
54^ALE RApCaM REAL ARRAY
SlYIL RAUCOrd REAL ARRAY
T Onr^DQT REAL ARRAY
TAUL RnDCGn1 REnL ARRAv
TCGND RAD.O^f REAL ARRAY
TEPAP REAL SIMPLE
TG RApCOA+ REA! ARRAY
TH RADCGrJI REAL ARRAY
THSTD RDP4Rr11 REAL SIMPLE
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
77 CE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
iL RADCGh1 REAt ARRAY
TLE RADCGM REAL ARRAY
TLC1VrL RADCGM REAL SIMPLE
TLTOF CNTRLP R£AL SIMPLE
TMAx QAtJDgT AEnL ARRAY
TMIDL RADCGM REAL SIMPLE
7rdiN oANO4T REAL ARRAY
TN RADCGh1 REAL ARRAY
TGPA95 AADCDM REAL ARRAY
FOTGZ RADCGM gEAL ARRAY
TPENE RADCGM REAL ARRAY
TS 4AND4T REAL ARRAY
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
U OANDQT REAL ARRAY
v OnNDQT REAL ARRAY
VER GCNTRL CHAR-& SIrdPLE
WE:T RADGG ►A REAL ARRAY
WI RADCOtA REAL ARRAY
WSAVE RDPt.AM REAL ARRAY
xDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
xK RADCflM REAL ARRAY
xLAHEL CGNTRL CHAR*8 ARRAY






? 4a z86 0














3B6 a50 502 531
357
361 al3/S 437 a41 a54^S 454 473 481
382 414/5 437 ad1 ad2 466 473 481 d82
383 415/5 442 455{S 455 466 d56 482 462 493/5 453
516 519 523
364 415/5 456 482 ag3 519 523 52a
385 417/5 483 49415 49d 515 524












437/5 438/5 436 43B 461/5 A63 466/5 467/5 d67 45B 471
473/5 474/5 474 475 a77lS 478 479/5 480 516%S 5f7 514
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I' 00001 SUBROUTINE GAILY
- 1 » 1 SDAILY
^+. - r.r...rrrrrrrrr rr»r»»na.rr»r..rrrrrrr.»»r»r»».r»»»rr»r+.ate..».... —..	 •SDAILY
^^' C PURPOSE SDAILY
C UPDATE GALENDAR, CORRECT GL084L 61EAN PRESSURE SDAILY
'' C ANA FNPUT CLIMATOLOGY IF AT 6EGINNiNG OF NEW DAY. SDAILY
^
;




C ARGUrrSENT5	 DESCRIPTION SDAILY
C GLih1ATDLOGY I!O ERROR RETClRN 5RAILY
C SDA]LY
C 210 ODNAFAE	 RESCRiPiI qN SRAitY
C 4T	 MONTHLY TOPOGRAPHY SRAfLY
" C 42	 MONTHLY GROUND 1YETNESS SDAILY
^. C a3	 NiDNTHLV AtBEDO SDAILY
C SDAItY
C SUBPROGRAhS5 NEEDER SDAILY
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SDAILY
C RDGLI	 READ CLIMATE RATASET SDAILY
'^ C SDAILY
'^ C RECORD OF rdODiFiCATIONS SRAILV
F C BASED ON DLD VERSION 8. SDAILY
i C SDAILY
;' G ?RATE?	 ?PROGRAMFti'iER?	 4DESCRIP7-ION OF MODIFICATION59 SDAILY
3' C 05/.19/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SDAILY
C SDAILY
C REMARKS: SDAILY




^^,^ (,+r..r.rrrrr»rrrr»»rr.».rrr.rrrrrr..r.r.errrrrr.rr.rrr..*r.r.r.....r....•SDA ILYC r M! A- C D M	 S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 •5D4ILY
• ^ [+rerrrrrrrrrwr,kr.^r.rrrrr^r»ras»s^rn:rcrrrrrer»r.rrrr ► rrrr»rrrrrrrr....rs +SDAILY
C SCNTRL
C CHARACTER nc^oEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL
C----------=-------------------- °---___------------ SCNTRL
COMMCN /CCNTRL/ CGO SCNTRL
^,'^
00002
00403 COFAMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL`
.00064. COFAr114N /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL
:^	 f 00005 cor^raDN !CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL
00445 COPAMON /.GGNTRt/ JOB SCNTRL
a i 00007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP05 SCNTRL
} 0044$ COMFJION /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCrJTRL4oaos Gosi^laN /CCNTRL/ ccsPOa SCNTRLI ^
04010 CCMrAON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL
00091 COMMON /CCNTRL/ RLABEL	 1101 SCNTRL
^	 j 04012 COFdPJSON	 / CCNTRL / 	CRS	 134] SCNTRL
00013 COFAFAON /CCNTRL/ C4U	 ( i4) SCNTRL








OOOfi CHARAGTER«8	 ATiF^SE SCNTRL
€11 D0018 CyARACTERrB	 JIC SCNTRL
^ OOtli9 CyARACTERr8	 JDH SCNTRL
7 U0420 CHARACTER`S	 CGSP06 SCNTRL
^, 00021 CHARACTIiR'8	 CC5P07 SCNTRL
00022 CHARACTER`S	 CCSPOS SCNTRL
s^ 00023 CHARACTER`8	 VER 5GNTRL
D002d CHARACTER`8	 XLABEL SCNTRL
G scrar RL




00025- COMMON /ICNTRL/	 ICO SCNTRL
^' 40426 CCFAMON / ICNTRL / 	IH1 SCNTRL
00027 COMFADN / ICNTRL / 	IFAR2 SCNTRL
00028 COTAMON /ICNTRL/	 IMD2Pt SCNTRL























































































COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTr;L 40
CD{AMON /ICNTRL/ JO4 SGNTRL 47
COIBMON !ICNTRL! J q8 SGNTRL 42
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSF SGNTRL 43
CO{Ar,4ON	 / ICNTRL/ ISLIALB SGNTRL 44
COMMDFJ /ICNTRL/ }ILIGW SGNTRL 45COMMON /ICNTRL! EtLI55T SGNTRL 46COrA3'AOFa	 /ICNTRL/ KS SGNTRL 47
GOPAFAON / ICNTRL / KU SGNTRL 48
COMMON /i4NTRL1 LDGBR SGNTRL 48
GOfAMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SGNTRL 50
COMMON /iGNTRI/ tfiATSNX SGNTRL 51
GOMMON /ICNTRL/ h'IATSUH SGFI7RL 52
COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 1121 SCNTF.L 53
COMMON /.ICNTRL/ MROR SGNTRL S4
COMMC{J /ICNTRL/ N}{RSH SGNTRL 53
COr1rdON /ICNTRL/ tASM SGNTRL 56
COSih1ON /IGNTRL/ Ntl SGNTRL 57
COFAcAON / FCNTRL / ND SGNTRL 58
COMFAON /ICNTRL) NDALT SGNTRL 59
COMrAON liCNTRL/ FaDAY SGNTRL 60
COMF.1pN /ICNTRL/ ND.DUT SGNTRL 61COfAt^7ON
	 /ICNTRL/ NRPHY SGNTRL 62
GOMrAON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SGNTRL 63
COfArADN
	 /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNFRL 64
COhSPADN / ICNTRL/ NIIhSS SGNTRL 65CDrAMON /ICNTRL/ NHhi5E SGNTRL 66
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SGNTRL 67
COPAMON /IGNTRL/ NLAY SCNFRL 68
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYfA1 SGNTRL 69
COFAh10N / ICNTRL / NL4YP1 SGNTRL 70GOF.{fAON
	 /IGNTRL/ NSOAY SGNTRL 71
GOMMON /ICNTRL/ NSE q SGNTRL 72
CQMrAON /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 .SGNTRL 73
COMMON /ICNTRL! NSTEF SGNTRL 74
DDMfAON /iCNTR_1 ICSP55 SGNTRL 75
CDMA4Ory l7.CNTRL/ NVMO SGNTRL 76
COPArAON /]CNTRL/ NYMDE SGNTRL 77
COMfADN JIGNTRL / NYAiDO SGNTRL 78
COA7MON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SGNTRL 79
CO&1PAON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SGNTRL 80
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SGNTRL 81
COPAfAON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 {30) SGNTRL 82
COMMON /ICNTRL/ 1RU	 1101 SGNTRL 83
G SGNTRL 84
EQUIVALENC[: IITMIN ,IQS{ 1}) SGtaTRL 85
E4U1VALffNCE IITMA% ,Ig51 2)} SCta7RL 86
EQUIVALENCE {IAREACG .IQS{ 3)) SGNTRL 87
t;QU1VALENCE {IPRHCON ,IRS{ d}) SGNTRL 88
E4UIVALENCE IiHFLU% ,IQS{ 6}} SGNTRL B9
E4UIVALENCE IIEFLU% .I.451 6}} SGNTRL 30
EQUIVALENCE {IFUSION .i q5{ 71) SGNTRL 91
EQUIVALENCE {IRApS4'!G ,IQS( 8}) SGNTRL 92
E4UIVALENCE ITRADLwG ,iq5{ 9}) SGNTRL 93
E4UIVALENCE. IiICLOUD ,IQS {70 )} SGNTRL 94
G SGNTRL 95
EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA .iRt}{ f)} SGNTRL 96
EQUIVALENCE {IDIABAT .IOU! 2)) SCNT.RL 97
E gUIVALENCE {IRAD5W .I gUI 3}) Si;i^iFRL 98
C SGNTRL 99
EQUIVALENCE IFCD,ICI1)} SGNTRL 104
INTEGER IC4,	 IC{24O} SGNTRL 1D1
C SGNTRL 102
C	 LOGICAL MODEL PARAPAETERS SAVED ON WiSTORV RECORD SGNTRL 103
C--------------------- ---------- °--------- ^-----= SGNTRL 704
COMtAON /LGNTRL/ LCD SGNTRL 705
COMMOiV /LGNTRLI QALT SGNTRL 746
COMMON /LCNTRL/ O6EG SGNTRL iD7
COMMON /LCNTRL: 4DAY SGNTRL 108
COFAMDN /LCNTRL/ gENO SGNTRL 1D9COh1fJSON
	
















00098 CQR7MDfJ /LCNTRL/ QrHY 5CNTRL 11i00099 Cgf.4fJIDtJ	 /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCHTRL 112
I	
Ootoo GptAMgN /lCNTRLI SN2FLG SCNTRL 773
00141 COTAM^JN /LCNTRL/ QRSw SCNTRL 114OD 102 CpfAfAGN /LCNTRL / OR51i 5CNTRL 11500103 CDfAf11DN
	 /LCNTRL,' LQS[301 SCNTRL 116
00104 COMh14N !LCNTRL! LQUfl01 5CNTRL i17
C SCNTRL 1S8
QP1D6 EOUIVALENCE fLTMiN ,LQ5{ til SCNTRt_ 719
40106 E?UtVALENCE [LTfAAX .^OSf 2}1 SCIJTRL i24
00107 EQUIVALENCE [LPREACC ,LOS( 311 SCNTRL T2i
OOi08 EQUIVALENCE [LPftECON ,LQS[ 4}1 5CNTRL 122
0.0109 EQUIVALENCE [LHFLV% ,LDS[ 511 5CNTRL 123
00150 EQUIVALENCE ILEFLL'k ,LOS[- 611 5CNTRL 124
06111 EQUIVALENCE [!FUSION ,LRSf 71) 5CNTRL 125
40112 EQUIVALENCE {LRA054VG .L?S1 81} SCNTRL 125
p 0113 EQUIVALENCE [LRADLwG ,LQSi 91} 5CNTRL 127
00114 BQLftVALENCE [LICLDUD .LQ51i01} SCNTRL i28
C 5CNTRL i29
00115 EQUIVAtENCE ( tOfhEGA , LQUf S} ► SC[JTRL 137
00115 EQUIVALENCE fLAIASAT ,LOU{ 2}1 SC1tTRL 131
04117 EOUIVALENCE [LRdDSVt ,LOU{ 311 SCNTRL 132
C 5CNTRL 133
0011$ LOGICAL QALT 5CNTRL t34
00119 LOGICAL QBEG 5CNTRL t35
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
46121 LDGICaL qEND SCHTRL 137
OOi22 LOGICAL DpUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LpGICnL DPHY .SCNTRL 139
0012+! LCGICA! QSHF SCNTRL taO
OD125 LOGICAL SN2FL-G SCNTRL i4t
00126 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 1b2
00127 LDGiGnL DRSH SCI'JTRL 1b3
C 5CNTRL i44
p4128 LOGICAL LQS 5CNTRL 145
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
04130 LGGICAL LThiIN 5CNTRL ld7
00131 LOGICAL LTfAAX SCNTRL 1a8
'a `	00132 LOGICAL lPREACC SCNTRL 149q0733 LOGICAL lPRECCIN SCNTRL fS0
'	 00137 LOGICAL LHFLUX 5CNTRL 151
00135 LOGICAL EFFLUX 5CNTRL 152M	 00136 LOGICAL LFUSFON 5CNTRL 1S3
00137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRt t5a
OD138 LOGICAL LRADLVlG SCNTRt, 755
00139 LOGICAL LICLDUD ^NTRL 75b
C SCNTRL 157j	 0014 q LOGICAL LOfdEGA SCNTRL 158
OOtat LOGtCAL LDIABAT SCNTRL 159
^i^	 00142 LGGICAL LAADSw SCiJTRL 160
' C SCNTRL 161
1^	 D01^3 EQUIVALENCE [LGO,LC[7}1 SCNTRL 16204144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC [ 200) 5CNTRL t63
C SCNTRL 1B4
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED 13N HI5T17RY RECORD 5CNTRL 165
G _____________________________________________ SCNTRL 166
^	 D014S CDMf1SpN
	 1RCNTRL/ RCO 5CNTRL 1670D146 Cp^1RSON /RCNTRL/ APfiEt 5CNTRL 158
00147 COtATA4N /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
001b8 GOMTADN /RCNTRL/ CGSq SCNTRL 17DQ01d9 COMFIIDN /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
40i5O COMfADN /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
04151 GDTAMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173ODS52 COTAMON /RCNTRL/ DECfhAX 5CNTRL 174
00153 CG[AMpN /RCNTRL/ DIST 5CNTRL 17500154 CpfAfA1]N
	 /kCNTRL/ DLAT 5CNTRL 176
00755 C77MMON iftCNTRL! DLON 5CNTRL t77DD156 CDMF.ipN /RCNTRL/ f]T SCTJTR! t78
40157 CDMhSDN / PCNTRL / ECCN SCNTRL S79
04750 COMfUipN / RCNTRL / GNU1 5CNTRL 180
40159 CDt^1h5ON















00160 COrnrnON /RCNTRL/ GRAY
00161 COMMDN !RCNTRL/ OMEGA2
OQ162 COlnMOF1 / RCNTRL/ FI
OOi63 COPdFADN / RCNTRL! P7180
OOf6A COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI2
00155 CdtnFnDN /RCNTRL/ PSTD
00156 COh7MDN /RGN7RL/ PIrdEAN
00167 GOMrADN /RCNTRL/ PSMA7i
04168 COMMON lRCNTRLf ASrAIN
00169 GDrnrnON rRCNTRL/ PTOP
00170 COrAMON /RCNTRL/ BADE
00171 CdFAMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS
00172 COrnMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP
OD173 COrdMON /RCNT.RL/ RSDIST
00174 COMMDN /RCNTRL/ SOAY
00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON
04x76 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE 125]
DOi77 COrnMON /RCNTRL/ SiND
00178 COF.7rJION /RCNTRL/ SOLS00179 COtnrdON /RCNTRL: TSTD
40i$D CDrnrnON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS f251
4Di81 COMrnON /RCNTRL/ FIEATW
00182. C061FADN /RCNTRL/ NEATI
00183 CDr.1MCF! /RCNTRL/ EP5
00184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EpSFAG
OD185 COPAMDN /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ
04185 COMMON /RCNTRL! PZERO
C
00187 ..EQUIVALENCE 1RCO.RCr1M1
00188 REAL RCO,	 RCr2001
C
C INTEGE:R.MODEL CONSTANTS
C ____________ _________ __
40789 GOFdMDN /IDPARM/ IJUMP (A6}
ODI@0 COh1MON /IDPARM! IDSPO2
OOt91 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX 172}
00192 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD
O.Oi93 CdlnrnlJN /IDPARM/ JC 7467
00194 CD1nMON /IOFARMf JE I2}
00195 COFdr1IDN /IDPARM / JP {2,2}
40196 CDMFnDN /IDPARIA/ KSTEP
OOi97 COR1FAON /IDPARrd/ MJ {46}
04198 COMMON /FDPARFn/ NFiMSi
OD199 GOMMON /IDPARM/ NYh7Dl
C
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C
OD204 corarloN^/LDPARM /FILTER 1461
D0201 GOMMDN /LDPARrd/ I7AFE










00207 COrnMDN /RDPARM/ CDN1
00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT
00209 CdrAtllDr+] /RDPARM/ CON2
00210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT
0021 i COrJIMON /RDPAAh1/ CDN3
00212 COrnFnDhl /RDPARrlI/ CDN3DT
00213 COFnh'ION /RDPARM/ CON4
4D214 GOFArJIDN /RDPARM/ CON4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
00215 COMA70N /RDPARM/ CO5L 1481
OD217 COMF^DN /RDPARM/ COSLON (721
00218 COrr7MON /RDPARM/ CPD2
































































































- DD22D CpPdMON /RDPARM/ OXYP	 f46)
q 00221 COMMON /RDPARFII/ DYP
	
1461
00222 COh1MON /RDPARM/ FCORLS	 {46100223 CD[7lMDN
	
/RDPARIN/ F1DT
^`^ 00224 COFdMDN /RDPARM/ F2DT
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ HtDT
00226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT
00227 CD^dMaN /RDPARM/ PISSTD
-00228 COM[,10N /RDPARM/ RKTDP
^' 40229 COMF1iaN / RDPARM / RLAT	 146)
40230 COh1MON !RDPARM/ RLATR	 IRS}
40231 COFhMON lRDPARMJ ROCPDT
r 00232 .COMMON /RDFARFd/ ROCPPI
E 00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 I21
00234 COFdMDN /RDPARM/ SINL	 [d6)
IF 60235 COMFdaN /RDPARM/ SINLDN	 f72)




00238 COFdMON /RDPARM/ W5AVE	 (155}
60239 COF,SMDN	 /RDPARFII/ DSSG	 191
I 042b0 COMMON /RDPARM/ S1G	 f9}
} C
i C







' 00247 DIFENSION T5(1368,11
00248 DIMENSION SHSI1368,11
OD249 DIMENSION Pf72,19,11
- 0025Q DIMENSION TMIN11368,1)
;,^ 00257 pIFdEN5ION rMA%(1368, 11





^ 06255 DI[.1ENSION FUSIaN[I3ti8,11





^ 40260 EQUIVALENCE (QS(i;l,i}.PHIS{1.1]}
=,1 00251 EQUIVALENCE {OS(1,2,11.SMTHf1,i}M
ll 00262 EQUIVALENCE {O5(1,3.11.ALB^Daff,11)










^^1 00267 E4UIVALENCE fQSf1;8,i1,P[1,1,1I1
1 00268 EQUIVALENCE IQ5[1,10,1),TMINf1,i11
! q0269 EQUIVALENCE- IQS(1.11,1),TMA><f1,11)
^, 40276 EQUIVALENCE. I45(1,i2,11,PREACCII,1)}
OOZ71 EOU:IVALENCE IQSIT,13,1),PRECON11,1)1





40277 EQUIVALENCE IQSf1,19,11,iCLDUDI1,11)i' C
C. GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS
00278 COF4MON / gANDQT/ 4Uf72,9,a4,46)





























































































04283 DIMENSION	 PHIt72,5.i4,1) SQAtJDQT
0tl284 DIMENSION	 OMEGA{72,126,11 SQANDQT
0.0285 DItAENSIpN	 DIA8ATt72,i26,11 SOnNDQT
00286 D71'hENSION	 RADSYIt 72, 125, 1 } SQANDQ7
00287 DIll1ENSIpN	 RADLWt72.125,i} SQANDQT
C SQANDQT
0D288 EQUIVALENCE	 JQUJ1,1,1.1},U11,t,i.f}) SQANDQT
00289 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUi1,1,3,i1,V11,1,i.i}1 SQANDQT
0D290 EQUIVALENCE	 iQU11,i.5,1),TIt,1,1,1)) SQANDQT
00291 EQUIVALENCE	 IQU[1,1,7,i1,SH11,1,l,1}) SQANDQT
00282 EQUIVALENCE	 1RU11.1,5,1),PHI{1,1,1,1}1 SOI.NDQT
tl0283 EQUIVALENCE	 (QUf1,t,11,1),pMEGA11,1,111 SQANDQT
tl0294 £QUIVALENCE	 it^Ut1,1,12,1}.DIAJ3QTi1,i,i}1 SQANDQT
00299 EQUIVAL£iJCE	 tQUJ1,1,13,i),RAD5VJ1t , 1,1}1 SQApJDQT
00286 EQUIVALENCE	 tQUt1,1,14,11,RADLWt1,1,1}) SOANAQT
C SQANDQT
C • SDPOLES
C POLAR MODEL PROGNOST;C FIELDS 5tlP0LES
13D297 CO^JIMON	 fQP0LE5/	 PPf2.2) StlP0LES
00296 CO^JIMON
	 JQPOLES/	 UP{5,2,2) SQPpLES
40299 COMPAON /QPOLES/ VPJS,2,2} SQPOLES
4tl3D0 COP:IMON	 /QPOLES/	 TPf9,Z,21 SgAOLEs
04301 COMMON /gPpLES/ SHPf9,2,2) SOPOLES
04302 COMMON /QAOLES/	 PHIP[9,2,2} SQPOLES
C SOPOLESC - Sh1NTiiLY








T0POG1172,46}, 5t1NT1dLY8	 GW1f72,461, Si'ANTHLY8	 kL6pO 1 t 72 , 46 J Sh1NT1iL Y
00305 EQUIVALENCE	 1TOPOGI{i,1},TOP0G2f1,1,11} SMiJTidLV
40306 EQUIVALENCE	 JGNIiJ1,t},GV1211,1,1}1 SMNTHLY
0D307 EQUIVALENCE	 tAL8D p 1t1,1),AL8002J1,1,1}1 SMNTHLY
00308 DATA LUSSTl41/,
	 LUG4Y/42/,	 LUALB/43/ SDAILY
40309 DATA MONSST/0/,	 MONGW/0/,	 MONALB/0/ SDAILY
C SDAILY
C DEBUG 58EGDEB
0O31D 10000 CONTINUE SEEGDE9
C ••• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001
	
INPUT,IOp SEEGDEB
C -'••-CYBER SCALAR VEA53ON 04.800 SBEGDEB
C •••• CYBER SCALAR VERS;ON 00 58EGDEB
C$SSSSS55555SSS$5555$SSSSSSS5555^SSS555S55S5S$3S555SSSS5SSSSS555555SSG55SSEGDE6
C SDAILY
(•, .....r. - rrrr vrr lra•r^!! rlar alri.+ !«ar.a« +vvrva«lrarar ► +«.««.+.. SDAILY
C ••	 •••• SDAILY
C •'••	 CORRECT GLOBAL MEAN SVRFACE PRESSURE	 ••-• SDAILY
C `•-«	 •••• SDAILY{; >..++.s.+..r-,.rvrrasr.r+sari+rr•++..e ► l ► ..rarrrvars....rr.+r...... SDAILY
C SDAILY
00311 DELTAA = PIMEAN - PMEANINB) SDAILY
00312 DO 40 J=2,JM SDA;LY
00313 INC =	 IJUMPfJ1 SDAILY
00314 DO 4Q	 I=i,IM,INC SDA;LY
0D3i5 P1I.NB,J)
	
=	 P1I,NB,JJ	 +	 DEL TAP SDA;LY
0D316 40	 CONTINUE SDAILY
00317 PP{NB,11	 =	 PP .INB,1}	 ^	 DELTAP SDAILY
00378 PPJN6,21	 =	 PPJN8,21
	 '	 DELTAP SDAILY
00319 PIRITE
	
(36040}	 PIMEAFI,	 DELTAA SDAILY
C SDAILY
C .......	 ........,..,.........,...raalrr.r!l.s.la..r.alrlr.r«.-..r SDAILY
C `^•*	 •*•• SDAILY
C " rr	 CALCULATE CALENDAR	 •••• SDAILY
C ••••	 •••• SDAILYG` sa •r r Y r!!rr'!rr!!a! rl f^ikf y ► sr.M1S.!!r h^Yrr•.s r1./r.f^t.f..i^ r • a.! «a .. SDAILY
G SDAILY
171]320' 50	 CONTINUE SDAILY
00321' IF	 fNHMS.Lt.2400O0)	 GO TO 50 SDAILY





VIfrq'	 ^ ^i ,
00323 NYMd =	 INCYMD{NYMp I SDAILY 69
ao3za NpAY a NDAY +
	
1 SDAILY 7400325 !F	 1 MODfNYMD,I,ODCR).SD.01011
	
NDAY	 =	 1 SDAILY 71q 0326 NMON = MOpiNYMD,140D0}/100 SDAILY 72
00327 NRAT = MOD[NYMD,1D41 SDAILY 73
40326 rDAT2
	 = MODITS + NDAY-1,301/30. SDAILY 74
00329 FDAT1	 =	 1,	 -	 FDAT2 SDAILY 75
00330 NMON1	 = NMON SDAILY 76
00331 IF	 trJDAT.LE.151
	 NrdON1.=	 MO p rNMONl + 10,121	 S SDAILY 77
OD332 NFdON2	 =	 t11DDINPdDNf , 123
	 +	 1 SDAILY 78
00333 MO1	 = MODtNMON1,21
	
1 SbAILV 79
OD334 MO2	 =	 MODtNT110N2.2i
	 1 SDAILY 84
' C SDAILY 81C rrrr:.+r+rr+rrrr«:.rrrr.:»+a+r•r»rw.rr+»rrr+..arr..»raa.+r.. +., SDAILY 62
C '•'• •••• SpnTLY 83
C " ••	 CALCULATE DRBIT POSITFON •••" SDAILY 84
f C +•+" •••> SDAILY 8rs[`, +++«««r+r+rrr.rrar.rrrr.aar+..ar•eerrr.r+rarrarrrrr.rrr+rr...r+ SDAILY 86
C SDAILY 87
^ 1)0335 64	 CONTTNUE SDnTLY 88) D0336 FDAY = NDAY SDAILY 89
00337 SEASON =	 tFDAY-SOLS)/DAYSPY SpAILY 90
06338 pIST =	 SFDAV-APHEL}lDAYSPV SDAILY 9i
^ 00339 pEC
	
= DEC1nAx • COSf2. • P1 • SEnS4N] SDaIty 92
06344 RSDIST	 -	 tS. + ECCN'CO5t2. • PT r RTST11 •• 2 SDAILY 93
00341 SiND	 =	 SINIDECI SDAILY 94
00342 COSD = COStDECi SDAILY 95
C SpAILY 96L. r.r.r.r..r+....^	 r+ rarr.. +.rrer ...rrr.++ rrr ► :.....+++a+..r +... SpAILY 97
C '•"• •••" SDAILY 98
C '•'•	 ADJUST GROUNb TEMPERATUI;E FIELD •••• SoAILV 99
C •'•• •••- SDAILY 140






















00348 IF	 INMON.E4•MON5STi	 GO TO 200 SDAILY 108
•	 ^ 00349 CALL RDCLI
	 tLUSST,NMON,7OPOGI,JNP'IM,&9001 517AILY 109
00354 MONSST = NMON SDAILY i10'^
00351 DO	 130 J=JSP,JNP SDAILY 111
h 06352 INC =	 IJUMP{il} SDAILY 1i2
^ pDa53 p0	 i:14	 I=i,IM,IHC SDAILY 113
G SDA1tY 114
^^ ! C rrrr++«++r rrrrrr.+. ► •+++r+.r..++ »rww.errer.rrrr+wwwr+r+r..r.. SDAILY i15






	 rrr•• SDAILY 118
C,s +rr+r++	 r+rrrv+rrarra+r+rrr ♦+.. rr»r+rrrrrrrr+r++a +rrrr
••
SDAILY 126
{^1{ 40354 IF	 tTOPDC,1tJ,I).LE.O.} 	 GO	 TO	 190 SDAILY 121I 40355 GTiI,Ji	 =	 TOPOGI(J,I1 SDAILY 122
^ 00356' 130.	 CONTINUE SDAILY i23






yi (,+ :rrrr++«rrrr+rsrrr.+++ rrarr rrrrrr»»+++:rrrr+rrr+r++ ► rrararrar.r SDAILY 126
C •«'• •••• SDAILY 127
C "•""	 INTERPOLATE 9ETWEfiN MONTHS •••" SDAILY 128
I I	'. C r.+• •»•• 56AILY 129(+^ r•.r.r rrr++ r+ +r+rrrsrrr.rrrr+rarrrrsrrrrr+rrr.: «.•rrr +rr+ ra«r.r SDAILY 130
C SDAILY Tai
40358 160	 CONTINUE SDAILY i32
60359 IF	 IMONSST.EQ.4) SDAILY 133
SCALL RDCLI	 tLUSST,NMON1,TOp OG2(1,1,MO1},ilNP'IM,890D) SDAILY 134
1 00360 IF	 t NMON2.EQ.IAONSST}	 GD TO	 180 SDAILY 135
00365 CALL	 RDCLI
	 iLUS5T,N14iON2,TOPOG2t1,1.MD2},ilNP^IM,&900) SDAILY 136
OQ362 MONSST = NMON2 SDAILY 137
D0363 180	 CONTINUE SDAILY 138















	 =	 IJUMPIJ) SDAILY 140




.«rrrr«.rrrrr.rrrr.+.+r+-.ar...:^.r.+r+as...+.,	 •rr+r.r•..:r.a.r SDAILY 143
C •..• SpAILY 1A4
C COI7RECT ONLY SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES	
.+..
SDAILV 145
'^ C •••	 •r " SDAILV i46
'^ C ....•r..ar	 r.r	 ...««.	 ........	 ..rrr..rar•.rrrr.	 «ra	 « rrrrr	 rrrrr	 rr+. SDAILY 147
C SDAILY 148
04367 IF	 (SIGN(I.,TDPDG2IJ.I,M0111 • SIGNfi.,TOPOG2{J,I,MO2111	 190,183,185SDAILY 149
a, OD368 183	 CONTINUE. SDAILY i50
)i 00369 GTII,JI
	 =	 AMA%t{TOPOG2iJ,I,M011,TOPOG2IJ,I,MO211 SDAILY i51
}. 00370- GD TO	 194 SDAILY 152
i 00371 185
	 CONTINUE SDAILY 153
+^ 0.0372 GTf1,J1
	 =	 FDAT1 • TOPDG2iJ,i,Mp 11	 +	 FDAT2 • TOPOG2fJ,I,61021 SDAILY 154
9'..I 00379 190	 CONTINUE SDAILY S55
C SDAILY 156
,^^.^ D r..arr.•r.:.r+..rr.rrrr.+aar•r.raa.«rara.r+rr.r.«+rr.++rar....« SDAILY 157_
C ••••	 •••• SDnILY 1S8
^.^ C ••--	 ADJUST GROUND VlETNE55 FIELD	 --.^ SDAILY l5s
C ••••	 •^ SDAILY 160
'^I (^+ ..r+rrrar.rrrr ► +rrrr+rr.r.r«.r.+rrrwr.«rrr+rr+.ra+.r+r.r.r..«r. SDnILY iBi
'^'	 ^ C 5D4ILV 162
`	 ^ 00374 200	 GONTINUE SDAILY 163
OD375 LU = LUGW SDAILY S6A
00376 GO	 TG	 (210,264),	 3tLIGW SDAILY i65

























DO 230 J=J5 p ,JNP
ING
	 =	 iJUMPfJ) SDAILY
171
172
00384 DO 230	 I=1,IM,iNC SDAILY f73 ^ ^
i^
04385 GV1^I,J]	 =	 Gw1{J,I] SDnILY 174 ^ e^
OD336 230	 CDNTINUE SDAILY 17S













L. SDAILY 179 g.-• ^^^
C
(^+
'•^•	 INTERPOLATE 8ET44EEN MONTHS 	 ••••





• D «rrrrrrrrr•a+rerrrrrrr++r•err,...rrrr+rrrr+rr++..+r++rrrrr«rrrrr SDAILY-182
ti
'°dry
^'^1 C SDAILY 183
00388 260	 CDNTINUE SDAILY 18A
f 00389 IF	 1MONGW.E4.0) SDAILY 185
^ BCALL	 RDCLI	 fL1JGW,NMONI,GW2f1,1,M011,JNP r IM,8904} SDAILY 78S
^ f 00390 IF	 INT^10N2.ER.MDNGW}	 GO T4 280 SDAILY i87
s.l 04351 CALL	 RDCLI	 ILUGW,NMON2,GW21i,t,MO21,JNP • IM.89001 SDAILY 18800392 MDNGW = NMON2 SDAILY 188
^` 00393 280	 CDNTINUE SDAILY 130
Ofl394 DO 250 J=JSP,JNP SDAILY i91
i.1 00396 INC =	 IJUMPfJ} SDAILY 192
00396 DO 298	 I=I,IM,iND SDAILY 193j. 00357 GWII,J}	 =	 FDAT1 • GW21J,I,M011	 +	 FDAT2 rGW2IJ.I.MO2f SDAILY 19d
oD398 290	 CONTINUE SDAILY 185
C SDAILY 196
^^ (,+ r«rrrrrrr,. saarrrr}.rts«r+rrrrrrrr^r+rrrrr+rrrrrrarrrrrwrrra.rrrr. SDAILY 197
k i C SDAILY i98
G ADJUST ALBEDD FIELD SDnILY 199
``# (;
•+..
rrr.	 rrr SDAILY 204
r, L+ .,..	 rr	 ..	 ....	 ......•	 +r.ararra	 rrr+r.arr	 +.r...	 r+aarrw+rr	 rr+rrsrr+ SDAILY 201
!'^ C SDAILY 202
00399 340	 CONTINUE SpAILY 203
i OoAOD LU = LUALB SDAILY 20A
` 00401 GO TD
	
{314,360},	 I{LIALB SDAILY 205
00402 GO TO ADO SDAILY 206
OD4D3 3f0	 CDNTINUE SDAILY 207
DD4on iF	 1NMON.Eg.TdONAL6)	 GD TO aoD SDnILY 248
oaaOS CALL RDCLI	 [LUALB,NMON,ALSOOI,JNP + IIlS.^900? SDAILY 209
1
04406 MONALB	 = 1tIMON SDAILY 210
-	






























































L+ • r r••. r r r r r r r r r r a r r s r r r s r. r r ....rrrr + r r r r r r r r .. •••.• r r- s r•• a••
	C ...	 ....
	
C "'•^	 INTERPOLATE 9ETWEEN 11ONTFlS	 +•*-

























_ C .. • . r r r . • s r ^ r r r s s .. s • . ♦ .. • . • • ... e r . « . r . • • . r + ^ .. r r r r . r • .. • ... . .
	
('i srrr	 ....
	C + ••	 ERROR 1N READING CLIMATE DATA SET 	 ••-•
^; • ... • • a r r r •rrrr ... r .. r • ......... • .. r r r . r « w • s . w . • • .... a . r • r . • • r .
C
60426	 944	 CONTINUE





00429	 6040 FORMAT {'OGLDBAL MEAN PRE55UIiE',F10.A, ex ,
8	 PRESSURE ADDER	 •,F14.a1
















190	 373	 364	 366	 367	 370
204	 374	 346	 348	 357
214	 378	 376
234	 386	 382	 384
264	 388	 376
284	 393	 394_
294	 396	 394	 396
300	 399	 377	 379	 387
310	 403	 441
330	 4f1	 447	 A69
364	 413	 40f
380	 418	 41S
39Q	 423	 419	 d21
d0	 315	 312	 314








































aw.	 _	 —_	 _ _
	
__ -.









---TYPE---^ --CLASS------- REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL GF bD,	 1-BATA	 INIT,	 R=READ,	 S=STORE.	 4i-:9RITE
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR•8 .SIMPLE 3 16
AbLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE; 20$
ALBD01 i'ANTHLY REAL ARRAY 30A 307 445 a10
ALBDC2 MNTHLY REAL ARRAV 303 307 414 4i6 422
	 422
ALBE pO QANpQT REAL ARRAY 244 262 410/5 422:5
APH£L RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146 338
ATiME CCtJTRL CHAR•B SIMPLE 4 f7
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIlAFLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CG CCNTRL CHAR^B ARRAY 1a 119
CCO CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 2 14 15
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 a 5 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 ii
13
CC$P06 CCft1TRL CNAR'8 SIMPLE 7 20
CG$P07 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIIAPLE 9 22
GONI RDPARR7 REAL SIMPLE 207
C1}N1OT RDPARlA REAL SIMPLE 208
C.ON2 RDPARM REAL .SIMPLE 249
CCN2DT RbPARPA REkL SIMPLE 210
CON3 ROPARtr1 REAL SIMPLE 211
CdN30T RDPARM REAL SIft1PLE 212
CON4 RDPARM R£AL SIMPLES 2i3
CON4p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARtfl REAL SIMPLE 215
CQSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 348 342/5
COSI_ RDPARM REAL ARRAY 215
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY- 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIdAPLE 1d9
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
GQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
AAILY SUBROUTINE 1
pAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 750 337 338
p EC RCNTRL REAL SIi'APLE 1St 338/5 341 342
DECIVIAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152 339
DELTAP REAL 53MPLE 31i/S 3i5 317 318 319iS'!
p IAE3A3 OANDQT REAL ARRAY 285 294
DIST RCNTRL REAL SItAPLE 153 33B/S 340
bLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE }55
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 756
D>SP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219'
DXYP RbPARPA REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157 340
EFLU>< OANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273
EFS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t[33
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18a
P7DT RDPARIN REAL SIMPLE .223
F267 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE- 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAt ARRAY 222FDAT1 REAL Si1A1?LE 329!5 372 397 422
FDAT2 REAL SIMPLE 328/5 324 372 397 422
FDAY REAL SIMPLE 335/5 337 338
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200 243
FUSIDN QANUQT REIit ARRAY 256 274
GNU7 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 758
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160















193 T94 I95 196 t97 198 199
383 395 408 420
359 361 366 380 38a 389 391
415 421
385/5 366 3a3 / 5 384 385'5 396 408
80 81 82 83 8e 85 86 ^ ^
"^ ^
^351 r'C 352 354 355 355 364/C 365
359 372 372 372 382•C 383 385 ^ ^
397 357 407/C 448 A14 410 419 ^,.`^





































































































189 313 352 365
26 314 3A9 353
396 a05 409 414
27
28






7S 77 78 78








312/C 313 315 315
367 387 389 369
385 394/C 395 397






























245 26a 385/5 397/5
30A 306 380 385





314/C 315 315 353/C 354 355 355
369 369 372 372 372 384/C 385




25 26 27 28 29 30 31
35 37 38 39 d0 d1 d2
47 d6 49 50 51 52 53
S8 59 60 6t 62 63 64



















366/C 367 367 369
385 395 'C 397 397
422
32 33 34 35
43 dd A5 46
54 55 56 57





i0296	 97	 98	 99	 i0D	 t01
109	 110	 111	 T12	 113	 3141aa
129
















32615 330 348 349 350 379	 380	 381	 40a	 405	 406
33015 331/5 331 332 333 359	 389	 41d
332/5 334 360 36i 362 390	 391	 392	 4tF	 415	 41T
s4
65








92 93 94 95
103 104
116 141









ifl3 1D5 t06 107
i26






34A/5 375f5 400/5 427;W
308/i 400 405 414
30B/I 375 3$0 389







333/5 359 367 368
334/5 351 367 365
303/I 404 405/S 41d
309/F 379 381!5 389
309/i 348 350/S 359
47
49

































KU IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LC LCNrRt LOGICAL AppnY
LCO LryTAL Lt7G[Cl1L SIMPLE
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
r LDPnRM INTEGER UNKNOWN
r LEFLU)R LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
k LFUSiON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
^i LHFLUR LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWNi LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICnL UNKNOUAN
LDG$ p ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^ LOMEGn LGNTAL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L LPREAGC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
tPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UN1iNOWN
t q 5 LCNTRL L^GIGAL ARRAY.
L0U LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRnY
' LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNICNOPlN
LReD5Y1 LCNTRL LOGICAL UNlSNDWN
LRADSWG LGNTRL LDGIGAL UNKNOWN
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVlN














MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE.y
MJ IOPARAA INTEGER ARRAY
' s ft1LF FGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
:^ h1NTMLY INTEGER UNKNOWN
1 _ MD1 FNTEGEp SIMPLE











AJIROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE
N6 ICNTRL INTEGER SIPJiPLE
! 1 NO iCNFAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
1 NDAt INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIfAPI,E
- NDWOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
;^ NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
a NDPNY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^ NDR.SW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
(,} NRT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS ICNTRL INrEGEp SIh1PLE
^' NHM50 ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
NHM5i IOPARM1S INTEGER SIIJIPLE
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE
NKRSH ICNTRL FNTEGEq SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL FryTEGER SFMPLE
NI_AY[IS1 ICNTRL TNTEG£R SIMPLE
Ni:nYP1 FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE




^'^ NMON2 INTEGER SIMPLE
NSDeY ICNTRL INTEGF_A SIMPLE
NScV iCNTgt INTEGER 5IMPL8
NSTEP ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD FCNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO lGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
F
NYhiDl IDPARAA INTEGER SFMPLE
i.
TVYMDE ICNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE
Np INIT ICNTRL INTEGIcR SIMPLE
011EGA QAND.gT R£AL ARRAY
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SiR'9PLE
',
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHIP gPOLES REAL ARRAV
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PI RCNTRL REAL S[MPLE
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^. Pit RCAlTRL RCAL SIMPLE
PERtEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
k PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
"s
PKTOF RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
k	 ^ PLEVS RCNTRL REAL -ARRAYPP QPOLES REAL ARRAY?.
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY
r.'	 ; PRECON QANDQT REAL. ARRAYj PSMA7S RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIhiPL£
^_.	 ^ PSTtr RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
i PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
i: - FZERQ RCNTRL RL:At SIMPLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIT7,PtE
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN
Q6EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL 5ITdPLi<
g END LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QOUT LCNTRL 1:OGIGAL SITJipLE
' QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIi4SPLE
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL 53MF'tE
g RSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QS gANDRT gEAt ARRAV
`
.'^
gSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QU gANOQT AEAL .ARRAY
^k	 d RADE RCNTRL REAL SiN1PLE
^A RAtrLW 4A^fpgT REAL ARRAY
w RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAV
^ RADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
' RADSYtG QANDQT REAL ARRAV^
RG RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
;. itCO RCNTRL REAL SIT^IPLE{	 ' RCNTRL RE:At UN1<NOWN
,4
'^ RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN
it
i RGAS RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE
^ RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY
RLATq RDPARM REAL ARRAY
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SiMFLE
^! ROCPDT RDPARPA REAL SIMPLE
' ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIthPLE
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
f SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIFAPLE
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SITAPLE
SGNI: RDPARM REAL ARRAY
5H QANDQT -REAL ARRAY
SHA QPOLES -REAL ARRAY
SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAV
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SIG£ RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
SINtr RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
f ' SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY
















































































298- 299 300 301 302
127
126
250 261 2B2 283 264 2G5 266 287 268 269
271 272 273 27A 275 276 277
t24







146 147 i48 149 150 15) 152 153 i54 155
157 158 159 360 161 152 t53 164 i65 t66
168 159 170 171 172 173 174 775 176 177
179 180 181 182 i83 18A 185 186
207 208 209 210 211 212 213 2sa 215 216
21B 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227




























SMTH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 243
•	 SN2FLG CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1D0
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LOPARM LOGICAL Sf11[PLE 242
7 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28i
'	 THST1] RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
Th1ST02 RI]AeRM -REAL SI141FLE 237
^	 TnAA![ gANDQT REAL ARRAY 251Th1IiJ gANOQT REAL ARRAY 254
TOPOGi MNTHtY REAL ARRAY 304
TOPOG2 MNTHLY REAL ARRAY 3D3
TP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 300
TS QAMpgT REAL ARRAV 24.7
T5TD RCNTRL REAL	 .SIMPLE i79
r	 U gANpRT REAL ARRAY 27H
UP [?POLES REAL ARRAY 29B
V gANOQT REAL ARRAY 2B4
i	 VER CCNTRL CHAR*e SIMPLE 10
VP 4PpLE5 REAL ARRAY 299
WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAY 23$
'g'	 ?(LABEL CCNTRL CHAR •$ ARRAY 11
^	 PROCECURE tfAp
--NAFItE----_--TYPE------- CLA$5-------------REFERENCES
AMA}(i REAL INTRINSIC 3fi9
COS REAL INTRINSIC 339 340
INCVFdO INTEGER FUNCTION 32324101] INTEGER INTRINSIC 325 326
PMEAM. REAL FUNCTION 311
RQCLI SUBROUTINE 3q8 359
,
.^	
SIGN REAL I^lTRINSIC 367 367^	













305	 349	 354	 355










328	 33t	 332	 333	 33.4
381	 380
	









OD06f SUBROIiTiNE DEFAL7 SDEFALT 2Crrr.rr•
	 r.rarrr.a.r..rr»orw.wrr ♦ rw.ara»rraararrr»wrrrr.rr ►► rwsr...^.w *SDEFALT 3
C PURPOSE r SDEFALT 4
C SET DEFAULTS TO A3DDEL PARd^:lETERS BEFORE REAbiNG NAMELIST SDEFALT 5
C CALLEp 8Y INPUT ONLY SDEFALT 6
G SDEFALT 7
G U$AG6 SDEFALT $
C SDEFALT 9
C ARGUF,SENTS	 DESCRIPTION SDEFALT ZO
C NONE SDEFALT 11
C SDEFALT 12
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDE p SpEFAL7 13
C NAME	 DESCRIPTI6N SDEFALT id
C NONE SDEFALT 75
C SDfiFALT IS
C AECOR p OF MODiFICA7[DNS SDEFALT 17
C BASEb ON DLL) VERSION 8. SDEFALT 19
C SDEFALT 19
G ?DATE?	 7PROGRAMMER^	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIDNS^ SDEFALT 20
C D5/19/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COPlIMENT5 SDEFALT 21
C SDEFALT 22
C REMdRKS: SDEFALT 23






C` * T wA ► N ► A ►S w A • G*M r .M f A- C rOS I G M A	 D AI N C	 -	 S r F C	 SpEFAL7 27
- G.rr..rw»s»r.ar_	 rra.rwrrrrwr.rrwrrwrr.w+^rse..r+.+^.rrrr ►► ww.r * .r..r.r...SDEFALT 2!3
C SGNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECDRb SCNTRL 3
C ____________________________^___==___________=___= SCNTRL 4
00002 COMPISON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
D0003 COMMON /GCNTRL! ADATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL. 7
00045 COR7MDN /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8
D400S COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 COMMON /GCNTRL/ CG5405 SCNTRL f0
DR008 CDRSMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPO7 SCNTRL 11
00008 COMiJION /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL i204414 COFArdON /CCNTRL/ VEIL SCNTRL 13
D0011 GOMh40N /CCNTRL/ SLA9EL 	 f10} SCNTRL fA
40612 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CRS {34} SCNTRL 15





04415 CHARACTER+B	 CCO,	 CCf200} SCNTRL 19







00619 CHARACTL:R•8	 JOB SGNTRL 23
D0420 CHARACTER*8	 CCSP09 SCNTRL 2d
0.0021 CHARAGTER ► 8	 CGSP07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CHARAGTER*8	 CCSAOS SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTER°8	 VER SCNTRL 27
40024 CHARACTER^B	 8LA9EL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORb SCNTRL 3q
C=_-_____°------------ ----------°-----------^---- SCNTRL 31
00025 COMF.ION /ICNTRL/	 ICD SCNTRL 32
00026 COMrdON	 / ICNTRL / 	IRq SCFITRL 33




00D29 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSN SCNTRL. 36




00032 COMMON I CCNT g L/ +IMT2 SCNTRL 394DD33. COMMON /ICNTRL/ .INP SCFJTRL AD
40034 CCFd3 'AON /ICNTRL / J04 SCNTRL 41
OD435 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL Q2
0063La COMMON /CCNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL 43
00037 COMMON /SCNTRL/ LSLCALB SCNTRL as


















----	 ^	 -----.. to
00039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLY55T SCNTRL 46
00040 COMMON /ECkTRL/ K5 SCNTRL 4700041 COrJIMDN /ICNTRL! KU SCNTRL d8
40042 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGSR SCr^JTRL d9
440a3 COMrgON / ICNTRL / 1VInTIN SCNTRL 50
0004A COMMON /ICNTRL! 14fAT5NK SCNTRL 51
04445 COMCION /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL S200046 COFAF,ION	 /ICNTRL/ MLF	 112) SCNTRL 53
00047 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 5d
04048 COrhMON /LCNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 5500049 GOFdA10N /ICNTRL/ MSFt SCNTRL 5600050 CC'dF1fDN	 /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
.00451 COGIMQN /ICNTRL/ NO SCNTRL 58
40052 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
04053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iaDAY SCNTRL 6000054 COrdr110N /ICNTRL/ NpOUT SCNTRL 6100055 COrrIFAON	 /ICNTRL/ NDPt-!Y SCNTRL 62
08056 COMF710N !ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
D0057 GAMMON /ICNTRL/ NqT SCNTRL 6404058 - COF7h10N	 /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHN15E SCNTRL 66
00064 COMMON /ICNTRL! NHMSO SCNTRL 67
00061 COMh10N /FCNTRL/ NLnv SCNTRL 68
00062 COMNIpN / ICNTRL / NLAYF.71 SCNTRL 69
00063 COrAh10N /ICNTRL/ NLAYPt SCNTRL 70
00064- COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
OOD65 COMr:10N /ICNTRL/ NS£Q SCNTRL 72
D0066 COrdTnON	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73OOOfi7 COFAF40N /FCNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
40068 COMF1fON	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP5 =s SCNTRL 75
00069 cor7rAON / ICNTRL / NYFdp SCNTRL 76
OQ070 COFdMON
	
/ICNTR{./ NYMOE SCNTRL 77
00471 COFdMON /ICNTRL/ HYMDO SCNTRL 78
00D72 GOMTs90N
	 /ICNTRL/ NZINTT SCNTRL 79
00073 COMFdON / ICNTRL / Nr41LEV SCNTRL SO04074 COFAr}1DN	 /ICNTRL/ N p HOG SCNTRL 8t
00075 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ IRS	 1341 SCNTRL 82
00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ I4U	 {14) SCNTRL 83
c scnrrRL s4
00077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMTN ,IQS{	 1]} SCNTRL 85
00078 EgUIVALENCE {ITMAX ,IQSf	 2)} SCNTRL 86
00079 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IOSf	 3)] SCtdTRL 87
00084 EQUIVALENCE IIPRECON ,IQS[
	 41) SCNTRL 88
40481. EgUiVALENCE fIHFLU% ,IQS{	 5}) SCNTRL 89
00082 EQUIVALENCE IIEFLUX ,I g5(	 6}) SCNTRL 90
00083 EgUIVALENCE {IFUSION .I05{	 7)} SCNTRL 91
00084 EgUIVALENCE {IRADSWG ,IQS!	 8)} SCNTRL 92
04065 EQUIVALENCE {IRAOLWG ,IQS[	 9)) SCNTRL 93
00086 EQUIVALENCE (iICLOUD ,IQS[t0)) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
00087 EQUIVALENCE fIOMEGA ,IQU{	 1}} SCNTRL 96
04088 EgUIVALENCE {TpIABAT ,LRU{	 2)} SCNTRL 97
00089- EQUIVALENCE (IRA054r .I q U{	 3)) SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
0 p o90 E.QUIUnLENGE tICD,TCt1}) SCNTI?L too
40091 INT^GER IC4,	 IC{20D) SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS 5AVE p OH HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
C =__________^_____________°_________=______=____= SCNTRL 10d00092 GOFdMON /LCNTRL/ LCD SCNTRL S05
0'0493 COMF80N /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
D0094 COrJIMON /LCNTRL! QSEG SCNTRL 107
00095 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4 p AY SCNTF[L 108
OQ p 96 COSt1MON /ICNTRL/ QENp SCNTRL iD9
00057 COPdb10N /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 110
44498 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPMY SCNTRL 111
00099 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
OQ10D COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
04101 COrrsMON /LCNTRL/ gRSW SCNTRL 11a
00102 COMMON /LCNTRL! QRSH SCNTRL 115













{	 ^	 ,^ `..,

































































EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS(	 i}}
EQUIVALENCE fLTMAX ,tQSS
	 2}1
EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQS(	 3}!
EQUIVALENCE {LPRECON .LQS{	 41}




EQUIVALENCE (LFUSIDN ,LQSt	 71J
EQUIVALENCE [tRAp519G ,LQS{	 g}}
EQUIVALENCE [tRADLWG ,LQ5{	 91}
EQUIVALENCE SLICLOUD ,Lg5f40))
C
EgUIVALENCE SLDMEGA ,LQUI	 1})
E gUIVALENCE {LDIABAT ,LQUS	 2))

































C	 REAL MODEL PARAiV^ETERS 5AVE p DN HISTORY RECORD
C	 =__^^^=_=_^^^___==-= ____^^^__- .._..^^^__----___C01l1MON ^ /RCNTRL/ RCO







C01lSMON / RCNTRL/ 1JIST
COMMON /RCNTRL/ ALAI































































































^	 ^ "1 1_
00156' COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN
00167 COMMON iRCNTRL/ P5MAx
04168 .COMMON /RGNTRL/ PSMIN
00159 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PTOP
D0170 COMMON /RGNTRL/ RADE
00171 COh1R1ON / RCNTRL/ AGAS
00172 COr11MON /RCNTRLI ROCP
00173 COMrnON /RCNTRL/ RSDIST
00174 COrnMOrJ /RCNTRL/ SDAY
00175 COMMON /RCNTRLI SEASON
00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SFGE 125)00177 CDMr^ION /RCNTRL/ SIND
00178 COM161ON 1RCNTRL/ SDLS
00179 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ TSTD
00180 COMTJION / RCNTRL / PLEVS 1251
DOt81 COiSSMON /RCNTRL/ HEATIY
00182 COrnrnON /RCTQTRL/ HEATI
Oa183 COMr^DN !RCNTRL/ EPS
OOi84 COrnMON /RGNTRL/ EPSFAC
001851 COMMON /RCNTRL! CALTOJ
OOi86 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RZERO
C
00'187 EgllIVALENGE IRCO,RC111)
00188 REAL RCO,	 RC{200)
C
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
C
______
	 ____ ______ _____D0 189 COMrdOM / I pPARM11/ F JUMP ( 46 }
' 00190 CDrdrAON / 7QPARM / ID5P02









00194 COMMON /IDPARM/ JE 127
00195- COMrnON /IDPARM/ JP f2,2)
00196 COMMON /FbPARM/ KSTEP
x0197 COMFAON /IDPARM/ MJ {a6)
OOi98 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHM51
00199 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMb1
C





^COMrdON /LDPARM/ FILTER 148100201 COMrnON /LDPARM/ 7TAP>:




^^ 002D5 LOGICAL STORY
C
C REAL . MODEL CONSTANTS
C === - a	 ovr_n a- = 	-	 ^^00206 COMMON /gDPAgN1/ ADLDP
00207 COA7rnDN /Rr]PARM/ CDN1
00208 COMMON (RDPARM/ CDNIDT
00209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2
00270 COlNMDN / RDAARh1 / CON2DT
00211 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3
00272 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3pT00213 COrnTAON /RDPARM/ CON4
'^' 00214 COM610N /RDPARM/ CON4bT
00215 COMMON /Rp PA gM/ CONS
'j 00216 COMMON /RDPARM! CO5L {461
00217 COMrnON /RDPARM/ COSLOM {72)
D0218 COMMON JRbPARM/ CpD2
00219 COMMON / RDPARM / DRP {461
0022D COrdMON / RDPAR511 / q RYF 146)
00221 COMMON./RDPARM/ I}YP 146f
00222 COMMON. /RDAARM/ FCORLS (46)
-00223 COrnraON /RDPARM/ F1pT
00224 COMMON /RDPARM/ P2DT



































































































































































00226 COMMON lRRPARMf H2DT
00227 ^	 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTD
00228 COMMON IROPARMI PHTOPj	 00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLA7	 {d$}
00230 COh1PAON /RqPARM/ RLATD	 [45f
00235 COMh1DN /RDPAR.M/ ROCPDT
00232 COfi11'dDN
	 /RDPARM / ROCPPt
00233 COMMON /RDPARtn/ $GNP	 {2}
00234 COMfJIDN	 /RDPARM/ SINL	 (46)
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINtON
	
f72}
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTp
00237 COMMON /ROPARRI/ THSTD2
00238 COMMON /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 {159)
002.9 COMMON / 1aDPARM / DSIG	 {91
00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ 57G	 f9)
C
C
C + IDENTIFYING LABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD QUANTITIES
40241 COMMON /CORDEq / xORDS{i91	 ROADUf141
00242 CFIARACTER•8	 1(ORDS,	 XORDU
C ..
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS















DI1t1ENSION PRECON(1368, 1 )












'	 00.264 EQUIVALENCE IgS1i,3,1},ALBEDO{1,11)
















C Gt08AL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS










^	 ^^	 ^^^ . i	 ^	 S	 ^
00287 DIMENSION pIABAT{72,126,11 SQANDQT
00288 q IMENSI{7N RApSWI72,1213,11 SOAND4T
04289 DIrJIENSIDN RADLW172,125.11 SOANb4T
G S4ANDQT
00290 EQUIVALENCE (aUf1,1,f.11,UJi,1,1,11} 54ANDQF
00291 EQUIVALENCE faU(1,1,3,i1,V11,1,1,71} SQANDQT
00292 EQUIVALENCE f4U{1,1,5,11.111,1,1,71} SQANDQT
00293 EQUIVALENCE (QU(1,1,7,11,SHIt,t,t,11M 54ANpQT
D029A EQUIVALENCE i4U{1,1,9,t1,PHI{1,1,1,11} SQANDQT
00295 EQUIVALENCE f4U{1.1,11,I},DMEGA[i,t,1i1 SaArdbaT
00296- EQUIVALENCE 1QU11.1,12,11.pIAHAT{1,1,111 SQANDQT
00297 tOUIVALENCE 1QUfi,i,13,1},RADSW11,1,1}i SQANDDT
00298 EQUIVALENCE {QU11,1,i4,11,RADLW11,1.1}1 SQANDQT
C 50ANDQT
C • SVJORKID
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORN AREAS SVJOAKID
00299 COPJIh10N CARE t 1 0 1 , 	 DATA { 144) ,	 CATA { 144 1 SVJ1]R1s I D
40300 COMrdON PK{72,91,	 PTJ72,91 SVJORKiD
Oa301 CHARACTER•$ CARP S`JJORKTD
C SVJORK 1 D
00302 CHARJSCTER•8 BLANK/'	 / SDEFALT
C SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR XORDS SDEFALT
60303 DATA XORDS l8HPWIS	 ,BHSMTH
	
,BHALBEDO	 ,BHGT SDEFALT
8 8HGW	 ,BHTS	 ,8H5H5	 ,SHP	 1, SDEFALT
& 8HP	 2,8HTMiN	 ,SHTMA1f	 ,SHPREACC SDEFALT
8 SHPREGDN	 ,BHHFLUX	 ,BHEFLUX	 ,BHFUSION SDEFALT
& BHRADSWG	 ,SHRJ1p LWG
	
,8HIGLOUp	/ SDEFALT
C SDEFALT(^+ r.rarrrrrrr»rrvvrrrrr »rrrrrrrrsrr».rrr»rrrrrrrr«rr.rrrr.sr .rrr« SDEFALT
C •••• +••• SDEFALT
C ••*• SET DEFAULT VALUES	 FOR XDRDS	 •*•' SDEFALT
C *•*+ -••• SDEFALT
{+ rr.rr»rrrrrrrrrrrr.r.r.»»...	 r»+rs*..»rrrrv.+.rr+r..rrr.rrr.. SDEFALT
C SDEFALT
00304 DATA%DRDU /8HU	 1,QHU
	
2,eHV	 1.BHV	 Z, SDEFALT
Li' 8HT	 1,8HT	 2,BHSH	 1,8HSH	 2. SDEFALT
8 $HPHI
	
1,8HPHI	 2,$FIDMEGA	 ,BHDIABAT SDEFALT
& BHRApSW
	 ,8HRADLW	 / SDEFALT
C SDEFALT
C DEBUG SHEGDEB
00305 10000 CONTINUE SHEGDEB
C '• CVHER SCALAR VERSiDN 04.001	 INAUT,IOQ SHEGDEB
C •*••	 CYHER SCALAR VERSiDN D4.000 SHEGDEB
C ••*	 GYBER SCALAfi VER5I pN DD 58EGDE13
CSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSS35SSS5S35S535S5$SS$S5$SSSSSSSSS$SSSSS555SSS55555555SSSHEGDEB
C SDEFALT
C• rrrrsr««rrrrar^ rrr+r+rrrr»»srr«rrr+rrr»rsr.r^•a«ra++rrrrrrr.r.«• SDEFALT
C +r.r •••• SDEFALT
C +•••' SET DEFAULT VALUES FCR CC	 -r•• SDEFALT
C *«.« ..rr SDEFALT
^+, .+rr.r+»»rrrrrrrrrrrsrr• rrr+r.a.«r+rrrr:+rs+r+arrr ► +»....•«..ra SDEFALT
C 5pEFAl,T
00306 JIC = JD8 SDEFALT
00307 J4B = BLANK SDEFALT
0030$ DO 10	 K=1,10 SDEFALT
00309 RLABEL{KI	 = BLANK SDEFALT
90310 10	 CQNT7NUE SDEFALT
C SDEFALT"(* .rr««srrrar»rrvrarrrrs+ rrrrrrrrrrrrrrwrrrvarr+rrrrrrrrrrr.rr..• SD^FAL7
C •*•• +^*r SDEFALT
C ""+• SET DEFAULT VALUES F pR IC	 •••« SDEFALT
C • ► •• •••« SDEFALT
C
« ,.
	 rarr rrr r. rr.a rrrr +rrrrr:+ rr r» ♦ rrrrrrrarrrrrrrr»rrrrrrrrrrr«r« SDEFALT
C SDEFALT
00311 IROD = 0 SDEFALT
OD312 JOQ = 0 SDEFALT
-00313 JOB = 0 SDEFAtT
00314 KLiALB	 =	 1 SDEFALT
00315 KLIGW =	 1 SDEFALT
00316 KLISST	 =	 1 SDEFALT























003T8 MATSNI4	 =	 O SDEFALT 79
00319 MATSUN = -1 SDEFALT 80
00320 MLF11)	 =	 1 SDEFALT 81
00.33,1 00 24 N=2,12 SDEFALT 82
00322 PALFSN)	 =	 D SDEFALT 83
00323 29	 CONTINUE sDEFALT 84
00324 P,1ROD	 =	 2S SDEFALT 8S
00325 NbALT = 0 SDEFALT 86
00326 NDDUT = 30000 SDEFALT $7
00327 NORSW = 50000 SDEFALT 8800328 - NKRSy{	 _	 -1 SDEFALT 89
00329 NDPHY = 3000 SDEFALT 90
0033D NDT = 432o p /IM SDEFALT 91^
^	 0033 i NFiMSO	 =	 N1i1AS 1 SDEFALT 9200332 NF{PdSE	 = NHMSi SDEFALT 93
00333 NSEO =	 1 SDEFALT 94
00334 NDSHF = 23000 SDEFALT 95
OD335 N5TEP = 0 SDEFALT 96
00336 NYMDD = NYMD1 SDEFALT 97
00337 NYh1bE	 = NYMD1 SDEFALT 98
C SDEFALT 99
L+ Barrr^rrrwrrrr^rrrwr.rrrrrrrwrr.er •rrrwrrrrrrrwrrrww+ ► rrr.rw^rr.r SDEFALT100
C +•"	 •^•• SDEFALF101
' C '"••	 SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR LC	 •••+ SDEFALTi02
C " ++	 '••' SDEFALT103
C rrrarrr ♦ rrrrrr.rrwwrrrrrrr.rrr.r.rarrrrrrr ► r.rr. ► r•r.rrr.rra+.. SDEFALT144
C SDEFALT105
00338 SN2FLG =	 .FAL51=. SDEFALT106
C 5DEFALT107L+ rwrrrrrwrarwwarrrrrarrrrw.•rrrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrr..rrrrr+r....a..rr SDEFALT106
C +•+"	 •••• SDEFALTi09
C r + "	 .SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR RC	 •••• SDEFALT110
C " •r•	 +••' SDEFALT1i1
(^+ trrrrrrrr rrrrrrwr.rrrrwr ^.rrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrwwr+rrw.rrrw.arrrrrr.r. SDEFALT112
c soEFnLTti3
00339 GNU2 = 0. SDEFALTIIA
04340
^^	 00341
PSTD	 =	 1000. SDEFALT1t5
PIMEAN = PMEANiNB) 5bEFALTi16
,)^	 00342 PSMA?(	 =	 i-200 SOEFALT117
ky	 00343 PSMIN = 300. SDEFALT118
^	 40344 by 3R L=1,NLAYPI SREFALT119
D0345 SIGEfL!
	 =	 FLOATIL-1}/NLAY 5DEFALT120
00346 30	 CONTINUE SbEFALT121
D0347 T5TD = 280. SDEFALT122









C . ► rrrrwrr*rr,r+ ►^rs+a+rrrrrrT#rrrrrrsrs ► rnsrrrrrr+rrrrarr.r.....• SDEFALT128
C SDEFALT129
0034$ DPI	 =	 ACOSf-1.) 517EFALT130
00349 DLONG = 2. r DPI/IM SDEFALT131
00350 DNOAM = 2. + Jh1/IM 5DEFALT132
00351 It+^1AVE
	 =	 IM / 2 SDEFALT133
00352 DO 60	 I-1.IWAVE SbEFALT134
00353 $FATk ( I,1}	 =	 1. SDEFA!_Tt35
00354 SMTH(I,JMA11	 =	 i. SDEFALTi36
^	 00355 DATA{;)
	
=	 fB. r SINfI'DLONG)
	 -	 SING ►OLONG + 2.f)/16. • DNORMi 5bEFALT137
00356 60	 CONTINUE SDEFALT138
00357 DL = DPI/JM SDEFALT139
00358 D =	 -.S+DPI SbEFALT140
00359 DO 70 J=2,JM SDEFALT141
00360 b = D + DL SDEFALT142
00961 COSJ = COS(D} SDEFALT143
D0362 DO 70	 ;=1,IWAVE SDEFALT144
00363 SMTH(I,J)	 =	 AMIN1fCO5J/DATAfI).1.) SDEFALT1a5
00364 70	 CONTINUE SDEFALT146







































70 364 358 362
.VARIABLE MAP
--NAME--- ----BLOCK--- ---TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES
ApATE CCNTRL CHAR^8 SIMPLE 3
ADLOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
AL9ED0 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 246
APNEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
AT?ME 'CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 4
6ETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
6LANK CHAR'8 SIMPLE 342/F
CALTOJ gCNTRL REpL SIMPLE 185
CARD /i CHARwB ARRAY 299
CATA /J REAL ARRAY 299
CC CCNTRL CHAq^B ARRAY 14
CCD CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
i3
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHARFB SEMptE 7
CC SP 07 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 8
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 9
CCN1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SFMpLE 209
CdN2bT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 21D
CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 211
CON3DF RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t2
CON4 gDPAAM REAL SIMPLE 213
CdN4p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i4
CONS RDPARM gEAL SIMPLE 215
CORDER REAt UNKNd1VN 241COSC RCNTRL RE11L 5I!`lPLE i48
COSc] REAL SIMPLE 361!5
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RpFARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CRS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 73
D REAL SIh1PLE 358/5
pATA // REAL ARRAY 299
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .154
bEC RCNTRL REAL SIhiPLE 157
OECh1Ax RCNTRL RfAt SIMPLE i52
OFFALY SUBROUTINE 1
PIA9AT OANDQT REAL ARRAY 287
DEST RCi'ITRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DL REAL SIMPLE 35715
PLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLdN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i55
D1.ONG REAL SIMPLE 349/5
DNCRIA REAL SFhlPLE 354/5
pp F REAL SIMi'LE 348/5
p5IG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i56
DRP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
oxYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
bYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EFLUX 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 257
i=PS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183






















EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
F1OT RDPARM1T REAL SIf11pL6
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
FCORLS RDFARM REAL ARRAY
FILTER LDFARrd LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSION QAND4T REAL ARRAY
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
N10T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HFLUR gANDgT REAL ARRAV
I SNTEGER SIMPLE
IC iCNTRt INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICLOUq QAND07 INTEGER ARRAY
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLk
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IAIA6AT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
ID5P02 iDFARFd INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLU}S ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
i^-IFLUY. ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN









t	 r	 IMD2 ICNTRL 1N'IEG£R SIMPLE
IMD2P1. YCN7RL INTEGER SIMPLE
^^	 INDE% IgPARPd INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
v	 `.	 IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVlN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVJN
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
y	 IRARSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^	 IROD IDFARFd INTEGER SIfdPLE
ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL 5IFdpLE
i'	 ITI4IAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^^	 I7MFN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IWAVE INTEGER SIPdPLE
J INTEGER SIMPLE
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
`	 JE iDFA.RM INTEGER ARRAY
^^	 JIC CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLY:
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIFApLE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JOB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JOB CCNTRL CMAR'8 SIMPLE
JF IDPARM INTEGER -ARRAY
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIFAPLE
K INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIAL9 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER 5IFdpLE
KLTS5T ICNTRL 7PQTEGER SIMPLE








































































355 355 359 362/C 363
28 29 30 31 32
39 40 41 42 43
50 5t 52 53 54
61 62 63 64 65
72 73 7.1 75 76
f92 193 194 195 i96
350	 3ST






























































































































































































































































 ^ W\ .,I
PKSTA RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228
PtEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 272
` pRECDN QANDQT REAt ARRAY 255 273
FSMAR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167 342/S
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158 343/5
p STD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165 34p/S
AT // REAL ARRAY 300
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SiMpLE 169
PiERD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE tt35
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNHNOVlN 243 280
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SiFdPLE 9b 119
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
QEN p LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 121
ODUT LCNTRL LOGICAL Si^dPLE: 97 122
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL .SIMPLE 58 123
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 i26
QS OANDOT REnL ARRAY 243 262 263 264 265 266 267 26B 269 270	 271
272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279
OSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124QU QANDQT REAL -ARRAY 2$O 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
RADLV! QANDQT REAL ARRAY 289 298
RApLWG OAIJDQ7 h'AL ARRAY 260 278
RADSYJ QANDQT REn^ ARRAY 288 297
RAD5IYG gANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 277
' RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY t87 te8
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 188
RCNTRI. REAL UNKNOWN 1b5 146 T47 i48 749 150 151 152 153 154	 155
i56 157 7S8 159 160 161 162 163 164 165	 165
167 168 15B 170 171 172 173 S74 175 776	 177
178 179 !80 1E1 182 183 184 185 126;^
RDPARM REAt UNKNDYFN 206 207 208 209 210 211. 212 2i3 2?a 215	 2i6
1 217. 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226	 227
y^ 228 229 230 23i 232 233 234 235 236 237	 238
I,^ 239 240
} RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
^. RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATp RDPARF.9 REAL ARRAY 230
^j RDCP
RCNTRL REAL SIMpt1< 172
ROCppT BUPA RFl1 REAL SIMPLE 231
^ R0Cpp1 RDPARM REAL SIFdPLE 232 ^ ^
+1^ RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173 .-•
SDAY RCNTRL AEAt SIF.IPLT 174 '^ ^]i
4 SEASON- RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 (^ ..-
SGNP RDPARM R1:AL ARRAY 233 ^
^ ^SN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 293
^ +°^SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 250 268
;I SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240
^^SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176 345/S k;
^ r_;SEND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234 ^^'	 "^:.
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235 u-x	 ==
^^j SNLTH .QANDQT REAL ARRAY 245 263 353/5 354/S 363/S __^
^'°SN2FLG .LCNTRL LOGICAL SiMptE 100 t25 338!5
^"^^^^SOLE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
r T Q^^NPOT R1nAL ARRAY 283 292
THSTD RCrcARFJf REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 F^JPAAM REAL SIMPLE 237
TMAX QANDQT REAL -ARRAY 253 271
TMIN QANpOT REAL ARRAY 262 270
TS QANDQt REAL ARRAY 249 267
TSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t79 347/5
U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281 290
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291











WSAVE RDAARRI REAL ARRAY 23B
XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR+B ARRAY 11
RORDS CORDER CNAR•8 ARRAY 2d1
KORDy. CORDER CHAR+B ARRAY 241
PROCEDURE MAP
--NAR1E-------TYPE-------CLASS^------------ gEF[RENCES
ACOS REAL INTRINSIC 348
AfdiiNi REhL INTRINSIC 363
COS REAL iNTRIHSIC 361
FLOAT REAL jNTRIHS7C 345
P^gEAN REAL FUNCTION 34i
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h00001 SU9ROUTTNE DEPEND SDEPEND 2
^'
C.,.......rr..«rrrrw ♦ rr«.r..«.«...w..rrrr.rr.rrr...«..«.....q .............SD$PEND 3
C PURPOSE SDEPEND 4
4,. C SET MOD EL . DEFENDENT CONSTANTS. SDEPEND 5
^, C GALLED BY INPUT ONLY SDEPEND 5
C SDEPEND 7





C NONE SDEPEND 11
C SDEPEND 12
^, C SUBPROGRAMS NEEOEb SDEPEND 13
y C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SDEPEND t4
C RFFTI	 INiT[ALFZES FAST FOURIER TRAtJSFORM SDEPENb 15
^ C 5DEPEND 1fi
^t C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS SDEPEND 17
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. SpEREND 18
11^	 ^ C - SDEPEFJD 19
C ?DATE7	 ^PROGRA141MERy	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MDp IFICATIONS^ SDEPEND 24




1 C REMARKS: SDEPEND 23
^ C f	 11	 MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES, 	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^SDEREND 24
I C SDEPEND 25
?
^+,«. r.s.« r.....« ..................«..«r+,rrs«r•.r^..rrrr.«....rr...
M/ A- C D M	 5! G M A
	




C' • SDEPEND 27G+rrrrrrrrr.•rrrrr+r ► r«r«..+ar..rrar ► .rrrrr.«r.s..rr..rrra«r...r.^rr. «..5DEPEND 28
C 5DEPEND 29
r c 5csvrnL z






..-_..-_ ._______ ....__» ----- -==`- =c»__..___ 5CNTRL 4 O O












.000400$ COFdMDN fCCNTRL/ JO$COM^AON /CCNTRRL/ CC5P06 SCFJTRL5CNTRL 910 Q^ ^0 0 COlhJIQN /CCNT L/ CCSP07 5CNTRL 11
:^ 0040900[!10 COMMON /CCNTRL! CC5P08COMIJION /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL 12 ^5CNTRL 1301011 COFhMON	 /CCNTRL/	 ?<LABEL	 1101 SGNTRL 14 ^ .^-t^
r 00012 COh3h10N /CCNTRL/ C45	 1301 5CNTRL 15 ^ ^^
:^ 00013 C COMMON /CCNTRL/ C4U	 1101 5CNTRLSCNT.RL 15i7 .^
f 04414 E4UIVALENCE	 SCCO,CC 111] SCFJTRL 18 l•^.










# 00018 CHARACTER•8	 JIC SGNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER•8	 J08 5CNTRL 23
;^ 00020 CHARACTER•8	 CCSP06 5CNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTERrB	 CCSP07 5CNTRL 25
71 D0022 CHARACTER«8	 CCSP48 .SGNTRL 2640423 GHARACTER•8	 VER SCNFRL 27
40424 CHARACTER^B	 %LABEL 5CNTRL 28
^, C 5CNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HT570RY RECORD SGNTRL 30i ^ C =_-===___'___________________________^__-_-_-=== 5CNTRL 31
^^ 04025 »COMMON /ICNTRL/	 FCO y- SCFJTRL 32
^ 00026 COMMON /ICNTRL/ 'IM 5CNTRL 33
00027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 5CNTRL 34j	 1 0402 a. CDF,iPAON	 /ICNTRL/	 IR102Ri 5CNTRL 35
04029 .COMMON JICNTRL/ NDRSW 5CNTRL 3G
^ 00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM 5CNTRL 37
00031 COMMON (ICNTRL/ JMD2 5CNTRL 38
04032 .COMMON (ICNTRL/ JMT2 SGNTRL 38
t 00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCFJTRL 4040034 COPAMON /ICNTRL/ JD4 5CNTRL 41
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JOS SGNTRL A2
^
^
40036 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J5P 5CNTRL 43 ^















































































CO1hPAON	 / ICNTRL / KLIG4Y SCNFRL 45
COMMON /ICNTRL/ itLIS57 SGNTRL a6
COMMON /IGNTRL/ FSS SGNTRL a7
COMMON /ICNTRL/ 1fU SGNTRL 48COPA£90N /IGNTRL/ LOGBR SGNTRL 49
COMMON /ICNTRL/ fVEATIN SCN7RL 50
CDA7rAON /ICNTRL/ MATSNR SGNTRL 57CorA490ra	 /ICNTRL/ 1hnT5UN SGNTRL 52
C0h9MON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 1121 SCN7RL 53
COR9rAON /ICNTRL/ MROp SGNTRL 54COMh90N !IGNTRL/ NItRSH SGNTRL 55
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NPSM SCNFRL 56CDPhPAON	 /ICN7RLf N8 SCr^TRL 57
COMMON /ICNTRL! NO SGNTRL 58CDPIMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SGNTRL 59
COrhMON /ICNTRL/ NOAY SGNTRL 60
GOPA^'10N
	 /ICNTRL / NOOUT SGNTRL 5t
COMMON /TCNTRL/ NDPHY SGNTRL 62CO$9rAON
	
/ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCrJTRL G;COMtJiON	 / ICNTRL / ND7 SGNTRL '
CDCIMCN /ICNTRL/ NHMS SGNTRL 65
CO+AMOK /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SGNTRL 66
COM1490N /FCNTRL/ NWM50 SGNTRL 57
COPAPADN !ICNTRL/ NLAY SGNTRL 68
COh9MON /ICNTRL/ NLnvMt SCrJ7RL 69GOPAb90N /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCPJTRL 70
COMPAON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SGNTRL 71COh9PAON !ICNTRL/ NSEQ SGNTRL 72COrArAON /IGNTRL/ IGSP53 SGNTRL 73
CDMtADN /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SGNTRL 7a
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IGSPS5 5CHTRL 75COh9MON /IGNTRL/ NYMD SGNTRL 76
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYh1DE SGNTRL 77
COMMON / ICNTRL / NYrhD4 SCN7RL 78
GOh1A94N /ICNTRL/ NTINIT SGNTRL 75
GnrAMaN /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SGNTRL. 80COJAPAON / ICNTRL / NDJiOG SGNTRL 81GOPhrAON /ICNTRL/ i45	 f301 SGNTRL $2
CDPA+AON 1ICNTRL / IQU	 { 101 SGNTRL Q3
SCN7RL 64




EQUIVALENGE {FPREAGC ,IQ51	 31} SGNTRL 87
EOUIVALENGE IIPREC.DN ,FO5P	 411 SCN7RL 88
EQUIVALENCE (IhPFLUX , I4SP	 5}} SGNTRL 89
EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS{	 611 SGNTRL 90
EQUIVALENCE 1IFUSION ,IQ51	 7}) SGNTRL 91
EQUIVALENCE rIRADSWG .IQSf	 8}) SGNTRL 92
EQUIVnLENCE {IRADLWG .IQS1	 91} SGNTRL 93
EQUIVALENCE 1IICLOUD ,I gSi1011 SGNTRL 94
SGNTRL 95
EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA ,IQU{	 1)1 SGNTRL 96
EQUIVALEPCE fIDIABAT ,I4UP	 2}1 SGNTRL 97£OUFVALENGE fIRADSW ,IOUf
	
3}1 SGNTRL 98
EQUIVALENCE 1ICO,IC11}) SGNTRL 100
INTEGER ICD,	 7CP2001 SGNTRL 101
SCN7RL 102
LOGICnL Mop EL PARnMETERS SAVED DN HFSTDRY RECORD SGNTRL 103
_-_-	
_='=_========0=====_=_=°'____=___=__^= SCNFRL 70dCOPAA90N /LCNTRL/ LCO SGNTRL 105
CDMh'fDN /LCNTRL/ QALT SGNTRL 706
GDMPAON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SGNTRL 147
COPA1 'AON !LCNTRL / ODAY SGNTRL 108
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SGNTRL 109QOMMDN /LCNTRL/ QOUT SGNTRL 1t0
COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4PHY SGNTRL 1P1
COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4SHF SGNTRL 1!2
COMMON /LCNTRLf SN2FLG SCNFRL 113
COPhMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SGNTRL 11a














04703 COMMON	 ^LCNTRL/ LQS1301 SCNTRL 116
'_ 041D4 CDFA=AON /LCNTRL/ L4Ui1 p 1 SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL it8
DOiDS EOUIVALE"NCE fLTMIN ,L4S{ 1)J SCNTRL 119
' pp1DE EQUIVALENCE [LT1r1AX ,LQ51 2)) SCNTRL 120
001x7 EQUIVALENCE [LPREACC ,LQS{ 3)1 SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE {LPRECON .L4S{ +}}) SCNTRL 122
ODi09 E4UIVALENC£ (LHFLUX .L4S{ 511 SCNTRL 123
00110 EQUIVALENCE. (EFFLUX ,L456 6!) SCNTRL 124
00111 EQUIVALENCE ILFUSION ,L45f 7}} SCNTRL 125
00712 EQUIVALENCE (LRAbSWG ,LOS{ 8)} SCNTRL 126
04113 EQUIVALENCE LLRApLWG ,LRS{ 9)) SCNTRL 127
00114 EQUIVALENCE (tICLDUD ,L q s{1D)) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE {LOFAEGA ,LQU6 11) SCNTRL 138
OOi16 EQUIVALENCE (LbIABAT ,L4U( 2}) SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE 1LRADSLV ,LQU( 311 SCNTRL 132
t C SCNTRL 133
D0118 LOGICAL 4ALT SCNTRL 13a
4 00119 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
0012D LOGICAL QE)AY SCNTRL 136
€^^9'
"^
00121 LOGICAL RENb .SCNTRL 13T
00722 LOGICAL ROUT SCNTRL 138
^'	 f 00123 LOGICAL RFHY SCNTRL 139
^ 40124 LDGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00125 LDGICAL SN2FLG SCFJTRL 1x1
00126 LOGICAL 4RSW SCNTRL 142
00127 .LOGICAL 4RSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL. 1x+1
OOi28 LOGICAL L4S SCNTRL t45
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL LFMIN SCNTRL t47
e 8413{ LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL t48
OOi32 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 1.19
80133 LOGICAL LPRECDN SCNTRL 158
'.
i
} 00134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
,^ 00135 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
OoT36 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153,^
00137 LOGICAL LRADSwG SCNTRL 154
0013.8 LDGICAL LRAbLWG SCNTRL 155
's OOi39 LCGICAL. LICLDUO SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157'^
04140 LOGICAL- LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
OD141 LOGICAL LbIABAT SCNTRL 159E 00142 LOGICAL LRA0514 SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 1{it
;^ 00143 £nUIVALENC£ {LCO,LC{11) SCNTRL 16:2
^$ 00144 LOGICAL LCp,	 LC1240) SCNTRL 763
C SCNTRL 164
C REAL A MDDEL_PARAMETERS- SAVED_DN - HI57DRY_RECORb SCNTRL 165
C - SCNTRL 166
^.)1 OA 145 COMMON /RCNTRL/^RC4 SCFJTRL 157
ODi46 COPAMDN /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 8£TA SCNTRL 169
00148 CO1'AMDN /RCNTRL/ COSb SCNTRL 170
40149 COF4FAON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
pp 15D COMMON /RCNTRL/ OAYSPY SCNTRL 172
', 1 D0751 COMiADN /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
p 01S2 COFAI'AON /RCNTRL/ DECFAAx SCNTRL 174
80153 COMMON !RCNTRL/ p IST SCNTRL 175
08154 COFAMDN /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 175
1 04155 COM(dON /RCNTRL/ bLON SCNTRL 177
00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bT SCNTRL 178
00157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
00158 COFAMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 184
80159 COfAMON fRCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL t81
D016 p COFAMON /RCNTRL! GRAY SCNTRL 182
!! 00161 COMFAON /RCNTRL/ OMEGn2 SCNTRL 183f. 04162. COMMON /RCNTRL/ FI SCNTRL 184
00163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ FI180 SGNTRL 185

































00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSTD
• 00156 COf:1MON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN
001sT COMhaoN / RCNTRL / PSr^1nx
00168 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSh1iN
DOi69 COMMCN /RCNTRL/ PTOP
00170 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RAGE
C 04171 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ RGAS} OOi72 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP
J 00173 COMMON /I;CNTRL/ RSDIST
'^ 00174 COMMON./RCNTRL/ SDAY
00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON
^; 00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ S;GS f2S1
001 .77 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND04178 COh7h10N /RCNTRL/ SOLS
^, 00179 CQMlAON /RCNTRL/ TSTD00180 COh1h1ON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS { 25 }
00181 COMMON_/RCNTRL! HEATW
' 00182 COMFdOPI /RCNTRL/ }iEA1'I
^ 00183 COTgMON /RCNTRL/ EP5
oD18a COMMON /RCNTRL! EPSFAC
DD165 COMh1PN /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ
00186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PzERO
C
00187 EOEI;VALENCE IRC4,RCC11}
001. 86 REAL RCO,	 RC{200}




===I,^ 00189 COMMON fIDPARMI IJUiliP f46)
OD190 COMr40N /IDPARM/ IDSP02
00191 COMMON. /IDPARfti/ INDE% f72}
r 00192 COMMON /IDPARMl.IROD
00193 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC f46Y',.^
00154 COh1MON /IDPARlJI/ JE f21
00195 COMMON /IOAAAM/ JP f2,21
00196 COMMON /;DPARPA/ f{STEP1
1
40 197 COTdTAON / I bAARTI / MJ f 46 3




Ell 04206 COMMOH /LDPARM/ FILTER (461
^^ 0020! COMMON /LDPARM/ LTAPE
i . 00202 COh1MON /LDPARM/ START
C^'	 ^ 00243 LOGICAL FILTER
E 00244 LOGICAL ITAPE
^,1 002fl5 LOGICAL START
• C
C REAL !$ODEL CONSTANTS
f C00206 COMMON /RDAARh1/ ADLOP
ao2o7 cordMON IRf) p ARMI cONt
04208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT00209 COMMOH /RDPA11Rt/ CON2
00210 COMldDN /RDPARM/.CON2b7
4021! GOMMON /RDAARM/ CON3
0021 . 2 COMMON /RbPARFd/ CON3DT00213 C01AM110N /RDAARM/ CON4
40214 COMMON /RDAARM/ CON4DT
^^
^
r R4215 COMMON /RDAARM/ CONS
nazis COlhNION / RDPARM / COSL 1461
'^, 04217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON 172)
F-` 00218 COldASON /RDPARM/ CPD2
04219 CQMMOH /RDPARM/ D%P 1461^` ^
Q4224 COMMON /RDPARM/ RRYP f46J
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP 1461
00222 COMMON. /RDPARM/ FCORLS (46J
E	 .. 04223 COMMON /RDAARM/ F1pT











































































44225 CCMFJIt}N /RRPARM/ H1DT SCNtRL 258
' 44226 COMMON'/RDPARM/ H2OT SCN?RL 259
40227 COMMON / RDPARNS / PKSTD SCNTRf. 260
40228 COMMON /ROPA^iM/ PKTDP SCN3RL 267
- 00229 CO{JIrdON /RDpARM/ RLAT
	
[461 SGNTRL 262
;^ 00230 COMMON /RDPARh1/ RLATD	 1451 SGNTRL 263
40231 COMh1ON 1RDPARrd/ RDCPDT SGNTRL 264
40232 COPAMDN lRDPAFti7 / RDCAPI SCrlTRL 265
' 00233 COMMON /RDPARh1/ SGNP	 121 SGNTRL 266
40234 COMMON fRDPARM / SINL	 1461 SGNTRL x67
40235 CDMldDN / RDPARtAf SINLDN	 {72} SGNTRL 268
0023E COMMON: / RDPARIJf / THSTD SGNTRL 269
;_ D0237 COM 'AON /RDPARrJ1J THSTD2 SGNTRL 270
DD238 COdIMON /RDPARM/ . WSAV'c {1591 SGNTRL .271
D0239 COMMON / RDPARM / DSIG	 { 9} SGNTRL 272
40240 CDMh7DN /RDPARM/ SIG	 1.91 5CtJTRL 273
c SGNTRL z7a
C .	 + 50ANDQT 2
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
40241 COMMON / gAND4T' QSf72,19,46) SQANDQT 4
C SQANDQT 5
D0242 pIMENSION PHF5f1368,f) 50ANDQ7 6
4423 DIMENSION Sh7THf136$,231 S4AHD4T 7^
40244 DIMENSION ALBEDD{1368,1] 54AHDQT 8
00245 DIh1EN5tON GT[1368,1F 54ANpgT 9
^' D0246 RIMf:HSION GW(1368,11 S4ANI74T 10
r D0247 DIMEr15ION 75{1368,1! SQANDQT 17
_ 402;48 q Ii1AENSFON SHS{ 1368, 11 SOArIDOT 12
D0249 DIMENSION Pf72,19,1} SDAND4T 13
40250 q iMENSFON TMIN11368.11 SQANDQT 14
40251 DIMENSION TMA>N{1368,11 SOAND4T is
40252 q IfAEN5lON PREACC11368,1) SQANDQT 16
04253 pIPAENSION PRECDNI1368,11 SQANDQT 17 ,.^q ^
j 00254 DIMENSION WFLU%{t368,1y SQANDQT i8
44255 DIMENSION EFLflXf1368,1} SQANDQT l g '^
00255 Oi1JIE{JSFON FUSION11368,11 sonNOQT 20 ^
4D257 DIMENSION RADSW{3{1368,11 SpANp4T 21 Q
! OD258 DIMENSION AADL4JG[1368,11 SQANDQT 22
^4 OD259 DIIr1EfJSION FCLOUD11368,11 SQANDQT 23 T"C 54ANp4T 24 ^ ^
^^













y 04264 EQUIVALENCE fQSIi,5,11,GW1t,1}} SpaNDQT 29
i 04265 EQUIVALENCE 1Q511,6,1),TS {1,1 }} S^7ANDQT 34 ^ ^
i 04266 EQUIVALENCE [QS{1,7,1},SHS11,1}} 54AN04T 31
i 04267 EQUIVALENCE {QS11,8,11,Pf1,i,1)1 SQANDQT 321
00268 EQUIVALENCE f4S11.10,1J.TMIH[1,1}} SOANDgT 33
,
1
1 00269 EQUIVALENCE iQ5{1,11,i1,TMAX{1,i1} SQANDQT 34
^' x4274 EQUIVALENCE [45[1,12,11,PREACC11.sy} SQANDQT 35
00271 EQUIVALENCE [QSlt,13,i),PRECONf1,i}! SQANDQT 36
00272 EQUIVALENCE {4511,14,i1,HFLUA{i,i)} SQANDQT 37
` 04273 EQUIVALENCE [gSlf.15.1}.EFLUlf[1,1}} SQANDQT 38
^^1 00274 EQUIVALENCE fQ51t,15,11,FUSION{1,1i} SQANDQT 39
00275 EQUIVALENCE IRS{1,17,1I.RAOSV1GIt,i}} SQANDQT 44
' 04276 EQUIVALENCE [QS{1,18,l1,RADLWG11,11} SpANDQT d1
00277 EQUEVALEtJCE {4511,19.IJ.ICLDUDfi,iil 54ANDQT 42
C ^	 +	 « SQANDQT 43
1 C GLOBAL MODEL UP p ER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT 44
OD278 COMMON /4ANDQT/ OU{72,8.14.46) S4AND4T 45
C SQANDQT 46
OD279 DINIENSIDN U{72,9,14.1} SQANDQT 471
OD260 DIMENSION V{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 48
00281 DIIJIENSION T172,9,14,1} SQANDQT 49
D4282 DIMENSION SH{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 5D
00283 DFfJIENSION -PHI{72,9,14,1} SQANDgT 51
04284 pFMEN5ION OMEGAf72,126,1} SQANDQT 52 d
40285 DIMENSION DiABAT{72,126,t} 5gANDQT 53 ^
00286 DIMENSFON RADSW{72,126,1} SQANDQT 54 ^
































































































^.as .^t ....^..... ..^
sgnrJDOT
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 (gU[1,7,i,i1,Uf1,1,1,11? SOANbgT
00289 EgUIVALENCE	 [gU{1.1,3,11,Vf1,1,1,171 SgAPJOQT
00290 EQUtVnLENCE
	 (quf1,1,5,i},Tf1,1,i,t)1 SOANDgT
0029f EQUIVALENCE	 [gUfi,i,7,^},SHII,1,1,t}) SgANDpT
00282 EgUIVnLENCE	 iqU{1,1,9,11,PHift,l,J,li1 SQANDQT
00293 EQUiVnLENCE	 {gUf1.T,11,11,OMEGAft,1,f11 SOANDQT
00294 EQUIVALENCE	 [QUf1,1,12,t},DIABATf1,i.f}1 SOANDgT
00295 EQUIVALENCE
	 {QUf1,1,13.11,RAD5iY{1,1,1)1 SQANDQT




00297 T0000 CONTINUE 58EGDE8
C - " • CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPUT,FOq Sf^EGDEB
C "*'* CVSER SCALAR VERSION 04.OD0 5$EGDEB
C '•• CY6ER SCALAR VERSION 00 58EGDE8
CSSSS55SSS35S5S55g5S55SS55555S55SSS5SSSS55SSSSSSSS5555SS5SSS555SSS55SSS558EGDE8
00298 IP11D2
	 =	 7141/2 SDEPEND
00299 IMD2Pi	 =	 IMD2	 +	 1 SDEPEND
00300 ^lAb2	 =	 f JRf' 1 r f 2 SDEPEND
0030f JP1Sr7	 =	 JNI-2 SDEPEND
00302 JNP	 JM +	 1 SDEPEND00303 JSP	 =	 1 SDEPEND
00304 MSM = 5 5DEPEND
00305 NDAY	 =	 MODYfVIp{NVftT17} SDEPEND
00306 NLAYPdf	 = NLAY	 -	 1 SDEPEND00307 NLAYPI	 =	 NLAY	 +	 1 SDEPEND00308 NVIAb I
	 =	 NYI,SD 5DEPEND00309 NHraS P	 =	 NF1M5 SDEpENp
00310 PI	 =	 ACOS{-1,1 SDEPEND
00311 PI180	 =	 PI/180. SDEPEND
00312 PI2	 =	 p I'2. SDEPENp
00313 DECAAAS	 =	 PI*{23.5f180.) 5DEPEND
00314 GNU1	 =	 1.	 -	 2.'GNU2 SDEPEND
00315 PLAT	 =	 PI/JN1 SDEPEND
00316 DLON = PI2/IM 5DEPEND
00317 FJEQ	 =	 .5*fJSP	 ^ JNPI SDEPEND
003T8 PKSTD =	 ERPBYKfPSTDI SDEPEND
00319 {{OCP	 =	 RGAS/CP SpEpEND
00324 ROCPPI	 =	 ROCP	 +	 1 SDEPEND
D0321 OMEGA2 = 2, • PI2/SDAY SDEPEND
00322 THSTO = TSTD/PK5TD SDEPEND
04323 DD	 10	 L=1,NLAY 5DEPEND
00334. IF	 {SN2FLG)
	 SIGE{L + T}	 =	 SINf.5 • PI/NLAY*L) • *2 SDEPEND
ff0335 DSIGfLI	 c	 SIGE{L+1)
	
-	 SIGEfL) 5DEPEND00326 S7GfL)
	 _	 .5 • f5IGEfL+1)	 +	 SIGEfL)) SDEPEND
00327 10	 GpNT7NUE 5DEPEND
00328 00 20	 I=f,IMD2 SDEPEND





	 =	 -GOS{{I-11*DLON} 5DEPEND




00334 SINLON{T^Ii4SD2}	 _	 -SINLON{I1 SDEPEND
00335 20	 CONTINUE SDEpENp
00336 DO 30 .1=JSP,JNP SDEPEND
00337 I JUrdP 1 J 1
	 =	 1 SDEPEND
00338 JC[J}	 = MOD{J-1,MSM1	 +	 1 SDEPEND
00339 MJfJ}
	 =	 D SDEPENb
00340 RLATfJi	 = DLA7`{J	 FJEQ) SDEPEND
0034f RLATDfJ)	 =	 RLATfJ)/PIi80 SDEPEND
00342 COSLfJ)	 = CO5fRLA7[J}} SDEPEND
00343 SINLIJ)
	 =	 SINIRLATfJ)) SDEPEND
00344 DHffJ)
	 = RADE*DLON*COSL{J3 5DEPEND
00345 DYP[JI
	 = AA p E*DLAT SDEPEND
00346 DXYPIJ)
	
a	 12. + D1SP{J} • DYPfJ] SDEPEND
00347 FCORLSIJ}	 = OMEGA2*SFNLiJ) 5DEPEND
ooaa8 FILTEAfJ)	 _	 .FALSE: SDEPEND
00349 Da 25	 I=1,IMD2 SDEPEND
00350 IF	 {J.GT.JMD2)
	


































.,	 „rr a^ ,,.	 .,^... t4 ,, .,.-. .... ..-, 	 1,	 j	 3^^.. k	
, ^^,,	
`.7.;	 _	 i	 -r^	 } ,	 r^ r i. ,. ,.^ ,yc.n^	 1 F ! i .f	 i! ^	 ^	 r, ^ ^. F ,	 rr	 _
A
U9351	 FILTERt^J1 = FILTERIJ} .OR. SIVATMfI,J}.NE.t.
.	 30352	 25	 CONTINUE
00353	 30	 CONTINUE.
0035a	 I JUNSP I JSP }	 IT1
00355	 IJUMPIJNPS = IM
00356	 FRJ I JSP 3 = 1




00319	 JEf21 = JNP
403^i0	 JP f 1 , 1 } = JSP ' 1
0031;1
	
JP f 2 , t } = JSP + 2
003^i2	 JPIt,2T = JNP - 1
00363	 JP12,21 = JNP - 2
00364	 SGNPIt} _ -1.
04365.	 SGNPI^1 = 1.
00366	 ADLDP = 12.'RADE;DLAT•DLON
00367	 RADIM3 = 3.•RaDE^EM
00368	 CflN1 = 4..wCOTANf.5•DLATIJRADIM3
00369	 CON2 = -COTANIDLAT}/RApIM3
00370	 CON3 = CON1
0037 t	 CON4 _ -CDf^2
00372	 CCNS = 1,/IRADIfd3 • DLATIi	
00373	 CFD2 = CP'.5
00374	 PKTCP = PTDP•*RDCPPI
00375	 THST02 = THSTD•2.












ADATE CCNTRL CHAR+8 SIMPLE 3
ADLDP RDPARM R>;AL SIMPLE 206
AL8ED0 4AND4T REAL ARRAY 204
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR+B SIf'APLE 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTpJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t85
CC CCNTRL CHAR'S ARRAY 14
CCO CCNTRL CHAR'$ SIMPLE
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
13
CCSP06 CC:+iTRL CHAR"B SIMPLE 7
CCSP47 CCNTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE 8
CCSP08 CCNTRL C1iAR•e 5lMPLE 9
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIfti7PLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DT RDPARFJI REAL SIMPLE 210
CONS RDPe1RM REAL SIMPLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
Cfl^l4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t4
CQN5 RDPARFA REAL SIMPLE 215
CQSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLCN RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CF RCNTRL REAL .SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIINPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU	 .CCNTRL REAt ARRAY i3























331	 332	 332	 333	 333
31	 32	 33	 3d	 35
42	 43	 44	 45	 46
S3	 54	 55	 56	 57
64	 65	 66	 67	 fib
75	 76













330	 332	 334	 349
81	 82	 83	 84	 85	 86
















































































































154	 315fS	 340	 345	 365







































2s	 zs	 z7	 z8	 2s
36	 37	 38	 39	 40
47	 48	 49	 50	 51
58	 59	 60	 61	 62










189	 337/5	 35.4 /S
	 355/5
26	 2,98	 3f6	 354
	 355









75	 77	 78	 79	 80


























































































343 343 34.1 344 345 346 3d6 346 3a7 347	 348
350 35D 350 351 351 351
193 338/5194 3'56/5 35915
5 18
30 300 301 302 315 354
31 300/S 350
32 301/5




195 360/5 361/5 362!5 363/5







323/C 324 324 325 325 325 326 326 325
143 144
B2 143- 144


















104 115 116 ii7 129
153 1381 . 17 1d2
112 137t06 13i ^ Q
105 130 .^ ^
d3
44 ^
i46 339/5 356/5 357/5 0 ^
4 7 %^ ^
49 3D4/S 338 ^ „#


















JC IDFARM INTEGER ARRAY
JEc IDPARlJI INTEGER ARRAY
JIC CCNTRL CHAR+8 SIMPLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIlAPLE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
x]04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIrAPLE
JOH CCNTRL CHAR+B SIrAPLE
JF IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE<
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIrAPLE
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
K5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IDFARM INTEGER SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIlAPLE
1. INTEGER SIMPLE
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCD CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
. CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
LDIABAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKI+^^WN
LDFARM INTEGER UNKNOVfN
LEFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
tHFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVlN
LICLOUD CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LDGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LOMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKlJOVlN
LPREACC CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNCWN
LPRECCN CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKN0VIN
LQS CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LQU CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRAD5V7 CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSWG tCNTRL LOGICAL UNISNOWN
LTMA?C CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWNLTPAIN CCNTRL LO^,ICAL UNKNOWN
1VIATFN ICNTgt .INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNlS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MAT5UN ICNTit INTEGER SIMPLE
Ma IDFARrA Ip1THGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MROR ECNTRL INTEGER SIMFLE
MS1A ICNTRL INTEGER 5lMFLE
N6 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMFLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMFLE
NRHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIrApLE
NRPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE=
NRSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMM5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIIAPLE
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER- SIMPLE
NHN151 IDPARlA ENTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE




1	 ^	 .^ ^ ,, .
"^^` ^'
















NSDA y ICiVTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 C7
NSEO ICNTRL INT>=GER SIMPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
r
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIM14PLE 69 305 308
Q
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7t
NYMDI iDPARM INTEGER SIh1PLE 199 308/S
NYMDE ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 7p
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA. gANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$4 293
vMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161 321/S 347
P 4ANDOT REAL. ARRAY 249 267
PHI OANDQ7 REAL ARRAY 283 292
PHIS QATIDOT REAL ARRAY 242 260
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162 310/5 3T1 312 313 3i5 324
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i63 311/5 341
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIPAPLE 164 312/5 3i5 321 ^^ Q
PIMEAN RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE 166 ^P1CSTp . R17PARM REAL SIPAPLE 227 318/5 322
PKTDP RDPARIA REAL SIMPLE 22B 374/5 ^
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 18'0 1PREACC OAhlDOT REAL ARRAY 252 270 ^.^
PRECON 4ANDQT REAL. ARRAY 253 27t "^ ^^
PSMAIS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPL >_ 168 '^^ ^^
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165 318 ^_
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t69 374 -;
~`PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186 i_'
gALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 116 ;,,^QANDOT REAL 11NKNVyTN 241 27& —?
^Q9EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 i19 ^''QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 f20
REND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIPAPLE 96 12TQ01JT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 i22(7PHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
4RSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 i26
qS OAND7T REAL .ARRAY 241 260 261 .262 263 254 265 256 257 268	 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 27B 277QSkF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 89 124
411 4AN6gT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 253 294 295 296BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170 344 345 366 367
RADIM3 REAL SIMPLE 367/5 368 369 372
RADLW OAPJDQ7 REAL ARRAY 287 296
RADLVIG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 275
RADSIY gANDOT REAL ARRAY 288 295
RADSwG QAHDOT PEAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 188
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 ]88
RCNTRL REAL UNKNt7WPJ i45 146 147 i48 149 i50 1St 152 153 154	 155156- i57 158 159 i60 161 T62 I63 154 165	 1B6167 168 169 170 17] i72 173 17a 175 i76
	 177
178 179 180 181 1B2 183 I$4 185 1?5
RDPARM REAL 1JNKNOWN 206 207 208 245 2T0 2T1 212 213 214 215	 216
217 2T8 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226
	 227
226 229 ,230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237	 238
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17g 3T9
RLAT gDPARPA REAL ARRAY 229 340/5 341 3a2 3a3
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAN 230 341/5
ROQP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172 319/5 320
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23T
RQCPPf RpPARM REAL SIPAPLE 232 320/5 374
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174 321
SGA5ON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 354/5 365/5
Sk QANDOT REAL ARRAY 282 291
SHS gANDQT AEA1_ ARRAY 248 266
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24D 326/5




.__..---^_. ____-^..	 ^__^r.,.-..«^ _. _. ..














SIND RCNTRL REAL, SIMPLE 177
SINL ROPAR^,S REAL ARRAY 234
5INLON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 239
SMTH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 243
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1ff0
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIM11pLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202
T QANDQT gEAL ARRAY 281
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIh1PLE 236'
THSTD2 RDPARPd REAL SIMPLE 237
TR1AR OANDGT REAL ARRAY 251
TMIN 4AND07 REAL ARRAY 250
TS QANDO7 REAL ARRAY 2+17
TSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1Z9
U gAND4T REAL ARRAY 279
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 260
VER CCNTRL CHAR-a SIMPLE 10
WSAVE RDPARbS REAL ARRAY 238
KLAHI;L CCNTAL CHAR & ARRAY 11
PROCEDURE MAp
--NAId£-------TVPE=-------CLA55-------------REFERENCES
ACDS REAL INTRINSIC 310
CDS REAL INTRINSIC 33i
CDTAN REAL INTRINSIC 368
E,RPSYN REAL FUNCTION 31&
r^rDO INTEGER INTRINSIC 338
MDDY ;l1D INTEGER FUNCTION 305
RFFTI SUeROU7INE 376

































o	 i.	 !..	 ^_._^.	 l
i^^ ^ ..
0oa01 SUBROUTINE DIFFQ	 (NI,	 N2,	 J! SDIFFQ 2
`+rr .r+rr+rr»rr»^srrr ► rrr». rrrr.r ♦ rr.rrrw ► r ► rr.rrrrrrrrrrrrrr..rrr +_..' +SDIFFQ 3
C PURPOSE SDTFFO 4
C UTILITY SUBROUTINE TO SUBTRACT 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES. SDIFFQ 5
C CALLEp HY MAIN	 fGWSGCN!!	 ONLY SDIFFQ 6
C SDIFFQ 7
C USAGE SpIFFQ 8
C SDIFFQ 9
C ARGUMENTS	 pESCRIPTIOH SDIFFQ 1a
C N1	 -TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES FROM WHICH Td SUBTRACT SDIFFQ 11
G N2	 TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO SUBTRACT SDIFFQ 12
C J	 LATITUpE GRID BAND SDIFFQ 73
C SDIFFq 1k
C 5[]BPROGRAMS HEEpED SDIFFQ TS
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SDIFFQ 16
C NONE SDIFFQ i7
C SDIFFQ 18
C RECORD DF >ti70DiFICATIdNS SDIFFQ i8
C 8ASE4 ON OLD VERSION 8, SDIFFQ 20
C SDIFFQ 2f
C ?DATE?	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MD p IFICATIONS? SDIFFQ 22
C O5/04/[j3	 RAMESH
	
THIS PART AND COMMENTS SpIFFQ 23
C SDIFFQ 2a
C REMARKS: SDIFFQ 25
C f	 1!	 ?MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,
	
REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS. ETC.^SDIFrQ 26
C SpIFFQ 27G.	 .r*.	 ...,Yra*ss+.w*rrr.s ► rr*r ►► *.*s.rr ► rs+.s.rr.^ ► *r..w^...r... +rr.«SDIFFQ 2$
G » ► r FA / A- C C) M	 S I G M A	 D A T A
	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 • SDIFFQ 29(^+^. wr«rrrrrrrrrrr»»rwrrrvrrrrrrrrrr. rrr» rrrrrrr .r*r'rr*rr'*rr.....+.^..r$DIFFQ 3D
C SGNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SGNTRL 3
C =__'________^_________________________°-__-_-____= SGNTRL 4QD802 CQMfS10N /CCNTRL/ GCO SGNTRL 5
00003 COMMON /CCNTRL! ADATE SGNTRL 6
0 p G04 GdMPAON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SGNTRL 7
00005 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SGNTRL 8
0OD06 COMFRON /CCNTRL/ JOB SGNTRL 9
Dg p 07 CdS1MDN /SGNTRL/ GCSP06 SGNTRL 10
aoaoa CaMMdN /CCNTRL/ CCSPO7 SCNTAL 11
00009 COFAMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SGNTRL 12
OOaio COMMON /CCNTRL/ VEA SGNTRL 13
00011 COMMON /CCNTRL/ RLABEL	 {1D} SGNTRL 14
00012 COMMON /CCNTRLf CQS (301 SCNTAL 15
p0013 COMMON !CCNTRL/ CQU 	 110! SGNTRL 16
C SGNTRL 17
00414 EQUIVALENCE
	 ICC4,CC{1!! SGNTRL 18
30015 CHARACTER'8	 GCD, CCl204! 5GNTR1- i9
J0016 CHARACTER*8	 AD4TE SGNTRL 20
00017 CHARACTER'S	 AT.IME SGNTRL 2i
Oa018 CI^IARACTERrB





	 CCSPaS SGNTRL 24
04021 CHARACTER»B	 CC5P07 SGNTRL 25
D0022 CHARACTER"$	 SCSP08 SGNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTER*8	 VER SCNTAL 27
00024 CHARACTER+^B
	 XLABEL SGNTRL 28C SCFdTRL 29




	 ICa SGNTRL 32




OOD28 COFAFAON /ICNTRL/ IM p 2P1 SGNTRL 35
00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SGNTRL 36
40030 COMl4SCN /ICNTRL/ JM SGNTRL 3700031 Cf]M^,iQN /ICNTRL/
	 JM p 2 SGNTRL 38
00032 GAMMON !ICNTRL/ JMT2 SGNTRL 39
D0033 COMMON /ICNTRL! JNP SGNTRL +SO
oaa3a COMMON /ICNTRLI JO4 SGNTRL 41
D0035 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ JD8 SGNTRL 42














04tl37 CQMMON /ICNTRL/ KLFALB SCNTRL 4400038 COMMON /IGNTRLI KLIGW 5Ct,ITRL 4500439 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL 46
D0040 COrAMON /ICNTRL! 1t5 SCNTRL 4700041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HU . SCNTRL 4800442 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGSR SCNTRL 4900443 COM1'AON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 50
OOD44 COMIAON /ICNTRL/ h1AT5NX SCNTRL 5100045 COMPAON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 5200046 CpPAMON /ICNTRL! MLF	 1121 SCNTRL 5300047 COMrAON /ICNTRLf MROD SCNTRL 5400048 COIAMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 5500049 COMMON /SGNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL SS
OOQ50 COMMON /ICNTRLf N8 SCNTRL 5700051 COPAMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
D4052 COMF.ION	 /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
D4053 CQTAPAQN	 /ICNTRLf NDAY SCNTRL 6000054 COMPAON /ICNTRL/ NpOU7 SCNTRL 61
OQ055 COYIMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCPJTR! 62
oaQSS COPAMON /FCNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 6300057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NRT
.SCNTRL 6404858 GOPAMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
40059 COl11MON
	 /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRL 6500060 CoMMgN /ICNTRL/ NHM50 SCNTRL 6700061 COPdMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SGNTRL 68
DOD62 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 6900063 GOMMON /ICNTRL! NLAYFI SCNTRL 70
D0454 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSpAY SCNTRL 7100065 GOMPAON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 7200066 COMMCN /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 7300067 COMMON /IGtstTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7400058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 7500069 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 7800070 COh9h1DN
	 /ICNTRE./ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
OD071 COMMON /FGNTRL/ NYMp O SCNTRL 7800072 Cgh4AON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 7904073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 84
D0074 COPAMON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL 8100075 COMMDN /ICNTRL/ IQS	 {301 SCNTRL B200075 COMMON /ICNTRL! IQU	 {10} SCNTRL B3
SCNTRL 8400477 EQUIVALENCE {TTMiN .IQ5{	 1)) SCNTRL 85OD078 EQUIVALENCE IITMAX .14SI	 2)3 SCNTRL 86
DQ479 EQUIVALENCE IIPREACC .IRSP	 3)} SCNTRL 87
tlOtl80 EQUIVALENGE (TPRECON ,1Q5{
	
4)} SCNTRL 8&00081 EQUIVALENGE lIH^LUIS <I45I	 5)1 SCNTRL 89
40082 EQUIVALENCE {iE:FLU?I .14SI	 6)3 SCNTRL 94
D0083 EQUIVALENGE diFU9iON .IDS(	 71} SGh}TRL 9100084 ^QUiVA1.ENCE {IRADSWG ,IQSI	 6)) SGNTRL 9200085 EQUIVALENCE IIRAOLWG ,195{	 9!) SCNTRL 9300086 EQUIVALENCE IfICLOUp ,145(10)) SGNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 9500087 EQUIVALENCE {FOMEGA ,IQU{	 lf) SCNTRL 9600088 EQUIVALENGE {IpIABAT ,I4Ut
	 217 SCNTRL 9700089 EQUIVALENGE fIRARSW ,IQUf	 311 SCNTgt 98
C SCNTRL 9900094 EQUIVALENCE IICD,IC{13} SCNTRL 1DD00091 INTEGER ICO,	 ICl200} SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL :




`_______=== SCNTRL 10400092 COPdMON /LGNTAL/ LGO SCNTRL 10500093 COMf^7ON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 10600094 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 10700095 COMMON /LC.PlTRL/ QDAY SGNTRL 148













































































EQUIVALENCE ILTMIN ,LqS{	 1}}
EQUIVALENCE fLTMAx ,L4S1	 2)1
EQUIVALENCE ILPREACC ,LQS{	 3))
EQUIVALENCE ILPREGON ,LQS!	 41)
EQUIVALENCE ILHFLUX ,LOSE	 5}}
EQUIVALENCE {LEFLU x ,L g S1	 6)}
EQUIVALENCE {LFUSION ,LQS{	 7)1
EQUIVALENCE ILRADSWG ,L g SI	 8))
EQUIVALENCE ILRADLWG ,LqS(	 9})
EQUiVALENGh ILICLOUD ,LQS(10})
EQUIVALENGE iLOMEGA ,LQU(	 1)1
EgUIVAL^NCE (LDIABAT ,LQUf	 2))
































































































































































COr11MON /RGNTRL/ SIGE ( 25 }
COPirAON ( RCNTRL/ SING
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS
COMPJION i RCNTRLf 7570
COMMON /RCN7F{L/ PLEVS {257
COPdMON /RCNTRL/ H>:ATW
COMMON !RCNTRL/ HEAT(








C	 INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
C	 --°==---=-= -=== —mac —==--
^ ^CDMrdON r /iDPARM/^IJUh1P (463
CORIMON /IDPARM/ ID5P02
COMMON / FD pARM / INDER {721
COMh1ON /FDPARM/ IRDQ
CDMA3ON / IAPARMI ^C {45)
COMMON IID pARM/ ^E {2)
COMPhON /FO p ARM/ JP {2,2}
CDP11PdON / IDPARM/ KST.EP
CDPrMON l ID pARM / MJ 1461
COMMON / IDPA g P+i/ NHMS1
COPAMON /IDPARM/ NYMO1
C	 LDGIGAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C	 =__'=--_'- --___--_-

















CaMrdDN /RD PARM/ CoN4
COPlIFdON /RDPARM/ CDN4DT
COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
CDPAPdDN /RDPARM/ COSL (46)
COMMON /RDPARM/ CDSLON (72}
COr$MON /RDPARM/ CPD2
COMMON /RDPARM/ D7SP (46}
COMMON /RDPARM/ p >SY p (46}
COPAh10N / RDPARM / DYP (46}





































































































































































































































00224 GOMFAON !RDPARM/ F2DT




00227. COMrAON lR pPARM! PISSTD
09228 COMMON !RDPARM! PKTDp
0022@ COrAMON fRDPARPA/ RLAT	 t A6 )
90230 COFAMON /RDPARM! RLATD	 {461
00231 COFAMON	 /RDPAR}JI/ ROCPDF
00232 GOMrdON /RDPARM/ AOCpP1
00233 COFAMON fADPARM/ 5trF}P	 12}
01?234 COMMI3N !RDPARM/ SINL	 f46}
00235 COMMI]ly /.RDPARM( SINLQN	 {72)
00236 COFAMON IRDPAAt41! THSiD
00237 COfIiMON /RDPARM! THSTp2
'	 ! 04238 COFAMON /RDPARM! t+rSAVE	 S 1591
04239 COMMON /R pPARMJ DSIG	 19)
^f 00240 CDMFAON !RDPARM/ SIG
	 {9)C
^
(tt ^+ r	 s	 +
i	 ^ C GLOBAL MODEL SUAFAGE.FIELD5
;' D0247 COMMON lQANDQ7/ gS(72,i9,46!
I,• f c
L 00242 DIMENSION PHIS(1368,1)
^ 00243 DIMENSION SMTH{1368,23)
;^ 0024b DIMENSION ALBEDOt1368,1)





0925a DTh7EN5ION TMIN[1368,1!00251 DIrAEFJSION TMAX{ 1388, i }
00252 DIMENSION PREAGC(1368,.t)
:; 00253 [2IMENSION PAECON(1368,1)
D925d DIMENSION HFLUxt1368,i)






















DD277 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1, 19,1),ICLOUDf1,1)1
C
G GLOBAL MOREL UPPER-AiA FIELDS



















RADLW{72,926,9) 50aNDQT 55 ^
c sonNDQT 5s
40288 EOUiVALE:NCE	 {QU{1,1,1,1},Uf1,1,1,9!] S4AND4T 57
00289 EQUIVALENCE
	 14U{i,t,3,1l,V{1,1,1,9!) SQANDgfi 58
08290 EQUIVALENCE	 IgU[1,t,5,t},T11,1,9,1}1 SOANDOT 59
0029.1 EQUIVALENCEC	 (QU{1,1.7,1},SH{9,1,1,1}! 54pNDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE
	 [4U11,9,9,1},PWE{9,1.1,11! SOANDQT 61
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 [QU{1,1,11,1},DMEGA[1,1,1!! SQANDQT 62
0029.1 EQUIVALENCE
	 {QU{1,i,12,1l,DIABAT{1,9,1!1 54AN!}gT S3





C	 • SQPOLES 2
C	 POLAR MODE[. PROGNOSTIC FiELRS SQPDLES 3
00297 COMMON /QPOLES/ PP12,2} SQPOLES 4
00298 COMMON 1QPdLES/.U p [9,2,2! SRPOLES 5
00299 COMMON	 /QPOL>;5/	 V p 19,2,2} SOPOLES 500304 CDr,9^1^pN	 lg ppLES/	 TP{8,2,21 SgPOtE5 7
00301 COM^AON	 /QPpLES/	 SHP{9,2,2} SQPDLES 8
D0302 COMMON /QPOLES/ PHIPf9,2,2} SOFOLES 9
C SOPOLES 10
C SoiFFQ 34
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
80303 10000 CONTINUE 58EGDE8 3
C	 *+r• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04,001 	 INPUT,IOQ 56EGDE6 4
C	 •••• CY9ER SCALAR VERSION 04,000 SBEGDEB 5
C	 ••'^ CYSER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6
CS5555SSSSSS5555SS5535SSSSS5555SSS5555555SSS3 gSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSS9SSSS355SSSBEGDEB 70030.1 P1S	 =	 MJ iJ! SDIFFQ 36 (]
D0305 IF	 '.M.E q .03	 GD	 Td SO SDIFFQ 37
^
C SDIFFQ 38
G	 rr«r«aarrra++a+rra«aa+araa++r.++r^rra.rpn++r+rrrrra++r.«rwrrrr+ SRIFFO 39 '^
r.« ♦C	 •'•+ SDIFFQ 40 []
C	 «•«'	 POLE POINT	 • " • SDIFF4 49 (^ ^
^	 «...	 .... soIFF4 42 ^ 3"'"i	 ^. L+	 +«rrrrarr«rrr+ara rr. ra+«arar+ rrr. ar..ar+a+aaarr+a+rre+«r ► rr+..« SDIFF q 43
C SDIFFQ 4u'
00306 PPINI,M1
	 =	 PP{N1,M1	 -	 PPfN2,I,9! SDIFF4 45 ^ ^














	 =	 TPSL.,Nf,M!	 -	 TP[L,N2,M! SDIFFQ 49
^	 Op31i 5>iPIL.Nf,M3
	 =	 SHP{L,N1,M!	 -	 SNP{L,N2,M! SDIFFq 5 q
^ ^^




^,+.r«+«rrrr r.,+arrarrrarraarrwr+r....r«wrarara+r ► a.ar+ararav+«.«...
[,	 wrr.	 rr«« SDIFFQSRIFFD
53
54
L+	 +ar.	 ELSEWHERE	 •••- SDIFF4 55
ii C	 «++•	 r+•• SDIFFD 55
(+	 rw+.a« «« a+aarr++r+ r.rsr+ a+rarra+rrrararr+++r+ra.+.aavrr + + ► rr«.. SDIFFQ 57
C SDIFFQ 58
00313 50	 CONTINUE SDIFFQ 59
003fa DO fa0	 1-1,IM SDIFFQ 60
^I	 00315- P{E,N1,J}	 =	 P{I,Ni,J}	 -	 PfI,N2.J] SDIFFQ 61
40316 60	 CONTINUE SDIFFQ 62
08317 OD 78 L-i,NLAY SDIFFQ 53
00398 DO	 70	 i=1,Ih1 SDIFFQ fi4
f	 OD319 UfI,L,N1.J}	 =	 U{I,L,N1,J!	 UII,L,N2,J1 SDIFFQ 65
00320- V{I,L,N1,J)	 =	 V{I,L,N1,J!	 -	 VII,L,N2,J! SDIFFQ 65
04321 TfI,L,N1,J)	 =	 T(I,(.,N1,J!	 -	 TiI,L,N2,J! 5DIFFq 67
00322 SHfI,L,N1,J!	 =	 SHII,L,Ni,J}	 SH{I,L,N2,J1 SDIFFQ 68
00323 70	 CONTINUE SDIFFq 69
00324 RETURN SDIFFQ TO
00325 END SDIFFQ 71







70 323 317 318
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME---^---BLOCK--- ---TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST,	 C=CTRL OF DO,	 I-DATA	 INiT,	 R=REAP.	 S=STORE,	 w=WRITE
ADAT£ CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 3 15
ADLDP RDpARM REAL SI^SPLE 206
ALBEDd QAMD4T REAL ARRAY 244 2S2
A p HEL ACNiRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATiME CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 4 17
META RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR•8 ARRgY 14 15
CCO CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 2 74	 i5
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOSNN 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 to	 11
t3
CCSA06 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 7 2U
CC5PD7 CGNTAL CH.AR•8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIF1{PLE 9 22
COM1 RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 247
CONIDT ADPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPAAM REAL 5iMALE 209
CDN2DT RDPAgFl1 AEAL SIMPLE 210
CON3 RDPARFA REAL SIMPLE 21^
CON3D7 RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CON4 RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CDNQD7 RDPARFA REAL SIMPLE 2i4
CDMS RDpBRF11 REAL SIMPLE 215
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
CDSL RDPAAM REAL ARRAY 215
COSLON RDpARM REAL ARRAY 2i7
GP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 349
CPD2 RDPAAA! REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CGNTAL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
pAY5PY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i50
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
DECMAIS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE T52
DIABAT QAND.QT A-c AL ARRAY 285 294
DIFEQ SUBROUTINE 1
DFST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLRT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDpARM REAL ARRAY. 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156
DRA RDpARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDpARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDpARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EFLUIS QANDQT AEAL ARRAY 255 273
EP5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
F1DT RDpARM REAL SIM1SPLE 223 '









FCORLS RDpARM REAL ARRAY 222
k	 FILTER LDPAAM LOGICAL ARRAY 200 2Q3FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 274
GNUi RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 24S 263
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 246 254
Fi1>aT RDpARM Ri;AL SIMPLE 225
Fi2DT RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
FiFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 272




3i5	 3T5	 3i8 /C 	 319	 3i9	 319	 320	 320
	 320 H












IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRhV 94 91 pD
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLS 25 9D 91
ICLOUd QANDOT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 2S 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 4D 41 42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 5D 51 52 53 54 55 5B 57i^ 59 59 60 61 62 63 84 65 66 67 68
^^ 69 ?0 71 72 73 74 75 78^^r
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 I
IC5P55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE {i6
'^ IDFA9AT FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 i90 i91 192 199 i94 995 195 197 198 t99
IdSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 19Dj	 ^ IEFLUJS ICiVTRL INTEGER - UNKNOWN $2
IFUSIDH ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
IHFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81
^ IICLOUd ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVJN 86
^ IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
IM ICNTRL INTEGER 5Ih1PL6 26 314 318=
IMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27^:
IMD2Pi ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28^
INDEX .IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY i97
FOh1EGA ICNTRL, FNTEGER UNKNOWN 87
iPREACC ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOVlN 79
I IPREDDN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8D
Iq5 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 ea 85 86
EQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89
IRAOLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVlN 85
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UHKNOVJN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
IRCd IDPAgF^I INTEGER SIMPLE i92
17APE LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 201 2D4
:^^
ITMA}( ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
J INTEGER SIMPLE 1 304 315 315 315 3iB 3T9 319 324 320 320
;^^ 32i 321 321. 322 322 322ilC FDPARM INTFcGER -ARRAY i93
^ ilE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY i94
JIC CCNTRL CHAR`S SIMPLE 5 78JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIi57PLE 3D















J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34
^'^J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SEF1[PLE 35
:^ JOB CCNTRL CHAR " 8 SIMPLE 6 19 ^ ,^









37 ^° +^tj	 : KLFGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 i'— I7q
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KS ICNTRL IN'IEG7=R SIMPLE 40 ^ ^
^:^ KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 196
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIiilPLE AS
L INTEGER SIMPLE 307IC 308 308 3DB 309 309 3D9 370 310 3!0 319
311 3i1 3i7/C 379 379 319 324 320 320 321 32i
l.^ 32i 322 322 322
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
LCD LCNTRL LOGICr1L SIMPLE 92 143 1b4
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNDVJN 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 iq9 101 102
1D3 144
LDIA$AT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1i6 741
LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWiV 204 201 202
LEFWS LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 735
LFUSION LCNTRL LQGICAL UNKNDVJN i11 i36
LHFLU$ LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f09 134
I? LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1i4 i39
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
^,: LONIEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVrN 115 tao

















LPRECpN LCNTRL I.pGICAL 1JNKN0WN
L45 LCNTRL LOGICAL .ARRAY
LQll LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRAD5W LCNTRL LOGICAL lINKNOYlN
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMA>S LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMIN LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNCYlN
M INTEGER SIMPLE
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMpLE
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MAT5UN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
I	 M^ IDRARM INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL. INTEGER ARRAY
I	 MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NISh'1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
'	 N1 INTEGER SIrAPLE
N2 INTEGER SIhipLE:
N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMpLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NbPHY ICNTRL IhiTEGER SIMPLE
NaRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^	 NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^	 NHM54 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
D	 NHMS1 iDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
ti	 NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
s	 NKR5H ICNTRL INTE=GER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYMI ICNTRL IN.7EGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIlL1PLE
11	 NSDAy ICNTRL INTEGER SIrL1PLE
NSE4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
I	 NST£P ICNTRL •NTi=GEA SIMPLE
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE
NYMDi IDPARM INTEGER SItdPLE
^I	 NYMDf ICNTRL INTEGER SIf$PLE
NziN7T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY
0MEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P QANDQT REAL ARRAYj	 PHI 4AMDQT REAL ARRAY
PHIP 4POLE5 REAL ARRAY.
PNE5 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
P3 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
F	 PIi80 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
Pit RCNTRL REAL 5IMpLE
PIM£AN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
PK70P RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
PEENS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
P g QP0LE5 REAL ARRAY
PREACC QAND4T REAL ARRAY
PRECON QAND4T REAL ARRAY
PSMAX RCNTRL REkL SIMPLE
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
`r	 P2ER0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
f	 QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
148	 133
143	 105	 146	 107	 10B	 109	 t14	 111	 152	 113
	 114
128







	 305	 306	 306	 306	 308	 308	 308	 379	 309	 309








1 30fi 306 348 308 349	 349	 310	 31p	 371
315. 315 319 319 320 320	 321	 321	 322
	
322



















































.	 ^	 :	 ^ : ,_ i..	 ti	 . ':^	 E	 ^. ^ .	 .
.	 ;
'	 QANDQT REAL IiNKNOWN 241 278
RF3EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMP!_E 9d 119
4DAY LChETRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 124
QE;ND LCNTRL LOGIGAL SIMPLE 96 121
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 i22
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 i23
QPDLES REAL UNKNOWN 297 298 293 30D 30t 302
QRSH LCNTRL- LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE IDS 116
QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 200 26i 262 263 26d 265 266 267 268 269
270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
4Si^F LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 12d
4u QANDQT R°AL ARRAY 278 288 28B 290 291 292 293 294 295 X86
BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
RADLW QANDQT .REAL ARRAY 28T 296
RADLWG RANOQT REAL ARRAY '258 276
RADSW 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 2B6 295
RADSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 SSL'+
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 SB7 t8$
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 i46 147 14$ lA9 15D T51 752 f53 154 i55
155 157 i5B 159 160 161 iB2 163 i64 155 166
167 158 189 170 171 172 i73 174 175 576 177
178 179 1$0 181 f$2 1$3 184 185 186
.RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 206 207 208 209 250 21i 2t2 213 2t4 7.15 215
217 2i8 219 220 -221 222 223 224 225 225 227
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238
239 2d0
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
gtAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
FLATC RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SISSPLE 172
ROC pDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIrAPLE 173
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 574
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233















SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 ^ ,^ R











SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235 ^] ^
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 243 281
SN2FLG LCNTRL. LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 125 1Q '^(^
SOLS RCNTRL- REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SFRIPLE 202 2U5
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281 29D 325/5 321 321 ^ ^
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 R1]PARM REAL SIMP.tE 237 ,.a
^TMAX 44NDQT REAL ARRAY 251 269
TMIH QANDQT. REAL ARRAY 250 268
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 300 310/S 310. 310
TS 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 255
TSTb RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
u QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288 31915 319 319
VP gPOLES REAt ARRAY 298 308!5 309 308
V 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 280 289 320/5 320 320
VER CCNTRL CHAR*B SIMPLE 10 23
VP RPfltES REAL ARRAY 299 309!5 3D9 309
W5AVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238










^b e ^^. r^ ^7'="r ' ^d	z ^
i 	 €
D0041 FUNCTION E%P6YKf%D1 SE%PBYKC r.r.r rr....rr.r.r.....r..rrrr.•r•r.rr.rrwr...r.r.rr.rrrrrer. s. r....a•. «SExPBYH
C PURPOSE + SE%PBYK
C COPAPUTE	 [E%PBYK
	 =	 X r• 4.286132F312S1. SEXPBYK
C THIS SCHEME CHOSEN TO MATCFP THE VECTOR ALGORITHM. SEXP[3YH
C CALLEp 8Y COMP1,	 GEDHT,	 SMSHAP,	 ^^? SEXPBVK
C SEXPBYK
• C USAGE SE%PBYK
C 5ExpevK
C ARGUM£N^S	 pESCRIPTIDN SEXPBVK
C H6	 PRESSURE Sc%PBYH
C £%PBYK	 XD+r0.285132$125 SEXPBVK
'	 ' C SEXPBVK
C SUBRROGRAMS NEEDED SEXPBYK
' C NAME
	 pESCRIPTIDN SEXPBYK
' C NONE SEXPBVK
C SEXPBYK
C RECORD OF MdDiFICATIONS SEXPBYK
C BASED ON OL p VERSION B SEXPBYK
^ C SEr.PBYK
C ?DATE?
	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ^ p ESCRIP7IdN dF f410DiFICATIDNS^ SEXPBYK
C 65/19/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND C4PAR1f:NTS SEXPBYK
' C SEXPBYK
' C REPJSARKS: SEXPBYK
C f	 11	 MACHINE qEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, E7C.^SEY.PBYK
C SEXPBYK
. r.(^.r.	 ..rrrrrrrr.r.r	 rrrr.	 r	 rr.rrr..r.r.r.. rar...r ... ..... rSE%PBYK
Cr
r M .
r I r N
/ r 4	
C O M	 S I G M r A	 p A r T r A	 C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F ••SEXPBYKCC- r " •'	 ..rs.rsr.rvrrr.•r...rrrrrr•rrrrrr	 rrr...r.•rr	 ..rrrrrr..•.a......
•SEXPBYK
40442 EXPBYK	 =	 SORT(XD1 SEr.pgYK
6.0443 E%PBYK
	 = SQATfEXPBYK} SEXPBYK
4444Q 7EMPip	 =	 SQRTfEXPBYK! SEXPBYK00045 TEMPID	 = SQRT(	 TEMP1 p 1 SEXPBYK
;' 04046 TEMPID =	 SQflT(	 TEMPID) `-'ExPBYK0004y EXpBYK =	 EXPBYK`TE=MPt p SEXPBYK
pp 04048 TEMP1p = SQRT(	 TEMP1 p 1 SEXPBYK
1;i^' 00049 TEPflP1D	 =	 SQRT.(	 TEMPSDI SEY.PBYK
,k , 040!4 T£MP1p = SQRT(	 7EMPt p 1 SEXPBYK
,,; 04411 EXP$YK = EXPBYK • TEMPiD SEXPBYK
yy 40.412- TEMPID = 54RT!	 TEMPID) SEXPBYK
^` 44013 TEMP 1p	 = SQRT[	 TEMPID) SEXPBYK1 44414 EISPBYK
	 =	 EXPBYK > TENIPSD 5E%PByK00415 RETURN SEXPBYK









	 HEAL	 FUNCTION	 1








A^=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF p0, I-DATA INIT, R=REAP, S=STORE. tY=WRITE
2!S	 3/5	 3	 4	 7/S	 7	 11/5	 11	 14/S	 14
5/S	 5	 6:S	 6	 7	 8/5	 B	 9l5	 9	 i4
11	 12/S	 12	 1315	 13	 i4
2
D=STMT FN p EF, A=AAGLIST
4	 5	 6	 8	 9	 14	 12	 13
,
















	 {A,	 F,	 1Vf,	 WSAV^E	 } SFILFFT 2(+,rr rrrr	 rrr*r,r.r.s+,.ir»rrs+r.rr.r.s.r ► rr..^arrrr^.errr^.r.+rrrrrr..r...,...rrSFILFFT 3
C PURPOSE SFILFFT 4
C FILTERS A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY BY WAVE-NUM9ER. SFILFFT 6
C CALLED HY AVRX ONLY SFILFFT 6
C SFILFFT 7
C USAGE. 5FILFFT 8
C SFILFFT 9
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION 5FILFFT 10
C A	 ARRAY TO FILTER SFILFFT 11
C F	 ARRAY CONTAINING WAVE-NUMBER FILTERS [BETWEEN 0.	 AND	 S.i SFELFFT 72
C F[t}	 FILTERS THE Ni$AN MAGNITUDE OF THE ARRAY SFELFFT 13
C F[2+I1	 AND F12 + I r 1}	 FILTER WAVE NUMBER	 I,	 FOR	 o<1<M 5FILFFT i4
C F[M}	 FFLTER5 WAVE NU>4fBER M/2
	
[WAVES OF LENGTH 2) SFILFFT 15
C >N	 LENGTW DF ARRAY TD fFLTER 5FILFFT t6
C WSAVE	 ROOTS OF 1.
	
PREVIOUSLY CDMPUTHD IN ROUTINE RFFTF 5FILFFT 17
^^ C 5FILFFT 1B
^ C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SFILFFT 19
C N4 ME	 DESCRIPTION 5FILFFT 20
C RFFTF	 FORWARR FAST FDURFER 7RANSFORAS SFELFFT 21
C RFFTH	 QACHWARD FAST FDURIER TRANSFORM SFILFFT 22
C 5FILFFT 23
C RECORD OF fltOp iFECATIDNS SFILFFT 24
C BASER ON DLD VERSION 8. 5FILFFT 25
C 5FILFFT 26
C ?DATE?	 ^PROGRAMMER7	 7DESCRIPTIDN OF MORIFICATIDNS? SFILFFT 27
C 05/04/83	 RAMESH
	
THIS PART ANq COMMENTS SFILFFT 28
C SFILFFT 24
C REMARISS: SFILFFT 30
C r	 1} REFER TO TWE DOCUMENTATION OF THE NCAR FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMSF2LFFT 31
C EN	 'NCARFFT DOCUMENT' ON SYSLIB	 19f SFI-LEFT 32
C {	 21	 ^MACNINE DEPENRENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS,	 ETC.7SF.ILFFT 33
C SFILFFT 34(+..rs..r. +rrrrrrrrrr	 rrr	 rrrr.rr rrrrr+r«rrrrrrrrrrrr+..rr..ra. ..r.+rr•r.SFFLFFT 35
C • AS / A- C D M
	
S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C "5FILFFT 35
Cr.rrrrr +rrrr+rrrrr	 .	 rrr.r.*.rrrr*rrrrr rr rrrrr	 rrrr+.rr...^.«..rrr«.5FILFFT 37
00002 RIMENSIDN A1M1, • F[M1,	 WSAVE1159} SFILFFT 38
C DEBUG SBEGDEH 2
00403 10000 CONTINUE SSEGDEB 3
C '+•r CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPUT,I04 SSEGDEB 4
C •*+r CYBER SCALAR VERSION Oa.000 SSEGDEB 5
C CYF]ER SCALAR VERSION 00 SSEGDEB 6
CSSSSSSSS.^..55555555$53555SSS55F.,SSSSSSSSS55S5555553555553S555SSSSSSSS5555558EGDEB 7
C SFILFFT 40
(,^ ..r++.r+r:rrrrrrrr.rrrarr+rrrrr.rrrrr.rrrrrrrrrrr*rra+r..rr«+.r SFILFFT 41
C +•+'	 ••-' SFILFFT 42
C •^•••	 RESOLVE ARRAY
	
INTO FOURIER WAVE COEFFICIENTS
	 ••-+ SFILFFT 43
C ••r '	 •••• 5FILFFT 4^
',. {j r++r.rr+.+:r*rrNaarr+rrrrr+rrr+.rrr.rrraarrrrr*+rr*r.rr+.r+..+. 5FILFFT
G SFILFFT
OOUOb CALL RFFTF	 fM.A,WSAVE] SFI1.ft', .^7
C SFELFFT .18
D .rrrrrrr++trrrrrrr rrw r* + r rrrr*r*r+rrrrrrr n rr+rrr r.r**r+rrr.r.r. SFILFFT 49
C •r ' •	 •••• 5FILFFT S4
C ••*•	 FILTER FOUR[ER WAVES	 +•+• SFILFFT 51
' C +•rr	 •*+• SFILFFT 52
C r+rrrrrr*rrrrrrr. ► .rrr.rrrr++..+.rrrrrrrr+r...r.rrr.wrr.r.rr.rr SFILFFT 53
^^ C 5FILFFT 54
00005 RD	 SO	 T=1,M SFILFFT 5$
00006 A[F1	 =	 A[I} • F1I1/M SFILFFT 56
00007 tD	 CONTINUE SFFLrFT 57
C SFILFFT 58{,+ *rrr.rrr..rrrr+.rrr.r*rr*rrrrr«rrrrrrrrrrrrr 	 _	 rr.. ► rarr.r.r+r+ 5FILFFT 59
C •'`•'	 ••r+ 5FILFFT 50
C -••+	 RESOLVE FILTERED FDUR7ER WAVE COEFFICIENTS
	 *-+r SFILFFT 51
C ••+•	 BACK
	
ENTD ARRAY	 •+•* SFILFFT 62(+^ •* ► .	 «.rr 5FILFFT 63C rrr•+rr.++r.rrrr+	 r.rrrrrrrrrr+rrrr+rr+rrrr.rrrr.,+r+.r.rrr.r• 5FILFFT 64
C 5FILFFT 6S
00008 CALL RFFT6	 [M,A,WSAVE} 5FILFFT 66
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00010	 ENp SFiLFF'f fib
STATEMENT tIIBEL r1AP
--LABEL^^^DEFINED---REFERENCES
1 0	 7	 5
10000	 3
VARIABLE MAP
-°NAME-------BLOCK-^"---TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A-ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF pO	 1=DATA	 [NIT,	 R=READ,	 a=STORE,	 PI=WRITE
A	 REAL	 ARRAY
	
1 2 4 5!S 6	 8
'	 F	
-REAL	 ARRAY	 I 2 6
FILFFT	 SUBROUTINE	 if	 ^	 IrJTEGER	 SIMPLE	 5 5 6 6
M	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 I 2 2 4 5	 6	 8
WSAVE	 REAL	 ARRAY	 i 2 4 8
° ROCEDURE r1lAP































fF7,,.i1 SGEOH7 2C__«.....«.«««...___._.....«...««....«. _..«.«««.« ................... «.«.SGEDHT 3
C PURPOSE SGEOH7 4
C CALCULATE PHILLIPS NORMALI2Eb GEDPOTENTFAL HEIGHTS 5GEOHT 5
C AT SIGMA EDGES. SGEDHT 5
G CALLED BY COMPO ONLY SGEDHT T
C SGEDHT 8
C USAGE SGEDHT 9
C SGEDHT 10
C ARGUM'eNTS.	 DESCRIPTION SGEDHT 11
C N	 TIME-STEP POFNTER AT WH[CH TO CALCULATE HEIGHTS SGEDHT 72
C J	 LATITUDE BAND NUh1BEft SGEDHT 13
C SGEDHT 1Q
C 5lIBPROGRAr, 'SS NEEDED SGEDHT 15
C NAME	 AESCRIPTION SGEDHT 16
C E%RBYK	 COMPUTES	 P • ^KAPPA	 AND KAPPA=.2851328125 SGEDHT 17
C SGEDHT 18
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS SGEDHT 19
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8, SGEDHT 20
C SGEDHT 21
C ?DATE?	 ?PAOGRAMMEq'+	 ^OESCRIPTiON OF MODiFICATIONS^ SGEDHT 22
C 05/04/83	 RAMESH	 TWIS PART AND COMMENTS SGEDHT 23
C SGEDHT 24
C REMARKS: SGEDHT 2S
C 1	 1}	 ?MACHINE DE p ENRENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROA RETURNS. ETC.^SGEOH7 26
C SGEDHT 27C.. ..,...	 ,.^.	 .....+.	 ....	 .....	 ...	 ...............SGEDHT 28
C « « -	r I +N^C	 ,N•A« I^ ' hi + / AC 0~ 141	 SG M 4	 O • A T A	 SS A	 -	 G S F C	 • SGEDHT 29
^..«.«,._« ► ..,. r..,.rr«««.«..r.« ►► ..sr.....r«r..+.+a......«..r..«.«.....-
._•SGEDHT 30
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3
^^ C =_=___^^_--___=_____^______^_--__^_____________var= SCNTRL si00002 COh1MON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL S
00043 COM!ADN /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL B
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL! ATIME SCNTRL 7
00005 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ,fIC SGNTRL 8
00006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JDB SCNTRL 9
00007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL i0
QUD08 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL 1i
00009 COMMON /CCNTR>-/ CCSPOB SCNTRL 12
00010. COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
D0011 COMFAON /CCNTRL/ XLAHEL	 1101 SCNTRL 14
00012 COr^MoN /CCNTRL/ C45	 {30) SCNTRL 15
00013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ OQU 	 S10I SCNTRL f5
C SCNTRL i7
0001.4 E4UIVALENCE
	 fCCO,CCfi1r SCNTRL i8




00017 CHARACTER«8	 ATFME SCNTRL 2i
00018 CHARACTERrB	 JIC SGNTRL 22
p 00i9 CHARACTER«8	 JOB SCNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER^B	 CCSF06 SCNTRL 24
00021 Cl-IARACTtCR^B	 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CHARACTER'S	 CCSPOS SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTER'S	 VER SCNTRL 27
0002d GHARACTEq•e	 XLAHEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER rAODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
C ________________	 _______________________________ SCNTRL 31
000.25. COrIiMON /iCNTRL/ 	 ICO SCNTRL 32
00426 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COMMON /iCNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 3a
.00028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL 3S
00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL 36
00030 COhiMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 COMMON JICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
00032 COMFdON /ICNTRL/ JF1T2 SCNTRL 39
00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ dNP SCNTRL 40
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCrdTRL Af
00035 COMMON (ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 42











00037 C4MCF7N /ICNTRL/ KLIALS SCNTRL 44 ^D003B COtAt1lON	 /ICNTRL/ IiLIGW SCNTRL 45
00039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HLISST SCNTRL 46
00040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
00041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU 5GNTRL 48
00042 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOG8R SCNTRL #9
00043 GOMtA4N !ICNTRL/ MA TIN SCNTRL HO
OD044 GOh1MON / ICNTRLI rAAT5NX SCNTRL 51
40045 COMrdON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 1121 SCNTRL 53
04fl47 COtAMON /ICNTRL/ MROO SCNTRL 54
00048 COMR70N /ICNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 55
00049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ M5M SCNTRL 56
00050 COMMON /ICNTRL: NB SCNTRL 57
i 00051 COASMON /ICNTRL/ NO SCNTRL 58
00052 COMtAON /ICNTRL/ NOALT SCNTRL 59j 00053- COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOAY SCNTRL 60
:i 00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ Nbpt]T SCNTRL 6i
I 00055 cora^^oN /ICNTRLI NAPHY SCNTRL 62
00056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCM1tTgL 63













_ 00060 COt14MON JICNTRL/ NHt1f50 - SCNTRL 67 ^ ^










70 O p:e00064 COh1h10N /ICNTRL/ NSt]AY 5GNTRL. 71 ^ ^^
t^
00465 COMh9ON /!CNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTAL 72
00066 COMhTON / ICNTRL / ICSP53 SCNTRL 73 ^ ';'^00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74 -
00068 COI^dMON	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75 ^.•'
OOP69 COMrAON / ICNTRL / NYMD SCNTAL 76 ^-	 ;^-^y
y 00070 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMbE SCNTRL 77
`'•`, 00071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMOO SCNTRL 78 .''
1r 00072 COtAMON / ICNTRLI NZINIT SCNTRL 79 ^ ^+=00073 CO[AtAO1V	 /!CNTRL/ Nh1LEV SCNTAL 80
00074 QOMM*JN /ICNTRLI N. OHOG SCNTRL 8f
00075 COMMON /ICNTRLJ IQS	 {30) SCNTRL 82
1 00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 (101 SCNTRL 83
I^ C SCNTRL 8.1
00077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,IQS.! 1)) SCNTRL 85
00078 EQUIVALENCE. {ITMAX ,IQS( 2)) SCNTRL 86
00079 EOUIVALT:NGE fIPREACC ,IQSI 3}) 5GNTRL 87
OD080 EgUIVALENGE {IPRECON ,IQSi 4)} SCNTRL 88
00081 EQUIVALENCE- {IHFLUR ,IQS.t 511 SCNTRL 89
00082 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLU3f ,FQSf 6)) SCNTRL BO
ooD83 EQUIVALENCE (7FUSION ,IQS! 7)) SCNTRL 9i
1 60084 E:4UIVALENCE fIRADSWG ,IQS{ SJ) SCNTRL 92
OD085 EQUIVALENCE iIRAOLWG ,IQS! 9)) SCNTRL 93
oQ085 E.OUIVALENCi: iIICLOUO ,IQSti4)) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
00087 EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA ,IDUf 1)} SCNTRL 96
00058 EQUIVALENCE IiOIASAT ,IOUt 2)) SCNTRL 57
00089 EQUIVALENCE tIRAO5W ,IQU{ 3)) SCNTRL 9S
C SCNTRL 99
00090 EQUIVALENCE {ICO,iC11f) SCNTRL 100
00051 INTEGER ICO,	 ICt206) SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL T02
C LOGICAL MOOEL PARAMETERS 5AVE0 ON HISTORY RECORO SCNTRL 103
C-----°-^---
--_^---^--------= ccv----- -^-- = =as-^-- SCNTRL 904f 00092 C0111l410N	 /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 105
00093 COt^1MON /LCNTRL/ gALT SCNTRL 106
00094 COh,tAON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
00095 COi4SMON /LCNTRL/ DOAY SCNTRL. 108
04{1B6 COMMON /LCNTRL/ RENO SCNTRL 109
DO p97 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 110
40098 COMMON /!CNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 111
00089 OOMFAON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
001D0 COh1MON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
-00101 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSiV SCNTRL f14
,w ^























































































































































EQUIVALENCE ILTMIN ,LQS{ 1!!
EQUIVALENCE fLT1AAX ,LQSf 2}}
i<4UIVALENCE fLPREACC ,LQSf 3}!
EQUIVALENCE fLPRECON ,L45f 4))
EQUIVALENCE fLHFLUX ,LQSf 5))
EQUIVALENCE (EFFLUX ,LQSf 6))
EQUIVALENCE ILFUSION ,LqS( 7)}
EQUIVALENCE ILRApSWG ,LQSI 8}!
EQUIVALENCE ILRADLWG ,LQSf 9})
EQUIVALENCE fLICLDUD ,LQSf10})
C
EQDIVALENCE fLDMEGA ,LQUf 1))
E g UIVALENCE fLDIAf3AT ,LQUf 2))

































C	 REAL MOREL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD

























l	 1	 ^^,^ ' 1























































































COPd470N / RCNTRL / SIGE 1251
COMMON /RCNT1iL/ SIN q
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS
COrdMON /RCNTRL/ 75Th
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS 12S}
COAiMON /. RCNTRL/ HEATW
COhirAON / RCNTRL/ HEATI
COMh7pN /RCNTRL/ EPS
CDIir40N /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC
COrAMON !RCNTRL / CALTOJ






°=__=________(IDPARM / Ic1L1MP 1461
COPdMQN /IDPARM/ IOSP42
COMPdON /IDPARM/ INDEx 1721
COMIAON / I bPARM/ I ROD
COMMON /IDPARM/ JC 148)
CaMrdpN /IDPARM/ ^E 127
COMMON /IDPARM/ JP 12,21COMt^i p N /IDPARM/ F75'TEP





















COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL {461
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON (721
COPdrJlpN /RDPARM/ OPp2
COMMON /RDPARM/ OXA 1x61
CaMMDN /RDPARM/ DXVp 5461
COPdh70N !RDPARM / bYP (451
GRMMON /RD p AR^' • FC07;L5 i 461








































































































































































,^ 00224 COFJIMON/RDPARM' F2DT
00225 COrdMON /RD ?ARMT H1DT
00225 COrdMON /RDPARM/ H2OT
00227 COMMON / RDPARM PISSTD
44228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PIiTOP
40228 COMf+^ON /RDPARM! RLAT
	 f481
04230 COr^MON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 f46}
00231 COMMON /RDPARM/ RDCPDT04232 COIAMDN /RDPAR! yi/ ROCPPI
00233 COrAMON /RDPARM/ 3GNP	 {2)
40231 COrhMON /RDPARM/ SINL
	
1461
00235 COMrAON 1RDPARM/ SiNLDN	 1721
00236 COMFdON /RDPARM/ THSTA04237 Cc7FdTdDN !RDPARM/ THSTp2
04238 COF4MON /RDPARM( WSAVE	 f159}00239 COr^MON /RDPARA1l DSIG	 191
40240 COMMON !RDPARM/ SIG	 191
C
C .
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS




002x5 OiF^ENStON GTfi368.i100245 DIr1SEN5fON f'aVl{ 1368, I !
00247 DIMENSION 75!;368,11




04254 DIFENSION HF W%(5368,1)












k	 I 00251 EQUIVALENCE [QSft,2,1),5MTHf1,1}1




',^ 4025G EQUIVALENCE 14511,7,11,SH5fi,1})1
40267 EQUIVALENCE {QSf5,8,1),P{1,t,i1}
00268 EgUIVALENCE iQSf1,10,1),TMINfi,111
^	 + Og269 EgUIVALENCE fQ5{1,11,SI,TFAA%(1,111
00274 EouIVaLENCE {4Sf1,12,1},PREACCi1,11}








i 00276 EQUIVALENCE IQS{i,1E,11,RADLVIG{1,I}1
00277 EQUIVALENCE fqS{1,19,i1.ICLOUD11,111
'E i C
C GLOBAL MOREL UPPER-AIR F7ELD5





4(3283 OIMENSIDN PHI 172,9,14,1)
00284 DIMENSION OMEGAf72,126,i}
00285 DIrr1ENSION DiA8A7f72,126,1}04286 DIMENSION RAD5S^1{72, 126, 11


















O029a EQUIVALENCE	 [QUII,i,i,tl,Utl,t,1.T)) SOnNDQT
00289 EQUIVALENCE	 IQU11,1,3,11.V11,1.1,F1) 59t.r1OQT
00290 EDUiVnLENCE	 1OU41,1,5,1i.T[l,1,1,1}) SQnrdpQT
04291 EQUIVALENCE	 14U[1,1.7,11,SW11,i,7,11J SQnNL7OT
p0292 EQUIVALENCE	 [QU[i,1,9,1),PHIf1,i,i,l)7 54ANO0T
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 [QU[l,1,11,lI.DMEGA11,i,111 5OArJ0QT
0029x - @gUIVALENC=	 IQU[1,1,12.1),biABATfi,f,i)1 sOnr^O4T
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 lQU[1,1,i3.,11,RnbSlY11,1,1)1 SOnNDg7
00296 EQUIVALENCE	 IQUft,i,14,1),AAbLYtf1,1,1i1 SOANDQT
C SgANOQT
C 54POLE5
C ?DEAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 5OPCLES
pO297 COMMON /QPOLES/ PP12,21 SOPOLES
00298 COMrdON	 /QPOL(:S/	 UP{9,2,21 SQFDLES
00299 COrnMeN	 ; gPOLES/ VPr9,2,21 SOPOLES
00300 COrnrnON	 / gPOLES/	 TP[9.2,2! 54POLE5





C -	 • SOMSAVE
C GLOBAL BAND MObULO SAVE AREAS bURING HYDRODYNAMICS STEP 54MSAVE
00303 COh1rJSON	 /gMSAVE/	 Prn172,5} SgrJISAVE
00304 CORArdON	 /QMSAVE/	 Ur11172, 9 , 5 ) SOMSnVE
00305 COr,1MON	 /gMSAVE / 	VM[72,9 , 51 sornsnvE
00306 COrdMON /QMSAVE / 	TM[72,9 , 5J SOrJlSAVE
00307 COMh10N /QMSAVE/ 	 SHMl72,9,51 SQMSAVE
00348 COMMON	 /OrASnvE/	 PHIM172,9,51 SOMSnVE
00308- COMMON /QMSAVE/ PVI72,9,5) 54^15AVE





S p f72,9,51 SOrnSAVE
00312 COrdMON	 /QMSAVE/	 TERMlNf72,9,51,	 TERM7f72,9,51 5gMSAVE
C SOMSAVE
C +	 * S91OAKPH
C PRESSURE TD THE KAPPA AND POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE SvtORKPK




043!4 10000 CONTINUE SEEGDEI3
C • " ' CVBER SCALAR VERSION Oa.O4i 	 INPUT,fOQ S9EGDE8
C ••••	 CY9ER SCALAR VERSION Oa.004 SflEGDE6
C CY81=R SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB
CSS5555SSSSSSSSS55$55S555555SSSS555gSSSSS55SS5S55555S5S5SSSS55555SSSS5555E1EGDE8
00315 M	 =	 MJ1J} SGEOWT
003 1 6 K	 =	 JC f J} SGE01-IT
00317 IF	 IM.E4.O1	 GO	 TO 50 SGEDHT
C SGEDHTL+ rr.a	 1.111111	 r	 r.rrr.rr.+rrra..rawrr+rrr. ► rrrr+rrr•+..«1111. SGEDHT
C ••-• •^-• SGEDHT
C -•••	 COIJIPUTE GEOP p 'fENTIAL HEIGHT AT Pd! s:5 •a•• SGEDHT
C ••	 COrAPUTE GLAS SCHEME FOR PRESSURE*-^RGAS/CP) •••• SGEDHT
C ••••	 COr11PUTE	 PRESSURE GRADIENT TERh9 •+•• SGEDHT
C ••••	 COMPUTE ANp ADJUST FIRST LAVER NOr.5ALI2E0 ••-• SGEDHT
C. •••• GEOFOTENTIAL HEIGHT •••• SGEDHT
C •••• ••*- SGEDHT{+..«•. rrrrrrrr+w.rrrrrrrwwr,r.r...r«s.rr.rrr ► ..sar.rr+111....1..1. 5GEOHT
C SGEDHT
00318 PHIHAR	 =	 pHIS(1,J) SGEDHT
00319 PKt	 ^	 PTOP • E><P$Y111PTOP) SGEDHT
00320 PKp1
	 =	 C. SGEDHT
40321 pp	 14 L=1,NLAV SGEOWT
D0322 PL2	 =	 SIGE{L + i) 1PPIN,M!	 ^	 PTOP SGEDHT
00323 PK2	 =	 PL2^ExPE1YKfPL2} SGEDHT
00324 PKILJ	 =	 fPK2	 -	 PKi)/iROCPPI • D5IGIL! • PP1N,M]} SGEDHT
00325 TH1L}	 =	 TPIL,N,M}/PK{L} SGEDHT
06325 TERM	 =	 PK[LJ'RGAS + 5IGrL}/rSIGILI-PP.fN,M} • PTOPI SGEDHT
00327 TERMWi1,L,K}	 =	 TERM • 1THIL}	 -	 THSTD} SGEDHT
00328 TERMTII,L,K)	 =	 TERM • TH[L) • PPfN,MI/CP SGEDHT












c PK2 SGEDHT 64
00331 iF	 (L.EQ.1)	 GD	 TO	 14 SGEDHT 65
00332 PKD2	 =	 SIGEfL)+l p K{t)	 -	 PHfL-1)) SGEDHT 66
00333 PHIE3AR	 =	 P1iI8AR	 -	 CPD2 • TH{L-1) r {PHD1	 +	 PKD2) SGEOH'{ 67
^ 00334 pKD1	 = PKD2 SGEDH7 68
00335 10	 CONTINUE SGEDHT 69
00336 PHIL = PHi;3AR
	 -	 CPG2 r {THfNLAYI •p Np2 -	 THSTp 2 r {PK{NLAY) -	 PKSTp Il SGEDHT 74
04337 pHIP{NLAY,N,M1	 =	 PHIL SGEDHT 71
C SGEDHT 72
G r•rrrrrrrr+yayrrrrrrait.. ► wrrrrrrrrrrrryrdirrryr ► rrrrlrrrrrrrr« SGEDHT 73
C -••- •+•- SGECHT 7a
C ••+•	 INTEGRATE GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS UA THE COLUMN +-++ SGEDHT 75{,+ ra ► r .rrr SGEDHT 76
_ C •r.r.rrrrr.rrrrrrrnrrrrw+rr..r..srrwwrwwryw.rrrrwwrrrwryrrrwrrrr SGEDHT 77
C SGEDHT 78
00338 DO 34	 LX=I.NLAYFd1 SGEDHT 79
00339 L	 = NLAY -	 LX SGEDHT 84
^{ 00340 LP1	 =	 t	 +	 1 SG':gHT 81
OD341 PHIL	 =	 PHIL	 +	 CPE)2 • fPKfLP1)	 -	 PK{L)) • ITH{LP1)	 +	 THfL) - THSTD2} SGEDHT 82
00342 pHIPfL,.N,M}	 =	 PHFt SGEgI-tT 83
00343 30	 CO NT FNUE SGEDHT 84
G SGEDHT 8S
C r..rar««..rrr.rrr.rrrr.rrrr.rr.^yrrrrrrrry+rrrrarrra.rvr ► rr +... SGEDHT 86
C ••'• ••-' SGEDHT 8T
C •••+	 UNIFORNE POLAR VALUES •••^ SGEDHT 88
C "•"' ••+• SGEDHT 69C r	 «..«•.	 _ ► rrrrrr.yarrrrrrrrrrrr.rr.rrrarrrrrrrawsr.rrr.rr..e. SGEDHT 90
C SGEDHT 9i
00344 DO 44 L=1,NLAY SGEDHT 92
00345 DO a4	 I=t,IM SGEDHT 93
00346 PHI{l,L,N,Jy	 =	 PHIPit,N,M} SGEDHT 9400347' TERMW { I , L , K } 	 =	 Te=RMS1! { t , L , K } SGEDHT 95
00348 TERMTfI,L,KI	 =	 TERMTIt,L,K1 SGEDHT 96
00349 40	 CONTINUE SGEDHT 97
















C rr.r.rr	 +•••••••► rrrrrrrrvr.rr.rrwrrr... +rrwra.rarrrrrry+rrarrr. SGEDHT 104
C SGEDHT 105
00351 50	 CONTINUE; SGEDHT 106
00352 NLAYN	 =	 NLAY • {N -	 11 SGEDHT 107










^ C +^^`	 C4141PUTE GLAS SCNEtAE FOR PRESSURE ar {RGAS/CP) ` +`Y SGEDHT tt2
C •	 CON1pUTE PRESSURE GRADIENT TERM SGEDHT 113
C ••••	 COMPUTE AND ADi1UST FIRST LAYER •••+ SGEDHT ti4(,+ rr.r	 NORMALIZED GEDPOTENTIAL HEIGHT -•-• SGEDH7 lt5
1 1 G SGEDHT 116^, rr.rrr«rr	 e...«e...rr	 r«.r«r.r«rrr.r.«rrr.rrrr.rrra+rrrr ► .	 .rs «. SGEDHT 117
C SGEDHT 118
00354 PHIBAR	 =	 PHISfi,Jl SGEDHT 119
00555 P[{1	 =	 PTOP • t;XPHYKI p Tg P) SGEDHT 120
OD356 PHpt
	 =	 0. SGEDHT 121
_
^
00357 DO 60 L-1,NLAY SGEDHT 122
00358 PL2	 =	 SIGE{L^1) • PfI,H,J)	 +	 PTOP SGEDHT 123
00359 PK2 = PL2 r E8P8YKfPL2J SGEDHT 124
00360 PKfL}	 _	 {PK2
	 -	 PKi)/1ROCPP{ • OSIGfL) • P(I.N.J13 SGEDHT 125t 00361 THftl
	 =	 T{I,L,N,J1/PK{L) SGEDH7 t26
00362 TERM	 =	 PKfL) a RGAS • 5IG{L}/{SIG{L} + P{I,N,JI + PTOP) SGEDHT t27
00363 TERPdVi(I.L,K1 	 =	 TERM • (THIL1	 -	 THSTD) SGEDHT {28
00364 TERMTfI,L,K}	 =	 TEFtM r THfL) • P{I,N,J}/CP SGEDHT 129
00365 PHIBAR
	 =	 p HIBAR	 •	 CP • DSIGtL1 • TERhiT{I,L,K) SGEDH7 730
00366 PK1	 = PK2 SGEDHT 131
00367 IF	 (L.E4.i)	 GO	 TO	 64 SGEDH7 132
00368 PKp2	 =	 SIGE{L) • fPKfL]	 -	 PK{L- 1 ) 1 SGEDHT 133
^ 00369 PHFSAA


















00370 RKp1 = PKD2 SGEDHT 13S
00371 6fl CONTINUE SGEDHT 136
^
00372 PWIL a PHIBAR - CAD2 r fTHfNLAY) r PHD2 -	 TWSTD2 y fPfS(NLAYI -	 PKSTD}1 SGEDHT 137
04373 PHIfI.NLAY,N,J1 n PHIL SGEDHT 138
C SGEDHT 139
t+.	 . rr..+.• ► r. rr«rr•r•rrrrrrrrrr..r r .rrrrr.r...rsrrr+.rr.srr...r +-« SGEDHT i40
c	 ••-^ ••«• sGEOr-rr 141
C	 ••'• INTEGRATE GEDPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS UP 7HE COLUMN ^-•• SGEDHT 142
C	 •••• r••• SGEDHT 143(+	 .+r..+.+ r..rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr+wr.+ rr.rrrr+rr+r•r rrrr+.. r«+r+r. ♦ -r SGf:OHT 744
C SGEDHT i45
00374 DO 80 LX=I,NLAYMI SGEDHT i4B
Ofl375 L	 = NLAY	 -	 LTi SGEDHT 147
00376 LP1 =	 L	 +	 1 SGEQHT 1A8
00377 PHIL =	 PHIL	 + CPD2 r iPKiLP1} -	 PKfL11-{THfLPi}
	
THfL}
- THSTD2} SGEDHT i49
OD378 PHilI,L,N,JI = PWIL SGEDHT t54
40379- g4 CONTINUE SGEDHT 151
^ ^
40380 90 CONTINUE SGEOH7 i52 ^ +^
40381 RETURN SGEDHT 153 ^ ^^
OD382 END SGEDHT 154 ^




16.000 314 ;^ `^-30 343 3384fl 349 344	 345 ^.',
50 351 317
50 371 3S7	 367 ^80 379 374 ^ ^`+
90 38fl 353 '
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME-------[3LDCK------TYPE------CLASS------- REFERENCES	 A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF DO.	 I=DATA INIT,	 R=READ,	 S=STOAE.
	
W=IVRITE
4DATE CGNTRL CHAR•e	 SIMPLE 3 1fi
ADLDP RDPARIVI REAL	 SIMPLE 206
ALE}EDO gANOgT REAL
	 ARt^AV 244 262
APWEL RCNT»L REAL	 SIMPLE 146
ATIME CGNTRL CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 4 17
BETA RCNTRL REAL
	 SIMPLc 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 185
CC CGNTRL CHkR•8	 Q.nd^' 14 t5
CCO CGNTRL CHAR=8	 SIMPLE 2 14	 15





CCSP07 CGNTRL CHAR'S	 SIMPLE 8 21
CGSP48 CGNTRL CHAR•$
	 SIMPLE 9 22
CONi RDFARM REAL
	 SIMPL>: 247
CON1 p T pDPARM REAL	 SIMPLE 208
CDN2 RDFARM REAL
	 .SIMPLE 209
CON2p T RDFARM REAL	 SIMPLE 210
CON3 RpPARM REAL
	 SIMPLE 2if
CON3DT RDFARM REAL	 SIMPLE 212CON4 RDPAAM REAL
	 SItv1FLE 213
CON4DT RDFARM REAL	 SIMPLE 214
CONS RDFARM REAL	 SIMPLE 215
CONY OMSAVE REAL
	 ARRAY 311
COSD RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 148
COSL RDFARM REAL	 ARRAY 216
COSLDN RDPARt47 REAL	 ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL
	 SIMPLE 1A9 328	 329 364 365
CFI?2 RDFARM REAL	 SIMPLE 218 333	 336 341 369	 372	 377
C4S CGNTRL REAL	 ARRAY F2
CC1U CGNTRL REAL	 ARRAY i3
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 154DEC RCNTRL REAL	 SI14fPLE 15 i
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL	 SEN[PLE 152




DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
PLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154 -
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239 32d 329 360 365
;^ DT RCNTRL REAL SIhtpLE 156
pXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 279
DXYP RDPARFd RCAL AAAAV 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221 O C
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SiI4tPLE 1S7 ^ ^
EFLUX OAN6gT REAL ARRAY 255 273 .^
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
^£PSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
^F1 â T A â PAR^JI REAL SIMPLE 223 j --
F2DT RâFARM REAL SIMPLE 224 ^ S"













G£DHT SUBROUTINE 1 ^3 ^s
GNU1 RCNTRL REAP_ SIMPLE 158 ^" s
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159 _^GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIPAPLE 160 "^'
`^	 ''^'^GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY ' 245 263
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 246 26a
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229
H2D7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE !82
HEATW RCNTRL REAL 5IlAPLE 181
HFLUX OANDOT REAL ARRAY 254 272
I INTEGER SIMPLE 34SlC 346 347 548 3S3/C 354 358 360 361 362 363
364 354 365 373 37$
EC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ^5 90 91
ICLOUO QANDOT INTi;GER ARRAY 259 277
ICNTRL INTS=GER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
35 37 3B 39 40 4i 42 43 44 45 46
ti^ d7 46 49 50 St 52 53 5G 55 55 57
j 58 59 60 61 62 S3 6d 65 56 67 ES
69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76
^^ ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
' I â IABAT ICNTRL iFJTEGER UNKNOWN 88
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 194 191 192 193 F94 195 t96 797 198 199
I âSP42 IDPARM IFdT1=GER SIMPLE 190
^i IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
EFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
IHFLU% ICNTRL INTEGER UNHNOWN 8i^;
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
I.]UMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
IM ICNTRL INTEidER SIMPLE 26 945 3534
;4 FtdD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
1, ittAp2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SiPdPLE 28
f INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY t91
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOYJN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
` I4S ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 B1 82 83 84 85 86
IRt1 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 891
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
IAA âSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRgDSWG ICNTRL INTEGER. UNKNOWN 84
^ IROD IDPARM1S INTEGER SIMPLE t92
ITAP£ LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 201 204
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVJN 78
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER. UNKNOWN 77
J INTEGER SIMPLE t 315 316 318 346 35d 358 360 361 362 354
973 378
JC .IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193 316
.lE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY T94 ^












JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMD2 SCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
,104 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JDB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JOB CCNrRL CHAR•8 SIh1PLE
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
K INTEGER SIh1PLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
L INTEGER SIMPLE
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCD LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
LDIABnT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVlN
LOPARhI INTEGER UNKNDWN
LEFLUX LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNDWN
LFUSFDN LGNTAL LOGICAL UNKN^JWH
L1-tFLU?f LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNDWN
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LOIJIEG21 LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKMOLYN
LP) INTEGER SIMPLE
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPRECON LCNrgL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L4S LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LqU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL .UNKNOWN
LAADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTPAAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
L7t INTI= GER SIMPLE
M INTEGER SIMPLE
1ylATLN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNK ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MROD ICNTRL .INTEGER S ; I'APLE
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N INTEGER SIMPLE
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NOALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NAOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS ICNTRL IhITEGER SIMPLE
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSi IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE





















321/C 322 324 324 325 325 325 326 326 326 327
327 328 328 328 329 331 332 332 332 333 339340 34f 341 342 344;C 346 346 347 347 348 348357/C 358 364 360 361 351 351 362 362 362 383363 364 364 365 365 367 368 368 35B 36H 37ar376 377 377 378
143 144
92 }43 144









340/5 341 341 376/5 377 377
i07 132f OB 133 '-
103 f05 106 107 f08 108 110 i11 112 i13 174i28104 115 ti6 1i7 129 ^ .,^






339 37a/C 375 ^	 ^1










1	 322	 324	 325	 326	 328	 337
	
342	 345	 346	 352
	
358	 360	 361





































































336	 336	 337	 339	 344	 352	 357	 372	 372
374


























358 360 362	 36d
346./5 373/5 378/5
329 333/5 333	 336
Sat/S 341 34Z	 372/5
342/5 3d6
318 354
35A/S	 36515	 365	 369/5	 369









336	 341	 341	 360/5	 361
370	 372
305 306 307 30$
299 300 341 302
261 262 263 264
272 273 27a 275
289 290' 291 292
309 314	 31t	 312
255 266	 257	 268
276 z77
293 294	 295	 295
268
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY I rNTRL SNTEGER SIM1IPLE
}	 NLAYINI LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYN INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSE q ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
`	 NYMDD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYldD1 [ DPAgM INTEGER SIh1PLE
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
•	 OMEGA QANOQT REAL ARRAY
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
I	 P gAND4T REAL ARRAY
1{	PHI gANDq7 REAL ARRAY
i	 PHlBAR REAL SIMPLE
PWiL REAL SIMPLE
PHIh1 QMSAVE REAL ARRAY
PHI p QPOLES REAL ARRAY
PHIS gANDq7 REAL ARRAY
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PII80 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
FINIEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
•	 FIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY
PK // REAL ARRAY
AK1 REAL SIMPLE
PK2 REAL SIMRLEPFtD1 REAL SIMPLE
PKD2' REAL SIMPLE
^	 PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
I 	^ PKTOP RDP4RM REAL SI1dPLE
PL2 REAL SIMPLEk	 ^	
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAYh ;
PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY
.€	 I	 PP gPOLES REAL ARRAY
•	 PREACC gANDgT REAL ARRAY
r	 PRECON 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
^ 	^ PSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
1 I 	 PSTb RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
li	 PTOP. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE




[!	 QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL Si1APLE
gANDRTil' REAL UNKNOWN
•	 gI3EG LGNTRL LOGICAL SIMRLE
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMPLE
4END LCNTRL LOGICAL SIWIPLE
'	 QMSAVE REAL UNKNOWN
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
1^ ' QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
,^	 QPOLES _REAL UNKNOWN









^	 g5HF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QU 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RADLIY 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
RADLS4G 4ANDQT PEAL ARRAY
RADSW 4ANbgT REAL ARRAY
RADSWGi OANDgT REAL ARRAY
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAV 167 188
RCO RCNTRL REAL SI1dPLE 145 187 i!?8
RCNTRL REnL UNHNOwtJ 145 1a6 1a7 14e
i56 197 158 159
I67 168 159 17D
178 179 180 181
RDPARM REAL UNISNOWN 205 247 2U8 209
217 218 219 220
228 229 230 23t
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIIAPLE z7g 326 362
RLAT RDPARFd REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 772
ROCPDT gOPARM REA! SIMPLE 231
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232 324 350
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
SD Q}A5nVE REAL ARRnv 311
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 174
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
5H QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 281
SHM gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 307
SHP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 301
5HS QANDQT HEAL ARRAY 248 266
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 326 326 362
SIDE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176 322 332 388
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
SiNL RDPARFIS REAL ARRAY 234
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY- 235
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 243 261
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMFLE 100 125
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPAgM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28f 290 381
TERPr1 REAL SIMPLE 326/5 327 328 352/5
TERMT gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 312 328/5 329 348/5
TERMW gMSAVE REAL ARAAV 312 327/5 347!5 347
TH // REAL ARRAY 913 32S/S 327 328
369 372 377 377
TW5TD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 327 363
THSTD2 RDPARM REgL SIMPLE 237 336 341 372
TM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 305
TMAIi QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25f 269
TMIN QANDgT REAL ARRAY 250 268
TP gPOLES REAL ARRAY 304 325
T5 QAND47 REAL ARRAY 247 255
75TD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i79
U gAN0Q7 REAL ARRAY 279 288
UM QMSAVE HEAL ARRAY 304
UP gPOLES REAL ARRAY 298














	 341	 ?5i%5	 363	 364
377
143 154 151 t52 153 154
t6D 161 752 163 16d 165
171 f72 i73 174 175 176
182 183 184 185 188
210 211 212 213 21a 215
221 222 223 22d 225 226

























1^	 ^	 ; . ^
VER CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE 14	 23
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 345
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 235
wSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 236




------REFERENCES	 D=STMT FN bEF,	 A=ARGLiS7





j ' ^^-a	 _.
'^'
004D01 FUNCTION INCHMS tNHMS,	 NSEC1 SINCHMS 2C ..	 .............. n ..........,..... n ... n ..---.......... n -...............5IeJ^HMS 3
C PURPOSE SINCHMS 4
C DOES HOUR -MINUTE - SECONO ARFTHAI$ TIC. SINCHMS 5
C CALLED 8Y MAIN	 IGWSGCRII ONLY SINCHMS 6
C SINCHMS 7
C USAGE SINCHMS 8
C SINCHh1$ 9
C ARGUMENTS	 OESCRiPTIOH SINCHMS 1D
C NHMS
	
CURRENT TIME FN HHMIdSS FORMAT SINCHMS 1t
C NSEC	 INCREMENT TIrdE	 IN SECONDS SINGHMS 12
C INCHMS	 CURRENT TIME PLUS INCREMENT TIME IN HHMMSS FORrdAT SINCHAlS 13
C rJIHMS	 [NGREMENT TIME	 IN HHMM55 FORMAT SINCHMS 1a
C h100HM5	 TIME SINCE LAST	 INCREMENT TIME GCCURRE p IN SECONDS SINCHfdS 15C SINCHAIS 1fi
C SUBPROGRAMS NEE q EO SINCHMS 17
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SFNCHFdS 18
C NONE SINCHMS 19
C SINCHMS 20
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIflHS SINCHMS 21C 6ASE0 ON OLD VERSION 8. SINCWF.IS 22C SIFICHfhS 23
C ^pATE^	 ^PROGRAMMER^	 ^DESCRIPTIflN OF MODFFiCATIONS^ SINCHMS 24
C 46/19/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PA g T ANO COAIGIT:NTS SINGHMS 25
^ StNCNMS 26
C REMARHS: S INCHflIS 27
C 1	 tl	 NOTE ENTRY POINT MODWMS. SINCHMS 28
C !	 21	 MACHINE pEPENDENT	 FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR	 RETURtJS,	 ETC- SINCHMS 29
SINCHMS 30
C..........	 ...	 ..	 ..	 ...	 ....	 .......	 ............,....	 ... n .	 .+.	 .......
.SINGHMS 3tC • +NM i A- C O N	 S I G M A	 q A • T A	 I	 N C	 A S A	 -	 G S F C • SINCHFdS 32C.. n .. n .	 ....	 ..	 . ...........	 ...................,................SINCHMS 33
D0002 HSECFINI	 =	 N/10044 + 3600	 +	 MOD1H,100001 / 100 . 60	 MODIN,1001 SINCHMS 3d
40403 NHMSFtN1	 =	 N/3600 + 14040	 + MODIN,36401/60 . 100	 ^ MODIN.601 SINCHMS 35
C SINCHMS 3fi
00004 INCHMS = NHMSFIHSECF[NHM5I + NSEC) SINCHMS 37
00005 RETURN SINCHMS 38
C SINCHMS 39
00006 ENTRY A10DHM5 {NHMS,	 MHM51 SINGHh15 4D
00007 fJ15EC	 =	 NSECFINHM51 SINCHMS 4t
00048 IF	 tMHMS,GT.01	 M5EC.= MODIM5EC,NSEGFffdHM51) SINGHh1S a2
00009 fdODHMS = NSEC SINCHMS 43
OOOTO RETURN SINCHMS as










--NAR1E------'BLOC1t ------ TYPE------CLASS----- --REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL L7F DO,
:1
^,, INCHMS INTEGER FUNCTION 1 a/5











^11 N INTEGER SIMPLE
2 2 2 2	 9
NHMS INTEGER SIMPLE I a 6 7^-
NSEC INTEGER SIl1iPLE i ai
C • PROCEDURE IdAP
--fdAME------- TYPE------ -GL.ASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLiST
k1
MOD INTEGER INTRINSIC 2	 2 3 3	 e
NHM1SSF INTEGER STAT FUNC 3/S	 4
NSECF INTEGER STAT FUNC 2/S	 4 7 8









_	 -- _.___.	 ..^^,	 ....- .. _^.. ._ -.. .. ...
	
..	 ...	 .n. ^	 ^
...	 , . ,._:._ ^ y.. .s.	 -^,,._.	 ..
H
00001 FUNCTION INCYFJib	 {NYMbl SINCYMD
C •.•. •r•.r•.	 ..-	 ..•....•...rr...rrr..r+rr.+..r..,..•........•....•_...SINCYFJiD
C PURPOSE: SINCYMR
C INCREMENTS THE YEAR-highlTH-DAY 6Y qNE DAY SINCYM q
C OR COMPUTES NUMBE p qF DAYS IN THE YEAR	 iJULInN DAV1 5INCYMb
C CALLEp BY	 gNLY SINCYli1D
C S I NCYRSD
C USAGE 5INCVFdD
C SINCYHp
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SINCYMD
C FJYMD	 CURRENT DATE IN YYMMD p FORMAT SINCYMD
C INCYFIID	 CURRENT DATE PLUS ONE DAY IN YY{AMDD F g RMAT SINCYMD
C MpDYMD	 CURRENT JULIAN DAY SINCYMD
C SINCYMD
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SINCYMD
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION 5]NCYMD
C NONE SINCYMD
C SINCYMD
C RECORD q F h1oDIFFCnTtoNS SFFJCVFRD
C BASED ON OLp VERSION 8. Si1JCYFdp
C SINCVMp
C ?DATE?	 ?PRCGRAMMER7	 '+DESCRIPTION qF MCDFFICATIONS^ 5INCYMb
C D6/OQ/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART' AND COMMENTS SINCYMR
C SINCYMq
C REF^IARHS: S]NCVMD
C I	 tl	 ENTRY	 FISgDVMD SINCVMD




C SINCYMDL.•rrra. rrr••.rrar	 rrrr.	 ..r•	 r••rr	 rrr•	 rra+r•rr•
	
.rr•	 •.r••	 .r••.•..SINCYMb
C' +AM/ A- C O M r 5 I G M A r	 p A T A	 I • N C
	 NS n +	 -	 G r 5 F C •SINCYh1D(arra_r+r r. r••rirr+r•rr+rra.ra••ar.•sr•.•+srr. ► •+sarrrrr.•••.r.....r.....SINC YfISD
00002 INTEGER	 NDPMf12!/31.28,3T,3D,31,30,31,31,30,31.30,31! SINCYMD
OOD03 LOGICAL LEAP SINCYMD
ODOnQ DATA NY00/1900/ SINCYFdD
00045 I,EApfNY}	 =	 Mo p [NY,41.E0.0	 .ANp,	 fNY.NE.0	 .DR.	 MODINY00,4041.ED.01 SINCY141D
C S I NCYhiD
OOD06 NY = NVMD/10000 SINCYMD
40D07 NM	 = higD.fNYMb,l000D}/i0 q 5INCYMb
DU00.$ ND	 =	 MOD[NYMD,14 p 7 5INCYMb
C SINCYMD
flOD09 Np = NR +
	
1 SINCYMD
D00{0 IF	 {Nb.LE.NbPMiNM} ► 	 GO TO ZO SINCYFdD
00011 IF	 IND.EG.29	 .AND.	 NM.E0.2	 .AND.	 LEAPfNYl1	 GO TO 20 SINCYMD
OD012 ND	 =	 I 5INCYMb
OOD13 NM = NM r	 1 SINCYh4D
1)0014 IF	 {NM.LE.I21	 GO Tq 20 SINCYMD
D0015 NM =	 1 SINCYMD
44016 NY = MY +	 1 5INCYMb
C SINCYf'AD
00017 20	 CONTINUE SINCYMD
4ODt8 INCVMR = NY^10400 ^ NM a 100 + ND SINCYMD
04019 RETURN SINCYMD
C 5INCYMb
D0020 ENTRY MODVMD	 fNYIND} SINCYMD
DOD21 NV = NYMD/1400D SINCYMD
00022 NM =	 FAODfNYMD,100001/100 SFNCVFdD
44023 NR	 = f41pR{NYMR,1401 5INCYMb
C S I NC Yb1p
00074 4D	 CONTINUE SINCYMD
00025 IF	 {NM.LE.T}
	 GC	 TD &0 5INCYMb
DD026 NM = NM -	 1 SINCYMD
00027 ND = ND + NOPMINMI 5INCYMb
00.028 IF	 {NM.E0.2	 .AND.	 LEAP{NY}1
	
ND	 =	 ND	 +	 1 5FNCYMb
D4029 Gp TO aD SINCYMD
C SINCYMD
D0430 64	 CONTINUE SINCYMD





















t^ .^:^` -ll^pnrr' -
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	 FUNCTION 1 18 /5
', i4[ODYMD	 INTEGER	 FUNCTICN 20 31/5{ ND	 INTEGER
	 SIb1PLE 8 / S H/5 9 f0 i1 iR / 5 18 23 / 5	 27/5	 27 28
22 ^0'^ NDPh1	 .INTEGER	 ARRAY 27




SIMPLE S 5 5 6/5 li 16/5 16 18	 21+5	 26
NYOO	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE a/I 5
NYMD	 INTEGER
	 SIMPLE 1 6 7. 8 20 21 22 23
PROGEDURE MAP
^. --NAME-^^^---TYPE-------CLA55--------^----REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST
LEAP
	 LOGICAL	 5TAT FUNC 3	 H/5	 11 28



































00001 SUBROUTINE INIT5D SINITSD 2
_ Ga#r ♦ a1##rr.##r»rYr##rrr»tr+»{rrr»» rr»r. #»rt«##»rrr.»Or ► r#»»r rrr«r.» «# #r #SINITSD
C PURPOSE SINI75p 4
C ENITIALIZE MODEL GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC ARRAYS. SINI75p 5
C CALLED BY MAiR!	 IGWSGCMI	 ONLY SIHI'ISD 6
C SIhiITSD 7
C USAGE SINI75p 8
C SINiTSp 9
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SINITSD 10





C 1	 MININUM DAILY SURFACE FEMPERATURE SINITSD t4
C 2	 MAXIMUN DAILY SURFACE TEMPERATURE SINITSD 15
C 3	 TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIPITAT.IDN SINITSD 16
G 4	 CONVEGTIVE PRECIPITATION SINITSD 17
C 5	 SENSIBLE HEAT FLUB SINITSD 1B
C 6	 EVAPORkTIVE FLUK SINITSD f9
C 7-15	 SOLAR pADIA7IOH	 f9 SIGMA LEVELS! SINI75p 20
C i6	 SOLAR RADIATION AT GROUiVD SINITSD 2i
C 17-25	 DIABATIC HEATING ^9 SIGMA L8VEL5} SINITSD 22
^ C 26=34	 VERTICAL VELOCITY 19 SIGMA LEVELS y SINI75p 23
C 35	 HEAT STORAGE IN FREEZING AT GROUND SINITSD 24
C 36-44	 LONG WAVE RADIATION f9 SIGMA LEVELS) SINITSD 25
C 45'	 LANG WAVE RADIATION AT GROUND Si NITSD 26
C 46	 CLOUD FLAGS SINITSD 27
C 47-50	 SFARE SINITSD 28
C SINITSD 23
C 5UBPROGRA^AS NEEpEb SINITSD 30
C NAME	 DESCRiPTIDN SINI75p 31
i
!.
C NONE SINITSD 32 ^ ^
^1 C RECORD OP MODIFECATIONS SINITSD 34 ^
C BASED ON OLb VERSION 8. SINITSD 35 ^
^C ^DATE7	 7PROGRAMMERy	 70ESCRIPTION QF MODIFICATIONS SINITSD 37 ^
^C 05/14/83	 RAMESH	 THiS PART ANp COMMENTS SINITSD 38 ^
^ C SINITSD 39 •^ I"r
G REMARf{S: SINITSD Qv
C f	 i1	 7f41ACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,
	
ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^SINITSD 4i ^ ^
q c slNlrso az C ^
` (; »r« a.r.rr«#ar+ ► .»r ► .r#r. ► #»nrrr#fr ► ,..r»»rr#>»rrrr ► rrr#aer. ► r.r...... «..a.SINITSp 43 ^ .^,
f C+ iVl J A- C O M
	
S I G M A	 D A T A
	 I	 N C
	 N A S A	 -	 G 5 F C	 • SINITSD 44 p-^' ^
k










00002 COM1TMON /CCNTRL/ CCO 5CNTRL 5
00003 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE 5CNTRL 6
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME 5CNTRL 7
?f 00005 COMPdON /CCNTRL/ JIC 5CNTRL 8
00006 CDTdMON /CCNTRL/ JOB 5CNTRL 9
00007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCS p 06 5CNTRL f0
00008 COPApdDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 5CNTRL 11
00049 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOB 5CNTRL i2t: 00010 C01^7MON /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL 13
00011 COMMON /CCNTRL/ KLABEL f10 y 5CNTRL i4DOOi2 CDtdfslON	 !CCNTRL/ CQ5	 (301 5CNTRL 15
00013 COMMON fCCNTgL/ CQU f10! 5CNTRL 16
! C 5CNTRL 17
OOO14 EQUIVALENCE	 fCCO,CC{1)} 5CNTRL 18
00015 CHARACTERrB	 CCO, CG12oo? 5CNTRL 19
00016 CHARACTER»8	 ADATE 5CNTRL 20
00417 CHARACTERr8
	 ATIMF 5CNTRL 21
00018. CHARACTER#8	 JIC 5CNTRL 22
400!9 CHARACTER•8	 dOfi 5CNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER»8	 CCSP06 5CNTRL 24
0407.1 CHARACTERrB	 CCSP07 5CNTRL 25
00022 CHARACTER`S	 CCSP08 5CNTRL 26






















C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
C =--====c==c_____________________________________ SCNTRL 3i
40429 - COTdFlION	 / ICNTRL / ICD SCNTRL 32
40D26 COMTJIDN	 /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
Q0427 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 3a
00426 COMMON /ICNTRLI IMD2Pi SCNTRL 35
40029 CDMf1iON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL 36
00030 COMFISON	 /ICNTRL/ JM SGNTRL 37
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
00032. COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SGNTRL 39
40033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNp SCNTRL 40
00034 COMMON /ICNTRLI JD4 SCNTRL 41
08035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ Job SCNTRL a2
00035 CDFJIMON /ICNTRL/ J5P SCNTRL 43
00037 COFd1J1QN	 / ICN7gL/ iiLIALE SCNTRL 44
0.0038- COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLiG4V SCNTRL 45
00039- COFAFdON /FCNTRL/ KLISST SGNTRL 46
08040 COMMOH /ICNTRL/ KS SGNTRL 47
00041 COh9MON /ICNTRLI KU SGNTRL a8
40042 COMf^rtON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
84043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATiN SGNTRL 50
00044 COffIh10N
	
/ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
08045 COMR'IDN /ICNTRL! MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 t12} SCNTRL 53
00047 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MRDD SC(JTRL 5d
04048 COFIFAON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH SGNTRL 55
00049 COIAFdDN /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
0485D COFIIMON /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL S7
00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00052 . COFRMOPI / ICNTRL / NDALT SCNTRL 59
0.0053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
04054 COMFIION /ICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 61
00055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ r,IDPNY SCNTRL 62
04056 COMMON fICNTRL/ {VDSHF SCNTRL 63
00057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
00058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SGW7RL 66
04060 COMMON /ICNTRLI NHMSO SCNTRL 67
00061 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ INLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COFl1h1ON	 / IGNFRL / NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
00063 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 70
08464 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
00065 COMMON /.ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72
06866 - COt11M7N /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7d
00065 COfAMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 75
04070 COMfdON /ICNTRL/ NYFIDE SCWTRt 77
00071 CDh1F^IDN	 /ICNTRLI NYMDD SCNTRL 78
00072 COFlIMON /ICNTRL/ NZiNIT SCNTRL 79
08073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NML1;V SCNTRL 80
ODD74 COFAM4N /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL 8i
OD875 COflIMON /ICNTRL/ If}5	 (30} SCNTRL 82
00076 COflIF^ON	 /ICNTRL/ IQU	 f10} SCNTRL 83
c ScN7Rt $a
00077 EQUIVALENCE fITMIN ,IQS{	 t)) SCNTRL 85
00076- EQUIVALENCE (ITMAK ,IQS{	 2)) SCNTRL B6
00079 EQUIVALENCE IIPREACC ,1081	 3)) SCNTRL 87
04080 EQUIVALENCE fiPRECON ,IQ51
	
4)) SCNTRL 8B
404$1 EQUIVALENCE IIWFLUR ,IQ51	 5)) SCNTRL 89
00082 EQUIVALENCE (1EFLUR ,I4Sf
	
6}) SCNTRL 90
DDD63 EQUIVALENCE (!FUSION ,IQ5f	 7)) SCNTRL 9t
OOOBa EQUIVALENCE fIRADSVlG ,I45{	 B)) SCNTRL 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,1RSf	 9)) SCNTRL 93
00686 EOUIVALEFJCE fIECLOUD ,IQSf10)) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
04067 EQUIVALENCE 11OFdEGA ,IQUf	 t)) SCNTRL 96
04088 EQUIVALENCE fIDiA$AT ,14Uf	 21) SCNTRL 97








00090 EouivnLENCE 1tCa,IC11J} SCNTRL too00091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC1200i 5CN+RL 10i
C SGFJTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED CN HISTORY RECORD SCNFAL f03
SCNTRL 10400092 COMfdpN /LCNTRL/ LCO
00093 COFAFAON 1LCfQTRL! QALT SCNTRL 10600094 C4f1IMqN /LCNTRL/ QBE;G SCNTRL f0700095 CdF.tMON /LCNTRL/ ODAY SCFdTRL TOB00096 C^7M11R [ ON	 /LCNTRL / BEND SCNTRL 10900097 COFJIf.10N
	 /LCNTRL/ gOUT SCNTRL 11000098 COM1f^JION	 /LCNTRLI gPMY SCNTRL t	 l i00099 COF1fl'IpN	 /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 1 i2
OOloO COA9fdON /LCNTRL/ 5N2FLG SCNTRL 11304101 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4RSSY SCNTRL 174OD 102 COMfSON /LCNTRL/ gR5N SCFiTRL t 1500103 COMRION /LCNTRL/ Lg5{30} SCNTRL ifG00104 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQU{10i SGFJTRL 717
C
00105 EQUIVALENCE 1LTMIN ,LQS{ 1!1 SCNTRL 119
ODFQ6 EgUIVALENCE ILTMAX ,LQS{ 2}} SCNTRL 120OQi07 EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQSf 3J} SCNTRL 72100108 EQUIVALENCE {LPRECON ,L q S{ 411 SCNTRL 122001x9 EQUIVALENCE iLWFLUX ,LOSE 5)1 SCNTRL 123
00ti0 EQUIVALENCE 1LEFLUX ,LQS{ 5}} SCNTRL 124
OOfi1 SgUIVALENCE iLFUSION ,LQS{ 7J} SCNTRL 125
_ 001.12 EQUIVALENCE 1LRADSWG ,LQS{ 81} SCNTRL i2G00113 EQUIVALENCE iLRAbLWG ,L4Sf 9}} SCNTRL 12700114 EQUIVALENCE {LICLOUD ,LOS{f0J} SCNTRL 128
G SCNTRL f29
OOfTB EQUIVALENCE ILOfdEGA ,LQU{ 11) SCNTRL 13000118 EQUIVALENCE (LDIA$A7 ,LQUf 2'}} SCNTRL 13100117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LQUf 3)} SCNTRL 132^^












































1x9}I^, OOi33 LOGIGAL LARECON SCNTRL 150
00134 LOGICAL LWFLUX SCNTRL 151
00135 LOG7CAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
^.i 00136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
' 00137 LOGICAL. LRApSWG SCNTRL tS4
"l^1 0013$ LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
OOf39 LOGICAL LICLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 15700140 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158i	 F ; 00141 LOGICAL LbIAJ3AT SCNTRL 158
' OOi42 LOGICAL LRAD5VF SCNTRL 160
^ C SCNTRL 167
i	 E 00143 EQUIVALENCE iLG0,LC11-IJ SCNTRL 162
e	 ^ Obf4a LOGICAL LOO,	 LC1200J SCNTRL 163
` C SCNTRL 164
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SGFJTRL 165
J C -__=====a=====___= ^===m====^_____
_____ _______00145 COFAFAON /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 167
-- OOi45 COMMON /RCNTJ;LJ APHEL SCNTRL 16B
^` 00147 COtJJMON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
































































































































C	 INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
CDMMDN y /IDPARM/ A IJUMP fb6}
COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP02
COMFAON /IDPARM/ INDEX i72}
COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD
CDMh40N /II]PARN[L JC f461
COMMON /IDPARM/ ^E f21
GC}MMOiV /IDPARM/ JP 12,2}
COfdMON ./Fb pAR^J!/ KSTEP




C	 LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C	 ________________ _______








C	 REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
G	 ^__av=n=ooec^oc=aa=e























































































































































COMMON /R p PARM/ CONS
COMMON fRDPARM/ CON3pT
COMMON / RDPARM/ CdIV4
COM1IMDN / RD p nRM/ CON4DT
COMfdON /RDPARM! CONS





COMMON /R pPARM/ DXP	 (461
COMMON /RDPARM/ bXYP	 f46)
COMMON /R p PARM/ DYP	 I46}







COMMON /Rp PARM/ RtAT	 {46y
COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 (46)
COMMON /RD pA Rr'."/ ROCPpT
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPi
COrRrdON /RDPA.RM/ SGNP	 i 2 }
COMh1ON / RDPARTi 'f/ SINL	 (461
COMMON /RDPARM/ 5INLOFd	 f72)
CO>L1MON / RDPARhry / THSTD
COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD2
COMFdON /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 f159I
COrJiMON / RDPARM / pSIG	 [91
COM^4SON / RDPARM/ SIG
	 {9}
C









DIrr)ENSION SHSf 1368, 1 }
p IMENSION P[72,T9,1}




















































































































a04275 EQUIVALENCE	 f45i1,17,1),RADSWG;i,t}T 54ANDQT d0
04275 EQUIVALENCE	 {QSS1,18,i1,RADLWGIf,t}) 54AND4T d1
04277 EQUIVALENCE	 {QS{1,19.11,ICLqUp[1,t)1 SQANDQT 42
C • SQANDQT d3
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT aA
00278 COfAMON /QANDQT/ QUf7^,4,14,46I SQANDQT 45
C SQANDQT d6
00279 DIMENSION	 u172,9,14,t1 SQANDQT d7
OD2B4 DI?JSa:NSIDN	 V{72,9,14,1) SOANDRT 48
00281 DIMENSIDN	 7{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 49
00282 DIMENSIDN	 SH172,9,14,11 SQANDQT 50
00283 DIMENSION	 PHI;72,9,14,1) 54ANDQT 51
00284 DIMENSION	 0MEGA{72,126,1) SQANDQT 52
00285 DIMENSION	 OiABAT{72,126,t1 SQANDQT 53
00286 DIlJSENSION	 RADSW{72,126,1) SQANDQT 54
00287 DIMENSION	 RADLWf72,12Fi,11 SQANDQT 55
C SQANDQT 56
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUlt,1,1,t),U{1,T,1,1)} SOAP@DQF 57
D0285 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,t,3,1),V{1,1,1,t)} SQANDQT 58
DD29D EQUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,1,5.i),Tf1,t,1,1)) SRANRQT 59
04291 EQUIVALENCE	 [QUf1,1,7,11,SH11,1,1,t)1 SQANDQT 60
48292 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU[1,1.9,1),PHI;1,1,1,1!) SQANDQT G1









C •	 •	 • SINITSD 48
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
04297 10D04 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C •"•' CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPUT,104 SBEGDEB 4
C •"•*.CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.D00 58EGDE6 '5
C •r•• CY8ER SCALAR VERSION DO SBEGDEB 6
C55SS555S$555555355555555555555585588558855$55S555S55S55S55SSSSS5S5555SSSf3EGDEE3 7
OD298 oD 20 J=1,JNP SINITSD 54
oD299 DD 20	 I=1.IM STNITso 51
04349 IF	 fQDAY}	 TMIN{I,J]	 =	 1.E6 SINITSD 52
04341 IF	 fQDAy)	 TMAXfI,J}	 =	 D. SINITSD 53
00302 PREACCII,J)
	 =	 0. SINITSD 54
00303 PRECONfI,J)	 =	 0. SINITSD 55
4	 00304 HFLUXII,JI	 =	 D. SINITSD 56
00305 EFLUXII,J)
	 =	 D. SINITSD 57
00306 FUSION{I,J)
	 =	 0. SINITSD 58
003.07 ICLOUD[I,J)	 =	 0. SINITSD 59
00308 RAD5WGfI,J]
	 =	 0. SINITSD 60
04309 p0	 1D L=1,NLAY SINITSD 61
00310 RADSWIE,L,J)	 =	 Q. SINITSD 62
00311 DIABATfi,L,J)	 =	 0. SINITSD 63
00312 OMEGA;I,L,J}	 =	 0. SINITSD 6A
00313 10	 CONTINUE SINITSD 6S
00314 24	 CONTINUE SINITSD 66
00315 RETURN SINITSD 67














^'	 1 STATEMENT LABEL MAP
•	 j --LABEL--- DEFINED-- -REFERENCES
^f 10 313 309
19000 237
20 314 298 299
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME--- ----BLOCK--- ---TYPE------CLASS---- ---REFERENCES
ADAT£ CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE- 3	 16
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SINSPLE 206
ALSEDO QAND4T REAL ARRAY 244	 262
^ APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 4	 i7
'=
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147





_^.. ;yr ^. ^-^pp^.. .





























































































4	 6	 6	 7	 8	 9	 t0	 11	 i2
306/5
30d/S
30i 3D2 303- 30d 305 305 307 308 310
91
307/527 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
38 39 40 41 ^R2 43 4d 45 46
b9 50 51 52 53 54 S5 56 57
60 61 62 63 64 65 65 67 68
71 72 73 74 75 76



























CC CCNTRL CHARwB ARRAY
CCO CCNTRL CkAR'8 .SIMPLE
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHARtB SIMPLE
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR+^e SIMPLE
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE
CONi RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON:DT RDPARM REAL SIfAPLE
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
t CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIIdPLE
DON3 RDRARM REAL SIMPLE
CON3DT RpPAHM R@AL SIMPLE
CONd RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
^ CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
t CDSD RCNTRL RE:nL SIMPLE
i
COSL RDPARM1I REAL ARRAY
" COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAYj CP RCNi ' RL REAL SIMPLE
E CpD2 RDPARP^1 REAL SIMPLE
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
_.	 j DEC RCNTRL REAL SIIAPLE
DECMAK RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DIA6AT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
E REST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
° k ^ DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
.
i^ DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
l DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DXP RDPARM REAL.- ARRAY.:^
DXYP RDPARM r^EAL ARRAY
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
' y PCCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EFLUX QANDOT REAL ARRAY'^
EPS RCNTRL REAL SiMPtE
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE^













FILTER LDPnRM LOGICAL ARRAY
•^ FvSION QANDgT REAL ARRAY
GNUi RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE3
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^3^ GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLEGT QANDQT }TEAL ARRAY
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
t`I HiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLEA kEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
kFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY
I INTEGER- SIMPLE
;^I IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE,^
ICLOUp QAHDgT INTEGER ARRAY
`^ ICNTRL IN7FGER UNKNOWN
^
i
' 'i ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^" ICSp55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^; IDIAeAT ICNTRL INTEGER UIVKNCWN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE










IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
INFLUX ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN 81
IICLDU p ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN 86
IJUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
1 IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 299
IlyD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
fMp 2P1 FCNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 28
'i INOEX IDPARM iNTEGEq ARRAY 191
I INFTSD SUBROUTINE 1
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN 80
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79	 80	 e1	 B2	 83	 84	 85	 86
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 B8 89
FRA p LWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER .UNKNOWN 89
IRA pSWG fCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN Sd
I1100 IDPARM INTEGER SFMPLE 192
FTAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 201 204
e ITMAX fCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
ITMFN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
J INTEGER SIMPLE 298/C 300. Sot 302	 303	 304	 305	 306	 307	 308	 3t0
a 311 312
JC FbPARM INTEGER ARRAY t93
!^ JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 194
JIC LCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 6 i8
^.j JM ICNTRL Ih1TEGER SFMPLE 30
^ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE 32
'.i JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 298
JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER 5i31'1PLE 34
Jl}8 ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE 35-
-5 JOB LCNTRL CHAR+B SFMPLE 8 19
JP FbPARL1 INTEGER ARRAY 195.^^
JSP .ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 36
sl HLIALq ICNTRL INTEGER 5iMALE 37I ^^ KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLIS5T ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE 39
^,^^
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SI3ypLE 196
_	 ^ Kil ICNTRL INTEGER SII^iPLE 41
F<< L INTEGER SIMPLE 309/C 310 311 312
.,1 LC LCNTIIt LOGICAL ARRAY fd3 14d
^^1 LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 1+34
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95	 96	 87	 9B	 99	 100	 101	 102
^^ 103 iO4
LpIABAT .LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 1.31
LD pARM. INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202t^l tEFLUX LCNTRL LoGFCAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION .LCNTRL LDGICAt UNKNOWN i11 138
LHFLUK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LICLDUD LCNTRL LDGICAt UNKNOWN t14 139
^^ LOG8R ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t15 1d0
tPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 1^2
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 10B 133
tQ5 LCNTRL LQGFCAt ARRAY 103 105 106 10T	 t08	 109	 110	 111	 172	 i13	 t14
128
c LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 115 116 1i7	 129
LRADLWG LCNTRL LtlGICAL .UNKNOWN 113 138
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
t LRAb5WG tCNTRt LOGICAL UNKNOWN i12 t37
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131
LTMIN LCNTRL tOGFCAL UNKNOWN 105 i30
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGEfl SIMPLE 43
MA'fSNX ICNTRL FNTEGER 'SIMPLE dd
i' MATSUN ICNTRL FNTEGER 5IMpLE 45
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197
^.
MLF ICNTRL INT>=GER ARRAY 46



























MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIfdRLE 51
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
NpAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIN^PLE 53
NQ>-IOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
NOPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIR7PLE 5S
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIRipLE 56
NDT ICNTRL INTt;GER SIMPLE 57
NHf;15 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHMS1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER Slra p LE 59
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGEP SIMPLE 5i 309
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYPI ICNTRL SNTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6A
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SirAPLE 71
NYMQ1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE r99
NYMp E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 ® aNZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 .^ ^,
OMEGA pANDQT REAL ARRAY 28d t93 312/5
OrylEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i51 '^7
p RANDQT REAL ARAAY 249 267
PHI RANDRT REAL ARRAY 283 292
PHIS RANpQT REAL ARRAY 2a2 260 ^
+^PI RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE 162 1'°
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE r63 ^ „^^











PKTOP RDPARrA REAL SIMPLE 228 r" E*3
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 184
PREACC QANDRT REAL ARRAY 252 270 302/5
p RECON gAiUDRT REAL ARRAY 253 271 303/S
PSAIAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSNIIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i65
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
P2ER0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
4ALT LCNTRL LOGICAL .SIMPLE 93 118
O.ANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278
RBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 1i9
QQAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SiMpLE 95 i2D 340 301
REi`1D LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 12i
RDUT LCNTRL i.OGYCAL SIMPLE 97 122
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
RRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 i27
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 726
qS QANDOT REAL ARRAY 24i 260 261 262	 263 264	 355	 266	 267	 268	 269
270 271 272 273	 274 275	 276	 277
gSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 12d
QU RANQQT REAL ARRAY 278 28B 289 290	 291 292	 293	 294	 295	 296
BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
RADLW RANDgT REAL ARRAY 287 298
RADLWG QANbQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW gANQQT REAL ARRAY 286 255 310/5
RApS1NG QAM1lbQT REAL ARRAY 257' 275 308/5
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 1B8
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i45 187 188
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 146 147 id8	 14g 150	 15i	 152	 153	 154	 155	 F-1
156 157 f58 159	 160 16i	 i62	 163	 i6a	 f65	 155	 Z







.. _	 _	 ^	 ..
.,
^.	 ^ ^^	 ^^:.^
^.^^ ...
RDPARM HEAL UNF1NOiYN
RG45 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RLAT RpAeRM REAL ARRAY
' RLnTD RDPARM REAL nRRAY
RDCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
ROCPPf RDPARPd REAL SII'^SPLE
RSDIST RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE
SPAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^ S£ASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
5ii OANDOT RcAL ARRAV
^ SHS gnNOQT REAL ARRAY
I SIG RDf^ARPA REAL ARRAY
I7 SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAV
SING RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
p - SiNL RDPARM REAL nRRdY
SINLGN RDPARM REAL ARRAY
5MTH 4ANDgT REAL dRRAY
SN2FLG CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
SOL5 RCNTRL REAL SIFdPLE
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE
T gANDQT REAL ARRAY
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
TMAK OANDQT REAL ARRAY
TMIN OANDQF REAL ARRAV
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
^
* 1^ 	 '
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLEU QANbgT REAL ARRAY
.y1	 ^ V gANDQT REAL ARRAY
kt VER CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE
WSAVE 'RDPARM REAL ARRAY*




178 179 i80 181 182 1$3 194 1$5 1$6 ^C7206 207 208 209 210 21f 212 2i3 2i4 21S	 216




















































- ^-c ^ry ^
00001 SUBROUTINE	 INPUT	 I r f SINPUT 2(,+ .r ► ar rrrrswrrrr. ♦ rrrs.rrsrrrr«r ► arrssrrrr ► wrrrrrrrsrrrrr•r..+. •^+•SINPUT 3
C PURPOSE SINPUT 4
C TD READ MODEL CONTROL NAMELIST AHD MOREL INITIAL CONDITIONS SINPUT 5
C ANO SET DEPENDENT PARAMETERS. SINPUT 6
C SINPUT 7
C CALLED 8Y MAIN (GW5GCM1 ONLY SINPUT 8
C SINPUT 9
C USAGE SINPUT 10
C SINPUT 11
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SINPUT 12
C «	 I/D ERROR RETURN SINPUT 13
C SINPUT 14
C I/O DDNAME	 DESCRIPTION SINPUT T5
G 5	 CARD-IMAGE DATA ]NCLUDING INPUTZ NAMELIST 	 lEXXxxNL) SINPUT 16
C T1	 REl4INDABLE COPY OF CARD-IMAGE DATA FROM UNIT 5	 ^TEMPNLI SINPUT T7
C 12	 MODEL	 1NIT[AL OR RESTART CONDITIONS	 IEXXXnRSiM SINPUT 18
C SINPUT i9




C fO4	 REApS INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THIS FORECAST 5EG14fENT SINPUT 22
C pEFALT	 DEFAULT PARAMETERS IF
	
INITIAL START 57NPUT 23
C DEPEND	 CALCULATE pEPENDENT VARIABLES S[NPUT 24
C POLINP	 COPIES POLE VALU$ FROM GLOBAL MODEL ARRAY SINPUT 25
C SINPUT 25
C RECOR p OF MObIFiCATIONS SINPUT 27
C BASEp ON OLD VERSION 8. SINPUT 28
C SINPUT 29
C ?DATES	 yPROGRAMMER?	 ^DE5CRIPTiON OF MODIFICATIONS'+ SINPUT 30
C 05!17!83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COhTMENTS SINPUT 3i
C SINPUT 32
C REPAARKS: SINPUT 33
G 1	 it	 MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ER gOR RETURNS, ETC.^SINPUT 3d
C SINPUT 35
(^.	 .	 .....«.	 wr ► «r.rrrrrrwrrr.w	 ...	 w	 .rrr..	 rrrr ► w.s•	 «rr..+..	 ..a...g INPUT 36
C •r •M / A - rC O M
	
S I G M A	 b r A T r A r	 I N C •	 N A S r A	 -	 G S • F C	 • SINPUT 37
^rrr.r.rrrrwr.r.rw ,► rwrrrw+rrrrwwrrrarrwrrrrrrr.r. ► rr.rrrrrw.r.rrw.......SINPUT 38
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTRL 3
C _________________________°__-_____=__-____-__--__= SCNTRL 4
04002
-rGOtV1MON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
04003 COMJdON /CCNTRL/ A.RATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
00405 COMR7ON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8
00006 GOMPdON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 CDldMON /CCNTRL-/ GGS p 46 SCNTRL 14
00008 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL 11
00009 GOMIAON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL T2
OO p 10 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VEr SCNTRL T3
00011 COP11'RON /CCNTRL/ 	 XLABEL	 110} SCNTRL 14
40012 COMMON /CCNTRL/ COS 130) SCNTRL i5
00013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ C4U 110) SCNTRL 16
G SCNTRL 17
044)4 E4UIVALENCE	 {CCO,CC(T)} SCNTRL i8
00015 CHARACTER`S	 CC4,	 CCl200) SCNTRL 19
00416 CWARACTER'8	 ABATE SCNTRL 20
00017 CHARACTER`8	 ATIME SCNTRL 2T
00018 CHARACTER+'8	 JIC SCNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER`8	 JOB SCNTRL 33
00024 Gi^IARACTF_R•8	 CCSP05 SCNTRL 24
00021 - CHARACTER*8	 CCSp07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CHARAGTERrB	 CCSF48 SCNTRL 26
00423 CHARACTHRr8	 VER SCNTRL 27
0402A CHARACTER*8	 }ILAL3EL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MOREL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 34
L' _________________________" --^---°---------'----^- - ^ - - SCNTRL 31
00025 COMMON IICNTRL/ !C6 SCNTRL 32
44026 CO(,7MON /ICNTRL/
	 IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COMPAON 11CNTRL/	 IMD2 SCNTRL 34






























































































04029 COMrAOH / ICNTRL / NDRS4Y
OOD30 COh1MON / ICNTRL/ JM
00031.- COMh10N /ICNTRL/ JMD2
00032 COFAMON / ICNTRL/ JIA72
04033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J08




00038 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGIY
0.0039 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NLISST
00040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KSD004i COr11N10N	 /ICNTRL/ F1U
DOD42 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR
00043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MA TIN
00044 COMh14N /ICNTRL! MATSNX
00045 COMh10N /ICNTRL/ MATSUN
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 {12)
00047 COFAMON /ICNTR!/ MROD
0004$ COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH
00049 COMMOiV / ICNTRL/ FASM
00050 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N8
00051 C4Mh10N /ICNTRLI Np
00052 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDALT
00053 COMFAON /ICNTRLI NDAY
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT
a0055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY
00056 COrAMON /ICNTRL! NDSHF
D0057 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDT00058 COMFISON /ICNTRL/ NHh75
00059 COMMON /ICNTRLI NliMSE
D0064 COMMON /ICNTRf./ NHM50
00061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY
00462 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI
40063 COFhMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI
00064 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY
00065 COFAMON 1PCNTRL/ NSEQ
40065 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSPS3
00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEA
0.0068 COMrADN /I .CNTRL/ FCSP5500069 COPAFAON /ICNTRL/ NYFAD
00070 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMOE
00071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NVMDO




00074 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG
00075 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 130)
4D076 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ I4U	 110)
C
ao077 E4UIVAl.ENGE (ITMIN ,i0s1	 i))
00078 E4UIVALEN.CE IITMA% .1451	 211
44079 >=4UIVALENCE fIFREACC .14Sf	 3))
00080 EQUIVALENCE {IARECON ,IR51
	
4})
00081 E4UIVALT=NCE {IHFLU1i ,I45{	 5))
40082 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLUX ,IQS{	 6}1
00083 EQUIVALENCE {IFUSION .IRS{	 7]}
q0084 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSVJG ,IRS{	 8)1
04085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,iQSf	 BI)
00086 E4UIVALE:NCE IIICLOUD ,I4Sf10))
C
00487 EQUIVALENCE fLOMEGA ,IQU{	 1})
04D88 EQUIVALENCE 1IDIA19AT ,IQU{	 2}1
40089 EQUIVALENCE IIRAD5S4 ,I4U{	 3}1
C
00090 EQUIVALENCE f7CO3ICf1)}
04091 INTEGER ICO,	 ICf20D}
C





00093 COMMON /LGNTRL/ RACY




















00094 GOMMON /LCNTRL/ gBEG SGNTRL 107
OOD95 COMMON /LCNTRL/ gDAY SCF}TRL 10B00096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QENO SGNTRL 149
OD097 COMA14N /LCNTRL! QOUT SGNTRL 11DODD98 COtISMOFt /LCNTRL/ 4PHY SGNTRL i 1 ^00495 COMMON /LCNTRL/ gSHF SGNTRL 112
D014D COMAION /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SGNTRL 113
DDia1 CDMldON /LCNTRL: QRSW SGNTRL iid
ODiD2 CDMFdDN /LCNTRL/ QRSN SGNTRL 115
DDiO3 CONSNiON /LCNTRL/ LQSf301 SGNTRL iT[i
D p i44 CORIMON /LCNTRL/ LQUf10) SGNTRL 117
C SGNTRL 1!8
04105 EQUIVAL^NC£ {LTMIN ,LQS{	 111 SGNTRL i1900106 EQUIVALENCE (LTMA?C ,LDS{	 231 SGNTRL 120
DDi p 7 EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQSf
	
3)i SGNTRL 121
D0108 EQUIVALENCE {LpR£CDN ,LQS(	 4}) SGNTRL 122fl01D9 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUR ,LQSf
	
51} SGNTRL 123
DOt10 EQUIVALENGE (LEFLUx ,LQSI	 6}1 SGNTRL 1240Dii1 EQUIVALENCE (LFU570N ,LQS(
	 7J1 SGNTRL 125
DOi12 £gU1VAL£HC£ fLAApSWG ,LQSf	 8}} SCNTR! 126
OD113 EQUIVALENCE fLRADLWG ,LQSf
	 931 SGNTRL 127
Ofli}.4 EQUIVALENCE ILICLOUp ,LQS{f0}} SGNTRL 128
C SGNTRL 129
O0i15 EQUIVALENCE iLDF1iEGA ,LQUf
	
11} SGNTRL 130
D0116 EQUIVALENCE fLQIABAT ,LQU{	 2)) SCNT1tL 13100117 EQUIVALENGE fLRADSW ,LQU1	 3}1 SGNTRL 132
C SGNTRL 13300118 LOGICAL QALT SCHTRL 134
ODi19 LOGICAL QE3EG SGNTRL 13S0012D LpGICAI, gpAY SGNTRL 13600121 LOGICAL QSNp SGNTRL 137
DD122 LOGICAL 4QUT SGNTRL 138
OD123 LOGICAL QPHY SGNTRL 13900124 LOGICAL QSHF SGNTRL 140
D0125 LDGIGAL SN2FLG SCNTR! 14100125 LpGIGAL 4RSW SGNTRL 74200127 LOGICAL QRSH SGNTRL ib3
C SGNTRL 144
OOi28 LOGICAL LQS SGNTRL 14500129 LOGICAL LQU SGNTRL 14SODi3f} LDGiCAL LTAIIN SGNTRL t47
DOi31 LOGICAL LTMA>< SGNTRL 148O p 132 LOGICAL LpREACC SGNTRL ia900133 LOGICAL LPRECOH SGNTRL 15006134 LOGICAL LHFLUII SGNTRL 151fl0135. LOGICAL LEFLUA SGNTRL i$2
ODi36 LOGICAL. LFUSIpH SGNTRL 153
DD 137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SGNTRL 15404138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SGNTRL 155
DDi39 LOGICAL LICLOUD SGNTRL 156
C SGNTRL iS70011.0 LOGICAL LOMEGA SGNTRL 158
D0t4i LOGICAL LOlA6AT SGNTR! 158
Oflib2 LOGICAL LRADSW SGNTRL 16D
C SCNFRL 1B100143 - EQUIVALENCE iLCD,LCf1}} SGNTRL 1620fl1b4 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC(2401 SGNTRL 163
C SGNTRL 164
C REAL MODEL AARAMETERS SAVED OH HISTORY RECORD SGNTRL 165
C
_______________°-___=_=__=°___=_=__=====aan== SCHTRL 166
OD{45 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCD SGNTRL 167
D0146 COM^dON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SGNTRL 168
O0i47 COFdNiON /1}CNTAL / SETA SGNTRL 16904148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SGNTRL i7D
OD149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ C p SGNTRL 171ODi50 CDMl410N /RCNTRL/ DAVSPY SGNTRL 17200151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SGNTRL 173
D0i52 COMMON 1RGNTRL/ OECMAX SGNTRL 174
DD153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SGNTRL 775


























































































































C	 INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
'COMMON /IDPARM/^IJUMP 1x61
COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP02
COMMON /IDPARM/ INDER 1721
COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD
COMMON 1EDPARM/ .1C f45}
COMMON /IDPARM/ JE 12}
COfdh10N /IDPARM! JP 12,21
COMMON /IDPARM/ KSTEP




C	 LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS(;	 =^^=a^==^= Asa====--=`__








C	 REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C	 =__^=__-_-- ^--_---^


























































































































































































































C	 GL08AL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS
COMMON /4AND4T/ gU172,9,14,46)
C
COMMON /RUPARM1'1/ COSL f-06i
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON {721
COMfdON / Rb pARi(7/ CPD2
COMPADN / RDPARM / QX p	{46}
COMMON /RDPARM/ pXYP	 f46}
COMMON /RDPARM/ DYF {46)
COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS 1461









COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATQ {461
COMRSDN lRQPARPA / ROCPQT
COMh1ON f ROPARh! / AOCPP 1
COPAMON fRD pARM/ SGNP	 f21
COPi1MON / RDPARM/ SINL 145}
COMMON /RDPARM1t ^ SINLDN 1721
CoMMQN fRDPARM/ TH57D
COh1pADN !RDPARM! 7NSTD2
COMP110N /RQFARM/ WSAVE (1591
COtd1dON /RDPARM / Q5IG	 {91
COMMON /RQPARIN/ SIG	 {91
C
C















































































00279 DIMENSION U{72,9,14,1} 50nNDQT R7 ^
90280 AIMENSIOh V{72,9,tb,1} SQANDQT d8
00281 DIh1EN5ION T{T2,9,14,1} SQANDQT 49
04282 DIMENSION SH172,9,14,11 SQANDQT 5D
OD283 DIMENSION PHI{72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 5i
1 49284 DIMENSION Oh1EGA('}'2,126,1) SQANDQT 52
00285 DIMENSION DIA8AT172,i26,i} SQANDQT 53
40286. DIMENSION RADSW[72,126,11 SQANDQT 54
00287 DIMENSION RADLW(72,I26,i} SQANDQT 55
C sQANDQT 56
^ 00288 EQUIVALENCE iQU{1,1,1,1},UII,i,1,1}} SQANDQT 57
04289 EQUIVALENCE (QU(1,1,3,t ► ,V11.1,1,1} ► SQANDQT 5$
Ofl29fl EQUIVALENCE {QU{1,1,5,S ► ,T11,1,1,1}) SQANDQT 59
OD291 EQUIVALENCE (QU(1,1,7,1},SH{1,1,1,1} ► SQANDQT 50
04292 EQUIVALENCE fQUli,1,9,1},PNI{t,1,1,1?} SQANDQT 51
04293 iQUIVALENCE {QU{i,1,11,}I,OI,1EGAli,1,1}} SQANDQT 52
00294 EQUIVALENCE {QU{t;i,i2,i};DIA8AT11,1,1}} 50ANRQT 63
OD29S EQUIVALENCE IQU{1.i,13,1},RADSWIi,i,1}1 SQANDQT Sd►
OD295 EQUIVALENCE (qU{1,1,id,1},RADLW(1,1,1}} SQANDQT 6S
C SQANDQT 56
c - s1r,aRK 1 D 2
C ONE- p IMENSIONAL WORK ARIAS SVIORKIR 3
00297 COMMON CARD110},	 DATA11d4},	 CATA11d4 ► SWORKIO bOD298 GO=11MON PHi72,91,	 PT{72,93 S1'lORK1D 5
00299 CHARACTER•8 CARR SWORKID 6
C SWORKID 7
C *	 ^	 ^ SCOgpER 2
C IDENTIFYING LA8EL5 OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD 4UANTITIES SCORDER 3 0 ^003Q0 COTIiMON	 /CORDER/
	
XOR p5119},	 XORDUItd1 5CORDEq 4 ,_.( ^
00301 CHARACTER*8 XORDS,	 XORDU SCORDER 5
C "	 _	 ^ SINPUTZ 2
^ ^i
f:5^
C INPUT MODEL PARA1'nETER NAMELIST SINPUTZ 3







NYMD1,	 NHM51,	 NYMRE,	 NHMSE,
JOB,	 XLABEL, SINPUTZ 6 r^ ^i°













' i I{LIALB,	 KLIGW,	 KLISST, SINPUTZ tD ^ ^'^	
j I T+IATIN,	 MLF,	 NDT,	 N5E0, SINPUTZ 11 rt"' E:J^^
^^ L SN2FLG, SIfJPUTZ 12
L1	 i R PIMEAN,	 ASMAX,	 PSIAIN,	 PSTD,	 TSTD, SINPUTZ 13p1 R SIGE,	 GNU2,	 Sh'iTH SINPUTZ Tb
g	 ^ C SINPUTZ 15
^1
} C VAR	 LOC DEFAULT	 DESCRIPTION SINPUTZ 16
C
-^^	 -^
---	 --_ _-'____	 __________=
--
SINPUTZ 17
^r C SINPUTZ 18
C NYh1D1	 /IDPARM/ 000000	 YYMMDD AT START OF EXPERIMENT SINPUTZ 19
3 1	 I C NHM51	 /IDPARM/ 000000	 HHMM55 AT START OF EXPERIMENT SINPUTZ 20
{ C NYPdDE	 /ICNTRL/ 000000	 YYMMDD AT END OF EXPERIMENT SINPUTZ 21C NHMSE	 /ICNTRL/ 000DOD	 HHMM55 AT END OF EXPERIMENT SINPUTZ 22
5'	 ' C a08	 JCCNTRL/ 8 CHARACTER EXPERIMENT IDENTIFIER SINPUTZ 2a
}	 ' C XLABEL /CCNTRL/ 10^'	 8D CHARACTER EXPERIMENT q@SCRIP7IDN 5iNPUTZ 24
^^I C NDOUT	 /ICNTRL/ 030000	 HHMM55 WRITE INCREMENT TO HISTORY SINPUTZ 25
C NDRSW	 /ICNTRL/ 064D00	 HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT T4 RESTI.RT SINPUTZ 26
C NKRSH	 /ICNTRL/ -1	 KEY FOR WRITE OF RESTART TO HISTDRY SINPUTZ 27
C -1 FOR START ANR END OF EXPERIMENT SINPUTZ 28
'^ C D	 FDA NEVER SINPUTZ 29
^^ C N	 FOR EVERY N'TH DAY SINPUTZ 30
G MROD	 IiCNTRL/ 25	 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WRITES TO UNIT 08 SINPUTZ 31
C NDALT	 /ICNTRL/ ODDOOD	 HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR ANALYSIS SINPUTZ 32
C NRPHY	 /ICNTRL/ OD300fl	 HHMMSS INCREi1SEN7 FOR PHYSICS SINPUTZ 33
C. NDSHF	 /ICNTRL/ 02300fl	 HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR SHAPIRO FILTER SINPUTZ 34
C J04	 11CNTRL/ 4	 BAND LIMIT FOR 4'TH ORDER SHA p IRO 5iNPUTZ 35
C . J08	 /ICNTRL/ fl	 BAND LIMIT FOR 8'TH ORDER SHAPiRO SINPUTZ 36
C KLIALB /ICNTRL/ 1	 AL8E00 FLAG SINPUTZ 37
i C KLIGW	 /ICNTRL/ i	 GROUND WETNESS FLAG SINPUTZ 38
C KLISST /ICNTRL/ 1	 SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FLAG SINPUTZ 39
i; C MATIhI	 /ICNTRL/ 1	 MATSUNO STEPS BEFORE REGULAR CYCLE SINPUTZ 40
f" C FdFL	 /ICNTRL! 1,11*0	 REGULAR CYCLE DESCRIPTION SINPUTZ b1




.• ^YI^	 -	 -	





































^. ^ ^ ^
i	 t	 ^^ r ,.:	




C	 NSEQ	 /iCNTAL/	 1	 LENGTH OF REGULAR CYCLE SINPUTZ 43
C	 NS2FLG /LCNTRL/	 F	 PBL SIGMA PRbFILE FLAG SINPUTZ 44
C	 PIMEAN /RCNTRL!	 FAOM IC	 GLOBAL RIEAN PRE55URE SINPUTZ RS
C	 PSMAX	 /RCNTRL/	 120Q:	 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE PRESSURE SINPUTZ 46
C	 FSMIN	 /RCNTRL/	 300,	 MINIMUM ALLAWAHLE SURFACE PRESSURE SINPUTZ 47
C	 PSTD	 /RCNTRL/	 1p40.	 REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NDAMALiZA7IDN SINPUTZ 4$
C	 TSTD	 / RCNTRL / 	280.	 REFERENCE TEMP FOq NORh1ALI2ATIDN SINPUTZ 49
C	 SF GE	 /RCNTRL/	 UNIFDRM	 SIGMA VALUES AT EDGES OF LAYERS SINPUTZ 50
C	 GNUZ	 /RCNTRL/	 0.	 GONSTANT FOR U5E iN TIME AVERAGE SINPUTZ 5t
C	 SMTH	 /4AND4T/
	
SEE DEFALT	 DAMPING FACTORS FOR GRAVITY WAVES SINPUTZ 52
C SINPUTZ 53
C SINPUT 44
LOGICAL SKIP 5INPUT 4S
CHARACTER`8 MACHID,VERSAVE SINPUT d6
DATA MACHID /SHCDC	 / SINPUT 47
C SINPUT d8
C SINPUT 49
(+	 . rrwrrrrrrwrrrrrrr sr.^.rrrrsrrrr.»rsrrws.rsrrrrr+rr»arrsr.»+rr.. $ INPUT 50
C	 ••>*	 ••r ► SINPUT 5i
{,+	 . ► 	 .♦ rrrrrrrwar+.rr ► .rrrrrr ♦ r.rrrrwsr. ► srrr^rs.rw.rrr•.r ► r•.r SINPUT 52
C SINPUT 93
WRITE	 (3,6000}	 VER SINPUT 54
10	 CONTINUE SINPUT 59




	 CARD .SINPUT 57
LYRITE	 {3,8015)	 CARD SINPUT 58
GO TD 10 SINPUT 59
15	 CONTINUE S;NPUT 60
NYMD1	 = 4 SINPUT fiiNW}ASi	 =	 0 SINPUT 62 (^
REWIND	 11 SINPUT 63
^ ^READ.	 fi1,INPUTX.END=20} SINPUT 64
24	 CONTINUE
C SINPUT 66 Q
L+	 sarr+^ ► r+:r ► rrrrr^rrrarrr.ra ► as+rrarrrs ► rr^rrr..r.rs.r.+i....rr. ► SINPUT 67 Q ^
WRITE	 13,50401	 NYMD.	 NHMS,	 LOGBR, SINPUT 8B
'^ ^'8	 JOB,	 T1.i,	 JM,	 NLAY,	 KS,	 KU SINPUT 89
C " "	 ► '•^ SINPUT 70 ^
C r•r•	 INITIAL START DR RESTART FRAM LOG12 SINPUT 7f L')
^' ^^C	 `+•`	 RE:OUIRED PARAMETERS DN INPUT ARE	 r•`• SINPUT 72
" k^C	 " •^	 iM,	 JM,	 NLAY,	 KS,	 KU,	 N8,	 ND,	 JOB,	 NYfr1b,	 NHMS,	 LDGBR	 ••*' SINPUT 73
C ""	 •`•• 5INPUT 74 ^^ i"JL+	 rrrrrrrrrr.rrrrrrrr ► rrrrrr ► rrrrrrr ► rrrrrrr*rrrrrrrrrrrr.r ► . ► rrr SINPUT 75 ^J
C SINPUT 76 c^ '^^+','
LU	 =	 72 SINPUT 77
.IRDD	 =	 0 5INPUT 78
YJRI7E	 13,6020) SINPUT 79
C SINPUT 80
{,+	 rrrr.rrrwwrrrrrrrrr s:rrrr»,rrrr+ ► r.rrrrrr::rr»arrrrrrr ► r+errrrr• SINPUT 81
C "	 `••• 5INPUT 82
C "	 •	 READ INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THIS FORECAST SEGMENT 	 +••- SINPUT 83
G r ' r•	 SEARCH FOR SPECIFIC T;ME OR TYPE OF Rl:caao	 `•+• SI1dPUT 84
(^+	 rrrr	 rrrr 5INPUT 85
G	 r. ► rrwrrrrrr»rxrrrrrrrwrr..rr.rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr*rrr. ► r SINPUT 86
C SINPUT B7
44	 CONTINUE SINPUT 88
vERSAVE = VER SIr1PUT 89
CALL	 IDO	 fLU,i 3 O,d8f0,8820] SINPUT 9D
IROD	 =	 IRDD	 +	 1 5INPUT 91
WRITE	 13,fiO40)	 NYMO,	 NHMS.	 LOG8R, SINPUT 92
&	 JOB,	 IM,	 JM,	 NLAY,	 KS,	 KU 5INPUT 93
IOFLAG n	 i 5INPUT 94
IF{LDGSR
	 . NE.	 0)	 IOFLAG =	 0 S;NPUT 95
IF 1 LDGBR - . Ef7.	 61	 IDFLAG
	 =	 i SINPUT 96
C SINPUT 97
G	 rr rrrrr,.rrrrrrrr ►vrrrrr.rwrrwrrarrrrrrrr ►►► rr.rrrrrrrrr ► rrrr.rr SINPUT 98L+	 rrrr.	
+•' r SINPUT 99
C " r•	 READ IN BATA BY LATITUDE BAND	 ` ► ••
^
SINPUT 100
C _rrrr	 rrrr SINPUT f01 H
G	 ..rr.rrrr. ►► rrrrrrr.rrr rrrrrsrrrr rrrr rrwrrrr.wrrwrrrrrrrrr.r.r.r SINPUT 102 7-+




^..^..►^_ _ -^,_	 . ...	 ...-ter ^.	 .,... _	
-'--	
° -. __	 ....__	










Dg330 Jfr1P I	 =	 JM	 +	 1 SINPUT 104
00331 DO 45 J-I,JMP1 SINPUT 1D5
00332 CALt	 IOQ	 ^LU,JOFLAG,J,8B10,8820) SINPUT i06
60330 49	 CONTINUE SINPUT iD7
00334 IF	 1i0FLAG.E0.0)	 GO TD 40 SINPUT 108
G SIflPUT 109
L+	 . rrrwww.rr++r ►► rr+r•rrrr.r ►► r+.+ rrwrr..+r ► r ► r+rr+arrrrrrsr. ► wr« $INPUT 110
C	 `•••	 •••' SINPUT 111
C rr - •	 S'7ART RECORD FOUND	 •+•- SINPUF 112
G ••` ► 	 DEFAULT PARAMETERS IF INITIAL START	 ^• SINPUT iii
C •+»•	 READ IN MODEL PARAMETER NAMELIST 	 ••»• SINPUT ii4
C ► ^++	 CALCULATE DEFENDENT VARIABLES 	 ► ••• 57NPUT 115
C --»•	 " +- SINPUT i16
C	 ► rr ► •wr+arrrr.rrsrr ► r+rrrrrr•e ► +r+rrrrwrrrrrrrrr+r ♦ rrra ► Tarr+.+ SINPUT f17
C SINPUT 118
00335- IFffNYMD.EQ.NYMp1).ANp.1NHM5_Eq.NHM51)1	 CALL OFFALY SINPUT 118
00335- REWIND	 11 SINPUT 120
00337 READ	 (1i.INPU7Z) SINPUT 12i
00338 VER = VERSAVE SINPUT i22
00339 CCO	 = MACi-IID SINPUT I23i 00340 CALL DEPEND SINPUT 124
00341 CALL	 POLINP	 {Nf3,i) SItJpUT 125
00342 CALL	 POLINA	 {ND,f3 SINPUT 126
00343 CALL POLINp	fN9,2 y SINPUT 127
00344 CALL	 POLINP	 {Np ,2) SINPUT 128
40345 . WRITE	 (6,60451	 fI,	 I=1,IMp 2) SINPUT 129
00346 DO 5q	 J-2,x141 SINPUT 130
00347 IF	 fFILTER(J)}	 WRITE	 (6,6050)	 J,	 RLATD{J),	 tSMTH(I,J},	 i=t,IMD2ISINPUT 131 ^ Q
D0348 5D	 CONTINUE SINPUT 132 '17 ,'{f
C
00349 60	 CONTINUE SINPUT 134 ^




L+	 rr.	 +.rw.r+rrwwrrr s+ ► ..«rr+r.w.rr.rrrrrr.rrr ♦+..... ► •......... SINPUTSINPUT
136
137 ^ ^'^ ^.a
1 C	 r•••	 •••• SINPUT 198
C ••••	 END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED REAPING 	 •-•- SINPUT 139 ^ ^
^^ ' C	 •••• ww ••4i SINPUT i40 ^» ► 	 +•
^	 rrrw	 .rrrrrrrrr.r+«rrsrwr.+w.rrr«rrrr.wrr.r ► r ► rr	 rr.... SINPUT 141
" C SINPUT 142 [... +^













^^ L+	 ..r-r.r.r.:r ► r ►► rr«rrwrr.rrr«rw.-r+rrrr+wrrrr ► wrva.r ► rw.^rrrrww SINPUT 14'^
^^
11 C	 -•»•	 ••-• SINPUT i48






........ ► . ► 	 ....	 ......{^+	 rrr+wrrr..rrr	 +rrr.r.r.	 rrrrr ► wr+	 +r^..rrr ► SINPUT 151
C SINPUT 152
00354 $20	 CONTINUE SINPUT 1B3
^II 00355 WRITE	 (3,6820)	 LU SINPUT 154
00356 RETURN 1 SINPUT 15S
C SINPUT 156
^' 00357 6000 F0RfJ1AT	 {'iGODDARD MODELING AND SIMUI.ATIDN FACILITY', SINPUT 157
7:1 &	 FOURTH-ORDER GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL VERSION ',A8/> SINPUT 1S8
^ 04358 6010 FORMAT	 110A8} SINPUT 159
i 00359 6016	 FORffAT	 f16X,IOAB) SINPUT f60
00360 6020 FORMAT
	
('OINITIAL DR RESTART GONDITIONS FROM DISK') SINPUT i61
if 00361 6040 FORMAT	 f'	 RESTART RECORD REAP FROM DISK 	 4X. SFNPUT 162&	 MODEL	 TIM1TE	 ,I6,2X,I6,2X,I4,4X,'	 JO8	 ',A8,4X, SINPUT 163
3	 GRID	 ',5141 $INPUT 164
00362 6045 FORMAT	 {'OGRAVITY WAVE FILTER COEFFICIENTS'/{T17,20[I3,2Xi11 5iNFUT 165
00363 6050	 FORMAT	 ('	 J	 `,I2,'	 tAT	 ',F5.1,(T17,20F5.21) SINPUT 166
00364 6810 FORMAT
	
1'OEND-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED READING INPUT FROM LOG',I41 SINPUT 167
04365 6820 FORMAT ('DERROR ENCOUNTERED READING INPUT FROM tDG'.I4) SINPUT 168












_	 ^ .^	 . ..
.^







' 6010 358 308 309
6015 35B 310
602 q 360 327
6040 361 318 326
6046 362 345
6050 353 347





i	 ^.- =-NAME-------BLCCH--- ---TYPE------CLASS------ REFERENCES
r
i
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR*13 SIMPLE 3
ADLAP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
ALBEDd QANDgT REAL ARRAY 244i APHEL RCNTRL REAL $Ih1PLE 146
ATiME CCNTRL CHARw8 SIMPLE 4
' BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
' CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f85
- CARD /! CHAR+B ARRAY 297
CATA // REAL ARRAY 297
CC CCNTRL CHAR*8 ARRAY 14
^-
^^ CCO CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 2
^ CCNTRL REAL UNKNQWN 2
f3
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 7
^^^t CCSP07 CCNTRL CNAR^B SIMPLE 8
'' y CCSP08 CCNTRL GHAR+B SIMPLE 9
^, CON1 RDPARM :?£AL SIMPLE 207
CONtbT RDFAR>ti1 REAL SIMPLE 208f.^ CDN2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
n CON2DT RDPARfd REAL SIMPLE 210
'j CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i1
^,4 COH3DT RDpAAM REAL SIMPLE 212
CDN4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 273
^{ CCN4DT RDPARM. REAL SIM.^t_E 214
^ CONS RDPARM REAL. SIIrPLE 215
^ ^! CORDER REAL UN'SNOWN 300
COSD RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 148
^!	 ' COSL RDPARM REAL AR^.gY 216
COSLDM RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
^ GP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
^, CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CqS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
^1 CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i3
DATA // REAL ARRAY 297
RAYSPY RCNTRL REgL SIMPLE 150
-f DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
' DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152} D.IABAP gANDg7' R'nAL ARRAY 285
1}IST RCNTRL RPAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
^	 ^ DLDN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f55
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t56
^``^ DXP RDPARM- REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
^ bYP RDPARM- REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
^
ip:
EFLUx gANOgT REAL ARRAY 255
^,' E:PS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183


































EFSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18d Q
FiDT RDPARM REAL SFMPL£ 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL S1MpLE 224
FCDRLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LDFARh1 LOGICA! ARRAY 26D 2D3 347
^ FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 274 ^ O
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158 ^ ^
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159 362
GRAY RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE t6D 'Y;
GT gANR4T REAL ARRAY 245 263
^GW gANOQT REAL ARRAY 246 254
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 ^ ^
F12G7 RD?ARM REAL SIMPLE 226










254 272 C ^J
I INTEGER SIMPL@ 345 / VJ 345 /C 347 347/C ^
i IC iDNTRt INTEGER ARRAY 90 91 ^ {'^
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25 9D 91
;CLOUD DAND4T INTEGER ARRAY 259 277 ^ ^^
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33	 34	 35
36 37 38 39 4D 41 42 43 44	 45	 46
47 48 a9 54 5t 52 53 54 SS	 56	 57
58 59 6D 61 62 63 64 65 66	 67	 SB
s9 70 71 72 73 74 75 76
1CSp53 IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE 68
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
3DPARh1 IHTeGER UNKNOWN. 189 19D 191 192 t93 194 195 i9fi t97	 19B	 199
IDSP02 ;DpARFh INTEGER SFFJ { PLE 19D
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
ti IFUSIDN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
INFLUX ;CNTRL INTEGER UNKNDINN $1:^
IICLDUD ICNTRL INTEGER. UNKNDwN $6
iJUMp IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
► IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 318/V7 326/V!
IF^iD2 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE 27 345 347
IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
^^ INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY t97
INPUT SUBROUTINE i
^ 1 INpUTZ INTEGER 5IMP1_E 302 31.6 337
n IOFLAG FNTEGER SIMPLE 327/5 328/5 329/5 332 :334
'^^ IDMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
I p REACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVlN 79
E^ IpRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
Iq5 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 87 82 83 84	 85	 85
^11
t. IqU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89
^ IAADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
1 IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
R'' iRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
^ IROD IDPARM INTEGER 5IMPLE 192 32D/S 325/5 325
"^ ITAPE LD.PARM LOGICAL 5IMPLE 261 244
^, IFMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
ITM7N ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77 ,
` J INTEGER SIN^PLE 33i/C 332 346/C 347 347/W 347 347
: F JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193
JE IDPARM.. INTEGER ARRAY 194
JIC GCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 5 18
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 318/W 326/W 336 346
JMD2 ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 31
JMP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 33D/S 331
JMT2 ICN'(RL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33
JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL': 34 342
JO8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 3D2
E+	 ^ JO6 CCNTRL CHAR-8 SIMPLE 6 19 3D2 318/W 32slVl
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 195f. ^	 ; JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
i KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 302
_	 `gyp` KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 302
^ x
^^`'



















^ L4U LGNTRL LOGICAL. ARRAY
LRADLWG LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRA pSW LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRAD5WG LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMAX LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMIN LGNTRL -LOG?CAL UNKNOWN
LU INTEGER SIMPLE
MACHID GHAR ► 8 SIMPLE
h1ATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNX Iy'sTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
h1ATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
M+J IpPARM INTEGER ARRAY










NB ICNTRL INTEGEFl SIMPLE
s ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIFdPLE
`' NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^^1 NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^ lVDHOG IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER 5IlJSPLEi
NDPHY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEj^	 ^ NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE











^ NHMSQ IGNTRL INTEGER SIlJlPLE
NHMS.1 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE}.^1	 I
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^	 ! NKRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
1 NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEl^ NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
` NLAYp1 ICNFRt INTEGER SIMPLE
^ 1 NMtEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIN1pLENSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIlJ^PLE
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^^	 ^ NSTEP.. ICNTRL, INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD IGNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
i. NYMD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDI IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
^ NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
t NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE:OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY
QMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
e A QANDQT. REAL ARRAY
PWI QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHIS - QANDQT REAL ARRAY
E PI RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^	 ` PIt84 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE




















143 145 t06 707 148	 109 114	 111	 t12	 7i3	 114
128



































69 318/W 326/W 335
71

















































^ PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 166 302 1"'
PK // REAL ARRAY 298 N
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMALE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
p REACC gANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 270
PRECON gANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 27i
PSMAIS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLI: 167 302 G
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SFMpLE 158 302
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155 302
PT // REAL ARRAY 298
PTOR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QAL"i LCNTRL LOGFCAL SIMPLE 93 1i8
4ANDQT -REAL UNKNOWN 24i 278
48EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 i19
QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SF1+1Pl.E 95 i20
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIlAPLE 96 121
? QDUT LCNTRL LOGICAL- SIMPLE 97 122
Q pHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIRiPLE 102 T27
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 126
QS QA1dDQT REAL ARRAY 241 26D 281 262 263 254 265 266 267 268 263
270 27i 272 2T3 274 275 276 277
^. QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 288 290 291 292 293 294 285 296
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 296 •




























147 f48 Id9 150 151 152 i53 154 155
t56 157 i58 i59 160 161 162 i63 164 165 166
+ 167 168 169 i70 171 172 173 i7d 17S i76 177
^ i78 179 180 181 162 183 184 185 186
RDPARM REAL UNKND'r!N 206 207 208 209 210 2ii 212 213 2i4 2i5 ^'6`,^
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 225 2:7
228 229 230 23T 232 233 234 235 236 237 2381
239 240
,^ RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
^^ RLAT . RDPARM F1EA1. `TRAY 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL +,BRAY 230 347/W
ROC p RCNTRL REAL SIMALE 172
4^ ^	 ' RDCPDT RDPARM BEAT. 5IMFLE 23i
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL, SIMFLE 232211 RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
,^ SDAY RCNTRL: REAL SIMPL[: 17d
r'
SE:A$DN RCNTRL -REAL SFMpLE 175 ^ a
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
^4-^ SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291 3^
^ SHS QANDDT REAL ARRAY 248 266 .^














SFNL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234 r^ ;-
E SINLDN RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
SKIP LOGICAL UNKNOWN 303 rQ `r]
SMTH gANDQT REAL ARRAV 243 261 302 347154 ^ ^.
SN2fLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 i25 302 ^ ^SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE !78 L-•- ^^
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205 ^
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$1 290 ^'*
^ ^'THSTD RDPARM RIcAL SFMpLE 236
' THSTD2 RDPARI^1 R£AL SIMPLE 237
^. TMAX: QANDQT REAL. ARRAY 251 269
^ TM7N gANDQT REAL ARRAY 25D 268
^, TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2.17 265














U DANDpT REAL	 ARRAY 279
V QANDQT REAL	 ARRAV 280
VER CCNTRL CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 10
VERSAVE CHAR'S	 SIMPLE 3D4
WSAVE RDPARM REAL	 ARRAY 238
XLABEL CCWTRL CHAR'S	 ARRAY 11
1SDRDS CORDER CHAR•8	 ARRAY 300
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D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST
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„ a ':7^ r.__
OOD01 SU6RDUTINE	 IQO
	
(LU,	 KQP,	 J,	 '1 5104 2
Cr a_ar.arr,^.aawrrarrarr. 	 ..:.rrwrrr ► .«w._ „rr,..«.rr.rr........S10Q 3
C • PURPOSE SIOQ 4
C UTILITY SUBROUTINE FO SKIP,	 READ, DR WRITE MODEL HISTORY RECORbS S1DQ 5
C GALLEp 8Y INPUT, ANp TWAITE ONLY SIOQ 6
C USAGE STOQ 7
C SiOQ 8
C ARGUMENTS	 bESCAIPTLON 5TOQ 9
C LU	 LOGICAL UNTT q N WHICH TD DO INPUT/OUTPUT SIOQ 70
C KpP	 CODE OF OPERATION TD PEAF pRM SIOQ 11
C f0 TQ SKIP,	 1	 TO REAR,	 2 TD WRITE} 5I04 12
C J	 LATITUDE HAND NUh16ER SIOQ 13
C ID FDR HEADER RECORD,	 NEGATIVE FOR ALL DATA RECOAb5f SIGO i4
C EDF RETURN SIpQ 15
C ERROR RETURN SI04 16
C SI00 17
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDE q SiOq f8
C NAME:	 DESCRIPTION 5100 19
C NONE SIOQ 20
C SIOR 27
G RECDRD DF M0DIFICATIDNS 5IOQ 22
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. SID4 23
C SIOQ 24
C ^oATE^	 7PROGRAMMER9	 '^DESCAIPTTON OF MOOIFIpATtDNS^ 5IOQ 25
C 05/15/83	 RAMESH	 THIS pAAT AND COMhTENTS SIOQ 26
C SIOD 27
C REMARKS: SI00 28
C f	 t!	 7MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES, 	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RE7URN5.	 ETC.^SI pQ 29
C SIDO 30(^+r+rraw a^s ..	 .	 .	 .rraaaraw:	 .	 rrr«r«asrr,r...«r	 ..arr«r..,..ra+.SI
~
DQ 31
C • « D w AM I A- rC~O M	 5 I G M A a T A	 I N C	 H A w 5 r n	 -	 G S F C -SIOQ 32C rw« r««ar.raarr..^••+r«rrrrrr«arrr.,r ► .«rr«w^rrr.a«.rrrrw.r.•««a....r .. «SIDO 33
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECDRD SCNTRL 3
C=_____----^-------- °------------------------------ SCNTRL 4
00002 Cp=1MON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00003 - COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
RDDOA COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATTME SCNTRL 700.005 CD^dF11gN
	 /CCNTRL/	 JIC SCNTRL 8
00006 COFdMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00007 . COfdA10N /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL 10
00008 COMMON /CGNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL 11
00009 COME'dON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL 12
00010 COIJIMDN	 /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
0001? COIJIMf]N	 /CCNTRL / 	KLABEL	 IfOF SCNTRL 74
00012 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS	 (30! SCNTRL 15





00015 GHARACTER'8	 CC4,	 CGf204J SCNTRL 19
00016 CHARACTERrB	 ABATE SCNTRL 20
OOOf7 CHARACTER•B	 ATIME SCPJTAL 21
00418. CHARACTERrB	 JIC SCNTRL 22O p 019 CHARACTEJ^r6	 JD8 SCtJTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER•8	 CC5P46 SCNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTERrB	 GG5p07 SCNTRL 25
DD022 CHARACTERrB	 CC$P08 SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTERrB	 VER SCNTRL 27
00024. CHARACTERrB	 YLABEL SCNTRs_ 28
C SCNTRL 29




00025 COJLSM0N /ICNTRL/	 ICO SCNTRL 32
00026 COMMON /ICNTRL/	 IM SCNTRL 3300027' C01,1MON /ICNTRL/	 Ih1D2 SCNTRL 34
00028 GOAiMON /ICNTRL/	 IMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
00029 COMMON /IGNTRL/ NDASW SCNTRL, 36
00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 CDMl4SON	 /ICNTRL/	 JMD2 SCNTRL 38
OOD32 CDMIJEON /FCNTAL / JMT2 SCP.ITRL 39


















OoD3a COMMON /2CNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL al
00035 COMMON /lCNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL A2
00036 COrSMON /SCNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL a3
DO p37 COMMON /lCNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL QA
DOD39 COMMON / ICN7RL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 45
00039 COMMON /ICN7RL/ KLI557 SCNTRL a6
' qODaD COMfADN /ICN7RL/ KS SCNTRL A7
D4Da1 COMrdpN /ICN7RL/ KU SCNTRL a8
O p 042 COMMON /lCNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
004x3 COMMON /SCNTRL/ MATlN SCNTRL 50
00044 COt1IMDN /lCNTRL/ MATSNK SCNTRL 51
00045. CDMMDN /ICN7RL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
040A6 CDMMGN IICNTRL/ MLF	 {12) SCNTRL 53
00447 COMMON 1ICNTAL/ MRDD SCNTRL 54
! 00048 COM?,1DN /ICN7RL/ NKRSH SCNTRL 55
QOOaS CDMMDN IICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
^ 00050 4DMMO.N IICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
00051 COMMON IICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00052 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
00453 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
00054 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 51
00055 CDh1MDN /ICN7RL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
00056 COMMON !lCNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
' 00057 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 6a
00058 COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 6500459 COMILIDN IICNTRL/ NHrdSE SCNTRL 6600060 CD{11MGN /ICN7RL/ NHM50 SCNTRL 67 Q
00061 CDMMGN /YCNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68 "I'I
a^
00052
^ 48063 COMMON /lCNTRL/CDr,1MON	 IICNTRL/ NLAYMINLAYPI SCNTRLSCNTRL S970 `Cf
40D6a CQl1IMDN	 /SCNTRL/ N5DAY SCNTRL 71 d ^
^^ 00065 COMIAON /lCNTRL! NSEq SCNTRL 72 Q ^
^iw
0.4066 COMMON IICNTRL/ IC5P53 SCNTRL 73 ^ ^,
00067 COMMON IICNTRL/ NSTEP SC['TRL 7a
'^ 00068 CDMMDN 1FCNTRLI lCSP55 SCNTRL 75 ^ .^
^^
00069 CDMMDN /ICN7RL/ NYMD SCNTRL 76 ^ ^^
00070 C1] lArgOF{	 /ICN7RL / NY?ADE SCNTRL 77
^ f^9
`
40071 COrJIMON	 /ICNTAL/ NyMDO SCNTRL 7B
^ ^''^





00074 COMIISDN / ICN7RL / NDHOG SCNTRL 81 .^ 5--:
?^ 00075 COMhtDN IICNTRL/ I pS	 f34) SCNTRL 82
^ 00076 CDMMDN IICNTRL/ IRU	 f10) ^ SCNTRL 83
"^ C SCNTRL B4
^:k 00077 EQUIVALENCEc fTTM1N ,IQSf 1}} SCNTRL 8500078 £gUFVALENGE fITMAX ,IQSf 21} SCNTRL 86j~	 i x0079 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC .I qS{ 3)} SCNTRL 87
00'080 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,I p Sf 4}) SCNTRL 88
t . ^ 00081 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,IQSf 5}1 SCNTRL {39
00082 EQUIVALENCE fIEFLUX ,IpS{ 6}) SCNTRL 90
^1 00083 EQUiVAI.ENGE {IFUSIDN ,IQSf 7)! SCNTRL 81
40084 f:gUIVALENCE fIRApSWG ,IQSf 8}} SCNTRL 92
4Q085 EQUIVALENCE {iRADLWG ,IQSf 811 SCNTRL 93
00085 EQUIVALENCE fIICLOUp ,IpS{14]) SCNTRL 94
'	 } C 5CNTP,L 93
00087 EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA ,IOUf 1)1 SCNTRL 96
00088 EQUIVALENCE {IDIAeAT ,l4U1 2}) SCNTRL 97
00089 EQUIVALENCE {IRApSW ,IqU{ 311 SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
^. q D090 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICf111 SCNTRL 100
40D91 INTEGER ICO,	 lCf2D4) .. SCNTRL 141
C SCNTRL 102
^




o4ns2 coMMON /LCNTRL/ LC4 SCNTRL 105
00093 CDMMDN !LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
^
-
^ 00094 CDMMGN /LCNTRL/ QHEG SCNTRL 107
00095 CGMMON /LCNTRL/ pDAY SCNTRL i08
,;	 ^ 00096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ @END SCNTRL 109
40087 CGhi.MON /LCNTRL/ pDUT SCNTRL 110
^.
00098 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPWY SCNTRL Iii
IS
... ._._
p'-_ - ^__^-_r	 - - - _-.	 ^^ - _- ._	 .....	 ^.. _... r
i44Q99 COIUIMON /LGNTRL/ gSFIF SCNTRL 112
ODiDO C0141MON /LGNTRL! SN2FLG SGNTRL 113
04101 COMMON /LGNTRL / 4R51N SCNTRL 11dOOiD2 COGildpN /LGNTRL/ 4RSH SCNTRL 115
00103 COMMON /LGNTRL/ LQS{3p 1 SCNTRL 116
001Q4 G'7MMDN /LGNTRL/ LQU{101 SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
00105 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN .LQS{ 1}} SCNTRL 113
^: 00106 EQUIVALENCE {ETMAR ,LQ5{ 2}) SCNTRL 120
DD147 E:QUIVALE=NCE {LAREACC .LOS{ 3)} SCNTRL. 121
041D8 EQUIVALENCE fEPRECON ,LQ5{ 41) SCNTRL 122
O p 109 EQUIVALENCE BENELUX ,LR51 S}1 SCNTRL 123 -
00114 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLU7t ,L451 6F1 SCNTRL 124
4 p 1i1 EQUIVALENCE [LFUSION ,LQS( 7}1 SCNTRL 125
QQ112 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSWG .LQS{ $1} SCNTRL 126
OOii3 EQUIVALENCt: fLRADLWG ,L451 9}1 SCNTRL 127
44114 EQUIVALENCE ILICLOUD ,L4Si141) SGNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 Egi]TVALENCE {LOM>=GA ,LQUf i1} SCNTRL 190
D4116 EQUIVALENCE {LDIABAT ,LQU( 21} SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE 1LRADSW ,LqU{ 3)) SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133i 00118 LOGICAL QALT SGNTRL 134
r 00119 LOGICAL 4BEG SGNTRL 135
04120 LOGICAL QOAY SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 131
DD122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRE 138
00123 LOGICAE qPWY SCNTRL 139
40124 LOGICAE gSEiF SGNTRE 140
DD125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
' OOi26 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL Id2 ^ ^
04127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143 -^
GOOi28 LOGICAL L4S SCNTRL 145
I.'
4.^^II





00131 LOGICAL. SCNTRL 148
00132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL id9 ^ ^
I'	 ^
'^^`
















00137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL i6d I"" 3^d! ^^	 ; DO 138 LOGICAL LRADL1rlG SCNTRL 155 ^ ^40139 LOGICAL LICLOUfl SCNTRL 156
'i .	 ^ C SCNTRL 157
^
^l' 4p1d0 LOGICAL- LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
OOi41 LOGICAL LDIAHAT SCNTRL 159
`^^ 44142 LOGICAL LRAD5W SCNTRL 164
C SCNTRL 151^.^
:,^ 04143 EQUIVALENCE fECO,LCt1)} SCNTRL 162
g 04144 LOGICAL 1,CO3	 LG{2003 SCNTRL 163}1 ^ G SGNTRE 164





t a i 40145 CD,'dMDN /RCNTRL/ RC4 SCNTRL 167
00146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APkEL SCNTRL 168
^Is OOi47 COIdMON /RCNTRL-/ EEETA SCNTRL 16990148 CO{dMDN /RCNTRL/ CO50 SGNTRL 17D
OD149 COMMON /RCNTRL! CP SCNTRL t71
40150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ l)AYSPY SCNTRL 172
^^^ 00151 COtAMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
i ODi52 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DECMAB SGNTRL 174OOi53 COF^iMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
00154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 176
QOi55 COMMON /RCNTRE/ DLON SCNTRL 177
00155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
04157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SGNTRL 179
00158 . GD^JfMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 1$0









.. _. ^ ^ ^	 .. _ .. .c. ^. .^
"^ it #'	 i
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40151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 983-04162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTRL 184
00153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI180 SCNTRL 185
00164 CDMFdON /RCNTRL/ Pit SCNTRL 1B6
00165 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL 187
OOi6s COMMON /RCNTRL/ PINIEAN SCNTRL 188
oa167 COFAIAON /RCNTRL! PSMAx SCNTRL f89
00168 COMMON fRCNTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 180
401G9 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL f91
O0f70 CDfhMON /RCNTRL/ RAPE SCNTRL 182
00171 COMtaON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
40112 COMh3L'N /RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 194
00173 COMh1ON !RCNTRL/ RSDIST SCNTRL 195
04174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCNTRL 196
00175 COMMON-/RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 191
^ 00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE 1251 SCNTRL !8Bf 00777 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL 199
40178 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 200
04579 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TST p SCNTRL 201
Otl180 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLI;VS 1251 SCNTRL 202
4x181 COMMON /RCNTRL/ hcnTW SCNTRL 203
001$2 COMMON /RCNTRLI HEATI SCNTRL 204
00183 COMMON-/RCNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
00184 COMIdON /RCNTRL/ @PSFAC SCNTRL 206
00185 COMNiDN /RCNTRL/ GALTOJ SCNTRL 207
40185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERD SCNTRL 208
C SCNTRL 209
001.87 EDUIVALENCE fRGtl,RCIil1 SCNTRL 210
00185 REAL AG4,	 RC12041 SCNTRL 211
C SCNTRL 212





^^00188 (461 SCNTRL 215
40150 COMMON /FDPARM/ iDSP02 SCNTRL 21s
^
..,,
40191 COMMON /IDPAAM/ INDEx 172} SCNTRL 217 °L'p
00192 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD SCNTRL 218 ®^
pOf93 COMMON fIDPARM/ JC 1461 SCNTRL 2f9
^00198 COfddRON /IDPARM/ JE ( 21 SCNTRL 220 r^
"^00195 COMMON /IDPAAM/ JP 12.21 SCNTRL 221 Y°
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ }S5TE.P SCNTRL 222
04197 COMMON /I pPARM/ 9^7J {4S} SCNTRL 7.23 ^ ^
00198 COMMON /I pPARM/ NHMS1 SCNTRL 224
40199 COMh10N / IDPARM/ NY47D1 SCNTRL 225 ^
C SCNTRL 226 ^" ^
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
C
-
00200 COMMON /Lp PAAM /FILTER 145} SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /L pPARMI ITAPE SCNTRL 230
E^ 04202 COFhMON /LDPARM/ START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
00243 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00244 LOGICAL FTApE SCNTRL 234
00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 239
C SCNTRL 236
C REAL MODi;L CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C °____='___^_=_=__=__ SCNTRL 238
00206 COMMON /RDPARM/ ADLDP SCNTRL 239
00207 COMMON /.RDPARM/ CON1 SCNTRL 240
00208 GOFdMON /RDPARM/ CONiDT SCNTRL 241
^ 0b209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2 SCNTRL 2.12
04210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2RT SCNTRL 243
^ 04211 DOMMON /RDPARld/ CaN3 SCNTRL 2aa
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ GON3DT SCNTRL 24'S
00293 COMMON /RDPARM/.CON4 SCNTRI. 2b6
0029 d . COMMON /RDPARM/ GON4OT SCNTRL 247
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
00216 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDSL fah} SCNTRL 249
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON f721 SCNTRL 250
00218 CDFliMON /RDPARM/ GPD2 SCNTRL 2S1
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ ORP f45} SCNTRL 282









00221 COMFdON /RDPARM/ pYP	 {A6} SCNTRL 254
00.222 CD6SMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS f45) SCNTRL 255
00223 CDM1IMON /RDPARM/ F1 p T SGNFRL 256
00224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2D7 SCNTRL 257
00226 COMI'hON	 /RDPARh1/ HiDT SCNTRL 258
00226 COMMON /RDPARRI/ H2p"f SCNTRL 255
9022T COMMON /R{].PARM/ PKST p SCNTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTOF SCNTRL 261
00229 GDMMDH /RDPARM/ RLAT	 1461 SCNTRL 262
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 fd6} SCNTRL 263
00231 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPDT SCNTRL Z6d
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPi SCNTRL 265
40233 COMId17N /RDPARM/ SGNP	 I21 SCNTRL 266
04234 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL	 i45) SCNTRL 2s7
QD235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON	 {72} SCNTRL 258
OD236 COMMON /RDPARM/ TH5T0 SCNTRL 269
00237 COMFJiON /RDPARM/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 270
09238 COMMON /RDPARM/ 4YSAVE	 5159) . SCNTRt 27t
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG	 (9} SCNTRL 272
00249 COMMON /RDPA.RM! SiG	 191 SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
C ^ SCDRpER 2
C IDENTIFYING LABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD QUANTITIES SGORDER 3
00241 COMMON /COflDER/ 1SORD5(t9).	 RDRDUli41 SCORDER 4
00242 CHARACTER^B XDRD5,	 7(0RDU SCORDER 5
C ^	 y SQANDQT 2
C GLDEiAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
q02b3 COMMON /9ANDQT/ QS{72,19,46} SQANDQT 4
C SgnNOQT 6
q 0244 DIMENSION PHISSi368,i] SQnNDQT 6
D0245 DIMENSION SMTF1(1368,23) SQANDQT 7
00246 DIMENSIDN AL8ED0{1368,1} SQANDQT $
DD 2+17 DIMENSIDN GT{t368,1} SQANDQT 3
04248 DIMENSION G4Y{1368,11 SQANDQT 10
D0249 DIMENSION TSi1368,1] SQANDQT S1
00250 DTfy1ENSFON 5H5{138$,11 SQANDQT f2
00251 DIMENSION F(72,19,1) SQANDQT 13
OD252 DIMENSION 'IMIN{1368,t} SQANDQT 1a
x0253 DIMENSION TMA1c{i368,}} SOnNpgT 15
49254 DFFISEN5FDN FREACC(1368,11 SQANDQT 11i
002$5 DIMENSION PRECON(i358,11 SQANDQT 17
00256 DIMENSION NFLU%(1368,1) SQANDQT 1$
09257 DIMENSION EFLUX{t368,1) SQnNDQT 19
00298 DIF^IENSION FUSION{136$,{} SQANDQT 20
Q0259 DIMENSION RADSWGf1368,i} SQANDQT 21
00260 DIMENSION RADLWG{1368,T) SQANDQT 22
0026t DIMENSIDN ICLOUD{1368,1) SQANDQT 23
C SQnNDQT 24
00262 EQUFVAl,ENCE (45f1,t,i1.PHlS[t,ll) SOnNpQT 25
OD263 EQUIVALENCE- (QS{1,2,il,SMTH{1,11) SQnNDQT 26
00264 EQUIVALENCE fQ5f1,3,t),ALBEDp{l,tfl SgnNDOT 27
OD265 EQUIVALENCE {Q511,4,1},GTIT,1}1 SQANDQT 28
00266 EQUIVALENCE fQ511,5,t1,GW[1,t11 SQArapQT 29
00267 EQUIVALENCE {gSl},6,11,TSf1,11] SQANDQT 30
00268 EQUIVALENCE {g5[1,7,11,SN5{1,11} SQANDQT 3t
00269 EQUIVALENCE 4QSii,8,11,Plt,t,i11 SQnNDQT 32
00270 EQUIVALENCE 14S(5.10,11,TMIN(1,1}} SQnNDQT 33
00271 EQUIVALENCE ;QSIi,11,11,TMAX{1,1}} SQANDQT 34
40272 EQUIVALENCE IQS{1,12,11,PREACC11,11) SQANDQT 35
00273 EQUIVALENCE {Q5I1,13,1},FRECON(1,11} SQANDQT 36
0027b EQUIVALENCE {QS[T,14,11,HFLUB{t,t}1 SQANDQT 37
00275 EQUIVALENCE {QS[1,15,11,EFLUR{1,i1} SQANDQT 38
00276 EQUIVALENCE (95{1,56,11,FUSIOWft,1}M SQANDQT 39
00277 EgUTUALENCE {QSi1,17,11,RA05WGIt,t}1 SgnNbQT 40
00278 EQUIVALENCE (g5{1,18,1},RADLWG{1,1)} SQANDQT 41
00279 EQUIVALENCE fQS{t,t9,1},ICLDUpf1,1)} SQANDQT A2
C ^ SQANDQT 43
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-APR FIELDS SQnNDQT' Ab
00280 COMMON lQANDQT/ 40172,9,14,46} SQANDQT d5
C SQANDQT A6























40282 DIMENSION	 Vf72,9,14,1) SQANDQT d8
^^	 04283 DIMENSION	 T172,9,i4,11 SQANDQT 49
i	 40284 DINIEN5ION	 SH172,9,14,1) SQANDQT 54
OD285 DI^.SENSION	 PH[f72,9.14,11 S4ANbQT 51
t	 00286 DIMENSION	 OMEGA172,126,1) SQANDQT 52
DQ2B7 D11'dEN51ON	 DIAEATI72,i26,1) SQANDQT 53
04288 DIf^1ENSION	 RAD5Wf72,i26,11 SQANDQT 54
00289 fIMENSION	 RADL1Nf72,125,1} SQANDQT 55
C sQANDQT 56
D0290 EqU?VALENCE	 IgUf1,1,1,1},Ufi.l,f,1)) SQANDQT 57
OD291 EQUIVALENCE	 IgUf1,1.3,t1,V[1,1,1.1)) SQANDQT 58
00292 EaUIVALENCE	 fQUf1,t,5,il,Tfi,t,1,1)) SQANCaT 59
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,7.1).SHf1,t,i,i)) SQANDQT 60
04294 EQUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,1,9,11,PHIf1,1,1,1)} SQANDQT 61
O p 295 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU{1,1,11,1),OP,7EGAf1,i,1}1 SQANDQT fit
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUfi,1,i2,1),bIABATfi,1,1}1 SQANDQT 63
D0297 EQUIVALENCE	 IgU1i,1,13,11,RAb5Wf1,1,1)1 SQANDQT 6b
00298 EQUIVALENC£	 f4tlI1,1,14,1),RADLWfi,1,1)} 54ANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C SIOQ 37
C DEBUG SBEGOEB 2
00299 IOD00 CONTINUE SE3EGDEg 3
I^ C ++++ CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 INPUT,IOQ 58EGbE8 4
C •*+• CY6ER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 SBEGDE6 5
C •+'r CY68R SCALAR VERSION 4Q 58EGDEB 6
C55S553S55SS5$$5555SSS5SS59$SSSSSS555535$$55555$SSSrSS5SfiS55S5S$$SSS5555558EGDEB 7
C SIO0 39
C rr.rr»».rrRrrrrrrrr»rrrr.r.r.rr.rrrr.rw »»r+»rrr.*r.rsrrrrr..»rr SIOQ 40 (^L. rarl	 ...r SIDQ bi `1'I^'
C "•*•	 CHECK I/O OPERATION ARGUMENT	 •'•• 5IOQ 42
^+, rr».	 »»r. 5IOQ 43 `d 1^(^ rrrTarr.rrrv+rrarrrrrrrrraarrrrr.raarr»r»rrRwra»»rrrrr»rr•rrr.r SIDQ 44
C SIOQ Q5
^DO30O JMPi	 = JM +	 i SIOQ 46
^0fl3a1 IREC5	 =	 Ifr1 • K5 SIDQ a7 ^'
043D2 IRECU =	 INSrNLAY + KU SIOa 48 ^
04303 KOpi	 =	 HOp	 t 5IO4 49 C00304 GD TO	 f104,	 204,	 3001.	 KOPi SIDQ 54









C ••+a	 SKIP	 ++•• SIOQ 55
L. rr••	 rr«. 5104 56
C rrrrrrr•a*rrrRrrrr .•rrrrrRaarr++aarrrrRrrrr»rRrRrrrrrarrrrRRrrrr SIDQ 57
C SIO4 58
00306 100	 CONTINUE SIDQ 59
00307 IF	 fJ1	 1.60,	 120,	 140 SIDQ 60
C SIDQ 61(+ +rrr.rrr..sr ♦ rrrrarRrarrar»wrr»rrrrwrr:wrrrrwrrr y,rarrwrrrrrrarrr SIDQ 62
C r ++ ► 	••^» SIOQ 63
C '+••	 HEADER RECDRD	 •++• SIOQ 6d(+ arrr	 rrr» C^I(}a B.^() rrrrw»rrrr.serr.,^r.rrrrrrrrrrrr»rrr.rrs.rrrrrrw»ww»arerrrrr.r.. SIOQ S6
C 51OQ f;7
04308 120	 CDNTiNUE SIOq s8
00309 READ	 1LU,EN0=804,ERH=904) SIOQ is'9
04310 RETURN SIOa 70
C sloa 7i(^+ rrrr•rr»rr.rr»rrrrrrra»rrrrrrrr»r»»rr:rrr»srrrrsrrrwrrrr ► rr r e» w r S1OQ 72
C •'•`	 $AND DATA RECORD	 'r•• SIO4 74
C •••+	 ••+• SIOQ 75
C r...r.rr	 _	 r»»r.rrrr. rrr..,...«rr rrrr+r ► rrrrrrrr»» ► ..rrrrr rrr.r SIO4 76
C SIda 77
00311 149	 CONTINUE SIO0 76
04312 READ	 1LU,END=BOO,ERR=9401 SIDQ 79
00313 RETURN SIDQ 80
c slOa 81
C Rrrr.raa	 . rr.rrrrrarr. rrr ► RreRrr .wrrrwrr.rrvraarrrrrrrr.rr+r +. S1OQ 82
^`^
L^ . ^ry r	 `^I^y'^"'
.-:.	 ^	 ..._._	 .^.. ._	 __	 .._.-	 ..	 .._.	 ...	 ^	 . . _ 	..	 _	 _	 .-..	 ^..atf
V I





f 1l 	 ^	
_	





C ««rr	 GL08AL DATA RSCORp	 '«+« 5IOQ 84L, ....	 .r.+ SiOQ 85
O •rrr...rrrrar+.rrr.rr.rrs.s...r. ♦ r+rs+r.wrrrfrrrrrrr».rr..r..r+ SIQQ $6
C SIOO 87
D031h 160	 CONTINUE SIOQ 88
- -40315 t7D	 18d	 JJ=I,JMP1 SIDQ 89
OD316 REA[)	 [LU,EN p =800,ERR=900} SIOQ 90
40317 180	 CONTINUE SIDQ 91
00318 RETURN SIDQ 92
<r SIDQ 93 .
C rrrr.r.+r.ss.errfr..rrr ♦ s.rrr+ra. ♦ rrrrsssrsr ► rw+ysaa» ♦ »rrrrrar. SIDQ 94




C »r.r	 .rrr SiO4 97
(i +rrrr+.»rr.rwrrrrrr.rrr:rr+rrr ► .rr.r+r ► fsrrrrr»rrrrrrrrwrrrr.r ♦ SIOQ 98
C SIDQ 99
G0319 top	 CONTINUE SIDq i40
0032.0 IF	 Id1	 260,	 220,	 240 SIDQ tOt
C SIDQ 102
C rrra.. ♦+ «rrsa.rrrrrrarrrrra+r+rr.rrrr.rr+rra....rrrsrr.rr. • f.ar SIOQ 103
C '•••	 '••• SIDQ SOa
C •'••	 HEAOER RECDRD	 ••'- SIDQ 105
c -	 -•.- slag tDs
I L. rrrrrryrrarwrr rasarwrra rrrs..r rr ► srrrrr+rrrr+a.ssrrrrwraa.r.ra r $IOQ 107
C SFOD 10B
DD321 220	 CONTINUE SI04 109
00322 REAP	 ^tU,EN0=7300,ERR=9D0}	 CC,	 IC,	 LC,	 RC,	 ^7fOR q 51111,	 K=1,K51 SIDQ 110
^,	 fXOROUfKI,	 K=1,1SU1 SIOQ 11t
0D323 RETURN SIDQ 112
C SIOQ 173
G+ rrry.r.rrrrfarrrrwrr•y»s»rrwr»rsr^.rwr»»srrrrotrr.r.rrrwsrrrrsrrr SIDQ 114
rC
C
+"+	 BAND E1ATA RECORO	 - • • • S iOQ i t 6 rSl ;(^
'I C +•^•	 '••'









00324 240	 CONTINUE SI00 120 0









•«rrrrrra•r+ ► ratter .	ew.rrwr+rrrr.errs ► rrflrwrif.lfsrrwwrwrr.srrr SIDQ 125
^O ••••	 '+»• SFOD 126
r ^^C r+ ' •	 GLOBAL DATA RECORD	 •'•• SIOQ 127j.^' SIOQ 728 ^ m'C rsr«	 .r.a»r.r+	 rrr..r	 ».rw».	 «..rr.r.+rr
	























IQUif,1,1,JJl,	 I=I,IRECUI SI04 T34
's^'
d
00334 2734	 CDNITNUE SIDQ 135
^fl.'




^	 ? ^ C rr.aarrrrrrrrrassrr»rrrrr+:rrse+rr ♦ rrfrrtrrrrrrrr.wrrrrwr+r . »sr SIOQ 138
^ (J rr.•	 "*rr SIOQ 139
4'I C »'«'	 WRITE	 •'•• 5I00 1d0
I C «"+	 "+• SIOD 1di
+II C •rerrrsa ► r»wrwrrsrrr^.^rwrrr•arrrrrrrr.rrfrrrrarrrrrrr»rrw.rrasra SIOQ 142
C SIOQ 143
s	 ^I DD332 300	 CDN1'IkUE SIDQ t44
l j 00333 1F	 fJ}	 360,	 320,	 344 SI04 145
C SIOQ 746
i ' ^,+ rasr.r«rrrrrrr.	 _	 sasw ► afr.rr.rrrsrrrr»rr ♦ wr.r»r. rr+r»+rr. ► rrrr SIOQ 147
^ +rwr	 ••"+ SI DQ 74s
C ar.r	 FiEAI)ER	 RECORD	 +"•^• SIQO 149
E C
«"•«	 •••• SIOq 150
rr w»r;rrrrwarwrw»a»frrttrartrrrwrf.rtr* grf.aarrrw»rar.r»srr»rrw r rr+ SIDQ S5i
C SIDQ 152
00334 320	 CONTINUE SI04 153








































































































G •sr•r•••. ^. ► ..rrr• ► r ► r•r.• ♦••• rrrrr.rrr.rr ► •rrr•r..rr ► :r.•rr•r
C ^••• BANO OA TA RECORD	 •••-
C ...• ...(^. + r••• •err . r e r e r• r r• r r r r .rrar . r. r• r r r r r r r• r r r r r r• r r n r r r•+• r r.•. r
C.
00337 3dD Ca1^TINUE
00338. WRITE iLLil	 igSiI , 1;Jl,	 I=I,IRECSi.
& fgl il,t,1,Jl,	 1=i,IRE('J1
00339 RETURN
C
rrr ► •• r r r r s i r• r r r r r r r Y r ►► r r r r r••• r• r ► s r r r r r• r r r r r r+ A ► I r• r r r r
r . • r • r ,
^ C •^+^ Gt08AL DATA RECORQ
^	 ^ (^ e . • r . r . .
e...r.r^..,•rr.rr..,.•.rr.•r,r,...,.r.. r•..^..nr.. ..rrr.r._r.•.,..
! C
D03A0 36D CON77NUEj 0034 1 DO 380	 JJ= 1 , JfliP 1





^: ^. rrrr.•rrrrrrorrrrrrrrrr• ♦ rrr ► rrrr•rrbo•r•rrrr ► rrrrrr•rrrrrrrr•r•
C ir..1`Y1` C ^+• E^O-F ENCOUNTERED 	 .rr.
1 ^ ^(+ } rrr rr• r
(^, .rrrrr ► ..rrrwarrrrrrrrrrr. rrr•+.r..rr•rrrrrrr.rrr+r•r ► rr ► rs.r..
}^ ^.
00345 804 CONTINUE




i C rrr. ERRDR ENCQIINTERED	 ••••
^1
VI
^ rrrr z ► r.
C r•••r•rrrr••r rir ► rr.••r•rrrrr ► rrrrrrrr6rrrrrrrrrrrvr•r•• ► •r ♦ rrr.
"^
C
Da347 g oo colurrNUE
^^ 00349 RETURN 2
p 00348	 ENp
^_^ STATENIT:NT .tABEL MAp
w! ^-LABEL---DEFIMEd---REFERENCES
"^ 100	 306 384
:^ ioano	 zsg
t2D	 308 307.^^
,^ i40	 31i 307
T60	 314 307
i80	 3i7 3TS
^! 200	 319 304
i^ 220	 321 320
240	 324 320
^ 260	 327 320




340	 337 333 .
-360	 340 .333^
380	 343 34t
800	 345 309	 3i2	 316	 322	 32S






A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, I-DATA YNIT, R=READ, S-STORE, W=IYRITE
^: -
;, 


































































































^d7 48 49 50 5i 52	 53 5d	 S5	 56 57
5B 59 60 61 G2 63	 6d 65	 5fi	 &7 SS
69 70 71 72 73 74	 75 76
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER 57MPLE 65
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNHN04,IN 88
IOPAR &1 INTEGER UNKNOWN 389 180 191 192 193 194	 19'5 19fi	 i97	 198 iB9
'	 IDSpU2 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 190
IEFLU}C ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN $2
EFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
iHFLU:I ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8i
IICLflU p iCt+1T.RL INTEGER UNKNDWN B6
IJUMP IbPARM . INTEGER ARRAY 189
iM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 301 302
IMp 2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIhnPLE 27
IMb2Pi ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
iNDEK IpPARM Ih1TEGER ARRAY 191
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IOq SUBROUTINE 1
IPR£ACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
i45 ICN'eRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 7$ 79 SO 81	 82 83	 2a	 $5 8G
I qU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 7fi 87 88 89
IRA p LWG ICNTRL IN7£GER UNKNOWN 85
iRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
iRADSWG FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8d
IRECS INtIcGER SIfJiPLE 30t/S
IRECU INTEGER SIMPLE 302/5 325 329 338 342
IROb ibPARM INTEGER SIMAL£ 192
iTAPE LbPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 20) 20d
FTMAX FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
I7MIN ICh1TRL INTEGER UNKNDWN 77
J INTEGER SItdPLE 1 307 324 326 325 333	 338 338 0 ^
JC IbPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193 '1^'I ^









328/C 829 329 341/C 3d2	 342 ^ ^
J117 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IhiPLE 30 30o Q ^
JMb2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 ^ r..^
JMP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 34D/S 3t5 328 341
dMT2 ICNTRL. INTEGER SIlAPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL INF£GER SiNIPL£ 33 ^
JDd ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3d
JD8
JOB












JSP FCNTRL INTEGER SIh1pLt: 36
^
K INTEGER SIMPLE 322 322/C 322!C 339 33S/C 335/C
KL7AL8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
KLIGiN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KDP INTEGER SIMPLE i 343
KOP1 iNTI:GER SIMPLE 303/5 304
KS ICNTRL INTEGER .SIMPLE d0 301
KSTEP IbPARh1 INTEGER SIMPLE 156
KU FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 302 322 335
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY td3 idd 3221R 335/W
LCD CCNTRL LflG7CAL SIMPLE 92 id3 tdd
tp NTRL INTEGER UN4INOWN 92 53 9d 95 9G 57	 98 59	 100	 t01 1D2
LOIAakT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ii6 idY
LbPARM INTL-GER UNKN011N 240 2D1 202
LE1•LUK CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN' ii0 139
LFU5ION CCNTRL LOGICAL. UNKN{IWN 11i i36
LHFLU7S CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 13d
LICLOUp CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN lid 139
L>7GeR ICNTRL INTEGER SIW'lPLE d2
LDMEGA CCNTRL tflGICAL UNKNO^YN tiH 1d0
LPREACC CCNTRL LOGICAi. UNKNCWN 107 132














L45 LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY t03 7q5
t28
LRU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 104 115
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 f38
LRAp5W LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
7RApSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1t2 197
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 13i
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 13D
Lll INTEGER SIMPLE 1 309
MATFN [CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLi: 43
MATSNX IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE dd
MATSUN IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45
h1J FDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 797
MLF IGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 45
IHROD IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
MSM IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49
N8 • IGNTRL INTEGER SI6IPLE 50
ND IGNTRL INTEGER 5Th1ALE 51
NDALT IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
NDAY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53
^1DHGG IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NDOUT IGNTRL INT!_GER SIMPLE SA
Np PNY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NDRSW IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NDSHF IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NDT I-CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE' S7
NHMS. IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NH^l'f50 IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHMST IpFnRh1 LNTEGER SIMPLE t98
NHM53; IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59
NKRSH IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 302
NLAYHit IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 92
NLAYPI IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSDAY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
NSEQ
^ f	NSTEP
IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S7
^	 NYMp IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMDO IGNTRL iNTEGT=R SIMPLE 71
NYl^1p 1 IDPnRM INTEGER SIMPLE 399
NYMDE IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70
NZINIT IGNTRL ENTEGEA 5IFAPLE 72
OMEGk QAND4T REAL ARRAY 286 295
I	 GMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
P QAND4T REAL ARRAY 251 269
►'	 pHi QANDQT R£AL ARRAY 285 294
PHIS QAND4T REAL ARRAY 24d 262
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 962
PIt$0 RCNTRL -REAL 53MPLE 163}1	 i	 pI2 RCNTRL REAL SiMpLE 16d
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166
PKSTD RDPARl^S REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 22$
PLEV5 RCNTRL REAL ARRnY Igo
I	 PREACC QAND4T REAL kRRAY 254 272
FREGflN gANb4T REAL ARRAY 255 273
FSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 967
PSb1IN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 968
^	 pSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 965
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169PZERO. RCNTRL REAL SIAgPLE 186
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 43 ii8QAND4T REAL UNKNOWN 243 280
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 119QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
REND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 923Q[7IJT LCNTRL LflGiCAL SIMPLE 97 122
RPHY LGNTAL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
4RSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
I06	 1D7
	 109	 .509	 110	 177	 112	 :13	 i1d
776
	 117	 t29







iQRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
qS QANp4T REAL ARRAY
QSHF LCFITRL LOGICAL SIMPLEQU gANpqT REAL ARRAY
RA p£ RCNTRL REAL SIh7PLE
RADLW gANpQ7 REAL ARRAY
RADLWG QANpgT REAL ARRAY
RADSW QANpOT REAL ARRAY
1	 r RADSW(`„ OANDQ7 REAL ARRAY
I RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
'	 ^
t;, RCNTRL REAL UNlSNOWN
RDPARM REAL UNHT^IOWN
CP RGAS RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY
`+ RLATb RDPARM REAL ARRAY
'r5`
1l RC1CP RCNTRL REAL SIh1pL£
RIICPDT RDPARM fIEAL SIMPLE
HDCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
RSDIS7 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SDA y RCNTRL REAL SEMPLS
} SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
pk, SGNP f{DFARRI REAi.. ARRAY
Pr S[^ QANpgT REAL- ARRAY
s SHS QATaDgT.-^ REAL ARRAY
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
^^, S:IGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
^^ SINp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLESINL RDPARI,7 REAL ARRAY
^ SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SIS7TH gANpqT REAL ARRAY
^ 31'
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIh7PLE
SDLS RCNTRL REAL SIh7PLE
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMFL£
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY
^,^ THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
^^ Tlt7A1( pAND4T REAL ARRAY
d^ TMIN OANDg7 REAL ARRAY
TS QANDQT HEAL ARRAV
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
^ U gAN {3gT REAL ARRAY
' V QANDQT REAL ARRAV
i'I VER CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY
' RLABEL CCNTRL CHAR^B ARRAY
kI 1(ORDS CORDER CHAR^B ARRAY







243 262 253 2fi4 265 266 257 268 269 276 271
272 273 274 275 275 277 278 279 325/R 329/R 338
342/W
99 124







187 188 322/R 335/W
ids 187 188
145 148 147 tab 14g 150 15i 152 153 i54 155i56 T67 158 159 i60 1&1 t62 763 Tfi4 165 16S
?B7 iS8 189 170 171 ?72 173 174 175 176 177
178 179 180 181 TB2 183 184 1$5 186
24S 207 208 209 2?0 211 212 213 214 215 2162!7 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227













240 Q ^'+T 7 s
1 7 7 CJ
234 ^
23S



















1 i 2 ^1
241 242 322/R 33SJ4i
24T 242 322/R 335/W







- ---'	 —'	 _ -.	 ^ s
^ ODOD1 SUE3RflUTiNE LINKFIOILLAY,NFLW,IDAY,LATD,JNP,I68i SLiNKHb 2
^;^ C SRADCDM 2






PL172,9, 1	 PLE172.1D} SRADCOh7 5
80044 COEAMON	 /RADCDM/	 PLK172,9}.	 PLKE{i01 SRADCDM 6
000D5 CQAIMON	 /RADCDM?	 TL{72,9}.,	 TLE172,101 SRADCDM '+




	 /RA pCOM/	 SHLI72,9},	 5HLEf72,1D} SRADCO}h 9
i D0008 COMMON /RADCDM/ SHG1721,
	
CCOUDi72,12) SRADCDM t0
DDDD9 COMMON /RADCDM/ 5HSATI72,91, 	 GAM{72,91 SRADCDM 17DOD10 COMh'SON	 /RADCDM/	 R1-1172,91 SRADGOM 12
ODD1t CO},1TAON	 /RADCDM/ SSS{72,9},	 SSSE{72,10) SRADCD}d t3
00012 COMMON /RADGOM/ HHS72,91,
	
HHE{72,101 SRADCDM 14
00013 COMMON /RADCDM/ HHS{72,9} SRADCQtd 15
DDD14 COMMON /RADCDM/ CVT{72,9},
	
CVQ{72,9} SRADCDM 75
DOD15 CO;ANON /RA pCOM/ CxDEf91 SRaDGOM t7
40016 COMMON	 /RADCOMf SWALE172,1D1,
	
SWIL{72,9} SRADCDM 18
00017 CDMh10N /RADCDM/	 AL{72,10) SRADCOTA i9
000 .18 COMMON /RADCDM/ TAUL172,10),	 OZALE]72,f0) SRARCDNi 20
80419 COMMON /RAâCON/ TOPASS[72} SRADCDM 21j	 e 00020 COM}^fON /RA pCOM/	 RNf9},	 TNf91,	 SRS{91	 STNI9) SRADCD}d 22
i	 ^ 04p27 CDMNION /RADCDM/ TCDNDI9),	 TPENEI9} SRADCDM 23
0DD22 COM }JiON /RADCDM / TLD4YL,TMiDL,	 NLAYD^ SR & DCOh1 24
^.j OD023 CQ}A}dON	 /RADCDM/ FK{5},	 xK{5),	 NFK SRADCDM 25
00024 COMMON	 /RADCDM/ DLJANfI g ),	 OLAPRf19},	 OLJL1L 1 19},	 OLOCT{19} SRADCDM 26
40025 CDiI'lMON	 /RADCDM/ OCM22123},	 DCM30I23},	 DCM38[231,
	
OCMd6{23) SRAâCON 27
D0025 CO}RMON /RADCDM/	 PRDCM123},	 OCMxXf23},	 NOZ,	 TOTOZId},	 CDATEf61 SRADCDM 28
00027 CO}AMO1J	 /RADCDM/ CZH{72),	 WETf72},	 EVAP,	 PREPf72f,	 WIf72) SAADGDM 29p 0028 CD}-0}dON	 /RADCDM/
	
COSZ172},	 SD,	 RADTRM172).	 CXL SRApCO}A 30
00429 CO}+1MDN	 /RADCDM/	 SG{72),	 SPf72} SRADCDM 31













^^ OD033 LOGICAL	 LAND,	 pCEAN,	 ICE,	 SNpW,	 MI%WI,	 FROST SR6000M 35
` C SRAOCOh1 35
o083a pIMENSION
	 T03f19 , 19},TF1{191,7I2I19) 5CFNKHO d
^^} OD435 DIMENSION
	
TDtf19,5} , T02f19 , SI,T gD3{19 , 19,5} SLINKHD 5
H^ OD436 DIMENSION DP[19} SLINK^ID 6
'^^
00437 DIMENSION	 G121,	 CTINFf19 , 21,CTRANS{19,19,2},	 C{i41 , CTIN{19 , 21. SLINKHD 7
1APRI {s1, 	BPRF151,X{10},	 GtitICUB[t4},DELNU{t0i SLINKHD 8
OD038 pI}.1ENSION
	
8G{10},	 CM{191,6Bi{10},551{10),YITRINFIl9.i0i, SLINKHD 9






11 2	 B8121,11),SS121,11},CAp137,tDi,	 Tt371,0137i SLINKHD 13
t1! C SLINKHD 141 C DATA SLINKHD 15
^ 4 C S	 K.	 KJ,	 PH,	 AVi,	 NLE.	 TTT,	 SURFL,	 8B,	 PLE,	 TINF,SLiNKHD 16
^^. C 5	 L,	 KK.	 PM,	 CMI,	 Pâ G,	 CAP1,	 SURFU,	 13G.	 551.	 TRAD,SLINKHD t7
C S	 M.	 LA,	 01,	 bP1,	 POP,	 CAP2,	 TERtdI,	 Chi,	 TI1,	 TR43,SLINKHD 18
^Il C S	 N,	 LL,	 42,	 DP2,	 PDQ,	 ¢MI1,	 TERM2,	 pP,	 TI 2,	 CTINF,SLINKHO 19
C S AG,	 L2,	 TS,	 IIF,	 PDT,	 NLEV,	 TRAD1,	 PL,	 T01,GAPPSF,SLFNKHO 20
C S AV,	 L3,	 TT,	 JJJ,	 558,	 FHIF,TJTEST,	 S5,	 T02,CTRANS,5LFNKHO 2i
f, C S CG,	 NF,	 T1,	 JM1,	 SSp,	 TERM,	 P,	 881,	 T03,WTRINF,SLTNKHO 22
- C S	 IT,	 NK,	 T2,	 KKK,	 SUM,	 CONTt,	 Q,	 CAP,	 VAR, R,SLINKHQ 23jj C $	 IJ,	 NN,	 xx,	 LAY,	 TRH,	 GDNT2,	 5,	 IUP,	 CO1J7, SCINKHO 24
! C $	 JJ,	 PD,	 YY,	 NFL,	 TRD,	 ).CLAY,	 T,	 pHI,	 CTI}J SLINKHD 25
C S /9232^ZOOODDDOD/ SLINKHD 26
C SL I NKHfD 27
;} 0004D DATA	 APRT	 /D.,	 g.08,15.1,13.469,21.235i SLINKHD 2B
D0041 DATA	 BPRE	 /0.,	 -38.1,-54.1,-120.,-74.9x/ 5L2NKH0 29
! 8D042 DATA G
	 /27.15,21.76/ SLINKHD 30
04D43 DATA	 C	 /1100.,217,4319,18.4f33i$.,1.49359,.D86965, SLTNKHD 31
f	 :Otd317,1.8675,5i.31344,350,0512,26.794T1/ SLINKHD 32
ODD44 DATA	 X	 /201.418,474.771,633.028,834.446,1050.25. SLINKHD 33
i1d38.7,1834.3d,20Y4.18,2301,92,2733.53/ SLTNKHD 3d
f 80045 DATA CNUCUB	 /102.558,1344.47,3186.9,7299.53. SLINKHD 35
1T4B53.9,37Al2.,77542.8,102658.,153240.,25E609./ SLINKHD 36`,
























































































































IFISHL{IBB,I) .EO. 4.} SHLIIBB,I}=1.E-8
PLfIBB,I}=PLfIBB,Ii*1.E3
PLE{IBB,I}=PLE{IBB,II^1.E3
IFfCLOUD4IBB,I) .GT. a.) K=I
2555 IUP{Z)=K










































































































































































































11	 ^.	 it ^ .,^.	 A	 „. ,r _	 t i ^	 ^	 ^	
.
OOt75 PDO=	 SHL[IBB,II/SHL{IBB,I+11








	 .LE.	 O)	 GO	 TO	 12
oolza rrt =2
00125 IF	 fE	 .Ei?.	 11	 IVI=3
00126 Dq 	 i3	 K=S,M
00127 IF	 f ]






00133 IF[SHG{IBB}.LE.1.E:-BMGO 	 TO	 1256
00134 01JJ1?:SHG[IBB} ► (SHL[I88,LLAY1/SHG[IBB)1+•PDG
OOi35 GO TO 15
OD136 14 JJ =4 - K
0013.7 PDG=ALOG{P{JJ}/PL[FBB,I+7)}IPDP








	 .LE.	 .00001)	 GO TO	 1256
04i45 CONTfJJ).-CONT{JJ1+Q(JJ)+pHt[JJ)•Q[JJ1
001.47 GO TO 1257
-	 001A8 1256 CONTINUE
001 49 CONT{JJ)=0.
'4015'0 g1JJ1=4.
E	 00151 00	 1333 N=1,NFL1^
00152 1333 CAP[JJ,N}=Q.
40[53^ GO TO 18^
00754 1257 CONTINUE
r	 ^	 00755 p0	 19	 N=1,NFL,W
00156 CAPPS1IJJ,N
	 }=1.










^	 00163 13 CONTINUE
00154 i2 KJ=d•I-1
^:	 ^,	 00 165 DO	 1 1	 It= 1 , 4
00165 JJ=KJ+K





00170 IF{SHLfIBB,1I.LE.1.^-8.AND.	 K	 .E q .	 i)	 GO TD 4300
00171 IF	 (SHL(IBB,I+1).LE.1.E-S.AND,K 	 GT.	 21	 Gq TO 430D
^	 00172 IF{5HL(IBB,I+II.LE.1,E-S.ANO.K
	 .LE.	 2}	 GO	 TO 4302
.	 00173 pOG=PDG/PDP
00174 Q[JJ1=.SHL[IBB,I+13•PDq*»PDG












001B4 IFfN	 .GT,	 NF1	 GO TO 5858





_ . _ . .
..i.:.	 ^:ti+.x...^s.	 ...-^ n
+r
'00186 5858 CONTINUE SLINKHDi81
00187 CAP{JJ,N}=gfJJl•CAPPSIfJJ,N)*PHi1JJ) SLINKH0182
00188 2t CONTINUE SLINKHD183
OOt89 GO TQ 1Y SLINKHO184
^ 00190 4300 q {JJ}=0. SLIkKHD185
80191 CONT{JJ}=0. SLINKHDt86
00192 DD 2333 N=1,h1FLW SLINKH0187
00193 2333 CAPfJJ,Nl=O. SLtNKHD1.88
00194 11 CONTINUE SLINKHD189
OOi9S 7RAD1=T1 SLIfdKHD190
00196 TRAD{1} =T2 SLINKHD191
00197 TRAD{2)=T{t} SLiNKH4192




00204 30 TRADfK} e.T{I1 SLIHKH0195
0020 1 TRADI131=TS•2.—TL{IB9,LLAV1 SLINKH0196
^	 , 00202 DD	 1000 N=i,NFLW SLINKHOi97
00203 DO	 1100	 I?i,L3 SLiNKHD19$




00208 i1D0 CONTINUE SLINKHD203
00209 BGtN)=CNUCUB(N11fEXPfXfN1/TGiIB811—i.) SLINKry0204
00210- ?<X=X(N1/TRAp1 SLINKHD205
p 00211 YY=E7iPfXX}-1. SLINKHD206
^'. 00212 BB1{N)=CNUCUB {N) /YY 5LINKHD207
00213 SS1fNl=BB1iN}^XX*fYY+I.)/iYY•TRAD11 SLINKHD208
^ 002f4 1000 CDNTiNUE SLINKH0209










" 00219 CM{J1=CN11J-1}+1CONT{JJ1+4.•CDNTfJJ-1)^CON7IJJ-21}+0P(J-11 SLINKH0214
^ 1/3./980. SLINKHD215
'^ 00220 f08 QONTINUE SLINKH0218
00221 Q1=4f13 SLINKHD217
^ 00222 Q2=qf1} SLINKHD2i81 00223 DO 301	 N=1,NFLW SLINKHD219
;^ 00224 DD	 301	 I=1,12 SLINKHD220
a!V 00225 CD	 301	 J=1.,I SLINKHD221
^ 00226 Rfi,J,N}=1. SLINKHD222
40227 301 RfJ,I,N}={. SLINKH0223
(^:f' 00228 RO	 100 N=1 ,NFLVf SLINKMO22d
}1 00229 NN=N-4 SLINKH022500230 NK=N-3 SLINKH0226
^ 00237- CG=O. SLINKHD227
00232 IK(N
	
EQ,	 5	 .OR,	 N	 .E4.	 63	 CG=GiNN) SLiNKHD228[^ 00233 VAR(1)
	
=0.0 SLINKHD229
^^: 00234 f?D 2D0 J=,Z,L2 SLINKH0230
^ 00235 1=J/2 SLINKHD231
00236 JJ=2•J—i SLINKHD232
00237 UARfJ}	 =VARfJ-11	 +fCAP{JJ,N}+4.*	 CAPfJJ — t,Nl +Ckp {JJ-2,N11 • SLiNKH0233
'^ 1 iDP{J—i}	 /2540. SLINKHD234
00238 JM1=J—t SLINKHD235
00239 DD 300 I=2,JM1 SLINKH0236
00240 M=f1I/2}•2—i}•{{I/2}•2—I}+{{J/2}•2—J1•!{J/2)*2—JI SLIHKHD237
Op241 IFf
	 !H	 .EQ.	 O}	 GD	 TO	 300 SLiNKHD238
00242 Pif7=VAR{J)	 —VAR{11 5LiNKHD239
00243 AV=fCM{J)rCMfI}1 SL'INKHD24D
00244 >?D=CG	 *AV + SQRT	 ( C[N}*PNi) SLIM}IH0241
00245 IF{PD	 GT.	 9,}	 Gq TO 2896 SLiNK)iD242
00246 RfI,J,N1=rr?RPt—PD) SLINKH0243
^,'-^ q0247 IFfN.LT,	 q.	 .DR.	 N	 GT.	 6}	 GD TD	 25 SLINKHD244
00248 IFfN	 .EQ.6}	 GO TO 26 SLINKH0245
{' 00249 R{I,d,N1=R{I,J,N}•CTRANSfI,J,NN1 SLINKHD246
00250 GD TD 25 SLINKHD247
00251 26 Rfi,J,N}=Rfi,J,N}*TD3{I,J1 SLINKH0248
00252 GQ TO 2B SLINKH0249


























^ ,	 }	 1	 "^.^
00255 25 RfJ,I,N}=R {.E.J,N) SLINKHD252
00256 300 CONTINUE SLINKH0253
00257 PM=VAR{^}} SLINKH0254
4D258 AV=CMIJ) SLiNKHD255
40259 PD=CG	 *AV+SRRT	 {CEN) + AM) SLINKHO256
OD260 IFipD
	 .GT.	 9.)	 GO TO	 1896 SL3NKH0257
{}0261 Rf1,J,Nl=ERPE-PD} SLINKH0258
40262 iF{N.LT.	 4	 . pR.	 N	 .GT.	 6}	 GO TD	 85 SLINKH0259
DD263 IFIN	 .Fq.	 6}. GO tO 8S SLINKH0264
00264 Rf1,J,N}=R{1,J.N)+CTRANS1i.J,NK) SLINKHD261
00265 GO 70 85 SLIl^lKH0262
00268 Ss Ri1,J,N} a R{1,J.N}+T0311,J} SLINKHD263
40267 GO TO 85 SLINKHD264
00286 1898 CONTINUE SLINKH0265
00269 Ri1,J,N}=0. SLiNKHO265
a0270 85 RfJ,1,N)=Rf1,J,N; SLTNKH0267
D4271 - 200 CONTINUE SLSNi{H0268





00277 TTT =Tt+TT SLINKH0274
40278 CAP2=EliA{APRifN}+TT+BPRIENI+TTT1 SLINKHO275
00279 GO TD	 112 SLINKH0276
00280 Ili CAPi=i_ SLTNKHO277
00287 CAP2=t. SLINKHO278
00282 112 TERi^17=(CAP2 + q2 + F2/GRNDP^	 CAP{1,N}) rDP2	 /1960. SLINKH0279
D0283 TERM=TERMf+fCAPi+R1 	 *A1+CAP2.02+P2)*pPl	 /{1860. • GRNDP} SLINKHD280
00284 CMEi={CDNT2•g2+P2*DA2	 •q 2/GRNDA + CONT{t) • DP2	 )/7960. SLTNKH02$1
00285 CMI=CN1I1t{CDNT1•Q1+A1=DPt 	 •g 1^CONT2+ g 2 • P2 • DP1	 +q2)/f1960.•GRNDpISLINKH0282






00290 AV=CMI	 +CId{I) SLENHHD287
00291 PD=CG	 +AV1*SgRTfCiN ► + PH) SLINKHO288





40295 EFfN	 .LT.	 4	 .OR.	 N.GT.o)	 GD	 TD	 100 SLINKH0292
OD296 IF FN	 E q .	 6}	 GO TO	 14i SLINKH0293
00297 TINFII,N)=	 TENF{i,NI + CTINF{I,NK y SLINKH0294
00298 WTRINF(I,N)=WTRINF{I,N}+CTINfi,NK} SLINItHD295
00299 GO T p	}00 SLENKHD296
00300 101 TENFfi,N)=TINFIT,N} + Tii{I] SSiNKHD297
00301 WTRINFfI,N)=WTRTNFfI,N)•TI2[I) SLINKHg298
00302 GO TO i40 SLINKH0299
4D303 5890 CONTINUE SLINKH030p
4D304 TINFfI,N)=0. SLTNKH0301
04345 WTRINFfI,N)=0. SLTNKH03D2
1703D5 }DO CONTINUE SLINKH0363
04347 qD 507	 I=t,21 SLINKH03D4
04308 SStx,NFL)=D. SLINKH0345
04309 DO 507 N=t,NFLW StINKWD3D6
OD31D 551I,NFLl=55[I,NFL}+SSfI,N}+DELNU{N) SLINKHD367
OD311 507 CONTINUE SSENKHO308
00312 DD 506 J=i,L2 SLINKHO369
00313 DO 508	 E=1,L2 SLTNKHO310
00314 RfI,J,NFLl=O. SLINKHD37}
00315 DD 605 N=1,NFLW SLINKH0312
00316 R{I,J,NFLI=R{I,J,NFLI+R[T,J,N1*55{I*1,N)+DELNU{N1 SLTNKHD313
04317' 645 CONTINUE SLENKH0314
00318 R{I,J,NFL}=RSI,J,NFL}/SS{i+1,NFL} 5LTNKH0315
00319 508 CONTINUE SLINKHD3i6
C p0 gUADRATURE SLINKH0317
46320 DO 2D00 I=1,LLLAY SLIPlKH0318
OD321 III=2+I SLINKHO319
0(y 322 II=III-} SLiNKHD320
OD323 SUM=O. SLINKHO32}















00327 IFfI	 .EQ.	 1)	 GD TO	 3366 SLINHHD325
00328 IF{I	 .EQ.	 LLLAY	 .AND_	 IUPfI-11	 .EO.
	
LLAY)	 GO	 TO	 2115 SLINKH0326
40329 IFfI	 .GT.	 IUPfI-ill	 K=IUP{I-11+1 SLINKH0327
00330 3356 CONTiNU$ SLINKH0328
00331 .KKK=K'2 SLINKHD329
00332 KK=KHK -1 SLINitHD330




00337 IF{J	 .EO.	 IUP(J}F	 GO	 TO 2115 SLINKHD335
00338 IJTEST={I-J}*(2+{I-J)-3} 5LINKH0335
00333 .1F{IJTEST)	 2091,2082,2083 SLINIfH0337
00340 2081 ^O 2210 N=1,NFLW SLINKM0338
00341 IFfgfII-1,iI,N}	 .LT.	 .98	 }	 GO	 TO	 3053 SLINKM0333
00342 eG=ifBHillt-1,N)-69{iII,N1)*11.+R{ii-i,iI,N1)+[B9fii?-2,N1- SLINKH0340
1861III-1,N1} • IRIII-1,II,N} + RfII^2,II,N)}]!2. SLiNKH0341
00343 GO TO 3054 SLINKH0342
00344 3053 QONTiNUE SLINKMO343
00345 TR8=.125•(6.*RfJJ+1.II,N)^3.•RfJJ,II,N1-R[JJ+2,II,N1} SLINKHD344
00346 556=.125'f6.*SSfJJJ,N)+3.*55[JJJ+1,N)-SS{JJJ-1,N}) SLINKI-10345
^00347 TERRA2=(TRAD{JJJ)-TRAbfJJJ+1y) ► {SSIJJJ,N)*RfJJ,II,N1+4.•S56•TRB^ SLINKH0346
+SS{JJJ+1,N}'R{JJ+1,?I,N1)/'6, SL[NKH0347 ^ ^







00351- GD TO 3054 SLINKH43S1 d ^
00352 1515 CONTINUE SLiNKM0352 ^? ^,00353 TRD=.125*{6.•RfJJ+1,II,N)+3.•RfJJ+2,[I,N}-RfJJ,II
	 N)} SLINKHD353
00354 SSD=.325+'f6.+SSfJJJ+2,N)•3,•S5fJJJ^1,N)-SSfJJJ+3,N)1 SLINKH0354 ^ •^
00355 AG=TERM2 SLINKHO355 C ^1+fTRQD{JJJ + 1	 }-TRAO{JJJ+21)'{55{JJJ + 1,N1*RIJJ+I,Ii,Nl+ a. • SLINKH0356 y ^














00359 Gf] TO 2440 SLINKH036i
00360 2082 DO 2220 N=1,NFLW 5LINKM0362
00361 IF[R{ii+i,II,Ni
	
.LT.	 .98	 }	 GO	 TO	 3063 SLINKH0363
00362 A,G={{68{ITI,N)- 88f?II +1,N)}*fl.+RfII+1,I?,N})+[BBfIIi^1,N)° SLINKH0364
1B8{III+2,N))+{R{II+i,II,N)+R(II+2,iI,N}))!2. SL?NKH0365
40363 GO FO 3064 SLINKH0366
00364 3063 CONTINUE SLINKHD367
00365 TRD=.125*(6.'R{JJ+1,II
	 N) + 3. • R{JJ+2,iI,N)-R{JJ,II,N1} SLINKHD368
1)0366 $50-.125 *f{a. *5SfJJJ+2,N}+3.•5S{JJJ+1,N}-$SfJJJ+3,N)) SLINKW0369
00367 TERM2=(TRADfJJJ+I)-TRAD{JJJ+21)•!55{JJJ+2,N) °R{JJ +2,1I,N1+ SL?NKHO370
14.*SSD*TRD + SSiJJJ+1,N) + R{JJ+1,II,N)}/6. SLINKW0371
00358 IFfRfII+1,II,N)
	
.GE.	 .7)	 GD	 TO	 1615 SLINKM0372
00369 7ERNf1={1./6.+R{II+1,iI,N)}*[B8{III,N)-8B{III+1,N}1 SLINKM0373
04370 AG=THRMf+TERfN2 SLINKHO374
00371 GO TO 3064 SLINKH0375





00376 AG= A +TERMZ SLINKM0381
00.377 3064 CONTINUE SLINKMD382
04378 S{I,J}=SfI,J)+AG	 •OELNU[N1 SLINKHD383
00379 2220 CONTINUE SLINKHO38b
00380 GO 70 2400 SLINKH0385
00981 2083 N=NFL SLINKH0386
00382 TRB=.125 ► {6_•RfJJ+1,Ii,N}+3.•RfJJ,iI,N1-RfJJ+2,iI,N}1 SLINKHD387
00383 55B=.T25*f6.•S5{JJJ., H) +3. • 55{JJJ+1,H} .. SSfJJJ-1,N)1 SLINKHO388
00384 TRD=.125+I6.*R{JJ+1,II, N }+3.+R{JJ+2,II,N)-RfJJ,II,N)1 SLINKHD389
00385 SSD=.125+{6.*SS{JJJ+2,N}+3.*55{JJJ+I,N}-S5{JJJ+ 3,N }f SLINKH0390
00386 TERM2=f TRAD{JJJ)-TRADfJJJ^i}}'iS5{JJJ,N} • R{JJ,?I,N}^4, • S5B • TRe + SLINKH0391
+ SSfJJJ+1,N} • R{JJ+1,II,N)}/6. SLINKH0392






255D^TRD*SS(JJJ + 2.N}"RiJJ+2.II,N11/6. SLINKHD39d
'.	 043&7 5[I,J}=5{I.JI+TERM2 5LiNKHO395




C	 88 FDRFAAT{21f,2i5,E12.51 SLINKHD398
00384 SUM=5UPo1r5{i,J} SLINKHO399
00390 210Q CONTINUE SLINKHD400
40391 21t5 CONTINUE SLINI(HD401
40392- 5[I,LLLAYI=O. SLINKHO402
44393 IF{I	 .EQ.	 1'1	 GO	 TD	 8 SLINKHOd43
00394 IF{I	 .Eq.	 LLLAY	 .AND.	 IUPiI-11	 .EO.	 LLAY}	 J=LL1_AY SLINKHO444
00399 8 CONTINUE - SLlNKHOd65
04396- IF(J	 .EQ.	 LLLAYI	 GD TO 2156 SLINKH04Q6
00397 IF[	 J	 .EQ_	 IUP[J}1	 GD TD	 2512 SLINKHD447
Q0398 2156 DO 2540 N=t,NFLW 5LINKHD408
40355 2500 SURFL=SUgFL+[BGtN}-BB{LL,NI1*RiL2,I[,N] • DELNU[N} SLINKH0409
44a4o 2512 fF	 (I	 .EQ.	 1}	 GO	 TD	 2556 SLINKHD41p
04441 IF{lI1P(I-11
	 .NE.	 01	 GD	 70	 2514 SLiNKHO4i1




1R[1,II,N1 • SS[2,N}1*{TT-T(111/6.*DELNU[NI SLINKHOdt4
04404 2501 SURFU=SURFU+H811N}^TINF[I1,N1 • DELNUiN) SLINKHD4I^S
40405 2510 CONTINUE SLINHHD4}5
00406 RE[L88,I1=SURFL•SURFU^5UM-SII,LLLAVI 5LINKHD417
00447- RE^I66,i}=Rt3[I88,Ii*.24641:-2 5LINKH04i$
04408 2000 CONFINUL 5LIMHHD419
00409 DO 5552 i=1,LLAY 5LINKHp420
00410 .. PLII8H,11=PL(IBB,I1*1.E-3 SLlNKHO42t
p 0411 PLEtIH8,1}=PLt;(I88,I1^S.E-3 SLINKHD422
o0a12 5552 CONTINUE SLINKHDa23





1	 70 92 97
1'40 306 228	 286	 295	 299	 302
10[30 21 a 242
i	 141 304 296tos 220 z16
it 194 11.3	 165	 189
1100 708 243
113 280 27.2
tit	 ^ 282 279
12 T64 123














































i ; i	 gt kcn -° .r ..
	 r
^	 - ..	 . - :..Iici^c
2333 i93 192
2400 386 359 380
25 255 247 250	 252
2504 399 398
2501 404 442
25 t0 405 40i
251.2 400 397





300 256 239 24i
301 227 223 .224	 225
3053 344 341
3054 356 343 35i
3063 364 361
- 3064 377 363 371
3366 330 327
4300 190 i69 .170	 17i
4309 t77 175
4302 176 i72
507. 391 307 309












80 97 94 45	 96B5 270 262 265	 2.'7
86 2b6 269





AG REAL SIMPLE 342/5
AL RADCQM REAL ARRAY 17
APRI REAL ARRAY 37
AS RADCOM1i REAL- ARRAY 2
AV REAL SIMPLE 130/5
AV1 REAL SIMPLE 289/5
8. 8 Ri:AL ARRAY 39
362
881 REAL ARRAY 38
HG REAL ARRAY 38
BPRI REAL ARRAY 37
C REAL ARRAY 37
CAP REAL ARRAY 34
CAP1 REAL 5IMFL6 275/5
CAP2 REAL SIMPLE 278/5
CAPPSI REAL ARRAY 39
GOATS Rk qCAM REAL ARRAY 26
CG REAL SiARPLE 231/5
CLOUa RADCOM REAL ARRAY e
Qi4i REAL ARRAY 38CM11 REAL SIMPLE 285/5
CMI1 REAL SliiliPLE 284/5GNl1Ct1B REAL . ARRAY 37
CONT REAL ARRAY 39
214

















A-ARGLIST, C=CTRL pF oa. 7=DATA	 INIT.	 R=READ,	 S aSTORE.
	
Pi=WRITE
354/5 355/5 357 362/5 374/5 375/5 376/5 376
	 378
40/I 158 185 275 278
131 132 243/5 244 258/5 259 290/5 293
29i
246/5 247 342 342 342 342 349 349	 362
382 364 369 399
212/5 2i3 404
209/5 399
41/I 158 185 275 278
d3/I 244 259 291 293
i52/S 160/5 187/5 193/5 237 237 237 282'
280/S 283
281/5 282 283
156/5 158/5 f60 183:5 f85/S 187
23215 244 259 291 293
65
2i5/S 219/5 219 243 243 258 289 290
290
285 289
45/I 206 209 2t2








t^	 ` . l	 ^	 e
a ^ ^ ,'
,,
^ CONT2 REAL SIMPLE 108/S 28a 295COSZ RADCaM REAL ARilAY 28 -,i CTiN REAL ARRAY 37 91/R 298 ,
{ CTINF REAL ARRAI' 37 91/R 297
^CTRANS REAL ARRAY 37 91/R 97/5 97 249 264
CVQ RADCOM REAL :ARRAY 14 ^
CVT RADCOM REAL ARRA Y 14
CXDE RApCCM REAL ARRAY 15
CXL RADGCh9 REAL SIMPLE 28
CZH RADCCM REAL ARRAY 27
^ ^DELNU REAL ARRAY 37 b6/I 310 318 357 378 393 403 a4a
C ^DP REAL ARRAY 36 75/5 76/5 78 8D 219 237
DP1 REAL SIMPLE 59/5 283 285 285
pP2 REAL SIPJ{ PLE 7D / S 282 284 284 r ^
£VAP RnpCOM REAL SIMPLE 27
FR RApCCM REAL ARRAY 23
^ ^
FROST RADCONI LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33
G REAL ARRAY 3T d2/i 232
GAM RADCCh1 REAL ARRAY 9
^^ GfiNDP REAL SIMPLE a7/i 81 82 83 84 87 282 283 28a 285
NH RADCOM REAL ARRAY i2
i NHE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 12
i NHS RADC4M REAL ARRAY 13
I INTEGER SIMPLE 6i/C 62 62 63 63 64 G4 65 65 6.6 94
9i 91 93 9i 951C 96 97 97 99 9.9 /C 100
i0D/C 101/C 102 li0 /C 111 1T3lC 1t4 i14 115 115 119
1iB 120 120 122 122 125 127 137 138 139 i40
E 14p 164 167 16$ 169 169 170 171 172 174 198
199 2 0D. 203/C 204 206 2D7 207 2D7 224/C 225 226
' 227 239/C 240 2A0 240 240 242 243 246 249 249
^ 249 251 251 251 254 2SS 255 286/C 267 288 289
290 293 294 297 297 297 298 298 298 300 300
3D0 3Dt 34t 34i 3D4 305 307/C 348 31e^ 310 31D
313/C 31a 316 316 316 316 318 316 318 320/C 321
327 328 328 329 329 329 33d 338 338 357 357
`
^^ 378 378 387 387 389 392 393 394 394 440 401
II 4D3 443 dDS A45 407 a07 dD9/C 41D Qi0 411 41i
:^
^ IHB INTEGER SIMPLE 1 52 62 63 63 64 6d 5S 67 67 68
^ 58 70 7S 75 76 76 77 78 79 80 66
I, }I 1D9 i11 114 lid ti5 il5 119 115 120 120 131
I ^ ; 133 i3A 134 194 137 138 139 14 q 140 167 !68
169 169 1.70 171 T72 174 201 209 4D5 407 407
^^^i
414 41D 417 411 413 b13
ICE RAOCtaM LDGICAL ARRAY 31 33
^ IDAY INTEGER SIMPLE 1 71
"k^ II INTEGER SIMPLE 322/5 341 341 3A2 342 342 342 3A2 342 345 345
^`' 345 347 3b7 348 348 3a9 349 353 353 353 355
^^.^ 355 361 361 3G2 362 362 362 362 362 365 365G1i 365 367 367 36B 368 369 369 373 3T3 373 375
375 382 382 382 384 384 384 386 385 386 386Rr' 399 403 403 403 404
^3i1 IFi IN'f£GER SIMPLE 32i/S 322 342 342 3A2 342 349 3b9 362 362 362
362 369 369
i IJ INTEGER SIMPLE 7b/S 77 78 79 80 $i 81 82 BZ 83 83
t,' 84 84
IJTEST INTEGER SIMPLE 338/5 339
^I; IUP INTEGER ARRAY 38 66/5 328 32^ 329 337 39d 397 A01
F J INTEGER SIMPLE 72/C 73 74 75 75 76 75 77
ova 2818'^ 91 91/C 96/C 97 97 142 102/C 216,`C 2i8
219 219 225/C 226 227 234/C 235 236 237 237 237
;^' 238 240 240 240 240 24? 243 245 249 249 249
[ 251 2St 25i 254 255 255 257 258 261 26d 264
!	 ^ 264 266 266 266 269 270 274 312lC 314 316 315
316 318 318 333lC 334 335 337 337 336 338 357
357 378 378 387 387 389 394/5 395 397 397
E JALB RADCOM INTI=GER SIMPLE 30 106
Jd INTEGER SIRiPLE 73/5 75 76 78 84 128/5 -128 13T 134 136/5 137
- 139 14D 142 T44 T44 145 t46 fA6 1d6 ld6 ld6












168 174 176 176 178 180 180 18i 161 18i 181 ^
181 183 i85 187 187 187 187 190 f91 193 218 ^
219 219 2i9 236;5 237 237 237 336!5 345 346 345 O347 347 353 353 353 355 355 365 365 365 367
367 373 373 373 375 375 382 382 382 384 3$4
384 386 386 386 386
JJJ INTEGER SIMPLE; 335/5 336 348 346 346 347 347 347 347 354 354354 355 355 355 355 366 365 356 357 367 367
367 374 374 374 375 375 375 375 383 363 383
385 385 385 386 386 386 385 386 388 386 386
^! JfJli INTEGER SIMPLE 236/5 239
Y JNP INTEGt=R UNKNOWN I
i K INTEGER SIMPLE 60/S 6515 66 126/C 128 136 165/C 166 770 i7i 172
3	 E 159/5 200 326/5 329/5 331 333
j	 .- KaJ INTEGER SIMFLE i6d/S i66
KK INTEGER SIMPLE 332/5
KKK INTEGER SIMPLE 331/5 332
KURT INTEGER SIMPLE 48/I 88 105/S
L INTEGER SIMPLE 122/5 123 217/5 23S/S
L2 INTEGER SIMPLE 57/5 58 95 99 100 101 f02 216 22a 234 286
312 3t3 399
L3 INTEGER SIt/iPLE 59/5 201 203
LA INTEGER SIMPLE 53/5 i22
LAND RADCOM LOGICAL' ARRAY 31 33.
LATb INTEGER SIMPLE 1 71
LAV INTEGER SIMPLE 49/5 53 Si3
LINKHO SUBROUTINE 1
LL INTEGER SIMFLE SB/S 59 399
'
^^
LLAY INTEGER SIMPLE 1 49 54 55 57 61 72 i3! 134 2Di 3284
333 394 409
:g LLLAY INTEGER 5IMPlE 54/5 68 68 86 10.9 320 328 392 394 394 396
k^ 403 403 406 413 413
M INTEGER SIMPLE 124/5 i25/S 126 240!5 241y
MI><WI RADCCM LOG;CAL ARRAY 32 33
N INTEGER SIMPLE 89/C 91 9i 91 94/C 97 97 98/C 99 100 102
^^
151/C 152 iS5/C 156 157 158 i58 -158 160 I60 182
183 184 185 185 185 187 187 192/C 193 2D2/C 204
206 206 207 207 209 209 209 2111 212 2i2 213
213 223/C 226 227 228/C 0
^^
^1
237. 249 246 247 247 ?48 249 249 251 251 264 ^

























301 301 304 305 309/C 3t0 310 315/C 315 316 316 a
344lC 341 3A2 342 3d2 342 342 342 342 345 345 ^ ^
i' 345 3A6 346 345 347 347 347 34i 348 349 349
^ 349 353 353 3'53 354 354 354 355 355 355 355 ^ "a
^. 357 350/C 361 362 3'62 352 362 362 362 362 365 ^
365 365- 366 366 366 36T 367 367 357 368 369
f^F'I 369 389 373 373 373 374 374 374 375 375 375
^3T5 376 381/5 382 382 382 383 383 383 384 38d
384 385 395 385 396 386 386 386 385 386 386
386 398/C 399 399 399 399 402/C 403 4'^3 403 403
if 403 403 403 40d 404 dq4
NF INTEGER 51^1PLE 60/5 157 t84 272
NFF INTEGER SIMPLE d7/I S1
NFK RADCOM INTEGER SIPl1PLE 23
NFL INTEGER SIMPLE 52/5 308 910 310 3i4 316 316 318 318 3i8 381
t. NFLW INTEGER SIMPLE 1 51/S 52 151 155 182 i92 202 223 228 309
315 340 360 398 402^-
hK INTEGER SIMPLE 230/5 2d9 264 297 298
a hLAYd2 RADCOM INTEGER SIIdPLE 22I.	 ^ NLE INTf:GEq SIMPLE 58/5 128 130
f
NLEV LNTEGER SIMPLE 55/S 56 86 87 87 129 130 198
f'j NN INTEGER SIMPLE 329/5 232
^ NOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 26
OCEAN RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33
;'	 `^ i OCM22 RADCOM REAL ARRAV 25
OCM30 RADCOM REAL ARRAV 25










__ _ _a. _ _ a
I: ,^R_
e	 i
OCM46 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 2SOCh1X?! RADCOM REAL ARRAY 26
OLAPR RApCOGi REAL ARRAY 24
OLJAhi RAgGOM REAL ARRAY 2d
^, OLJUL RAaC4M REAL ARRAY 2d
bLOCT RApGOM REAL ARRAY 24
02ALE RApCOM REAL ARRAY 1$
P REAL ARRAY 39 77lS 78/5 79:5 80/5 81 82 83 E6 8615 87
129 129 134 i30 137 167
P1 REAL SI6IFLE 47/I 69 283 285
P2 REAL SIMPLE 47lI 69 70 282 283 284 285
Pb Rl=AL SIMPLE 121/S 15H 244/5 245 246 259/S 260 251 291!5 292 294
PDG REAL. SIh1PLE 129/5 t31 t32/S 132 134 i37/S 139 167;5 16$ 173/5 173
174
PDP REAL SiMFLE 120/5 12i f37 173
PbQ REAL SIMFLt; 115/5 117/5 139 t74
PDT REAL SIMPLE 119/5 12i
p H REAL SIMPLE 288/5 291
' PHI REAL ARRAY 39 el/S 82/5 83/5 84/5 87/5 ids 160 181 187
' PHII REAL.' SiMFLE 287/5 293
PL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3 63/5 63 75 75 79 80 120 t20 137 167
d10/S 410
PLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3 64/5 64 68!5 68 70 75 76 ^r7 78 86
^ di1/5 411 413J5 413
PLK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 4
PLHE RAUCOM REAL ARRAY 4
PM REAL SIMPLE 242/5 244 257/5 259
PREP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 27
FROCKS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 26
^ REAL ARRAY 39 134/5 (3915 144/5 i45 146 146 150{S i50 tie/_ ]76
176 18T 181 187 190/5 22T 222
41 REAL SIMPLE 221/5 283 285 285
Q2 REAL SIh7PLE 222/5 282 2B3 284 284 2B5 285
R REAL ARRAY 39 226/5 227/5 24615 249:5 249 25]/5 251 254?5 25$/S 255
261/5 264/5 264 266!5 256 269/5 270/5 274 314/5 316/S 316
i` 316 318/5 318 341 342 342 942 345 345 345 347347 348 349 353 353 363 356 355 351 352 362
I ^L 362 365 365 365 367 367 368 369 373 373 373
14^
375 375 382 382 382 384 384 384 386 386 386
RADCOM REAL UNIiNC^WN
38Z 393 40^
5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12
* 13 14 15 i6 17 18 i9 20 21 22 23
''' 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
^,^ RAbTRM RADG0341 REAL ARRAY 28
RCLOUD RADQOM REAL AEiRAY 30^
RE RADCOhi REAL ARRAY 7. 406/5 407/5 4p7 (3
RFi RADCOM REAL -ARRAY 10 'T1 ^
1^
^^
RN RAOGvir^ REAL ARRAY 20
RSURf RADCDh7 REAL ARRAY 30 Q =^
:L S REAL ARRAY 39 334/5 357/5 357 378!$ 378 38715 387 3B9 392/5 403 (] ^^
,
428 406 '^ ^
x,11 SD RApCOM Fl1?nL SIh1PLE
SG RADCOM1'1 REAL ARRAY 29
SHG RADCDM REAL ARRAY 8 67 6715 133 134 f34 ^
i
E1	 '^
SF1L RADCDfd REAL ARRgY 7 62 62/5 114 114 li5 ]i5 134 138 139 140
^'	 ;
'















• SNOW RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 ^ ^x)j
SP RADCOM REAL ARRAS' 2.9
^.^ SRS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 20
SS REAL ARRAY 39 207/5 308/5 310/S 310 310 315 318 346 346 346
^' 347 347 354 354 35d 355 355 368 366 366 367
367 374 374 374 375 376 389 383 383 385 38G
385 386 386 386 385 403 403
^.. 551 REAL ARRAY 38 213/5 d09
558 REAL SIMPLE 34615 347 37d/S 375 383/5 386
^-
SSD REAL SIMPLE 35d/S 355 366/5 367 385/5 386
555 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 1S ^
^i
































STN RADCOM REAL	 -ARRAY 20
SUM REAL SIMPLE 323/5 389/5 389 d06
SURFL REAL SIMPLE 32d/5 399/5 399- 406
SURFU REAL SIMPLE 325/5 404/5 404 406
SWALE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 16
SWIL RhDCOM RE=AL ARRAY 16
T REAL ARRAY 39 11.1/5 131/5 142 144 168/S 178 180 597	 200	 d03
T1 R.EAL SIMPLE 71 io7 195 273 403
T2 REAL SIMPLE: 71 108 196 275
TAUL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 18
1'COND RADCOM REAL ARRAY 21
TERPJI REAL SFSnPLE 2$3!5 287
TERM1 REAL SIMPLE 282/5 283 288 348/5 350 369/5 370
TERM2 REAL SIMPLE 347/5 350 355 367!5 370 376 386/5 387
TG RApCOM REAL ARRAV 5 249
TM RADCOM REAL ARRAY 5
TIt REAL ARRAY 34 106 30D
TI2 REAL ARRAY 34 105 301
TINE . REAL ARRAY 38 283/5 297/5 297 340/5 300 304/5 A03 404
TL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 5 11I 119 119 131 168 201
TLE RAACOM REAL ARPAY 5 109
TLO51L RApCOM REAL SiftS.^LE 22 '
FMIDL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 22
TN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 20
TO1 REAL ARRAY 35 99/R 1116
TO2 REAL ARRAY 35 5001R 186
703 REAL ARRAY 3b 106 251 266
T0FA8S RADCOM REAL ARRAY 19
TOTOZ RADCOM REAL	 -ARRAY 26
TPENE RADCOPA REAL ARRAY 2t
TRAD REAL ARRAY 39 196/5 197/5 200/5 20115 204 207 347 547	 355	 39'3
357 357 375 975 385 386 386 386
TRAD1 REAL SFMPLE 195/5 210 213
TRI'J REAL SIMPLE 345/5 347 373/5 375 382/5 386
TRD REAL SIMPLE 353/5 355 365T5 967 384/5 386
TRO3 REAL ARRAY 35 102/R 1D6
TS REAL SIMPLE 109/S 191 131 20t
TT REAL SIMPLE 1d2/5 143 143 158 178/5 179 179 185 273/5	 274	 274
275 276/5 277 277 278
TTT REAL. SIMPLE 143/5 158 179/5 185 274/5 275 277/5 278
VAR REAL ARRAY 39 233/5 237/5 237 242 2+32 257 287 288
W REAL ARRAY 39
WET RADCOM REAL ARRAY 27
YfF RADCOM REAL ARRAV 27
YlT p1 NF REAL ARRAV 38 294/5 298/5 298 301;5 301 305/5 +103
x REAL ARRAY a7 a4/I 20a 209 2to
XIS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 23
%X REAL SIPAPLE 204/5 205 207 210/5 211 213
>SY REAL SIMPLE 47/I 147 108 144 580
YY REAL SIMPLE 205/5 206 207 207- 211;5 212 213 2t3
PROCEDURE MAP
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLA55-------
------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF	 A=ARGLIS7
ALDG REAL INTRINSIC 120 129 130 137 167
ERF REAL INTRINSIC 107 t08 SdA 558 180 185 205 209 211 246
	
251
275 27$ 253 29d
O3INT SUBROUTINE 146














00001 SUBROUTINE OZONE2	 IIM,NLAY01.	 XDAV,	 XkAT) SOZONE2 2
O . SRADCDM 2
C RADIATION AND SOURCE TEAM FIELDS SRADCDM 3
OD002 COMMON /RADCDM/ AS{72,91,	 RE{72,10) SRADCDM 4
DD043 COMFAON /RADCDM/ PL{72,9),	 PLE{72,141 SRADCDM S
40004 COMMON /RARCOM/ PLKf72.,9I,	 PLKE[1D1 SRADCDM 6
ODOD5 COMMON fRARCOM/ Ttf72,91,	 TLE{72,14) SRADCDM 7
40oD6 COMMON /RADCDM/ YGf72)	 ,THr72,9) SRADCDM 8
OD007 COFAMON /RADCDM/ SHL{72,81,	 SHLEf72.10} SRADCDM 9
00008 COISSMDN /RADCDM/ SHG{721,	 CLDURf72,121 SRADCDM iD
00009 COMMON /RADCDM/ SHSAT172.91	 GAM{72,9) SRADCOhS 1t
40010 CO'^^1MON /RADCDh7/ RHf72,91 SRADCDM i2
00011 C;IMMDN /RADCDM/ SSSf72,9},	 555Ef72,1D) SRADCDM la
OD412 COMMON /RAACOM/ HHf72,9),	 HIiEf72,101 SRnpCOM la
00013 COMMON /RADCDM/ HH5f72,9} SRADCDM 15
DOD14 CdF11FADN /RADCDM/ CVT{72,91,	 CV4172,93 SRADCDM 16
DODlS CDFAMON /RADCDM/ Cx p E . f9} SRADCDM 17
00016 COMMON /RADCDM/ 5WALEf72,i41,	 SWIL{72,9) SRADCDM 18
ODD)7 COMMON /RADCDM/ AL{72,10] SRADCCM 19
00018 COMMON /RADCDM/ TAULf72,10),	 OZALE{72,1D) SRApCOM 20
.40019 COMMON /RADCDM/ TOPABS{72} SRADCDM 21
OD020 COMMON /RADCDM/ RNt g ),	 TNt91,	 SRS{9),	 STNf9) SRADCDM 22
00021 COFAMON /RADCDM/ TCONDf g ),	 TPENEf9} SRADCDM 23
04 p 22 COFAMON /RADCDM/ '{LDWL,TMIDL,	 NLAYDZ SRAbCOM 2d
OD023 COFdMDN /RAOCOh1/ FKi5},	 XKtS).	 NFK SRADCDM 25
DOD2b COM14iDN /RADCD1171 vLJANf19},	 DLAPR{t g ),	 OLJULi19},	 OLOCTf19) SRADCDM 26
OD025 COMMON /RADCDM/ DCM22{23}.	 DCM30f231,	 DCM38123),	 pCM46f231 SRADCDM 27
00026 COMFAON /RADCDM/ PROCM{231,	 DCMXXf23),	 NDZ,	 TOTO,Z{4},	 CDATEf6) SRADCDM 2B
D0027 CDMMDH /RADCDM/ CZH{72),	 WETt72},	 EVAP,	 PREP[72},	 WIf721 SRADCDM 29
00028 COMMON /RADCDM/ CDSZf721,	 S0,	 RADTRMf721	 CXL SRADCDM 30
00029 COMMON /RADCDM/ SG172},	 SPf721 SRAbCO1A 31
00030 CDFAMON /RADCDM! RSURF{721,	 RCLOUDf72},	 JALS SRADCDh1 32
00037 COMFAdN lRARCOM/ LANDf721,	 OCEANf721,	 ICE{72) SRADCDM 33
DOD32 COMMON /RADCDM/ 5NOW{721,	 MIXWI1721.	 FRDST1721 5RARCOM 34
00033 LOGICAL LAND,	 OCEAN,	 ICE,	 SNOW,	 MIXWi,	 FROST SRADCOh1 35
C SRADCDM 3f§
C •	 • SDSDLAR 2
C RYNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR SOLAAI SUBROUTINE Sf]SDLAR 3
00034 COMFAON /DSQLAR/ RMEAN{721 SDSDLAR 4
04035 COMASDN /D50LAR/ TOTABS(72) SDSDLAR 5
00036 COF^IMON 1DSOLAR/ COSMAG1721 SDSDLAR 6
00037 CON1h10N /DSQLAR/ SCOSZf721 SDSDLAR 7
00438 COMMON /DSQLAR/ FSCAT{72} SDSDLAR 6
00039 COMMON /D50LAR/ RCLEAR{721 SDSDLAR 9
400.40 COPAMON /DSQLAR/ TEMPt[72,91 SDSDLAR f0
40041 COMMON /RSOLAR/ FCLDUD{72) SDSDLAR 11
OOD42 CDPAMDN /DSQLAR/ FCLEAR[72) SRSOLAR i2
DOD43 COMMON /D5OLARf W{721 SpSOLAR 13
40444 COFAFAON /DSQLAR! ACLEAR{72 y SDSDLAR i4
40045 COMMON /DSQLAR/ ACLOUD{72} SDSDLAR I5
00046 COMMON /DSQLAR/ Wwf721 SDSDLAR 16
00047 COFAP4pN /DSQLAR/ NTOPT172) SDSDLAR 17
DD048 COMMON /DSQLAR/ NTDPFf72I SDSDLAR 18
00049 COMMON /DSQLAR/ NTOPI72) SDSDLAR 19
00050 COh1MON /D54LAR/ DARK[72} SDSDLAR 2D
00051 COMMON /DSQLAR/ CLEARf72) SDSDLAR 27
04052 COFdMDN /DSQLAR/ CLOUDYf721 SDSDLAR 22
00453 COFAMON /DSQLAR/ FCLbf72} SDSDLAR 23
00054 LOGICAL BARK,	 CLEAR,	 CLOUDY,	 FCLD SDSDLAR 24
C SDSDLAR 25
c -	 ^	 - sdzoN^z 5
C DEBUG 59EGOE8 2
00055 TOD00 CONTINUE 58EGDE0 3
C •'•' CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 INPUT,IOQ SBEGDEB 4
C •••^ CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.004 SBEGDEB 5


















CDAY	 = CDAV +	 183.9 SOZ0NE2 11
IF	 fCDAY.GT,365.}	 CDAV	 = CDAY	 -	 365.0 SOZOIJE2 72DLAT	 =	 ABSfXLATI 5020S^tE2 t3
OD	 100	 .}=1,6 SOZpNE2 14
CDATEJ = CDATEfJ} SpZONE2 35
iF	 fCDAY.LT.CDATEJ}	 GD 76	 119 SpZONE2 16
CDATEI=CbATEJ SOZDNE2 17
tOD CONTINUE SDZONE2 18
if0 CONTINUE SOZONE2 19
D%DATE	 _	 {CDAY - CDATEI)/fCDATEJ - CDATEI) S0ZONE2 20
DLATI	 =	 0.0 SOZDNE2 21
Dq 	 124	 fi-2,19 S0ZONE2 22
J = x sazplJEZ 23
bLATJ	 =	 DLATI	 •	 5.0 SOZ0NE2 2d
IF	 fDLAT.LT.bLATJ}
	
GO TO	 i30 SOZD{JE2 2$
DLATI	 = bLATJ SOZONE2 26
120 CONTINUE SDZONE2 27
130 CONTINUE SpZ0NE2 28
DXDLAi
	 =	 [{]LAT	 - DLATI]/5.0 SDZONE2 29
JMI	 =	 J-) SDZONE2 30
C SOZDNE2 31
C	 .....	 .r«ww.•««,....r...«.rr..«wr.rrw.^.«.r..a«.««wr«r«rsr.r..r..r«.... SOZONE2 32C	 '•"+•+	 ••-•• SDZ01y E2 33
C	 ••-••	 TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE C0IJTENT
	
fCM'NTP7
	 •--•• SOZ0NE2 34
C	 ••^••	 FOR GIVEN LATITUDE AND GATE 	 -•••• SpZ0NE2 35
C	 •*•'•	 ••••' SD70NE2 36C..w«..«wr•«rr.«ra.«rrrr....rrr..«.r+r«•=rwr•.rrr.«.r.rrr.*........... $OZDNE2 37
C SOZ0N$2 38
IF	 fCbAY.GT.f5.001
	 GD TO	 150 SOZONE2 39
140 CONTINUE SOZONE2 4D
OD1
	 =	 OL0C7{JMi)
	 + b%DLAT'iOLOCT{ J )	 - OLOCT{JMI}) SOZONE2 41
OD2	 = OLJAN{JM1}	 + O%bLAT+{OLJANfJ}
	 - ULJAN{JM1)) SpZONE2 42
GO Tp 200 S0ZONE2 43150 CONTINUE S0ZDNE2 d4
IF	 fCDAY,GT.105.01
	
GO TD	 170 502ONE2 45
OD1	 = OLJAN{JMtI
	 + D%DLA7 • {OLJAN{J}	
- OLJAN{JM11} SOZONE2 46
DD2	 = OLAPR{J1l11)
	 + D%DLA7 • IDLAPRIJ}	 -	 OLAPRIJMI}} SDZONE2 47
GD TO 2Q0 S02ONE2 48
179 CONFFNUE SOZ0NE2 49
IF	 iCDAV.GT.i96.O1	 GO TD	 19p SOZONE2 50
OD1
	
= OLAPRfJM1)	 DKDLAT+fOLAPR(J)	 - 0LAPRfJM1)) SO2DNE2 51
Op t = OLJUL{JM1)	 + D%DLAT'fDLJUL{J}
	 - Ol.JUL{JMiI) SOZ0NE2 52
GD Tp 200 SOZONE2 S3
190 CDIVTINUE SQZDNE2 SQ
IF	 1CDAY.GT.288.01	 GO TD	 149 S024NE2 55
OD1	 = OLJUL{JMi}	 ^	 D^DLAT • {OLJUL{J}	
- OLJULfJ}d 11) SOZ0NE2 56092
	 =	 OLOCT{ JMi} 	+ Q?lDLAi • iOLOCT{JF
	 - OLOCT{Jhii}) SOZONE2 57
200 CONTINUE S0ZDNE2 S8
TOTOCM = Ob1	 + b%DATE • fOD2 - pDi} SOZ0NE2 59
C SOZONE2 60C	 r..r.+.«« wr..wrr««r.««*s««ww.««w.«««.rrrr:«rw.«www.rrr*.w«..«.•...... SDZONE2 61
C ••" `	 ••••• SOZDNE2 62
C	 y * •+• VERTICAL OZONE DISTRIBUTION FOR GIVEN TOTAL OZONE CONTENT ••-•• 5OZONE2 63
C " *" ••••• S0ZpNE2 6A[^+	 •rr. r.+r«rr«*srrwwrswww•r•r*rwr.«rrawrrr«rrr:rrrrww.rw«r.r«....*..... $OZDNE2 65
a so^D{JEZ se
TOTOZI	 = TDTOZ{1) SDZDNE2 B7
DO 2i0 x =2,4 S0ZONE2 68
J = K SOZ0NE2 0'9
TOTOZJ = TOTOZ{J) 50ZONE2 70
IF	 {TOTOCM.L7.TOT0ZJ1
	
GO Tp 229 SpZ01Jl?2 71
TOTOZI = TDTOZJ SOZDNE2 72
210 CONTINUE SOZONE2 T3
229 CONTINUE S0ZONE2 7a
bXOCM =
	 fTOTOCM - TOTOZII/0.08 SOZONE2 75
IF	 {J.GT.21	 GO Tp
 249 SpZONE2 76
b0 230 N=1,N0Z SOZD}JE2 7T
DCM%%{N)	 = oCM22fN1	 + OxOCM'fOCM30{N)
	
- OCM22fN)) SDZDNE2 78
230 CONTINUE SDZDNE2 79
































































fQ •^."[^ °. a;
^_^^` ^ a
`^ GIl
'	 40 1 1 3 I F	 ( +.f . C,T . .3 )	 G q 	 TO	 280 SOZONE2 82401 i4 DO 250 N=1 ,NO2 50ZONE2 83
^ 44115 OCMXXINI	 = OCM3P{N}	 ^	 DXOCM + i pCM381N1	 -	 OCId301N1! 502flNE2 8a
4Di16 250 CONTINUE SDZONE2 8S
'r 40117 GO TD 280 SOZOFiE2 86
00118 260 CONTINUE 5020NE2 87
^, 00119 DO 270 N=1,NOZ SOZONE2 88
^, OD126 OCMXXfN)
	
= OCM381N!	 + DXOCM • {OCM45{N1	 - OCM3$fNl} SOZDNfi2 89
Od1. 21 27d CONTINUE SOZONE2 90
C SOZDNE2 91(+	 r«r. rr.rrrr++vwr.++a.r.+r«r.+a««+.r+ar. ♦ «+.r+r.++« ► ar+.. .r+r«.«.«rr«• SOZDNE2 92
C	 ++• +*	 •••+« SOZOl,IE2 93
C	 •«•'• OZONE CONTENT	 fCM • NTP) ABOVE .EACH LAVER EDGc 	 ••••• SOZONE2 94
C	 ••'« ••'•- SOZONE2 95[^,	 r.+. a+.arr++.ra+rrr.+r..ar+a+s++++rwrrr:rrr+e++a++++.r..+.++^....+..«« SOZONE2 96
C SOZONE2 97
04122 284 CONTINUE 5DZONE2 98
9 C SOZONE2 99
00123 ^ R0810	 I=1,IM SDZONE2104
40124 IF1	 DnRx{I1	 )	 GOTO 814 SOZONE21d1










04128 PEEN	 =	 PLEfI,L) SOZONE2106
'^± Odf29 RO 290 K=NP,NOZ SOZONE21D7
`^ 00130 J = K SD20NE21D8
40131 PRDCMJ = PROCMIJ! 5dTONE2id9
40132 IFIPLEN.LT.PRDCM,]1	 C,O TO 304 SOZONE2114
"^' D0133 PROCMI = PROCMJ SOZON=2111
40734 29D CONTINUE SOZONE2112
Op 135 PROCNII	 =	 PROCiVI{ J° 1 1 SO7ONE2113
C SOZONE211A
^	 OOt35 300 CONTINUE SOZDNE2115
00137 DXpRO = - (PEEN - PROCMI!/1PROCMJ - p ROCM1^ SOZONE21i6
001 .38 JM1	 =	 J-1 SOZONE2f17
t
-^^
D0139 NP = J SOZONE2it8
00140 OZALEII,L1	 = OCMXX{JM11
	
^ DXPRO • IOCMX%{JI
	
- OCMXX[JP1^11! SOZONE2119




40742 8t0 CONTINUE 50XONE2122
`^' C SOZONE2123
`	 Od143 RETURN SOZONE212d
^I
^ 04144 END SOZDN62t25














y 150 62. 77
i 174 67 83
^^ i94 92 88
'1 2D4 96. 81	 86	 91
p 210 1D4 994	 ^ 220 145 142
230 110 108
^, f 240 11.2- .107
t zsa 116 11a
z6o Zia 113
270 i21 119
284 122 111	 117
i
k^
	 294 134 129
'300 136 1.32
3i0 141 127















^`'^' J	 ^^	 -	 _ _ -	 _
^..
-	 a^a^ier	 -	 -	 ^s — —	 - —	 --.	 - --
38 39 40 41 4z 43 44
49 50 51 52 53












79 80 8d 85 8B 90 94
i13 130!5 13i 135 738 139 140
80 84 84 85 85 89 $9
95 95 138/5 140 i40
129iC 130
109 114/C 115 115 115 115 119
129
CDATE RnoCDM REAL ARRAY 26 51
CDATEI REAL SIMPL£ 63/5 66 68
CDATEJ REAL SIMPLE 6i/5 62 63 58
CRAY REAL SIMPLE 55/5 57/5 57 58
93
CLEAR OSDLAR LOGICAL ARRAY S1 54
CLOUD RAOCflM REAL ARRAY 8
CLOUDY DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 52 5a
CO5MAG psOLAR REAL nRRAV 36
0052 RnoCDM REAL ARRAY 28
CUQ RADCDM REAL ARRAY 14
CVT RADCDM REAL AAAaY i4
CXDE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 15
C%L RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 28
CZH RADCDM REAL- ARRAY 27
RARh DSDLnR LOGICAL ARRAY 5 q Sa 124
DLAT REAL SIMPLE 8BlS 71 79
DLATI REAL SIMPLE. 6715 7 q 72/5 7S
DLAT) REAL SIMPLE 7D/S 71 72
DSOLAR REAL uNKNOWiV 34 35 36 37.
45 45 47 48
p %DATE REAL SIMPLE 86:5 97
DXDLAT REAL SIMPLE 75/5 79 80 84
DXOCM REAL- SIMPLE 106/5 109 1i5 t20
DXPRO REAL SIMPLE 137/5 140
EVAP RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 27
FCLD pSOLnR LOGICAL. ARRAY 53 54
FCLEAR DSDLnR REAL ARRAY 42
1= CLOUD DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 41
FK RADCOPn REAL ARRAY 23
FROST RADCDM .LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33
FSCAT DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 38
GAh4 RADCOyI REAL ARRAY 9
>iH RADCDM REAL ARRAY 12
HH1: RADCOM1I REAL ARRAY 12
HHS RADCDM REAL- ARRAY i3
I INTEGER SI1'FPLE 123 /G 124 128 140
ICE RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33
IM INTEGER SIMPLE i 123
^
_cl - INTEGER SIMPLE 60/C 5i 59/5 76
95 i00/S 101 107
JALB RADCDM INTEGER SIMPLE 30
.1M1 INTEGER SIMPLE 76/5 79 79 80
90 90 94 94
fc INTEGER SIMPLE 68/C 69 B9/C 104
L INTEGER SIMPLE 127/C 128 i40
LAND RADCpin LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33
MYXWI RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33
fV INTEGER SIMPLE 108/C 108 i09 10q
120 120 120 120
NFK RADCDM' INTEGER SIMPLE 23
NLAY01 INTEGER SIMPLE 1 i27
NLAYD2 RADCDM INTEGER StMPLE 22
NOZ RADCDM INTEGER SIMPLE 26 106 514 11q
NP INTEG>=R SIMPLE 125/5 129 139/5
NTOP DSDLAR INTEGER ARRAY 49
NTOPF DSOLAA INTEGER ARRAY 48
NTDPT pSOLAR INTEGER ARRAY 47
OCic4N RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33
OCM22 RnDCDM REAL ARRAY 25 109 i09
OCM30 P.ADCOM .REAL ARRAY 25 109 115 115
OCM38 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 25 115 t20 120
DCM46 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 25 120
.....y ^















--NAM£-^-----BLOCK--- ---TYRE------ CLA55-------R£f'ERENCES 	 A=ARGLIST,	 C-CTRL OF DO,	 t=DATA	 INIT,	 R=READ.	 5=STORE,	 41=WR ;TE
ACLEAR DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 44
ACLOUD DSOLAR REAL ARRAY d5
AL RnpCOM RF_AL ARRAY 17
AS RADCDM REAL ARRAY 2
.:^, :^
OCMXX RADCDM REAL ARRAY 26 109/9 115/5 12D/S 140 14a id0
OD1 REAL SIMPLE 79/5 84/$ 89l5 94/5 97 97
OD2 REAL SIMPL£ 80/5 85/5 90/S 95/5 97
OLAPR RApCOM sIEAL ARRAY 24 85 85 85 89 89 89
OLJAN RADCDM REAL ARRAY 24 8a 80 80 84 S4 84
. DLJUL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 24 90 90 90 94 94 94
OLOCT hnvCOA1 REAL ARRAY 24 79 79 79 95 95 95
GZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 18 140/5
OZONE2 SUBROUTINE 1
PL RApCOh1 REAL ARRAY 3
PLE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3 i2$
'	 ' PLEN REAL SIMPLE 128/5 132 i37
PLR RADCDM REAL ARRAY 4
' PLHE RADCOM1I REAL ARRAV 4
PREP RAp¢OM REAL ARRAY 27
PROCM RADCONI REAL ARRAY 26 i26 i31 135
PROCMI REAL SIMPLE 126!5 133/5 135/5 137 137
PROCM^ REAL SIMPLE 131/5 132 133 i37
RADCDM REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9	 TO	 11	 12f3 14 15 16 17 I$ 19 20	 2i	 22	 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31	 32
^ RADTRM RADCDM REAL ARRAY 28
'I RCLEAR DSpLAq REAL ARRAY 39
RCLOUb RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3a
RE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 2
RH RADCDM REAL ARRAY la
Rh1EAN OSOLAR R£AL ARRAY 34
RN RADCDM REAL ARRAY 20
RSURF RADCOPI{ REAL ARRAY 3a
50 RApCOM REAL SIMPLE 28
' SCOSZ DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 37
SG RADCDM REAL ARRAY 29
SHG RADCDM REAL ARRAY 8^.
p SHL RApCOM REAL ARRAY 7
[,^ SHLE RA DCOfH REAL ARRAY 7
5HSAT RADCDM REAL ARRAY 9
^ SNOW RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33
^4 SA RADCDM REAL ARRAY 29
^ ^
;^ SRS RADCOh1 REAL ARRAV 20 'S7 ^
^	 ^ 555 RADCDM REAL ARRAV 11
SSS£ RADCOrA REAL ARRAY i i `FI
' STN RADCDM REAL ARRAY 20 Q
'' SWALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 16
^ ^^[^ SWfL RADCDM REAL ARRAY 16
^"TAUL RADCOf,A REAL ARRAY i8
TCDNb RADCDM REAL ARRAY 21




















z TLOWL RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 22
^
^31	 E TMIDE. RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 22TN RADCO^A REAL ARRAY 20
jj	 ! TOPABS RADCDM REAI, ARRAY f9
S,	 ^ TOTAFIS DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 35
TOTOCM REAL SIMPLE 97/5 102 fah
^	 s TOTOZ RADCDM REAL ARRAY 26 96 101
^1^ TOTDZI REdL SI?]PLE 98/5 103/5 106
ToTOZJ REAL SIMPLE 141/5 ia2 103
TPENE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 21
p W qSOLAR -REAL ARRAY 43
WET RADCDM REAL ARRAY 27
WI RADCDM REAL ARRAY 27
WW DSOLAR REA! ARRAY 46
XDAY REAL SIMPLE 1 S6
























--NA0.1E------ ^ TYPE------ - Ci.A55 ------------- REFEpENCES
	
D=STMT FN DEF. A-ARGLi5'f


















































































SUSRDUTINB 03INT{TO7,TO2,TR03.T7i,TI2,TD3,JAL6) Sg3INT 2
G 503iNT 3
C SCNTRL 2





COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 6
COMrADN /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
COMrAON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
COMrAON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8CDh1h70N /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
CDMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSF06 SCNTRL 10
COh1rAON /CCNTRL/ CCSp d7 SCNTRL ii
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL 12
COMh1RF1 /CCNTRLf VER SCNTRL 73
COMMON /CCNTRL/ XLABEL
	 1101 SCNTRL 14
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS	 630! SCNTRL 16
COMMON /CCNTRL/ COU	 f10) SCNTRL 76
C SCNTRL 77
E4UIVALENCE (CC4,CCfi}1 SCF)TRt 18
CHARACTER •8 CCO,	 GCf2001 SCNTRL 19
CHARACTER-8 ADATE SCNTRL 26
CHARACT1cR'8 ATIME SCNTRL 21
CHARACTER •B JIC SCNTRL 22
CNARACTER'8 JO8 SCNTRL 23
CHARACTER`8 CCSP06 SCNTRL 24
CFIARACTER'8 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
CHARACTER-8 CCSP08 SCNTRL 26
CHARACTER • 8 VER SCNTRL 27
CHARACTER'S XLAt3EL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C	 INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
C	 =__=____^___________ ____________°==________=___= SCNTRL 31
COMh70N /ICNTRL/ ICO SCNTRL 32
COMMON /YCNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
COMrdpN /ICNTRL/ IMp 2P1 SCNTRL 35
COlAMON /ICNTRL/ HDR5W SCNTRL 36
COMMON /ICNTRL/ Jr¢ SCNTRL 37
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
COrAMDN /ICDlTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
COlAMON /ICNTRL/ SNP SCNTRL 40
COrAMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL 41
CDrdrAON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 42
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSP SClJTRL 43
COMMON /ICNTRL/ kLIALB SCNTRL 44
GOMrAON /ICNTRL/ KLiGw SCNTRL 45
COA1r1SON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL 46
COrAMpN /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRt 47
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 50C01'4Pd4N /ICNTRL/ FAATSNn SCNTRL 5i
CDMA70N /ICNTRL/ MATSUN .SCNTRL 52
COMFhON /YCNTRL/ MLF	 f12} SCNTRL 53
COMMON !ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 54
COlAMON /ICNTRL/ N1iRSH SCNTRL 65
COh7MON / ICNTRL / >1'iSFJf SCNTRL 55
carnr,7DN
	 /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
COMFdON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 6q
COASrAON /ICNTRL/ HROUT SCNTRL 61
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
COMMON IICHTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63COlAMON /ICNT}TL/ NaT SCNTRL 64
COMMON /ICNTRL! NHMS SCNTRL 65
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRI. 65
COMFdON /ICNTR!/ NHM50 SCNTRL 67
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAV SCNTRL 6B










































































































COlAMON / ICNTRL/ F}YFdOE
COMIAON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINiT
C01gMON / ICNTRL / NFRLEV
COFhIAON / ICNTRL/ N^HOG
COMrADN /ICNTRL/ IQS 130}




EQUIVALENCE	 (iTMA1t	 .IQSI 2}}
EQUIVALENCE
	 fIPREACC .I451 311
EQUIVALENCE	 {IPRECON ,145{ 411
EQUIVALENCE	 fIHFLUX
	 ,Fff51 51}
EQUIVALENCE	 (IEFLUX ,IQS( 61}
£QUIVALENCE	 fIFU570N ,1051 7}1
EQUIVALENCE
	 IIRADSWG .IQS( 81}
EQUIVALENCE




	 (!OMEGA ,IQU{ 1}}
EQUIVALENCE	 {IDIaBAT ,IQU{ 2))
EQUIVALENCE















COMFJION / LCNTRL/ QRSH
COhTMON /LCNTRL/ LQ5{30)
COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQU{i0}
EQUIVALENCE	 {LTMIM	 ,LQSf 1)1
EQUIVALENCE	 (LTMAX	 ,LQSI 211
EQUIVALENCE	 fLPREACC ,LQS{ 3}1
EQUIVALENCE
	 {LPRECON ,LQS[ 4)1
EQUIVALENCE	 ILHFLU7S ,LQS{ 5})
EQUIVALENCE	 {LEFLUH ,LQS{ 6))
EQUIVALENCE	 {LFUSION ,L45f 7))
EQUIVALENCE
	 SLRADSWG ,LQS{ 81}
EQUIVALENCE
	 fLRADLWG ,L q S{ g)}
EQUIVALENCE	 fLICLOUD ,LQSf10))
EQUIVALEICE
	 (LOMEGA .LQU{ 1)I
EQUIVALENCE
	 {LDiABAT ,LQUf 2))














































































































00144 LOGICAL LCD,	 LC{2001
C
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HIS?ORV RECORD
00145 GOrrrdON /gCNTRt/ ^RCO
00146 COMMON /RGNTRL/ APhEEt
00147 COIdrAON / RGNTRL/ 8ETA00148 COMPJIDN
	 /RCNTRLI CDSD00149 - CDMh11ON	 /RGNTRL/ CP
00150 COMMON /RCNTRLI bAVSPY
00151 COMhJIDN / RCNTRLI DEC
OOt5:. COMMON /RCNTRLI DECMAX
00153 COPArAON / RGNTRL/ DIST
00154 COMMON /RGNTRL/ DLAT
00155 COMAfON / RGNTRL/ DLON
O0i55 COM7170N /RGNTRL/ DT
00157 COhAW10N
	 I{ICNTRLI ECCN
00158 COMMON /RGNTRL/ GNUS
00159 COMMON /RGNTRL/ GNU2
00160 COMMON /RGNTRL/ GRAY
OOt61 COMMON /RGNTRL! OMEGA2
OOi62 COMPdDN / RCNT g L/ PI
OOi. 63 COMPdpN /RCNTRLI PI180
80164 COMh80N /RCNTRt/ PI200165 COMi'+SON	 /RGNTRL/ i'STD
00166 COt,7t1fON	 ; RGNTRL/ PiMEAN
00167 COMMON /RGNTRL/ PSMAX
00158 COMMON /RGNTRL/ PSMIN
00169 COMMON /RGNTRL/ PTDP
00170 COMMON /RGNTRL/ RADE
QOt7t COlAMON /RGNTRL! AGAS
00172 CDhd1dON /RCNTRt/ ROCP
00173 COMMON /RCIVTRL/ R.SI7IST
00174 COF1fJSON / RGNTRL/ SDAV
00775 COf11fAON
	 / RGNTRL / SEASON
00176 COhhMON /RGNTRL / SIGk	 {251
00177- COMMON /RCNTRLI SIND
00178 COlJ1MON /RGNTRL/ SOLS
00179 GOfJIMON	 /RGNTRL/ TS TO
04t80 COMMON /RGNTRL/ PLEVS	 1251
00181 COMMON !RCNTRLI F{EATW40182 COhhIL10N
	 /RCNTRLI HEATI
00183 COMMON /RGNTRL! EPS
00184 CDr111kON
	 / P.CNTRL / EPSFAG
00185 GOMMON /RGNTRL/ CALTOJ
00186 COMMON /RGNTRL/ PZERD
C
04187 EQUIVALENCE SRCO,RC{111


























































































r C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
C =_-==-_---'_--__-_-__--
00184 'COMMON /I p PARM/ ' IJUMP 4461
` 00190 COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP02
00191 COMMON !IDPARM/ INDEX 472)
00142 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROD
I 00193 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC 4461
00144 COh1MON /IDPARM! JE f2}
ODT45 COMMON /I p PARM/ JP {2.24
00145 COMMON /IDPARirI/ K5TEP
00197 CDFAMDN /IDPARM! MJ Sb61
00198 COMh10N /I p PARM/ NHMSS
00199 LhMMOA /I p PARM/ NYMD1
} C
^ C LOGICAL aODEL CONSTANTS
C=_-_ ------ --	 ^-	 -_ '_-00200 ^COMMgN /Lk:aARMI FILTER [461
00201 COFdMDN /L pPA:M/ .I TAPE





C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
002D6 ~COMMON /RD pARM/ ADLDP
^^ D0207 COMMON /RD pARM! CON1
^ OD208 COPAMON /R pPARM/ CONipT
00204 COMMON /RD pARM/ CON2;^
002.10 COMMON 1R p FARM1 CON2RT
00211 COMPAON /RD pARM/ CONS3
I, 00212 COMMON /RD p ARM/ CON3DT
C 00213 COMh10N /RDpARM/ COMA
4, 00214 COMMON /RD pARM/ CON4DT
``„ 042!5 COFdP•70N /RRPARM/ CONS
00216 COMMON /RD p ARM/ COSL 4461
'.y 002.1.7 COMMON /RDpARM/ COSLON 4721
^^ 00218 COMMON /RD pARM/ CPD2
^^ 00219 COMMON /RD pARM/ D1fP 4461n 00220 COMMON /RD p ARM/ DXYP' 4461
^^, 00221 COMMON /RD p ARM/ DYP fb61
s 00222 CO?ANON /RDpARM! FCORLS 4461
X11
00223 COMMON /RD pARM/ F1DT
00224 COMMON /RDp ARM/ F2DT
^ 00225 COMMON /R p PARM/ H1D7
? 00226 COMMON /RDpARM/ H2DT
`^ 40227 COMMON /RD pARM/ PK5TJ
00228 COMMON /RDpARM/ pkTOP
^ 1 OD229 COMMON /RRPARM/.ALAI 4451
i 00230 Cgr1IMOM /RDPARNI/ RLATD (461
00231 COFhMON /RD pARM/ ROCPDT
^ 00232 COM670N /RD pARM / ROCPP 1
x0233 COM^![ON /RDpARM! SGNP f2}
^ 0023.4 COMMON /RRPARM/ SINL (481
00235 COFdMON /RDpARM/ SINLON 172}
.00236 COMMON /R p PAR!'tl/ THSTR
k 00237 COMMON /RD pARM/ THSTD200238 COMFdON !RD pARM/ 1'fSASlE t 7591
00239 COMMON /RDpARM/ QSIG f9!
0024 p COFAMON /RD p ARM/ SIG f91
C









00243- L2	 = 79
.
D0244 XLAT
	 = A4S1	 RLATDIJALBI 1
C
^-; 00245 IF{	 xLar.G^.7s.o }	 GOTD 101} 1)0.246 IF1	 XLAT.CE.60.0 }	 GOTO 402
































































































































































00246 IF{	 xLAT.GE.30.0	 1	 GOTO	 iO4
00.249 IFI	 XLAT.GE.15.0	 1	 GOTa	 105










00.255 DO 20t	 J-1,L2





'.i 00260 C1	 =	 IRLAT-60.0}/15.0
!	 00280 C2	 =	 1.0-C1
00262 DD 202	 I=i,L2
04263 7Ft(i}	 =	 C1 • TOTII,5}	 +	 C2•T411I,4}















00273. T11II)	 =	 C1 • T01{I,4}	 +	 C2•TOt{I,3)
00274 TI21I)	 =	 C1 + T0212,41	 ^	 C2.702{I,31
00275. DO 203 J=1,L2
-j: 00276 Tp3iI,J)






90280 C1	 =	 (XLAT-30.0)/15.0_^
oozst cz	 =	 i.o-c1
00282 DO 204	 I=1,L2
^ 00283 TI1{I}	 =	 CI • T01?I,3}	 .	 C2•TD1iI,2}
00284- TI2SI}	 =	 C1 • T02fI,3}	 +	 G2•T021I,2)
00285 DO	 204	 J=1,L2j 0028ti -fD31I,J)	 =	 C1 • TR03fI,J,3i	 +	 C2^TR03{F,J,2)




,^ 00269 105 CDNTINUE
0029Q C1	 =	 fxLAT-15.01/15.0
00291 C2	 =	 1.0-Gt
00292 DO 205	 I=1,L2
,, 1 00293 TI1iI)	 =	 C1^Tp 11I,2)	 C2•T411I,i)
^+ 00294 TI2{I)	 =	 Ct • T021I,2)	 +	 C2°TD21I,t}
00295 DO 205 J=1,L2




',I 00239 106 CDNTINUE
00300 00 246	 i = 1,L2




' 00303 DD 205 J=1,L2





SFATEfJ( ENT LABEL RCAF
--LABEL---DEFINED^--REFERENCES
'c •^?.a	 . ^,+
-	 ..^
^^ ^'
















^^ 20i 257 252 255
202 267 262 265
t 203 277 272 275
244 287 282 285
^	 i 205 297 292 295
t 2D6 345 3D0 343 Q
i.	
^ ^ ^VARIABLE MAF
^,	 ^ --NAME-------BLOCK--- ---TYPE------CLA55----- --REFERENCES A=ARGLIST,	 C=CTRL OF DD,	 7=DATA	 INIT,	 R=READ,	 5=STORE,
	
t'J=WAIFE "^ '-^^
^ADATE CDNTRL CHAR^B SIb1PLE 3 t6 ^
`^ ='sA pLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
'^^	 "^APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146 -
ATI1dE CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 4 17 ^} ^BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147 e. :w^






284	 286	 290!5	 29i	 293	 294	 296
264	 266	 271,'5	 273	 27d	 276	 281!5	 283 284
a^-^
285 291 /5	 293	 294	 296 G-^ ,.,,
CALTDJ RCNTRL REAL SiMFLE 185 ''
^'Lt
•1^
CC CCNTRL CHAR°8 ARRAY 14 15
CCD CCNTRL CHAR•e SIMPLE 2 14 15
a
A►
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4	 5	 5	 7	 8	 9	 :G	 11 i2
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 17 2D
^' CCSP47 CCNTRL CHAR • 8 SIMPLE 8 2S
CC 5P 48 CCNTRL CHAR-8 SIMPLE 9 22
CONS RDPARM REAL SIPdPLE 207
CONSDT RpPARM PEA[, SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2D7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 210
CONS RDPaR1t4 REAL SIMPLE 2ti
^ CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CDN4 RDPARM, REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
I^^ COSb RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COS! RDPAI;M -REAL nRRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
,I CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
COU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i5f
.,F DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAI. SIMPLE 154
OLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239p T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 15E
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2t9
DXYP. RpPARM REAL ARRAY 220
bYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EP5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184• i
FiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223
P2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LDPaRA1 LOGICAL ARRAY 2D0 243
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIkiPLE t68
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159

















` H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225l^12DT RDPARM REAL SIfdPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
WEATW RCNTRL REAL SIRIPLE 181
I INTEGER SIfdP^E 252 / C 253 253 254 254 256 256 262/C 263 263 263
264 264 264 266 266 266 272/C 273 273 273 274
27=1 274 276 276 276 282/C 283 283 283 284 284
284 286 286 286 292/C 293 293 293 294 294 29d
295 296 296 30D/C 34f 301 302 3D2 304 3D4
IO ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
ICO FGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25 90 91
^^ ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 as 45 46,^
47 48 d9 50 51 S2 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63 6d 65 66 67 68j 69 70 71 72 73 74 7S 76
I ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE G6
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 190 191- 192 193 794 195 196 i97 }9$ 193
IDSR02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 190
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
^ IFU570N ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
INFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81
IICLOUD 3CNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
> IJUMP [pPARM INTEGER ARRAY i6B
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIS4IFLE 26
iMp 2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
IN1p 2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
INDEX IDPARM INTEGEp ARRAY 191
I pMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
I p RF:ACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
I p RECON IGNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
^
- IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
IQU IGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 87 88 89
,} IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
''
'^
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
',^^ IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 192
ITAP£ LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 201 204
',s ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
-. ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
^}y J INTEGER SIMPLE 255/C 256 256 265/C 266 266 266 275/C 278 276 276
t 285/G 2$6 286 2$6 295/C 296 296 296 3^]3iC 304 304
3 JALB INTEGER SIMPLE t 244 0
+` 1 JC IDPARM FNTE;GER ARRAY 193 ^ ^






















d JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33
J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 ^ "ET
J08 ICNTRL INTEG >: R SIMPLE 35 C y`"+
;+ JOB CCNTRL ChtAR•8 5FMPLE 6 19 n ^
JP FDPARl13 INTEGER ARRAY 195 ^
F^1 JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
^
KLIAL6 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 '°a
^KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIf^iPLE 38
KLISST FCtJTRL INTEGER SFMPLf 39
^f KS ICNTRL IfgTEGER SIMPLE 4D
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 196
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE d1
L2 INTEGER SIMPLE 243/5 252 255 262 265 272 275 282 285 292 295
300 303
i	 I LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
LCD CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144
^ CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 9d 95 96 97 98 99 100 f01 102
103 iO4









	 ^	 - -- --- --- --^-.^^
,	 —
-
.._.^r.._.-._.^ _ _ ^.,.^
',	 1	 . ^ '
LDFARM	 INTEGER	 UNKNOWN
EFFLUX	 LCNTRL	 LOGICAL	 UNKNOWN
LFUSION	 LCNTRL	 LOGICAL	 UNKNOWN
LHFLUX	 LCNTRL	 LOGICAL	 UNKNOWN
LICL011D LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPAEACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPRECDN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
L4U LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRApLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSW LCNTRL tDGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL- UNKND1h;J
LTMA7f ICNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVIN
LTMIiV LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MJ IDPARI'd INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL fNTEGER ARRAY
MROD FCNTRL INTEGER 5Ih1FLE
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SiMFLE
Ne IGNFRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
h1pAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDEiOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NpOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE.
NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
h1HMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL£
NHMS1 iDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NHM5E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSFE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYMI ICtJTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER- SIPAALE
NMLEV FCNTRL INTEGER SIIRPLE
NSDAY. ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMb ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDi IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDE FCNTRL INTEGER SiMFLE
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
O3INT SUBROUTINE
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPtE
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI18D RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PFMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RKSTO RoPeRh1 REAL SIMPLE
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
FSMAIt RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIi4iPLE
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
FTDP RCNTRL REAL .SIMPLE
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QOAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE





























105	 107	 f08	 109	 110 711	 112	 i13	 114
128
























5 8 ►^  I^"
50
198 ^ ^




































QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
4RSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 127
^`	 4RSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE f01 126
4517E LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 770
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 188
^^	 RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 787 188
6	 RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 745 747 id8 149 T50 151 152 153 154 155























REAL UNKN04dN 206 207 208 209 270 211 212 213 2t4 275 276
217 218 2f9 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 296 237 238
239 240
^	 RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
t	 ',	 RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230 24a
RQCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
^	 I	 ROCAPI RDPARIA REAL SIMPLE 232
R5DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
t
"'	 SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
^y SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240
SFGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
5IND RCNTRL REAL SItAPLE 777
53NL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
SINLON FtpPAR141 REAL ARRAY 235
•	 SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 700 125
50LS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
STAAT LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205
71iSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237,'1^.
TIi REAL ARRAY ! 242 253/5 263/5 27315 2$3/5 293/5 307!5
TI2 A>=AL ARRAY i 242 254/5 254.`5 274f5 284/5 294/5 302!5
TO1
^^
REAL ARRAY 1 241 253 263 263 273 273 283 283 293 293301
^	 T02 REAL ARRAY 1 241 254 264 26d 274 274 21;4 284 294 294
^ 302
T03 REAL ARRAY 1 242 256/5 266/5 276/5 266/5 29fi/S 304/5
TR03
i^
REAL ARRAY 1 241 256 286 26B 276 276 286 286 296 296
304
75TH RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
^ `4	 VER CCNTRL CNAR•e SIMPLE 10 23 Q Q
YISAVE RDPAR:N RcAL ARRAY 238 'ij '^
^,	 XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR^B ARRAY I1 24
%LAT gEAL SIMPLE: 244/5 245 246 247 248 249 260 270 280 280 O 
^
^t1i,
NEAP QL` ' !	 PROCEDURE
--[yA}AE-----°-TYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST ^ rw











C CALCULATES GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE PRESSURE FDR FOURTH ORDER MODEL. SPMEAN 5
C CALLED 8Y	 ONLY SPrhEAN 6
SPMEAN 7
C USAGE SPMEAN 8
C SPMEAN 9
C nRGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SprhEAN 10
C N	 PRESSURE TIME LEVEL 5pPhEAN 11
C PMEAN	 GLOtlAL MEAtd PRESSURE RETURNED SPMEAN 12
C Sp4'iEAN 13C SU6PROGRAMS NEEDED- SPMEAN 14C NnME	 oE5GRiPTiDN SPPISEAN i5
C NONE SFMEAN i6
C SFh1EAN 17
C RECORb OF MOp IFICATIONS SPMEAN i8C enSED DN qLD VERSFDN 8. SFMEAN t9
C SFMEAN 20
C ypnTE?	 ^PROGRAMfdER9	 ^DESCRI p TION DF MODIFICATIONS SPMEAN 21
C 05.'04.83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS $PMEAN 22
C SPMEAN 23
C REMARKS: SPMEAN 24




C SPMEAN 25L+ «rrr.r«rrrr.rrwrr ♦ r..arr
	
r.	 .	 .	 ... rrr.rrrw..a•.«..,.	 .	 rar	 .+....r..SPFhEAN 27
C • r GM/ A- C O M	 S I G rM A r O A a T A	 i	 N C-	 N A S e A f -	 S F C • SPMEAN 28(^...«..r.rrr«ar+r.rrrrrrrrarrsrerr.>•raaraarrrr+rrarrrrr..rr..r...r•.r..SpMEAN 29
G scraTRL z
C CHARACTER MODEL FARAMETERS SAVED ON Hi STORY REGOR p SCNTRL 3
C _________________..^__^___=--- SCNTRI. 400002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5ODOD3 CD1hMON !CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 600004 C01t4h10N	 /CCNTRL/	 ATIME SCNTRL 704005 CDfhMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 800006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOH SCNTRL 900007 CDMMDN /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL 1000048 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNT;{L t100009 COMPhON /CCNTRL/ GCSPOS 5CNYRL 1200010 COh1MON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL i900011 COMMON /CCNTRL/ xLA9EL	 it0} cCr^TRL 14OD0^2 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS {30} SCNTRL i500013 COMMON /GCNTRL/ C4U {101 SCNTRL 18
C SCNTRL ti00014 EQUIVALENCE	 {CCO,CCit}1 SGNTRL 1800015 CHARACTERrB
	 GCO,	 CC^200} SCNTRL 1900016 CNARACTERr8	 ApATE SCNTRL 2D00017 CHARACTERr8	 ATIME SCNTRL 21OO p 78 CHARACTER+B	 JIC SCNTRL 2200019 CHARACTER+$	 JOB SCNTRL 2300020 CHARACTERr8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 2400021 CHARACTER•8	 CCSP07 SCNTRL 2500022 CHARACTER•8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 2600023 CHARACTER^8	 VER SCNTRL 2700424 CHARACTER•8	 1SLABEL SCNTRL 28C
SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MObEI, PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORR SCNTRL 30
C ______________ c====--^^_^_----------^^----
------......------------------°= SCNTRL 3100025 CoMrhDN /ICNTRL/ iC0 SCNTRL 32















00038 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRt 45 [V
00039 COMtdQN /ICNTRL/ HLISST SCNTRL a6
OD040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HS SCNTRL 47
00041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NU SCNTRL 48
^ 00042 COMMDN !ICNTRL/ LOG8R SCNTRL 49
ODD43 CORIMON !ICNTRL/ N[ATIN SCNTRL 5 q
00044 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNR SCNTRL 51
00445 COMR7DN /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 CORiMON JICNTRL/ MLF	 Ii2) SCNTRL 53i O:k047 GOMMpN /ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 54j 00048 COMFIjON /ICNTRL/ NFSR51-1 SGNTRL 65
00049. COMMON /ICNTRL/ M5M SCNTRt, 56
'^ I70D5Q COMMON 11CNTRL/ N9 SCF}TRL 57
DDDS1 COf4MON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
`s 04053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NAAY SCNTRL 60
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDDUT SCNTRL 6i) 00055 cor4MOhf /ICNTRL/ NOPHY SCNTRL 62} OOD56 COMr+ION /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63i' 00057 COrQRrION /ICNTRL/ NAT SCNTRL 64
0005$ COMMON /ICNTRL./ NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRL 66
'^ 00060 COMrJIaN /ICNTRL/ NHM50 SCNTRL 67
00461. COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAV SCNTRL 5000062 COFlIFdON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMt SCNTRL 5940063 COfJiMDN /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCFJTRL 70
' 40464 COFJiMON /iCNTRLI NSDAY SCNTRL 71
00065 GDFAMDN /ICN7RLJ NSE q SCNTRL 72
40066 COrJirdDN	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
' Q0057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
00658 COMMON /LCNTRL/ IC5P55 SCNTRL 75
1^ 0006900070












COfJIMDN / ICNTRL /
COMMDN /ICNTRL/
NZINI7 SCNTRL 79 ..^
*






Si Q .-^r^44075 Cc7MMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 [30} SCFJTRL 82 0 ^
00076 COMMON /iCNTRLI i0U	 {14) SCNTRL 83 ,'x}^^°
C SCNTRL 84
00077 EQUIVALENCE (ITFdIN ,IQS( 111 SCNTRL 65 t^
.`
00078 EQUTVALENCE fITMAX ,IQSf 2}} SCNTRL 86
^
1
04079 EQUIVALENCE fIPREAGG ,IQSf 3)} SCNTRL 87 ^j,
^ 00080 EQUIVALENCE fIPRECON ,IQS! 4)} SCNTRL 88 ^ ^
0008) EQUIVkLENCE; (INFLUX ,IQS{ 511 SGNTRL $9
00082 EQULVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( 6}1 SCNTRL 90 ^ ^
OU083 EOUIUA[_ENCE (IFUSIQN ,IQS( 7)1 SCNTRL 91
^3l 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IRAD$WG ,145{ 81) SCNTRL 92
OOD85 EQUIVALENCE (IRApL4fG ,IQS( 911 SCNTRL 93
00086 EOUIVALENCE IIICLOUD ,IOS(iD}1 SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
DD087 EQUIVALENCE (IDMEGA ,iQUf i}) SCrJTRL 96
'^ 00088 EQUIVALENCE IIDIABAT ,I4Uf 2)1 SCNTRL 97
04089 EDUIVALENCE IIRAOSW ,IQUI 3}} SCNTRL 98
' C SCNTRL 99
D009D EQUIVALENCE (iCD,iCii)1 SCNTRL 100
1 04491 INTEGER ICD,	 ICl200] SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102







04092 COfdR7ON /LCNTRL/ - LCD - ^ SCNTRL 105
00093 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL i0fi
00494 COMMON /LCNTRL/ Q13EG SCNTRL 10700095 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY 5CrJTRL 10B
pp496 CDMh70N /LCNTRL./ QENO SCNTRL 10800097 CDrdMON /LCNTRLI QCUT SCNTRL 1iD
00098 COMh70N /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 111
00099 CQMfdON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
'^ 40100 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL ti3














00103 COPAMON /LCNTRL/ LQ51301 SCNTRL 118
00104 COPIIMON /LCNTRL/ LQU110) SCNTRL 1i7
C SCNTRL f1800105 EQUIVALENCE (LTMiN .LO5f	 1}! SCNTRL i19
OD105 EQUIVALENCE ILTr71AX ,LQSI	 2)} SCNTRL 120
OOf07 EQUIVALENCE ILPREAGC , LQS(
	
3}1 SCNTRL 12100108 EQUIVALENCE ILPRECON ,LQSf	 4)) SCNTRL 122
40149 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUX ,LQSf	 S.}} SCNTRL i23
00110 EQUIVALENCE ILEFLUX ,LQSI
	
6}) SCNTRL 124
00111 EQUIVALENCE fL^USION ,LQSf	 7)} SCNTRL 125
001f2 EQUIVALENCE (LhADSWG .LQS(
	
8}) SCNTRL 126
00113 EQUIVALENCE {LRAOLWG ,LQSf	 9}1 SCNTRL i27
OOfi4 EQUIVALENCE fLICLOUD ,LQSI 10)1 SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
O^i15 EOUFUALENCE [LOh1EGA .LQU[	 i}} SCNTRL 13000115 EQUIVALENCE {LbIABAT ,LQU{	 21} SCNTRL i31




DOi18 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 13400119 LOGICAL Qf3EG SGPy7RL 135
OOi20 LOGICAL QOAY SCNTRL 136
001 . 21 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL i37
OOi22 LOGICAL QDUT SCNTRL 138
OD 123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
OD124 LDGFCAL gSHF SCNTRL 140
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00125 LOGICAL QRSW 5CNFRt i42
00127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 1A3
C SCNTRL t44
00128 LDS:*CAL LQS SCNTRL 145
00129 LCGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL. LTM;N SCNTRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTMAiI SCNTRL i4600132 LOGFCAL LAREACC SCNTRL 14900133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 15D[)0134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
OD135 LOGICAL. EFFLUX SCNTRL 15200136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
OOi37 LOGICAL LRAD5WG SCNTRL 154
OOt38 LOGICAL LgAbLWG SCNTRL 15S
00139 LOGICAL LiCLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
D0140 LOGICAL LDPdEGA SCNTRL i5800141 LOGICAL LDIAf3AT SCNTRL 15900142 LOGICAL LRADSIY SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 16100143 EQUIVALENCE fLCO31.Cfl }} SCNTRL 162
OOSC•1 LOGICAL LOO,	 LC{200} SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL °64




DOi45 CDMMONr/RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 167
0074G C01'AMDN / RCFJTRL / APHEL SCNTRL 158QO 147 COk1MON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL i6900148 COM1'AON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 17000149 COPANION /PCNTRL / CP SCFJTRL i7100150 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 17200151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ f]EC SCNTRL 17300152 CD[dMON /RCNTRL/ bECMAX SCNTRL 17400153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DiST SCNTRL 175
OOi94 COMMON /RCNTRL/ QLAT SCNTRL 176
OD155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bLDN SCNTRL 17700156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL i78













...	 l	 1	 4	 a
04165 GOMFdDN /RCNTRL/ PSTD
04165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN
04167 COldMON /RCNTRL/ pSMAx
00168 COMMGN /RCNTRL! p5MIN
04165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PTOP
00174 CDMh10N /RCNTRL/ RARE
OOi71 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS
OOf72 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP
00173 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSDIST
40174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY
00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON
00176 CDMM1'iON /RCNTRL/ SIDE {25}
40177 COh1lAON /RCNTRL/ SINp
OR178 CDMl80N /RCNTRL/ SOLS
40175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD
04180 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ PLEVS f251
04181 COMhiDN /RCNTRL/ HEATW
04182 COMMON /RCNTRLI HEATI
00183 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EP5
OOi84 COIAMDN /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC
00185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTnJ
40186 COlhMON /RCNTRL/ PZERD
C00]87 EOiJIVALEi`!^t [RCO,RC1 i) )
4018.$ REAL RC4,	 RC12001
C
C INTEGL-R h100EL CONSTANTS
04189 COMMON^ /IDPARNI/ IJIIMp 1d6)0419 q COldFdON /IDPARM/ IDSp02
00191 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDE?f {92}
OOi92 GOfAMDN /IDPARM/ IROD
OOi93 CO1JIh1DN / IDPARM / JC {46^
40194 COMMON /iDPARh1/ JE {2}
OOf95 COMMON 1TDPAAM/ JP f2;2)40196 COFJfMON /IDRARhi/ KSTEP.
D0197 COMMON /IOPARM/ MJ Sa6!
40196 COMMON /InPARM/ NHMSi
40198 COMMON /InPARM/ NYMDi
G
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
D ..__cavaa^cn-ecn=ove ==^^^
04204 ^'COMMON lLOPARM/ FILTER (d6}







C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
C00206 COI1n^VION^ /R17pARM/ AOLDP
04207 CDMiJ10N / RDPARM/ CONi
04248- COMFAON /ROP p RM/ CDNibT
04249 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2
00214 COh1MON /^pPARM/ CON2DT04211 COMMON /RDPARM/ CC1N3
00212 COMMON IRDPARM/ GON3DT00213 - COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4
O g 21^F CDFAMON / RDPARM / CON4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
00216 COMMON /RnPARhi/ COSL f46}
40217 COMMON /RDPARM/ CO5LON {72}
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPn2
00219 COMlRON /RDPARM/ D%P fd5}
UO220 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXYP (45}
40221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP fA6}
04222 COMMON /RDPARMI FCORLS 146}
04223 CO1gMON /RDPARM/ FiDT















































































































C ^	 ^	 4

































04271 EQUIVALENCE 1QS 11,i3,11,PRECDN{1,11}







C ^GL08AL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIEI:DS
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' c sgANaaT ss rn
^; 00268 EQUIVALENCE
	 fQU(1,1,1,1),U11,1,1,t }1 SgANDQT 57
h 00289 ..EQUIVALENCE




	 IqU{1,1.,7,1},5W{1,7, 1', 1}} 50ANDQT 60
Od292 EQUIVALENCE	 IgU{i,1.9,1},PHI{t,i,i,tl) SgANDQT 61




4D295 EQUIVALENCE	 (gUgt,1,13,T),RADSW11,1,1)} SgANDQT 6d
40296 E4UIVALENCE=	 1gUi1,1,1d,1),RAD.LW11,i,i}} SQAND4T S8
C SQANDQT 56
C SPMEAN 32
^ Op297 LOGFCAL gUITE/.FALSE./ SPIAEAN 33
C	 • SPMEAN 34
r	 ^ C DEBUG SHEGDE6 2
^ 00295 10400 CONTINUE SBEGDEa 3
^ C	 `+^* CYBER SCALAR VERSION 44.401 	 INPUT,Ibg SHEGDEB 4
C	 CYBER SCALAR VERSION 4d.dO p SSEGDEH 5
^ C	 -'•+ CY.BER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEH 6
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS55555SSSS55555SSSS555555SSSS555355S5SS535555SSSSSSBEGDEB 7
'40299 IF	 {QUITE}	 GO TO 5 SPMEAN 36
D0300 QUITE	 _	 .TRUE. SPMEAN 37
00307 DL	 =	 ACOS(-1}IJ{d SPMEAN 3$
003D2 PAREA
	 =	 IM • {1.	 COS1.5*DL!)/5FN{DL} SPMEAN 39
Od3p 3 5	 CDNTFNUE SPMEAN 40
04304 SAREA = PAREA SPMEAN 41











4 00306 SPRESS.= 0.
}O
SPMEAN 45
^O p3D9 [10	 I=1,IM SPMEAN d6 ^:
©04314
04311







k 00372 D = D t DL SPMEAN b9
+ 00313 COSJ = CDS(D} SPMEAN 50
D0314 SAREA = SAREA + IM^CO5J SPMEAN 51
40315 SMASS = SMA55 ^ SPRE55 • COSJ SPMEAN 52
00316 2d	 CONTINUE SPMEAN 53 per"•^,
44317 PMEAN = SMASS/SAREA +^ PTOP SPMEAN 6d sa
r`r,` 00318 RETURN SPMEAN 55
^ 40379 END SPMEAN 56 ^'j ^
p STATEMENT LABEL MdP'
--LABEL---DEFINED--^REFERENCES
'11 10 311	 309
10400 298
20 a16	 307
' 5 303	 299
l VARIABLE MAP
, --NAME--- ----BLOCK-^----TVPE-^----CLASS-------REFERENCES 	 A=AAGLIST, C=CTRL OF	 DO,	 I=DATA	 INIT,	 R-READ,	 S=STDRE.	 V1=4iRITE
ADATE CCNTRL	 CF1AR*8	 SIMPLE	 3	 16k




APWEL RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 1d6
p TI111E CCNTRL	 CWAR'8	 SIMPLE	 4	 17
SETA RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 1d7
CALTOJ RCNTRL	 REAL	 51MPLE	 185
CC CCNTRL	 CWAR+B	 ARRAY	 14	 15
CCd CCNTRL	 CWAR+B	 SIMPLE	 2	 14	 15
CCNTRL REAL	 UNKNOWN	 2	 3	 4 5	 6 7	 $	 9	 10	 11 t2
13
- CCSP45 CCNTRL	 CHAR•$	 SIMPLE	 7	 24
CCSP47 CCNTRL	 CWAR'8	 SIMPLE	 8	 21
CCSP4B CCNTRL	 CWAR"B	 SIMPLE	 9	 22














CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2tt
CQN3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
' CDN4 RDpARIA REAL 5TMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t4
GDN. 5 RDPARM REAL 5TMFLE 2t5
COSD RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSJ REAL SIMPLE 313/5 314 355
CO$L RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CP02 RDPAR^A REAL SIMPLE 218
CAS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAV i3
` D REAL SIMPLE 30615 312/5 3i2 3i3
pAYSPY RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
DEC RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
DECMAX RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DI4[3AT [^ANDQT REAL ARRAY 285 294
DIST RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
DL REAL SIMPLE 30i/S 302 302 30fi 312
F. DLAT RGNTRL REAL 5YMPLE t54
DLON RGNTRL Rt;AL SIMPLE 155
? DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RGNTRL REAL SIMPER 156
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 220
^
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221 'T)
°^JECCN RGNTRL - REAL SIMPLE 157
' EFLUX OANDQF REAL ARRAY 255 273 '^ `:j
EFS RCNTAL REAL SIMPLE 183 ^ :^
EPSFAC RCNTAL REAL SIMPLE t8R ^^,	 ;
F1DT RbpARFA REAL SIMPLE 223
.^
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 ,..q	 _
^ FCDRLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222 ^^
FILTER LDPARNI LOGICAL ARRAY 2D0 203 ^^^
^} FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 274 ^...yI,i GNU t RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158 i`	 s-.3
y GNU2 RCNTAL REAL SIMPLE i59 ?
GRAV RGNTRL REAR SIMPLE iBd ^+ `'`^
^y GT RAND4T REAL ARRAY 245 263
^ 1 G1V 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 246 264
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225k
H2DT RDPARPd REAL SIMPLE 226
'r1 HEA7I RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE. 182
NEATlY RGNTRL .REAL SIMPLE 181
^ HFLUX tIANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 272
I INTEGER SIMPLE 309/C 310
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE 25 90 91I1^ ICLOUD QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNCWN 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33	 34 35
36 37 38 3B 4D 41 42 43 44	 45 d6
47 48 +19 54 5f 52 53 54 55	 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66	 67 66
^1 -- G9 70 71 72 73 74 75 76
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
ICSP55 RGNTRL II:F^GER SIMPLE 68
IDIAHAT ICNTRL iNTEGE:R UNKNOWN 88
F IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOYfN 189 19D 191 192 193 194 195 196 197	 198 159
IDSP02 IDpARNI fNTEG >= R SIP^IPLE 190
IE;FLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
IFUSION ICNTRL .INTEGER UNKiJOWN 83
FFiFLl1X ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN Si
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOIYN 86
^ IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189
, IM ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 26 302 309 314_
i TMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
{	 ^ IMO2p1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
`	 ; INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 191























94	 95	 96	 97	 9$	 99	 100	 16S	 162
202
	











































































































































































































































































































































26i 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
272 273 274 275 276 277
289 290 291 292 253 294 295 295
300!5
i89
147 148 i49 i60 191 152 i53 i54 155
158 159 160 16i i62 163 16E 165 166
f69 i70 171 172 173 i74 i75 176 177
i80 181 i82 i83 18d i85 S8^
2Q8 2p9 210 2i1 212 213 2i4 215 216
219 220 221 222 223 2x4 22c 226 227

















NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER 57MPLE
NNrdSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMMS1 IDPARM INTEGER SIh1PLE
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSH ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER 5irdPLE
NLAYrA1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLA yPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N5E q ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIIAFLE
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO TGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMb1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDE . TGNTRL INTEGER SIhSPLE
N2TNIF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
OMEGA QAN04T REAL ARRAY
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P QANDQr REAL ARRAY
PARER REAL SI1^IALE
PHI 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
Pi^lIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY
- PI RCNTRL REAL SIh1pLE
FI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PINIEAN RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
PKSTD RDAARM REAL SIMPLE
PKTOP RDPARI41 REAL SIMPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
PRNEAN REAL FUNCTION
AREACC gANDQT REAL. ARRAY
-^ PRECON gANDQT REAL ARRAY
PSMA>< RCNTRL REAL SIh7PLE
PSrdIN RCNTRL REAL SIhTPLE
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
► PTOp RGNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PZERO RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLEQANI) QT REAL UNFtNOWN^
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SI ►dPLE
E gbAY LCNTRL I:QGICAL SIMPLE
ii QE ND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
i 41 gOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
r QPAY LCNTRL LJ]GICAL SIMPLE
QR51.1 LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
;^ 4RSw LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
J1 QS gANDQT REAL ARRAV
QSF1l= LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QU gANDQT REAL ARRAY
E' QUITE LC}GICAL SIMPLE
' RAPE RCNTRL REAL Sfi41PLEy:l RAbLW QANCgT REAL ARRAV
RACILWG QANbgT REAL ARRAY
RAD5W gANDQT REAL ARRAY
'^.F RAbSWG gANDQT REAL ARRAYRC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY







',:^ RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE










RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230 r`
^ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
ROGPDT .RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
ROCPPI RDPARM HEAL SI^hPLE 232
R5DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 773
^ SAREA REAL SIMPLE. 30d/S 31d/S 3i4	 317
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASdN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
4 SG NP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 ,q
5H QANDQT REAL ARRAY 262 291
SHS 4AND4T REAL ARRAY 2a8 266
j	 ^ SIG RDPARM REAi_. ARRAY 2a0
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY t76
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
SINL RDPARPif REAL ARRAY 23b
SINLON RDPARM HEAL ARRAY 235^'.
SMASS REAL SIMPLE 348/5 315/5 315	 317
SPATH 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 243. 261^
SN2FLG LGNTRL LOGIGAL SIMPLE 100 125
SOUS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 176
^ SPRESS REAL SIMPLE 348/5 310/5 370	 315
I:' START LDPARM LOGICAL SI?RIFLE 202 205
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28Y 294
Ti-fSaD RDPARM REAL Si14iPLE 236
t. THSTD2 gDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TMAX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 259
Th1IN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 250- 268
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265
• TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
L QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288
V QANDQT RE'At ARRAY 260 284
VER CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 10 23
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238 O S'j
.7^^ XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR•8 ARRAY 11 24 '7'1 ^
^^
i PROCEDURE FEAP ^
' ^-NAME------ - TYPE-------CLASS ------------- REFERENCES O=STMT F' (U	 DEF,	 A=ARGLIST ^ ^
^+ ACOS REAL INTRINSIC 30t ^ ^
COS REAL INTRINSIC 302	 313.^
SIN REAL INTRINSIC 302 ^









OOODi SUBROUTINE PDLINP	 IN,	 M) SPDLINP 2
^+ rrrar++ rrrorrrr+ww.e.^rrr+eatsa++..rwrr.`rrr+r*+wrwa+rwwrr.s+w.+ r.. rr.. r. +SPaLiNP 3
C PURPOSE SPOLINF b
C COPIES POLE VALUES PROM GLOBAL MODEL ARRAY q SPOLINF 5
C INTO STEREOGRAPHIC POLE ARRAY QP SPDLINP fi
C OR SPOLiNP 7
C COPIES STEREC7GRAPWIC POLE VALUES FROM QP SPatINP 8
C BAGS INTD GLOBAL MDDEL ARRAY Q. SPDLINP 9
C CALLED (3Y INPUT,	 AND MAIN	 fGW5GGM)	 ONEY SPDLINP 10
C SPDLINP 11
C USAGE SPDLINP 12
C SPDLINP 13
C ARGUMENTS-	 DESCRIPTION SPDLINP td
C N	 TIME STEP POINTER SPDLINP 15
C R1	 PDLE FLAG,	 =1 FOR SOUTH PDLE,	 =2 FOR NDRTH POLE SAOLINP 16
C SPOLTNP 17
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SPDLINP 1B
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SPDLINP 19
C SPDLINP 20
C RECORD DF MODIFICATIONS SPDLINP 21
C BASE1] ON OLD VERSION 8. SPDLINP 22
C SPDLINP 23
C ?DATE?	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? SPDLINP 2d
C 05/04/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SPDLINP 25
C SPDLINP 26
C REMARKS: SPDLINP 27
C (	 11 NOTE ENTRY POFNT POLOUT. SPDLINP 28
C f	 2}	 7P$ACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, FTC.?SPDLINP 29
C SPDLINP 30Grrrbrrirf.^'rr.^^kwr^rfiFi^MrO6#^^tA*1Y1*fty^irf>rir1^*Rr^lri/flfi ► a+rrsnrrrrrr+ +s +SPDLINP 31








5]0002 COP^IMON-/CCNTRL! CCO SCNTRL 5
000 q3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ AOAFE SCNTRL 6
0000a COZIiMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
00005 COPJiMON /CCNTRL/ JFC SCNTRL 8
00006 GOlhMOt1 /CCNTRL/ - JOB SCNTRL B
DD007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ GGSP05 SCNTRL 10
00008 COMMON /GCNi'RL/.CCSP07 SCNTRL 11
00005 COM^'1ION	 /CCNTRL/ CC5POE} SCNTRL 12
voai4 COMlAON /GCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
04011 COM1IMDN /CCNTRL/ 	 XLABEL	 510) SGNTRL 14
44D12 GOMiV{ON fGCNTRL/ CQS	 (301 SCNTRL 15
ODD13 CQMMDN /GCNTRL/ CQU (101 SCNTRL i6
G SCNTRL 17
0001a EQUIVALENCE	 (CCO,CCf1}} SCNTRL 16
00015 CHARACTERrB	 CCD,	 CC^2D0} SCNTRL 19
D0416 CHARACTER*8	 ADATE 5CNTRt 20




D0019 CHARACTERrB	 JD9 SCNTRL 23
0002D CHARACTER+B	 CCSP06 SCNTRL 2d
0002T CHARACTER+B	 CCSP47 SCNTRL 25
4D022 CHARACTERrB	 CCSPOS SCNTRL 26
OD023 CHARACTER*B	 VER SCNTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER*8	 BLASEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 25
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
C _______________________°"----------_......--------- SCNTRL 31
00D25 COMMON /'ICNTRL/ ICD SCNTRL 32
00026 caMMaN /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
04D28 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
00D29 COPl^MON /ICNTRL/ NDR5W SCNTRL 36
i	 00034 CO341MON / ICNTRL/	 JM SCAITRL 37
•	 00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
00432 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JRflT2 SCNTRL 39
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^00034 COMMON /FCNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL 41
00035 GOMMON /!CNTRL! JOS SCNTRL 42 FV
D0036 CDfNMQN /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL A3
00037 COhlfMON	 / ICNTRL / KtiAt19 SCNTRL 44
00038 COEIEMDN / IGNTRL / KLIGW SCl,ITRL 45
OO p39 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLI557 SCNTRL 46
OOOQO COMldON /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
OODa.7 GOMMON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
00042 COMMON f. IGNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
00043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SGNTRL 50
80044 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MAT5NX SCNTRL 51
00045 COMMON /YCNTRL/ 9NATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 COh1MOH /ICNTRL/ MLF	 ^92Y 5CNTRL 53
00047 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 54
00048 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ NHRSH SCNTRL 55
OOOd9 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
00050 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL 57
OOOFi1 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NO 5CNTRL 58
40052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
00053 COMhIDN /ICNTRL/ NDAY SGNTRL 60
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT 5CNTRL 6t
ODO55 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ ND9=HY 5CNTRL 62
00056 COMMON/ICNTRL! NDSHF SGNTRL 63
00057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
00058 CDl1MgN /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 55
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHM5E 5CNTRL 65
00060 CDh1h90M /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL 67
00061 COMh1DN /YCNTRL/ NLAY 5CNTRL 68
04062 COiNh10N 11CNTRt / NLAYMI SCNTRL 5900063 COh1h10N / iCb}TRL/ NLAYP I 5CNTRL 7000054 CDh7h1DN /ICNTRL/ hiSDAY SCNTRL 71
OD065 COMMON /FGNTRt1 NSEQ SCNTRL 72
00066 COMlJION /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
00067 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7d
OD06F1 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
00069 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMq SCNTRL 76
OOOTO COMMON !ICNTRL/ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
0007 . 1 COMMON /FCNTRL/ NYh1D0 SCNTRL 79 Q ^00072 COf'1SMON	 /ICNTRL! NZINIT 5CNTRL 79 .Ty ^
D0073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 80
00074 CDfJtMDN /ICNTRL/ NDHOG 5CNTRL 137 "^
'00075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 f30) SCNTRL Sz
®00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 ft01 SCNTRL 83 ^
C SCNTRL ^ Ip"00077 EQUIVALENCE IITMIN ,IQS( 1}1 85















00081 . EQUFVALENCE (INFLUX -,IQS( 5}1 5CNTRL 139 ^ ^i'i
00082 EQUIVALENCE (I6FLU% ,IQS( 6}} SCNTRL 90 I'^ £'ice!
00083 EQUIVALENCE {!FUSION ,IQS( 7}} SGNTRL 91 "^
00084 EQUIVALENCE (IRAD5WG ,IQ5{ 8}) SCNTRL 92 ,^
00085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,IQSf 9}} SCNTRL 93
OD08.6 EQUIVALENCE (iICLOUD ,IQ5fi0)} SCNTRL 94
C00087- EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA ,IQU{ 1}1 SCNTRL 96
OOOBB EQUIVALENCE (IDIABAT ,IQUf 2}^ SCNTRL 97
OD089 EQUIVALENGE lIRADSW ,FQU{ 3}7 SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
OD090 EQUIVALENCE (iCO,IC(71) 5CNTRL 100
00D9 . 1 INTEGER ICO,	 ICf200T SCNTRL 101
C 5CNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED (°'d HISTORY RECORD $CNTRL 103
C ______________________= ___________= ____=_=_____= SCNTRL 104
00092 COMMON /LGNTRL/ LCO 5CNTRL 105
00093 COhJih1ON	 /LCNTRL/ QALT SGNTRL 106
00094 COMMON %LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
00095 COMMON !LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL f08
00096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
00097. COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 110
.00098 COFdMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 119
;
cars*-	 esi^	 ^r.:r	 -	 -	 --	 -	
,.a.	
-	 --	



































































CQMMQN /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
COMRS4N 1LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
COMMON /LCNTRL/ RR5W SCNTRL 114CDPdM{3N /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL i 1S
COMFdDN /LCNTRL/ L45130) SCNTRL 116
COMMON /LCNTRL/ L4Uf10) SCNTRL i17
C SCNTRL 1SB
EQUIVALENCE iLTMiN ,LRSf 11) SCNTRL 119
EQUIVALENCE {LTMAx ,L45{ 21) SCNTRL 720
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LRSf 31) SCNTRL 127 ,f,
E4UIVALENCE {LPRECON ,LgSf 41) SCNTRL 722
EQUIVALENCE iLhiFLUX ,LQ54 5)) SCNTRL i23
EQUIVALENCE fLEFWX ,LQS{ 61] SCNTRL i24
E4UIVALEFlCE ILFUSION ,LOS{ 7)) SCNTRL 125
EQUIVALENCE {LRADSWG ,L45{ $I1 SCNTRL 126
EQUIVALENCE ILRADLWG ,LOSE 91) SCNTRL 127
EQUIVALENCE fLICLDUb ,L45^t0)] SCNTRL 12B
C SCNTRL 129
EQUIVALENCE ILOMEGA ,L4Uf 11) SCNTRL 130
EQUIVALENCE ILDIABAT ,L4Uf 21) SCNTRL 131
E gUiVAtENCE ftRADSW ,LOU{ 311 SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
LOGICAL gALT SCNTRL 134
.LOGICAL QSEG SCNTRL 135
LQGICat 4DAY SCNTRL 13B
LOGICAL QE:MD SCNTRL 137
LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
LOGICAL 4PHY SCNTRL 139
LOGICAL 45FiF SCNTRL 140
LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 742
tQGICAL QRSN SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
LOGICAL LQ5 SCNTRL 145
LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL td6 ® ^
LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147 .^ t:^
LOGICAL LTMA% SCNTRL 148 ;,,
LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149 v
LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150 ^ ^..
LOGICAL LHFLU% SCNTRL 151
^ ":^LOGICAL LEFLU% SCNTRL 152LOGICAL LFUSFON SCNTRL 1$3 ►:s	 Z`"
LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 154
^^LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155 t^1
LOGICAL LICLDUD SCNTRL 155 L;.`'C SCNTRL 157 y"	 ';
LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158 i"	 ^'3LOGICAL tDIAfaAT SCNTRL 159 '-:
LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 150 ^;
C SCNTRL 161
EQUIVALENCE (LCO,LC{1}) SCNTRL 162
LOGICAL LCO,	 LC{2001 SCNTRL 183
C SCNTRL 1S4
C	 REAL M1SODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECQRD SCNTRL 165
-
C	 ^^.._a»_--	 -----------=--....^_^..= c.._^....-__^Tc SCNTRL 186
.COMMON /RGNTRL/ RCD A SCNTRL 157
COMMON /RGNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
COMh1QN /RCN7RL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
COMMON /RGNTRL/ COSD SCN7RL 170
CORSMON /RGNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
COMMON /RGNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
CQMMQN /RGNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
CQMF+fION
	
/RGNTRL! bECMAX SCNTRL 17A
COMMON /RGNTRL/ QI5T SCNTRL 175
COMMON /RGNTRL/ bLAT SCNTRL 176
CQMir1ON 1RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
Ct]MMON /RGNTRL/ OT SCNTRL t78 a
COMMON /RCN7RL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
COFdMQN /RGNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 180
CQMNSON /RCN7RL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181










^	 1 6 W
0Ot61 COMFdQN /RCNTRt/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL 183
OOi52 CQMMDN /RCNTRt/ PI SCNTRL 18d
00163 COMFdDN /RCNTRL/ PI1B0 SCNTRL 18S
00164 CQMN{ON /RCNTRL/ P12 SCNTRL. 186
001&5 COMtdOH /RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL 187
00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SCNTRL 188
00167 CQ1 'Al7fON /RCNTRL / PSFAAX SCNTRL 189
0016$ CQMMDN !RCNTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 19D
00769 COMMON /RCNTRL! PTOP SCNTRL 191
00170- COMMON /RCNTRL/ BADE SCNTRL 192
00171 CQMMDN /RCNTRL/ RGAS SGNTRL 193
0Dt72 GOMh10N /RCNTRL/ ROGP SCtJTRL 194
00173 GAMMON /RCNTRL/ RSDIST SCNTRL 195
00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCNTRL 195
OD175 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
00176 COMMON !RCNTRL/ SIGE f251 SCNTRL t98
i 00177 COMMON /RCNTRLI SINp SCNTRL 79900t78 CQMMDN /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 2DD
00179 CQMMGN /RCNTRt/ T5Tb SCNTRL 201
0Di80 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS f251 SCNTRL 202
0D181 COFJtMDN /RCNTRLI HEATW SCNTRL 203
0OiB2 COMMON /RCNTRLI HEATI SCNTRL 204
t 00183 COMMON /RCNTRt./ EPS SCNTRL 205
00184 CDZ,IMON /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
00185 GOM^dON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 207
'. 00186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO SCNTRL 208
G SCNTRL 209
00187 EQUIVALENGE fRCO,RCi1}1 SCNTRL 21D
00188 REAL RCO,	 RCf2003 SCNTRL 277
C SGNTRL 212 O Q
a^
C INTEG1cR MOp EL CQNSTANTS SCNTRL 213 `7'I ^
C _______________________ SCNTRL 214 ^'
00189 COMMON /IDpARM/ IJUMP f461 SCNTRL 21S ^:^
0019D COMMON /IDPARM/ Ib5P02 SCNTAt 2tt'y ^
00151 COFhMON / Il)PARM / INDEX f721 SCNTRL 217
r D0192 COMMON /ID p ARM/ IRDD SCNTRL 218 ^
00193 COF4FAQN / IDPARFI! / JC 1461 SCNTRL 2!9 r'^
00194 COFIIMON /IDPARM/ JE 121 SCNTRL 226 A ^
^ 00195 COtdMON /3DPARM/ JP {2,2} SCNTRL 221 C




















C LOGICAL YMODEL J CONSTANT5 SCNTRL 227
G SCNTRL 228
E^1 00200 ^^CDMMQN /LDPARNE/ FILTER 1461 SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /Lp PARM/ ITAPE SCNTRL 230
00202 COMMON /LDPARM/ START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
()0203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
.t 0020¢ LOGICAL ITAPE: SCNTRL 234
00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SGNTRL 236
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C ____________ _______ SCNTRL 238i 00206 ^COFJSMON /RDPARM/ AOLDP SCNTRL 239
00207 CDFiMON /RDPARM/ CONT SCNTRL 240
00206 COFAMON /RDPARM/ CON7DT SCNTRL 241
00209 COtdMON /RDPARM/ CON2 SCNTRL 242
00210 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT SCNTRL 243
00211 COMMON /RDPARfi1/ CQN3 SCNTRL 244
00212 COM^IION /RDPARM/ CQN3DT SCNTRL 245
00213 CDMMQN /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
00214 COFJSMDN /RDPARM/ CON4DT SCNTRL 247
i 00215 CDFJEMQN /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
00276 CDFAMDN /RDPARM/ COSL Sa61 SCNTRL 249
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDStDN f721 SCNTRL 250
00218 COh'{MON /RDPARM/ GPD2 SCNTRL 251_
00219 COFdMQN /RDPARM/ DXP 1461 SCNTRL 252














00221 COMFdDN /ADpnF{M/ DYP	 f46} 5CNTRL 254
00222 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCCRLS	 f461 SCMTRL 255
O p223 COMMON /RQFARM/ F1DT 5CNTRL 256
04224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2DT SCMTRL 257
04225 COMMON /RDPARM/ W1DT SCMTRL 258
64226 COMMON / gDPARM/ H2OT SCMTRL 259
00227 COMFdDN /RDPARM/ p ){STD SCMTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARMf PE{TOP SCMTRL 251
00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT	 {46) SCMTRL 262
04230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 {46) SCMTRL 263
90231 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROC>'DT SCMTRL 264
00232 COMFJSON /RDPA g hi/ ROCPA 1 SCMTRL 2fiS
q4233 COFdMON /RDPARM/ 5GNP	 {.2} SCMTRL 256
44234 COPAMDN /RDPARM/ SINL	 {461 5CNTRL 267
40235 COMMON /RDPAR^Ni SINLON	 {72) SCMTRL 268
40236 GOMMON /RDPARM! TH5TD 5CNTRL 269
00237 COMMON /RDPARM! THST02 5CNTRL 270
oA238 COMMON / gDPARM/ wsnv>:	 6591 5CNTRL 271
40239 COMMON /Ab pARM/ DSFG	 f9) 5CNTRL 272
60240 COMMON /RDPARM/ SFG	 f9} SCNI'RL 273
C SCrdTRL Zia
C ^ 5RANDQT 2
C GLOF^AL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
40241 COMFdDN /4ANDQT/ 45{72,19,46} SQANDQT 4
C SQANDQT 5
OD 242 DIMENSION PHIS[1368,1} SQANDQT 6
04243 DIMENSION SMTH{1358,231 SQA^lDQT 7
04244 DIMENSION ALE3EDOf1368,i} SQANDQT 8
04245 DIMENSION GT(1368,[} SgANQQT 9
D02a6 DI11')ENSIDN GW{1368,11 SQANDQT 1D
OD247 DIMENSION TSf1368,1) SQANDQT li
69248 bIMEN5IgN SHS{1368,1) SQANDQT 12
60249 DIMENSION P{72,i9,1) SQANDQT 13
00250 DIMENSION TMIN{1368,1) 54ANDQT 14
DD251 pIFAENSION TMAX(t368,1) SQANDQT i5
90252 DIMENSION PREACC{1368,1) SQANDQT iS
96253 DIh1EN5iDN PRECONIi368,11 54ArJD4T 17
40254 DIMENSION HFLUR{1368,1) SQANDQT 18
00255 DIMENSION EFLUX{1368,1} SQANDQT 19
00256 DIMENSION FUSIDN{1368,{} SQANDQT 24
0{}257 DIMENSION RADSWG{1368,1} SOAMPQT 21
0026C DIMENSFON RADLWG{1358,11 SQANDg7 22
00259 DIMENSION ICLDUD(1368,1} SQANDQT 23
C
00264 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,1,1},PHIS{1,11} SDANDQT 25
00261 EQUIVALENCE (QS[1,2,1),SMTH{1,1)} 54AND4T 26
00262 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{i,3,i},AL8ED0{i,il} SQANDQT 27
00263 EQUIVALENCE (gSf1,4,1),GT1i,11} SgANDQT 28
OD26d EQUIVALENCE {QS11,5,1),GW{i,i1} SQANDQT 29
04265 EQUFVALENCE {4551,6,11.T5[1,11} SQANDQT 30
96266 EQUIVALENCE- {45(1,7,1},5H5{i,1)) SQANDQT 31
40267 EQUIVALENCE fQ5{1,8,1y,P(1,1,1)} SQANDQT 32
00268 EgUIVALENCE (QS{7,59,1},TMIW{1,1}} SQANDQT 33
00269 EQUIVALENCE {45{1,11,1},TMAX^t,1}) 5gANDgT 3d
90270 EQUIVALENCE {QS11,12,11,PREACC{1,1)} SQANDQT 35
D027i EQUIVALENDE {QSS1,13,7),PRECON{1,1)1 SQANDQT 36
OD272 EQUIVALENCE: {QSf1,i4,1),HFLU$f1,1}) SQANOQT 37
90273 EQUIVALENCE- {Q5.[1,15,7),gFLUX{1,1}} S4AND4T 38
40274 EQUFVALENC@ (45{1,16,1},FUSIDN{1,t}} SQANDQT 39
00275 EQUIVALENCE (45{1,17,1),RADSWG{1,i}} SQANDQT 46
04276 Eq,UIVALENDE {QSi1,18,1),RADLWG{1,11} SQANDQT a1
04277 EQUIVALENCE {45(1,19,1},ICLDUD{t,i)) SQANDQT 42
C ^	 •	 r S4ANO4T 43
C GLOBAL MODEL U p PER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT as
OD278 COMMON /QANo4T/ QU172,9,ia,a6) 54AND4T a5
C SQANDQT d6
04279 DIMENSION U{72,9,14,11 SQANDQT 47
49280 DIMENSION Vi72,9,14,i) S4AND4T 413
96281 DiM>=NSION T{72,9,14,17 SgANO4T 49
4426.2 DIMENSION SH{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 56
















00284 DIM1IENSII?N	 OiNEGA f 72, 126, 1 ) SDANOQT 52
D0285 DdMENSIpN
	 q IABAT{72,126,}1 50ANpQT S3
00286 pIMENSION	 RAOSSY{72,t26,11 SQANDQT 54
00287 DIMENSIpN
	 RADLS^{72,125,1} SQANbQT 55
C SQANOQT 56
D p 288 EQUIVALENCE	 (QU{1,1,i.1),U{1,1,1,1}} 54ANDQT 57





	 [QUf1,1,7,11,5H{1,1,1,7)} 54AMDQT fi0
00292 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{i,1,9,11,P!-fI{1,1,1,1}) SDANDQT 61
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 iqU{1,1,t1,i1,Di41EGA{1,1,11} SDANDQT 62
00294 EQUIVALENCE	 IQU{i,1,12,f},DIABAT(1,1,1)} SQANDQT 63
OD295 EQUIVALENCE
	 (QU{i,7,13,1},RADSYI{1,1,1)1 SDAHDQT 64
DO,c96 EQUIVALENCE	 SDU{1,1,14,11,RADLWIt,1,1}1 SDAFdpgT fi5
C SQANDQT 6fi
C SQFGLES 2
C POLAR MODEL p ROGNOSTTC FIEC pS SDPOL^S 3




00299 COMMON /QAOLES/ VP{9,2.2} SQPOLES 6
OD300 COMMON./QPDLES! TP{9,2,23 SQPpLE5 7
DD3 g 1 COMMON /QPDLES/ SHPf9,2,2} SOPOLES 8
00302 COMMON /QPDLES/	 PHIPf9,2,2} SQPOLES S
C SQPOLES 10
C SPGLINP 37
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
00303 1D000 pONTFNUE SBEGDEB 3
C **** CYBER SCALAR VER5IgN 04.007 	 INPUT,I04 SBEGDEB 4
C rrr* CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.4D0 SBEGDE6 5
C .+rr CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB fi
CSSSSSS5S55SS5555$SSS555S$5S555SSS5SSSSS55'S,$S55SSSSSS$5555$5$SSSSSSSSSSSSBEGDEB 7
C SpptINP 39
^^. G r^+rrrr+rrrrrrrr*rrrrrrrrra•rrr.wrraa*rrrrrr.rrr.rrrwwrr*rrr.rrr SPDLINP 40
C *^»•	 •*** SPDLINP 41
G *	 *	 COPIES POLE VALUES FROM GLOBAL MpDEL ARRAY 4
	 " .. SPGLINP 42
C *•'•	 INTO STEREOGRAPHIC POLE ARRAY QP.
	 •••• SPOtIHP 43
C ****	 •*** SPGLINP 44
^; rrrrwrrrrwr.r+rrrwrr r ► ,rrrr^rs^rr.rr.rerrrrrrrrrrrr:.rrrr*rrrrr+..,.r SPDLINP 45
C SROLINP 46
003D4 PP{N,M}
	 =	 P{1,N,JE{M}} SPDLIHP 47
00305 DD	 124 L=i,NLAY SPpLINP 48
00306 UP^L,N,MI	 =	 -	 U{1,L.N,JEIM}}rSIHLONfi} SROLINP 49
8	 -	 SGNPfM}*V11.L.N,JE{M}J*COSLON{1} SPOLFNP 50
00307 VPIL,N,M}
	
:	 SGNP{M}*U{1,L,N,JE{M)}*CDSLON{1) SPGLINP S1
! &	 -	 V{1,L,N,JE{M))*5INLGN{1} SPpLTNP 52^
OD3D8 TP{L,N,M}	 ^	 Tf7,L,N,JEfM}} SPDLINP 53
40309 5WP{L,N;M}	 =	 SW{1,L,N,JE[M}} SPDLINP 54
OD310 120	 CONTINUE SPDLINP 55► .	 ,a.... ► a.r[;'r+rrrrarrrrrrrrrrrrrsr ► wr ► rrr ► rr...	 rrrrr	 rwrrsrarrrrrsarar.	 •SPDLINP 56
I 00311 ENTRY POLOU7 {N, M} SPDLINP 57
C SPGLINP 58
^+ rarrrr ► rrr ► rrr ► rrrrrvrrwrrrr ► rrrr'► rrrrrrr.srrrr ► r +s rrrrrrrrrr.r SPpLTNP $9j C ****	 **•* SPDLINP 60
j C r• +.*	 COPIES 5TEREDGRAPWIG POLE VALUES FROM QP 	 *•** SPDLINP 61
I	 f C *•**	 6ACK INTO GLOBAL MOOEt ARRAY Q	 **** SPpLINP 62
^ C rrrr	 .rrr SPDLINP 63
G rrrrrrr,^+r+rir+. ► rr^rrrwr^rrrrrrrrr,r*r^rwr.s+rr*,tr+r*rr•r^r*,r.r:rr*rrrr*^ ^ SPGLINP 64
C SPDLINP 65
f	 i^ 00312 DO	 2DD	 I=1,Ifii SPOLFNP 68
D03f3 P{I;N,JE{y{})	 ^	 PP{N,M} SPGLINP 67
003{4 20D	 CONTINUE SPpLINP 68
q 0315 qp 220 L=1,NLAY SPDLINP 69
OD31fs DD 220	 I-1,IM SPOL.INP 70
003gT UfI,t,N,JEffd}1	 =	 -	 UP{L,N,M)*SINLDN{I} SPGLINP 71p
&	 + SGNP{M} •VP{L,N,14!}*COSLONfI} SPDLINP 72
0031$ VfT,L,N,eJEfM))
	 ?	 -	 SGNP{M) rUP{L,N,M}*COSLON{I} SPDLINP 73
d	 -	 VP{L,N,M}rSINLON{Iy SPptTNR 74
04319 T1I,L,N,JE{f$))	 ?	 7P{L,M,M} SPGLINP 75
00320 SH{I,L,N,e}EIM)i
	
s	 SHP{L,N.IN} SPDLINP 76
00321 220	 CONTINUE SPpLTNP 77
00322 RETURN SPDLINP 78
__	 —_ -
	
_. S.i . –	
____ - -	
-	















10 p 00 303
120 3t0 305.
200 3i4 312
220 321 315 316
VAHIABLE MAP
--NAME--- ----BLOCK--- ---TYPE--- ---CLASS------- REFERENCES
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 3
AbLOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2'06
ALEE1]O QANDQT REAL ARRAY 244
AphiSL RCNTRE- REAL SIh1PLF 146
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR ► 8 SIMPLE 4[3E TA RCNTRL REAL SIlAPLE 147
^ALTOJ RCNTRL' REAL STI'dPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR^8 ARRAY 14
CCO CCNTRL CHARtB SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
13
Cc:SPO6 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 7
CCS p 07 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 8
CCSPO$ CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 9
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONTDT RDPARM REAL SIYIPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CCN2DT Rt]PARNI REAL SIMPLE 21D
CON3 RDPARM REAL SifAFLE 2fi
CON3DT RDPARM REAL S[MPLE 212
CON4 RDPARfri REAL SIMPLE 213CDN4DT FibpARtA REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE: 215
COSD RCNTRL_ REAL SIMPLE f4$
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CF RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SINlpLE 218
CRS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i2
C4U CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
.DEC RChlTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
p ECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DIABAT QANDQT REAL, ARRAY 2B5
bIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i53
DLAT RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM RL•AL ARRAY 235
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i56
DXp RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EFLUX gANDQT REAL ARLiAY 255
1wPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i84
FiDT RDPARM REAL Sif,APLE 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMP1_E 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER LbFARM LCGICAL ARRAY 200
FUSION QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 15B
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1S9
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 245
GW OAND47 REAL ARRAV 24G
HtAT RbFARM REAL. SIMPLE 225
SPQLINP 78
















































































































































27 28 29 3D 3i
38 39 44 41 42
49 50 51 52 53
60 61 62 63 64
7f 72 73 7d 75
191 192 193 194 195
316

















317	 317	 318	 318	 3i8	 3i9	 319	 32D	 320




94	 95	 96	 97	 98	 99	 100	 1D1	 102





318	 318	 319	 320
32 33 34 35
43 4a 45 46
S4 55 56 57
65 66 67 68
76




















































































































































LOGeR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE.
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNftNDWN
LPREACC LCTITRL LOGICAL UNlSNOWN
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNQWN
L45 LCNTRL LDGICAL ARRAY
LQU LCNTRL LO{',I(:^L ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNDYtNLAADSI'! (:CNTRL LDGIGAL UNIfNOWM
LRADSWG CNTRL LOGICAL UNKN1]WN
LTMAX CNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMTN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKND4YN
M INTEGER SIMPLE
MATI:N ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSIVX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
h7ATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE
MJ IDpARM INTEGER AARAY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MAOD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIN(PLE
N INTEGER ST1i7PLE
N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SItRPLE
ND FCNTRL INTEGER SF6IPLE
NDAL'I' ICNTRL FNTEGER STiAPLE
NDAY FGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
.	 N(JNOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NROUT ICNTRL If]TEGER SIMPLE
NDPHY ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSIY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
1	 NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NFIMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE




NkMSE ICNTRL ENFEGER SIMPLE!^y	ryffASH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAVMt ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
,,	 NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEICNTRL FNTEGEp SIRIPLE1`	NMLEV
^	 NSE]AY ICNTRL INTEGER .SIMPLE
NSE q ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
t	 NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIFdPLE
^`	 NYMO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
it	 NVMD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
-	 NYMA1 FI7PARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NYRiDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NXINET ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
DMEGA gANDQT REAL ARRAY
^	 DMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
1;	 P gANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHE gANDQT REAL ARR..Y
PkIP gPOLES REAL AARAY
pkIS gANDQT REAL ARAAV
PI RCNTRL Rt:AL SIMPLE
FI7$0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLEj	 PIMEAH RCNTRL REAL SSMRLE
PK5TD RDPAAM REAL SIMPLE
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
POLINP SUBRDI^P^LOUT 5U6RC711 i ;
PP gPOL>:S REAL ARRA'1
PREACC 4ANDCT REAL ARRAY







103 105 106 107 14$ 709 110 111 tit 113 i1.F
1 28 3






1 3Dd 30d 306 305 306 306 307 307 307 367308 308 309 309 311 313 313 317 317 317 317
























61 306 3TS6 2 -{^
s^ O ^




7 D ^'" ^^
72284 293
t61
























PSMA1f RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167 b
PSMIN RCNTRL - REAL SIPoTPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL 5Ik1pLE iG5
^,
^
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SfftiPLE 93 118QANp 07 REAL UNKNOWN 24I 278
QHEG LCNTRL LDG$CAL SIMPLE 94 119
QpAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 12D
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 121
QOLlT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 i22
'7 QPFiY LCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMpLE 98 123
1 QPDLES REAL UNKNOWN 297 296 299 30D 301 342t .. QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 i27
{ gRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1D1 126
QS 4ANpQT REAL ARRAY 2b1 264 261 262 263 264 265 256 267 268 269}
270 271 272 173 274 275 276 277
? gSY+F LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
{ 4U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 29D 291 292 293 294 295 296
BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17D
RADLW gANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$7 296
RApLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 295
RA p 5SYG gANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 i88
RCD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i45 187 168
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 1.46 147 148 149 154 151 152 153 154 155
156 157 156 159 16D 151 162 163 tsa 165 t66
SG7 158 169 174 171 172 173 174 175 176 177.^
t76 179 180 181 182 i83 184 785 ISE
RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 246 247 20B 208 210 211 212 2i3 21d 215 216
217 218 219 22D 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
228 229 234 231 232 233 23b 235 235 237 238
239 2b0
s RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE T71
k RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATO RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
RDCP PCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
^ RDCptir RDPARM REAL SIh1PLE 231
! RDCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
1 RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
SOAP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 0
SGNP RDPARM REAL 4RRAY 233 306 307 317 318 ^
^! SH QANpgT REAL ARRAY 282 291 349 32D/S
^ SHP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 3D I 309 / 5 320 '1;J^^
SHS QANpQT REAL ARRAY 248 266
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 240 ^
SIDE RCNTRL REAL. ARRAY 176 ^
SIND RQMTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
' SINL RDPARM REA1. ARRAY 234 ^ ,^













' START LDPARM LOGICAL SIh1PtE 202 205 ^a
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28i 250 308 3i9 /S .{TIt5TD RDPARlrS REAL SIMPLE 236
Th1STD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TMAH 4ANDDT REAL ARRAY 251 289
TMIN QANnQT REAL ARRAY 250 268
' TP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 304 348/5 319
TS 4ANDQT REAL ARRAV 247 265
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i79j U QANpQT REAL ARRAY 279 288 306 347 317 !S
' UP QPDLES REAL ARRAV 296 308/5 3i7 318
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 280 2$9 306 307 318/5
VER CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE SO 23
VP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 299 307/S 3i7 318
'	 aP. WSAVR RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238
^^^
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q 0001 ^UBROUTiNE	 PRDIAG
	
1JX,	 I7f) SPRDIAG 2Cr.«« rrrr..'r...r.r-...r....n.r.......r..rrr.r.r..:......rx..««..«.«.....SPRDIAG 3
C PURPOSE SPRDIAG 4
C CHECK BASE SURFACE PRESSURES FOR UNSTABLE VALUES SPRDIAG 5
C CALLED 8Y FAAIN
	
)COMPO)	 O,NtY SPRDIAG 6
C SPRDIAG 7
c I;SAGE SPRDIAG 8
G sPROiAG s
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SPRDIAG i0
C JR	 J POINT 5PROIAG 11
C iX	 I	 POINT SPRDIAG i2
C SPRDIAG 13
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEbED SPRDIAG t4
C NAME	 DESCRIFTiOH SPRDIAG 15
C NONE SPRDIAG 15
C SPRDIAG t7
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS SPRDIAG 18
C BASED ON OLD VERSION B. SPRDIAG 19
G SPRDIAG 20
C ?DATE?	 ?FROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MODiFICATIONS^ SPRDIAG 21
C O5/i7/89	 RAMESH	 TH15 PART AND CDIAMENTS SPRDIAG 22
C SPRDIAG 23
C REMdRKS: SPRDIAG 24
G (	 f)	 7MAGHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES, REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^SPRDIAG 25
C SPRDIAG 26C,r- rr«r
-r+xrrrrrrxrr r«.- r.rrrr-•rrrr* - rrrr--r» r,rrrr....»r.r....r.........^PRDIAG Z7
C • M/ A- C O M	 S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C
	
N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 ^SPRb1AG 28(`rrrrrrr*oa,» rrr:sr*rr»a.r..rrrr,.rrrrrrrrrrrarrrrrr»rrr»rrrrrxr.rr«.rr. «. SPRDIAG 29
C SPRDIAG 30
C 5CNTRL 2
C CHARACTER ?AO)7EL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL 3
C
------------------=---===---===--===---=--=------= 5CNTRL 40000.2 y4yCOM)gON fCCNTRL/ CCO 5CNTRL 5
00003 COMIJION /GCNTRL/ ADATE 5CNTRL 6
00004 COMMON /CGNTRL/ A-TIME 5CNTRL 7
00405 CDMRpON /GCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRt 8
00006 COFAMON /GCNTRL/ JDB SCNTAL 9
oaoo7 COMJAON /GCNTRL; CCSF06 5CNTRL i0
D0006 COMMON /CGNTRL/ GCSF07 SCNTAL 11
OQ009 GOyIMON /CGNTRL/ CCSFOB 5CNTRL 12
00010 COMMON /CCiVTRL/ VCR 5CNTRL i300011 COFAl.^ON	 /CGNTRL/	 J{LAFIEL	 { 10 ) 5CNTRL 14
OOOt2 GOMFAON /GCNTRL/ C4S {34) 5CNTRL i5
0OOt3 COMMON /GCNTRL/ COU {i0) SCNTAL t8
C 5CNTRL 17
A0014 EpUIVALENCE	 (GCO,GG{11f SCNTRt 1$
OOOt5 CFlARAC7ER*8	 CCO,	 CC4200) 5CNTRL 19
X70016 CHAAACT^R»8	 ADATE SCNTAL 20
00017 CHARAGT^R*8	 kTIME 5CNTRL 21
00018 CHARACTER+B	 JIC 5CNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER*8	 JOB 5CNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER*8	 CCSF08 5CNTRL 2A(;0021 CHARACTER*B	 CCSPO^ SCNTRt 25
00022 CHARACTER*8	 GCSPOB SCNTRt 26
00023 CHARACTER'S	 VEA SCIJTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER'S	 XLABEL 5CNTRL 28
C 5CNTRL 29
G INTEGER MDDi:t PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL 30
C ____________________________'=_________________= SCIJTRL 31
00025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iC0 SCTJTRL 32
00026- COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM 5CNTRL 33
00027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 5CNTRL 34
00028 COFANION /ICNTRL/	 IMD2 p 1 5CNTRL 35
00028 COFdMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW 5CNTRL 36
00030 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ JM 5CNTRL 3700031 CDFAFAON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 5CNTRL 38
00032 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 5CNTRL 39
00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP 5CNTRL 40
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 5CNTRL 41
00035 COMFliON /ICNTRL/ JOB 5CNTRL 42




















































































COMMON /ICNTRL/ IfLIALB SCNTRL 44COrdMON /ICN7Rl./ KLIGW SCNTRL 45
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL 46COfdF$gN /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
COMFdON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGSR SCNTRL A9
CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 5D
COMRION /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
COPAF4ON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ MLF	 {12) SCNTRL 53COrnFdON	 /ICN7 gL/ N)RDD SCNTRL 54CDi!h1ON	 /SCNTRL/ NKR5H SCNTRL 55COMMO^t !ICNTRL/ fv1SM SCNTRL 56
COMMON !ICNTRL/ N9 SCNTRL 57[:OFdh90N	 /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
COr1{MON	 /ICNTRL/ NDAV SCNTRL 60
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 6i
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPIiY SCNTRL 62
COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHFdSE SCNTRL 66
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHM50 SCNTRL 67
COFdMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
COMh10N /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
COMFdON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 70CDMFdON /ICNTRL/ N.aDAY SCNTRL 71
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72
COrAMON /1CNTRt/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73COhih1ON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
COh1MON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
COMMOi+I /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 76
CDFJIMDN	 %ICNTRL/ NVMDE SCNTRL 77
CDMrdgN /ICNTRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 78
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 79
COMMON /ICNTRL/ Nf.1LEV SCNTRL $0CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ NDFiOG SCrITRL 81
CDrAMDN /ICNTRL/ IRS	 (30} SCNT'gL 82
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 {10) SCNTRL 83
SCNTRL 84
EQUIVALENCE {ITR7IN ,IQS{	 i}) SCNTRL 85
EQUIVALENCE fITMAX ,IQS{	 2}} SCNTRL 86
EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IOSI	 3}} SCNTRL 67
EQUIVALENCE {IFRECON ,IQSf	 41} .SCNTRL 88
EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,I4S1	 5)1 SCNTRL 89
EQUIVALENCE fIEFLUX ,IRS{	 6)) SCNTRL 90
EQUIVALENCE {IFUSION ,TQSf	 7)) SCNTRL 91




EQUIVALENCE {IICLDUD ,IQS{i0}) SCNTRL 94
EQUIVALENCE fIOMEGA ,IQUS
	 t}} SCNTRL 96
EQUIVALENCE [IDIAHA7 ,IQU{	 2}} SCNTRL 97
EQUIVALENCE {IRADSW ,IOU{	 3)} SCNTRL 98
SCNTRL 99
EQUIVALENCE [ICO,ICIi)} SCNTRL ipD
INTEGER ICO,	 IC{240} SCNTRL f0i
SCNTRL 102
LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
--......-------------- --------- °--------_______==== SCNTRL 144
CDMMDN /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTP.L 105
COrJIMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106CDMFIION /LCNTRL ?8EG SCNTRL SD7
CDMMDN /LCNTRL, .,DAY SCNTRL SOS
CDh1MON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
COMrADN /LCNTRL/ QDUT SCNTRL 110
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 111COMIt70N /LCNTRL/ 45HF SCNTRL 112
CDMF1iON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL it3
















/LCNTRL/ LGS(3P} SCNTRL 716
DU1 p4 CON1l1SpN
	 /LCNTRL / LQUt10} SCNTRL 117
C 5CNTRL t78
40145 EgUIVALENCE {LTMIN .LQS[ 1)} 5CNTRL 119
06146 EQUIVALENCE {LTh7AR ,LqS{ 2)} SCNTRL 120
04147 EQUIVALENCE (LFREACC -.LOS{ 311 SCNTRL 127
0010$ £QUIVALENCH {LPREGON ,LASS 4!} SCNTRL 122
00109 EQUIVALENCE ILHFLUR ,LQS{ 5}) SCNTRL 123
00114 EQUIVALENCE ILEFLU)t ,LqS{ 6}) 5CNTRL 124
00111 £QUTVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQS{ 7}} SCNTRL 125 '
00112. EQUIVALENCE ILRADSWG ,LOS{ 13!} SCNTRL 126
00113 EgUIVALENCE {L0.ADLWG ,LQS{ 9}) SCNTRL 127 !00114 EQUIVALENCE fLICLOUD ,LQS(iQ}} SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
'^ 44115 EQUIVALENCE [LOMEGA. .LQU[ 1}1 5CNTRL 130
i 68116 EQUIVALENCE {LDIABAT ,LQU{ 2}} SCNTRL S3i
i D4117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LOUf 3)} 5CNTRL 132
j C SCNTRL t33
04178 LOGICAL QALT 5CNTRL 134
o4S79 LOGICAL 48EG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
O p 121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
6D122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 136
OD123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
O p 124 LOGICAL gSHF SCNTRL 140
', 40125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
40126 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
4Q127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
G SCNTRL 144
04128 LOGICAL LQS 5CNTRL 145
00129 LOGICAL LQU 5CNTRL t46
OD134 LOGICAL LTfAIN SCNTRL 147
f 00131 LOGICAL L7f41AX SGNTRL 1d800132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 1d9
00133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150 O Q
40734. LOGICAL LHFLUH SCNTRL 151
^40135 LOGICAL Li:FLUR SCNTRL 152 ^
`` 08136. LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 1S3
^y 045.37 LOGICAL LRADSWG 5CNTRL f54
^OOt38 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155 ^
OOi39 LOGICAL LiCLOUD 5CNTRL 156 ^ ^
C SCNTRL 167 rro ^
00144 LOGICAL LONIEGA SCM1lTRL 158
6D141 LOGICAL LDIABAT SCNTRL 759 ^U °Ed
OOJ42 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 760 C
C SCFJTAL 161
00143 EQUIVALENCE {LCB,LC{1}1 SCNTRL t62 ^
04144 LOGICAL -200}LCO,	 LC{ SCNTRL IB3i G SCNTRL 164
^^'C REAL MODEL PARAME'CERS $AVEO OIV HISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL 165
I C =_..______^____======= c=^==^___ ____________ ___ SCNTRL 165
OC-145 ^CON1F110N /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 167
00146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL 5CNTRL 158
D0147 COMMON /RCNTRL/ BETA SGNTRL t69
D0148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SGNTRL 174
60149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
40150 COPdMON /RCNTRL./ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
64151 COMPdON /RCNi'RL/ DEC 5CNTRL 1?3
f 04.152 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC141A}f SGNTRL 174
04153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175j 04754 COMMON /RCNTRL) DLAT SCNTRL 175
OQ15^a CO1JIfdON /RCNTRL/ DLON 5CNTRL 177j 04156 COtAMCN /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
80157 COMMON /RCNTRL./ fiCCN SCNTRL 179
'^ 00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 184
p0159 COt;9fhON
	 / RCNTRL / GNU2 5CNTRL 181
40780 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GRAY SGNTRL 182
40!61 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SGNTRL f83
O p 162 COMIihON /RCNTRL/ PI 5CNTRL 184










_ ____... .._. __ _ ___..^..^.- -----...._...._M	
--	 --	 —	 -
-	 u_	 - .---	 =ts	 ^
^^	 ^	 . ^^	 ^
i __... ^ YID^	 ..... .lf
ro
,--,
`^' 00164 COMMON /ACNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186
' 00165 COMMON IRCNTAL/ PSTD SCNTRL 187 ^
^00155 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN ;CNTRL 188
00167 . COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMAX SCNTRL i89
00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMIN 5GNTRL 190
00169 COMr$ON /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL 191
Q0170 COMMON /RCNTAL/ RADE SCNTRL 192
I	 1 D017i COFAFdDN /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 19300172 COh9F11DN /RCNTRL/ RDCP SCNTRL 194
r	
!
`1 OOi74 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ $DAY ST SCNTRL i96
04175 .COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
t 00176 COMMON /ACNTRL/ $ICE {25] 5GNTRL 198
^ Ooi77 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 5INb SCNTRL 199
^, 40178- COMFION /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 200
I 00179 COMMON /RCNTRLI 7SFD SCNTRL 2D1G 00180 COMMON /RCNTRL! p LEVS i25) SCNTRL 202
D0181 COFhMON /RCNTRL/ HEATVI SCNTRL 203
00f82 COFIIMON / ACNTRL / HEATI SCNTRL 2D+s
00163 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
^' OOiBd COMMON (RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
D0185 COrSrhON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ 'CNTRL 207
00186 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ P2ER0 SCNTRL 2D6
C SCNTRL 209
OD187 EQUIVALENCE iRCO,ACrI)1 5GNTRL 210
OOi88 REAL RC4.	 RC{200) SCNTRL 211
C SCNTRL 2i2
,1 C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 2I3
4 00189
C =_-_____:_______=_




215 ^^ ^) ^00190. CORIMON /IDPARM/ IOSP02 SCNTRL 216
^ 00191 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX r72} SCNTRL 217 `cj
00 192 COMFdON / I DPARh1 / i RDD SCNTRL 218
^	
,,^















00196 COMMON (IDPARM/ KSTEP SCNTRL 222
00197 COMF110N /IDPARM/ MJ {46} SCNTRL 223
^ ,_..f
} Dai98 COrhMOH /IDPARM/ NHMS1 SCNTRL 224 G-
00199 COMMON /Ib pARh1/ NYh1Df SCNTRL 225 :-?
^, C SCNTRL 226 iy y':j
C LOGICAL 1y10DE1 CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227 '
)^ G
=== n',00200 GOMF^10N / LOPARM / FILTER {a5} SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /LDPAIIM/ ITAPE SCNTRL 23D
40202 COMMON /LD pARM/ START SCNTRL 23f
'	 ; C SCNTRL 232
.i OD203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234
002DS LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 236
I' C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 237
C =-	 ----	 -=- -------= SCNTRL, 238
00246 COMMON /RDPARM/ -ADLDP SCNTRL 239
04247 COMMON /ROPARM/ CONi SCNTRL 240
00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT SCNTRL 241
oazo9 coMR1aN /RDPAAb1/ CON2 SCNTRL 242
44210 COMRION /RDPARM/ CON2DT SCNTRL 243
' 402(1 COMFdON /RDPARM! CONS SCNTRL 244
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT SCNTRL 245
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
' OD214 COhSMON /RDPARhI/ CON4DT SCNTRL 247
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
^ 00216 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL (46} SCNTRL 249
'.° 4x217 COMMON / RDPARi111 CO5LON {72} SCNTRL 290
OD2i8 COF^1FdON / ROPARiVS/ CPD2 SCNTRL 25i
00219 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXP {d6) SCNTRL 252 ^
00224 COphMOM /RDPARM/ DXYP {46) SCNTRL 253
' 00221 COMrAON /RDPARM/ DYp {as} SCNTRL 2S4
00222 COMFdON /RDPARM/ FCORLS id9r SCNTRL 255
00223 COMMON /RDPARM/ F1 p T SCNTRL 256
,I
,.
u,	 ^	 , i. - _...	 .._ ,--. _
	 .^	 _ -..-.
a^^






COfd{dON /.RDPAR141/ RLAT 	 .{ 46 )
COFdA1ON /RD p ARM/ RLATD {461
CDfAMON / RDPARST / ROCPDT
COM[dpN /R p PARM/ ROCPP 1
COfhMON f RDPARMI SGNP	 { 21
COM1SMON / RDPARfA/ SFNL lab)
COfd{+1ON / FtD p ARM / SI- NEON [ 72 i
CorafAoN / RbPAR1A/ THSTb
COfSTMON / RDPARMI TWST02
CON[M(]N /RD pARM/ WSAVE {159)
COfdMON / HD p AR )41/ DS:G	 19}




(^+	 r	 ♦ 	 r
C	 GLOBAL MDDEL SURFACE FFELDS
COMMON /QApIDQT/ QS{72,19,46}







DI{VSENSION P[72, 19, 11blflT^NSIDIV 7MINf 1368, 1 }
DF(V1EN5ION TMA><f 1368, 1 )
DIMENSION pREACC{1368,1)
DIITENSION PRECONI 1368, 1 )
DIMENSION HFLURiT36a.11
DIrAEN5ION EFLUXI{368,1!























C	 GLOBAL MDDEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS
COMIJION r4ANDQT/ QU172,9,ia,46]
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D0287 DIMENSION	 AADLW172,t26,ii SOANDOT 55 ^
C SQANpgT 56
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 (gU11,1,1,1},U(i,t,i,i}) SgANDQT 57
00289 EQUIVALENCE	 14U11,i,3,1),V1i,),1,i}i SOANDQ7 S8
00290 EQUIVALINCE	 (gU(t,1,5,1),T11,1,1,1}) SgANDQT 59
00291 EQUIVALENCE	 IgUf1,1,7,1),SH(1,1,1,1}} SgANDQT 60
00292 EpUIVAE.ENCE	 tgU(i,i,g,1r,PHII1,1,1,f1) SgANDQT 61
^ 00293 EQUIVALENCE.	 (gUf1,1,17,11,OMEGA{1,1,11} 54ANDOT 62
00294 EQUIVALENCE	 1gUf1,1,12,i},DIABAT11,1,{}} SgANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 fgU(i,i,13,1},RADSWfi,i,1}} SgANDQT 64
00296 EQUIVALENCE	 IgUfT,1,1A,t1,RADLW{1,1,1!1 SOAFJDQT 65
} C SgANDQT 66
1 C + Si4DRK1D 2
^ C ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORK AREAS SWOAKID 3
D0297 CDrArADN.	 CARD{10),	 DATA(144},	 CATA1144} S@rDAKiD 4
00298 carArnDN	 PK{72, 9}, 	 PT(72,9} SS'rORK1D S
00299 CHARACTER+B	 CARD 51`1DRKip 5
C SvrDRK1D 7
C SPRDIAG 34
40300 CHARACTER•8	 PRTU1(2}/iHiJ,7HI-1,J+1/ SPRDIAG 3S
00301 CHARACTER+$ P g TV1{2)/rHV,7Hi^1,J+1/ SPRDFAG 36
00302 CHARACTER+8	 PRTU2{2)l1HU,5HL,J+1/ SPRDIAG 37
003D3 CHARACTF=R+B PRTV2l2}/1HV,5FEI,J^1/ SPRDIAG 38
00304 CHARACTER+e	 PRTU3(2)11HU,7HI + i,J+1/ SPRDIAG 39




















00311 CHARACTER+8 PRTV6(21liHV,5HI + 1,J/ SPRDIAG 45 ^ ^
00312 CHARACTER'S PRTU712}/1HU,7HI-S,J-1/ SPRDIAG 47 ^1 ^
'` 00313 CHARACTER+B	 PRTU7{21i1HV,7H3-1,J-1! SPRDIAG 48
,^! 00314 CHARAGTER"8 PRTUB{2}/1HU,6HI,J-1/ 5PRpiAG 49 1Q
^$ 00315 CHARACTER +g PRTV812IlIHV,SHI,J-1 / SPRDIAG 50 C ^
1 00316 CHARACTER*8 PRTU912}/iHU,7NI+1,J-1/ SPRDIAG S1











c + ssLExP z
C SURFACE TD SEA LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION SSLExP 3
00320 SLEXP{TS,PHi51
	
= EXPIPHIS/{RGAS + fT5+.5 + BETA • P y IS/GRAV1}1 SSLEXP d
C 5SLEXP 5
^11 C SPRDIAG 56
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
i. OD321 14000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C '^•• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 INPUT,IDq SBEGDEB 4
C "'++ CYBER SCALAR UEASION 04.000 SBEGDE8 5
i^ 'C "+• CY6ER SCALAR VERSIaN q 4 SBEGDEB 6
CSSSSS53555SS$S55S5SSSSSSSSSSS^rSSS55SSSSSSS555ST,SSS5555SSSSSSSSSSS555SS55BEGDEB 7
00322 JXM1	 =	 MAXO(JX-1,JSP1 SPRDIAG 58
, 1 D0323 JXP1	 =	 FAINOfJX + 1,JNP} SPRDIAG 59
00324 IXM1	 =	 MOD(IX+I1V1-2,IMi	 +	 1 SPRDIAG 60
00325 iJSPi	 =	 r44OD(IX,IM)
	 +	 1 SPRDIAG 61
00326 WRITE
	
15,5000)	 IX,	 JX,	 A{I%,ND,JX1,	 P{ix,NB,Jx) SPRDIAG 62
00327 WRITE	 fb,60.451	 PRTU1,	 fU{IxR11,L,ND,Jx p i},	 t=1.NLAY! SPRDIAG 63
D0328 WRITE	 (6,6D051
	




	 L-1,NLAY} SPRDIAG 65
I
00330 WRITE	 {6,6005}	 p RTV2,	 iV[IX,L,ND,JxP1},	 L=i,NLAY3 SPRDIAG 66
04331 WRITE	 (6,6005)
	
p RTU3,	 (U{Ix p 1,L,ND,JXP11,	 L=1,NLAY} SPRDIAG 67
00332 WRITE	 ((1,5005)	 PRTV3,
	
(VfIx p 1,L,ND,JXFi},	 L=1,NLAY) SPRDIAG 68
R! 00333 WRITE	 (6,60051	 PRTU4,	 (UiIXN11,L,ND,Jx), 	 L-i,NLAY) SPRDIAG 69
00334 WRITE	 I6,6g 05)	 PRTV4,	 (V(IXMI,L,ND,JxI.
	
L=i,NLAY} SPRDIAG 70
00335 WRITE	 {6,6005}	 PRTU5,	 {U(IX,L,ND,JxI,
	
L=1,NLAV) SPRDIAG 71






D0338 WRITE	 (6,6005}	 PRTU6,	 fV{IXPI,L,ND,JX1,	 t=1,NLAY} SPRDIAG 7d
0033.9 wRETE	 (6,6(105)	 PRTU7,	 (U{Ix11ii,L,ND,JXM1}, 	 L = 1,NLAY} SPRDIAG 75
00340 WRITE	 (8,60051	 PRTU7,	 (VfIXM1,L,ND,JXM1}, 	 t=i,NLAY1 SPRDIAG 76
^	 „ 00381 WRITE	 (6,60051	 PRTUB,	 {UIIX,L,ND,JXM11,
	
L-1,NLAV} SPRDIAG 77




-,	 ^	 - -	 ° _	 -
k..'^^^.^'..1^














PRTT,	 (TfIX,L,ND,JX),	 L=1,NLAY} SPRDIAG 81
06346 VJRITE
	
{6,60051	 PRTSH,	 (5K{IX,L,ND,JX1,	 L=1,NLAY) SPRDIAG 82
C SPRDIAG 83f- G	 r..r.rrrr•rrrrntrrrr ♦ rtrrrtrrrrrstrrtats.t ► rrrrrr ► rtrrwrrrr.rr^^ SPRDIAG $4
C	 ` t••	 ;••• SPRDIAG SS
C ••••	 WRITE qUT WAVE NUMBER DF SLP ALONG LATITUDE HAND
	 •••• SPRDIAG 86
C	 •'••	 •••• SPRDIAG 87(^.•rsrsrrrrrrrrrrt+tr.rrrr ► rr.r+rrrrt.rrrrr+srar ► rr ► ^trr ► r++rrrr. SPRDIAG $8
C SPRDIAG 89
00347 - DO	 1D	 I=i,IM SPRDIAG 90
00.348 DATAfI)	 =-(A{I,NH,JX)	 +	 PT gp 1 + SLElcP1FS1I,JX},PFIISII,JX11 SPRDIAG B1
00349 10	 GONTINUE SPRDIAG 92
00350 CALL	 RFFTF	 fIi`d,DATA.WSAVE! SPRDIAG 93
00351 WRITE
	 13,6016) SPRpI4G 94
06352 IW =	 0 SPRDIAG 95
00353 WAVLEN	 =	 1.E12 SPRDIAG 96
00354 WAVA)4IP	 =	 ABSIDATA[1)!/IM SPRDIAG 97
00355 WAVPCT	 =	 100. SPRDIAG 9$
'	 00356 -WRITE	 13,6415}	 IW,	 WAVLEN,	 WAVAMP,	 VIAVPCT SPRDIAG 99
00357 WAVPER m 1YAVPCTIWAVAMP SPRDIAG100
^	 0035$ DO 20	 i=2,IMp 2 SPRDIAGl0.1
60359 IW	 =	 I	 -	 1 SPRpIAG102 ^ ^
t	 0066 WAVLEN =	 IM/FL^AT(IW} SPRDIAGID3
^ ^!	 00551 wAV4MP	 = SgRTIDATAf2 r IW) •r 2 ^ oATAl2 • Iw+i3 rr 23/IM SPRpIAGi9a
00362 WAVPCT = WAVPER + R'AVAMP SPRDIAGi05 ^
00353 WRITE	 13,8015)
	
IW,	 WAVLEN,	 WAVAM1IP,	 WAVPC7 SPRDFAG106 0Dg354 20	 CONTINUE SPRpIAGi07 0
00365 IW =	 IMD2 SPRDIAG108
00366 WAVLEN
	 = .2. 5pRpiAG109
^ ^
00367 WAVAMP	 = A85{ pATA(I!d))/IM SPAOIAG110
^ ^00359
00369
WAVPCT = WAVPER • WAVAMP
4VRITE	 {3,6p 15}	 IW,	 WAVLEN,	 WAVAMP,	 WAVPCT
SPRDiAGi11
SPRpIAG112 C +^
00370' RETURN SPRDIAG113 ^ ^=:'C SPRDiAG1 id i_ C4`^
0037100372 6000 FORMAT
	 ( • O p RESSURE	 DIAGNOSTIC AT	 I,J',2I4,88,2G16.4!6D05	 FORMAT	 I53C,2A8, fT26, IP9[_12.Q) ) SPRDIAGii9SPRpIAG116 ^ i(^?T`	 -
40373 6010
	 F gRfAAT	 ('	 WAVE NUMBER',T21,'GRID LENGTF{', SFRDIAG117
N 8	 T41,'AMpLITUDE',T61,'PERCENT q F MEAN • 1 SPRDIAG118
F^'	 OD374 6015	 FORMAT	 iI8,T21,F12.2,T41,E12.4,T61,F12.41 SPRDIAG119
*	 00375 END SPRDIAG124



























^-NAME-^----- HLOCH------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES 	 A=ARGLI5T, C=CTRL qF pq .	 I=DATA INIT, R=REAP,	 S=STg RE, W-WRITE
^	 ADATE CCNTRL	 CHARrB	 SIMPLE	 3	 16
A pLDP RDPARM	 PEAL	 SIMPLE	 206
'	 ALBEDO gANDGT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 244	 262





!	 ATIME CCNTgt	 CWAR•8	 SIMPLE	 4	 17
BETA RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
	
147	 320CALTOJ RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIi:1PLE	 185
CARD //	 CHARrB	 ARRAV	 297	 299
CATA //	 REAL	 ApI{AY	 297
CC CCNTRL	 CHARrB	 ARRAY	 14	 15
CCO CCNTRL	 CHAR+B	 SIMPLE	 2	 14	 15




•^ ^ iK ,I•^ .,	 ,,....:	
..
CCSP46	 CCNTRL	 CWAR•8	 SIMPLE
CCS p 47	 CCNTRL	 CHAR^B	 .SIMPLE
CCSPOB	 CCNTRL	 CHAR^8
	 SIMPLE
CONi	 RDPARM1S	 REAL	 SIMPLE
CDNIDT	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE
C0N2	 RDPARM	 REAL
	 SIMPLE












CONS	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE
CO5D	 RCNTRL
	 REAL	 SIMPLE
CO$L	 RDpARpi	 REAL	 ARRAY





i	 C45	 CCNTRL	 REAL	 ARRAV
CQU	 CCNTRL
	 REAL	 ARRAV
DATA	 //	 REAL	 ARRAV
DAYSPV	 RCNTRL
	 REAL	 SIMPLE







	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
DLAT	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
DLON	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
^	 DSEG
	 RDPARM	 REAL	 ARRAY
4	 DT	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SEM1SPLE
}► 	




ti	 DYP	 RDPARM	 REAL	 ARRAY
ECCN	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
EFLUX
	 4ANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY
E p S	 RCNTRL	 REAL
	 SIMPLE
EPSFAC




F2I]T	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPL$








	 SIMPLEit	 GRAV	 RGNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE




	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMiPLE
H2DT	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIMPLE
I	 WEATI	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE











ICLOUp 	QANpgT	 INTEGER	 ARRAY
ICNTR!	 INTEGER
	 UNKNOWN
j	 ICSP53	 ICNTRL	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE












I. HFLUX	 ICNTRL	 INTEGER	 UNKNOWN



































































189	 194	 191	 192
	 793
	



















IM ICNTRL 'INTEGER _SIMPLE 26 a24 324 325 347 350 354 360 361 36T	 36'7
IMD2 ICNTftL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 358 365 _
iMDZP1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
INDEX iDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 191
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPAECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 BO 81 B2 83 8a 85	 86
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89
IRAOLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
;RApSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 ^
^ IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER .UNKNOWN 84
,
IRDO IDPARM INTEGER SIFdPLE 192
I7APE LDRAR1d LOGICAL SIMPLE 201 204 r.
ITMAx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
IW INTEGER SIMPLE 352/5 356/W 359/5 360 351 361 363/W 365!5 369!W
IX INTEGER SIMPLE 1 32d 325 326IW 325 326 329 330 33^ 336	 341
342 345 346,
€ IxM1 INTEGER SIMPLE 324/5 327 328 333 334 339 340 q QiXP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 325/5 331 332 337 336 343 344
^ ^^ JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 193
^ J6 IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 194 -^
dIC GCNTRL .CHAR ► B SIMPLE 5 i8
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30
^JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 y"^
^N1T2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 %^ I"'
cINP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 323
JO4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 ^ "'{^F.,,
J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
JO9 GCNTRL CkAR^B SIMPLE 6 19
^
JP IDPARM ;NTEGER ARRAY 195 p" ]^
'.. JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 322
,
;4^	 j












333 33d 335 336	 337 ^
JXM1 INTEGEtt SIFIIPLE 322/5 339 340 341 342 343 3d?1
JXP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 323/5 327 328 329 330 331 332
.M	
' KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
y	 ^' KL;55T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
'	 ^ KS ICNTRL INTEGER .SIMPLE 40
,^E KSTEP IDPARFd INTEGER SIMPLE 195
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41;^
t INTEGER SIMPLE 327 327/C 328 328/C 329 3.29IC 33D 330/C 331 331/C
	
332
332/C 333 333/C 336 334iC 335 335/C 336 336!C 337	 33'71
338 338/C 339 339/C 340 340/C 341 341/C 342 342/C	 343^^
i^ ^ ^ ^ 343/C 344 344/C 345 345/C 346 346/C
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
`` LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL S;MFLE 92 143 144
i.i' LCNTRL LNTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 10t	 702
^ 103 10.4
^ 1^^, tpIA6AT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNDVFN 116 t41
^ LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 20D 201 202
EFFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 i36
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
;1 LICLDUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN- 114 139
LDGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 175 140
LPREAGC LCNTRL, LOGICAL UNKNOVlN 707 132^
LPRECDN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 733
tQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 106 107 148 109 110 117 112 113	 1i4
128
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 144 115 716 117 129
LRApLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1.77 142
^^ LRADSWG LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNOWN- 112 137
I:TMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 13i
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130











PAATSNR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44
MATSUN ICNTRL 3NTEGER SIMPLE 45
PriJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197
PELF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
MRdD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
MSM ICNTRL fNTEGER SIMPLE 49
' NH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50
'^ ND ICNTRL INTt:GER SIMPLE; 51
336
NOALT TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52
NDAY FCN7RL INTEGER S11riPLE 53
NDIdOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74











NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGEp SIMPLE 56
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
f NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHM51 [pPAgM INTEGER SIMPLE 198
f NHh'ISE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59NHRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SI1+IPLE 48
NLAY IGN'fRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61
337
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYPI iCNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 63
NML£V ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSDAY TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
NSEQ TCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
N5TEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199NYMDE: iCNTgL INTEGER SIMPLE 70
NzINIT FCNTRL INTEGER 5FMPLE 72
OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28d
UMEGA2 gCNTRL REAL SIMPLE" t61
P QANOQT REAL ARRAY .a9
PHI 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 2b3
PFEfS QANpQT PEAL ARRAY 2.42
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 762
PI 1. 80 RCNTRL REAL 5FMPLE 163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE; 164
PFMEAN gCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166
P(S // REAL ARRAY 298
PKSTD RDPARM REhL SIMPLE 227
PKTOA RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY- 180
PRDIAG SUBROUTINE i
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253
p RTSH CHAR*8 ARRAY 319/I
PRTT CHAR•8 ARRAY 318/I
PRTUS CHAR*e ARRAY 300/I
PRTU2 CHAP*8 ARRAY 302/1
PRTUS CHAR*8 ARRAY 344/1
PATU4 CHARrB ARRAY- 305/I
PRTUS CHAR*8 ARRAY 30B/I
PRTU6 CHAR*8 ARRAY 314/I









326 327 328 329 33D 331 332 333 33a	 335
337 338 339 Sao 3ai 342 343 34a 345	 346
327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335	 336
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^ i	` PRTUB CHAR*B ARgAY 314/I 341/W
^. ! PRTLt9 CHAR * B ARRAY 316 / 1 :,43/W
PRTVi CHAR*8 ARRAY 301/F 328/W
^^
^ PRTV2 CHAR^B ARRAY 303/I 33D/W
^ PRTV3 CHAR*8 ARRAY 305/I 332/W
PRTV4 CHAR"8 ARRAY 3D7/I 334/W
PRTUS CHAR*8 ARgAY 309/f 336/W
^1	 - PRTV6 CHAR*8 ARRAY 31112 338/W










i	 1 ^	 l • ^^i
PRTVe CHAR*8 ARRAY 3i5/I 342/W
PRTV9 CHAR}8 ARRAY 317/2 344/W
PSfAAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
f PSMiN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE; 169
PT /! REAL ARRAY 298
PTOP RCNTRL gEAL 3I141PLE 169 348
P2ERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i86
gALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 53 119
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241 278
46EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 119
' QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
REND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLl: 9fi 121
QOU7 LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 47 I22Q p WY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIfAPL.E 98 123
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SInSPLE t02 t27
4RSw LCNTRL LOGICAL SIIAPLE t41 125i
4S QANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 264 261 252 263 264 265 266 257 268 269
274 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
QSWF LCNTRL LCGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 29t 292 293 294 295 296
RAPE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 295
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 275
7^^ RADSW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 295
i RApSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 197 188
RC4 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i45 187 i88
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 146 147 748 149 150 151 152 t53 TSa 155
156 157 158 159 I60 161 t62 163 164 165 166
167 168 169 t70 171 172 173 174 175 176 177
178 179 T84 181 fB2 183 184 185 186
RDPARM REAL LNKNOWN 245 207 208 249 2i0 211 212 213 214 215 216
217 218 219 224 221 222 223 224 225 225 227
228 229 230 23t 232 233 234 235 2:35 237 236
'.i 239 240
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIR1pLE 171 324
^,	 I RLAT RDPARPA REAL ARRAY 229
t^^j RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
;^
RQCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
A4CPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
s RSpIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173 Q [^
SOAP RCNTRL REAL SiNipLE 174
^SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
^^ SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 "F3
5H QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291 346/W 0
F S1•i5 QANngr REAL ARRAY 248 266
'
SIG RDPARFA REAL ARRAY 240 ^ ^
^^
1
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176
t ^^ SINq RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t77 ^ .^











3 1 ` SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 125 ^ ^^




^^^ T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28i 294 345/tY
^
, ii TWSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23fi
,^ tWSTp2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
t TMAX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 251 269i	 i TMIN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25D 269
?' E j TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 265 324 320 34E3
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288 327/W 329/W 331/W 333/W 335/W 337/W 339JVf 34i/W 348
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 280 289 328/W 330/W 33.2iW 334/W 336/W 338/W 340/V1 342/W 844
' VER CGNTRL CWAR'S SIMPLE i0 23
3 1YAVAMP REAL SIMPLE 354/5 356/14 357 361/5 362 363/W 367/5 368 369/14
WAVLEN REAL SIMPLE 353/5 3561W 360/5 363/V1 366/5 369/W














i	 WAVPER REAL	 SI6IPLE 357/5 362	 366
IYSAVE RDPAR >S^ REAL	 ARRAY 239 350 E--'
xLAAEL CCNTRL CNAR^B	 ARRAY t1 2a N
PROCEDURE MnP
--NAME-- ^ ^-^- TYPE------ -CLASS -----^---^--- REFE:ENCES D-STINT FN DEF.	 A=nRGLiST
ABS REAL INTRINSIC 35a	 357
EXP REAL INTRINSIC 320
FLOAT REAL INTRINSIC 360
MAKO IN7£GER INTRINSIC 322
WINO SN7EGER INTRINSIC 323
Mpp INTEGER INTRINSIC 3za	 325
RFFTF SUBROUTINE 3S0
SLExP REAI. STAT FUNC 32015	 3a6
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REAL	 EST{1391, EST1f67},	 EST2{72)




°	 0.31195E-02, 4.36135E-02, 0.41604E-02.
	
•	 0.48227E-tit, 0.5557 .1E^02, 4.63934E^02, 0.73433E^02,
	
•	 0.84286E-02, 0.96407E^02, 4:15014E-01, D.12582E-01,
D.14353E-01, 0.15341E-41, 0.18574E-01, 0.21095E-01,
	
•	 0.23926E-4i, 0.27096E-01, 0.30652E-OT, 0.34628E-01,
	
•	 0.39073E-01, 6.44028E-Oi, 0.49546E-01, 0.55695E-Q1,
	
'	 0.62508E-OI, 0.70077E^01, 0.78700E-01, 0.86128E-01,
	
•	 0.98477E-01, O.f0983E'00, D.I2233E*00,' O.i3608E}00,
	
°	 0.15i21E^00, 0.16784E +00, D.i86i5E + 00, 0.20627E+04,
0.22937E • 40, 0.25263E+OD, D,27923E s 00, 4.308313E•D0,
	
•	 0,34030E+OQ, 0.37524E*D0, 0.41334E*00, 0.45497E*00,
	
^•	 D:50037E+44, 0.54984E + O q , 0.60369E +OD, 0.66225E+00,
	
+	 0.72589E+04, 0.79497E + 00, 0.88991E +D4, 0.95113E+40,
	
'	 O.I0391E`01, 4.11343E + 01. 4:52372E + 01, 4.:3484E:•01,
D.14684E + 01, 0.15979.E + D1, 0,17375E+01, O.I8879E+41,
	
•	 q :24499E^01, 0.22241E +Q1, 0.241 1 3E +05, 0.26126E+0t,
	




'	 0.38608E+01, 4.41563E+01, O.d4930E • 41. 0.48423E^01,
	
'	 4.52155E'01, 0.56140E + 01, 0.60394E*01, 0.64930E+4i,
	
•	 0.69767E+ai, 0.74919E +01, 0.80406E + 01. 0.86248E+Oi,
	
'	 0.92457E+0I, 0.99461E^01, 0.10608E + 02, 0.11353E*02,
	
•	 0.12i44E'02, 0.1.2983E^02, D.S3873E+02, 0.148iBE^02,
	
•	 0.15815E*D2, 0:16B72E*02, 0.17992E + 02, 0.19i76E'02,
	
•	 0.20428E*o2, 0.21754E^02, a.23148E^02, 0.24623E-02.
	
*	 0,25184E+D2, 0.27822E + 02, 0.29553E: + 02, 0.31378E-U2.
	
•	 0.33300E+02, 0.35324E^02. 0.37454E*D 2, 4.39696E+02,
	
'	 0.42453E+02, 0.44531E + 02, 0.4713AE +02, 0.49569E+02,
	
'	 O.S2741E+02, O.5S754E+D2, 0,58916E +02, O.F2232E+02.
	
•	 4.65708E+62, 0.69351E +42, 0.73i68E • 02, 0.77164E•42,
0.81348E + 02, 0.$5725E + 02, 0.94305E+02, 0.95094E-02,
	
•	 O,i0010^+03, D.10533E +43, 0.11484E + 03, 0.11654E+03.
	
•	 0.12246E+03, 0.12868E + 03, 4.t3517E • 03, 0.14193E•43,
	
•	 0.14899E+03, 0.15634E-03; 0.16400E + 43, 0.17199E+03.
	
•	 D,i8030E^43, 0.18895E +03, 0.19796E +03, 4.24733E+03,
	










00006 TMAX =	 AMnISi{	 T	 ,204.0
	 )
040D7 TMIN =	 nM'IN1t	 TMA7S,337.9
	
1
0400E TSTAR =	 TMIN -	 198.99999
04009 IC = TSTAR
OOD1D TEMP =	 ESTfIC1	 +	 fESTfIC + I1 -	 ESTfIC)) • {TSTAR -	 IG^
00411 QSAT =	 AMINIfTEMF,P/1.622}






EST REAL	 nRAAV 2 3 3
EST1 REAL	 ARRAY 2 3 4;1
E572 REAL	 ARRAY 2 3 5/I
IC INTEGER	 SIMPLE 9/5 10 f0
P gEAL	 SIMPLE t it T2
QSAT REAL	 FUNCTION 1 11/5 12/S
T REAL	 SIMPLE 1 6
TEMP REAL	 SIMPLE 14/5 11
TMAR REdL	 SIMPLE 6/5 7
TMIN REAi,
	 SIIAPLE 7/S B
TSTAR REAL	 SIMPLE 8/S 9 10
PROCEDURE MAF
i ^^^.
'^^..^^ ^ ^iara .







D=STlAT FN REF, k=ARGL75T
AfrAFi	 REAL	 INTRINSIC	 6
















00007 SUBROUTINE RAOFO	 fJi. SRApI0 2
C SRADIO 3
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTnRY RECORD SCNTRL 3
C =-=====II=====---=--- ---------------------^__-'-----.____ »_ __ _ SCNTRL 400002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL
J
5
OOO p 3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COA3MON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 700005 COgSMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8
OOOOfi COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL H00007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP05 SCNTRL 1000008 COMMON !CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRL ti
DOOa9 COMMON /CCNTRL/ Ccsp 08 SCNTRL 120001D COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 1300011 COMMnN /CCNTRL/ ?<LABEL	 {10) SCNTRL id00012 COMMON /CCNTRL/ COS	 {3D} SCNTRL 15OD013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQ11	 ( 10} SCF.iTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
40014 EQUIVALENCE 1CCO3CCf1)I SCNTRL 18
ao0ts Cr-IARACTER'8 CCO,	 CC12001 SCNTRL 1900016 CHARACTER*8 ABATE SCNTRL 20
^	 00017 CHARACTER^B ATIME SCNTRL 2100018 CHARACTER'8 JIC SCNTRL 2200019 CHARACTER'8 JOB SCNTRL 2300020 CHARACTER'S CCSP05 SCNTRL 2400021 CHARACTER'8 CCSP07 SCNTRL 250D022 CHARACTER'B CCSPDB SCFJtRL 2600023 CHAR.ACtER`'8 VER SCNTRL 2700024 CHAR.ACTERwe KLABEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29




SCNTRL 3100025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICO SCNTRL 3200026 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COr11rAON	 / ICNTRL / IMD2 SCNTRL 34
D0028 COMh10N /SCNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL 3500029. COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSV! SCNTRL 3600030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 3700031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 3800032 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 3900033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40
OD034 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL 4i00035 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 4200.036 C01^SMDN	 /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL 43
00037 COr$MON /IGNTRtI ISLIALB SCNTRL 4a00038 COr1MDN /ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 4500039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLI55T SCNTRL d6000x0 COrdMON /ICNTRLI 1tS SCNTRL d7
00041 COrdFJION	 /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
p D042 CnrAMON /ICNTRL/ LOGSR SCNTRL 49
q 0043 COFnFAON	 / ICNTRL / h1ATIN SCNTRL 5000044 COPAMDN /ICNTRLI MATSNS SCNTRL 5100045 CnrdrAON	 /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
40 p46 COMA40N /ICNTRL/ MLP	 f121 SCNTRL 53
OD047 CaMrnON /ICNTRL I MROD SCNTRL 54
00046 COr^1h1DN
	 / ICNTRL / NKRSH SCNTRL 5500049 COMMON /ICNTRL! MSM SCNTRL 5600050 COMr110N /ICNTRLI NB SCNTRL 570OD51 COMMON /FCNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 5800052 COMFdON fFCNTAL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
D0o53 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDAY SCNTRL 6000054 COMMON /FCNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 61
04055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 620005E COFRnnN /ICNTRLI NDSHF SCNTRL 5300057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
DOO5B COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 6500059 COrlSFAON	 /ICNTRL/ NHFrSE SCNTRL 5B
ODD60 CONiMDN /ICNTRL/ NHMSD SCNTRL 5700D61 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68





















OD064 COMMON /iCNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 7i N
D0065 COr,hMON !ICNTRL/ NSEq SC'JTRL 72
04066 COr11lh0i'1	 /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
OOD67 COMhTON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
s	 i D006B COMMON /ICNTRL: 7CSP55 SCNTRL 75p 4D69 COrnrADN	 /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 760407D COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMp E SCNTRL 77OOD7) C0Mh1ON /ICNTF{L/ NYr11p D SCNTRL 78
'r D0472 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZIN[T SCNTRL 79
00073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 8D
f 00474 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NpNOG SCNTRL 81
DOD75 COMrlfpN /ICNTRL/ IQS	 f3D} SCNTRL 82qD076 COMMON /IGNTRL/ IQU	 [1D1 SCNTRL B3
^ C SCNTRL 84
') 00077 EQUIVALENCE fITMIN ,IQSi 1}1 SCNTRL era
^ 00078 EQUIVALENCE {IT1S1d% ,IQSI 21} SCNTRL 86
;; DOD79 EQUIVALENCE IIPRHACC ,I4S{ 3}1 SCNTRL 87
00080 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IQSr 4}} SCTJTRL 88
D0081 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUk ,IQS{ 51} SCNTRL 89
00482 EQUIVALENCE iFEFLU% ,I4S{ 61Y 5CNTRl 90
D4083 EQW VALENCE IIFUSION ,IQS{ 711 SCNTRL 91
OD084 EQUIVALENCE fIRApSWG ,IQSi 8 }1 SCNTRL 92
DODBS EQUIVALENCE [IRADLWG ,IQSi 911 SCNTRL 83
00086 EQUIVALENCE IIICLDUb ,IQ511011 SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
D0087 EQUIVALENCE fIOME:GA ,IQU( 1}} SCNTRL 96
OOD88 EQUIVALENCE fIpIABAT ,I gUr 2}} SCNTRL 97 ^) [^




00090 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,iC11}} SCNTRL 100 °^
D0091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC[20D1 SGAJTRL iDt © ^
:^} C SCNTRL 102 ^^^
^ C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON FIISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103 ^ r,
^`
C ^__________________________'____= _____=____-___= SCNTRL 104
'
^^
DOD92 CDfAf40N	 /LCNTRLI LOO SCNTRL 105 ^ ^^04493 COMrAON /LGNTRL/ QALF SCNTRL i06
;^ DOD94 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 147 ^- ^^
^ 4D095 COMFAON /LCNTRL! QDAY SCNTRL [p8 3^ ^.1
i	 ^ ODO96 COMrdON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109 k^ a'700097 CO1,IMON /LCNTRL/ 40UT SCNTRL 110
z^
00456 COMMON /LCNTRL! QP}{Y SCNTRL Ili ^ 4a40099 COF.1MON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112r OD100 COMMON- /LCNTRLf SN2FEG SCNTRL 113f^ 04(01 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSS'! SCNTRL 11d
g OOt02 COMI'hON /LCNTRL/ 4RSH SCNTRL 115
P 40103 C0Mh10N /LCNTRL/ LQS13D} SCNTRL 116
^ 40104 COIAMDN /LCNTRL/ LQU110.} S:,NTRL 117
t C SCNTRL 118
00}05 £QUIVAEENCE (LTMIN ,LQS{ 11} SCNTRL 119
OD106 EQUIVALENCE ILTMk% ,LQS{ 2}) SCNTRL 120
OOI:D7 EQUIVALENCE ILPR£ACC ,LQS{ 31} SCNTRL 121
OQ1D8 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LQS( 4}} SCNTRL 122
OOiD9 EQUIVALENCE [LHFEUX .LQS{ S11 SCNTRL 123
D0110 l=gllIVAEENCE {EFFLUX ,LgSI 61} SCNTRL 12a
o01i1 EQUIVALENGE ILFUSIpN ,LQS{ 7}1 SCNTRL 125
OD1[2 EQUIVALENCE ILRApSWG ,LQSf 8}1 SCNTRL 126
00113 EQUIVALENCE {LRADLWG ,LQS{ 9}} SCNTRL 127 '
00114 EQUIVALENCE {LICLOUD ,LQS{10[} SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
D4115 EQUIVALENCE tLOMEGA ,LQUi f}1 SCNTRL [30l^ 00116 EQUIVALENCE fLDIAEAT .EQUI 2}.} SCNTRL 13i
00117 EQUIVALENC£ {LRADSW ,LQU{ 3}} SCNTRL i32
'^ C SCNTRL 133
,° ODT18 LOGICAL QAET SCNTRL 134
G0119 LOGICAE gBEG SCNTRL 135
D0120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
0012f EOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
04'122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRE 138
00123 EOGIGAE QPHY SCNTRL 139
00124 LOGICAL. Q5NF SCNTRE 140








____—....._-_.,.^^- _-,,._	 ,..,_..,.,	 ___	 .^	 ._,.
e- DD126 LQGICAL - QRSW SCNTRL 142
00727 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 1A4
DD128 LOGICAL L4S SCNTRL SA5
00129 LDGFCAL LOU SCNTRL 146
0013b LOGICAL LTNIIN SCNTRL 147
00131 tOGFCAL LTMAX SGi.TRL tA8
00.132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTh`L 14H
O g 133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL iS0
D4134 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
00135'. LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 752
00136 LOGICAL LFLISFDN SCNTRL 753
OQt37 LOGICAL LRARSWG SCNTRL 754
O p 138 LOGICAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 158
00134 LOGICAL LICLOUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
OD140 .LQGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
00141 LQGICAL LDiABAT SCNTRL 159
00142. LQGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL i60
C SCNTRL 761
00143 EQUIVALENCE ILCO,LC[1}) SCNTRL 182
00144 LOGICAL LCO,	 LD[200) SCNTRL 163^




0DiA5 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 767
DDi46 COMMON /RCNTRL/ AFHEL SCNTRL i58
OOt47 EOMrJION /RCNTRL/ SETA SCNTRL 169^
DD748 C01dMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 170
^'	 j aD149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
i 00150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL i72f 0015( COMh10N /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL i73
DOt52 C0IAMON /RCNTRL/ DECMAX SCNTRL 17dp ^














1	 j 00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
00157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 179
.^
^k
00158 COh1MON /RCNTRL/ GNU1 SCNTRL 180
00153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181
r
f
aD15a COMMON /RCNTRL/ GRAY SCNTRL 182
^ ! 00.161 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DMEGA2 SCNTRL 183
OOi62 CQMMt?N /RCNTRL( PI 5GNTitL 184^.^	 ^
00163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI180 SCNTRL 185i
OOt64 COMMON (RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186^,.	 ^
00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL 187
e 00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN. SCNTRL 188
}^
O p t67 CpMMDN /RCNTRL/ P5MAX SCNTRL 189
00168 COMMON !RCNTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 190
D0169 COh1MO.N /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL 197`^	 i
00170 COMZhON /RCNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL 192
OD171 COM1hON !RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
^^1	 ;I^ OD172 COMMI)N /RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 19A
00173 COMIISON /RCNTRL/ RSDiST SCNTRL 195
i 00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ 5DAY SCNTRL 796
€' OD175 COPAMDN /RCNTRL/ SEASON SGNTRL 197
00176 GDltIdDN /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 1251 SCNTRL i98
F7	
i
00177 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL 199
^ 00178 COM1dDN /RCNTRL/ SOLS SGNTRL 20a
i 00179 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 2a1
DD180 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI_EVS	 t25} SCNTRL 202
! 1 6D181 Cpi41MDN /RCNTRL/ HEATW SCNTRL 203
^ 00.782 CQt^11+1ON /RGNTRL/ HEATI SCNTRL 204
p 0183 COMMON /RGNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
O0i84 COrAMON /RCNTRL/ EFSFAC SCNTRL 2D6
' 00185 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GALTOJ SCNTRL 207
^ 00186. GDIAMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO SCNTRL 208
C SCNTRL 209
OD187 EQUIVALENCE IRCO.RCt1}) SCNTRL 270
0078 8 REAL RCO,	 RCl20o1 SCNTRL 211















































---- ==-c_ SCNTRL 21a
aD189 COMMON /IDPARM/ TJUMP {a6} SCNTRL 215
OOi90 COMMON /IDPARM/ iDSP62 SCNTRL 216
04191 COMh10N /IDPARM/ INDEX 1721 SCNTRL 217
00192 COMMON. /IDPARM/ TROD SCrlTRL 218
06193 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC {451 SCNTRL 219
OOi9a COMF4DN /IOP gRM/ JE {21 SCNTRL 220
00195 COMMON /IE]PARM/ .}F (2,21 SCNTRL 221
D0196 COMMON /IDPARM/ iSSTE p SCNTRL 222
00197 COMMON /IDPARM/ MJ {461 SCNTRL 223
OD198 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHMSI SCNTRL 22a
06199 COMMON /IDPARMI/ NYMD1 SCNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 225
C LOGICAL MODEL GONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
C =_	 -_-====c c-=- ___-- SCNTRL 228
6D200 COMMON /LDPARM/ FILTER [A6} SCNTRL 229
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAPE SCNTRL 230
00202 COMMON /LDPARM% START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
00203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
OD20a LOGICAL ITuPE SCNTRL 234
00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 236







IAD p ARM/ - ADLDP SCNTRL 235
00207 COMMION /RDPARMI CDNT SCNTRL 240
40208 CO?hMON /RDFARM/ CdNIDT SCNTRL 2a1
00209 COPhMON /RDFARMf GON2 SCNTRL 2a2
D0210 COrhMON /RDPARMI/ CON2D7 SCNTRL 243
00211 COh1MON /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 24a
0021 . 2 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3 pT SCNTRL 245
DO't.i3 COMMCN /R p PARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 2+t6
04214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT SCNTRL 247
4D216 COMMON /RDFARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
60216 COMMON /RDFARM/ CA5L {a6y SCNTRL 2a9
00217 COMMON /RDF g RMf CDSLON {721 SCNTRL 250
00218 C0^11MON /RDPARM/ CPD2 5CIJTRL 251
00219 COM]'hON /RDPARM/ 1]XP 1461 SCNTRL 252
00226 COF4MON /Rp PARM/ DRYP (a6! SCNTRL 253
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP Lab) SCNTRL 25a
00222 CDrJIMON. /RDPARMI FCORLS 1dS1 SCNTRL 255
fl0223 COMMON /RDFARM/ FiDT SCNTRL 256
00224 COMMON /Rl7PAAM/ F2DT SCNTRL 257
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ H1D7 SCNTRL 256
04226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
64227 COMMON /RDPARhR/ p NSTD SCNTRL 250
04228 CDMrdDH. /RDPARM/ FKTOp SCNTRL 261
00229 COMRIOM /RDPARM/ RtAT (a6} SCNTRL 262
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD {45} SCNTRL 263
40231 COMMON-/RDFARM/ ROCFDT SCNTRL 264
00232 C01hMON /RDFARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP 121 SCNTRL 266
6423a COMfhON /RDPARM/ SINL f-461 ^^NTRL 257
042:35 COMi4iON /RDPARM/ SiNLON f7Z1 SCNTRL 268
04236 COMMON_ /RDPARM! THSTp SCNTRL 269
00237 COMMON iRDPARM/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 270
00238 COMrdON /RDPARM/ WSAVE {1591 SCNTRL 271
00239 COMMON /RDFARM/ DSIG {91 SCNTRL 272
002-00 COMMON /RDFARM/ SIG {B1 SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 27a
C ^	 * 54ANDRT 2
C GLOBAi. MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SQANDQT 3
o02d1 COMMON /RANDQT/ OS{72,1f3,a6Y SQANDQT 4
C SQANDQT S
002x2 DIMENSION PHISf1368,1} SQArlDQT 6
06243 DIMENSION SMTH{1368,23} SOANDOT 7
D02a4 OIMEt,FSION AL3Eâ 0(1368,11 S4ANOQT 8
06245 DIM.ENSI.ON GT{1368,1} SQANDQT 9
062A6 DIMIENSION GW{1368,1} SQANDQT 10
^ ^
r^ ^ ^^ i: :	, yl	 i	 '	 ^ ^ , a
DIMENSION 7S{1368,11
trtlnENSioN s1^15{ 13sa, 1 i
DIMENSION Pi72,i9,1!
DI(i7f:NSION TMINf 1358, 1 y






































































































































































































































































































































CDPAFADN / CNTRLP./ RICE
GDMMDN /CNTRLP/ NDTC3
COFrMDM /CNTRLP/ NFLw










CDMFAON /CNTRLP/ TL TOP
COMFAON /CNTRLP/ xDAY




C • RAQIATIDN AND SOURCE TERrA FIELDS
COMFADN /RADCDM/ ASf72,9}, 	 RE{72,10)
COMMON /RADCDM/ PL{72,9}, PLE172,10)
COrIlrADN !RADCDM/ PLK{72,91, PLKE{i0}
COM87aN !RADCDM/ TL {72,9), TLE{72,10)
COMMON /AADCOM/ TGr72} ,TH172,9I
COMMON fAAbCOFA/ SHL172,9}, SHLEf72,10}
COMMON /RADCDM/ SHG{72},	 CLDUD[72,i2}
COMMON /RARCOMJ SHSAT{72,9}, GAM{72,g}
COFAMON 1RADCOM/ RH{72,9}
COMrAON /RADCDM/ SS5{72,9), SSSE{72,t0)
GDMMDN /RAQCOM/ HH(72,9}, HHE,72,101
COMMON /RADCORi/ WHS(72,9]
COMMON /RADCDM/ CVT(72,91, CVQ(72,9)
COMFADN /RADCDM/ CXDE(9}
COMMON /RADCDM/ SwALEr72,10), SWIL(72,9)
GDMMDN /RADCOFAf ALf72,i0}
CDh1MON /RADCDM/ TAUL{72,10), DZALEf72,10)
GDMMDN.
 /RADCDM/ TOPAB5(72)
COMf::ON /RADCDM/ RN19}, TN{91, SRSr91, STN{9}
GDMMDN /RADCDM/ TCONDI9}, TPENE{9}
COMMON /RADCDM/ TLOWL,TMIDL, NLAYO2
COMMON /R.ADCOM/ FKi51 XKrS}, NFK
COMMON /RARCOM/ OLJAN(19), OLAPR{19), OL.)UL{19}, OLOC7{19}
CDMFAON /RADCDM/ 0CM22r23), gCrh30{23), OCM3E{231, OCMd$i23Y
COMMON lRADCOFA/ PADCM{237, DGMxx{23), N pZ, TDTOZ{af, CDATE161
COMMON /RADCOMJ CZH(72), wET(72}, EVAP, PREP{721, YdI172}
COM{.laN /RADCOrA/ CDSZf721, S0. RADTRM.f721, CXL
COMMON /RADCDM/ SGi72} SP[72}
CD}ArADN /RADCDM/ R5URFr72}, ACLDUQf72}, dALH
COMMON /RADDDM/ LAND{72}, OCEAN{727, ICE(72)
COMMON /RADCDM/ SNDV!{72}, MIxwI172}, FROST{72)




C	 '•*° CYBER SCALAR VERSION Od.0o! iNPUT,IVQ
C	 ^'*' CYBER SCALAR NERSIDN 04.000






























































.. ^ .	 _..^ ---- ^. ^ .^_...^^— -----,-.,....-__ v --......	 ,.. v.. ...^...
	
_._ _	
-	 -	 - - -	
-	 -
.,	 ._
^1^ C555555SSSSSSSS*,, SSSS55555555555SSSSSSSSSSSSS5555555SSS55555555S55SSSS5555BEGDEB 7G SRApiQ 7D
C SRADIO 1t
G rrr+r+ +rrrrr+w+ar ► arr*r+r+ ++++++++r r+rrw+ SRADIO 12
C •	 wwr. SRADIO 13C •+••	 RADIATION SUHROUTYNE5
	 +**+' SRApI0 14
C r`»+	 *+*'' SRADID ]5(' r+r.++r.yrrrr++rr+ rrrrrrrrr•r...rr ► rrrarr SRADID 16
^ sRApto 1700372 FF	 fNFLYJ.EQ.0}	 GO TO 420 SRADID IH
C 5RADI0 1900373 DD	 1004	 I=],IM SRADID 20003°T4 RSURFfI)	 =	 AL6EDOfI,J) r 0.01 SRADID 2100375 1000 GONTINUE SRnDI0 22C SRADID 2340376 )SLAT =	 RLATp fJ} SRApI0 24
-	 00377 CALL SOLARI	 {J,XLAT ► SRnDI0 25
(+
++
»-.	 ++r+.*+ arr»».rr. ► w ► +rrwr.r+rrrrrr+» +rrrs+rrr ++.r. SRADID 27
C r`+`	 '••• SAADIO 28C ^»• ► 	 SAVE SOLAR RADIATIDH ABSORBED 8Y ATMOSPHERE
	 fLY/DAY1	 •*•• SRADi0 29
C r	 +	 •••• SRADFO 30
(^' rr^++trr+++rw++ r++r:r,r+++r+++rrrrrrr+++++s++rw.rrrrrrrarr++...r.. 5AADI0 31
C SRADID 3200378 DO	 ]010 L=1,NLAY
00379 DO	 1010	 I=1,Ii4! SRADID 3400380 RApSWfI,L,J1
	 =	 RADSW{I,L,JS	 ^	 CUi41RAT*AS{I,L} SRADID 3540381 1010 CONTINUE SRADID 36003$2 DO	 1020	 I=],IM SRADID 3740383 RADSWG(I,J)	 = RADSWG{I,J1
	 + CUtHRAT*SG(I1 SRApIO 3800384 iD20 CONTINUE SRADID 39
C SRADID 4004385 IF	 1.NOT.QHOG}	 GO TO 42D SRApIO d1
C 5RADS0 4200386 JAL$ = J SRApi0 4300387 DO	 ]030	 I=],FM SRADID 44 '	
a '+^
C SRApi0 45 •^00388 CA1^L LYNKHO	 {NLAY,NFLW,NDAY,IFIX{BLAT s .S},JNP,71 SRADID b6
















54 C00384 GO TO 444 SRADID 55 y`' !^
C SRADID 56 T"" ^G +rrrrr+rrr++++wrrr++rrrrrr+rwrr++»»rrrr SRADID 57
G snnDlo sa ^ q^00395 420	 CONTINUE SRADID 59
C SRADID 60
- ^+ rr..rr,. +rrr+++r :rr.rrr + ♦ rr ++++»+.+rrrrr SRADID 61
C SRADID 6200396 DO	 1040 L=1,NLAY SRADID 6300387 RO	 ia4o	 i=1,IPA SRADFO 6400398 RE{I,L}	 =	 RADLW g I,L,J1 5RpDIO 6500399 {044 CONTINUE SRADFO 660040.0 DO	 1050	 I=i,IM SRnpF0 6700401 RE{I,NLAYP]1	 =	 RAp LWGfI,Ji 5RADI0 6$40402 1050 CONTINUE SRADID 69
C SRADID 70{^, rrrrrrr»r++xr++r»r++r.++#+rr*rrrr+rr+ r+* SRADID 7]
C SRADID 7200403 440	 CONTINUE SRADID 73
C SRADID 744+ raar» rrrrrr++. +r ♦+ rrrr+++r.r+».rrrr+rr+ SRADID 75
C SRADID 7600444 p0	 1060	 I-1,IM SRApI0 7700405 RnpTRMfIF
	 =	 SG{I)
	























1010 381 378 379
1020 3Bd 382
1030 .393 387








ADATE CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 3
AALp P RDPARM REAt SI1HpLE 206
AL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 354
ALBEDC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2AR
APHEt. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
AS RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 339
A7` TME CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE d
a ETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1a7
C10 CNTRLP REAL SiMFLE 30h
C100 CNTRLP REAt SiR1PLE 310
C40 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 311
CALTOi1 RCNTRL HEAL SIMPLE t88
CC CCNT{1L CHAR*8 ARRAV id
CCO CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UHKNRVIN 2
13
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR+B SIb1PLE 8
CCSPOB CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 9
CDATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 363
GOER GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 297
CD?CL .CNTRLP HEAL SIMpLE 298
CORD CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 299
CLH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300
Cf.DUD RAI?COM REAL ARRAY 345




CRE CNTRLP REAL ARRAY 30)
COEF CNTRLP REAL 5EMPLE 302
COEFS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARl41 REAL SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIAIALE 210
CON3 RDPARM REAt SIMpLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i4
C4N5 RDPARM gEAL SIMPLE 215
COSq RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE id8
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLON i1DPARhi REAL ARRAY 2t7
COSROT CNTRLP REAL SItAPLE 304
CflSZ gADCOM REAL ARRAY 365
CP RCNTRL Rl:AL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218













298 299 300 301 302 303 304
309 310 31i 312 313 314 3i5
320 321 322 323 324 325 326























CPP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 305
CQ5 CCNTgL REAL ARRAY T2
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAV 13
- CTFD CNTRLP REAL SIF11pLE 365
GUMDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 367
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 368 380 3B3
CVQ RADGOM REAL ARRAY 35t
CVT RADCOht REAL ARRAY 351
GKDE RApCOM REAL ARRAY 352
CRL RADCOM REAL 5IMPLE 355
C2:H RADCOM REAL ARRAV 3S4
DAYSPV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
DEC RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 19t
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DELTA CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 312
DIABAT QANDQT R@AL ARRAY 285 294
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
' DLAT RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE 154
1)LON RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 15S^	 ^
DTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 313
DTOUT CNTRLP REAL SIMRLE 314
DXP RDPARh1 REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARIA REAL ARRAY 220 ^ Q
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221 .^ ^
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t57
ED CNTRLP REAL 5IMPLE 315 ^EDNM CNTRLP REAL SIf11PLE 316 ^ ^
EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273
^EPS RCNTRL REAt SIMPLE t83 ^
^EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIFAPLE 184 ^'
EVAP RADCOM REAL 5IMPLE 354
1
F^pT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223
:i^ F2DT RDPARM REAL 5IMPLE 224
► FCCEF CF3TRLP REAL 5IMPLE 317 ^
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222 i ^+-`O.^
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200 263 66,1FK RADCQM REAL ARRAY ^,^^y FMU CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 318
FROST RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 359 370;^
FUSFON OANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 274
^ FVlET CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 319
_ GAM RADCCh'I REAL ARRAY 345
GAMFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMRLE 320^
GNUt RCNTRL REAL SihtPtE t58













GT6P0 CNTRLP REAL SIFlIPLE 321
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248 264^^^
HiDT gDPARM REAL 5IMPLE 225
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226
^' HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
°i HEATW RCNTgt REAL 5IMPLE 181
^^
HFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25'4 272
HH RADCDM REAt ARRAY 349
HHE RADCOFd REAL ARRAY 349
f H>aS RADCflM REAL ARRAY 356
HICE .CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 322
t I INTEGER SIMPLE 373/C 37d 37d 379/C 380 380	 380	 382/C	 363 383 383
387/C 388 390 390 392 392	 397/C	 398	 398 d00/C	 Opt
401 404/C 405 405 405
S IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 9tICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25 90 91
ICE RnpCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 3B8 370
ICLDUD QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277










4t	 42	 43	 44




































































































58 59 60 61 62 63 84 65 G6	 67
69 7D 71 72 73 74 75 76
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE Fib
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
INTEGER UNKNOWN T89 i90 191 S92 193 194 195 196 197	 198
FDPARM FNTEGER SIMPLE 1B0
ICNTRL IN7EGER UNKNOWN 82
ICNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81
ICNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86
IDPg RM INTEGER ARRAY 189
ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLf 26 373 379 382 387 397 400 d04
ICNTRL IHTfr,£R SIMPLE 27
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28
IDP g RM INTEGER ARRAY 191
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
JCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOW]y SD
ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 $D Si B2 83 ea	 8S
ICNTRL FNTEGER ARRAY 75 87 8$ 89
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84
FDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 192
LDPARM LOGICAL SIGIPLE 201 204
ICNTAL INTEGER UNKNOIYN 78
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
INTEGER SIMPLE 7 374 375 377 360 380 383 383 385	 390
39$ 40i
RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 367 386/5
IDP g RM INTEGER ARRAY 193
ID p nRM INTEGER ARRAY f94
CCNTRL CNAR•8 SIMPLE 5 18
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
ICNTAL INTEGER SIAIIPLE 33 388
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 5 19
IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 195
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
ICNTRL INTEGER 5IFAPLE 39
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE: 40
IDP g RM INTEGER SINSPLE 196
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41
INTEGER SIMPLE 378lC 380 380 380 389/C 390 390 396/C 39Ii	 398
AADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 358 370
CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 743 144
CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 144
INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 lDO	 tOt
103 104
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ii6 141
INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 207 2a2
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135.
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f11 135
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 t3a
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 174 739
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 740
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 132
CCNTRL- LOGICAL UNKFlOWN 108 133
CCNTRL. LOGICAL ARRAY 703 10S 105 707 108 109 110 111 112	 113
lza
tCNTAL LOGICAL ARRAY 1D4 1i5 1t6 1t7 129
CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138






























































































































g ADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY
RADCOrd REAL 4RRAY



























































































































PLKE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 341
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253
PREP RADCOM 'REAL ARRAY 364
PROCM RAD.COM REAL ARRAY 363
P5MA11 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165
PTOF RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186
gALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 241
48EG LCNT}}L LOGICAL SIMPLE 94
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96
QNOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SIMPLE 326
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102
QR5W LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE t01
QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 24i
274
Q5HF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99QU QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278
RADCOM REAL UNKNOWN 339
350
361
RApE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 770
RADIO SUBROUTINE T
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258
RADSSy QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286
RADSWG. 4ANRQT REAL ARRAY 257
RADTRM RADCOM REAL ARRAY 365
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY i87
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145
RCLOUD RADCOI'A REAL ARRAY 367
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145156
167




RE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 339
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171
RH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 347
RLAT RDPAR1y1 REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RRPAgM REAL ARRAY 230
RN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357
ROCP RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE i72
ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSRIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
R5URF RADCOM REAL ARRAY 967
SO RADGOM REAL SIMPLE 365
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SI=ASON RCNTRL REAL SIf+1PLE i75
SG RApCOM R$Af. ARRAY 366
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282
5HG RARCZ}M REAL ARRAY 345
SHL RADCCM REAL ARRAY 344
SNLE RADCgM REAL ARRAY 344
SHLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 32T
SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248
5HSAT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 346
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240














260 ?.$1 ?62 263 264 265 266 267 268 269
271 'd72 273 274 275 276 277
124








146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 184 155157 158 159 i54 i6i 162 163 164 165 166i68 169 i70 f71 t72 173 174 175 176 177
179 180 18i 182 i83 184 185 186
207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 2i6218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
229 230 23t 232 233 234 235 236 237 238
240
























SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
SINE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY '235
SINROT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 328
SRRTH 0AND0T REAL ARRAY 243
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SI@hPLE 140
SNOW RnDCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 369
SNOWN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE: 329
SNOWS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 330
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
^ SP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 366
SRS RADCOR4 REAL ARRAY 357
SSS RADCOh1 REAL ARRAY 348
i SSSE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 348
^ START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202
S7Bp CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 331
STERPI CNTRLP REAL SIRIPLE 332
STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 333
STN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357
SWALE RADQOM REAL ARRAY 353
^ SWIL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 353
T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281
TAUL RADCOFd REAL ARRAY 355
TCOND RADCOM REAL ARRAY 358
TG RADCOM REAL ARRAY 343
TH RADCOFII REAL ARRAY 343
THSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THST62 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 837
TIDE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 334
TL RADCOM REAL ARRAV 342
TLE R?IDCOM REAL ARRAY 342
TLOWL RADCOM REAL SIryIpLE 359
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 335
i TMAx QANDQT REAL ARRAY 251
TMIDL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 359
;•`p} TMIN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 250
l	 1 TN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357
^ TOPAB5 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 356,^
TOTOZ RADCQF^1 REAL ARRAY 363
^ TpENE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 358
*	 { T5 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
;
;
ll QANDQT. REAL ARRAV 279htl	 i
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 280
^' VER CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 1011	
'' WET RADCOM REAL ARRAY 36d
^' WI RADCflR'E REAL ARRAY 364
W5AVE RDPARM REAL. ARRAY 238
i XDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 336
}^	 { XK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 36D
^i'	 ^ XLABEL CCNTRL CHARyB ARRAV fl
' ](EAT REAL SIMPLE 375/S
11 j ZLNCO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 337
'^	 PROCFOLlRE MAP
F'	 G	 --NAME-------TYPE----- ^-CLASS------- ------REFERENCES
^^	 ^ IFIX INTEGER INTRINSIC 388
r	 ^ LINKHO SUBROl1TINE 388











































































































SUBROUTINE RESTQM	 iN,	 Ji SRESTQMr G«.r. rrr . :..r. +r.r+r.r«rrrr. •rr.r.rr.rrrrrrwr.rr.r«rrrr+r«r.«r.
..«..«SRESTQM
C PURPOSE SRESTQM
i C RESTORE SAVED EASE FIELDS ONTO p IFFERENTIAL FIELDS SRESTQM
C FOR MA75UNp CORRECTOR STEP. SRESTQh7
I C C1fLLED BV COMPO ONLY SRESTQM
C SRESTQMC USAGE SR£STQPA
G SRSSTpM
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SRESTQFA
C N	 TIME STEP PQIN7ER	 f1 OR 2} SRESTQM
C J	 LATITUDE GRID BAND SRESTQM
C SRESTQM
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SRESTQM
C NAME	 DESCRIPTSON 5RE57QMC NONE SRES'fpM
C SAESTQIA
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS SRESTpifl
C HASEp ON OLD VERSION 8. 5RE57QM
G SRESTDM
C ^DA7E?
	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ?OESCRIFTION OF MODIFICATIONS? SRESTQM
C as/oa/83	 RAMESH
	 7F[IS PART AND COMMENTS SRESTQM
C SRESTQM
C REMARKS: SRESTQM
C S	 1}	 ?MACHSNE REPENDENT FEATURES,
	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RZ:TURNS, ETC.?SRESTQM
Crrr
SRESTQh'f
r	 rrrr.rrrrrrrrrr.	 .	 r	 .	 ..r..«.rrrrrrrr	 .rrrrrr.rr ► ...r.	 ... «SRESTQM
C r r D « A + CM•IrA - C O M	 S I G M rA	 T A	 I NN A S A	 -	 G S F C	 -SRESTQMGr+^rrr.r s..^rr s^. rr..rr. ► r.r.rrrrwarrrrrrrrr..rrrr+rrrrrrr+r.r......r.r....SRESTQM
C SCNTRL




--=--=--=------------------------=--==--=-- SCNTRL00002 COMMON /CCNTRL/^CCO SCNTRL
O0DQ3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADA7E SCNTRL00004 COMrAON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL00005 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL00006 COGIrAOF! /CCNTRL/	 JOB SCNTRL
00007 COMMON /CGNTRL/ CCSPD6 SCNTRL00008 COMrAON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 SCNTRLO g 009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL
^	 00014 COPArAON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL00011 COMMON /CCNTRL/ XLA6EL
	
f10} SCNTRLOOOt2 COMflON /CCNTRL/ CQS
	
(30} SCNTRL
OOOt3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU S10i SCNTRL
C SCNTRLi	 OOOi4 EQUIVALENCE	 iGCO,CClt11 SCNTRL00015 cHARAC7ER•8	 CCO,	 CGi200i SCNTRL00016 CWARACTER•8	 ADATE SCNTRL
^	 00017 CHARACTERrB	 ATIME SCNTRL
^	 ODO18 CHARAC7ERrH	 JIC S±`rdTRL
ODD19 CHARACTER•8	 JO8 SCNTRLp OD.20 CHARACTERrB	 CCSP06 SCNTRL00021 CHARAGTER'8	 CCSP07 SCNTRL
pO p 22 CHARACTER•8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL04023 GMARACTER*8	 VER SCNTRLi	 00024 CHARACTER*8
	 XLAHEL SCNTRL
C SCNTRL
G INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRLC----^^^^-------__......_-^----=== oq==c=
=====__= SCNTRL
'	 00025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IC0 SCNTRL00026 COh1MON /SCNTRL/	 IM SCNTRL00027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL
',	 000.28 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL00030 COMh1RN /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRLi	 00031 COfIIMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL
OD032 t;OMMON /ICNTRL/ ,3MT2 SCNTRL00033 COiArflON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL
s	
OOQ3d COMMON /SCNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL00036 GOMrADN /ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL
Oa036
;r
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40037 COMMON IFCNTRL/ RLTAL6 SGNTRL 4404038 .COMMON !ICNTRL! HLIGW 5CNTRL 45
D0439 COMMON JIGNTRL/ i{LI55T 5CNTRL d64D040 COMMON JICNTRL/ k5 5CNTRL 47
D0441 COMMON !ICNTRL/ KU 5CNTRL d600042 COMMON /ICNTRL! LOGBR 5CNTRL 49
DO.D43 CDMrnON JIGNTRLJ MATIN 5CNTRL 50
4044A CaMMDN JFGNTAL! MATSNx 5CNTRL 5t
OOOdS COMMON /ICNTRL! fnATSUN 5CNTRL 52QDOd6 COMMON /FCNTRL/ MLF	 tit) 5CNTRL $300047 COMMON JICNTRL/ MROD 5CNTRL 5d00048 COMMON /FCNTAL! NKR5H 5CNTRL 5540049 COMrnON /ICNTRL! MSM 5CNTRL 5604050 COMMON /ICNTRLf NH 5CNTRL 57D0051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SGNTRL S804052 COMMON /ICNTRL! NpALT 5CNTRL 5900053 COPAMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SGNTRL 60ODO5d COrnMON /ICNTRLf NDOUT SGNTRL 5i00055 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDPHY SGNTRL 6240D56 COMMON !ICNTRL! NO5HF SGNTRL 63
OOOS7 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDT 5CNTRL 64
DD058 COMMON lIGNTRLJ NHMS 5CNTRL 65OD059 COMMON / ICNTRL/ NHiliSEc 5CNTRL 664D060 COMMON /ECNTRLI NHMSO SGNTRL 6700061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY 5CNTRL 6800082 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYh91 5CNTRL 6900063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI 5CNTRL 7000064 CDM{hON /ICNTRL( NSDAY SGNTRL 7100065 COM1nON /ICNTRL! NSEQ 5CNTRL 72D4056 COMMON !ICNTRL( IC5F53 5CNTRL 73OOD57 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEF SGNTRL 7440068 CONiMDN (ICNTRL/ FGSP55 SGNTRL 75D0069 COMMON /ICIJTRL/ NYMD 5CNTRL 750007D COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYrnDE SCNTRI 77OOD7i COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO 5CNTRL 7800072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N2TNI7 5CNTRL 7900073 CO)4SMDN /ICNTRL/ NMLEV 5CNTRL 8060074 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG ^ 5CNTRL 8t00075 CDMh1DN /ICNTRL/ IQS
	 t3D} 5CNTRL 8200076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IOU	 f1D) 5CNTRL 89C SGNTRL B400077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,FRS{	 1}} SGNTRL 8500078 EQUIVALENCE {ITniAx ,I4S{	 2}} .SGNTRL 8600079 EQUIVALENCE {FPREACG ,IQSf	 3)} SCNTRI. 87D0480 I54UTVALZ:NCE {TPRECDN ,IQS{	 4)) SGNTRL 88OODBt EQUIVALENCE fIHFLUx ,I45{	 5)) SGNTRL 8900092 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUx ,IQS{	 6}} 5CNTRL 9000483 EQUIVALENCE SIFUSIDN.,IQS{ 7}) 5CNTRL 91OD084 EQUIVALENCE {IRADSWG ,FQS{	 e}1 5CNTRL 92ODORS EQUIVALENCE {IAADLWG ,IQS{	 g}) SGNTRL 93OO p85 EQUivALISNCE {IIGLOUD ,I4S{tD)) 5CNTRL 9a
5CNTRL 9500087 £OUIVALENCE {TOMEGA ,F4U{	 1)) 5CNTRL 96DODS$ EQUIVALENCE {IDIABAT ,I4Ui
	 2}} SGNTRL 97D p 489 EQUIVALENCE tFRAD5W ,IOU{
	
3)} SGNTRL 96
40090 C EQUIVALENGE {TCD,IC{i)) SGNTRLSGNTRL
99
i0000091 INTEGER IGO,	 FCt200) 5CNTRL iDt
G SGNTRL 142G LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL iD3
C -_-___^_____________=====cs==
!COMMON-

















































































@QUIVALENCE 1LTMIN ,LQSf 11)
EQUIVALENCE IL7MAx ,LQSS 211
EQUIVALENCE {LPREACC ,LQS{ 3})
EQUIVALENCE ILPAECON ,LQS{ al)
EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUx ,LQS{ 5))
EQUIVALENCE {LEFLU% ,LQSI 6)}
EQUIVALENCE ILFUSFOhJ .LQSI 7)}
EQUIVALENCE 1LRADSWG .LQSI 8)1
EQUIVALENCE fLRADLWG ,LASS 9))
EQUIVALENCE ILICLOUD .L45110))
C
EQUIVALENCE fLOMEGA ,LQU{ I11
EQUIVALENCE fLD1A6AT ,LQUf 2))

































C	 REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD
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COMMON /RCNTRt/ PI2
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD







C4MFd0N / RCNTRL / RSDIST
COMh10H /RCNTRt/ SOAY
G0h1MON /RCNTRLf SEASON
COMMON /RCNTRL/ SlGE f25)
C0f.1rdON / RCNTRL/ SINDC0r1Fd0N !RCNTRL/ SOLS
COrJiMON / RCNTRLf TSTD




C0h1MON /RGNTRL/ EPSFACCQMf.4DN / RCNTRL / CALTOJ





COMMON /iDFARM/ /JUMP f46)
C0r11MON / IDPARM / ID5P02
COMP$DH /IO p ARM/ INDEX {721
COMrdON / IDPARM/ IRDb
COMMON /IDPARM/ JC f46)
CDMMDN /I6AARM/ JE f21
CDMMDN /IDPARM/ JA r2,2]
COMMON /IDPARM/ FiSTEr



















COMrAON / RDPARM/ C0N3
COMMON 1RDPARh1/ CON3bT
COMFdON / RDPARM/ G0N4
COMMON /RDPARM/ C0N40T
CDMMDN /RDPARM/ C0 N5
COFAMON /RDPARM! COSL 146)
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON 172)
COMPAON /RDPARM/ CPb2
CDMMDN /RDPARM/ p XP (46)
COMMON / RDPARI'A! DXYP {461
COMFdON /RDPARM/ DYP 1413)
















































































































































































COPdPAON /RDPARM / RLAT	 145}
COPdPADN /RDPARM/ RLATp f46}
COMPAON /RDPARM/ ROCPpT
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPi
COMMON /RDPARM/ 5GNP	 {21
C>JPAlAON lRD pARM! SINL 146}
CDM}JIDN / RDPARM / SINLON 172}
COPdPADN / RDPARM/ THSTD
COMMON /RDPARM/ TH5TD2
COh'SMON /RD pAF(M/ WSAVE [ 1591
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00287 DIMENSION..	 RApLW{72,126,11 SQANDQT 55
C SUANDg7 56
00288 EQUIVALENCE	 (QU{1,i,1,1},U{1,1,1,1}} SQANDQT 57
00269 EQUIVALENGE
	 {gUf1,1,3,1},VS1,1,1,111 SQANDOT 58
00290 EQUIVALENCE
	 { Q.0 {1,1,5,1 ► ,T(1,1,1,1}} SQANDQT 59
D029i EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1.;7,1},SH{1,1,1,11} SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE
	 {RU(i,i,9,1I,PHIii,l,t,i}) SQANCQT 61
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 {4UI1.1,i1,11.DMEGA{1,1,11) 54ANDRT 62
0029.1 EQUIVALENCE
	 {QU[1,i,t2,11,pIABAT(1,1,7}} SQANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 (gU(1,1,i3,1}.RADSW{1,1,11) SQANDQT 64
00236 EQUIVALENCE
	 {QU{1,1,14,1},RAI]LW{l,i.i1} SQANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C • SQPDLES 2
C POLAR MODEL p HDGNOSTIC FIEtAS SOPpLES 3
00297. COMMON /QPp.LES/ PP{2,2I SQPOLES d
00298 CDr^MDN /gPDLES/ UP{9,2,2 ► SOPDLES 5
002.99. COE"AMON	 /QPpLES/ VP{9,2,2} 5gPOLES 6
00300 CO^gMDN
	
/QPDLES'/	 TP{9,2,2) SgPpLES 7
00301 COMMON /QPDLE5/ 5HP{9,2,Zf 5gPOLES 8
00302 COMMON /QPDLES/ PHI p {9,2,2) SOPOLES 9
C SQPOLES 0C r	 • 54lASAVE 2
C GLDBp L BAND MODULO SAVE AREAS DURING HYDRDDYNAI51IC5 STEP Sq}ASAVE 3
OQ303 CGMMDN /QMSAVE/ PM(T2,51 5gM5AVE d
003D4 CQFA }AON /QlASAVE/ UM(72,9,5} SgMSAVE 5
00305 COMMON /QMSAVE/ VIY1{72,9,5} SQM5AVE 6
D0306 COM}AOP} /QMSAVE/ TM{72,9,51 SgA15AVE 7
00307 COMMON !QMSAVE/ S}1M{.72,9,5} SQFASAVE 8
00308 C4fAMDN !QMSAVE/
	 PHI.M{72,9.5) SQMSAVE 9
00309 CDMMDN / q.MSAVE/ PV{72,5,51 SQRISAVE 10
00310 CO{ANON / QMSAVE:/ 	PITI72 , 5} SOt'hSAVE i 1
00311 CDMMDN /QMSAVE/ GONV{72,g^5}, 	 SD{72,9,51 SOrASAVE 12
00312 COMMON /QMSAVE/ TERMWf72,9,5 ► ,	 TERMTI72,9,51 SQMSAVE 13C SQr^54VE 14
C SRESTQM 35
C DEBUG - SBEGDEB 2
00313 10040 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C *r*r 
_veER SCALAR VERSION 04.001
	
INPUT.IDQ SBEGDEB 4
C "'**• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 519EGDE6 5
C • GYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6
CSSSSSSSSSSSS55SSSSS55SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS55555SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS55555555SSS5BEGDEB 7
00314 M = MJIJ} SRESTQM 37
00315 K	 =	 JCiJ} SRESTQM 38
00316 IF	 {M.Eq .O}	 GO TD 50 SRESTQM 39
C SRESTQM 40
(^+ wwsr^ra+r+rr+>rr rrr.rsrr,..mss+ rwrrrrrrrrrr+rrrrrr..rr ► rrr.+r+.... SRESTQEII 41
C +•"'	 '••' SRESTQM d2
C •-*	 POLE	 PGIH7
	 •-•- SRESTg117 43C "`	 •'+• SRESTOESI d4
^+, rr>r^+rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrar.rrrr r>.ri.a..rrrrrr.rrrr 	 _	 +.>r..wr.r w+. SRESTQM d5
C SRESTQM 46
00317 PPfN,M1	 =	 PM{1,K1 SRESTgiJi 47
00318 00	 10 L = 1,NLAY SRESTg1A 48
00319 UP{L;EV.M}	 =	 UM(1,L,K} SRESTQM 49
00320 VP{L,N.M}
	
= VM{1,L,K} SRESTQM 60
00321 TP[L,N,M}
	
=	 TM11,L.K1 SRESTQM 51
00322 51ap{L,N,M}
	 =	 SHM{i,L,K} SRESTQM 52
00323 IQ	 CONTINUE SRESTQM S3
00924 RETURN 5RE5TOFA 5d
C SRESTQM 55
G rrrr+r>rrrr:rr^^arrwr^r ►^a^.,tsrrrsr ► rr.^r^> ► .arsrrwsrr.Arrrrr ► •r.ra ♦ SRESTQM 56(' "rrr	 •••• SRESTQM 57
C " •*	 ELSEWHERE	 •*•* SRESTQM 58L+ •.sr	
--*- SRESTQM 59
(^+ +rrrrrr>srrrrrrrwrrrrwrwrrrrrr rrrrrr• >rrr>r.rrrr>+rrrrrr.r..... SRESTQM 60
C SRESTQM 61
00325 50	 CONTINUE SRESTQM 62
00326 DO	 60	 I=1,I?A SRESTQM 63
00327 P 1I,N,.1]	 =	 PM{I.KI SRESTQM 64
40328 60	 .CONTINUE SRESTQM 65



















00330 Dq 70 I=1,IM
:^ 00331 U{I,L,N,J)	 = Uh1{I,L,K)
00332 V{I.L,N,J1	 = VMfI,L,1{)
00333 T{I,L,N,J)	 = TMII,L,K)




STATEMENT LABEL MAPj --LABEL--- DEFINED---REFERENCES









^ ADATE CCNTRL CHAR'8 SIMPLE 3
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.06
',	 ^ ALBEDD QANDgT REAL ARRAY 244
APHEL RCNTRL REAL .SIMPLE 145
^,_ ATIME CCNTRL CHAR'e SIMPLE 4
€, BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 185;,^
CC CCNTRL- CHAR+'.8 ARAAY tb
CCO CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL. UNKNOWN 2
t3
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE 7^^
t CCSP47 CCNTRL CHAR^8 SIMPLE 8
^ CCSP48 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 9
CDN1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
.g CDNIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 248
R^ CON2 RDPAAM REAL SIMPLE 209f.y CCN2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2T0F ^ CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 211
COH3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212,^
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 21.3
CDN4p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
'^` CDN5 RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
{ COHV OE'JISAV>: .REAL ARRAV 311
+)-
CDSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE fa8
CDSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
5e CDSLON RDPARM REAi. ARRAY 217
' CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1d9
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
^tl Cq5 CCNTRL REAL ARRAY t2
^ G4U CCNTRL REAL ARRAV 13
r DAVSPY 1;CNTRL REAL SIMPL£ 1504^ DEG RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE t5{
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t52
^1 ^ DIA6AT OANDgT REAL ARRAY 285
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLQN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE< 155
?F D5IG RbPARMi REAL ARRAY 238
p T RCNTRL- REAL SIfdPLE 156
DXP RDPARM! REAL ARRAY 2f9
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
pYP RAPARPh REAL ARRAY 221
f ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i57
EFLUX gAND4T REAL ARRAY 255
^,
EPS RCNTRL REAL- SIMPLE 183
^PSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1Bd
€
F1p7 RDPAAM[ REAL. SIMPLE 223
^
^^












































332 332 333 333 334
31 32 33 34 35
4 2 43 Qa 45 46
53 54 55 56 576d 6S 66 67 6I3
75 76
195 196- 197 19$ 199
82	 83	 $4	 85	 eG
'^ L=CORES RDPARM REAL AAAAY
FILTER LDFARM LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSFON gANDgT REAL ARRAY
', GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAY RCNTRL PEAL SIMPLE
s GT QANDgT REAL ARRAY
', GW gANDQT PEAL ARRAY
>-11DT RDPARM. .PEAL SIMPLE
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
HEATT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLfi
HFLUH gANDQT REAL ARRAY
I INTEGER :,IMPLE
IC ICNTRL- INTEGER ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE




FGSF53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
I.CSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
I4IABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
'^ IDPARPd INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLU% ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
,-_! IFUSIDN ICNTRL 1NTEGEA UNKhIOWN
f INFLUX ICNTRL FNTEGER UNKNOWN
;;^^ IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
,^ 4 IJUMP T.DPARM INTEGER ARRAYIM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
:^t IMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMp 2Pi ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
INDEIS [ DPARh1[ INTEGER ARRAY
`, IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
i IpREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN'
IARECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
i. Iq5 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
1 IqU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
`j^ IRADSW FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNrr1 L^ IRADSWG .ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
F IROR IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
r^ ,^ ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE
ITMkX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVIN
^^ ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
J INTEGER SIMPLE
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
E^f JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
.	 , JIC CCNTRL ^FEAR*8 SIMPLE
aY f JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIM.pLE
^^^ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
:t' JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
i JD4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEJ08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JOB CCNTRL CFIAR'8 SIMPLE
JP .IDPARM INTEGER .ARRAY
S	 ^ JSP ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE
K iNTEGEft SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE
ff i KLiSST ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE
` KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
(,_ KSTEp IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE




















25 26 27 2$ 25 30
36 37 3$ 39 44 41
47 4$ 49 54 51 52
58 59 so s 1 B2 63


















75 77 78 79 84 $1













































^ 331 332 332 933	 333	 394	 334
LG LCNTi1L LOGICAL ARRAY 143 i4sS
'r LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 14d
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 B3 94 95	 96	 97	 98 99	 170	 101	 1p2
103 SOd
LQIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 td1
LDPARN^ INTEGER UNKNOVIN 200 201 202
EFFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFUSION LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 736
LNFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LFCLDUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN. iid 139
LDGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t15 140
LPI3EACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 167 132
^ LPRECDN LCNTRL LOGICAL UHKNOIYN 108 133
LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 i06 t67	 108	 1p9	 1i6 117	 112	 t13	 714
k 728
i LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 1Gd 115 116. 177	 t29
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRAD$W LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 142
^ LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNfSNOWN 112 737
^ LTMeX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN fOf3 13!j LTMI.N. LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN lob 730
M INTEGER SIh1PLE 314/5 316 317 319	 326	 32i	 322
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SI1,^ pLE 43
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45
MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197 914
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
MROD ICNTRL INTEGER SI ►JEPLE d7
MSM FCNTRL LNTEGER SIMPLE a9
N INTEGER SIMPLE S 317 319 320	 321	 322	 327 33i	 332	 333	 334
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIh1PLE 96
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE b1
k NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52












NDPHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
'^ NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 ^ ^:^
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 `^ ;^
^ NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6p `^ :s^
1 NNM51 7DPARM .INTEGER SIMPLE 198 (^ ^=»
3`.^	 .
^^ NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 :^ s}NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE d8t^ NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER 5I1.:'.'+ l.E 61 318 329 ^^ -^^
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 [^;	 ....^
11 Nl.AYP i ICNTRL INTT: GER SIMPLE: 63
^^
`^
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73













.^ NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIIEIPLE fig r
,. NYMDO ICNTRL Ih1TEGt:R SIMPLE 7i
^
"' NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 159
^ NYMDE. ICNTRL ENTEGER SiM>yLE 70
^F NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72OMEGA. gANDOT REAL ARRAY 284 293
i OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
p QAN[)QT REAL ARRAY 249 267 327/S
p yI QANCQT REAt ARRAY 283 292
PRIM gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 368
PHIP 4PDLES REAL ARRAY 3p2
^ PHIS 4AND4T REAL ARRAV 242 260
PI RCNTRL REAL SIfi1PLE 162
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154






- - -	 .^.^.	 -^	 = r
.o
PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 310 1..,,
PKSTA RAP+IRM REAL SIMPLE 227 p
AKTOP RDPARh! REAL SIMPLE 22$
ALEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 184
PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 303 317 327
PP QPOLE5 REAL ARRAY 297 317/5
PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 274
PRECOIJ QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 271
PSh1A}S RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1.67
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PS7D RCNTRL RErAL SIMPLE 165
PTpP RCIJTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 349
PTERD RCNTRL gEAL SIMPLE 186
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 118
QANDQT REAL UNKNDYJN 241 278
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 i191 QDAY LCNTRL LDG3CAL SIMPLE 95 120
' QENO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 121
OM54VE REAL UNKNOWN 303 304 345 306 307 308 309 310 311 3t2
QOUT LCNTRL LCIGICAL SIMPLE 97 122
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
I QpOLES ^ REAL UNKNOWN 297 298 299 340 301 302
QRS1i LCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMRLE 102 127
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 141 t26
QS OANDQF REAL ARRAY 241 260 25i 262 2E3 2fid 265 265 267 268 269
274 271 Z72 273 274 275 276 277
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPf_E 99 124












, ti RADLYlG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 27fi
RADSW. QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 295.^
RADSWG OANDOT REAL ARRAY 257 275
* RC RCNTRL .REAL ARRAV i87 188
' RC4 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 187 188
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 145 t4S 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155,^
156 157 758 159 160 161 162 t63 15a 165 t66
167 i68 159 170 171 172 t73 i74 175 176 577
^1 17$ 179 180 181 182 183 t84 185 186
RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 206 207 248 209 210 2ii 212 213 214 215 216'^
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
228 229 230 23f 232 233 234 235 236 237 238
239 2d0
[^' RESTQM SU$ROUTiNE
^_l RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171RLA T RDPAR141 REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL pEAt 5Ih1pLE 172






















:'	 ^ SGNP RDPARM REAL AgRAY 233
^ 
^r"y'
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291 334/5 91si
5HM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 307 322 334
Sh1p QPOLES REAL ARRAY 307 322/5 ^ ^q
SEES QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248 266 ^] ^
;. .SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 244
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 176 ^ °^S
SIND RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177 :^SINL RDPARM REAL -ARRAY 234
1^+'
^:^













^. SOLS RCNTRL REAL' SIldPL^ 178
^
SFART LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 242 205
'	 ^
;^
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TERMT Q141SAVE REAL ARRAY 312
TERMIY Qt.75AVE REAL ARRAY- 312
THSTD RDpARM REAL SIfNPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPAR741 REAL SIMPLE 237 '
TM 4MSAVE REAL ARRAY 306 32i 333
TMAR 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 251 268
TWIN .QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2S0 269
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 300 321/S
T5 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 268
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288 331/S
UM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY- 304 3i9 331
UP QAOLES REAL ARRAY 298 3iB/S
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$D 2$9 332lS
VER CCNTRL CHAR ► S SIMPLE 1D 23
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 305 32D 332
VP RPCL55 REAL ARRAY 299 324/5
VlSAVE RDPARPd REAL ARRAY 238
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	 IN.	 JI SSAVEOpd 20........«... +....«............:.«.. r...r.rr..rr.....r..................SSAVEQM 3C PURPOSE SSAVEQM .^4C UTILITY SUBROUTINE TO SAVE 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES BY BAND SSAVEQM 5 'C SAVE BASE FIELDS TEMPORARILY FOR MATSUNp CORRECTOR STEP SSAVEQM 6C DR LL• APFROG STEP. SSAVEQM 7C CALLED BY MAIN {COMPD} ONLY 55AVEQM B
C SSAVEQM 9
C USAGE 55AVEQM 10C SSAVEQPd 11C ARGUMENTS	 QESCRIPTIpN SSAVEQM 12
C N	 TIME-STEP POINTER
	 li OR 21 SSAVEQM 13
C ^	 LATItUDE BAN p
 NUMBER SSAVEQSI 14
O SSAVEQM t5 r
C SUBPROGRA415 NEEDED 55AVEQM 16C NAME	 DESCRIPTION 55AVEQM 17C NONE SSAVEQM 18
C SSAVEQM 19
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS SSAVHQRI 20
C BASEQ ON DLD VERSION 8. SSAVEQM 21
C SSAVEQM 22
C ^pATE?	 ^PROGRAMMER^	 '+DESCRIPTION OF fdOOIFiCATIONS? SSAVEQM 23C o5/OB;B3	 RAMESH	 .HIS PART AND COMMENTS SSAVEQM 24
C SSAVEQM 25
C REMnRHS: S5AVE0M 26
C ^	 1!	 ^MACHiNE DEPENDENT FEATURES,
	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS. ETC.^SSnvEQM 27
C SSAVEQM 2$C +...........r......«.......r.r..r.r..•. ► r*............r..r.....«.......SSAVEQI'r 29
C + M/ A- C O 141	 S I G M A	 p A T A	 I N C
	 N A S A	 -	 G 5 F GSSAVEQM 30
-•+
G.a	 ..,...+.a... ► r.r...+a.. ► «.........r.+.+.+.*++.a...r+........ «.«..,SSAVEQM 3i
C SCNTRt 2
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORQ SCNTRL 3p =^____^____	
_________________________'____----___= SCNTRL 4Oap02 COMMON /CCNTRL/ GCD SCNTRL 500003 COPhPJ10N
	 /.CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6OODa4 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7GOODS COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL 8
DO p Q6 CORIMON /CCNTRL/ JO8 SCNTRL 9OOOa7 COMMON /CCNTRL/ pCSPDS SCNTRL i0
DaDOB COMMON /CCNTRL/ CGSPD7 SCNTRL 1100009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ QCSP pB SCNTRL 12
^	 OOa10 COR1YdON / CCNTRL / VER SCNTRL 13 0a p Oti COMRION /GCNTRLf
	
%LABEL	 f1D! SCNTRL 14
^
a00i2 COMMON ./CCNTRL/ GQS	 f30! SCNTRL T500013 COMMON./CCNTRL/ CQU 	 P10I SCNTRL 15
C SCNTRL 17 Q ^OOOi4
00075
EQUIVALENCE






















OOa20 CHARACTER+B	 CC5P05 SCNTRL 24 ^ ^^00a2i CHARACTER+B	 GCSP07 SCNTRL 25 ^00022 CHARACTER*B	 CCSPDS SCNTRL 25 ^
O p423 CHARACTER*8	 VER
00024 CHARACTER+8	 XLABSL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 23
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEIS ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL a0
I+'
_______________________0=====______________===== SCNTRL 3i00025 COMRIDN IICNTRL/ ICO SCNTRL 3200028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRt 33
pa027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ fMO2 SCNTRL 3400028 COPAMON /ICNTRL/	 IMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
D4029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSS4 SCNTRL 3600034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 3700031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
Oa0a2 COMMON /ICNTRi./ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
00033 .COMMON /ICNTRL/ ,lNP SCNTRL 40i	 00034 COMMON IICNTRL! J04 SCNTRL A7









..^.	 _	 ^w	 `^
OD036 COiAMON /ICNFRL/ JSp SCNTRL d3
00037 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KlIALB SCNTRL 44
00038 COiAMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGS^1 SCNTRL d5
40439 CDRIMON /ICNFRL/ KL75ST SCNTRL 46
00040 COR1rADN !ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
404dt COMrAON /ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
04Dd2 GOMh10N /ICNTRL/ LOGSR SGNTRL dgj	 04043 GOiAMON /ICNTRL/ MA TIN SCNTRL 50
00044 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MAFSNX SCNTRL 51
OOD45 CD)AtAON
	 /ICNFRL/ MAFSUN SCNTRL 52
404+16 COMMON./ICNTRL/ MLF	 112) SCNTRL 53
^	 40047 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 5.1
00048 COMMON /ICNTRL! NKRSH SCNTRL 55
44049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ RtSM SCNTRL 56I	 00050 COiAMON /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL, 57
04451 COMiAON /ICNFRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL S9
00053 COfARtDN / ICNTRL / NOAY SCNTRL 60
04054 COMM01! /ICNTRL/ NQOUT SCNTRL 61
OD055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
04D5B COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
00057 COMIAON /FCNTRL! NOT SCNTRL 64
0.0458 COh1htON /ICNTRL/ NNMS SGNTRL 65
40059 COMMON IiCNTRt/ NHM5E SCNTRL S6
q p054 COMRION /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL 67
0006T COMMON /FCNTRLJ NLAY SCNTRL 68
04062 COiAMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMT SCNTRL 59
04053 COiAMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY p 1 SCNTRL 70
00464 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAV SCNTRL 7100455 COi,1rAON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72
00056 COMhTON !ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
00067 COMMON /ICNTRt1 NSTEP SCNFRL 7d
04088 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNFRL 7500089 C[]rAMON /ICNTRL/ NVMD SCNTRL 76
04074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDE SCNTRL 77
00471 COR7)ADH /ICNTRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 78
00072 COh1PAON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 79
00073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N41LEV SCNFRL 80
00074 COI'AMON
	 /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL St
00075 COMMON fICHTRL/ IQS	 1301 SGNTRL 82
00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ I4U	 (10} SGNTRL 83
C SCNTRL 84
00077 l'sQUIVAtENCE 1ITMiN , FQSf T)} SCNTRL 85
40078 EQUIVALENCE fI7MAX ,IQ51 2)} SCNTRL 86
00079 EQUIVALENCE [IPREACC ,IQS[ 3)} SCNTRL 87
00084 EQUIVALENCE [IpRECON .IQS[ 4)) SCNFRL 88
04081 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX	 -,IQS[ 511 SGNTRL 89
00482 EQUIVALENCE [INFLUX ,I45f B)1 SCNTRL 90
00483 EQUIVALENCE [IFi15ION ,IQSf 7}1 SCNTRL 9I
00084 E4UIVALENGE [FRADSWG .I4S1 81) SCNTRL 92
40085 EQUIVALENCE [IRADLWG ,IQSf 9)] SCNTRL 93
00086 EQUIVALENCE IIICLOUp ,IQS[10)) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
00487 EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA ,IOU[ i)) SCNTRL 96
40488 EQUIVALENCE [IDIA9AT ,FQU1 2)} SCNTRL 97
00089 EQUIVALENCE IIRADSW ,IQUI 31} SCNTRL 88
G SCNTRL 99
04090 EQUIVALENCE [ICO,IC[1)) SCNTRL ta4
00051 INTEGEt1 ICO,	 IC[200) SCNTRL 10i
^ C SCNTRL f02
C LOGIOAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED OH HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
C =____=_=__°°=__======a.====_°=__=___^==_==___=_= SCNTRL 104
00092 COTAMON /LCNTRLI LCO SCNTRL 145
OD093 COMh10N /LCNTRL/ 4ALF SCNFRL 106
00094 COMMON /LCNTRtI QBEG SCNTRL 107
00495 GOPgMON /LCNTRL./ QDAY SCNTRL 108
A0096 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
OD497 COMh1ON /LCNTRLI QOUT SCNTRL 1i0
00058 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHV SCNTRL 911
00459 COMMON /.LCNTRL/ gSNF SCNTRL 192
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^'	 ; 4D10P- COFAMON /tCNTR i-/ Qi15W SCNTRL 11d -	 '
^r . :' 40102_ COFAMON /LCNTRL/ QRSi-1 SCNTRL 115 ^	 "
00103 COMMON /LCNTRL / LQSf90) SCNTRL 11fi
^€ OOfOd .COMMON /LCNTRL/ LgUfiO} SCNTRL 117
'i C SCNTRL 118
^^ 00105 EgUIVALENCE (LTMiN ,LgS( 1)) SCNTRL 119
O g 106 EQUIVALENCE (ETNA% ,LRSf 2}) SCNTRL 120
00107 EQUIVALENCr: (LPREACC ,LQ5f 3)} SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE 1LP1tECON ,LQS{ 4}! SCNTRL 122
00149 EQUIVALENCE RLHFLU% ,LQS{ 5}} SCNTRL 123
^,^,
40110 EQUIVALENCE (EFFLUX ,LQS{ 6)l SCNTRL 12d
00171 EQUIVALENCE lLFU$ION ,LQS{ q)) SCNTRL 125
G 00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRAbSWG L	 S{
, Lq5 (
81) SCNTRL t26
00? 13 EQUIVALENCE { LIZAD{:WG 9 } } SCNTRL 1 27
00114 EQUIVALENCE fL1CLOUD .LQSI10)1 SCNTRL 128
'^ CDOt15 EQUIVALENCE tLOM£GA ,LQU{ 1)) SCNTRL 13D
'^ D0115 EgUIVALENCE {LpiABAT ,LQU{ 2)) SCNTRL f31
00117 EQUIVAlI:NCE {LRAOSW ,LQU{ 3}) SCNTRL 132
{f G SCNTRL 133
80118 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 734
t_^ 00119 LOGICAL 413EG SCNTRL 135
i (]0124 LOGIGAL QpAY SCNTRL 136
^'! OOi27 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
00123 LOGICAL QPryY SCNTRL 139
ODi2q LOGICAL QSNF SCNTRL 1d0
a0125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL tat
' (]0126. LOGICAL Qi;SY! SCNTRL 142
':^ 00127 LOGICAL aRSH SCNTRL id3
'{ C SCNTRL 144
^^ D0128 LOGICAL L45 SCNTRL 145
4 ^.1 04129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL lgli
00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 1d7P;^
00131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 148 Q Q
00132 LDGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149 'Y1 ^:,. I
^ 00733 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150
't 00734 LDGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL iS1 `^
;^i 00135 LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 152 ^ ^
00136 LOGICAL LF.USION SCNTRL t53
^ ^+
f^
00137 LOGICAL LRAOSYlG SCNTRL iS4 ^
00138 LOGICAL LRADL4YG SCNTRL 155





00140 I:OGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
00141 LOGICAL LOIA6AT SCNTRL 159
^ ^^71 00142 LOGICAL LRAASY! SCNTRL 160! C SCNTRL 151 ..rF ^_y
OOi43 EQUIVALENCE {LCO,LC11)} SCNTRL 1S2 ^ _,j
' 001A4 LOGICAL LCO,	 LC72001 SCNTRL 163
` C SCNTRL 164
C REAL_MO p EL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECOR p SCNTRL 165
C ___________________________ ____________ SCNTRL 186
00145 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCO SCNTRL 167
1 OOld6 COFAMDN /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COFAMON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
ODi48 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GOSp SCNTRL 170
00.149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CF SCNTRL t7t
00150 COA7MON /RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
00151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
OO1S2 COMFAOFJ /RCNTRL/ p ECMAX SCNTRL 174
00153 QOFAMON /RCNTRL/ DI5T SCNTRL 175
04154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 176
OOtSS GOFAMON /RGNTRL/ pLON SCNTRL t77
401.56 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
00157 COFAMON /RCNTRL/ EGCN SCNTRL 119
'^, 00158 COFAMON /RCNTRL/ GNUi SCFITRL 780
40.159 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL i8t
^j 00160 COPAMON /RCNTRL/ GRAV SCNTRL 1B2
00161 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCNTRL t83

























COtAIVION. /RGNTRL/ PI180 SGNTRL i85
GOMMON /RGNTRL/ pI2 SGNTRL i86
COMMCN ./RGNTRL/ p5TR 5CNTRL 187
COMMON /RGNTRL/ PIMEAN SGNTRL i88
CQMMON /RGNTRL/ PSMA}i SGNTRL t89CO p.1MCN /RGNTRL/ PSh1IN SGNTRL 19a
COMMGN /RCP]TRL/ PTOP SGNTRL 191
COMRICN /RGNTRL/ RADE SGNTRL 192
COMMON /RGNTRL/ RGAS SGNTRL 193
COMMON /RGNTRL/ AOCp SGNTRL 49Q
COMMON /RCNTRLI RSDIST SGNTRL t96
COMMON /RGNTRL/ SDAY SGNTRL 196
COMMON /RGNTRL/ SEASON SGNTRL 197
COMMON /RGNTRL/ SFGE i25} SCNTRt i98
COMMON /RGNTRL/ SIND SGNTRL 499
COMMON /RGNTRL/ SOLS SGNTRL 2oD
COMPAON /RGNTRL/ TSTD SGNTRL 201
COMMON /RGNTRL/ ptEVS {25} SGNTRL 2x2
COMMON /F#CNTRL/ NEA7W SGNTRL 203
COIyMON /RGNTRL/ HEATI SGNTRL 204
COMMON /RGNTRL/ EPS SGNTRL 205
CDM#VION /RGNTRL/ EP5FAC SGNTRL 206
COMl41DN /RGNTRL/ CALTOJ SGNTRL 207
COMl^70N /RGNTRL/ PZERO SGNTRL 2x8
C SGNTRL 209
E4IJIVALENCE {RCO,RC{1}f SGNTRL 210
REAL RGO,	 RC{2D0) SGNTRL 211
C SGNTRL 212
C	 INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 5CNTRL 213
G	 __________ _____________ 5CNTRL 21d
COMMON- /ID pARMI IJl}MP f^iv) SGNTRL 215
COFdMDN /FDPARM/ IRSP02 5CNTRL 215
COMMON /IDPARSS/ INOEK 172} 5CNTRL 217
COpAMON /IDPARM/ IROD SGNTRL 218
COM1t70N /IDPARM/ JC i46) 5CNTRL 219
COMMON /IDPARM/ JE {2 ► SGNTRL 220
COMIAON /IRPARIN! JP 12,2} 5CNTRL 221
COMMON /IDPARM/ 1SSTEP SCNTRt 222
COMMON /I ppARH1/ MJ f46) SGNTRL 223
COMMON /IDPARM/ NFiM51 5CNTRL 224
COMMO)J /IDPARM/ NYMDi 5CNTRL 225
C SCNTRt 226
C	 LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 5CNTRL 227
C	
- GO1}IMON /LRPARM/ FFtFER {d53 5CNTRL 229
COMMON /LDPARM/ FTA p E 5CNTRL 230
COMMON /LDAARMf START 5CNTRL 23'
O SGNTRL 232
LOGICAL FILTER 5CNTRL 233
LOGICAL ITAPE 5CNTRL 234
LOGICAL START 5CNTRL 235
C SGNTRL 736
C	 REAL 1r10DEL CONSTANTS SGNTRL 237
G	 _________ _	 ______= 5CNTRL 23B
COM^dON /RRPARM/ -ADLDP 5CNTRL 239
COMMDH /RDpARM/ CON1 SGNTRL 240
COMMON /RD p ARM/ CONtb7 SGNTRL 2A1
COMMON /RDp ARM/ CON2 5CNTRL 242
COMMON./RD p ARM/ GON2DT SGNTRL 243
COMMON /RD p ARM/ CONS 5CNTRL 2dd
COMMON /RD p ARM/ CON30T SGNTRL 245
COMMON /RD p ARM/ CDN4 5CNTRL gas
COMMON %RRPARM/ CON4DT 5CNTRL 247
COMMON /RRPARM/ CONS 5CNTRL 248
COMMON /RRPARh1/ COSL I46) 5CNTRL 2d9
COMMON /RD pARM/ COSLON 172} SGNTRL 250
GOMMON /RDpARM/ CPD2 5CNTRL 251
COMMON /RRPARM/ DSP (46} 5CNTRL 252
COMMON' /RD p ARM/ DxYp 146} 5CNTRL 253
COMMON /RD p ARM/ DYP 1A6} 5CNTRL 254






























































^,^	 ^ T,	 ^ r^	 .^.'
40223 COMMON /RDPARM/ FIDT
0022A COMMON /RDPARM/ F2DT
00225 CoMMoN /RDPARM/ H1DT;^
q 0226. COMFdDW /RDPARM/ M2RT
00227 COMMON /RD.PARM/ PKSTD
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTDP
00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT	 (A6)
0[1230- COMMON /RDPARM/ R(.ATD	 f461
00231 COMMON /RDFdRM/ ROCPDT
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPI
00233 CDFdMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 f2}^^^
00234 COFdMON (RDPARM/ SINL	 146}a 00235 COMMON /RDPAR^1/ SINLON	 f72)
Ob236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD
^} 04237 CQFAMCN /RDPARM/ THST02
00238 GOA7MON /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 f159}^;^
00239 COFdMDN !RDPARM/ DSIG	 f9)
00240 COMMON /RDPARMf SIG	 19)^^
C
(^ s	 r	 r
C GLOHdL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS
00241 COMkiON /4ANDOT/ 45fT2,19,46}
C
002A2 DIMENSION PHIS{1368,1}b024^3 Dii11T:NSION 5MTHf 1368,23}
00244 DIMENSION ALHEDC}{1368,1}
00245 DIMENSION GTf1368,1)00246 pIMENSION G1'1{ 1368, i l
^^ 002A7 DIMENSION T5fT368,1}
00248 CIMENSION SW5f1368,1)
00249 RIMENSFON Pf72,19,1)
.( 00250 DIMENSION TMIN{1368,1)
^ 00251 DIM>NSION TMAX{t368,1)











^ 0026] EQUIVALENCE fgSf1,2,1},SMTH{1,11]
} Op262 EQUIVALENCE f4Sf1,3,i),ALHEDOf1,1))
00283 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,4,1),GTfi,f)1
s Ob264 EQUIVALENCE {QS{i,5,1),GW{1,1})
j 00265 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,6,{),75(1,11}
00266 EQUIVALENCE {QS(1,7,}),SH5f1,i}}
i 00267 £QUIVALEkCE (QS{1,8,i1,P{1,1,1}}
00268 EQUIVALENCE (QS(f,10,i),Th'IIN{i,i))
00269 EQUIVALENCE [QS(1,11,11.TMAxi1,1}}
00270 EQUIVALT:kCE fQS {1,12,11,PREACC{1,11}
if 00271 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,13,1},PRECON(1,1}}
00272 EQUIVALENCE- IQS{1,14,1},HFLUX{1,1}!t. 74273 EQUIVALENCE IgSI1,15,1),EFLUxfi,T})
00274 EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,i6.1}.FUSION{1.11)
ij 00275 EQUIVALENCE (QS(i,17,1).RADSWGfi,i)}
:^ OL`276 EgUIVALENC£ 1QSt1,18,1},RARLWGIS,i11
^' bG:,77 EQUIVALENCE IQSf1,19,1).iCLOUDf1,111
C
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AYR FIELDS
-00278 COMFdDN /4ANDQT/ 4UI72,9,}4,481
C
00279 pIMENSION U{72,9,14,1}
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00288 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU{1,1,1,i},U{1,1,1,1}f SgANpgT 57




00291 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU{1,1,7,i1,SH{1,1,t,t)} SgnNDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE	 iQU{i,t,9,i1,PHIf1,1,1,1)} SQANDQt fit
DD293 EgUIVAL`cNRE	 {QU{1,i,i1,1),4MEGAff,1,i}1 SQANDQT 62
q 0294 EgiliVALENCE	 10U{i,1.12,I1,DIABAT{1,1,1}} gQANDQT 53
00.285 EQUIVALENCE	 IgU11,1,13,11,RARSWf1,1,11} S4ANDQT 6d
00235 EQUIVALENCE	 f0Uf1,1,14,1},RADL4Y{1,1,11} SQANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C "	 r	 ` 54POLE5 2
C POLAR MOpEL p ROGNOSTLC FIELDS SgP[JLES 340297 COf.1lISON	 / gpOLE"S/	 PP12,21 SOPOLES 4
40298 COMMON /OPOLf?S/ UP{9,2,21 SQPOLES 5
40299 COMMON /QPOLESf Vpf9,2,21 SOPOLES 6
40304 ^OMMDN / gFOLES/	 TPf9,2,2J SQPOLES 700301 coraraaN	 /4PQLES/	 SHP { 9 , 2 , 2 } S4PflLE5 8
40302 COMMON / gPOLES / 	PHIPf9 , 2,21 S4POLES 9
C SOPOLES 10c "	 *	 " sgrasavE 2
C GLOBAL BANb MODULO SAVE AREAS DURING HVDRObYNAMICS STEP SQMSAVE 3
OQ3Q3 COMMON /gMSAVE/ PMf72,5) 54MSAVE d



















COMh10N / gMSAVE/	 PVf72,9,5} SgMSAVE 1Q
O
x 00310 COMMON /QFdSAVE/ PIT{T2,5} SOMSAVE 11 ^
+ 00311 COMMCH /QMSAVE/ CDNV{72,9,5}, 	 SDf72,9,5) SgrdSAVE 12 ^9 ^
40312 CDr+1y1ON. / Qh15AVE / 	TERMWf72 , 9,51,	 TE:RhST{72.9,5> SQINSAVE 13
C SQMSAVE 1d ^ °^
C `	 `	 + SSAVEQM 36
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
^ ^
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l C r••r CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6 "6
^r C55SSSSSSSSSSSSS$$5SS5553$$$SSSS5355$SSSS$$S$5555SSSSSS$555SSS55555SSSSSSBEGDEB 7
00314 IA	 =	 MJ{J} SSAVEQM 38
^1'I 04315 K	 =	 JC{J} SSAVEQM 3904315 IF	 {M.E q .01	 C,O TD 5D SSAVEQM 40
II C SSAVEQM 41i C r.r+	 .r.+.^^.rrrrxxrrxrrarsxrrrrrrrxrrxxrrrrrrrrrrrrr+rrrrrrrsrr SSAVEQM 42
`( C • " r "	 POLE	 POINT	 •••• SSAVEQM 44
C `•`+	 '••• SSAVEQhi 45
' C +rr++r,rrxrrwr+^>rxrr„rars*rsrr ► s.rrrrrr»rrrrrrrxrrrr,^,rrrrxr•r .r SSAVEQM Q6
C SSAVEQM 47
f D03i7 pMS1,K}	 =	 PP{N;M} SSAVEQM d8
00318 DU	 10 L = 1,NLAY SSAVEQM 49
00313 UMri,L,K}	 =	 UP[L,N,M} SSAVEQM 50
00324 VMfi,L,K)
	 =	 VP{L,N,M} SSAVEQM 51.
00321 TM{1,L;K}	 =	 TP{L,N,M} SSAVEQM 5200322 SHl11f1,L.K}	 =	 S>g P{L,N,hSI SSAVEQM 53
04323 10	 CONTINUE SSAVEQM 54
40324 RETURN SSAVEQM 55j C 55nVEQM S6
C rrxrrx•arr.rxxr+twxs.rr* ► rrrwryararxxwrrr.arrr>+rxwx,rsrrxarrrx.rvxr SSAVEQM 57
'	 ^ (+ **xr	 r ► xr SSAVEQM 58
^ C "	 ELSEWHERE	 '••• SSAVEQPd 59
C • ' r•	 •`+• SSAVEQM 64(+ .rrrxr+rx+r*arrxr^xrrrrrvrrsrrrrrrrrxrrrxrrrrr^rrrr•rrrrr**xr+.. SSAVEQM 61
C SSAVEQM 62
403 .26 5D	 CONTINUE SSAVEQM 63
00326 DO	 60	 I = 1 , IIA S5AVEQh1 64
04327 PMti,K)	 =	 Pr1,N.,J1 SSAVEQM 66
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SSAUl; g M 74
SSA V E Ohl 75
q0329 DO 74 L=t,NLAY
00334 RO 70 I=1,IM
04331 UIvT{I,L,K)
	 =	 Uti.L,N,J)
48332 Vh11I,L,K)	 =	 ViI,L,N,.r)
04333 TMII,L,K)
	 =	 TiI,L,N,J)
04334 SFIMII,L,K]	 =	 51^1I,L,N,J')
D4335 70 CONTINUE








70 335 329	 33D
VARIABLE NAP
--NAME-------BLOC}5---^--TYPE^----- CLA55------- RfSFERENCES
ApATE CCNTRL CHAR ^ 8 SI14fpLE 3
ADLDP Rppf.RM REAL SIMPLE 246
ALHEDD gANDOT REAL ARRAY 244
ApWEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE tab
ATIME CCNTRL CFiAR'8 SIMPLE a
BETA RCNTRL REAL SirdP1.E ta7
CAI,TDJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE- 185
CC. CCf^ITRL ChIAR^B ARRAY 14
CCO ^i:NTRL CHAR-8 SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2
13
CC5 p 06 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 ¢CNTP.L CNAR^B SI141PLE 8
CCSPD8 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE E3
CON1 RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 30T
CONtnT ADPARfJI REAL SIMPLE 208
CDN2 RDPAR)A REAL SIMPLE 2D9
CON2DT RDPAR)A REAL SIMPLE 2i0
CON3 RGPARM REAL SIMPLE -.211
CON3DT RDpARM REAL SI1:4Pf_E 2i2
CON4 RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4pT RDpARM REAL STRIPE£ 214
CONS RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 2;5
CDNV gfASAVE AE_AL ARRAY 31I
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
CDSL RDpARM REAL ARRAY 215
COSLON RDpARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDpARM REAL SIhTPLE 218
C45 CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
C qU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 13
DAYSPY RCIJTRL REAL SIMPLE iS4
DEC RCNTRL REAL SiMPt_E T51
DECMAx RCNTRL REAL SII'RPLE 152
DIABAT QANDgT REAL ARRAY 285
DIS7 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 153
DLAT RCNTRL. REAL 5IhiPtE 1S4
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDpARM REAL ARRAY 23B
DT RCNTRL REeSL SIMPLE 156
OxP. RDi'4RM REAL AARAY 2i9p XYP RDpARM REAL ARRAY 22D
DYP RDpARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
EFLUx QANDQF REAL ARRAY 255
EPS RCNTRL REAt 5Ih1PLE i83
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18d
Fi p 7 RDPAR{d REAL SIMPLE 223


































FZDT RDPARM REAL, SIMPLE 224
^FCORL5 RDPARM REAL 4RRAY 222
FILTER Ln?ARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200 203
:, FUSION 4AND4T REAL ARRAY 356 274
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 180
GT 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 2d5 263
GW QAND4T REAL ARRAY 245 26d
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225
H2OT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SEMPLE 182
i HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
r-EFLUx QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25d 272
I INTEGER SEMPLE 326/C 327 327 330/C 331 337 332 332 333 333 33d
334
`^ IC TCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25 90 91
ICLOUD QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 28 2H 30 3i 32 33 3d 35
36 37 38 39 aD 41 42 43 ad 45 46
47 4B 49 54 5i 52 93 5d 55 56 57
58 59 60 81 62 63 64 65 66 67 58
69 70 77 72 73 7d 75 76
IC5p53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66_
ICSP55 .ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68
'i' IDEABAT ICNTAL^ INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
fit Idp,4RhS INTEGER UNKNOWN i85 i90 191 152 193 i9d 155 196 197 i98 159
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE i90
^^ IEFLUX RCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
IFUSION TCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83
y INFLUX ICNTRL IN7.EGER UNKNOWN 81
'^ IICLOUD. TCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8&
IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 189"^
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 326 334
Ih1D2 ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27
'1 EMO2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIRIPLE 28
^1 INDEX IDPARM INtEG$R ARRAY 19i
TOMI:GA ICNTRL INTEGER UNiINOWN 87E41, IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECOH ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
",!•^ i4S ICNTRL INTEGEii ARRAY 75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
C}7 IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 88 89 Q ^
T!( j IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN BS
^ ^
t	
! IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89
IRADSWG ICNTRL EN7EGER UNKNOWN Sd 'rj
%,	 ^ IROD EDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 192 [^ .=,
i7APE LDPARM tOGICAL SEMPLE 201 24d ^Q ^
'r	 t; ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 78
'^ ^^ ITFAIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 77
J INTEGER SIMPLE i 3i4 315 32'7 331 332 333 334
ffl
f !











JM1'E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 1"" ^^
JMD2 ECNTRL .INTEGER SIMPLE 31
'
l
JM72 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
! JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33
I JDq ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMpL1: 34
JDS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35
e. ^ e1O8 CCNTAL CHAR"8 SIMPLE $ i9
^^	 ^ e]P IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 195
E.^ JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
^;' ({ INTEGER SIMPLE 3i5/S 317 3i9 320 32i 322 327 331 332 333 33d
KLIAtg ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
_ iCLFGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIi41pLE 38
KLISST IGNTRL FNTEGER SEMPLE 39
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
KSTEP IDPAR(A INTEGER SEMPLE i96





32G 320 321 32i 322	 322 329/C 331
333 333 334 33<
95 96 97 B8 98	 i00 101 102
1fl7 ifl8 ifl9 110 tit	 T12 113 114
i17 129
319 320 321 322
^^
__ __
L INTEGER SIMPER 318/C 318 319
331 332 332
LC LChTRt LOGICAL ARRAY i43 144
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL STIdPLE 92 143 i44
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 9d
103 104
^, LDIAETAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i16 i41
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202
EFFLUX LCNTRL- LOGICAL UNKNOIYN iTO T35
LFUSIDN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1i1 135L} •IFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOIYN 109 134
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 i39
LOGSR IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
L pMEGA .LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 140
LFR£ACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 107 t32
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
LGS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 103 105 106
128
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 115 116
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1t3 138
LRA pSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNIfNOWN i17 142
LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 137
LT MAX 'LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 131
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130
^`, R1 INTEGER SIMPLE 314/S 316 317i
: MATIN IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE d3
^	 MATSNX LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44
MATSUN IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45
MJ iDFARM INTEGER ARRAY T97 314
MLF IGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
MROD IGNTRL FNT£GER SIMPLE 47
MSM IGNTRL INTEGER SILNPLE a9
N INTEGER SIMPLE 1 317 319
NB IGNTRL i1.ETEGER SIMPLE 50
ND ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 51
NDALT IGNTRL IiVT^GER SIMPLE 52














,, F	 NDPHY IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53
NbRSW ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 29.^
NDSt-1F LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55,^
NOT IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
} i	 NHMS IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
^; f	 NHMSO IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50
+^
NNMS1 IOPARM FNTCGER SIMPLE T98
NHMSE IGNTRL IMFEGEq SIMPLE 59
C1 NKRSN IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 481 NLAY TCNTRL INTRGER SIMPLE 61 318 328
^1 !	 NLAYTt1 IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
^ NLAYPI ICNTAL INTEGER 5IRIPLE 69











65T1 NSTEP IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
s NYMD LCNTRL iNTEG1cR SIMPLE 65NYiN60 YCNTRL IN^'EGER SIMPLE 71
k' NYMDi IDP^RM INTEGER SIMPLE i99
T #	 NYMDE ICIJTAL INTEGER. SIMPLE 70
'^ NZI.NIT IGNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA q,ANOgT REAL ARRAY 284 293
DR^IEGA2 RCNTRL	 -REAL SIMPLE 161
^F i	 P gANDRT REAL ARRAY 24,9 287 327
i PHI- gANOgT REAL ARRAY 283 2S2
^ PHIHI 4MSAVfi REAL ARRAY 308
PHIP gFOLES REAL ARRAY 302_
•
PHIS gANbgT REAL ARRAY 242 2B0
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162
^ PI18.0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i63
t P32 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i54
..^-:.;I^^yr .
3^0	 321	 322













j PIP^EAN RCNTRL REAL SIMFLE 166
PIT QM51.VE REAL 4RRAY 310
p Pt5T0 Rppnghi REAL SIMPLE 227
s	 f PKTOp RDPARM REAL SIF^IPLE 228
^ PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY f80
pM OrASAVFS REAL AP1gAY 303 317 / 5 327/5
PP OpOLES -REAL ARRAY 29% 317
' PREACC QANDQT REAL ARRAY 25Z 270
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 271
PSMA7( RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 165
PTOF ACNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1B9
P11 Q615AVE REAL ARRAY 309
PZERD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
^^ QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMFLE 93 178
QANDQT REAL uNKN019N 2a1 27B
78EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPL. $4 119
g DAY LCNTRL tOGIGAL SIMPLE 95 720
QEND LCNTRL LDGICAL SIMPLE 96 Ili
OMSAVE REAL UlJ1SNOWN 303 304 30$ 346 3D7 30B 309 310 3i 1 3t2QDUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 122
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
QPDLES REAL UNKNOWN 297 298 299 300 301 302QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE i02 127
QRSW LGNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1D1 126QS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 260 261 262 263 284 265 266 257 268 269
270 27I 272 279 274 275 276 277QSHF LCNTRL LDGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
-1` QU QANDQi REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296
BADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 1i0
^^ gApLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2$7 296
RADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
I!k RAD54Y QANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 295
AADSVJG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 275u^
^ RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAV 187 188
^ RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 1B7 188
, 1 RCNTRL REAL UNIiNOWN 145 746 147 148 148 150 151 152 153 554 756
t56 157 758 159 160 16f i62 i63 164 755 186
?^ 167 168 169 i70 171 i72 173 174 i75 776 177
[ 178 779 780 181 782 183 i84 185 186
^^	 ^ RDPARM REAL UN1fNOWN 206 207 208 209 2i0 21t 272 2i3 214 215 2i5j 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
X 14
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 235 237 238
240
^	 ^ RGAS RCNTRL' REAL SIMPLE 171
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAV 229
RLATp RDp4RM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIlAPtE 172
i I RDCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMptE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
^{ SAVEQM SUBROUTINE i
SD QMSAVE REAL ARRAY Sit
5DAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASDN RCtlTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
' SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 29t 334
SHM QMSAVl: REAL ARRAY 3A7 322/5 334/5
5HP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 301 322
t SH5 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248 256
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240
^ SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 77B
SINp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177
^ SINL RDPARM REAt .ARRAY 234
I' SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
SMTH QAFIDQT REAL ARRAY 243 261
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 700 125
SOLS ACNTRL REAL SIMPLE i78






























T QAI+iDQT REAL ARRAY
TERMT OMSAVE REAL ARRAY
TERMW QMSAVE REAL ARRAY
THSTfl RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
3HS7D2 RDFARi17 REAL SIMPLE
Tf!! RNISAVE REAL ARRAY
T!4lAX RAMDQT REAL AfiRAY
TMIN ^ANDGT REAL ARRAY
TP qPOLES REAL ARRAY
TS Q4^yDQT REAL ARRAY
TSFD RCtVTRL REAL SIMPLE
U QaNDOT REAL ARRAV
U[ii Of75AVE REAL ARRAY
UP QFOLES REAL ARRAY
V QANDQF REAL ARRAY
V£R CCfJ7NL CFiAR^B Sife1FLE
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY
VP QFOLES 1jEAL ARRAY
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1N,	 J,	 KSCf 55CALEQ(^^. rrrr+rrr+rrrrrrtrrrrrrrrTarr...c ► r rrerrrrr•rrrrraerrrrwr.+. r.r.rrrrr,c,,SGALEQ
C PURPOSE SSGALEQ
C UTILITY SUl9ROUTFNE TO SCALE 4TH-ORDER MDDEL VALUES. 55CALEQ
C SCALES RASE FIELDS BY VCLUME ELEMENT. SSCALEQ
G CALLED 8Y CCMPO ONtY SSCALEQ
C 55CALEQ
i G USAGE 55CALEQ
G S5CALE4
C ARGUMENTS	 pESCREPTIDN SSGALEL}
C N	 TIME-STEP POINTER {1 OR 2} SSCALEQ
C J	 LATITURE BAND NUMBER SSCALEQ
C KSC	 SCALING EXPONENT f1	 TO SCALE,	 -i	 TO UNSCALEI SSCAL(_Q
c ssGALEQ
G SUBPROGRAMS NEEDEb SSCALEQ
C NAME	 pESCRfPTION SSCALEQ
C NONE SSCALEQ
' C S:CALE4
C RECORD OF MDp IFICATICNS SSCALEQ
G BASED O}Q OLD VERSION 8. 55CALEQ
C SSCALEQ





THis PART AND COMM6NT5 SSCALEQ
G 55CALEQ
G REMARKS: 55CALEQ
C r	 1f	 ?MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES, REFERENCES. ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^S5CALE4
C SSGALEQ
L+r.r +r.rr rr r»,r-r +nrn.r.rra.rrr++nr+rrrr^r+rrrrr»+rrr++rr++arr..rrr..s.+rr..w55CALEQ
C + M/ A- .0 fl M
	
S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C
	
N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 'SSCALEQ(^.^...rr.r+.rrrrr ► i+r ► rr+rrr^r+rrrrr ► rr.+rrr.rsr.r+.+r+rrsrrrr.^.r. ► re +rrr.55CALEQ
G sc+uT RL
C GHARACTER -MDDEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY REGDRD SCNTRL
G ^_°=====a=====__=__=`==== °a==== =_°_=___===== o^ ==== SCNTRL
DDOD2 GOMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SGNTRL
4000'3 COMh{GN /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL
D0044 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL
44005 - COMMON /CGNTRL/ JIC SCNTRL
00406 COMFIfDN /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL
00407 COMMON 1CGNTRt/ CCSP46 SCNTRL
4oaas coMMDN /CCNTRL/ CCSPQ7 SCNTRL
00009 CQMPAON /GGNTRL/ CCSPOB SCNTRL
00010 GOMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL
04D11 COMMON /CCNTRL/ XLA6cL	 fi0.l SCNTRL
00012 CCf^1MDN /CCNTRL/ CQS	 (301 SCNTRL
00413 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU	 (f0 ► SCNTRL
C SCNTRL
h	 0007q EQUIVALENCE	 {CCa,CC(i}} SCNTRL
(	 04D15 CHARAGTER+8	 CCO,	 CC{20a1 SCNTRL
00016 GyARACTERiB	 ADATE SCNTRL
40417 CHARACTER+B	 ATIME SCNTRL




OD020 CHARAC7'cR'8	 CC5P06 SCNTRL




OO p 23 CHARACTERrB	 V1:R SCNTRL
k	 40D24 CHARACTSRrB	 XLABEL SCNTRL
C SCNTRL
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY R1=CORD SCNTRL
C
____________________________°_________=====a==== SCNTRL00025. CCMMON /ICNTRi/ IC4 SGNTRL
40026. COMFIIQN /ICNTRL/	 IM SCNTRL
00027 COMMON IICNFRL/ IFdD2 SCNTRL
44028 COMMON /ICNTF[L/	 IMb2P1 SCNTRL
OD429 GOMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL
1	 Oa030 COMMON !ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL
00431 COFAMbN /IGNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL
I	 40032 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL
40033 COMMON /ICNTflL/ JNP SCNTRL
aD034 COMMON /:ICNTRL./ J04 SCNTRL



















/ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL 43 .O
04837 4OMMON /ICNTRE/ HLIALB SCNTRL 44
00038 COMMON /ICNTRL! KLIGW SCNTRL 4'S
^
04439 COMMON./ICNTRL! RLISST SCNTRL 45
04D4d COMMON /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
00441 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NU SCNTRL 48
D0842 COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
00443 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 54
80444 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSN1t SCNTRL 51
00045 COMMON /ICNTRE./ h1ATSUN SCNTRL 52
0DD46 COMMON /ICNTRL/ h7LF	 f12) SCNTRL 53t 00047 COMMON /ECNTRL/ LI9RO0 SCNTRL 54
OD048 COMMON /ECNTRL/ NMRSH SCNTRL 55
ODD49 COMMON /ICIBTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 56
00058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NB SCNTRL. 57
00051 Cq ;ANON / iCNTRE / A)D SCNTRL 58
' 08492 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAET SCNTRL 59
00053 COlNMON /ICNTRL/ NOAY SCNTRL 6D
j 40454 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N170U7 SCNTRL 61
DOD55 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPliY SCNTRL 62
40055 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
40057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
p 0D$8 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS 5CNTRE 65
DOD59 GOMMGN /ICNTRL/ NHIASE SCNTRL 66
40D6G COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSq SCNTRL ii7
0006. 1 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCIJTAL 69
04063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 70
00464 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 7iDOD65 COtAMON /I pNTRL: NSE q SCI9TRL 72
O g 066 COMMON (ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
00867 COEAMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEF SCNTRL 74
.'i^ 00058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
1 q 0869 CDI'AMON /ICNTRL/ NYMO SCNTRL T6
^^y 0007000D71 CDMl1SpN	 /ICNTRL/COF.IMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDENVMDO SCNTRLSCNTRL 7778 ^
} 40072 COFAMON !ICNTRL/ NZINIT SCNTRL 79 ^44073 COMMON /1CNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 80
^k:.' OD074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NpHOG SCNTRL 81 .^ ^y
h^
00075 COMMGN /ICNTRL/ IQS	 t34} SCNTRL 82 ^G
00076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 f1D}C
SCNTRL 84 ^

































jl 88083 EQUIVALENCE IIFUSiDN ,IQSt 711 SCNTRL 91
00084 EgLJIVALENCE {iRADSWG ,I gSi 8}} SCNTRL 9a
`_
OD085 EQU;VALENCE {IRADLWG .iQS{ 9}} SCNTRL 93
^, 00086 EQUIVALENCE 11ICLflUD ,iQ5f10}} SCNTRL 94
^1: 08087 EgUIVALENCE tIOMEGn ,IQUI 11} SCNTRL 86
^^	 ' 00088 EQUIVALENCE IIpEABAT ,ICU( 211 SCNTRL 97
^^ D0089 EQUIVALENCE fIRAD5N! ,I gUI 3)1 SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
^} 00090 E4UEVALE=NCE {IGD,IC11}} SCNTRL. 1D0
40491 INTEGER IGO,	 ICl2001 SCNTRL i01
^' C SCNTRL 182
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
' C _____________^=________===_________= ==____--_=_= SCNTRL iO4
t 88092 COMMON /ECNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 40944493 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
00094 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QHEG SCNTRL 107
0009.5 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QpAY SCNTRL 108`
00096 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109` i
!. 00497 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 1i0
80098 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL iii
^^ :` 40099 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112












00101 COFAFAON /LCNTRL/ QRSW
D41U2 COMMON /LCNTRL! QRSH
00103 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQS{30)
00104 COMMON /LCNTRL! LQUii4)
C
40105 EOUIVALENCE [LTM1N ,LQS(	 1})
00145 EQUIVALENCE fLTFAA% ,LQS{	 2)}
00107 EQUIVALENCE 1L1^REAGC ,LQS{	 3))
40108 EQUIVALENCE (LP)iECON ,LQSf	 4})
40109 EQUIVALENCE [LHFLU1i ,LQS{	 5}}
04110 EQUIVALENGE {EFFLUX ,LQS{	 611
00111 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ;LQS(	 7))
00112 EQUIV4LENCE ILRAD5IMG ,LQSf
	
8}1
00113 EQUIVALENCE [LRApLWG ,LQS{
	
9]}
04114 EQUIVALENCE 1LICLOUD ,LQSi10))
C
O p 115 EQUIVALENCE ILDPAEGA ,LQUf	 1))
00116 EQUIVALENCE [LDIABAT ,L4U{	 2)}































00144 LOGICAL LCo,	 LC{24D)
C
C REAL MOp EL PARAMl;TERS SAVED ON 1dISTDRY RECORD
C
__________	 _______	 _	 _'---__^--__-=_-_^^__,^^00145 COF,IMON /RCNTRLJ RCOA^
00146 COMMO^1 /RCNTRL/ APHEL
00747 COigMON /RCNTRL/ 8>=TA
00148 COMFAON /RCNTRL/ COSp
04149 COFAMON /RCNTRL! Cp
00150 COMMON /RCNTRL/ pAYSAY
00151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC
40152 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEL'MA%
OOi53 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bIST
40154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLAT
00155 COMFAON /RCNTRL/ DLON
00156 COMMON /RCNTRLJ DT
OD157 CL7MMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN
00156 COMMON /RGNTRL/ GNU1
00159 COMFAON /RGNTRL / GNU2
44i60 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GRAV
00151 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2
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QD163 cOMMON /RCNTRL/ PI18v
04164 COMMION /RCNTRL/ FI2
OOi65 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD
00166 COMPnON /RCNTRL/ PiMEAN
00167 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMAX
00768 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMIN
40169 COMMON /RCNTRL! PTOP
09170 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RADE
00171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS
p0172 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROGP
00173 COMMON !RCNTRL/ RSOIST
00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY
00175 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON
Ov176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE f25)
00177 COFnMON /RCNTRL/ 5i ND
oa178 cDMMON (RCNTRL/ 51aLs
OOt79 COMMON /RCNTRL/ T57D
00184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ p LEVS {251
40181 COMMON /RCNTRL / Ld19ATW
00182 COMMON /RCNTRL! NEATi00183 COMMON /RCNTRL./ EPS
00184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ Ep5FAC
OO1H6 COFdMON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ
00186 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO
C
OOi87 ^Ol1IVALENCE iRCO3RC1t)l
00188 REAL RCO,	 RC1200)
C
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
C =—__°_--__ —___°=^__ --
00189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJLMP {46)
00190 COMFIION /IDFARM/ IDSP02
0019.1 CDPnMON /IDFARM/ INDE>S {72}
00192 COFAMON /IDPARM/ IROD
OOi93 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC 1461
OG194 COMMON /IDPARM/ JE 12)
00195 COFnrdON /IDPARM/ JP 12,21
0.0196 CDFnF^1DN 1IDPARM/ 1S5TEp
00197 COMMON /IDPARM/ MJ [461
_00198 COMMON /IDPARM/ NWM51
00199 COMMON /IGAARM/ NYh1D1
C'
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
G04200 COMMOH^ /LOPARM/ FILTER t4B1
00201 COMMON /LDPARM/ ITAP[3






C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS
a coT_	 svve^____aaa - -_
00206 COh1PA.ON /RDPARFn/ ADLDP
00207 COMFl10t,! /RDPARM/ CON1
00208 carnMDrr 1RDPARM/ CONiDT
00209 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2
00210 COMMOW /RDPARM/ CON2DT
40211. COFAMON /RDPARM/ CDH3
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ COMB
00214 COFnF110N /RDPARM/ CONADT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
00216 COMMON 1RDPARM/ COSL {461
OD217 COFAMON /RDFARM/ COSLON {721
Ov218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2
x0219 CORIMDN /RDPARM/ D?<F rah}
04220 GOMFdDN /RDPARM/ D%YP 146)
0022! COMMON /RDPARM! DYP 146)

























































































































































COMMON /RDPARMI/ RLAT	 (461
COMMON /RD pARf,1/ RLATD { 46 }
COMMON./RDPARM/ ROCPDT
COfAGION /RDPARM/ ROCPP 1
COthMDN / RDPARM / SGNP	 12}
COMMON /RDPARM/ SINE iA6}
GOMM1ION /RDPARM/ SIN^ON {72)
COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD
COMMON./RDPARM/ THST02
COMfdON / RDPARMI / WSAVE { 159}
COiNMnN / RDPARM! / DSIG	 {g}
COFAMON /RDPARM/ SIG	 f9)
C
C






































EQUIVAL>NCE {Q5{ 1, 18, i T ,RADL1'fGf 1, 1 I}
EQUIVALENCE fqS{I,f9,1),ICLOUDII,}}1
^	 4	 F































































SQnND g T t7
O
54ANDQT is Q -^SQANDQT 19 ^ ^+
SQANDQT 20
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00286 DIMENS-ION	 RAOSW{72,126,1) SQANDQT 54
D0287 DIMENSION	 RADlW{72,126.11 SdAND47 55
C S4AkDgT 56
40288 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U{1,1,1,1},U{t,t,i,1}) SQANDQT 57
D0289 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{y,1,3,1}.V11,1,1,1}} SQANDQT 58
00290 EQUIVALENCE	 1QU11,1,5,t1,T{1,1,1,11} SQANp4T 59
44291 EQUIVALENCE	 SQU{i,1,7,1},SN{1,1,1,1)) SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE	 1RU11.T.9,i3,FHI[1,1,1,f1) SQANDQT 61
OD293 E4U;VALENCE	 (RU{1,1.11.11,OMEGA{1,1,113 SQANDQT 62
00294 EQUIVALENCE	 fgU{1,1.12,11,DIA8AT{t,i,11! SQANDQT s3
Od295 EQUIVALENCE	 (pU{i,t,i3,1),RAOSW{1,1,1)} SDANDQT 64
Qd296 EQUIVALENCE	 (QU{1,1,S4,i1,RADL1Y11.1,11) 54ANRQT 65
C 54ANOQT BS
G »	 «	 + SQPOLES 2
! C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIEL pS 5gPOLES 3
40287 COMMON /4POLES/ PP{2,2 ► SQPOLES b
00298 COPdIRON /QPOLES/	 UP(9,2,2) 5QPOLES 5
04299 COMMON /gPOLES/ VP{?,2,2 ► SQPOLES 6
D0300 COMMON /QPOLES/ TP{9,2,2} SgPOLES 7
003Q1 COMMON /QFOLES/ SHP{9,2,2) SQPOLES 8
^	 00302 COMMON 1QPOLES/ PHIP{3,2,2) SDPOLES 9
C SQPOLES i0
C SSCALEQ 35
C DEBUG SBEGDE6 2
00303 10004 CONTINUE 59EGRE8 3
I C `^»•+ CYBER SGALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPL(T,IOQ SBEGDE6 4{+ +r+« (,+ VEER SGALAR VERSION 04.064 SBEGDE6 5
C «'•« CYBER SCALAR VERS;ON DO 58EGDE8 6
CSSSSSSS55553$5555555555555SSSSSSSSSSS55555555535555S535SS5$SSSSSS55555S56EGDEB 7
^	 4D304 M = MJ(J ► SSGALEQ 37
D03o5 IF	 {IH.EQ.D}	 GO	 TO 54 SSCALE4 38
C SSCALE4 39(. rr> ♦ r«raaarr,^r»wrar»eswssrm.rn«r.r+»orarr«rr«aasrwrrar+r«..«..« SSCALEQ 4D
c •«+•	 •+•• sscALEQ ai
C •••a	 POLE POINT	 «•-' SSCALEQ 42




«rrr»r««r«rsrrrsr.r»>^.«ra r«>»«»««rwrrrr+rrr+r«» »»ar.rr.ar «.• ++. SSCALEQ d4
I C SSCALEQ 45
00306 SCALE	 =	 PP{N.h11 SSCALE4 46
00307 IF	 (K5C.LT.O}	 SCALE	 =	 1./SCALE SSCALEQ 47
40308 DO	 10 L=1,NLAY SSCALEQ 48
D03D3 UP1L,N,M)	 = UP{L,N,M)°SCALE SSCALEQ 49
003Y0 VP(L,N,MI	 =	 VP(L,N,M) r SCALE SSCALEQ 50
40311 TP{L,N,.M1	 =	 TP1L,N,kE ► °SCALE SSCALE4 51
00312 SHp1L,N,M)	 =	 SHPIL,N,MI + SCALE SSCALEQ 52
00313 10	 CONTINUE SSCALEQ 53
00314 RETURN SSCALEQ 54
G SSCALEQ 55
^+ wrmrmrr...^r»arrrr,rr*a*a * rssarrrr.mme ► »rr.r.»»*»a»m»sw*r»w>s++. SSCALEQ S6
Q ++»t	 ••«• SSCALEQ 57
O " ...s	 ELSEWHERE	 ++•• SSCALEQ 58
C rrar	 •r *• SSCALEQ 59
C >»r«»sr»ra»»rrr*rr+,r»s«r»rr•rar>r»rrwr»rr»»»r.»rr.r>»r+««•»«r>. ssoA LE Q 60
C SSCALE4 6t
00315 50	 CONTINUE SSCALEQ 62
44316 DO 60	 I=1,IM SSCALEQ 63
40317 SCALE	 =	 P{I,N,J1*DxYP(J1 SSCALEQ 64
40318 IF	 {KSC,LT.O}	 SCALE =	 1,/SCALE SSCALEQ 65
Od319 DO &0 L=1,NLAY SSCALEQ 66
04320 U{I,L,N,d•)	 =	 U{I,L,N,J1 > SCALE SSChLE4 67
OD321 V{I,L,N,J}
	
=	 V{I,L,H,J1 r SCALE SSCALEQ 68
00322 T(I,L,N,J1	 =	 T{I,L,N,J) » SCALE SSCALEQ 89
00323 SH{I,L,N,JI	 =	 SH[I,L,N,J1 • SCALE SSCALEQ 7D
00324 60	 CONTINUE SSCALEQ 71
00325 RETURN SSCALEQ 72









































^^	 ^ 1DD00 303
50 3i5 305
5p 324 31S 319
^ VARIABLE MAP
°. --NAME-------BL0.CK-^---- 7YAE--- ---CLASS-^-----REFERENCES
A qATE CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 3
AbLDP RDRARM REAL SIMPL`e 205
AL6ED0 QANDQT. REAL ARRAV 244
AAHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i46
ATiME CCtJTRL CHAR'S SIMPLE 4
BETA. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 14Z
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SiMP^E 185
CC CCNTRL CHARsB ARRAY 1.4
GCO CCNTRL GHAR•8 SIMPLE 2
CGNTRL REAL UNKNOIYN 2
13
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR+e SIRSPLE 7?
¢CSP07 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIrdPLE 8
CCSP08 CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 9
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CON1^7 RDPARM REAL 'SIMPLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL ^SIhiPLE 209
C0N2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 210
C0N3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 21i
CON3DT RDPARM REAL
^. CONa RDPARM REAt SIMPLE 213
CON4RT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i4
r CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i5
CO5D RGNTRL RLAL SIMPLE 148
.k COSL RDPAR1i! REAL ARRAY 21B
-4^
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 2I7
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i8
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY t2CQU .CCNTRL Rl=AL ARRAY 13
DAYSPY RCNTRL RBAL SIh1PLE 150
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151.^
DECMAx RCNTRL AEAL SIhSPLE 152
bIABAT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 285^
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153^
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
i1 DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i55
?^1 D5IG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
Di .RCNTRL REAL SIhSPtE 156'
;^,
DY.P RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
D7fYP .RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
^,^ 1 , DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221.
t ECCN .RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
i EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255
EPS RC[JTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
1.4 FiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FCORLS Rf^PARM REAL ARR4Y 222
^ FILTER LpPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 20Q
FUSION .QANDQT R@AL ARRAY 256
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t6D
G7 QANbQF REAL ARRAY 2A5
GI^! QANDQT REAt ARRAY 246
11 H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIi41PLE 226
' NEATI RCNTRL REAL SFhiPLE 182
NEATVI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
HFLU7t QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254
I INTEGER SIMPLE 315/C
IC CCNTRL INTEGER ARRAV. 90






















r f^ , ^	 ^
111	 ^ ^	 ^
^` ^
'	 _ ^^. _..
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
FCLOUD OANDraT INTEGER ARRAYj; ICNTRL INTEGEq UNKNOWN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIFIPLE
ICSp 55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IDIABAT ICNTRL INFL'cGER UNKNOWN
r IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
' IDSPD2 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
4 IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^	 ^ IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
INFLUX ICNTRL. INTEGER .UNKNOWN
^± IiCLOUb ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNCWN
d4 IJUMP FDpARM INTEGE3t ARRAY
IM ICNTRL INTEGEq SIMPLE
t, YMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLI3
dF1D2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
iPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNiiNCWN
IRADSW FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
TRAD5WG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
YTAPE LDPARhA LOGICAL SIMPLE
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
:
;^	 s IT&i!N ICNTRL ! NT£GER UNKNOWN
1	 fI J INFf; GER SIMPLE
.^	 1 JC FDPAgl47 INTEGER ARRAY
JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
i *
^
JIC CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE
^` JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^^	 ; JiAb2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMT2 YCNTRL ItdTEGER SIMPLE
JNP IGNTRL INTEGER SEMPLf
^ I ', JO4 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^}1^ JOB ICNTRL INTEGER SIh}PLE
J08 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLI3
,1p IDPARRI INTEGER ARRAY
E	 ^ JSP FCNTRL INTtSGER SIMPLE
;1^
KLIALB ICNTRL i.1VTEGER SIMPLE
KLFGW ICNTRL INTEGER $FMpLC•
ISLISST ICNTRL INTEGEq SIMPLE
^^', KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
K5C INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IDPARPA INTEGER SIMPLE
ki l KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE:
L INTEGER SIMPLE
F LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCD CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
^.' LONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^ LDIA8A7 CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
^. LDPARM FNTI=GER UNKNOWN
EFFLUX LCN.TRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LHFLUX LCNTFtL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LICLdUD CCNTRL LQGFCAL UNKNOWNf LOGS P. ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
L0141EGA CCNTRL. LOGICAL UNNNdWN
^" LPREACC CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN










25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 3T 38 35 4D 4T 42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 S1 52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 S1 62 63 64 B5 65 67 6$


















75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 8a 85 86








1 3D4 317 317 320 320 32i 321 322 322 323
323
193
194 18 ^34 rY













308/C 309 309 310 310 311 317 3I2 312 319/C 320
320 321 321 322 322 323 323
143 144
92 143 144












L#S' LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
!QU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LAADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRApSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
!THIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
M INTEGER SIMPLE
FAA TIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SENiPLE
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MROb ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N INTEGER SIMPLE
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NbNOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NbOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
Np PHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIi+1PLE
Np RSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N pSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIP?{PLE
FJ p T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSO FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHM51 IDPARM INTEGER SiMPI.E
NHMSx ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSH. ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYSNI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY p 1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSbAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIINPLE
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N5TEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NVMR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDi IDPARM INTEGER SIMpL>;
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZiNIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
OMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY
pMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY
PHI gANpg7 REAL ARRAY
PHIP QPOLES REAL ARRAY
PHIS QANbgT REAL ARRAY
p I RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
AI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
Pj457Q RbPARFd .REAL SIMPLE
PKTRP RpPARM REAL SIMPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
P p QPOLES REAL ARRAY
PREACG QANDQT REAL kRRAY
pRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY
FSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
FSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSTb RCNTRL ReAL SIMPLE
PTOF RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PxERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QAND#T REAL UNKNOWN
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
103 145 145 107 109 109 170 11i 112	 713	 1i4
i28















1 306 34$ 349 310 310 311 311 312	 3t2
	 3i7
























1 7 4 ^ ^d


































QENp LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 121 '^¢OUT LCNTRL LDGICAL SIMPLE 97 122 NQPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123 O¢POLES REAL UNKNOWN 257 296 299 340 301 302QR5H LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 i27
^ pRSY{ LCNTRL LOGICAL 5YMPLE 101 126
q5 gANpqT REAL ARRAY 241 260 26t 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 26927q 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 ygSHF .LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
'	 4U QANt7QT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 293 254 295 295RADE RCNTRL REAL SIM17PLE 170
RRDLIK QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 296
AADLWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW gANDQT REAL ARRAY 286 296
^r	 RApSWG gANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAV 187 1B8
Rq0 RCNTRL REAL SIMptE: 145 f87 tA8
? RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 1d5 146 147 148 1d9 160 151 t52 153 i54 155156 157 1.58 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 1851&T 16$ 169 f70 171 172 173 174 175 176 177
-
- 17J3 T75 180 181 192 1$3 184 185 1$8
RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 205 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 21a 216 216
' 217 21g 219 220 227 222 223 224 225 226 22T228 229 230 237 232 293 234 235 235 237 238
240
RGA5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17g
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATp 'RDPARM REAL ARRAV 23p
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIFdPLE 172
'.,} ROCPDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 231j ROCPPI RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDI5T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 773
r^ ',	 SCALE REAL SFidPLE 306/S 307/5 307 309 3i0 311 312 317/5 318/5 318 320322 323
r SCALE¢ SUBROUTINE
32;
SPAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASON RCNTRL HEAL SIMPLE 175',^
SGNP RD1?4RM REAL ARRAY 233
^ SH QANn¢T REAL ARRAY 282 291 323/5 323
5HP ¢POLES REAL ARRAV 301 312/S 312
,
I SHS gANpqT REAL ARRAY 248 256
',	 SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY .240















5MTH gnNDgT REAL ARRAY 243 261
.^
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 123 ^ rte..
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 O ^
^+ START LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 20^a ^ j'0'
T gANngT REAL ARRAY «81 290 322/5 322
^
1 THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 {Q 'i^
', 7HST6« RpPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 ;^ ^
TMAx gANDQT REAL dRRAY 251 2G9
'^ F
TMIN QAND¢T REAL ARRAY 250 268
^
TP gP0LE5 REAL ARRAV 30D 371/5 311
^ TS gANDQT gEAL ARRAY 247 265
^ ^^TSTn RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 286 320/5 320
UP gPOLES REAL ARRAV 298 3g9/S 303
V gANngT REAL ARRAY 280 289 321/5 327
VER CCNTRL CHARye SIMPLE 10 23
VP QPDLES REAL ARRAY 299 3i0/S 310
WSAVE RRPARNf REAL ARRAY 238




^+ rr.w	 •r. ► r+»r.rrrrr•rwr»rrr.+ ► rre ► ♦ w»r ► .»arr ► rrrr.r.+. ► »rrrr ► ++...r +.55h(CORN 3
c » PURP gsE ssHCgRN a
C CORR)_CT BASE SPECIFIC HU1.IIOFTY FIELD FOR NEGATIVE VALUES. SSHCORN S
C CALLEb BV CQMPO ONLY SSHCORN 6
C SSHCORN 7C -USAGE SS({CORN $
C SSHCORN 9
C ARGUMENTS
	 DESCRIPTION SSHCORN 1D
C J	 LATITURE 6AN p NUl478ER SSHCORN ti
C SSHCORN t2
C SUBPROGAAiNS NEE p >; D SSHCORN 13
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION SSHCORH 14
C NONE SSHCORN 1S
C ssHCnRrI i6
C RECORD OF 7^IODIFICATIDNS S5HCORN i7
C HASED.ON OLD VE1{5YON 8. SSHCORN 18
C SSHCORN 19
C ^DATE9
	 ?pROGRAM&1ER?	 ? p ESCRI p TIDN OF NfODIF7CATI gNS^ SSNCORN 20
C DS/17/83	 RAME5H	 THIS PART AND COfPSMENTS SSHCORN 21
C SSHCOAN 22
C AEMARK5: SSHCORN 23
C [	 11	 7MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES.
	
ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^SSNCORN 24
C SSHCORN 25(•+.rsr.r,.	 r+^wrr+»wrr
	 + »rr+.r» ► 	 »r• ► +arrr	 +r.rrwww.	 r».+.. +r.» ••••SSHCORN 2G
C • » 6
	 N 	» SM / rA r C 0 M	 S I G R4 A	 A T A	 IC	 N AA-	 G S • F • C • SSHCORN 27
L+ •rrr.• + + ► wa	 +aarr+.•r».r:rrerr.r rr. rrarr»r».rre a. +r..e+».r..r...r.....•SSHCORN 28
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER lliOnEL PARAh1ETER5 SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3C___ _e_	 _a_ ^__..____.,____= m=__s_=__=sx____ :________ SCNTRL 4
0000? COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO r SCNTRL 5
00003 COMMON /CCNTRL/ A©ATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COM44ON /CCNTRL/ ATINlE SCNTRL 7
40005 COMMON /CCNTRL/.JIC SCNTRL 8
0 +]006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ Jn8 SCNTRL 9
00407 C^PiMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL to
00008 CORIMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPD7 SCNTRL 11
00008 COMh10N /CCNTRL/ CCSPOF! SCNTRL 12
00010 COrAMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL !3
00011 COMNigN /CCNTRL/ XLABFL	 {10) SCNTRL id
oo0i2 CORIMON /CCNTRL/ CQS	 {3oi SCNTRL 15
00013 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU (i0^ SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
OOOi4 EQUIVALENCE	 {CCO,CC{11Y SCNTRL i8
D0015 CHARACTER•8
	 CCO,	 CCf200) SCNTRL 19
OOOi6 ;N4RACTER^B	 AOATE SCNTRL z0
OO a 17 CF1ARnCT=R*8	 AriME scuTRL zi
OOCTB CHARACTER•8
	 JIC SCNTRL 2200018 CHARACTER*8
	 JOB SCNTRL x3
000x0 CHARACTER'8	 CCSP06 SCNTRL 2d
00021 CHARACTER»8	 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CyARACTER"8
	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 2fs'
00023 CHARACTER*8	 VER SCNTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER•8	 XLA6EL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARARIlETERS SAVED ON HISTORY. RECORD SCNTRL 30
C =_^^	 --	 -	
__^_==_^
n
^______________a=======____== SCNTRL 3100025 COMh10N /ICNTRL/.ICO SCNTRL 32
00025 COPANION / ICNTRL / 	 IM SCNTRL 33
00027 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iM p 2 SCNTRL 34
00Q28 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTRL 35gOC29 COMMON /ICNTRL/ HDRSIY SCNTRL 36
00030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JLNb2 SCNTRL, 38
00032 COMMON /ICNTRL/ .lMT2 SCNTRL 39
00033 COMMON./ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 4000434 COPJIIySON	 /ICNTRL/	 J04 SCNTRL 41
00035. COMPdON !ICNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 42
00036 COP.IMON ldCN7RL/ JSP SCNTRL 43
00437 CDMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 44






















00439 COMM110N /ICNTRE/ 3SLI55T 5CNTRL 46
DOQ40 COMMflN /ICNTRL/ KS 5CNTRL 47
00041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ 1SU 5CNTRL 48
00042 COPAMOH /ICNTRL/ L0,38R 5CNTRL 49
00043 COMMON /ICNTRL! MATIN 5CNTRL 50
00044 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNJt 5CNTRL 5t
00045 COMMON !ICNTRL/ MATSUN 5CNTRL 52
04046 COMMON /ECNTRL/ MLF	 (12} 5CNTRL 53
00047 COMh1DN /ICNTRL/ MROD 5CNTRL 5A
00048 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH 5CNTRL 55
00049. COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSM 5CNTRL 56
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N8 5CNTRL 57
00051 COMh4DN /ICNTRL/ ND 5CNTRL 58
00052 COMFdON LICNTRLI NOALt 5CNTRL 59
00053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY 5CNTRL 6 q
00054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDDUT 5CNTRL 61
00055 COMrdDN /ICNTRL/ NDPWY 5CNTRL 62
00056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOSHF 5CNTRL 63
00057 COPAMDN /ICNTRL/ NJ7T SCNTRL 64
00058 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHJ415E 5CNTRL 66
00060 :COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHM50 5CNTRL 67
00061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 8$
04062 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
00063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 70
Q006q COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
00065 cflrAMDN / ICNTRL / NSEQ SCNTRL T2
00066 COrAMON / ICNTFPL/ ECSP53 SCNTRL 73
00067 COMMON / ICNTRL / NSTEP SCNTRL 7d
00068 COMMON / ICNTRL / ICSF55 SCNTRL 75
00069 COMMON / ICNTRL / NYMD SCNTRL 76
OD070 GOMF+SON /ICNTRL / NYMDE SCNTRL 77
00071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDD 5CNTRL 78
00072 COMPSON !ICNTRLJ NZINIT SCNTRL 7940073 corJIMDN	 /ICNTRL/ NraLEV 5CNTRL 80
04474 CDrdMON /ICNTRL/ NpHOG SCNTRL 81
00075 .COMMON /ICNTRL/ I4S	 {34) SCNTRL 82
UD076 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iQU	 {10] SCHTR!_ 83
C 5CNTRL 84
00077 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,I45{	 1}) SCNTRL 85
q 0078 EQUIVALENCE {ITMAX ,145{	 211 5CNTRL 86
00079 tQUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IQS{	 3)) 5CNTRL 97
4D080 EQUIVALENCE (IFRECON ,E45{	 d)) SCNTRL 88
00081 EQUIVALENCE {IHFLUR ,IQSI	 5)) 5CNTRL 89
00082 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLUB ,IQSI	 6)) SCNTRL 94
OOD83 EQUIVALENCl: {IFUSION ,IRS{	 71) SCNTRL 91
00084 EQUIVALENCE {I.RADSWG ,IQS{	 8)1 5CNTRL 92
0'0085 EQUIVALENCE IIRADLWG ,I451	 9)1 SCNTRL 93
OOOS6 EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUD ,IR5110)] 5CNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
00087 EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA ,I4U{	 1)1 SCNTRL 96
00086 EQUIUALE_AJCE [IbIABAT ,IQU{	 2)} 5CNTRL 97




00090 EQUIVALENCE {ICO,IG{1)) 5CNTRL 100
D0491 INTEGER ICO,	 IC{200) SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 5CNTRL f03
C
r-
---_--__-	 ---- ------------ -----------------
SCNTRL 10d
00092- COMMON /LCNTRLI LCOr ^ SCNTRL 105
00099 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
00094 COMh1ON /LCHTRE/ 4g EG SCNTRL 107
00095 COMMON /LCNTRLI QDAY 5CNTRL 108
00056 COMMON /ECNTRL/ QEND 5CNTRL 105
ODD97 COi'AM4N /LCNTRLI QDUT SCNTRL 1i0
00098 COMMON /LCNTRLI OPHY SCNTRL 111
00093 COMF+iDN /ECNTRL/ OSHF SCNTRL 112
OOt04 COMMON !ECNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
00101 Cflr11FdON /ECNTRL/ QRSW 5CNTRL 114
OOt02 COMMON !LCNTRLI QRSH SCNTRL 1i5









OOtOA COMMON /LCNTAL/ LQU(1D) SCNTRL ti7
C SCNTRL 118
00105 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQSf	 1)) SCNTRL 119
00106 EQUIVALENCE {L.TMAX ,LQSf
	 2)} SCNTRL 120
00107 CQUFVALENCE {LPREACC ,L45I	 3)) SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE ILPRECDN ,LQSf	 41I SCNTRL 122
00105 EQUIVALENCE 1LHFLUX ,LQS{	 51) SCNTRL i23
00110 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUi^ .LQSf
	 6}) SCNTRL 12d
001.11 EQUIVALENCE fLFUSFON ,Lg Sf	 7)} SCNTRL 125
00712 EQUIVALENCE {LAADSWG ,LRSf	 B]} SCNTRL t26
00113 EQUIVALENCE {LRADL4YG .LQSf	 9)) SCNTRL i27
00114 EQUIVALENCE fLICLOLID ,LQS{1011 SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE (LDMEGA ,LQUf	 1}} SCNTRL 130
09116 EQUIVALENCE {LDIA6AT ,LQU{	 21} SCNTRL tai
00117 EQU::rALENCE ILRADSY! ,LQU{	 3}) SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
00'118 LOGICAL QAi.T SCNTRL 734
O01l9 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL 4END SCNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL QDUT SCNTRL 138
DD123 LOGICAL gPHY SCNTRL 139
00124 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 740
00125 LCGECAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
O0iz6 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL 4RFH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 1d4
00128 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL 145
00129 LDGFCAL LQU SCNTRL 745
00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 1+17
00131 LOGICAL. L7MAX SCNTRL 146
00132 LOGICAL LPAEACC SCNTRL 149
OOt33 LOGICAL LPAECON SCNTRL 150
0073A LOGICAL LNFLUk SCNTRL 751
00135 LOGICAL LEF-LUX SCNTRL 152
OD136 LOGICAL LFUSIDN SCNTRL 153
00737 LOGICAL LRA05VdG SCNTRL 15d
00138 LDGTCAL LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
00135 LOGICAL LICLDUD SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
00140 LOGICAL LO$iEGA SCNTRL 758
00141 LOGICAL LbIABAF SCNTRL 159
00142 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL 167
04143 EQUIVALENCE {LC4,LCf7}) SCNTRL 162
00144 LOGICAL LCO.	 LC{2001 SCNTRL 153
C SCNTRL 154







___________ °_--__=_--_^_'^ SCNTRL 16600145 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCD^ SCNTRL 167
00146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
00147 COM!'.iDN /RCNTRL/.BETA SCNTRL 159
00148 CDMM4N /RCNTRL/ C43D SCNTRL 170
00149 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CP SGNTRt 171
00150 GAMMON 1RCNTRL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
4015.1 COMMON 1RCNTRL/ QEC SCNTRL 173
00152 COMMON /RCP}TRL/ qECMAX SCNTRL i7A
00153 COMI^RDN
	 /RCPITRL/ DI5T SCNTRL 175
00154 COMMON /RCNTRL! DLAT SCNTRL 178
OOfSS COMFdQN /RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
00156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ pT SCNTRL 178
OD157 COMMON /RCNTRL/ ECCN. SCNTRL 178
00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GP}Ui SCNTRL 180
00169 CoMfdON iRCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 181
00160 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GRAV SCNTRL 182
00161 COMMON !RCNTRL/ ORSEGA2 SCNTRL 783
00162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ pI SCNTRL 184
90163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIi80 SCNTRL 185
40154 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PI2 SCNTRL 186








00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PFMEAN SCNTRL 188 ^
OOi67 C0h1MDN / RCNTRL / P5MAR SCNTRL 189
OOiG8 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMIN SCNTRL 190
40169 GOMMON /RGNTRL/ ATOP SCNTRL 19S
"	 ^ 00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL 192
04171 COMM11OIJ /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL t93
04172 COFAh10N	 /. RCNTRL/ ROCP SCNTRL 1'94
I 00173 COMMON /RCNTRL! RSbIST SCNTRL 195
+ 00174 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDAY SCNTRL 196
40176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
^ 40176 COFdFdON /RCNTRL/ SIGE (251 SCNTRL 198
OOi77 C0h1iVION	 / RGNTRL / srFlo SCNTRL i99
', -0Ot78 GDMMDN /RCNTRL/ SDLS 5CNTAL 20a
p 4179 COMMON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 241
00180 COMMON ./ RCNTRL / PLEVS {251 SCNTRL 202
04181 COMMON / RGDITF ( L/ HEATW SCNTRL 203
00182 COMMON 1RCNTRL / HEATI SCNTRL 204
? 00183 COMMON /RCNTRL-/ EPS SCNTRL 20S^.
x0184 COM14]ON /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
00186 COMMON !RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 2D7
00186 GOMMON./RCNTRL/ PZERO SCNTRL 208
C C SCNTRL 209
¢0187 EQUIVALENCE IRCa,RCft}} SCNTRL 210
OOi88 REAL RCO,	 RC1200} SCNTRL 211
C SCNTRL 212
G INTEGER FdODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 213
' C =_-___-__	 __--- =_^__ SCNTRL 214











00192 COMMON /IRPARM/ TROD SCNTRL_ 218 '^
;^^ } 04193 COMMON / IDPARM / ^!C iA61 SCNTRL 215 ,.^ °^""










.^	 ^ 80197 COFAMON / IDPARM / MJ (46Y SCNTRL 223 ,'II Imo"
.I 00199 COMFJION /IDPARM/ NWMS1 SCNTRL 224
40199 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMDi SCNTRL 225 ^ °^
^^`
!
k C SGNTRL 228 ^ y
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 227
} C --- ====z =
-^CO&1M0N
SCNTRL 228 ^- ^
1 0420x /.LDPARM/ FILTER id6} SGNTRL 229
0020.1 COMMON /LDPARM/ ETAPE SCNTRL 234 ^ ;?
^^^ 00202 COMMON /LDPA gM/ START SGNTRL 231
' C SCNTRL 232
^,^' 00203. LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL ITApE SCNTRL 234
!.i^^ 00206 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
f ? C SCNTRL 236
' C REAL F1fDDEL CONSTANTS SGNTRL 237
`'^ C --------=-	 ------ -= SCNTRL. 238
00206 COMMON /RDPARM/ ADLDP SCNTRL 239
^'#! 04207 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON1 SCNTRL 2A0
` 00208 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONIDT SCNTRL 24t
40209 COMMON /RDPARMf GDN2 SCNTRL 242
a02i0 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2DT SCNTRL 243,f
00211 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS SGNTRL 244
40212 COFAMON /RDPARNl1 CON3DT SCNTRL 245
04213 COMMON /RDPARKI/ C0N4 SCNTRL 246
00214 COMMON (RDPARM/ CON4Di' SCNTRL 247
00215 GOM(JION /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
' 00216 COMMON /RRPARM/ COSL i46} SCNTRL 249
^. 00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLDN f721 SCNTRL 254
002te COMMON /RDPARM/ CPb2 SCNTRL 251
00219 COMMON /RDPARM/ RRP 146} SCNTRL 252
r ¢0220 C0MFISON /RbpARM/ DXYP (46} SCNTRL 253
04221 COMMON /RRPARM/ DYP {A61 SCNTRL 2Sd
00222 COMMON /RRPARM/ FCORLS 146 SCNTRL 255
04223 COMMON /RDPARM/ FiD7 SCNTRL 255
p 0224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2RT SCNTRL 257

















































SOAND g T 35
SQANDQT 36
SQANO gT 37

































v V ^ £a.1
00226 COMMON /RDPARMI H2DT
00227 COMMON /RDPARM/ pR5TD
q 0228 COh1PAON	 /RDPARhi1 PHTOP
00229 COFlSMON /RDPARM/ RLAT	 146)
DOZ30 GOMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 tall
00231 COMFdON /RDPARM! AOCPDT
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ RCCPPI
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ 5GNP	 S2i
p 0234 COMMON /RDPARM! SINL	 146)
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON	 (72}
00236 GOMFdDN /RDPARM/ THSTD
00237 COMMON /RDPARM! TH57D2
00238 GOMFdON /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 {759)
00239- COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG
	
191





C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS
00241 COMMON /4ANDQT/ QS{72,t9,46}
C
00242 DIMENSION PHIS{1368,11


























00$68 EQUFVALE^ICE {QS {1,10,1},THEN{1,i}}
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C GLQ$AL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS






i	 00283 bIMENSION PHI172,9,ta,1)











00289 ERUIVALI:NCE	 {4U{1.1,3,1),V{1,1,1,11} SQANDQT 58
00290 EQUiVALE1VCE	 [gU[1,1.5,i),T[1,I,T,11} SQANDOT 59
00291 EQUIVALENCE	 [QU{i,),7,11,SW{1,1,7,1)} S0ANp4T 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE
	 f4Uf1,1,,9,11,PHI{1,1,1,1}) SQANDQT 61
00293 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU[1,1•,11,1},DMEGA{1,1,1}) SOANDQT 62
04294 EQUIVALENCE	 [qU{1,1,12.1},DIABAT{f,1,i)} 5QANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU[1,1,13,13,RADSSY{1,t,1)] SQANDQT 64
OD296 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U[1,1,1a,11,R+sOLW[1,1,1)) SOANDQT 65
c sQANOQT se
C	 r	 r	 r SQPDLES 2
C	 FDLAR MooEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQPDLE5 3
00297 COMMON /QPDLE51 Ppf2,2) SQPDLES 4
Df)298 COMMON /QPOLES/ UPI9.2,2} SOFOLES 5
Df)299 COMMON /QPO!_ES/ VP{9,2,2) 5QPOLES B
00300 GOMMON /QPDLE5/ T p f9,2,2) 54POLE5 7
00301 COMMON /QPOLES/ SHP{9,2,2) SgPOLES e
00302 COMMON /pPOLES/ PWIP{9,2,2) S4PDLE5 9
C SOPOLES 10
C SSHCDRN 32
C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
00303 10000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C	 --+• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.001
	 iNPUT,tOQ SBEGDEB 4
C	 --•• CV8ER SCALAR VERSION 04,000 SBEGDEB 5
C	 '+'+ CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGp£8 6
CSSSS5SSSS55S555SSS?,S$55SSSSSSSSSSSSS3SSSS3S5555SSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSBEGDEB 7
00304 M = MJ{J) SSHCDRN 34
00305 iF	 (M.EQ.D}	 GD TO 20 SSHCDRN 35
C SSHCDRN 36
L+rr+.a.rrrr,esrvr*r ► ^rre.r*r,.rrrrYr ► rrrrs*rr^vrr*rr.rr.rr.r..*r..r SSWCQRN 37
C	 - • • •	 • • • • SSHCL3RN 38
C	 ++++	 .CORRECT SAEGIFIC HUMIDITY AT POLES 	 •-•- SSHCDRN 39
C *•"	 ••-• SSHCDRN d0{±	 r.rrrrr+rwrr+tsar*+r*•rrrarrrrrwrarr»rrrrarrrr:rwr..•rrrrr....r+ SSHGORN 41
C SSHCDRN 42
00306- DD 10 L=2,NLAY SSHCDRN 43
00307 LM1	 = L
	 -	 1 SSHCDRN d4
00308 iF	 ISHP{LMf,NB.M).GE.0.1
	
GD	 TO	 i0 SSHCDRN 45
D0349 SHPIL,NB,^d}	 =	 SHP{L,NB,M}	 +	 SHP{LM1,NB,1A)'DSIG1LM11/DSIGfLI SSHCDRN 46
00310 SHPfLMl,NB,M)
	 =	 0. 55HCORN 47
00311. 10	 CONTINUE SSHCDF[tJ 48
00312 SHp[NLAY.NB,M)
	
=	 A^dAXi{SF1P[NLAY,NB,M),0.1 SSHCDRN 49
00313 RETURN SSHCDRN 50
C SSHCDRN S1
^	 rrr.rr.:rYar+rtrrrarYrYrrrrrarrr:rraar.rarrrw.rrYrrra ► rr.rrr.r++ SSHCDRN 52
C	 •• "	 '••• SSHCDRN 53
C	 ••+'	 CORRECT SPECIFIC HUMIDITY ELSEWHERE	 •••' S5HGORN 5.1
C •+"	 --•• 55HCDRN 55[)	 rr.+rrr
	 Yrrrrrrwwrrrrrrr+•r..arrrrr.rr.Yrrr+rrrr.rrrrrrar..++ SSHGORN 5$
C SSHCDRN 97
OA314 20	 CONTINUE SSHCDRN 58
00375 DD	 40	 I=i,IPd SSHCDRN 59
00316 DD 30 L = 2,NLAY SSHCDRN 60
00317 LM1	 =	 L	 -	 1 SSHCDRN 61
40318 IF	 fSHfI,LM1,NB,J)•GE.0.)	 GO	 TO 30 SSHCDRN 62
00319 SH[I.L,NB,J)	 =	 5H11,L,NB,J)
	 +	 SHfI,LM1,NB,JI + D5IG1LM1)/DSIG^L1 SSHCDRN 63
00320 S)I[i,LMi,NH,J}	 =	 0. SSHCDRN 64
00321 30	 CONTINUE SSHCDRN 65
00322 SH[F,NLAY,N8,J1	 =	 AMAXIfSH[I,NLAY,Nf3,J),0.1 55HCDRN 66
00323 a0	 CONTINUE SSHCDRN 67
00324 RETURN SSHCDRN 6$
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319	 319	 320	 322
	 322
	






ADATE . GCNTRL CnAR.g SIMPLE 3
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206ALBE p O QAND4T -REAL ARRAY 24.1
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE 146
ATIME GCNTRL CHAf3.8 SIh1PLE 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTOJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCN7RL CHAR^8 ARRAY i4
CCO CCfJTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 2
GCNTRL REAL UNi1NOWN 2
13
CCSP06 GCNTRL GHAR-e SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 CCh1TRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 8
CC5P08 CCN.TRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 9
CONt ADPARf17 REAL SIMPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM1'f REAL SIMPLE 2D8
CON2 RDAARfd REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i0
CONS RDPARM REAL SIFdPLE 211
CDN3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM REAL 5I87PLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i5
COSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 218
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t49
CPD2 RDFARfJI REAL SIh1PLE: 2i8
COS CCN7RL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU GCNTRL REAL ARRAY !3
OAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f50
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE t5i
DEGMAIS RCNTRL REI1L SIMPLE 152
DIABAT QANDQT REAL ARRAY 285
DIST fiCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
p T	 .RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
OKP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 219
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIh7FLE 157
EFLUX 4ANOgT REAL ARRAY 255
E p 5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
FtDT RDPAREA REAL SIMPLE 223
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224
FCORLS RDPARfd REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER - LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 20D
FUSION- gANDQT REAL ARRAY 255
GNUi RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158
GNU2	 .RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE TSO
GT QANDOT REAL ARRAY 245
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 245
H1f]T RDPARM REAt SIMPLE 225
H2DT RE7pARM REAL SIMPLE 226
1iEATI RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE i82
Hi;ATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181
HFLU7{ OAND4T REAL ARRAY 254
I INTEGER SIMPLE 315/C
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 25
ICLOUO . gkNpgT INTEGER ARRAY 259












1	 1	 ``.l '
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IDRARM INTEGER UNKNDWN
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER' UNKNOWN
EFUSION FCNTgL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IHFLUX ICtdTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IJUMP IDPARPh INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL ItJTEGEq SIMPLE
IMO2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMb2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
INDEX IDPARIA INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSW ICNTRL ENTEGER UNiSNUWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWNIROD ItipAR117 INTEGER SIMPL>w
ETAPE LbFAAM LOGICAL- SIMPLE
I7MAX ICNTRL ENTEGER UNKNOWN
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
J INTEGER SIMPLE
JC IDpAAM .INTEGER ARRAY
JE IDFARM INTEGER ARAAY
JIG CCNTRL CHAR•e SIMPLE
JM FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JiHD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
dMT2 ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMptE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGEq SIMPLE
J04 ICNTRL INTEGER S?MFLE
JOS ICN;IgL INTEGER SItAPLE
JOB CCNTRL CNAR•8 SIMPLE
JP IQPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JSP ICNTRL INTEGEq SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMFLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ISLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
K5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER. SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLEL INTEGER SithPLE
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCO tCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
CCNTRL ENTEGER UNKNOWN
L q IA6AT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LDPARPA INTEGER UNKNOWN
tEFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LHFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL- UNKNOWN
LICLOUA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LMi INTEGER SIMFLE
tOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMptE
LOM^GA L.CNTRL LOGICAL. UNKNOWN
LPREACC CCNTRL LQGiCAL UNKNOWN
LPRECON CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LGS ICNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LQU LCNTgL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN





35 37 38 39 40 4T 42 43 44 45 46	 2i
47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 5.ri 56 57
58 59 6D 61 82- 63 64 6S 66 67 68 ^

















75 77 78 79 80 $7 82 83 84 &5 86








I 3D4 318 319 3f9 3i.9 320 322 322
193i 94 ^ Q
5 18 ^














3D6fC 307 309 308 309 315/C 317 315 319 319
143 144
92 143 14A













iO3 ]DS 106 f07 108 109 170 1i1 fit 113 114
i28








__- - ci^^u11	 -IY	 1^5®0^	 'r
LRAD541G ECNTRL LOGIGAL UNKNOWN i12 137
LTMAR ECNTRL LOGICAL UNKNp4^N 106 131
LTILlIN ECNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i05 130
M INTEGER SIMPLE 304/S 305
MA73N ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43
MATSNR ICNTRL INTEGl;R SIMPLE 44
i41AT5UN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE a5
P11J IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 197 304
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
MROO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47
h15M ICNTi1L INTEGER SIMPLE 49
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIdAPLE 50 3D8
3i9 320
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S2
NDf4Y ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53
NDHGG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NOpl7T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54
NDPNY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
N1?RSW ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 29
NDSHF ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56
Np T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
NHh151 iDFARTA FNTEGI=R SIMPLE 19B
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SFMPLE 59
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
NLAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6i 346
NLAYNf1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62
NLAYPI FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63
NMLEV IGNT.RL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
NSRAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIfRPLE 64
NSER FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NVMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE B9
NYMpD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMDf IppARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70
MZINFT ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
OMEGA gANDgT REAL ARRAY 284 293
qMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i6i
P gANDQT REAL ARRAY 249 2G7
PWI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 292
PHIP 4POLE5 REAL ARRAY 302
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
PI18D RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .163
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 164
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166
P}tSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228
PEENS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY i8D
PP gPOtES REAL ARRAN 297
PREACC gANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 27D
PRE:CON QANpgT REAL ARRAY 253 271
PSMAIS RCNTRL REAL SFI'AFLE 167
PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168
PSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 769
PTOF RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PZERO RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE 186
QALT ECNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 93 fiB
gANngT REAL UNKNOWN 24f 278
QBEG ECNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 11g
gpAY ECNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120
4ENp ECNTRL LOGICAL SFMPLE 96 121
QOUT ECNTRL LOGICAL SI64PLE 97. 122
QPHY ECNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 123
gPpLES REAL UNKNOWN 297 298
g RSH LCNTR.L LOG.FCAL SIMPLE 102 127





308	 349	 309	 309	 31D	 312	 312
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QS gANDQT REAL ARRAY 241 26p 261 262 253 264 265 266 257 268 269
27D 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
^
dQSEiP CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMFLE 99 124QU QANDOT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 29i 292 293 29d 295 296
RARE RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE 174
RA p LIY gANpQT REAL ARRAY 287 296
RRp L1YG DANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RAD$tY gAfVOgT RE=AL ARRAV 285 295
RADSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 t88
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIM1IPLE i4S 1$7 188
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOIYN 145 146 i47 148 1A9 150 151 f52 153 t54 155
T56 157 158 159 16D i6i 152 i63 16A T65 i56
167 T68 i69 i70 171 172 173 17d T75 176 177
178 179 180 181 182 T83 i84 185 1E6
RDPARM REAL UNKN4S'IN 206 2q7 2D8 209 210 211 212 213 21d 215 216
217 218 219 22D 221 222 223 22d 225 226 227
228 229 23.0 23t 232 233 234 235 236 237 23B
24D
RGAS gCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
2^9
RLAT RDPARh1 REAL nRRav 229
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172
ROCFDT RpPApM REAL SIMPLE 23T
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMFLE i73
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASON RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARit1 REAL ARRAY 233
SH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 282 291 318 3i9/S 319 3i9 32D/5 322/5 322SyCORN SUBROUTINE 1
^ 0
Sy p gPOLES REAL ARRAY 301 3D6 309/5 3D9 3D9 310/5 312/5 312 "I'd ^5yS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 248 266
^	 SiG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24D `^
SIGE RGNTRL REAL. ARRAY 176 !^ ^
BIND RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE 177 ^^
SINL RDPARM RERL ARRAY 234
^
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235
SMTF! gANDQT REAL ARRAY 243 2St ^ •s3
SN2FLG t_CNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 1D4 125 ,.-•	 .;^
SOLS RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE i781	
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2D2 205
'^ 11^
T QANDgT REAL ARRAY 281 29D
_
`	 TFiSTD• RDPAREN REISL SIMPLE 236 `^	 s
4	 TWSTD2 RDPARM Rf:AL SI }17PLE 237 ^	 ^,:i
E'	 TMAX QANDOT REAL ARRAY 25i 269
TMIN OANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 268it	 TP gPOLES REAL ARRAY 300
TS QANpQT RERL ARRAY 247 265
TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
'	 U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 279 288
,i	^P QPOLES RERL ARRAY 298
gANDQT REAL ARRAY 28D 289
VER CCNTRL CFIAR^8 SIMPLE TO 23
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 299
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238E	
XLAI3EL CCNTRL Ci-1AR•8 I^RRAY 11 24
PROCEDURH MAP
2	
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN pEF, A=ARGLIST
•	 BMAX1 REAL INTRINSIC 312 322





C APPLY TWO-WAY SHAPIRO FILTER TO PREVENT NONLINEAR SSMSNAP 'S
C INSTABILITY {3F MODEL GLOBAL FIELDS: 5SMSHAP 6
C SkA LEVEL PRESSURE, SSMSHAa 7
C SE4 LEVEL TEMPERATURE, 55MSHAP 8
C POTENTIAL	 TEAfiPERATUREs. SSMSHAP 9
C AND U AND V WFND COMPONENTS. S5MSNna 14
G CALLED 8Y MAIN iGWSGCfA) ONL1' SSMSHAP f1
C SSMSHAP 12
C USAGE SSMSNAP i3
G SSt'ASHAP 1Q
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SSfJfSNAP 15
G NONE 5SFA5NAP 15
C SSMSNAP 17
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED SStASHAP t8
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION 5SMSHAP 19
C Ef{PBYK	 COMPUTES	 P •« KAPPA	 ANp HAPPA=.2861328125 SSMSHAP 20
C SSMSHep z1
C RECf]RD OF MObIFICAtIONS 5SMSHAP 22
C BAS(=D ON OLD VERSION 8. SSMSHAP 23
C SSMSWAP 24
C ^DATE^	 7PROGRAMHER7	 7DESCRIPTI0N OF MODIFICATIDN5^ SSMSHAP 25
C 05/04/83	 RAME5N	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SSMSHAP 26
C 5SMSHAP 27
C REMARKS: SSMSHAP 28
C f	 1i	 ^MACNINE DEPENDENT FEATURES.	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS. ETC.^SSfASHAP 29
C SSMSNAP 30
G.rr.•.. rr•rrrr+rwrrsrrr+ a. rrrrrrrrarw ♦ srrwrrrrrr•rrww.+rrr ► r.sr•rr. +.+ +55MSHAP 3T
C • M/ A- C O M	 S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C	 "SSMSHAP 32(+^:... . rwr«rrrrawwsrawwr.r rrr•+ rrr+yrr e.rrrs ► w rr•+rwrr.rrrr.rrr..r......SSMSHAP 33
C SCNTRL 2
G OHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN WISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3
C
____________________________^=_=_°__=__=====s===== SCNTRL 400002 COMMON /GCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00403 GOMMON /.CCNTFtL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
00404 COMMON /CGNTRL/ ATI61E SCNTRL 70004$ CD1ViMON	 /GCNTRL/	 .1IC SCNTRL 8
00006 COMMON /GCNTRL/ JO9 SCNTRL 9
00007 COMMON /GCNTRL/ CCSP46 SCNTRL 1000408 COf)IMON /GCNTRL/ CCSP47 SCNTRL 1i
00009 COMMON /GCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL 12
00010 COMMON /CGNTRL/ VER SCNTRL i300411 COMMON /GCNTRL/	 7SLABEL
	
(10 1 SCNTRL 14
00012 COMs'AON /GCNTRL! CGS	 (301 SCNTRL i5
000]3 GOMMON /:,CNTRL/ GQG f101 SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
00014 SQUFVALENC£
	 [CCO,CCf1)) SCNTRL 18
O0 g 15 CHARACTER•B	 CCO,	 CCf2401 SCNTRL 1900016 CHARACTER•8	 ADATE SCNTRL 20
00017 CNARACTER•8	 ATIME SCNTRL 21
00018 CHARACTER'8	 JIC SCNTRL 22
44019 CHARACTER*8	 JOB SCNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER•8	 CC5P06 SCNTRL 24
00421 CNARACTERwB	 CCSp07 SCNTRL 25
00022 CHARACTER•8
	 CCSP48 SCNTRL 26
40023 CHARACTER+B
	 VER SCNTRL 27
04024 CHARACTER+B	 1cLABHL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAfdETERS SAVED ON WISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30
G'
__=====A'===aa======_^__________________________ SCNTRL 3100025 COMMON /IGNTRL/ !CO SCNTRL 32
00026 COA7MDN /IGNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
40027 COMMON /IGNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
00028 COMMON /ICNTRLI iMD2P1 SCNTRL 35
00029 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDRSW SCNTRL 36
00030 CONSMON IICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00431 COfdMON /IGNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
40032 COMMON /IGNTRL/ dMT2 SCNTRL 39











.^ ,_, -	 -




00034 CORIM,DN /ICNTRL! JOa SCNTRL 4T40035 f,OMfAON /LCNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL 42
00036 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSP SCNTRL 43
00037 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIALB SCNTRL 4A
00038 CDMh1DN !ICNTRL/ KLIGW SCNTRL 45
00039 CO?AMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST SCNTRL 46
000d0 COFAMON / iCNTRt / K5 SCNTRL A7
00041 COMMCN /ICNTRL./ KU SCNTRL 48
00042 COMFAON /ICNTRL/ LDGBR aCNTRL 49
00043 COMFADN /ICNTRL/ MATIN SCNTRL 5D
OD044 COMFADFI /ICNTRL[ MATSNx SCNTRL 51
00045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRL 52
00046 COh1fy10N
	
/iCNTRt/ MLF	 112) SCNTRL 53
D0047 COMMON JICNTRL7 MROD SCNTRL 54
000x8 CQMfAON /ICNTRL/ NRRSH SCNTRL 55
OO p49 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL 5fi
00050 COMMON /ICNTRL! NB SCNTRL 57
00051 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ND SCNTRL 58
00062 COMMON /ICNTRLi NDALT SCNTRL P9
00453 CDF.9MDN	 /ICNTRL! NDAV SCNTRL Eo
00054 CDMM^N /ICNTRL/ NDDUT SCNTRL 61
00055 COFIMDN	 'ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
00056 COMrAON /1:NTRL/ NOSNF SCNTRL S3
00057 CDMh1DN /ICNTRL/ NDT SCNTRL 64
00058 COM1irAON /ICNTRL: NHMS SCNTRL 65
00059 COMIAON / ICNTRL / rJHRSS£ SCNTRL sfi
O p 060 COMFADN /ICNTRL/ NWMSO SCNTRL 67
00061 COh]fAON	 /ICNTRL[ NLAV SCNTRL 68
04062 COMMON /ICNTRt1 NLAYMI SCNTRL 59
00053 CO(AtiiDN (iCNTRt/ NLAYPI SCNTRL 70
00064 COMMON 1ICNTRt/ NSDnY SCNTRL 71
00065 COMF,iDN
	
/ICNTRLi NS.EQ SCNTRL 72
04456 CDMMflN /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
D006i COMMON /ICNTRL/ N5TEP SCNTRL 74
00058 COMMON !ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
OOOfi9 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 76
0007D COh9MON /ICNTRL/ NYMD£ SCNTRL 77
00471 CDMFION /ICNTRL/ HVMDO SCNTRL 7B
00072 ODFAMON /ICNTRL/ NXINIT SCNTRL T9
00073 CDh9r.90N
	 /ICNTRL! NMLEV SCNTRL 80
DD074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRL 8]
OD075 COMFADN /ICNTRL/ IQS	 (301 SCNTRL 82
00076 COF^IADN !ICNTRL! IOU	 ft01 SCNTRL 83
C SCNTRL 84
00077 EQUIVALENCE ([THIN .IgSf	 !)) SCNTRL 85
00078 EOUIVALENDJ: fITMA7S .IDS[	 21) SCNTRL. 8S
OOQ79 EQUIVALENCE IIPREACC .IQS{
	 311 SCNTRL 87
00080 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECDN ,IQSf	 d}) SCNTRL $8
QDOSt EDUiVetENCE fTHFLU% ,IQSf	 S3) SCNTRL 89
00092 E.DUIVALENCE fI£FLUR .IQSf	 61} SCNTRL 90
000$3 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION .iQSi	 7)1 SCNTRL 9T
Ofl084 EQUIVALENCE IIRApSWG .IQSf	 811 SCNTRL 92
OQ085 EDUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,IQS:	 9!) SCNTRL 93
00086 EQUIVALENCE fIiCLDUl3 ,IQSf101) SCNTRL 9b
C SCNTRL 95
00087 EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA ,IQEIf	 ])3 SCNTRL 96
00088 EQUIVALENCE IiDIABAT ,IQU(	 2)) SCNTRL 97
00089 Fo9FIVALENC£ (IRADSW ,IQUI	 3)) SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
00090 EQUIVALENCE {ICO,ICf1}} SCNTRL Tfl0
00091 INTEGER IC4,	 ICf2001 SCNTRL T01
C SCNTRL ]D2
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED DN HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 703
C ---	 ---°----II---'=_-------°--------"-=--__==__=
__-=` - --
	 ----	 ° -`° - - SCNTRL 10400092 COMrAON /LCNTRL/ LCD SCNTRL 105
00083 COMMON /LCNTRL/ OALT SCNTRL 106
00094 COMMON /LCNTRL% QBEG SCNTRL f07
p 0095 COMfADN /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL 108
00098 COMMON (LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL )09

























00099 CDh1i^70N	 /LCNTRL/ flSHF SCNTRL 172
00100 CUHPADN /LCNTRLI SNZFLG SCNTRL 713
00101 CO1NhADN /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
OOi02 COAihdON lLGNTRL/ ORSH SCNTRL 115
OOiO3 COFAMON !LCNTRL/ LQ513R) SCNTRL ti6
fl090d CDM)J10N /LCNTRL/ LQUf14) SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL it9
00105 EQUIVALENCE fLTMIN ,LOS{	 111 SCNTRL 119
Ofl106 EQUIVALENCE fLTMAX ,LQSf	 2)1 SCNTRL i20
oDi07 EQUIVALENCE fLPREACC .L45(
	
3)1 SCNTRL t21
00108 .EQUIVALENCE {LPRECON ;LOSE	 a)) SCNTRL 122
OOT09 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLUX .LqS{	 511 SCNTRL 123
00110 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUI{ .LQSf	 611 SC)JTRL 124
OO1t1 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQSf	 7}1 SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE [LRApSWG ,LOSE	 8}1 SCNTRL 126
OOi13 EQUIVALENCE 1LRADLWG ,LQSf	 411 SCNTRL 127
00114 EOUiVnLEP10E {LICLOUD .L0511a)1 SGNTAL 126
C SCNTRL i29
90115 EQUIVALENCE fLOhdEGA ,LOU{	 1)1 SCNTRL 130
00116 EQUIVALENCE {LDIAf3AT ,LOU9	 211 SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE 1LRnD5W ,LOUT	 311 SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL 133
00718 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134
00119 LOGICAL 06EG SCNTRL 135
00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL i37
00122 LOGICAL gDUT SGNTRL 139
04123 LOGICAL OPHY SCNTRL 139
00124 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00126 LOGIGAI. QA5W SCNTRL 142
00127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL LQS SCNTRL Ids
00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146
00130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147
00131 LOGICAL LTF^IAX SCNTRL i48
00132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149
00133 LOGICAL LPREGON SCNTRL )50
OOt34 LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 151
00735. LOGICAL LCFLUX SCNTRL 152
00136 LOGICAL LFU5ION SCNTRL 193
00137 LOGICAL LRAbSWG SCNTRL 154
00138 LOGICAL LRApLWG SGNTRL 155
OUi39 LOGICAL LICLOUp SCNTRL 156
C SCNTRL 157
00940 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 158
00141 .LOGICAL LDIABAT SCNTRL 159
00142 LOGICAL LRADSW SCNTRL 160
C SCNTRL i6i
04943 EQUYVALENGE {LCO.LG1111 SCNTRL 162
0.1)114 LOGICAt LCO,	 LCT204) SCNTRL 163
G SCNTRL 164






________==== FS===== =s====== SCNTRL 1E800)45 COMMpN-(RCNTRL! -RCO SGNTRL 167
04146 COMIADN /RCNTRL/ A pHEL SCNTRL 16800147 COt1€hiON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 168
00148 COMNIO3U /RCNTRLI COSp SCNTRL 170
0piR9 COMh10N /RCNTRL/ Ca SCNTRL 171
00150 CQMMDN /RCNTRL/ pAySPY SCNTRL 1T2
00951 CDhSMDN /RCNTRL/ DEC SGNTAL 173
00152 GOtAh10N 1RCNTR!! DECI'AAIt SCNTRL 174
OOi53 COhAh10N	 /RCPlTRt/ DIST SCNTRL 175Ofli54 COFAts10N	 /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 176
00155 C01:IFAON 1RCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
00356 COPAMON
	
/RCNTRL.! bT SCNTRL 178
00157 COlA1AON lRGNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 178
00158 COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNUI SCNTRL 180
OOi58 CDMMpN /RCNTRLI GNU2 SCNTRL 18!
















































COMMON /RCNTRL/ RAGECOh9fdON /RCNT.(tL/ RGAS
COrAMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP
COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSDI5T























































































CC INTEGER rlIDDEL CONSTANTS
C =_°__-__=-- _^^---_-_--
00189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP 1461
OQ190 COMMON /IDPARf^1/ IDSP02
D019f COMh10N /IDPARM/ INDEX [721
Q0192 COMMON /IDPARM/ IROp
00193 COMMCN /IDPARM/ JC {46}
DO1B4 COMMON /IDPARM/ JE (21ODt95 COrArAON /IDPARM/ J^ }2,21
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ KSTEP
D0197 COMMON /TDPARrr7/ MJ 1451
00198 COMMON / IDPARM / NFit1151
00199 COMMON /1DPARM/ NYMD1
c
C LOGICAL rAODEL CONSTANTS
C04200 --_COMMON /LDPARh1/ ' FILTER {481
00201 COMMON /LDPARM! !TAPE






G. REAL RfOp£L GDNSTANTS
C
- =__	 '___' -_=--
	 --
D0266 COMMON /RDPARM/ ATJLDP
442D7 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4
OD$08 COh1MON /RDPARM/ CONIDT
0.4209 CDrAMON /RDPARM/ CON2
D0214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON20T
002}1 COMPAON /RDPARM/ CON3
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CQN3DT
DQ213 COrAMON /RDPARMi CONd
4D214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT
00215 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS
00218 COMMON /RDPARM} CO SL f45i
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON f72)
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CPA2
DQ2i9 GCMMON /RDPARM/ DXP {46}








	 _.	 ^	 LL





^ F 00221 COMMON / RDpARM / DYP	 146) SCNTRL 254
00222 COMMON /RDpARM/ FCQRLS L45} SCNTRL 255
00223 COMMON /RDpARM/ F10T SCNTRL 256
00224 COMMON /RDPARFA/ F2DT SCNTRL 257
00x25 COh1MON /RDPARh'i/ H1DT SCNTRL 258
DD2213 COMMON /RDpARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
4D227 COMMON /RDPARNS/ PKSTD SCNTRL 2Ei0
00228 COFhMDN /RD p ARM/ PKTDP 5GNTRL 261
00229 COMMON /1;DPARM/ RLAT	 (46} SCNTRL 262
.00234 COl,4MON /RD pARM/ RLATD	 146y SCNTRL 263 ^j 00231 COMMON /RD pARM/ ROCPDT SCNTRL 264
'	 i C^D232 GOlAMON /F{D pARM/ ROCPP t SCNTRL 265
00?33 COMMON /RD pARM/ SGNP	 {2) .SCNTRL 266
k 00234 COMMON fRDPARM/ SINL	 146} SCNTRL 267^ 04235 COMMON /RDPARh11 SINLON	 {72) SCNTRL- 268
00235 COMMON /RDpARM/ THSTD SCNTRL 269
00237 CDMMOH /R ppAAPA/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 270
00238 COM {r30N /RD pARM / 1'{SAVE	 { 158} SCNTRL 271
?	 ^ OQ239 COMMON /RDp ARM/ DSiG	 f9) SCNTRL 272
00244' COMMON JRD p ARh1/ SYG	 19) SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
c - 5QANDQT 2
t C GLOBAL RIODEL SURFACE FIELDS 5QANDQT 3
^. 00241 COMMON /QANDQT/ 4St72,i9,46y 5QANDQT .t
^ C SQANDDT S
f OD242 DIMENSIOP{ PHIS{1368,1} SQANDQT 6

























^ 00249 DIMENSION p{72,iB,1) SQANDQT 13 ^ ^,^
00250 DIMENSION TPAIN[t368,1} 5QANDQT 14 +G j^
' y^ 00251 DIMENSION TMAXIt368,1} SQANDQT 15
00252 bYMENSION PRE.4CC{1368,1} SQANDQT 16 ^
r 00253 pYMEN5YDN PRECON{1368,1] 5QANDQT. 47 (`
'	 ^ 00254 DIM7=NSION EiFLU7S{ 1358, t y SQANDRT 18 ,+^, ^^
^^
















^^ 00259 DIMENSION ICLDUD{1368,1} SQANDRT 23 '
f C SQANDRT 24^	 i
40260 EQUIVALENCE 105(1,1,1},P1-(IS{1,11} SQANDQT 25
00261 ..EQUIVALENCE {Q511,2,1},SMTH{1,1)} SQANDRT 25
i' 00252 EQUIVALENCE igS11,3,i},ALB1:bD(1,1y) SQANDQT 27
^.^k 00263 EQUIVALENCE IQS{i,4,1y,GTlt,1y1 5gANDQT 2800264 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,5,ty,GW{1,1)) SQANDQT 29
^	 ^ 00265- EQUIVALENCE {q5{S,S,1l,TSti,ty) SRANDQT 3D
00266 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,7,1y,SH5(1,11y SQANDQT 31
^'^ 00267 EQUIVALENCE {Q5I1,8,11,PIt,1,1}1 SQANDQT 32
I CI 04268 EQUIVALENCE {R5{t, 10,1},THIN{1,1)} SQANDQT 33
^ 00269 EQUIVALENCE [QS{1,11,i1,TMA1Sli,1f} SOANpQ7 34
•i 00270 EQUIVALENCE IRS{1,12,1},pREACC{t,iy) SQANDQT 3500271 EQUIVALENCE {QS(1,13,i},PRECON{1,1)y 5QANDQT 36
li 00272 EQlIVALENCE ERSEt,14,1y,HFLUX{1,1}) SQANDQT 3700273 .EQUIVALENCE I451t,1S.1),EFLUX{1,1y) SQAp{pgT 38
i 00274 EQUIVALENCE (Q5It,16,1},FU5ION{1,11} SDANDQT 3900x75 EQUIVALENCE IgSft,17,1},RAp5W1's[i,i)) SgANpQT 40
00276 EQUIVALENCE {Q5{1.18,1},RADLWG{1,1)) 50ANDQT 41
` 00277 EgUIVALENCE {RS{1,19,1},ICLOUD{1,1)) SQANDQT 42
C SQAhIpQT 43
3 C GLOBAL MOp EL UPPER-qIR FIELDS SQAFfpRT 44
00278 COP1lMON /QANDQT/ QUt72,9,t4,46f SQANDQT 45
C 5QANDQT 46
^ 00279 DIMEitiSI'ON U[72,9,1d,1) SQANDQT 47 ,
3 04280 DIMENSION Vt72,9,t4,1) SQANDQT 48
04281 DIMENSION T[72,9,14,t} SQANDQT 43
'!`', OD282 DIMENSION SH172,9,14,1! SQANDQT 50




^^, t.:yz.a.... .. ...^.-^pa aY,.
4g pip. . } ^	 ^	 ,	 ^`,
,
p028$ DIMENSION	 OMEGA172,126,11 SQANT]R? 52
' 00285 DIMENSION
	 DIASAT{72,126,1} SQANDQT 53





00288 EQUIVALENC£	 fQU{i,i,i,1),Uf1,1,i,1)1 SQANDQT 57
00289 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{),1, 3 .f),V{1, 1 ,1,1}) SQANDQT $8
00290 EQUIVALENCE	 { QUf1,1,5,1} , T{1,1,1,1 }1 SQANDQT 59
00281 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U{1,1.7, 1},SH{1,t,1,11} SQANDQT 60
00292 EQUIVALENCE	 iQU[1,1,9,11,PHi{1,1,1,111 SgANDQ7 61
00293 EQIJIVALT=IVCE	 [QU(T,1,ii,1),flMEGA(1,1,1}f SQANDQT n2
00294 EQUIVALENCE	 [gU(1,1,i2,11,DIA8AT11,1,i}1 SQANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 [ QU{1,1.13 , 11,RADSW[t,1,11i 5QANpQT 64
00296 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,id,1I,RADLYi{1,1,1)1 SQANDQT 65
C SQANDQT 66
C * SgFOLE5 2
C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQAOLES 3)
00297 COMMON /QPOLES/ PPf2,2} SQPOLES 4}
^ 00298 COMMON /QPOLES/ UP[9,2,21 SOPOLES 5
^ 00299 COMrnON /QPOLESi VP(9,2,21 SQPOLES 6
00300 COMMON /QPOLES/ TP[9,2,2} SQPOLES 7
00301 COMMON /4POLESI SHPf9,2,21 SQPOLES 8
00302 COFdMON	 /QpOLES/	 PkIPi9,2,21 SgPOLES 9
C SQPOLE3 10
C r	 • SSYRKFLD 2





C +	 r	 * SWORKSD 2
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL WOR}{ AREAS SWORKID 3
00344 COMMON
	
CARQ[10},	 DATA(1441,	 CATA(144) SWORi{1D 4
00305 COTdMON
	 P1i{72,9),	 PT{72,9} SWORKID 5
00306 CHARACTER*8	 CARD SWORKID 6
`^	 '^ C SWORKIO 7
G •	 • ssLExP 2
p G SURFACE TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION SSLExF 3
h► 00307 SLEXpfTS,PHIS}
	 = ExPf p HIS!{RGAS a {T5+.5 w 8ETA + PHIS/GRAN})} SSLExP 4
^ C 55LEXP 5
i C DEBUG SBEGDEB 2
fy	 ^ 04308 10000 CONTINUE SBEGDEE 3
1^ C •* GY9ER SCALAR VERSION 04.001	 INPUT,IO q SBEGDEB 4
C •` CYBER SCAL,CR.VERSION 04.000 SBEGDEB 5
C *a*• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGDEB 6
CSSS53S55S$SS55SSSSSS55555555555SSS555SSSS5$555SS35S55ffiSSSSS5555SSSSSSSSS9EGDE8 7ii
C 55MSHAP 41
C rrarrrrr•rrawrrrrrrr^rrrwwsrrrrrr+rarrrr.rrrrearrrwwra..rrwrrr. SSPnSHAP 42L..rrrr r+r. 55MSHAP 43
C * r ^"	 LOOP OVER ALL QUANTI7IE5 TO SMOOTH 	 •' ► * SSMSHAP 44
G *+*•	 •••• 55MaSHAF 45
1) G rrairawrrwrar^,riafrrarY^rryuwrlrr ► rwa6*rrrwraaryawywralryrvrrraae ♦ SSFnSHAP X16
C SSM5WAP 47
00309 DO	 1900 KF=1,2 SSrdSHA.P 48
00310 GO	 TO	 (100,200),	 iSF SSMSHAP 49
C SSrdSHAP 50
.1 {,+ rrrrrrrrrrrrwrara+rrrrrr+rerrrrrr.Warrr. ► rrrr.rsrrwwwrrrrr+.rrr SSMSHAP $1
C *+ •r	 •••* SSh1SHAP 52
C •+••	 SEA LEVEL PRESSURE,	 `••• SSTnSHAP 53
C •**•	 SEA LEVEL TEMPERATURE,	 •*•• SSMSHAP 5dF C " *•	 AND POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE	 •r•• SSMSHAP 55
C **'•	 ••*' SSM5WAP 56
_ (+ r+rrrrrrrrra+s. ♦ w+rrrrrwraarrre.rrar+rarwrraswrrr.rrrrra.rrrr^ar SS^l4SHAP 57
C SS[nSHAP 58




00313 LM = 2 + NLAY +	 i SSMSHAP 6i
00314 M	 =	 1 S5Fd5HAp 62
00315 DO	 140	 J=1,^fNP SSM5WAP 63




+	 PTO p I ►SLEX p {TS{1,J},PHIS{1 , J)} SSMSHAP 65
00318 FI_D ( 1,J,2}.=	 TS { 7,J}	 ^	 BETA • AHI5 { 1,J1/GRAN SSMSHAP 66
00319 FLD { 1,J,2+NLAY+1}	 = GT{1,JJ	 + BETA r PHiS ( 1,J)/GRAN 55MSHAP 67










_,^	 _ _	 __	 _
00320 DO	 106	 L=1,NLAY SSIASHAp 68
00321 FLD11,J,2+L ► 	 =	 TP[L,NB,M)/EXPBYH{PPfNB,M}'SIGiL1 + PTDP} SSM5HAP 69
00322 106
	 CONTINUE SSfdSHAP 70
0 p 323 Dp	 110	 I=1,IM SSh15HAp 71
Q p 324 FLD(I,J,I)	 =	 FLD(i,J,i1 SSM5HAP 72
00326 FLDfI,J,21	 =	 F'LD[1,J,2} SS ►A5HAP 73
00326 FLa1F,J,2•M1►LAY•it
	 =	 FLD r 1,J,2 • NLAY • 11 SShiSHAF 74
00327 DO	 110	 L=1,NLAY SSM5HAP 75
00328 FLpiI,J,2^L)
	 =	 FLD[1,J,2+L1 SSh".SNAP T6
00329 110	 CONTINUE SSM5HAP 77
00330 M = Z SSM5HAP 78
00331 GO TO id0 SSM5HAP 79
.00332 120	 CONTINUE SSM5HAP 80
00333 on	 130	 i = 1,IM SSM5HAP 81
00334 FLD1i.J,i}	 =	 1P[I,NB,J1
	 ^	 ATOP}*SLEARITSE1,Ji,PH75{I.J ► ) SSPASHAP 82
00335 FLQII,J,21	 =	 TS.fI,J)	 ^	 BETA + PHIS{I,J}/GRAN - SSM5HAP 83
00336 FLD(i,J,2+NLAY+11
	 =	 GTfI.J1	 +	 BETA + PHFSJI,J}/GRAN SSM5HAP 8d
00337 b0	 130	 L = 1,NLAY SSFJISHAP 85
00338 FLD(I,J,2'!_)	 =	 TiI,L,Ne,J1/ERP6Y)SiP[I,N6,J} • SIGILI + PTOP1 SSM5HAP 86
00339 130	 CONTINUE SSM5HAP 87
00340 140	 CONTINUE SSM5HAP 88
00341 -	 GO TO 300 S$hiSHAP 89
C SSM5HAP 90
^+ rar.+r«++arrrrrr+r.rrrr..rrr+r..rr.arrr+r.v+rrr..rr.r.rr.rr.r+. $S[ASHAP 91C • • *+	 +"' SSM5HAP B2
C * r• -	 U AND V WINp COMPONENTS	 ••** SSM5HAP 93
C •••'	 ••'^ SSM5HAP 94C, rrrrrrrrr^aasrrrrr•r.rraa.ra*r.rrrrrrrrrrs+r.r.+rrrrrasr..r 	 ^.. SShiS HAP 95
C SSM5HAP 96
00342 200	 CONTINUE SSF15HAp 97
O p343 HFSGN = '1 SSM5HAP 9$
00344 LM = 2*NLAY SSMSWAP 99
00345 hi	 =	 1 SSfASHAPipO
00346 DO 240 J=i,JNp SSfASHAPi07
OC347 IF	 (J.NE.1	 AND,	 J.NE.JNp 1	 GO TO 220 S5MSHAPi02
00348 p0 210 L=1,NLAY 55:1SSHAP103
q0949 LL = L * NLAY S5M5HAP104
00350 DO	 210	 I=i,IM SSMSHAP105
00351 FLD{I,J,t3
	 =	 -SINLONfI) + UPfL,NB,M)
	
*	 SGNP[M1 rCOSLONIII • VP(L,NB,M1 55MSHAP706
00352 FLD{T,J,LL}	 _	 -SGNPIMI'COSLONfI1 rUPiL,NB.Nf1	 - SINLONiI1•VP[L,N$,M)SSMSHApi07
OD353 21D	 CONTINUE SSMSHAP108
00354 M = 2 SSMSHAP109
00355 GO TO 2t0 SSfASHAPifO
00356 220	 CONTINUE S5MSHAP1t1
fl0357 00 230 L=1,NLAY SSMSHAP112
003SF3 DO	 230	 I=i,INi SSMSHAPi13
00359 FLDfI,J,L1	 =	 UfI,L,N6,J) SSMSHAPt1d
00360- FLD(i,J,L'NLAY}	 =	 V(I,L,NB,J) SSMSHAPiiS
00361 230	 CONTINUE 5SMSHAP116
00362 Zd0	 CONTINUE SStJS5HAP117
C S5FASHAP i i8
(^ rrr+.a rarrrrarwrrrsar,r rrrasrrrrrrsraarrrrrrar.rsrarasra.aarar.r $SMSHAP1i9
C .r++	 rrr+ SShi5HAp120
C •'••	 VAR'IABtE ORDER SMOOTHING IN LONGITl1DE DIRECTSON 	 *• ► * 55MSi-1Ap121
C " •+	 VARIA6LE FEATURE NORMALLY NOT USED 	 'r•'• SSMSHApi22
C ••+r	 •••• S5iA5HAP123
(^+ +r»rrrrr+rr>»rrrrarrrrrrrrr r+ai»+r ► rawrr+r ► rrraaraaerw•+rrra+rr 5Sh1SHAP72d
C SSh15WAP 125
00363 300	 CONTINUE SSMSHAp12f^
00364 RO	 1180	 L=1,Lhi SSMSHAPi27
00365 DO 1010 J=2,JM 55fASHAPi28
00365 NSM = 8 SSMSHAPi29
C SSMSHAp130() rrrarrrar+rrrrrrrr.rrrrrwrarrrrrraarrrr.rrarrrrrrrwr.r+rrrrr«r+ SSMSHApi3i
C •'•'	 '••• SSFASHAP132
C '*•'	 DETERMINE ORDER FRONT JO4 AND JOB 	 ••+• SSfASHAP133
C •*••	 r•+' SSfASNApi34
. {•+ rrrrr+ ♦ rrrrrkrr+rwarr»*rarrrrrrrrrrrr»rrrra.rrrrrsrrrrrrr«rrr.r SShSSHAP135
C 35h4SHAP i 36
00387 IF	 (J.LE.JOB	 .OR.	 J_GE.JM+ 2-JQH)	 NShS = A S5PASHAPi37


















00365 CR =	 {-4}* + NSM SSIASHAPi39
40370 DO	 1020	 I=7,IM SSMSWAP140
00371 OATA[I}	 =	 FLD{I,J,L1 SSFJSSHAPi41
00372 1020	 COh17iNl1E SSMSHAP1d2
00373 p0 1030 N=1,NSM SSM5HAP143
00374 I	 =	 iM SSMSHAA144
04375 p0	 1035	 I p l=1,IM SSMSHAP145
00376 CATAII}	 =	 OATAfIP1}	 -	 DATAfII SSMSHAp146
p 0377 I	 =	 IA1 SSMSHAP147
00378 1035	 CONTINUE SSIASHAPI4$
00379 iS1	 =	 IM S5MSHAP749
40380 p0	 1040	 I=1,iM SSFASHAP150
00381 DA7AfI}
	
= CATAfI}	 -	 ^AFAfI511 SSMSHAA15i
00382 I51
	 =	 I. SSfdSHAP152
00383 1040	 CONTINUE SSh15HAPt53
00384 1030	 CONTINUE SSMSHAp154
00385 DO	 i050	 I=1,ih1 SSMSHAP155
00388 FLDfI,J.L}
	
=	 FL p fi,J,L}	 -	 pATA4T}/CX SSMSHAP156
00387 7050	 CONTINUE SSMSHApi57
00388 1010	 CONTINUE SSMSWAPi58
C SSFhSHAp 159
C rrrr +r•rr.rra.rr...wr+r.	 r..+ .+rrr.r.rrrarr+.rr.r +rrarrr..rr.+ SSMSHAA160
C rra.
•+r+ SSMSHAP16i
C * r *-	 VARIABLE ORDER SMOOTHING IN LATITUDE DIRECTION «+r« SSTASHAP162
C •*•>	 tCOMPL$TE MERIDIAN} •r-+ SSfA5HAPl63
C •»>•	 VAf;IAf3LE FEATURE NORMALLY NOT USED •->• SSF135HAP164
C ••+r	 NO SHAPIRO FILTER ON YlINDS IN THIS p IRECTiON iear SSF1lSHAP165
C «r ++ •••• SSf:95HAPi66
C +rsrr+a.rr ► rr+r*a++*a ► rrr.. rarrrrrarrrrarr ► rrarrrrrrrarrrrr +...r SSMSHAP167C SSIdSHAP 168
00389 iF	 fKF.E0.2}
	
GO TO	 i180 SSIASHAP169
00390 NSM = 8 SSMSHAP170
00331 DO	 t110	 I=1,IMD2 SSFJlSHAP171
00392 IX = I	 ^ IMD2 SSFISSHAPi72
00393 DO	 1120	 J=1,JM SSMSHAP173
OR394 DATAiJ}.=
	 FLDfi,J,L} SSMSHAAt74
00395 DATA{J+JM}	 = KFSGN • FLD(I7S,JM-J + 2,L} SSMSHAP175
00396 1120	 CONTINUE SSMSHAF17600357 JL2 = 0 SSP+15^i4P177
00398 DO	 1750 N=1,NSM SSMSHAP178
00399 J = JMT2 SSMSHAP179
00406 DO	 1185	 JP1=(,JMT2 SSIL'SHAPt80
00401 CATAfJ}
	
= pATAfJ p 1}	 -	 DATA{J} SSFASHAA181
00402 J	 =	 JP1 SSMSWAP182
00403 6135	 CONTINUE SSMSHAP18300404 J51	 = JMT2 551^1SHAP 184
00405 DO	 1740 J=1,JMT2 SSFIISHAPI$5
00406 DATAfJ}	 = CATAfJI	 -	 CA TAf,151} SSF85HAP186
00407 JSt	 =	 J SSFASHAP187
0040.8 tt40	 CONTINUE SSlhSHAPi$8C SSF115HAA 189(; ..rrrrr++rr.rrr+rarrw+rr+.rrr+.rrr++rrrrr,.rwrrrarrrrr+rrar +.,.... SSid5HAp 190
C •«.r •«•+ SSMSHAP191
C •	 «-	 SKIP OUT AT EARLY ORDER SHAPIRO «••« SSMSHAFi92C r«.• •'-- SS?lSSHAPi93




00409 JL1	 =	 JL2	 +	 1 SSFd5HAAf96
00410 IF	 {N.E4.2}	 JL2 = Jp4 SSMSHAP197
004f1 iF	 {N.EQ_41	 JL2	 =	 JOS SSPASHAPI9B
OOdi2 IF	 fN.EO.e}	 JL2	 =	 JMD2 SSFA5HAPi99




00415 CV =	 i-4} r *N SStASHAP202
04416 DO	 iid5	 J=JLI,JL2 SSf:15HAP203
00417 FLbfI,J,L}	 =	 FLD[I,J,L}	 -	 p ATAfJ)/CY SSh15HAP204
00418 FLD{iX,JM-J+2,L}
	
=	 FLDfIX,JM-J + 2,L}	 - KFSGN*DATAIJ^JM}/CY SShiSHAP205
00419 IF	 fJ.ER.JM-J+21
	
GO TO	 1145 SSfA5HAP206
00420 FLDfi,JM-J{2,L}
	 =	 FLDfI,JM-J + 2,L}	 -	 DATA{JM-J + 2}/CY SSMSHAP207
00421 FLDfIX,J,L}	 =	 FLDfIx,J,L)





































04423 -	 1950 CONTINUE 55h15WAP29D
00424.- i11D CONTINUE 55[ASHAP211
00425- 1180 CONTINUE 55MSHAP212
00426 GO	 70	 41200,1300!,	 KF SSMSHAp2i3
C SSMSHAP214
v+	 v«s..rrrr.r,. ♦ rrar•.rrrrswa•rar.r.rrr.•*•.•r ► rr....a«.......«... S5FASHAP215C	 +.«r* rr«« SSh15HAP216
C •*" SEA LEVEL PRESSURE,	 ••'* 55MSHAA217
C	 `••' SEA LEVEL TEMp ERATUP.E,	 -•'' S5fA5HAP218
C +" + AND POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE	 •««• SSMSHAP219C	 +`•• *•*- S5hSSHAP220(,	 rr.. wrar•r.r+irsrrr*rsrrrrrrarrrrr.r*rrrs.rrr.srrrrs^.s.r«..•.• $SMSWAP22'E
C 55MSHAF222
00427 1200 CONTINUE SSMSHAP223
40428 M =	 T S5Fd5HAP224
00429 bD	 1280	 J=1,JNP SSMSHAP22S
00430 IF	 (J.NE.I	 .ANI1.	 J.NE.JNP)	 GO	 TO	 7240 55MSHAP226
00431 OO	 9 224	 L= 1 ,LIST SSFASHAp227
00432 SFFOL = 0. SSh15HAP228
OD433 b.O	 1210	 I=i,IM 55MSHAP229
00434 SFPOL
	 =	 SFFOL	 +	 FLR4F,il,L1 SSfASHAP23D
OD435 1210 CONTINUE 55TASHAp231
00436 . F1-bf1,J,L)	 =	 SFPCL/IM SSMSHAP232
D0437 1220 CONTINUE SSMSWAp233
D0438 TURF
	 = FLb{i,J,2)	 - BETA r PWFSf1,J)/GRAY SSFASHAP234
OD439 PP{NB,M)	 =	 FLD11,J,11/5LE1SP{TSURF,PHFS{1,J)) 	 -	 PTOP SSh1SHAP235
04440 DO	 1225	 I=f,IM 55f1SHAP236
OD441 P{I,NB,J)
	 =	 PP[NB,HI) SSMSHAP237
40A42 1225 CONTINUE SSPASHAP238
00443 bq	 1230	 L=1,NLAY SSMSHAP239
00444 TP4L,NB,M7
	 =	 FLL141,J.2+L} • EXPBYK4PP(NB,M} • SIGfL)+PTDPI 55MSHAP240
Ofl445 q^	 1227	 I=i,IM SSfASHAP241
00446 T1I,L,NB,.}1	 =	 TP4L,NB,M1 SSMSNAp242
00447 1227 CONTINUE- SSMSHAp243
D0448 1230 CONTINUE SSh15HAP244
00449 IF	 (PHIS(1,J1.E0.0,1	 GO 70	 1235 55h1SHAP245
D0450 GT{[,J1
	 =	 FLb41,J,2 •NLAY + 1}	 - BETA • PHIS[1,J)/GRAN SSfASHAP246
OD451 bO	 1233	 I'=i,IM SSfA5WAP247
44452 GT(I,il)
	 = GT(1,J} SSMSHAP248
00453 1233 CONTINUE SSIASHAP249
Dp 454 1235 CONTINUE 55hRSHAP250
D04S5 M = 2 SSh1SHAP25i
60456 GD TO	 52130 S5h75HAP252
00 47 1240 CONTINUE SSMSHAF253
00456 bO.	 T260	 I = i,IM SSMSHAP254
O p 459 TSURF	 = FLD{E,J,2)
	 -	 BE TA`FHIS4I,il)/GRAN 55dA5HAp255
00460 P^I,NB,J)
	
=	 FLb4I,J,1)/SLEXP4TSURF,PHIS{ F , J)) 	-	 PTDP SSlASHAp256
00461 OD	 1254 L-i,NLAY SSPA5HAP257
D0462 T4I,L,NB,J)	 =	 FLQ4I,.},2*L)*EX p BYK4 p (I,NB,J)^5IG(L) + ATOP} SSMSHAP258
00463 125D CONTINUE SSMSHAP259
00464 IF	 1PRI54L,J}.EQ.4.}	 Gq TO	 9260 SSIASHAp264
00465 GT4I,J)
	 =	 FLb(I,J,2+NLAY+1)	 -	 8ETA*PHIS{I,J)/GRAN SSIISSHAP261
00466 1260 CONTINUE SSMSHAP262
OOA67 1280 CONTINUE SSh75HAP263
00468 GD TD	 4440 SSMSHAP26d
C SSfASHAP265L+	 *r+rrsr rs ► rar•r+r+^+s.«+ ►+rsf^rsrrrs*sr+.rr+s.w•r+r ► rr+Y+s+r.*r«...« SSFASHAP256
C	 ' U ANb V W2Nb CDMPONENT5 	 •••` S5fA5HAP268
C	 '++* `*•* 55MSHAP269
(,+	 ...«rrr+*« rr+«+..ria*rstrr ► rs«+*^rrsrw..rarr.,«r^.rr:y+.rwrrrr++,.w*.s SSMSHAP270
C SSMSMAP279
OD469 1300 CONTINUE 55M5HAP272
D4476 M =	 1 55MSHAP273
00471 Db.93$O il=1,JNP SSMSHAP274
00472 IF	 (J.NE.1	 .ANO.	 J.NE.JNP)	 GO TD	 134D SSMSWAp275
40473 pO.	 1320	 L=1,NLAY 5S)45HAP276
00474 LL = L + NLAY SSMSHAP277
40475 SUF	 =	 p . SSMSHAP278
00476 SVP	 =	 0. S5h15HAp279








^U00478 5Up	 =	 SUP	 -	 SINLDNfI) + FLDfI,J,L1	 -	 SGNPIMI + COSL0NfI} • FL p f1,J,LL1 SSM5HAP2B100479 SVP	 =-SVP	 +	 SGNPtM1 + COSLDNfI1 • FLDfI,J,LI	 -	 SINLDNfI1 + FLDfI,J,LL1 55MSHAP282 F-'00480 1310 CONTINUE SSFd5HAP283 fl00481 llP{L,NB,M}	 =	 5UP/iM S5^ISHAP28440482 VPIL,N8,M1
	
=	 SVA/IM SSFASHAP285i 004$9 DO	 1315
	 I=1,IM 55MSHAP2866048d UfI,L,NB,JI
	 =	 -53 NLON1^} • UPfL,NB,M)	 ^	 SGNP[M}'COSLDNfI1^VpfL,NB,Fd1SSM5HAp2B700485 VfI,L,NH,J}
	 _	 -SGNPIMI • Ct75LON1I1 + UP1L,N8,M}	 -	 SINLONII)•VPfL,NS,MISSMSHAF288
OC486 1315 CDNTINVE SStJ15HAP28904487 1320 CDNTINUE SSl'ASHAP29004488 M = 2 SSMSHAP29t004$9 Gp TD 1380 SSMSHAP29200490 1340 CONTINUE SSh1SHAP2930491 DO	 1360 L=1,NLAY SS^ASHAP29400492 p0	 1350	 I=1,IM SSMSHAP295
f
00493 UfI.L,NB,J)
	 =	 FL p {I,J,L) S5MSHAP296
OD494 V1i,L,NB,J)	 W	 FLDfI.J,L^NLAYI S5MSHAP297
^	 I
''
00495 1350 GONTINUE SSMSHAP29800496 1360 CONTINUE SSF85HAP29900497 1380 CONTINUE SSFd5HAP3DD4049$ 1400 CONTINUE 55F1ESHAp30140499 1900 CONTINUE SStA5HAP302




^.^^ 106 31 t 310
^ t 10000 308 0 Q
3a2 370 ^^,-^} 1020lit 1034 384 373
^ 1035 378 375 (^ .^
^ 1040 383 380
^, 1""'^ 1050 387 385
^ it0 329 323	 's 273 1110 d24 391
^3.^1120 396 393`' 1 135 403 404 ,^	 ^,
b 1140 408 405
±-_ 'yj
1145 422 416	 419




'?l 120 332 316
'240 42T a269 1214 435 433
k •	' 1224 437 431
1225 442 440
^1 1227 a47 445




} 1250 463 461
1260 466 45$	 464
1280 467 429	 456






^^ 1350 495 492
1350 496 491
^^ 1380 497 471	 489


































1904	 _ 499 309
2.04 342 314
Zi p 353 348	 350
220 356 347






--NAME-------BLACK------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A =A4;GLI5T. C=CTRL DF DO. I=DATA INTT,	 R=REAP,	 S=STORE,	 Y7=WRITE
ADATE CCNTRL C1-ERA+B SIMPLE 3 16
Aâ LDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
ALBEDO pAN â qT REAL ARRny 244 262
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
ATIME CCNTRL CM1AR-$ SIMPLE 4 17
SETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147 307 318 319 335 336 a3B
	 asp	 459	 465CALT0,1 RCNTRL REAL SIP,SPLE 185
CARD !! GE^1AR+8 ARRAY 304 306
CATA /r REAL ARRAY 304 376/5	 38t 38f 401/5 X06 406
CC CCNTRL CHAR+H ARRAY 14 1S
CCO CCNTRL CMAR^B SIMPLE 2 t4 t5
CCNTRL- REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 g	 g	 s0	 1t
i3
CCSP p 6 CCNTRL CMAR•B SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP p 7 CCNTRL CHAR^B SIMPLE 8 2i
CCSP p8 CCNTRL CHAA•8 SIhSPLE 9 22
r..
12
CONi ADPARlA REAL SIMPLE 207
CONiDT RDPAgI'd REAL SiM17PLE 208
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 208
CQN2â T RâFARM REAL SIMPLE 21fl
CON3 RDPARM REAL STMPLE 21i
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SdM11PLE 2i2
COM4 RâFARM Rt:AL SIMPLE 213
CON4DT RDPARM14 REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
COSD AGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
CDSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2i7 351
GP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE td9
CP â 2 RE7PAAM REAL SIMPLE 218
C4S CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
_
12
CQ13 CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i3
CX REAL SIMPLE 369/5 386
GY REAL SIMPLE: 4!5/S 4i7
DATA // REAL ARRAY 3fl4 371/5
A14/S A14
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SiAdPLE i50
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
âECMAx RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
â IA9AT QANDgT REAL ARRAY 2HS 294
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
â I_AT AGNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
p LON RCNTRL REA1. SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239
â T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156
â XP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 215
pXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 220
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 22T
ECCN RCNTRL REAL 57MPLE 157
EFLLiX OANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183
EPSfAC RCNTRL REAL SINSPLE 184
FtDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223
F2â T RDPARE'1f REAL. SIMPLE 224
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
FILTER L âFARM LOGICAL ARRAY 200 203
FLD // REAL ARRAY 303 3t7/S
328/5 328
352	 a78	 47g	 a8a	 485
418	 420	 421
376
	 376	 381/5	 386	 39a/S	 395/5	 401	 407	 d06

























386!5 386 39a 395
421 434 436/5 438




160 307 318 319







323/C 324 325 326
335 335 336 336
351 352 352 352
371 374/5 376 376
385 386 391lC 392
4481C 44i 445/C 446
460 462 462 462
a76 476 479 479




25 26 27 28
36 37 38 39
47 48 49 50
58 59 60 61











26 323 333 350








7S 77 78 79









392/5 395 418 418
3i5/C 3i6 316 3i7
3i9 325 324 324
334 334 334 335
338 345/C 347 347
367 367 368 368
395 899/5 dp1 401
417 Gil 418 418































































































417!5 417 418/5 4i8	 42015	 420
439 444 450 459	 460	 462
493 494
335 336 438 450	 a59	 465















328 333/C 334 334
336 33B 338 338
358rC 359 359 360
377/5 3$0/C 381 381
394 .417 4T7 420
451/G 452 45$/C 459
454 465 465 465
479 479 483/C 484
493 494 494
29 30 31 32
40 q1 42 43
51 52 53 S4
62 63 64 65
73 74 75 76
193 T94 195 i95
358 370 374 375 379
451 458 477 481 482
80 81 82 83 ea
334 334 335







































































- - - °- — - - .	 Tamar
441 444 446 a49 450 d50 450 452 452 459 459
460 460 460 462 462 462 464 d6S 465 465 471






397/5 409 410/5 411/5 4]2/5 413 416 t
30 365 367 368 393 395 395 418 41fl 418 413
420 420 47.0
31 412
32 399 400 403 405 414 421
33 315 316 346 347 429 434 471 a72
34 368 368 410






309lC 310 389 425







320/C 321 321 321 327/C 328 328 337/C 3wfl 338 338
348/C 348 35} 351 351 352 352 357/C 359 359 360
360 364/C 371 38$ 386 394 395 417 417 418 478
420 420 421 421 431/G 434 436 443iC 444 d44 444
d46 446 467/C 462 462 462 473/C 474 478 479 481




92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 ^
103 104 qZ ^
I}6 141
200 241 202 ^^
t10 135 ^
iTl 136
709 334 ^ ^
114 139
349/5 352 47415 478 479
^ ^313/5d2 344/5 364 431 ^
107 t32 ;"'108 133 ^ ^
103 105 106 107 T08 109 110 111 lit 113 114
128






31d/S 317 32t s2I 330/5 345/5 35T 351 351 352 352
352 35d/5 428/5 d39 A4i d4d 444 A46 4555 470/S d78 '









































































































































.. - _ ^'^
412 415
334 338	 338	 351	 351 35.^.	 352 ^
441 4a4	 44a	 446	 aa6 46C	 462
48+1 484	 485	 d85	 485 49:i	 49b
N INTEGER SIMPLE
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMALE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAL7 ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDDUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDPHY fCNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDT ICNTRL fiVTEGER SIMALE
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS1 IDPARh^ INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSFI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYlA1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI LCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMALE
NSDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NS£Q ICNTRL INTEGER- SIMPLE
NSM INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
F1YlAD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMD1 IDPARFA INTEGER SIh1PLE
NYA7DE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
DFAEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY
OFAEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P RAND4T REAL ARRA Y
PH[ QANDQT -REAL ARRAY
PHIP QPOLES REAL ARRAY
PHi9 OANn4T REAL AAAAY
PI RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
PII80 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SiFAPLE
PIMEAN RCNTRL A£AL SIMPLE
PK /% REAL RRRAY
PKSTD RDPARlA REAL SIMPLE
PKTOP RDPARNS REAI: SIMPLE
PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
PP QPDLES REAL ARRAY	 .
PREACC QANDQT .REAL ARRAY
PRECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY
P5MAK RCNTRL REAL SiRIjPLE
p SMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PT /J AEAL ARRAY
FTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIh1PLE
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QANDQT REAL UNKHQWN
QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIlAPLE
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIl9PLE
LEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
POUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
ORSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
QS 4AND0T REAL ARRAY
45FtF LCNTRL LOGICAL- SIh1PLE
QU 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY
373/C 398/C R10 41F
50 317 321 32i
359 360 489 4A1















61 313 3i9 320















249 267 33A 338
283 292
302
242 26D 307 307









326	 3x6	 327	 336	 337	 344	 348








	 319	 334	 335	 336





























297 298 299 300 301 3D2
1az 127
101 T26
24i 260 261 262 263 264 265 265	 267
270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
99 724






RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170
- RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 28T 296
RADLwG gnNDQT REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW OnNOOT REAL ARRAY 255 295RADS4IG QAPJOQ? REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY iI37 188
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIIAPLE 145 187 188
RCNTRL - REAL UNKNOWN i45 f45 147 148 149 150 151 T52 i53 i54	 i55 ^^'
156 157 158 159 ifi0 161 162 153 T64 165	 i65
157 168 15B 170 171 172 173 174 1%g t7fi	 17T
f78 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 185
RpPARM REAL UNKNOWN 206 .207 208 209 2i4 21i 212 2f3 2fA 215	 2ifi
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226	 227
' 228 229 290 2.31 232 233 234 235 236 237	 238
', 239 240
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 17i 307
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RDPARh1 AEAL ARRAY 230
ROCP ACt1TRL REAL SIMPLE i72
ROCPDT RDPAR^1f REAL SIMPLE 231
ROCPP 1 RDPARr^1 REnL Sih1PLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SII4PLE 174
SEASON .RCNTRL REnL SIMPLE 175
SFP4L REAL SIMPLE 432/5 434 / 5 434 436j SG NP RDPnRM REAL ARRAY 233 351 352 478 479 484 485
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 282 291
SHP OPOLES REAL ARRAY 301
SHS QANDQT AEAL 4RRnY 246 266
SIG ADPnRM REAL ARRAY 240 321 338 a4a 462
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY }76
SIND RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE i77
^
1^
SINL RDPARh1 REAL ARRAY 234










SN2FLG LClJTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE fa0 125
4* SOLS RCNTRL Rl:AL SIMPLE 178
S?ART LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205 G7 ;^
SUP REAL SIMPLE 475/5 A78 /S 478 48i r+^ ^
SVP REAL SIMPLE 476/5 479!5 479 482











^,, is^} TMAX QANDQT AEAL ARRAY 251 20'9 ^'•	 {5.]TWIN OAFJDQT REAL ARRAY 250 268 ^-
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 300 321 444/5 445 °^ ..,
TS QANDQT AEAL ARRAY 247 265 307 307 317 318 334 335 ^,I , TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIi41PLE i79
TSURF REAL SIMPLE 438/5 439 459/5 460
U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 359 484/5 493/S
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 298 351 352 481;5 484 485
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 280' 289 960 485/5 494/5
VER CCNTRI, CHAR•8 SIMPLE 10 23
VP QPOLES AEAL ARRAY 29B 3St 352 482;5 484 485
^ WSAVE RDPARh7 REAL ARRAV 238
RLABEL CCNTRL CHAR'S ARRAY ii 24
PROCEDURE h7nP
', --NAME•------- FYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STR17 FN DEF, A=ARGLiST
EXP REAL INTRINSIC 307
ExP9YK REAL FUNCTION 321
	 338 a4d 462
SLEXP REAL STAY FUNC 307/5





















S	 ,,{	 _ ,
` 00001 SUBROUTINE SOLARI
	 SJ.XLATi SSC}LAR1 2
C SSOLARf 3
. V+ rrrrrw+r.,r+wrx+
	 rr+rrw ► rr ► r.+rwr+r	 xr*+w.x+rwrw*.	 wrr.+
ra•••••
SSDLARI -0
c C ' * r• ' SSDLARI 5
C ► *'••	 COMPUTE SOLAR RADIATION iN THE ATMOSPHERE
	 ^** •r SSDLARI 6C " " +r	 x+r*• S5DLAR1 7
C a+r.rr++rrrrrerwr+r+rrrrr+xrr.+++rrr.w+a.rr+^rxrw+w. ► ry SSOL4R1 8
C SSDLARI 9
C ARGUh1ENT5	 DESCRIPTION SSDLARI 10
' C NLAY	 NURSBER DF SIGI,SA LAVERS SSDLAR f i 1
' C XDAY	 SOLAq DAV OF THE YEAR SSDLARI 12
C XLAT








D0002 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO 5CNTRL 5
00003 COMrAON /CCNTRL/ ABATE 5CNTRL 6
OOOD4 COhiR1Dk /CCNTRL/ ATIME 5CNTRL 7
OOD05 COMMON !CCNTRL/ JIC SCRITRL 800006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ J08 5CNTRL 9
40007 COM1ApN /CCNTRL/ CCSP05 5CNTRL i0
OD008 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 5CNTRL 11
^ 00009 COMh10N /CCNTRL/ GCSP08 5CNTRL 12
00010 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER 5CNTRL i3
D04iI COMMON /CCNTRL/ %LA6EL 	 1i01 5CNTRL 14
D0012 COMMON./CCNTRL/ COS	 t3Dl 5CNTRL i5
? D0013 CORIMCN !CCNTRL/ COU	 f10) 5CNTRL 16
F. C 5CNTRL i7
^ 00014 EQUIVALENCE	 t000,CC1111 5CNTRL tg
QOOi5 CHARACTER•8	 CCO,	 CC1200} 5CNTRL i9
00016 CHARACT.ERr6	 ABATE SGNTRL 20
00017 CHARACTER*B	 ATIME 5CNTRL 21
00018 CHARACTER*8	 ,JIG SGNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER'S	 JDB 5CNTRL 23
40020 CHARACTER*8	 CCSP05 5CNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTEA'8	 CCSP07 5CNTRL 25
D0022 CHARACTER*8	 CCSF06 5CNTRL 26^^
^ 00023 CHARAGTERrB	 VER 5CNTRL 27
^ 00424 CHARAGTERrB	 }SEABEE SGNTRL 28
C 5CNTRL 29








OD025 COMMON /ICNTRL/	 ICD 5CNTRL 32
^	 I 00026 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM 5CNTRL 33




/ICNTRi_/	 IMD2P1 SGNTRL. 35
00029 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW 5CNTRL 361	 l 04030 CDPAi'AON /ICNTAE! JM SGTJTRL 37;` 1^ 00031 COMMON /ICNTRL! JiADZ SCtdTRL 38j OOD32 COMMON /ICNTRL/ dMT2 5CNTRL 39
^I 00033 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP 5CNTRL 40
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SGNTRL 41
OD035 CORIMON./ICNTRL/ JOB 5CNTRL 42
t11
OD036 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ JSP SGNTRL 43
DG437 CO}ANON /ICNTRL/ 	 FfLIAL6 5CNTRL 44
f 00038 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ffLIGW 5CNTRL 4S
00439 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICLISST 5CNTRL 46
OOO4D COMMON /ICNTRL/ KS 5CNTRL a7
D4041 COMMON /ICNTAE/ K.0 5CNTRL 48
^^3 00042 COMMON /SGNTRL/ LOGBR 5CNTRL 49
00043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ RiATiN 5CNTRL 50
00044 COi'AMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SGNTRL 5t
D0045 COMMON /ECNTRE/ MATSUN SGNTRL 521 04046 CDh1AADN /ICNTRL/ MLF	 5121 SCHTRL 53
. 04047 CDMPA4N /ICNTRL/ MADD 5CNTRL 54
00446 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH 5CNTRL S5
. 00049 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MSM SGNTRL S6
D0050 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ N6 5CNTRL 57
OD051 CDMMDH /ICNTRL! ND SGNTRL 58






















00453 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAY SCNTRL 60
00454 C0MIAON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT SCNTRL 61
00055 COM;AON /ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 62
OOD56 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
00457 COM!'7SOH /ICNTRL! NDT SCNTRL 64
00058 COMh1ON / ICNTRLi NH11NS SCNTRL 65
OOOS9 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHM5E SCNTRL 66
00060 COMMON. /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL 67
00051 CO;dMON /ICNFRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
00062 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMt SCNTRL 69
00053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPE SCNTRL 70
00064 COM;RON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
I	 pOg65 COMZJ{ON /ICNTRL/ N5HR SCNTRL 7204066 COM;!SON /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 SCNTRL 73
04pfi7 COM;JiON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 74
^	 OOp68 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
00069 COM;AON /ICNTRL( NYMD SCNTRL 76
00070 COM ;JSON /ICNTRL / NYR4DE SCNTRL 77^
^	 00071 COM1hON /ICNFRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 78
i	 00072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIt SCNTRL 7900073 COMMON /FCNTRLI NMLEV SCNTRL 800007'4 CQI'dr1SON	 /ICNTRL/ NDNQG SCNTRL 81
OD 0 .75 COMMON /ICNFRL/ Iq5	 {30} SCNTRL 82
00075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU	 (101 SCNTRL $3
C SCNTRL 84
OOD77 EQUIVALENCE (ITh{IN ,Ig51 11) SCNTRL 86
04478 EQUIVALENCE fITk1A% ,IQS1 2)1 SCNTRL 86
OODT9 EQUIVALENCE tIPREACC ,iQ5{ 31) SCNTRL 87
g04$D EQUIVALENCE [IPRECON ,iQS{ A 1^ SCNTRL 88
04481 EQUIVALENCE {IWFLU% ,I gS{ 51) SCNTRL 89
00482 EQUIVALENCE {IFFLUX ,IQS1 611 SCNTRL 90
44483 EgUIVALENCE {IFUSION ,IQS{ 7}} SCNTRL 91
00484 EQUIVALENCE {IRADSWG .IQS{ 8}) SCNTRL 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IRAOLWG ,I45{ 911 SCNTRL 93
00086 EQUIVALENC£ {IICLOUD ,FR5i1011 SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
ODD87 EQUIVALENCE {IDtlSEGA ,IQU{ i)1 SCNTRL 95
00488 EQUIVALENCE {IDIABAT ,IqU{ 2}) SCNTRL 97
04089 EQUIVALENCE {IRADSW ,IQU1 311 SCNTRL 98
C SCNTRL 99
04090 EgUIVALENCE {ICO,IC{i)) SCNTRL 7D0
0 q 091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC{ -200) SCNTRL 101
C SCNTRL 102






00092 COMMON !LCN7RL/ LC4 SCNTRL 105
04093 COM;AON /LCN7RL/ gALT SCNTRL 106
0409A COM;JipN /LCN7RL/ RBEG SCNTRL 107
p4095 COMMON /LCN7RL/ QDAY SCNTRL 108
ODD96 COM1hON /LCN7RL / RENO SCNTRL 109
00497 COM;SON /LCNFRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 1i q
00098 COi'JShAON
	
/ LCN7RL / 4PHY SCNTRL 111
00099 COM1lION /LCN7RL/ 4SHF SCNTRL ii2
00100 COMMON /LCN7RL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
0D1D1 COMMON /LCN7RL/ gRSW SCNTRL 114
00142 COMMON /LCN7RL/ 4RSH SCNTRL 115
00103 COMMON /LCN7RL/ Lg 5{301 SCNTRL 116
OOf04 COMMON /LCN7RL/ LQU{10) SCNTRL 117
c scNrRt 118
D01D5 EQUIVALENCE !LENIN ,LQSf 1}} sCNTRL 119
441D6 EQUIVALENCE gtTMA% ,LQSf 2}) SCNTRL i20
40107 EgUIVALENCE (LPREAGC ,LQ5{ 3}} SCNTRL 121
D0108 EgUIVALENCE (LPR'ECON ,LQ5( 4)} SCNTRL 122
40109 EQUIVALENCE {L}fFLUX ,LQ5{ 5)} SCNTRL 123
00110 EgUIVALENCE (EFFLUX ,LQS( 61} SCNTRL 12.4
00111 EQUIVALENCE {LFUSION .LQ5( 7)} SCNTRL 125
00112 EgUFVALENCF; SLRaOSWG ,LQ5{ 87} SCNTRL 126
OOi13
!Y	 00114
EgUIVALENCE {LRADLWG ,LQ5{ 9)} SCNTRL 127
EgUIVALENCE {tICLOUO ,LQS{10)) SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE {LOMEGA ,LQU{ 1)} SCNTRL 130
'	
..	 ,-	 .





._ _	 ^	 _...,.	 ^,..^.^...	 _._ _. ^ ...
	 ^	 _	 - 4
W^I
_	 e^ m	 .1.. _ ,.
00116 EQUIVALEENCE 1LDIA8AT	 ,LQU1	 2)) SCNTRL 131DOi17 EQUIVALENCE (LRA1]SW
	 ,LQUf	 31) SCNTRL 132C SCNTRL 133O p 118 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL t3a00119 LOGICAL Q6EG SCNTRL 13500120 LOGICAL pDAY SCNTRL 136OOt2i LOGICAL 4END SCNTRL 137O p 122 LOGICAL QDUT SCNTRL 13800123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 13900124 LDGICAL QSHF SCNTRL i4000125- LDGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141O p 126 LOGICAL QRS^t SCNTRL 1a200127 LDGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL i44OD12Ii LOGICAL LQ.S SCNTRL 14500129 LDGICAL LQU SCNTRL 146D p i30 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 14700131 LOGICAL LTMAX SCNTRL 1a800132 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL id900133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 15000134.. LOGICAL LHFLUS SCNTRL i5tOOt3S LOGICAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 15200136 LOGICAL LFUSION SCNTRL 153
'
00137 LOGICAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 154p0i38 LOGICAL LRAbLWG SCNTRL 15500139 LOGICAL LECLOUD SCNTRL i56
'
C SCNTRL 157p01d0 LOGICAL LOMEGA SCNTRL 15800141 - LDGICAL LDIABAT SCNTRL T59
' 00142 LOGICAL LRADSIY SCNTRL 160
SCNTRL 16100143 EQUIVALENCE fLCO,LGit^) SCNTRL i62
O p taa LOGIGAL LCO,	 LG(2D0} SCNTRL 163C SCNTRL 164




















00148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL 17000149. COFAFAON !RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 17i
s! 40150 CDM141DN / RCNTRL / bAYSPY SCNTRL i72
+; OO15i CDMM1iON /RCNTRL/ AEC SCNTRL 17300152 CDMFADN /RCNTRL/ DECMAX SCNTRL 174
^t 00153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 17500154 COFAF110N /RCNTRL/ DLAT SCNTRL 176OOt55 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DLDN SCNTRL 1T7OQ156 COMMON /RCNTRL/ bT SCNTRL 178
^
OOi57 . COMFAON /RCNTRL/ ECCN SCNTRL 17900159 COFAMDN /RGNTRL/ G .NU1 SCNTRL 180ODi59 CDri1FADN /RCNTRL/ GNU2 SCNTRL 18100160 COFAMON /RCNTRL/ GRAY SCNTRL 18200)61 GOMFAON /RCNTRL/ OMEGA2 SCtdTR! 1831 00152 COFAMDN /RCNTRL/ PI SCNTRL 184
O p 163 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIT80 5CN1'RL 185
00164 dflMFA01J / RCNTRL / PI2 SCNTRL i86
'I 00165 COb1FACN 1RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL 18700166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAN SCNTRL 18800167 COMMON /RCNTRL/ p SMAX SCNTRL i85
.^ 40188 CDF,4FAON /RCNTRL / PSiV12N SCNTRL 18000169 CDFAMON /RCNTRL/ 15 TOP SCNTRL 19i
Op 170 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RADE SCNTRL i92
00171 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 15300172 CDFA1410N	 /RCNTRL/ RO.CP SCNTRL 19400173 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RSDIST SCNTRL i95OD174 CO?APRON /RCNTRL/ SbAY SCNTRL 19600175 COM1ZMON /RCTJTRL/ S>:A50N SCNTRL 197
OOt76 GOMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE	 12S) SCNTRL 19800177 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL 199f 00178 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SDLS SCNTRL 200














40180 COYSMON /RCNTRL/ PLEVS 1251 SCNTRL 202
00181 CDMrlIDN / RCNTRL / f-If?ATW SCNTRL 203
OOif32 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEATi SCNTRL 204
O4i83 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
00184 COMF110N /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
OD18S COMMON} /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 247
04186 COFAMON JRCNTRL/ PZERO SGNTRL 208
C SCNTRL 209
OOi87 EQl1IVALENCE {RCO,RC1i>) SCNTRL 210
D0188 REAL RC4,	 RC{2041 SCNTRL 211
C SCNTRL 212
j C INTEGi:R MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 213
C __________ ___________ __ SCNTRL 214
I	 06189 COMMON /IDPARM/ IJUMP (46f SCNTRL 21^
Oa18o COMh14N IIDF'ARM/ IDSP42 SCNTRL 216
00191 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX f72} SCNTRL 217
D0192 COMMON /IbpARM/ IROD SCFJTRL 218
00793 COMMON /IDPARM/ JC {461 SCNTRL 219
DOi94 COMMON /iDpA.RM/ JE 12) SCNTRL 220
DD195 COMMOiV'./IppARM/ JP 12,2? SCNTRL 221
00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ {SSTEP SCNTRL 222
04197 CDFdMON /Ib pARM/ MJ 1461 SCNTRL 223
00198 COrdMDN /IDPARM/ N1iM51 SCNTRL 22d
00199 COMMON /IDPARM/ HYMD1 SCNTRL 225
C SCNTRL 226
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 221
C
--
_--__'----------- -- ---- SCNTRL 228
00200 COMMOr9 /LDPARM/ FILTER f46} SCNTRL Z29
442as COMMON. /LDPARr^I/ ITA p E SCNTRL 230
00202 CD1dMON /LDPARM/ START SCNTRL 231
C SCNTRL 232
04203 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
00204 LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 23d
.00205 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
C SCNTRL 236





D0246 COMMON /RpPARM/ ADL p P SCNTRL 239
00207 COrhMON /RDPARM/ CON1 SCNTRL 2d0
00208 COFdMON /RDPARM/ CON1 p T SCNTRL 241
00204 COMUION /RDPARM/ CON2 SCNTRL 2d2
D0214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON2{)T SCNTRL 243
00211 COMrJSON /RpPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 2d4
00212 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT SCNTRL 245
40213 COMM1ION /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
00214 G0117MON /ROFARM/ CDN4DT SCNTRL 247
40215 COFAh10N /RDPARM/ CONS SCNTRL 248
40216 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDSL {46} SCNTRL 249
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON 1721	 - SCNTRL 250
00218 COMMON /Rp PARM/ CPO? SCNTRL 251
0021.9 COFdf410N /RpPARM/ DXP 146) SCNTRL 252
00220 COMMON %RDPARM/ DXYP 1461 SCNTRL 253
00221 COMMON /RDPARM/ DYP 1461 SCNTRL 254
40222 COfa1FdON /R pPARM/ FCORLS (461 SCNTRL 265
00223' COMMON /RpPARM/ FiDT SCNTRL 256
00224 COMMON 1ROPARM/ p2DT SCNTRL 257
04225 CDFAMON /RDPARM / FiiDT SCNTRL 258
^	 06226 COMINON /RDPARM/ 1i2DT SCNTRL 259
00227 COMMON /RDPl+RM/ PKSTp SCNTRL 264
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTOP SCNTRL 261
00229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT 1451 SCNTRL 262
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATp 1461 SCNTRL 263
40231 COMMON /RDAA1IM/ ROC p DT SCNTRL 264
^	 40232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNp fey SCNTRL 266
04234 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL 14S} SCNTRL 267
^	 D0235 COMMON /RDPAfiNI/ SINLON f72} SCNTRL 268
!	 00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ T}iSTD SCNTRL 289
60237 COMMON /RDPARM/ ThiSTD2 SCNTRL 270
40238 COFAMON /RDPARM/ WSAVE 1159} SCNTRL 27t








-	 --	 -	 --	 -	 -- - -
	
-	 -	










04240 COMMON ^/ RDPAAM / SIG	 {91 SCNTAL 273C SCNTRL 27.1
C ^ SCNTRLP 2
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS SCNTRLP 3
00241 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COFR SCNTRLP 4
0024? COMMON /CNTRLP/ CQXL SCNTRLP S
0024 x3 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GDXO SCNTRLP S
00244 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CLH SCNTRLP 7
OG245 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GOl:	 {g1 SCNTRLP 8
04248 CUrISMOIJ / CNTRLP/ GOEF SCNTRLP 9
00247 COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS SCNTRLP 10
00248 COMMON /CNTl1L p / COSROT SCNTRLP 11
00249 GOMZAON /GNTRLP/ CPP SCNTRLP i2
00250 CDMraON /CNTRLP! C7I p SCNTRLP 13
00251 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CUMDAY SCNTRLP 14
00252 COMMON /CNTRLP/ CUh1RAT SCNTRLP 15
00253 COMMON /CNTRLP! G10 SCNTRLP 18
00254 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C100 SCNTRLP 17
00255 COMFAON /GNTRLP/ C40 SCNTRLP 18
00256 CDMh10N !CNTRLP/ DELTA SCNTRLP 19
00257 COMMON /CNTRLP/ bTC3 SCNTRLP 20
00258 COMMON /CNTRLP/ DTOUT SCNTRLP 21
00259 COMMON /CNTRLP/ ED SCNTRLP 22
00260 .COMMON /GNTRLP/ EDNM SCNTRLP 23
00261 GOMrJlON /GNTRLP/ FGOEF SCNTRLP 24
OD262 CDfdMON /CNTRLP/ FMU SCNTRLP 25
00263 COMidON /CNTA{.p/ FWET SCNTRLP 26
00264 COMrISON /CNTRLP/ GAMFAC SCNTRLP 27
00265 C0h1FJlpN /CNTRLP/ GTDPD SCNTRLP 2Q
00266 CDMFdON /CNTRLP/ RICE SCNTRLP 29
00267 COMMON /CNTRLP/ NDTC3 SCNTRLP 30
00268 CON^MQN /CMTRE_P/ NFLW SCNTRLP 31
00269 COMMON /CNTRLP/ PIM SCNTRLP 32
Oa27o coh3MON /CNTRLP/ QHOG SCNTRLP as
00271 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SHLTOP SCNTRLP 34
00272 COMMON !CNTRLP/ SINRDT SCNTRLP 35
00273 COMrAON /C1'ITRLP/ SNDl4N SCNTRLP 36
00274 COh{PdON /CNTRLP/ SNOWS SCNTRLP 37
00275 GOMMOW /GNTRLP/ STBO SCFlTRLp 38
00276 COMMON /CNTRLP/ STERPI SCNTRLP 39
00277 COMf+SON !CNTRL p I STERP2 SCNTRLP 40
00278 COFdfdON /CNTRLP/ TILE SCNTRLP 41
00279 COrdMON /CNTRLP/ TLTDP SCNTRLP 42
00280 COMMON /CNTRL p I r(DAY SCNTRLP A3
00281 - COMMON /CNTRL p I ZLNCO SCNTRLP 44
00282 LOGICAL 4HOG SCNTRLP 45
C SCNTRLP 46
C ^	 ^.• SRADCDM 2
C RAp EATIOM AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS SRApCDM 3
00283 GOMM9N /RADCOM/ AS{72,9),-	 REf72,101 5RAOCOrA 4
00284 COrAMON /RADGOM/ PL{72,9},	 PLE{72,101 SRADCDM 5
00286 COFAMON /RADCOM/ PLH{72,91,	 PLKE{101 SRADCDM 6
00286 COMMON /RADCOM/ TL{72,9},	 TLE172,10) SRADCDM 7
00287 COMMON IRADCOM/ TGr721	 ,TH{72,93 SRADCDM 8
00288 COMMON /RADCOM/ SHL{72,9},	 SHLE{72,f0) SRApCOrJ1 9
00289 COMr,AON /RADCOM/ SHGi72),	 CLOUD{72,i2) SRADCDM 10
00290 COMMON /RADCOM/ SHSAT{72,9),	 GAR^;7^,9) SRADCDM 11
0028 j COMMON 1RADCOM/ RF{{72,91 SRADCDM 12
00292 COrAr$ON /RADCOM/ S5Sf72,9)..SSSE{72,10) SRADCDM 13
00293 COMMON /RADCOM/ HH{72,'9),	 HHE{72,10) SAADCOrd 14
00294 COMMON /RADCDM/ F1H9{72,9) SAApCOFd 15
00295 COMdION /RApCOM/ GVT{72,9).	 CVQ{72,9) SRADCDM !6
00256 COfArdON /RADCDM/ CXDEf9) SRnpCOM 17
00297 COMMON /RADCOM/ SSYALE{72,10),	 SWIL{72,9) SRADCDM 18
00298 COMMON /RARCOM/ ALf72,101 SRApGOPQ 13
00299 COMMON /RAOCDM/ TA^t{72,]01,	 OZALE{72,i0} SRADCDM 20
00300 COMMON /RADCOTI/ TDPABS{72) SRAD.COM 2i
00301 COMMON /RADCOM/ RN{9i,	 TNf9)	 SRS{9)	 STN{91 SRADCDM 22
00302 COrdMON /RADCOM/ TCONDf9),	 TPENE{91 SRApCDM 23
00303 COrdMON IRADCOMI TLOWL,TMEDL,	 NLAYDZ SRADCDM 2d











00305 CD67MON /RADCOM/ OLJAN{191,	 DLAPRf19},	 DLJU,.(t91,	 DLDCTf191 SRADCDM 26




00307 COMMON	 /RADCOF!!/	 PROCMf23},	 DCMXXf23},	 NOZ,	 TDTOZf41;	 CDATEIli) SRApCOM 28
00308 COMMON /RADCDM/ CZHf72},	 WET[721,
	
EVAF,	 PREP1721,	 WIf721 SRADCDM 29
00309 COMMON /RADCOM/ COSZ1721,	 S0,	 RADTRM{72},	 CXL SRADCDM 30
40310 COMMON /RADCDM/ SGi72},	 SP[721 SRADCDM 3i





RCEANf72},	 ICE172} SRADCDM 33
00313 COMMON /RAOCOM/ SNDWf72}, MiXWII72}, 	 FROSTf72) SRADCDM 34




C + SDSDLAR 2
C DYNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FDR SOLAR} SUBROUTINE SDSDLAR 3
00315 COMMON / pSDLAR/ RMEANf72} SDSDLAR 4
00316 COMMON /DSDLAR/ TOTACaS(721 SDSDLAR 5
00317 COFdMQN /DSDLAR/ CDSMAGf72} SDSDLAR 6
.0031$ COFAFRON / pSDLAR/ SCOSZf721 SDSDLAR 7
00319 COMMON /D5DLAR/ FSCAT{72} SDSDLAR 8
00320 COMMON /DSDLAR/ RCLEAR{72} Sb50LAR 9
00321 COMRI4N / pSDLAR/ TEMPif72,8} SDSDLAR 70
',	 00322 CDMh10N /DSDLAR/ FCLOUD(72) SDSDLAR 11
0.0323 COMMON /DSDLAR/ FCLEAR172} SDSDLAR 12
00324 COFdMQN /D5DLAR/ W[72i SDSDLAR 13
00325 CDFdMON /DSDLAR/ ACLEARS721 Sb50LAR td
00326 CDMFADN /DSDLAR/ ACLOUDf72} SDSDLAR 15
00327 COMMON / pSDLAR/ WW172} SDSDLAR 16
(}0328 COMMON /O.SOLAR/ NTOPTf72} SDSDLAR 17
00328 COMMON /DSD[:AR/ NTO p Ff721 SDSDLAR iB
00330 COF,3MDN / pSDLAR/ NTDPI72} SDSDLAR 19
00331 COMMON /DSDLAR/ DARKf72} SDSDLAR 20
00332 COMMON /DSDLAR/ CLEAR(721 SDSDLAR 21
00333 COFAMON /DSDLAR/ CLDUDVf72} .SDSDLAR 22
00334 COMMON /D5DLAR/ FCLD(72} SDSDLAR 23




	 =	 2.9 + X/(1t,	 +	 141.51+X1 +• .635	 ;	 5.925*X} SSOLARi 2D
00337 AOZONEfx.). =	 D21180 + X/11.6	 +	 X*(D.Od2	 ^	 X • 0.6003231) SSDLARI 21
S	 +	 1.08173+X/11.0	 +	 X + 138.571 ++ D.BO5 SSDLARI 22
5	 +	 0.06586*X/f1.0D +	 6 43.63 + XI + *31 SSDLARI 23
C 550LAR1 2d
C DEBUG 58EGp8f3 2
00338 10000 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C +^++ CYBER SCALAR VERSION Od.04i
	 INAUT,IDR SBEGDEB 4
C +••• CYBER 5CALA q VERSION o4.a6a SBEGOE8 5
C •+* CYBER SCALAR VERSION DO SBEGDEB fa
CSSS5355SSSSSS55555555$*555SSSSSSS$5SSS55SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS555$55555SSSSSSSSBEGDEB 7
',' C SSDLARI 25
1 C SSOLARi 27
00339 NLAYPI
	
^ NLAY^1 550LAg1 2$
00340 NLAVP2 = NLAY^2 SSOLARi 25
D03d1 NLAYP3 = NLAV+3 SSDLARI 30
C SSDLARI 31
C SSDLARI 32
`+ +srr:rr*.+ rr rrrrrw ssr rrrrswrrr.rrrrrrr+r.^rarrwsr.rrrrrr SSDLARI 33
C ++***	 *•*a* 55DLAR1 34
C **+'*	 NIGHT TIME SOLAR RADIATION
	 *`•++ SSDLARI 35
(+ rr.• *	rr.rr SSDLARI 36
(,+ srrr,,,.rrrrrsrrrrrr.rrrr»rrw ► rrr+asrr+rr:r ► raw.*.rrrrrrr SSDLARI 37
C SSDLARI 38
i	 00342 DD	 1000	 I=i,IM SSDLARI 39
00343 W{I}	 =	 0.0 SSDLARI 4D
s	 60344 ^LYYJ( I1 	=	 0.6 SSDLARI 41
00345 SGf11	 =	 4.D SSDLARI 42
04346 1600 CONTINUE 550LAR1 43
^ C SSOLAR7 d4
00347 DD	 f045 L=1,NLAV S5OLAR1 45
00348 DO	 1005	 I=1,IM SSDLARI 48
00349 AStI,L1
	
=	 0.0 SSDLARI 47
00350 TEMPItI,tl	 =	 D.O SSDLARI 4B














.. .._ _.. ...	 ...
	
_	
_	 !..	 r .	 . c,.. _.	 ^.
V^^ ..
C SSOLARI 50G	 ++r.++rrrrrr ► rrrrr+rr+rrwrrrrr+rw wr+rr+r+rrrarrrr.+rrrr SSOLART 51
G	 ++,+.	 r+rr+ SSDLARI 52
C •r °""	 COMPUTE COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE
	 •+•°^ SSDLARI 53
C " •+•	 DARK:	 LOGFCAL ARRAY WHIGH IS ,TRUE.	 •^*r* 55DLART 55
C " **+	 FOR GRID-POINTS WHICFt D0 NOT
	 +*+** 559LAR1 56
C	 •"+++	 RECIEUE ANY SOLAR RADIATION.	 "*"*" SSOLARi 57
C	 ++	 `	 •r"+` SSOLAR7 98(`,	 +. rrrawsr.rrrrw rr+rw+ rr rrrr. rrrrr +. rwrar.rr+,r.rr ► .r+rrr SSDLARI 59
C 5SOLAAi 60
p0	 1410	 F=1,IM SSDLARI	 6i
HALOS
	 = COSD°ISINROT » 5INLONfI)	 - COSROT*COSLON{I)1 SSDLARI 62
CDSZ{II
	 = SINL{J) • SIND ^ COSLIJ}"HALOS SSOLAR7 63
7010 CONTINUE SSDLARI	 64
C SSDLARI 65
NDAR}i	 = O SSOLART 66
Dfl 999	 I-1.IM SSDLARI	 67
DARK'{I}
	 =	 CDSZfII	 .LT,	 O,Oi SSDLARI 68
FFf	 BARK {I}
	}	 NDARK	 = NDARK +	 i SSDLARI 69
999 CONTINUE' SSDLARI 70
C 55pLARi	 77
IFi	 NDARK.E4-IM	 }	 RETURN SSDLARI 72
G SSDLARI 73L+	 +wr.r+rrra+rr.+w+r+r+rrrwrrr+.+++rrrr.+rr+rrr++»rrrrrrr+.:+rr+.+. SSDLARI
	
7d
V+	 r++rw	 w""•w SSDLARI 75
C *+- "	 PARTITION OF INCIDENT FLUX SUBJECT TO SCATTERING
	 •`•-• SSOLARi 76
C	 " `-•	 -"•`r 550LAR1 77(+,	 rr++r.++rrr + +rrrrr.rr+ rrrr +r»+rrwrrsrrrrrrrrrrr+arrrrrr.:rrr+rr. SSDLARI 78
C 55OLAR1 79
0o	 T020	 I=1,FM SSOLAR,1	 80
L6i	 bA g K{I)	 )	 GOTO	 1024 SSDLARI 81
RMEAN{I}	 =	 0,0 SSDLARI 82
TOTA6S{I}
	 =	 0,0 SSDLARI 83
COSMAGfI}	 =	 35.4/S4RT{1224.0*COSZII)**2
	 +	 T.0) SSDLARI 84
SCflSZfI}
	 =	 SOr COSZfF} SSOLART 85
FSCATII!	 = 0.647*SCOSZII! SSDLARI 86
L020 rONTINUE SSDLARI 87
C SSOLARi 88(^	 r+rrr-rr+wwrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr+wrrwarrr+rr+rrrr+ry +r.rrr+rrarrrr"++r S$OLARi 69
C	 .•*r+	 +rrr. SSDLARI 90
C	 •++r "	 SCALER 4'IATER VAPOR CONTENT'ABDVE EACH LAYER EDGE
	 '+•* ► SSO^.ARt	 9tG	 r+r•r	 •*"*+ 55DLAP.7 92(^+	 ♦ r+r+r++rrr+r«rrr++rsrrrrrrssrrw ► ; r+arrrrrr+rrrrrr+rrrrrrsrr+rrr SSDLARI 93
ssaLaRS s4
GSTAR - SHLTOP/{SOR7{TLTOP}"GTD p 0} SSOLAR7 95
C SSDLARI 96
00	 1030	 I-1,IM SSDLARI 97
IFf	 DARKfI}	 1	 GDTD	 )030 SSDLARI 9B
TEMPItI,NLAYI
	 PLEII,t)•+2 SSDLARI 99
SWALE{I,I!






IFf	 bARKfI}	 )	 GDTO . 1044 SSDLARi14d
LMI	 = NLAY SSOLARit05
b0	 120	 L=t,NLAY SSDLAR1706
LPt	 =	 L e i SSDLARSt07
TEMPT{I,L!
	 =	 PLEfI,LPI} r `2 SSOLARii08
WLI}	 _	 {TEII+IF1fI,L)
	 -	 TEMASiF,LM1}!*SHL{I,L} SSDLAR1109
S	 /	 IS4RTtTL(I,L)} • G70P0} SSOLARtI10
SV,rILiI,L}
	 =	 WfI} 55gLAR1111
SWALEfI,LPi}	 =	 SWALEfI,L)
	 +	 W{i) SSOLnR11f2




r+r+srr+^.r*rrr ►.r ► ♦ rrr*rrrrr+rsrarrrr++rrwrrwrr ► rrrrr:.ra ► rwrr`rr+•r ++SSOLAR1117
..+++- rr.++"SSOLAR1118
`+" +	 CALCULATE CLOUD-TOP LEVEL,	 NTOPT ++r°•SSOLARi119






























































C •••'•	 FRACTIONAL AREA. DF CLEAR 	 5KV:	 FCLEAR ••-'•550LAR7121
C ••••• •-••-SSOLARii22
C ^•••+	 NOTE:	 LN CURRENT VERSION,	 IF CtOUOS EXISTS THEY ARE -•'-•SSOLAR1i23
C •••"	 ASSU1dED TO OCCUPY THE ENTIRE GRiD ELEMENT. " ••-SSOLAR1124
C •+'••	 THUS,	 FOR A GRI q ELE^lSENT CONTAINING CLOUDS, -••-•SSOLAR1125
C •-•••	 WE	 Y1AVE:	 CLDUD[I,L)	 =	 1.0 ••••-SSOLARil25
C ••r• + 	 FCLOUDfI,L)
	
v	 1.0 •••'•55DLAR1127
C ••""	 FCLEARfI,L}	 = 0.0 •--•-SSOLAR1128
C `•-•' ••••-SSOLAR1129
C `*•'•	 DEFINE LOGICALS: •+-•-SSOLARi130
C •••••	 CLEAR:
	
.TRUE.	 FOA GRiO-POINTS CONTAINING NO 	 CLDU pS --••-SSOLAA713t
C --•••	 CLOUDY:	 ,TRUE.
	
FOR GRID-POINTS CONTAINING ANV CLOUDS •-•^*5SDLAR1132
C ••••• -•-'•550LAR1i33
C r++r.+ ► wrr+rrr++ ► +.rrrrrr.+r.ras.rrrr.wxrrr.»rsw+r»ra+r.ra+.+++.ra.rr•SSOLARi134
C SSOLARt135
00388 DD	 1050	 I=1 , IfUS SSOLAAt l35
00389 IFI	 DARKfI}	 1	 GO7D	 1050 SSOLAR1137









00394 .1050 CONTINU>: SSOLARtt42
C SSOLAR1143
04395 Df3	 1060	 I=t,IM 550LAR9144
00398 ^	 IFf	 QARK{I3	 I	 GO	 TD	 9060 SSGLARf1A5
00397 DO	 140 L=2,NLAY SSOLAR1t4ti
.00398. XX	 = CLOUbfI,L} 55OLAR11d7
00399 LF	 (XX.L7.O.Ot}	 GO	 TO	 140 550LRR1148
DO400 IF	 IXX.GT.D.99}	 GO TO	 130 SSDLAR1149
(}0401 FC	 =	 A111AX1IXX,FCLOUDfI1f 550LAR1150
00402 FCLDUO{T)	 =	 FC 55DLARit51
0441J3 FCLEAR[i)
	 =	 i.0	 -	 FCLDUOIII SSOLAR1152
00404 IF	 fNTOPF(I).LT.NLAY}	 GO TO	 140 SSOLAR1153
004D5 NTOPFfI}	 = t SSOLARif54
00406 GD TO 140 SSOLARi155
00407 130 CONTINUE SSgLAR1956
00408 IF	 INTDPT(I}.LT.NLAY1	 GD TQ	 140 SSOLAR1157
00409 NTOPTfI1	 = L 550LAR1158
q 0410 FCLEARfII
	 =	 0.0 SSOLAR7159004 } 1 -140 CONTIlUE 550LAR 1 ifa0
OOa12 1060-CONTINUE SSOLnR1161
G SSDLARtt62
po413 DO	 1069	 I=1 ,IM 550LAR1163
00414 CLEARfI}	 = FCLEAR{I1	 .GT.	 0.99 SSDLAR1T64
00415 CLOUDY{I}	 = FCLEAR{I}	 .LT.	 0.01 SSOLAR1165
o0a16 Ta59 CONTINUE SSOLAR1166
C SSOLAR1167[•, wrrrs.+a rrr.rrrwsrr r.rr ► rwwr».rrwrrrrrrrwrrx+rrr.rara*++ SSOLAR 116$
C rrrrx	 rrrr+ SSOLAR1159
C -"'•'	 DETERININ'I6JG FGLOUO 	 +''r• SSOLARJ170
C w+rrr	 *rr». 550LAR1171
(+ •r+rrr+wwr rrrw».r»r+.xrarr•ir.wxrrxrrrrrr.s ► rrrwrwrrrwwrr S$OLAR1172.
C SSOLARTt73
00417 DO	 1070	 I=1,IM 550LARtt74
004/8 IF{	 OAR1t1I)




OOd.20 1070 CONTINUE SSOLAR1177
G 550LAR1178
D rr»,rr*r.rr+ra^arwrf»ra»rr»rrsWrsrrw»rrrr:rrr.»»r+r^rryerrrrw»rrrrrrr.•aw SSOLAR1779
C -	 • •••	 SSOLARt180
C +**- ► 	 LARGE SCALE CONDENSATION {STRATOFORM} CLOUD PARAMETERS ► •xrw SSOLAR9181
C 4..ha
---•+ SSDLARi182
[,+ .,.rrr	 rr	 rr+r»»»rrrrrrw ► rxr.»»r»rrrxrrr+^rrrrrr+» r^Yrx»"rrxr" r.rr-r• SSOLAR1183
C SSOLAR1184
00421 00	 150 L=1,NLAY 550LAR1t85
00422 04	 1080	 I = 1,LM SSDtAR1186
00423 IFf	 DARMII}
	
.01?.	 CL£ARfI}	 }	 GOTO.i080 SSDLARi1B7
00424 TAULIL,L)	 =	 p .0 550LAR1188
00425 IF	 ICLOUI][L,L).GT.0.99) 	 TAULfI,L)
	
=	 TCOND[t) SSOLAR1189
00426 1060 CONTINUE SSOLAR1190
OOb27 150 CONTLNUE SSDLAR119t
C SSOLARi192
C r.r.rww rrr.,r ► r.+r..rra.,.rrrw.rr.r.rr..rr..rr..r..r..rr SSOLAR7193
C '•" ^	 LOW LEVEL CONVECTION CLDUD PARAMETERS 	 '•••* SSDLAR1195
C +'+*•	 IF{NAR.E9.t)	 CLOUp	 IS	 IM LAYER 7	 *••rr SSOLAR1196
C •'*•'	 IF{NAB.Eq.2}	 CLDUD	 IS	 YN LAYER 8	 '• " • SSDLAR1197
C rrrrr	 rrr• 530LAA1198
I,+ r..rrrrr^r+r ** rrrrrrrrr * r * rr+.r.rrw ► rrr.rrr ** rs.rr.rrrs. SSOLAR1199
C SSOLAR120G
0042E DO	 1090	 I=1,Ih') SSOLAR1201
00429 IF1	 DARK{I)	 .DR.	 CLEAR{i}	 )	 GOTO	 1090 550LAR1202
00430 NAB = CLDUDII,NLAYPi1	 + DELTA SSOLAR1203
04431 IF	 {NAB,LT.II	 GDTO	 1090 SSOLARi244
00432 L = NA8 ^ 6 SSOLARf205
40433 TAULiI,L)	 = 7LDWL SSOLAR1206
O043d 1090 CONTINUE SSOLARI.207
C SSOLAR1208
''.. ^, .rrrrrrr+.rrrrrrrrrrrrrarrr.rrarrrrrrrs:•r•rrrr.rrrrrr SSOLAR12D9
C `•" '	 ••+•` SSOLAR1210
C .*rrr	 MIO LEVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETERS	 r`*+` SSDLAR1211
! C •'••+	 IFCN9C.Eq.1}
	
CLDUD	 IS	 IN LAYER	 5	 `•**• SSOLAR1212C r•rrr	 IFfN$C.E4.2}	 CLOUD	 i5	 YN LAYER. 6	 rrrrr S50LAR1213j
^. C ••"'	 '••••• SSOLAR1214
^ - (^• ..r+ r.arrarrrrrrr.rrrrrrrrrrr+rrrrr rwr.rrrerrrrrrrrrrrr S$OLAR1215
C SSDLAR12f6
00435 DD	 1100	 I=1,IM 5517LAR12I7
OD436 IF{	 DARK[F}	 .OR.	 CLEAR(I1
	
}	 GOTO	 1100 SSOLAR121$
00437 NHC = CLOUDfI,NLAYP2)	 A DELTA SSOLAAi2i9
00438 IF	 [NBC.LT .tI	 GDTO	 1100 SSOLAAl220
00439 L = N8C + 4 SSOLAR1221
00440 TAUL[I,L)	 =	 TIe1IbL SSDLAR1222
DOddi 1100 CONTINUE SSOLAR1223
C SSOLARi224
L+ srr.+..+rrrrrrr••rrrrrrrr+r•r+rra..•rr+rrr.rrrr•r. ♦+ rr• SSCLAR1225
D .+r•r	 rrrr. SSOLAR1226
C •*•+`	 PENETRATING CONVECTION CLDUD PARAMETERS 	 ••••` SSOLAR1227




.rrr+r rr rrrrrrrr•rrrrrrr * rrrrrrrrr.+rrrrr.rrr rr=r.•" ` SSOLAR1229
SSOLAR1230
OOd42 pq 	 1110.I=1,IM SSOLAR1231
r 00443 !F{	 DARK{I}	 ,OR.	 CLEAR{I}	 )	 GOTO	 1Si0 SSOLARl232
.;, ODd44 NAC = CLDUOfI,NLAYP3}	 + DELTA SSOLARi233
Ip DOd+i5 IF	 ft•rnc.L7 .1) 	 GOTO	 1i1D SSOLAR1234
i 00446 L = NAC + 3 SSOLAR1235
00447 DO	 180 N = 7,4 S5OLAR123ti
'' 00448 TAllLfi,L)	 =	 TPENE[L} SSOLARi237
1 Op448 L	 = L^1 SSOLARi238
,^ ODdSO 1B0 CONTINUE SSOLAR1239
00451 1110 CONTINUE 55OLARS240(^, C SSOLARi241
^^i C r*rrr.rrr.rrrrsrrrs*rrsrrrrrrrrra ► rrrrrrrrrrrr+rrrsrrrrwsr.rrr..rrrrr 5$dLAR124'^
;^ C ••••'	 •••'• SSOLARi243
C •• - r•	 RAVLEIGH SCATTERING AND CLEAR ATMOSPHERE RErLECTIVITY	 •-••- SSOLAR1244
C ' r ' r•	 " '•• SSOLAR1245
(j .r•..r	 ..rs.r.•r•r.r.rr+•.•rrr.rs.rrrrrr..rr.r•r..rrr+......•...... SSDLAR1246
f^^. SSDLAR1247
^ r 00452 p0	 112D	 I=1,If;1 SSOLAR1248
^1 OOa53 IF(	 i]ARKrI1	 OR,	 CLOUDY(11	 )	 GOTO	 1120 SSOLAR1243
00454 RBRAY
	 =	 .d33/{t,0	 +	 6.43 •CDSZ(I)1 SSOLAR1250
D0455 RCLEAR{1)	 =	 RBRAY	 •	 {i.0	 -	 RBRAY)*.907 • RSURF{11 SSOLAR1251
h^ .( S	 /	 fi•0	 -	 .093•RSURFfI)
	
} SSOLAR1252
OOd56 1f20 CONTINUE SSOLAR1253
C SSDLAR1254(, +r.r.r•r..rrrr.rsr.rrrr•	 .ra....r.rr•r+.rr•^r++rrrrr...ar.r 550LARi2S5
C r.r..	 :.rar SSOLAR1255
S C • " •'	 ABSORPTION BY WATER VAPOR IN CLEAR ATMOSPHERE 	 `^^±+ SSOLARI257C `+^•• SSOLARI258L+ .....rrr.rrr..rrrrrrr.rrrrrrr•r.+rrrrrrrrrr+srrrrrrrrrrrr.rrr SSOLAR1259
C SSDLAR1260
00457 DD	 113q	 I-1,[N1 SSOLAR1261
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00459 w{I1	 =	 SWALE{i.t) • COSMAGCIf SSOLnR1263
DO460 TEMP1{I,NtAY)	 =	 AWATER{WIII) SSOLARi264
00461 TOPABSfI}	 = TEMP1{I,NLAY} SSOLAR1265
00462 1130 CONTINUE SSOLARi266
C SSOLAR1267
r 00463 DO	 1140	 I=1,Il4} S50LAR1268OD46d iF{	 OAAKII}
	
.OR.	 CLOUOYII}	 )	 GOTO	 1140 S54LAR1269
00465 tMi	 = NLAY 550LARi27D
00466 DO	 210 L-i,NLAY SSOLAR1271
00457 LPi	 =	 L i t SSOLAAl272
^?
00468 W{I}	 =	 SWALEiI,LPi1 • CO5MAGlI) SSOLARi273
00469 THNIPI{I,L}	 =	 AWATER{WfI}f . SSOLARi274
^ Op470 AL{7,L]	 =	 TEMp}fl,L)	 -	 TEMP1fI,LMi1 SSOLAR1275
00471 LM1	 = L SSOLARi276
00472 210 CONTINUE SSOLnR1277
00473 ti40 CONTINUE SSOLART278
C SSOLAR1279
j oD474 00	 1t5o	 T=t,IM ssoa_nR1z8o
I 00475 IFI	 DARKII}	 .QR.	 CLOUDYII}	 1	 GOTO	 1150 SSOLAR1281
D0476 TRAN5	 =	 1,0	 -	 TERSP1iI,NLAY) SSOLARi282
04477 RF = TRANS"RSURFII) SSOLAR1283









=	 W[I] • t1.0	 +	 1.66/COSh1AGfI}1 SSOLAR1288
00481 L}A1	 =	 NLAY S5OLAR1289
^^ 00482 DG 220 L=1,NLAY SSOLAAl290
09483 M = NLAYPI
	
- L SSOLAR129T
^ 00484 WfI}	 =	 WWfI}
	 -	 1.66 • SWALEII,M1 SSOLAR1292
00485 TEMP1{I,LI
	 =	 AWATERtWlI}1 SSOLAR1293
D0486 ALfI,h1}	 =	 ALlI,M1	 +	 {TEMPIII,L}^TEA7P1fI,L1A1}} + RF SSOLAFii294_^
0046'7 LN11	 =	 L SSOLAR1295
0048. 8 220 CONTINUE SSOLARi296
^1 C SSOLART297
^,y
Op489 1150 CONTINUE SSOLAAl298
C'4' 00496 DO	 1150	 I=1,iM S50l.ARi30p
" i^049.1 IFI	 DARKfII
	
OR.	 CLOUbY11Y	 )	 GOTO	 1150 SSOLAR1301
^^' 00492 ACLEARfII
	 = FCLEAR{I)*5CO521I) SSOLARi302
^ 11t
00493 1160 CON7IN gE SSOLAR1303
C SSDLAR13045. 00494 qO 24D	 L=INLAY SS0LAR1305
^ 40498 DO	 1570 . 7=f,IM SSOLgRi306
^_' 00496 IF{	 DAR}{fI}	 .OR.	 CLOUOYfI)
	
7	 GOTO	 1170 SSOtAR1307
00497 ASIi,L}
	 =	 ACLEAAIT}'AL{i,L) S5OLAR1308
iI D0498 1170 CONTINUE SSOLARi30900499 240 CONTINUE SSOLAR1310
C SSOLARI311




DARKII}	 .OR.	 CLOUDY(II	 }	 GOTO	 1180 SSOLAAT3i3
00502 SG{I)	 =	 FCLEAR{I) • {FSCAT{I}*{1.0	 -	 RCLEARfI}) 550LAA13I4
3	 +	 SCOSZfi)*AtII,NLAYPi1} SSOLAR13f5
0O5D3 RMEAN{I}	 =	 FCLEARII}"RCLEARfI} SSOLAA131fi
00504 TOTgBSiI!
	 =	 TOTA85fI}	 + ACtEAR{I}"TOPABSII} SSOLART317
^ 40505 1180 CONTINUE SSOLAg13i8
C S50LARI319
C (^+ .rrr+.. ►► ,trr"errs.sssrr^rrr+err ► yr^+w.wsywws.w,rra. +a..rr^^..+•w. 5SdLAR132D
r c -•••-	 "•a*- ssotaR1321
C ABSORPTION 8Y WATER VAPOR IN CLOUDY ATMOSFNERE 	 "•^•+ SSOLAR1322
C •••••	 '•"•• SSOLAR13Z3
. {,+ aar••ra.rrra ► ayrrya..r.+a+..r.rrrra..ryr4y.*r"a,.• aras".aya.".+a.•• $$OLnR1324
C SSOLAR1325
^ Op506 DO	 1190	 I=1 ,IM 55OLARi326
00547 IF1	 OAR1{ !II
	
OR.	 CLEARfI1	 }	 GOTO	 1190 SSOLAR1327




























00512 ^	 IFf	 []ARK{I!	 .DR.	 CLEARII)	 !	 GOTD	 1200 SSOLAR1334
04513 ACLDUDfI)	 =	 FCLOUDiI} • SCf]SZf;I SSOLARt335
445}4 1240 CONTINUE SSOLAR1336
O SSOLAR1337
00515 DO	 260 f_=i,NLAY 550LAR1338
00516 DO	 1210	 i=i,Ihi SSOLAR1339
44517 iFl	 DARK{i)	 .OR,	 CLEAR{I!	 !	 GOTD	 12iD S5OLAR)340
04518 AS{I,L)	 =	 ASiI,L)	 +	 ACLOUD{I) r ALfI,L} S50LAR1341
04518 1210 CONTINUE SSOLARt342
00524 260 CONTINUE SSOLARt343
C SSOLAR7344
44521 p0	 1220	 I=1,114] SSOLAR1345
00522 IFf	 p ARK{i1
	
OA.	 CLEARiI!	 }	 GOTO	 1220 SSOLAR1345
04523 SGti)	 =	 SG{i}	 ^	 FCLOUOIi)	 *	 {FSCA7{I}*11.0	 -	 RCLDUOII}! SSOLART347




	 +	 FGLOUDfi} • RCLOUD[I) SSOLAR1349
OOS25 70 TABS{I)	 =	 TOTAE3SfI1	 +	 ACLDUDfI} . TOPA[35fI} 550LAR135D
00525 f220 CONTINUE SSOLART3S1
C SSOLARt3S2
40527 DO	 7225	 I=i,IM SSOLARi353
0D528 IF1	 DARKII)	 .oR.	 CL>=ARfI}	 }	 GOTO	 1225 SSOLAR1354
40529 FCLDfII
	 =	 FCLOUDf7}	 .GT.	 O.B9 SSOLAR1355
00530 1225 CONTINUE 556LAR1356
C SSOLAAt357
00531 UO	 1230	 I=i,IM SSOLARf358
40532 IF(	 DARK{I!	 .DR.	 CLEARIII	 )	 GOi'O	 7234 SSOLARt359
40533 IFf	 FCLDfI!
	




44535 FCLOUDfi}	 =	 7.0	 -	 FCLOUDiI) SSOLAR1362
00536 1230 CONTINUE SSOLARi363
C SSOLARi364
00537 DO	 274 L=1,NLAY SSOLAR1365





!	 (30T0	 1240 SSOLAR1367
045dD IFI	 FCLb{I)	 }	 GOTD	 1240 5SOLAR1368
00541 IFf	 CLOIiDII,L)	 .LT.	 0.99	 1	 TAULII,L)=0 .0 S50LAR1369
00542 1240 CONTINUE S5DLAR1370
'	 04543 274 CONTINUE SSOLARi371
C SSOLAg1372
40544 CALL CLOUpS	 {I1A,NLAY,2} SSDLAR1373
C SSOLAR7374
04545 DO	 1254	 I=1,IM11 SSOLAR1375
D0546 IF{	 DARK{F3	 OR.	 CLEAR{I}	 1	 GOTD	 1254 SSOLARi378
D0547 IFl	 FCLD{I}	 }	 GOTO	 1250 SSOLAR1377
r	 40548 ACLDUDII}	 =	 FCLDUDfi}*SCOSZiI) SSOLART37$
00549 1250 CONTINUE SSOLAR1379
C SSOLAR1384
00550 p0	 2B4 L=1,NLAY S5OLAR1381
^	 00551 DO	 1264	 I=1,Ifd SSOL	 '13$2
4DS52 IF{	 DARKfIT
	
.OR.	 CLEARIII	 1	 GOTO	 1260 SSr+'	 ;383
00553 TF(
	
FCLD{i}	 )	 GOTO	 1260 S"	 ^_;^ki3$4
04554 ASfI,t)	 =	 ASfI,L)	 +	 ACLOUR{I}^.]LiI.L) L;5c7LAR1385
00555 1264 CONTINUE SSDLAAi385
0055 6 280 CONTINUE SSDLARi387
C SSOLAR138$
04557 DO	 T274	 I o 1,IRi SSOLARi389
i	 40558 IFf	 BARK{I1
	
.DR.	 CLEARIi}	 )	 GOTO	 1274 SSOLAR1394
40S^a3 IFI	 FCLD{I!	 }	 GOTD	 1270 55DLAA1391
04560 5G{I)	 = SGfI}	 +	 FCLOUOfI}*{FSCATfI)*{1.4	 -	 RCtOUD{I)1 S5DLAR1392
5	 +	 SCOSZII)*AL{I,NLAYPI}} SSDLAR1393
04561 RlV1EANfI)	 =	 REREAN{I}	 +	 FCLDUDiI} rRCLOUDII} SSOLAR1394
00562 TOTABS{I}	 = TOTAeS{I}
	 + ACLOUD{I1 ► TOPA9S{I} 550LAR1395




C ^	 •••	 EFFECTIVE: CLEAR SKV RAYLEIGM AL8ED0 FOR OZONE ABSORPTION +••••S50LAR140D
^. +.rrr
•+••+S$OLARi40T
^+ . r.r++++r.rrrrrrr._err^rrrs+.rr•+rr+r+.rr.rrrrsrrrrrrrrrrr+r..rr +...r+SS0LAR14Q2
C SSOLAR1403











00565 IFI	 pA g K(I)	 .OR.	 kpT.CLEARII)	 }	 GOTD	 1284 SSOLAR1405
00566 RHROZ	 =	 0.2i86J{1.0+0.816 •COSZII)i SSOLAR1406 1"' '
00567 RMEANII}	 =	 RBRDZ	 +	 (1.0	 -	 RBR p Z} + .856 •RSURFtI) SSOLAR1407 ^
S	 /	 {i.0	 -	 .Sd4 + RSURF{II) SSOLAR1498 60058$ 1280 CONTINUE SSOLAR1dOH
C SSOLAR1419
^+, •r++.+rr++r ► rrrrrr...rrr+rra+r ► r++rrrrrrrrrrr+rrrr++rrwr.r+.+r. SSOLAR1411
C •••+•	 +rr++ SSOLARi412
C * •• * r	 R{2UTINE PROVIDES OZONE CPA ABOVE EACH LAYER EDGE=	 +r•*• SSOLAR1413
C ••+++	 -•*•• SSOLAR1414(^+ rr.+w.rrrrr+»»rrwrr+a•err.rrrrr»rrrsrrrr ► rrr»»rrrr ► ...rr+rrrrr+ SSOLAR14i5
C SSOLAR14i6
(]0569 NLAYOS	 = NLAYOZ ±	 1 SSOLARi417
40570 CALL OZONE2	 fIM,NLAY0I,RDAY,1fLAT) SSOLAR1di$
C SSOLARi419(+ +»rr.+rrrrrrr+rr»rrrrrr.»rrrrrrrrrr»rrrr+r+rrr ► +rrrrrvrrrrrrrrerrrr r+r•SSDLAR1420
C +•• •••550LAR142i
C ••r	 COMBINED UV^VIS OZONE ABSORPTION OF INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION ••rSSOLAR1422
C ••• •••SSDLAR1423
(^+ +•+rrrrrrr+,rrr+rrrr+rrrrrr+.r	 _	 rrrrr ► rrr+r.rrrrrrrrrr+.+rrrr+. ♦+ r•rrrrgSOLAR1424
c ssotAR i a.zs
00571 DO	 1290	 i=1,iM SSDLAA1a26
00572 IFI	 DARKIII	 1	 GOTO . 1290 SSOLAR1.427
C SSOLAR142$
q 0573 W[11	 =	 OZALE{I,11 •CDSMAGII! S5Dl,AR1429
00574 TEMP1{I,NLAYOZI	 =	 AOZONEiWfl}! SSDLAR143.0
40575 7OTA85{I!	 =	 TOTABS{1)	 +	 TEMPt{I,NLAYOZ! • SCOSZIi]	 f	 5GIi1 SSOLAR143S
C SSOLAR1432
40576 titlt	 =	 NLAYOZ SSOLAR1433
Ob577 DO 310	 L=i,ktAVOZ. SSOLARt43d
00578 LPI	 =	 t^l SSOLART435
00579 W{I}	 = pZALE(I,LP1) •COSMAGtl] 550LARi436
00584 TE61P1{I,L}	 =	 AOZONEfW1I1) SSOLAR1437
005B1 ASII,LI	 =	 ASII,L!	 i	 {TEMPiII,L}	 -	 TSMP1{I.LMS))*SCOSZiF} SSOLAR143$
00562 LM1	 m	 L SSOLARi439
00583 310 CONTINUE SSDLARi440
C SSOLAR144i
005Bd WWI?!	 =	 W{ii	 *	 1,90 rW{I)/COSMAG{I! SSOLAR1442 ^^ ^^
`C SSDLAR1443








C ••'	 COlNBikED UV +VIE OZONE ABSORPTION DF REcELECTED SOLAR RADIATION r• SSOLAR144$ C.
C r+• ••SSDLAR1449 y.	 ?^..() rrrrrrrrrr»rrrrrrrrrr.rrr+r»rrrr.rarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr+..++.:rrrr *rSSDLAR1450 5'-'	 !
C 55OLAR1451 '^	 _
90586 00 1300	 I=1,IM SSDLARi452 ^ ^,.
00587 IFf	 oRRKfII	 }	 GOTD	 1300 SSOLAR1453
C 55OLAR1454
00588 RF	 =	 SCDSZ{I)* gMEAN{II SSOLAR1455
C SSOLAR1456
00583 LM1	 = NLAYOZ SSOLARi457
00590 DO 320 L=i,NLAYOZ SSOLAI{1458
0059 ! RS = NLAYD 1
	 -	 L SSOL.AR 145{3
Ofl592 W { I}	 =	 WW1I}
	 -	
1.90*OZALE { I,Mi S5DLARi450
09593 TERSPS{I,L3	 _	 AOZONE{Wfi}} SSOLAR146i
00594 AS{I,{AI	 =	 ASII.M)	 {TEMPI{I,t)	 -	 TEh1P1{I,LPdI)}*RF SSOLAR1462
00595 tM1	 = L SSOLAR1463
00596 320 CON7iNUE SSOLAR1464
C SSDLAR1465












S: c :^'a-.. 	^..	
-






_ - . _	
__ -r-	 _
a- .1005 351 347 3dB
1010 355 352
iD20 369 362 363
1430 375 371 372
1040 387 376 .377
1050 394 388 388
1080 4is 395 396
1069 418 dt3
1470 424 417 418
1080 42G 422 423
1090 434 428 d29 431
1100 441 435 436 498
1790 451 442 443 445
f120 456 452 q53
1130 462 45T 458
11Q0 473 463 464
115U 48'9 d74 475 479
116q 493 490 49t
1974 498 495 d9e
1180 505 5.00 501
1190 503 506. 507
i2o 3$G 379
1240 Std 51T Sit
1210 519 518 517
1220 526 521 522
12zs sao 527 szs
123'q 536 531 532 533
1240 542 538 539 540
1250 549 545 546 547
1260 555 551 552 553
1170 563 557 558 559
1280 568 564 565
1290 585 571 572
130 407 4D0
9300 597 586 6$7


















--NAME-------BLACK--- ^--TYPE---- --CLASS------- REFERENCES
ACLEAR DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 325
ACLdUd DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 325
ADATE CCNTRL OHAR*8 SFMPLP 3
AOLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
AL RAOC^M REAL ARRAY 256
API-fEL RChSTRL REAL SIMPLE 146
AS RAf]CCfd REAL ARRAY 283
ATIME CCNTRL CHARyB SIMPLE 4
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
C10 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 253
C100 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 254
C40 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 255
CALTOJ RCNTRL R>=AL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR*8 ARRAY 14
CCO GCNTRL GHAR'B SIMPLE 2
CCNTRL REAL llNiiN4PlN 2
13
CCSP06 CCNTRL CWAR*8 SIMPLE 7
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR'e SIMPLE 8
A=ARGLIST, C-GYRE OF 00, I-DATA SNIT,	 R-REAP,	 S=STARE, t4=WRITE
492/5 497 644
5i3/S 518 525 54$/5 554 562
16
g 70/5 478/5 486!5 486 497 502	 51$	 523 554 560
349/5 497/5 518/5 518 554/5	 554	 581!5	 581 59415 594
i7
15






CCSP48 CCNTRL CHAR+B SIMPLE 9 22
CDRTE RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 307
CDFR CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 24i
CDXL CNTRLF REAL aIMPLE 242
CDXO CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 243
CLEAR DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 332 335 x14/5 418 423 429 436 a43 507 532 517
522 528 532 539 546 552 558 565
CLi-1 CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 244
CLOUD RADCCM REAL ARRAY 289. 398 425 434 437 qd4 541
CLOUDY DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 333 335 415 / S 453 458 464 475 451 a96 501
CNTRLF REAL UNKNdWN 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 245 25p 251
252 253 254 255 255 257 2S8 259 260 Z6i 262
363 264 26S 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273
274 275 276 277 278 279 294 281
COE CNTRLF REAL ARRAY 24ra
COEF CNTRLF REAL 5.IMPI.E 246
COEFS CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 247
CONi RDPARM REAL SIFAPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM REf1t SIMPLE 206
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE .209
CON2D7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 210
CONS RDPARM REAL SYMPLE 211
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4tlT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i4
CONS RDPARM REAL 5IM1fPtE 215
COSR RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f48 353
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAV 2t6 354
CO5LON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217 353
COSMAG tlSOLAR REAL ARRAY 317 366/S 4S9 468 480 573 579 584
COSROT CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 248 353
COSZ RADCCM REAL ARRAY 349 354/5 358 366 367 454 S65
CP i2CNTRl. REAL SIMPLE 149
CPtl2 RDPAR[19 REAL SIMPLE 218
CP p CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 249
CQS CCNTRL RGAL ARRAY 12
CRU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i3
CTID CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 250
CUMDAY CNTRLF REAL SIMPLE 2S1
CUMRAT CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 252
CVO+ RADCCPA REAL ARRAY 29S
CVT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 295
CXtlE RADCCM R1;AL ARRAY 295
CXL RADCCM R>:AL SIMPLE 349
CZH RADCCM REAL ARRAY 308
DARK DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY .331 335 358/S 359 363 372 377 389 396 418 423
429 d36 443 453 A58 464 475 491 496 54i S07
5i2 517 522 528 532 539 546 582 558 565 572
587
DAYSPY RCNYRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DEC. RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151
OECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
tl>;LTA CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 256 430 437 444
DI5T RCNTRL .REAL SIMPLE i53
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i54

























3i5	 316	 317 3i8	 319	 324	 321	 322	 323	 324	 325
326	 327	 328 329	 330	 331	 332	 333	 33d
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f56
DTC3 CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 257
DTOUT CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 258
DXP RDPARM REAI, ARRAV 219
- DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 224
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157
Ep CNYRLP REAL SIMPLE 259'
EDNM Ch1TRLP REAL SIMPLE 260
1=P5 RCNTRL REAL SIM17Pt[: i83
EP5FAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184
,^ I^"^`













EVA p RAbCOM REAL SIMPLE 308
f F1DT RQPARNI REAL SIMPLE 223
F F2D i RDPARM REAL SI18PLr: 224
FC REAL SIMPLE a01/5 402
FOLD DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 33a 335 529/5 533 540 547 553 559
FGLEAR DSOLAR REhL ARRAY 323 391/5 483/5 4t8/S 414 d15 492 502 503
FGLOUD D5RLAR REAL AggAY 322 380/5 441 AD2/S 483 419 419/S 513 523 524 529
535/5 535 548 550 561
^ FGOEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 261
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 222
^ FILTER LDPARM LOGIL`AL kRRAY 2D0 203
FK RADCOAI REAL ARRAY 304
FMU CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 262 n
i:g OST RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 313 3T4
FSCAT {]SOLAR REAL ARRAY 319 358/5 502 523 560
- F4fET ONTRLP REAL SIMPLE 263
GAM RADCO^d REAL ARRAY 294
t' GAMFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 264
' GNU{ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE f58
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159 9 Z]
(	 ^' GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 16D ^1'I















^ H2DT RDPARM RE^l. SIMPLE 226
,.	 i HALOS REAL SIMPLE 353/5 354 ^
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SF6IIPLE 181 ^ ^HH RADCOPA REpt ARRAY 293 C ^
HHE RARCOM REAL ARRAY 293
HHS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 29A
r ^
RICE CNTRLP REAL 5I111PLE 256
', I INTEGER SIPAPLE 342/C 343 344 3d5 348/C 349 358 352/C 353 353 354 y^ ^^
357/C 358 358 359 362/C 353 364 365 366 365 367
357 368 368 371/C 372 373 373 374 374 376/C 377
38i 38t 382 382 382 382 382 383 383 384 384
4 384 388/C 389 390 391 392 993 395/C 356 398 401
402 403 403 404 405 408 d89 4i0 d13/C Qib 414
!d': 415 415 417/C 41B 4i8 419 419 422/C 423 429 424425 425 428/C 429 a29 d38 433 435/C 436 a36 437
*^ d44 d42/C 443 a43 444 448 452/C 453 d53 45d 456
455 455 457/C 458 488 459 459 459 a68 4SD 451
461 A63/C d64 46a 468 468 468 469 469 d70 470
470 47d/C 4.75 475 475 477 478 478 a80 480 48D
484 484 484 485 485 486 486 486 426 49D/C 491
'^' 491 A92 492 492 495/C 496 498 497 497 49J SOO
SO1 S8i 502 502 502 502 502 SD2 543 6D3 503
^, 504 504 504 504 506lC 507 507 508 508 508 511
512 512 513 513 513 516/C 517 5t7 518 518 518
518 521/G 522 522 523 523 523 523 623 823 523
^; 524 524 524 52a 525 525 525 525 527/G 528 528
'^^, 529 629 531/C 532 532 533 534 534 535 535 538
539 539 540 541 Sat 545/C 546 545 547 Sd8 548
` 548 661/C 552 552 553 554 554 554 S5d 557/C SS8
558 559 568 550 560 560 560 568 56D 561 56i
561 561 562 552 562 962 564/C 665 565 566 567
567 567 571/C 572 573 573 573 v7d 574 575 575
^j 575 575 575 579 579 579 580 688 581 68i 581
SSi 581 584 584 584 584 586/C 587 538 588 592
^ 592 592 593 593 594 554 594 594
E ' IC EGNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 90 91
iC0 ICNTRL INTEGER SItAPLE 25 9G 91
ICE RADCOM LOGIGAL ARRAY 312 314
iC1dTRL INTELER UNKNOWN 25 26 27 26 29 30 3i 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 QD 41 42 43 44 AS 46
4T 48 49 SO 51 52 53 5d 55 56 57
^ 58 S9 66 6T 62 63 6d 65 66 67 68
' 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76
IGSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66








.,... ^	 w	 -^..	 ^..
`^ Ctk181^	 —_____	 IY Di	 __











25 342 348 352 357 351 362 371 376 388
413 417 422 428 a35 442 452 457 a63 474
495 500 506 510 51t 516 521 527 5sI 538






75 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 8ry



























347/C 349. 350 379lC 380 381 382 382 382 383
3$5 397/C 398 405 409 421/C 42d 425 425 425
433 439/5 44D 446/5 448 448 449/5 449 455/C 467
470 470 47t 4$2/C 483 485 d8fi 487 A94iC 497
515/C 51$ 518 516 537/C 54i 5di 550/C 554 554
577/C 578 580 587 581 581 582 59Q/C 591 593
IDiAHAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
iDPARFd INTEGER UNHNQWN
ICSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
IEFLU}S TCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVlN
IFUSIDN ICNTRL INTEGER UNf{NOWN
IHiFtUx TCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ITGLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
TJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IIfiD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SI>41PLE
IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
iNDicx IDPAR141 INTEGER ARRAY
IOMEGA ECNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IR>y,DSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDVlN
IF=QD iOPARM I^dTEGER SIi41PLE
ITAPE LOPARM LOGICAL SIh1PLE
ITN1A]( ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ITMIN .ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
J INTEGER SIMPLE
aALH RADCOiS1 INTEGER SIMPLE
JC IDPARft1 IfJTEGER ARRAV
JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JIC CCNTRL C11AR^8 SIINPLE
Jdl ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JPhD2 ICNTRL INTEGER STh1PLE
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIPdPLE
J04 TCNTRL INTEGER SIPdPLE
J08 ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPL£
JOB CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JSp ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGV! ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KS ICNTRL INTEGfcR SIMPLE
KSTEA TDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
























LAND RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 312 314
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 143 144
LCO CCNTRL LOGICAL 5IMPL£ 92 143 144
CCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95	 96
103 10A
LOIABRT LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN i16 141
LDPARM INTEGI=R UNKNOWN 200 201 202
LEFLUS ICNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 135
LFU51ON CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1t1 136
LHFLUK CCNTRL LOGTGAL UNKNOWN 109 134
LICLOUD CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1i4 i39
LM1 T7d7EGER SIMPLE 378:5 382 3$5/5 465/5	 470
582/5 589/5 594 595iS
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42
LOMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UpIKNQ1VN 115 1'40





97	 98	 99	 i00	 101	 t02
471/5
	






LPREACC LCNTRL LC7GICAC. UNKNOWN 107 932
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
:^ LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY iO3 105 106 107 108	 109 1t0 tit	 112	 113	 114
128
LQ1I LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 1.04 t15 116 1i7 129
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 13s
LRA pSVJ LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOVIN 117 142
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICA! UNKNOI'JN 112 137
LIMA% LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131 .
LTAlIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130
;^ M INTEGER SIMPLE b83/S bbd 486 486 591/5	 592 594 594
MATIN ICNTRL Ip1TEGER SIMPLE a3
MATSN% ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMPLE 44
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER STAlPLE 45
A11%WI RApCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 313 314
^ M,! IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY i97 0 C














N INTEGER SIMPLE 447/C © sy.,
NAe INTEGER SIMPLE 430/5 431 432 ^ 1='
^
NAC INTEGER SIMPLE 444/5 445 446 ^+
i N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 :^	 '.''
NBC INTEGER SIMPLE 437 / 5 438 439 f'1
	 "^`=?j NP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 s..
NDALT ICNTRL TNTEGER SIMPLE 52 C, ^"
NOARK INTI=GER S{iNPLE 356/5 359/5 359 36i ^ {:y
NOAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 ^" !';
?.^ NOWOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74
NPOUT ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMPLE 54
N4PHY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55
.^ NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56
NCT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NpTC3 CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 267
:{' NFK RApGDA1 INTEGER SIMPLE 304
NFLW CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 268
'^ F1HMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58
NHM50 .ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE s0
+^ NHM51 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198
'^^ NWfASE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59
NKRSN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
',^ NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 339 '344 341 347	 373 374 378	 379	 397	 d0q
408 421 46D 461 465	 466 476 48t	 482	 494	 510
^^ 516 537 544 550
^^C NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIF1^pLE 62
^] NLAYOf INTEGER SIFdPLE 569/S 570 591
NLAYOZ RAOCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 303 569 574 375 57B	 577 589 590
NLAYPI TGHTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 339/5 392 393 430	 478 483 502	 523	 560
^^^
NLAYP2 TNTEGER SIMPLE 340/5 437
NLAYP3 INTEGER SIMPLE 341/5 444
'.# Ni41LEU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73
1 ESOZ RApGOM INTEGER SIMPLE 307
'^ NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIAlPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE fi7
NTOP QSOLAR INTEGER ARRAY 330 508/S 534/5
NTDPF b5DLAR INTEGER ARRAY 329 393/5 404 405/S 508
NTOPT pSOLAR INTEGER ARRAY 328 392/5 408 409/5 508	 53d
NYKrD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69
NYNiOO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMO1 IpPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 199
NYM p E ICNTRL INTEGER STMPLI: 70
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72
.00EAN RApCOA7 LOGICAL ARRAY 312 31b
OCM22 RApCOM REAL ARRAY 306
OCA430 RADGOM REAL ARRAY 306
DCM38 RApCDM REAL ARRAY 306








































































284 373 38] ,^
285 d



















283 28d 285 286 287 288 289 294 291 292 293
29d 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 30d







320 455/5 502 503
311 523 524 560 561
145 146 147 1a6 i49 150 151 162 153 i5d 155
15'0 157 tS8 t59 160 161 162 163 16A 165 i86
167 168 i65 170 t71 172 173 174 t75 1T6 177
178 179 t80 181 182 183 t84 185 186
246 207 208 209 210 2i1 212 213 214 2iB 216
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 22d 225 226 i2T
228 229 230 231 232 233 23d 235 235 237 238
239 240
283
















d55	 477	 478	 567	 567
309	 367



















































RE RAOCOM REAL ARRAY
RF REAL SIMPLE
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
RH RA33COM REAL ARRAY
^	 RLAT RCPARM HEAL ARRAY
RLATp RpPARb1 REAL ARRAY
RMEAN DSOLAR REAL ARRAY









ROCPPI RCPARM REAL SIMPLE
RSOIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE=
RSURF RACCOrA REAL ARRAY
SO RAbCOh1 REAL SIMPLE
SCOSZ DSOLAR REAL AARAY
,^r^, ^ ^[`trdI





SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SEASON RCt'l7RL REAL SIIS9pLE
SG RADCDM REAL ARRAY
SGNP RDPARM REAL -ARRAY
SHG RADCDM REAL ARRAY
SNL RADCDrd REAL ARRAY
SHLE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
SHLTOP CNTRLP REAL SI1dPLE
SH5AT RADCDM REAL ARRAY
cIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SIG7= RCNTRL REAL ARRAY
SING. RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
SINROT CNTRLA REAL SFiVEPLE
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
SNOSY RADCDM LOGICAL ARRAY
t SNOWN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
! 5h1pWS. CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
SOLAR/ SUBROUT3NE
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
SP RApC[}IN REAL -ARRAY
SRS RADCDM -REAL ARRAY
SSS RADCDM REAL ARRAY
SSSE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
START LDPARM LOGICAL 5IMPLE
ST9D CNTRLP REAL 5IMPLE
5TERP t CNTRLP REAL SIf.4PLE
STERP2 .CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
STN RApCOM REAL ARRAY
SWALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY
51YIL RADCDM REAL ARRAY
TAt1L RADCDM REAL ARRAY
i TCOND RADCDM REAL ARRAY
TEMPI p50LAR REAL ARRAY
TG RADCOFII REAL ARRAY
1 TH RADCOFd REAL ARRAY
A THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
' THS7D . 2 RDPARM REAL SIi41PLE
` TICE CNTRLP -REAL SIMPLE
" TL RADCDM REAL -ARRAY
TLE RADCOFd REAL ARRAY
TLOWL RADGOM REAL SIh1PLE
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
TMIDL RADGOM REAL SIMPLE
^ TN RAD.CD111 REAL ARRAY
TOPA85 RADCDM REAL ARRAY
FDTAB5 DSOI_AR REAL ARRAY
TCTDZ RADCDM REAL ARRAY
j1.	 ^ rP^NE- RADCDM REAL ARRAY
?fi^ANS REAL SIMPLE
TSTp RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
VER CCN7RL CHAR*8 5IMPLE
1Y DSDLAR REAL ARRAY
^ WE7 RADCDM REAL ARRAY
WI RADCDM REAL ARRAY
WSAVE RDPAR117 REAL ARRAY
WW DSOLAR REAL kRRAV
X REAL SIMPLE
XDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE
XK RADCDM REAL ARRAY
XLABEL CCN7RL CHAR^8 ARRAY
XLAT REAL 5IMPLE
XX REAL 5IMPLE

































297 374/5 384/5 384 459 468 484
297 383/5
299 42415 425/5 433/5 4A6/S 448JS 541/5
SD2 425
321 350/S 373/5 37.1 381/5 382 382 45D/S 46i 4G9/5 A70













340 461/5 504 525 562






324 3A3/5 382/5 383 384 459/5 460 468/5 469 480 484




327 344/5 480/5 484 584/5 582


























Ah'=AR9 REAt INTRINSIC 401
AOZONE REAL STAT FUNC 337/5 574
AWATER REAL STAT FUNC 336/5 450
CLOU65 SUBROUTINE 590 544
MINA iN7EGER INTRINSFC 508
OZONE2 SUBROUTINE 570
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00003 DATA IDLD/4/	 - SSTRATM
60004 04TA TJAN/ 269.04,	 2&B.DD,	 26B.00,	 266.00,	 265.00,	 2fi3.00,	 262.00,SSTRATM
'	 261..00,	 260.00,	 260.00,	 250.00.	 2$0.00,	 250.00,
	
250.40,	 250.00, SSTRATM




	 242.00,	 240.50,	 238.50,	 237.00,	 23S_00,	 232.00,	 230.00, SSTRATM
•	 228.04,	 226.00,	 224.50,	 223.00,	 222.50,	 222.54,	 222.50/ SSTRATM
04005 DATA	 TAPR/	 270.00,	 270.00,	 274.00,	 274.00,	 270.00,	 270.00,	 270.OD,SSTRATM
'	 270,00,	 270.00,	 270.00,
	 267.04,	 264.00,	 263.00,	 262.00,	 260.00. SSTRATM
'	 259.04,	 257.00,	 256.00,	 255,00,	 246.00,	 246.04,	 246.00,	 245.00, SSTRATM
•	 2x6.50,	 246.50,	 246.50,	 246.00,	 245.50,	 245.00,
	
245.00,	 245.00, SSTRATh7
^	 244.00,	 243.50,	 243.00,_242.54,	 242.00,	 242.00,	 242.00/ SSTRATM
00006 DATA TJUL/	 267.00,	 266.00,	 265.00,	 265.00,	 265.00,	 270.00,	 272.RO,SSTRATM
•	 273.00,	 275.40,	 277.00,	 277.00,
	 280.00.	 280.00,	 280.00,	 2$0.40. SSTRAT'A
'	 280.00,	 2$0.00,	 280.04,	 280.00,	 242.00,	 242.00,	 2A2,00,	 242.00, SSTRATM
242.50,	 243.00,	 244.00.	 245.50,	 247.54,	 249.00,	 251.00,	 253.04, SSTRATM
256.04,	 256.40,	 257.50,	 25$.00,
	
259.00,	 259.50,	 260,00/ SSTRATM
40007 DATA	 TOCT/ 267.44,	 266.00,	 265.04,	 263.00,
	
263.00,.262.00,	 264.00,SSTRATM
'	 258.00.,	 25S.D0,	 253.00,	 252.00,	 247.00,	 245.04,
	
243.00,	 240.00, SSTRATM
•	 236.00.	 234.40,	 232.00,	 231.00,	 247.0.0,	 247.00,	 247.00,
	 247.00, SSTRATM
•	 245.00,	 243.00,	 241.00,	 239.00,	 237.00,	 ?35.50,	 233.00,	 23f.00, SSTRATM
•	 229.00,.	 227.50,	 226.00,	 224.04,	 223.00,	 222.00,	 222.00/ SSTRATM
G `•• FNTRODUGE CLIMATOLOGICAL TEMPERATURES IN UPPER STMD5PHERE SSTRATM
C SSTRATM
C DATA SSTRATM
C •	 I,	 ILAT, ilDAYH,	 TDAV/77 • ZDD400440/ SSTRATM
C SSTRATM
C CALL	 ERRSET(207,256,-!,1.4,2097 SSTRATM
C SSTRATM
00008 IF	 fIDAYH.EQ.IOLD}
	 GO TO	 113 SSTRATM
C '" TIFr1E	 INTERPOLAFION NORTHERN 1-fEMISPHERE SSTRATM
C	 •'• E = 19 =EDUATOR,	 I =37=NORTH POLE SSTRATM
00009 EF	 (E pAYN . GE.O.Afdp . IbAYH . LE.^52	 GO	 TO	 102 SSTRATtA
00010 IF	 {IDAYH.GE.I5.ANb.IDAYN.LE.t06} 	 GD TO	 104 SSTRATM
00011 IF	 1IbAyH.GE.106.AND.EDAYH.LE.197}
	
GD TD	 106 $STRA7M
00012 IF	 fIDAYH.GE.157.AND.IDAYH.LE,289}
	
GO TD	 10B SSTRATlA
OOOi3 TF	 (IDAYH	 .Gf	 289	 .AND.	 IDAYH	 .LE.	 3661
	
GO TO	 110 SSTRATM
000!4 102 DO	 103	 I=19,37 SSTRATM
OO p 1S I1=E-18 SSTRATM
OOD16 DD	 103 J	 a	 1,2 SSTRATM
0001. 7 143 TDAY(I,J}=TDCT{Ii.J1 + (IDAYH + 77} w fTJAN(Tt,JI-TDCTfT1,J11l92 SSTRATh7
00018 GD TO 112 SSTRATM
00019 t0A DD 105
	 I=19,37 557AATM
00920 I1=T-18 SSTRATM
00021 DO	 t p 5	 J	 =	 1,2 SSTRATM
00022 105 TDAV{T,JI =TJAN4it , J} + fI pAYH - 15}*fTAPR ( El,il}-TJANfIt , J11/91 SSTRATM
00023- GO TO 112 SSTRA7iA




00027 107 TDAYfT,J1a7APR(Fi,J} + (IDAYH-f06)'f7JUL(71,J}-TAPRfIi,J}1/91 SSTRATM
0002& GO TO 112 SSTRATM
00029 108 DO	 149	 I=1. 9,37 SSTRATM
00030 ii=l-18 SSTRATM
OOD31 DO	 109 J=7,2 SSTRATlA
00432 109 TDAViL,J) = TJULfI1,J} + 3EDAYH-197} + f70CTfI1,J}-TJULfTf,J}l!S2 SSTRATM
00033 GD TO 112 SSTRATM
00034 1f0 DD	 117	 I=19,37 SSTRAT},(
00035 I1=I-18 SSTRATM
D0036 pD	 111	 J=i,2 SSTRATM
04037 ttt TDAY(I,J1 = tOCT(I1,J}^fIbAYH-289}^fTJANfIt,Jl-TDCT(Ii,ill}/82 SSTRATM
00038 112 CONT7NUE SSTRATM
C ^•' TIME INTERPOLATYON SOUTHERN HE6d35PHERE SSTRATM
C "• I=1=SOUTH POLE,
	
I=18=5 bEGREE SOUTH - SSTRATM
00034 EF	 1IbA yH.LE.183}	 GO TO	 115 SSTRATM
OD040 114 JDAYH=IDAYH^183 SSTRATM
D00a1 G.D TO	 116 SSTRATM
00042 115 JDAYH=FDA1'W+183 SSTRATI^A
00043 116 GDNTENUE SSTRATM





























































	 Ga TD 204
00046 FF	 {JDAYH.GE.106.AND,JDAYH.LE.197}
	 GO TO 20600047 IF	 (JDAYH.GE.197.ANp .JDAYH.LE.289y	 GD TD 20800048 IF	 (JDAVH.GE.289,AND.JDAYH.LE.366} 	 Ga Ta 2i0
00049 202 DD 203	 I=1,18
00050 I1=20-I
00051 DD 203 J=t,2
00052 20'3 TDAY{I,JI=TOCT[T1,J}+{JDAVH^77}=(TJAN{I1,Jy-TDCT{F1,J}1192
.00053 Ga TO 2I2
04054 204 Da 209
	 I=1,18
a4055 II=20-I
00096 DO 2a5	 J=1,2
00057 205 7DAY{I,Jy-TJANfI1,J)+{JDAYH-15y•{TAPR{I1,J)-TJANfI1,J1)/9i
00058 Ga TO 212
00059 20S DD 207	 I=1,18
000$0 Ft =20 - I
00061 DD 207 J=1,2
00062 207 TRAY{I,JI=TAPR{Fi,J)+1JDAYH-105)+fTJUL[I1,J)-TAPR{I1,J11/91
00063 Ga TO 212
40064 208 DD 209	 I=1,tB
00065 I1=20-I
00066 Da 209 J=1,2
00067 209 TDAV{I,J)=TJLlSI1,J}+{JDAYH-1971+(TACT{I1,J)-TJUL{It,J11/92
00068 GD Ta 212
00069 zia Da	 ztt
	 F:=1,1s















103 17 14	 15
.144 19. 10
105 22 19	 2.1
105 24 i1
1a7 27 2d	 26
108 29 i2
t09 32 29	 31
t10 34 13
111 37 34	 36




1 f 6 43. 41
202 49 4'4
203 52 49	 51
204 54 b5
2D5 57 54	 56
20S 59 Q6
207 62 59	 61
208 64 ' 47
209 67 64	 B6
210 69 48
27i 72 69	 73




	 A=pAGLIST, C=CTRL DF DD, I=DATA INIT, R=READ, 5=STORE, V1=WRITE
I	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 i4	 15	 17	 19	 20	 22	 24	 25	 27	 29
^-	 _._.. _	
_.	 ._.	 ._	 _	




















.. _	 . _. ^
32 3^ 35 37 49 SO 52 5d 55 57 5H60 62 54 65 67 69 70 72
ISIS 17 17 i7 2d/S 22 22 22 25/5 27 2727 30/S 32 32 32 35/5 37 37 37 50/S 5252 52 55/5 57 57 57 60/5 62 62 62 6567 s7 67 Tors 72 72 721 8 9 9 SO Id 11 13 t2 12 13t3 17 22 27 32 37 38 40 42 7476/5 77 78
1 7fi
3/I 8 74/5
16 17 17 17 17 21 22 22 2.2 22 2627 27 27 27 3 t 32 32 32 32 36 a737 37 37 51 52 S2 52 52 S5 57 5757 57 BI 62 62 62 62 66 57 67 6767 71 72 72 72 72




2 5/I 22 27 27 57 62 62
2 17/5 22/5 2715 32/.5 37/5 5.2/5 57/5 62JS 67/5 7277 78
2 4/I I7' 22 22 37 52 57 S7 722 6/I 27 32 32 62 67 67


































OOOOi SUBROUTINE TIMAVG iJf STIMAVG 2L+ ♦ rrr.arrarrrrrsr.,rrrrrrra+r+rrrrrrr++rrrrrrrr.r.s+rrr+++s+r+r+++r.r.r.rSTIMAVG^ 3
C PURPOSE STIMAVG 4
C TIME FILTER DIFFERENTIAL rIELpS USING MEW 5ASE.FIELDS AND STIthAVG 5
C SAVED BASED FIELDS FOR LEAPFROG STEP. STIt1IAVG 6
C CALLED HY MAIN { COMPO} ONLY STIMAVG 7
C STIMAVG B
G USAGE STIMAVG 9
C AVERAGES TH£ 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES OVER THREE TIME STEPS STIh1AVG 10
C OSiNI
	 =	 Q1N}	 +	 Nll • fQSfN-	 }/2	 -	 OiNf
	 +	 QIN+t}/2! STIM1IAVG 11
C WHERE O<NU<1.	 TF NUS	 =	 1-NU AND NU2 = NU/2,	 THEN STIMAVG 12
C QSfN}	 =	 NU1 a QiN1	 i	 NU2*{Q51N- if 	^	 QlN+ t}!. STIMAVG 13
C STIMAVG 14
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION STIMAVG 15
¢ J	 LATITUDE BAND NUMBER STIMAVG 16
C STIMAVG 17
G 5UE3PROGRAFA5 NEEDED- STIMAVG 18
C NAME	 DESCRIPTION STIMAVG 19
G NONE STIMAVG 20
C S7IMnVG 21
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS STIMAVG 22
C BASED ON DLD VERSION 8. STIMAVG 23
C STIMAVG 24
C ?DATE?	 7pAOGRAMMEA?	 7DE5CRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? STLh1AVG 25
C 05/04/83	 RAMESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS STIMAVG 26
C STIMAVG 27
C REMARKS: STIMAVG 28
G t	 1I	 ^ihACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURE, 	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RET.URN5, t:TC.^STIMAVG 29
C STIthAVG 30{)rrrr*rr'rrrr rrarsw+rararrrrrrs,.rwrrrrwrrrw.r++asrrrrrars....+r..r......:STIMAVG 31
C* M/ A- C O M
	
S I G M A	 D A T A	 I N C	 H A' S A	 -	 G S F C	 • STIMAVG 32G.rrrrvrrrra ► ^**rrr*rrrrrrr*wrrr.rrwwrrww+rr+wrrrrr *'r** " rr*r•r....r.rra.STIMAVG 33
C SCNTRL 2
C C HARAC T ER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED OH HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3C =__=_=====r_______________________________________ SCNTRL 4
Do0o2 coMMON /CCNTRL/ cco scNTRL s
40403 COthMON /CCNTRL/-ADATE SCNTRL 6
DD0D4 carhMON IGCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
D0065 COI,7MON	 /CCNTRL/ ^1IC SCNTRL B
000p6 COt^SMON /CCNTRL/ JOH SCNTRL 9
00047 COAAPAON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 	
^
SCNTRL t0
p0D08 ^	 COMMON /CCNTRL/.CCSP07 SCNTRL ti
DOOQ9 COMMON fCCNTRL/ CCS p 08 SCNTRL t2
00010 COMMON /CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL 13
00071 COMMON /CCNTRL/ RLABEL	 (i.0} SCNTRL f4
00072 COMIAON /CCNTRL/ CQS	 (301- SCNTRL 15
D0di3 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU 	 S10! SCNTRL 16
C SCNTRL 17
00614 EQUIVALENCE	 iCCO,CCl1}} SCNTRL t8
00015 CHARACTER+B	 RCO,	 CCf2001 SCNTRL i5
00016 CHARACTER*8	
-ADATE SCNTRL- 20
00017 CHARACTER+B	 ATIME SCNTAL 21
00018 CHARACTERwB	 JIC SCNTAL 22
00019 CHARACTER*8	 JOB SCNTRL 23
D002D CHARACTER*8	 CC5p06 SCNTAL 2.3
00021 CHARACTER*8	 CCSP07 SCNTRL 25
D0022 CHARACTER*8	 CGSPOB SCPITRL 26
00023 CHARACTER*B	 VER SCNTRL 27
00024 CHARACTERaB	 XLABEL SCNTAL 2B
C SCNTRL 29
C ItJTEGER MODEL PARA_METER5 SAVED ON HISTORY R@CORD SCNTAL 30
C =-------------
	 --	 --------=-------=-----------= SCNTRL 3100025. C6MMDN-/ICNTRL/ iC0 SCNTAL 32
00026 COMMON /ICNTRL/ iM SCNTAL 33
00027 COMI'AON /ICNTRL/ IMD2 SCNTRL 34
04028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 SCNTAL 35
00029 COMMON !ICNTRL/ NORSYJ SCNTAL 36
04030 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
04031 COPAMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
06032 COMMON /ICNTRL/ Ji47T2 SCNTAL 39

































































































00434 CotAMON /ICNTRL/ JoaODD35 CDP1{^90N
	 /ICNTRL/ J08
04036 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JSA
00037 COMMON /SCNTRL! KLIALB00038 COMidON /ICNTRL/ KLIGY!00039 COPdP^ION !SCNTRL/ KLISST
ODOdQ CO! 'AMON / LCNTRL/ KS
o04a1 CDi'RMDN / ICNTRL! KU
00042 CDMMDN /ICNTRL/ LOGBR
00043 C(3fd?dDN / ICNTRL/ MA TIN
00044 COMMON /ICNTRLI MATSNX
Oo045 COMPdON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN
Db04S COMMON /ICNTRL! MLF
	
f121
60047 COM1TMON /ICNTRL./ MROO
00048 COMMON /ICNTRl1 NKRSHIf 00.049 CO)dMON /ICNTRL/ MSM1 oa654 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NB
^ OOOS1 COMMON /ICNTRL) Np
j i 40052' COMMON /ICNTRL/ NJ]ALT
) i D0053 COMMON / .ICNTRL/ NdAY
^ 06054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NaOUT04D55 COfdMDN /ICNTRLI NOFi-lY
00056. COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDSHF
OD057 Colt1R10N !ICNTRL/ NOT40D58 CDA'SMON
	
/_ICNTRL./ NHMS
00059 CoPdMON /ICNTRh/ NHMSE
OOOS4 COMtJiDN /ICNTRL/ NHM50
• 00061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IJLAY
OOD52 COMMON /.ICNTF;L/ NLAYMJ
^ 00063 COL'AMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYR}
40054 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSpAY
' 00065 COF,IMON /SCNTRL/ NSEQ}
.1
^f {}0065 COMlAON / ICNTRL/ ICSPS3
1 00.067 COFAMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP
;^^ 0006 [i COMP,(ON /ICNTRL / IC.SP5500059 COMMON / LCNTRL/ NYL49D
00470 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDE
^, 00071 COI'dMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO
00072 COPdMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT
[^ 00073 COM?AON /ICNTRLI NMLEV
04074 COMPIIDN /ICNTRL/ NOHOG
^	 r OOD7S COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 (301
^^ 00075 COMMON /ICNTRL./ I4U	 110)
^ 1• C00077 l=gUIVALENCE IITMIN ,Las(	 I})




00079 cOUIVALENCE fIPREACC .FQSf	 3)}
4DOBD EQUIVALENCE fIARECDN .IOSI	 4)1
^.1' 00081 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX. ,IQS{	 5))
F 00482 EQUIVALENCE {IEFLVX ,IQS{	 G})
y OOpE3 I:gUIVALENCE {IFUSION ,I q5{	 7})
i^^ ^	 00084. EQUIVALRNCE fIRA05YlG ,IQS{	 g}j
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLYIG ,LOS(	 91}
`I`. D0085 EQUIVALENCE fIICLOUD ,IQSf10}}C
60 p87 EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA ,IQU{	 1)}
00088 EQUIVALENCE IiDIABAT I4U{	 2})
00089 EQUIVALENCE fIRADSIY ,IQU(
	
3}}
Cp f7090 EQUIVALENCE {ICO,I¢{1)Y
00091 INTEGER ICO,	 IC{200}
C
C LOGFCAL MOREL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD
C '_____	 __	 _______ _____________
v
_______'--____=__00092 ^CnPdMON /LCNTRL/ LCO^
OO p93 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT
00494 COMMON /LCNTRL/ OBEG
E
04095 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 4DAY
60096 COMINON /LCNTRL/ QEND
^ 00097 COMPAnN /LCNTRL/ gOliT





00499 COMh10N /LCNTRt/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
00100 C01J1MON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
00101 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
00102 COMPAdN /L^NTRL/ gRSH SCNTRL 1iS
00103 COMMON /LC1lTnL/ LQS{30} SCNTRL 115
00104 COiVIMON /LI;NTRL/ LQU{10} SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
QD106 EQUIVALENCE {LT}l1IN ,LQS{ 1}} SCNTRL 119
00106 EQUIVALENCE {LTNIA7S ,LqS{ 2f} SCNTRL f24
00107 EQUIVALENCE {LpREACC ,LqS{ 3!) SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECOH ,LQS( 4!) SCNTRL 122
041D9 EQUIVALENCE {L1-1FLUX ,LQS{ 5}) SCNTRL 123
DOi16 EQUIVALENCE {EFFLUX _,LQS{ 6}} SCNTRL 124
D01t7 EQUIVALENC>= {LFUSION ,LgSf 7)} SCNTRL 125
00112 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSWG ,LQS{ 8)} SCNTRL 125
r 00113 £QUIVALENCE {LRADLWG ,LQS{ 9)) SCNTRL 127
K 00114 EOUIVALENCE {LICLOUD ,LQS{10)} SCNTRL 128
'^ C SCNTRL 129
40i15 EQUIVALI=NCE {LOMEGA ,LQU{ 1}} SCNTRL 130
00116 EQUIVALENCE {LDiAeAT ,L gUi 2.)} SCNTRL 131
00117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LqU{ 3}1 SCNTRL 132
C SCNTRL t33
^ 4Q17$ LL]GSCAL QALT SCNTRL 134
00119 LOGICAL Q6EG SCNTRL 135
0012Q LOGLCAL QDAY SCNTRL 13fi
0012i LOGICAL- QEND SCNTRL 137
i	 - 04122 -	 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 13$
OQi23 LOGICAL gPNY SCNTRL 139
' 00124 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL 140
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00126 LOGICAL QRSW SCNTRL 142
.00127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTRL 144
00128 LOGICAL LqS SCNTRL i45
:1^ 00129 LOGICAL LQU SCNTRL tabq0130 LOGICAL LTMIN SCNTRL 147
00131 LOGIC:+L LTMAX SCNTRL 1A8:^
00132 LOGICAL LPR£ACC SCNTRL 149
00133 LOGLCAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150^
00i3d LOGICAL LHFLUX SCNTRL 751
04135 LOGICAL. EFFLUX SCNTRL 152
00135 LOGLCAL LFU5I'ON SCNTRL 153
c 00137 LOGICAL. LRADSWG SCNTRL i5d
00138 LOGICAL. LRADSWG SCNTRL 155
^ '1 00138 LOGICAL LiCLOUD SCNTRL 15B
!^ C SCNTRL 157
`.^ 40140 LOGICAL- LO)y1£GA SCNTRL iS8
00141 LOGICAL LDIAeAT SCNTRL 1.59
^. 00112 LOGICAL. LRADSW SCNTRL 164
i G SCNTRL 151
f:1	 ^ 00143 EQUIVALENCE ILCO,LC(1}1 SCNTRL 162
! 00154 LOGICAL LCO,	 LL'{200) SCNTRL 163
s C SCNTRL 16d
C REAL MpOEL.PARAMETERS SAVED ON 1-1:STORY RECdRD SCPI7RL 165 -
^^ d =___==__ __ -°_______ ______________ ______c===== SCNTRL 166
^ 1	I
00745 COPd{pON lRCNTRL/ RCa SCNTRL 167
00146 COMMON lRCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 166
- 04147 GOMl4)ON
	 /.RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 159	 .
O01d9 Cdf;1lApN / RCNTR !/ COSD SCNTRL 170
`p	 ! 04149 COMMON lRCNTRL! CP SCNTRL 171
00150 COMMON /RCNTAL/ DAYSPY SCNTRL 172
.4015.1 COMMON I gCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 773
QOi5z Cdb1MdN l RCNTRL / DECINR:X SCNTRL 174
00153 CDIVIMON lRCNTRL/ DIST SCNTRL 175
^	 ;' 40754 COMMON /RCNTi1L/ DtAT SCNTRL 176
00755 COMMON lRCNTRL/ DLON SCNTRL 177
f	 k .40155 COMMCN lRCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 17840157 COF11>S10N	 lRCNTRL/ £CCN SCNTRL 179`f	 =
E Op158 COMI,^ ON ^fRCNTRL / GNU1 SCNTRL 180











































































































































^GOh1MON /IDPARM/ IJIiMP 146}
COMMON /IDPARM/ IOSP02
COMMON /IDPARM/ END1:1( f72]
C.DFAMON /IDPARM/ TROD
COFAFAON /FOPl4RM/ JC {46)COFJIM4N /IDPARM/ JE {21
COMFAON /IDPARM/ .1P {2,2)
COMMON /IDPARM/ KSTEp






















COMMON /RDPARM/ COSL [4^p)
GDMMON /RDPARM/ CO5LDN {7z}
COMMaN /RDPARM/ CPD2
COMMON /RDPARM/ DHP 146]
iJOMMDN /RDPARM/ D1CYP 1461











































































OQ221 COMMON /RDPARM/ p YP	 (461 SCNTRL 254
00222 COMMON /Rpp ARtA/ FCORLS (461 SCtJTAt 255
', 00.223 COMMON /RDPARM/ F1DT SCNTRL 25500224 COl11MON
	 /RQPARh9/ F2QT SCNTRL 257
00225 COMMON
	 /FiD p ARtd/ HSDT SCNTRL 258
00226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2D7 SCNTRL 259
00227 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTp SCNTRL 260
4022$ GOMMDN /RDPARi41/ PKTOP SCNTRL 261
' 00229 COtJIMON (RDPARM/ RLAT	 (46} SCNTRL 262
00230 .COMMON fRbpARM/ RLATp	 {46} SCNTRL 263
00231 COMMON /RDPARM! ROCPDT SCNTRL 26a
00232 COMN[ON /RDPARM( ROCPPI SCNTRL 265
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 (2) SCNTRL 266
u 00234 CDt4PftpN / RDPARM/ SINE	 f4E} SCNT^IL 267
F
00235 COMMON /Rb p ARM/ SINLON	 (72) SCNTRL 268
00236 COFdMDN [RDPARM! THSTp SCNTRL 269
OQ237 COMMCN /RDPARM/ THSTD2 SCNTRL 27D
^ 0023$ COMh10N /RDPARh1/ 415AVE	 (iS9} SCNTRL 271^
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG	 (91 SCNTRL 272
? 00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ SIG
	 {91 SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
c ^	 ^ sgANDar z
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SOANQOT 3
00241 COMMON YQANDQT/ QSf72,19,A6} SQANDQT 4
C SQANDQT 5
00242 DIMENSION PWi5f1368,1) SQANDQT 6
00243 DIMENSION SMTH(i368,231 SOAtdDQT 7
00244 pIMENSIf]N ALBEDD{ 13(3 f3, 11 SQANDQT B
00245 p;PhEN5ION GT(1358,t'J SQANDQT 9
00246 pIMENSlO)V G^J{1368,i) SQANDQT i0
00247 q EMENSIDN TS{1368,1) SQANDQT 1i
00246 1IMENSION SHS(5368,71 SQANDQT 12
.1^
OQ249 DIMENSION F(72,19,1} SQANDQT '13
^ 00250 RIMEN5ION TMIN{1358,1} SQANDQT 14
00251 DIMENSION TMAX{1368,11 SQANDQT T5
^^ 00252 DIMENS ;ON PREACC{1358,1} SQANDQT 16
00253 OIt11ENSION PRECON{1368,1} SOANpQT 17
r 00254 bIMENS ION HFLUX{1368.iT SQANDQT 18
00255 .DIMENSION EFLUX{1368,11 SQANDQT 19
X0256 DIMENSION FUSION{1368,11 SQANDQT 20.^
00257 DIMENSION RAD$WG{1368,1! SQANDQT 21
^1 00259 DIMENSION IC^aUpf1368,1) SQANDQT 23
^ C SOANQQT 24
00250 EQUIVALENCE (^?S(t,9,T},PHFS{1,11) SQANDQT 25^4
00263 EQUIVALENCE (QS(1,2,i},SMTWf1,1}1 SQANDQT 26
` 04252 EQUIVALENCE (QSf1,3,1},ALHEDOY1,1t1 SQANDQT 27
OD263. EQUIVALENCE {QSf1,4,1),GT(1,1}) SOANQQT 28
g11 q0264 laQUIVALCMCE (QS{1,5,1),G4Yf1,1}} SQANDQT 29( -04265 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,6,1).75{},1}} SQANDQT 30
I	 ^ 00255 EQUIVALENCE (05{1,7,1),SHS(t,1}} SQANDQT 31
a0267 EQUIVALENCE fQS{1,6,91.,P{1,1,1)} SQANDQT 32
00258 EQUIVALENCE'. {QS{i,10,f1,TMINf1,i1) SQANDQT 33
'	 I
^`1
40259 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,11,1},TMAXf1,1}1 SQANDQT 34
00270 EQUIVALENCE iQ5I1,12,11,PREACCf1,9}) SQANDQT 35
00279 EQUIVALENCE {QS{9,i3,1),FRECON {1,1 ) 1 SRANQOT 35
00272 EQUIVALENCE (QS{S,id.11,HFLUX11,111 SOANQQ7 37
00273 EQUIVALENCE fQSf1,15,1),EFLUX(I,S}) SQANDQT 38
} 00274. EQUIVALENCi (QSt1,16,1),FUSION[1,1)1 SQANDQT 39
'F 00275 EQUIVALENCE (O5{1,17,1),RADS^IIG{1,1)1 SQANDQT 40
80276 EQUIVALENCE (QS(1,te,11,AADLWGII,1)) SQANDQT 41
00277 EQUIVALENCE 1gSf1,99,9}.ICLOUD(1,11) SQANDQT 42
C • SOAHDQT d3
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER^AIR FIELDS S4ANDQT 44
00278 COMMON /RANDQT/ QU172,9,14,46) SQANDQT 45
n sQANOaT a6
^r
00279 DIMENSION Uf72,9,14.1} S4ANDQT 47
fl02{30 pFM5N5ION Vf72,9,94,1} SQANDQT 46
^ 00289 OFrlSENSIf7N 1{72,9, 14, 1 } SQANDQT 49
`` 00282 DIMENSION SH[T2,9,14,91 SQAtJQQT 50
























00288 EDUIVALENCE	 fQUfi,l•.1,ll,u(i,l,i,1)1 54AND0T S7
00289 EQUIVALENCE	 IQU {).1,3,i),V{1,1,),11) 54ANRQT 58
00290 EQUIVALENCE	 I4U11,1,5,t),T{1,1,1,1)) S4ANR4T 59
.00291 EQt1IVA1_ENCE	 fqU;1,1,7,1),SH{1,1,1,11} 50ANDQT fi0
44292 EQUIVALENCE	 {4U{1,t,9,1),PHI{1,1,1,1)) SOANDQT fii
04299 EQUIVALENCE	 {QUf1,1,11,1),OMEGA{i,i,t)) SQANAOT 62
04294 E4UIVALENCE	 {QUfi,1,12,11,DIABAT11,1,1)) SQANDQT 63
00295 EQUIVALENCE	 f4U11,1,13,11,RARSW{1,1,1}) SQANRQT S4
00296 E4UIVALENCE	 f4U{1,1,14,1).RADLW{1,1.11} SQAND4T 65
C S4ANDQT fib
C *	 * SQAOLES 2
C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQPOLE5 3
00297 COMlAON /4POLE5/ PP{2,2] SQPOLES 4
00298 COMMON /QPOLES/ UP{9,2,2} 54POLES 5
00299 COMMON /QPOLES/ VP(9,2,21 SQPOLES 6
00340 COMMOF! /QPRLE$/ TP{ g ,2,2) 54POLES 7
00341 COMMON /.4POLES! 5HPf9,2,2J SQPOLES 8
40342 COMMON /4POLES/ PHIPf5,2,2} SQPOLES 9
C S4POLES tD
C +	 '	 x SQMSAVE 2
C GLOBAL HAND MODULO SAVE AREAS bURING HYDRODYNAMICS STEP SQMSAVE 3
40303 COPAPdON : / QMSAVE / 	 PNI{72,5) SQMSAVE a
00304 COMMON f4MSAVE/ UM{72,9,5} SQMSAVE 5
40305 COMMON /QMSAVE/ VM172,B,S) SQMSAVE 6
04306 COh1MON /4MSaVE/ TMf72,9,5} SQMSAVE 7
00307 COMMON /4MSAVE! SHM172,9,5) SQMSAVE 8
00308 COPdMON /4Msav E/ PwIM{72,9,5} SOM$AVE 9
00309 COMMON /QMSAVE/ PV{72,9,5} SQMSAVE 10
00310 COP^1PgON /QMSAVE/	 PtTI72,5) SQMSAVE ti
00311 COMMON /4MSAV£/ CDNV172,9,5}, 	 5D{72,9,5 y SQMSAVE 12
D0312 COMMON /QMSAVE/	 TERMWl72,9,51,	 7ERM7fZ2,9,S) 54MSAVE j3
C SQtASAVE 14C STI1l1AVG 38
C DEBUG SBicGDEB 2
40313 10040 CONTINUE SBEGDEB 3
C •" w CVBER SCALAR VERSION Od.04i 	 INPUT,IOQ 5BEGREB d
C " '• CYBER SCALAR VERSION 04.000 SBEGDEB 5
C ` " ` CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 58EGREB fi
CSSS^SSSSSSS55SSSSS355SSSSS5555SSSS555$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS555SSSSSSSSSSSSt3EGDEB 7
00314 M	 =	 b1+I{J) STIPISAVG 40
00315 K	 =	 ,JC{J} STIPdAVG 41
40316 IF	 fM.EQ.0)	 GO 7D 50 STIMAVG 42
C STIMAVG.43(,,+ r;x_s-rrr^rwrrr*,kxrssrrrxsrr;rr*r.rr;r^,rx^^rs;rrrrrrrrrrr. rwrrr^^<+ STIMAVG 44{^ r;; ♦ 	 •+r+ STIMAVG d5
C *'*'	 POLE	 F.OINT	 ^'•- STIMAVG 4fi
C rr`.«	 ^-^^ STIMAVG 47(^+ rsw ws; ;ti^rsy.; ;;xxrs; ;.r;; ;^;wrrrrxx;r;r;rrf•r,«'a*r' ► r'r•*arr*rrws' STIMi+UG 48
C STIMAVG d9
00317 PFfND,M)
	 =	 GNU1 r PF{Nb,MI	 +	 GNU2*{PMf1,Hy*PPINB,M)) STIMAVG 50
04318 DD	 f0	 L=1,NLAY STIPdAVG 5i
44319. UPIL,ND,M}	 =	 GNU1 r UPIL,NO,M11}	 +	 GNU2'IUMIt,L,I{ y ^-UP{L,NB,}d)) STIMAVG 52
0032U Vp{L,ND,M)
	 =	 GNU1*VF{L,ND,M)
	 +	 GNU2 w [VMf1,L,}13^VPiL,NB.AAI y STIMAVG 53
00321 TP[L,NR,N!}	 =	 GNU1*TP{L,ND,M)
	 +	 GNU2'{TMCi,L,K1^TP1L,N8,M}) STIMAVG 54
00322 SHPfL,HD,M}
	 =	 GNU1'SHPfL,N p ,M y 	+	 GNU2'{SHM{1,L,K)*SHPiL,NB,M)) STIh1AVG 55
00323 10	 CONTINUE STIMAVG 56
40324 RETURN STIMAVG 57
C STIPAAVG 58C^.; r;;rr;rrarrf.sxx+;;;wxa*r;trrx,vx;;;rx-,r;;;;;xxr;.rrxx;xrs+ta r.• STIMAVG S9
c '*' r 	•_*• STIMAVG 60
C "'*+'	 ELSEWHERE	 " ^* STIMAVG 61(; *;rr	 r;rr STIMAVG 62C r Y r;•; r r f+ Y ie r; r r r ao r;;; r l ,y ; i r r r r r W W iY l;;} W i i r y y M r t y i r ^,' }. Y r r i t; ^• w r STIMAVG 6 3C STIiAAVG 64
04325 SD	 CONTINUE- STIMAVG 65


















00327 PtI,ND,J}	 =	 GNU1*P(I,ND,J}	 +	 GNU2 • [PfA(I,K}+P[L,N8,J1} STIh1AVG 67
00328 60 CDNTINUE STIMAVG 68
00329 DO ^0 t=1,NLAY STIMAVG 6904334 DD 70 I = 1 . IM STY!^'iAVG 74
00331 U{T,L,ND,J}	 m	 GNUi*U[I,L,Np,J)
	
+ GNU2 • [UM(I,L,K)+U{I,L,NS,JI) STIMAVG 71
04332 V{I,L,ND,J1	 =	 GNU1 • V(I,L;ND,JI
	
+ GHU2 • {VM(I,L,KI+VfI,L,NE,J}1 STIMAVG 72
00333 T1I,L,MD,J)	 =	 GNUi l T(I,L,ND,J}	 + GNU2^(TM[I,L,K}+TfI,L,hIB,J]} STIMAVG 73
.40334 SW1I,L,ND,JI	 =	 GNUi • SHtI,L,ND,JI +	 GNU2^{SHMII,L,K1'^SHtI,L,N8,J1) STIidAVG 74
00335 74 CDNT3NUE STIMAVG 75
00335 RETURN STIMAVG 76







f	 74 .335 329	 330
VARIABLE MAP
--NAME-------9LDCK------TYPE^----- CLA55---.---- REFERENCES
AGATE CCNTRL CHAR^e SIMPLE 3 16
ADI,Dp RDPARM REAL SFMPLE 206
ALSE00 QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2dd 2B2
APHEL RCNTRL .REAL SIMPLE 146ATFME CCNTRL CHAR^'8 SIhgPLE 4 17
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 147
CALTgJ RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185
CC CCNTRL CHAR"e ARRAY 14 15
CCO CCNTRL CyAR"8 SIMPLE 2 14
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3
13
CCSF46 CCNTRL CWAR^8 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCNTRL .CHAR'S SFMPLE 8 2i
CC.SP08 CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE 9 22
CgNi RDPARM REAL .SIMPLE 207
CONIDT RDPARM REAL SFMPLE 248
CCN2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 209
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2i0
cn[u3 RDPARM REAL SFMPLE 211
QDN3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212
COH4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 213
CON4DF RDPARM. REAL SFMPLE 214
CO N5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
CCNV QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 311
CDSD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i48
C.DSL .RDPARM R1:AL ARRAY 216
CDSLDN RDpA.RM REAL ARRAY 2i7
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218.
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i2
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY i3
DAVSPY RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 150
DEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE i5i
DECMAK RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 152
DIA9AT QANDQ7 REAL ARRAY 285 294
I7IST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 153
DLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 154
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 295
DT RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 156
DXN RDPARM REAL ARRAV 2i9
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 224
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SI3NPLE f57
EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 273
EPS RCNTRL REAL SFMPLE 183
A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF pD, F=DATA INIT, R=READ, S=STORE, VJ=IYRITE









1.	 ^} ^	 f	
^^
I
EPSFAC RCNTRL AE AI. SIMPLt;
f FIbT ROpARM REAL SIMPLE
F2DT RUPARM REAL SIMPLE
FCORLS RDRARM RE=AL ARRAY
FILTER LOAARNt' LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSION 4AND4T REAL ARRAYGNUi RCNTRL REGAL SIMPLE:
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
j GT RANDQT REAL ARRAY
GW 4ANO4T REGAL ARRAY
{ HibT RbPARM REAL SIMPLE
^2bT RDRARM REAL SIMPLE
^ HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
k FE£ATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
g HFLUX 4AND4T REAL ARRAY
I INTEGE5R SIMPLE
i
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
^, ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
EYCLOUD aANO4T INTEGER ARRAY
ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
ICSP53 1^NT.RL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICSFS5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^' TpIA13A7 ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IE)PARM INTEGER. UNKNOWN
IC1SP02 IbPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
^
-5^^
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
;^ Ii-EFLUJS ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
„^ 3ICLDUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
TJUMA IDPARh1 INTEGER ARRAY
'^' IM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMp 2 ICNTRL ihiTEGER SFMPL,E
IMU2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^_ INpER IDP4.RM INTEGER ARRAY1 IDMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^^ IpitEACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
r^
IPRCCON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
I45 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV
I4U ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY^^
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKb10WN
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
^;i fRADSWG FCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
S IRDp 3DPARM INTEGER SiMpLE
^ iTAAE LbpARM LOGICAL SIMPLE
f, iTi'AAR ICNTRL IN1`EGER UNKNOWN




JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JE IbpARM INTEGER ARRAY
;' JIC CCNTR.L CFARtB 5TRIPLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SFiHpLE
JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
J1i1T2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JNA ICNTRL INTEcGER SIMPLEJ04 FCN7R.L INTEGER SEEdEpLE
JD8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
^1
JOB CCNTRL C1dAR•8 SIMPLE
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
JSP ICNTRI. INTEGER SIMPLE
K INTEGER SIMPLE
^'
KLIALl3 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE











i58 317 313 32D 321 322 327 33i 332 333 334









326/C 327 327 327 327 33DJC 331 331 331 331 332




25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
3G 37 38 39 40 41 47, 43 44 45 4547 48 49 50 51 52 53 S4 55 5E 57
58 59 60 61 62 53 ii4 65 66 67 68








81 [J` Qrj86 '^; ^
189



















































Its IC`?^TRL INTEGER SIMPLE
HSTEF sDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIhiALE
L INTEGER SIMPLE
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SITdPLE
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LOPARh1 INTEGER UNKNOWN
LEFLUIi LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LICLOUO LCNTRL LflGTG11L UNKNOWN
LQGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LOMEGA LCNTRL. LOGICAL UNFfNOWN
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LPRECON LCNTRL LflGI'CAL UNKNOWN
tq5 LCNTRL LflGICAt ARRAY
LQU LCNTRL. LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSwG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LIMA]( LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTNlIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
AA INTEGER SIMPLE
MATIH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
Mp Ob ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
N[SM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ND ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NPALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER .SIMPL£
N^OUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL£
NRPNY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
Nt)T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER $iAAPtE
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHh151 IpPARM INTEGER SIIVSPLE
NHM5E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NMLEV FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSER ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMp ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDI [DPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE;
OMEGA QANI1gT REAL ARRAY
0MEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
P OANDgT REAL ARRAY




318/C 319 319 319 31° 320 320 320 320 321 321
32t 321 322 522 322 322 329/C 331 331 33t 331
332 332 332 332 333 333 333 333 33d 334 334
334
t43 14492 143 14.3












1D3 105 106 107 108 i09 130 17f 112 113 114
128





3 014/5 3135 317 317 317 319 319 319 320 320 320








50 317 319 320 321 322 327 337 332 333 33d
51 317 317 319 319 320 320 321 321 322 3,22









5948 ^ :^51 318 3 29 ^ u';^5 2 ^ 1^6 3 I"^
























































































SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235.
SMTy 4ANOQT REAL ARRAY 2d3 26f
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIIVIPLE 100 725
5CL5 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SiM11PLE 2D2 205
T DANngT REAL ARRAY 2B1 290 333/5 333	 333
TERMT QPdSAVE AEAL ARRAY 312
TERR1W gMSA.VE REAL ARRAY 312
THSTO ROPARM1'I REAL SIMPLE 238
FHS71)2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TIMAVG SU8ROl1TiNE 1
7M QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 306 32i 333
TMAX gAN047 REAL ARRAY 251 269
TMIN 4ANpQT REAL ARRA Y 250 268
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 300 32115 321 321
TS L1ANpQT REAL -ARRAY 2d7 265
T5TD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U QAN^4T REAL ARRAY 279 286 331/5. 331	 331
[1M QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 304 3t9 331
U p gpOLES AEAL ARRAY 29$ 319/5 319 319
V gANO4T REAL ARRAY 294 289 332/5 332	 332
V>;R CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 10 23
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 3D5 320 332
VP gPOLES REAL ARRAY 299 324/5 320 320
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238














00001 StJ$RDLTINE	 TWRITE -ILFLAG,
	 +,	 *? STWRITE 2C.	 s*sii i*sY*Yee,YYYiYYIYY ► ii^Fiy^!*MlfY^rtsiF^ ► W*.YY^vf^,Y*111111 ► i
....ii^STWRITE 3
C Y PURPOSE ! ^ STViRITE 4
C WRITE 14[ODEL HISTORY RECORD AND REINITIALIZE DIAGNOSTICS. STVlRITE 5
C CALLED BV RLAIN iGWSGCMI ONLY STWRITE 6
C 5TIVRITE 7
C USAGE ST9IRITE 8
C STVIRITE 9
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION STWRITE 10
C LFLAG	 RECOF{D TYPE FLAG S7VIRITE 11
C -1 FOR BEFORE ANALYSIS RECORD STWR;TE 12
C -2 FDR HELD-MATSUND RECORD STWRITE 13
C 0 FOR NORMAL HISTORY RECORD STWRITE 14
C 6 FOR SENSE SWITCHED RECORD STWRITE 15
C ^	 END-OF-DISK REACHED STWRITE 16
C *	 I/O ERROR RETURN STWRITE 17
C STWRITE 18
C I/O ODNAME
	 DESCRIPTION STWRITE 19
C Ei	 HISTORY RECORD OUTPUT STWRITE 20
C STWRITE 21
C SUI3PROGRAPISS NEEDED STWRITE 2Z
C NONE STWRITE 23
C STWRITE 24
C RECORD LZF MODIFICATIONS STWRITE 25
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. STWRITE 26
C STWRITE 27
C TORTE?	 vpROGRAMMER7	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICAT; pN57 STWRITE 28
C 05/17/83	 RAINESH	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS 5TVlR1TE 29
C STWRITE 30
C REMARKS: STVIRITE 3i
C f	 11	 7MACNINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES, ERROR RETURNS,	 ETC. ?57VfRITE 32
C STVIRI TE 33
Gairvres	 !ir	 sirsiiiiii irwsrr i.rss	 !	 rr+	 its*srir*.r**sass. 	 s*i..ST1'1RITE 34
C* M / ! A - i C O M	 S I G M A	 D A i T A i	 I N iC i .	 N A S A	 -	 G S F C *STWRITE 35
Gl^rl..i«ii.,rr+^Y rsr*«ar+is * rlwr.^.rr**r*srrr.r,.iii.riwii++r*ir^.^.......gTpIRITE 36
C SCNTRL 2
C CHARACTER MODEL RARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 3L' ^-'_________________________°____-_----___________-- SCNTRL 400042 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO SCNTRL 5
00009 GOiJiMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE SCNTRL 6
00004 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME SCNTRL 7
04005 COEI7MON /CCNTRL./ JIC SCNTRL 8
04.006 COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB SCNTRL 9
00.007 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 SCNTRL. 10
00008 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CC5P07 SCNTRL 11
00009 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP08 SCNTRL 12
00410 COMMON./CCNTRL/ VER SCNTRL i3
00011 CDFdMDN /CCNTRL/ XLABEL	 (f0! SCNTRL 14
40012 OOFdMON /CCNTRL/ CQS	 L30) SCNTRL. i5
00413 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU 	 (10^ SCNTRL 75
C SCNTRL i7
OOp14 EQUIVALENCE	 {CCO,CC{1)} SCNTRL t8
00415 C^tARACTER*8	 CCO,	 CC{200) SCNTRL 19
400iB CHARACTER*8	 ADATE SCNTRL 20
OOOi7 C^IARACTEH*8	 ATIME SCNTRL. 21
00018 CHARACTER*8	 JIC SCNTRL 22
00019 CHARACTER*8	 JOB SCNTRL 23
00020 CHARACTER*8
	 CCSPD6 SCNTRL 24
00021 CHARACTER•8	 CCSP47 SCNTRL 25
40022 CHARACTER +'8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 26
00023 CHARACTER*8	 VLR SCNTRL 27
00024 CHARACTER*8	 XLABEL SCNTRL 28
C SCNTRL 29
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 30L' ______________________^:,_----_-______=_=_=____= SCNTRL 3100025 COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICO SCNTRL 32
00426 COh1MON /ICHTRLI
	 IM SCNTRL 33




00029 COMMON /ICHTRLI ND1tSVI SCNTRL 36













00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMO2 SCNTRL 38
q0032 COn7MON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 39
OD033 COlhMON /iGNTAL/ JNP SCNTRL 49
80. 434 COMMON /ICNT pLl JOd SCNTRL d1
00035 COM1IPAON	 / ICNTRL / e]08 SCNTRL 42
00435 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JS p SCNTRL d9
00037 COMMON /SCNTRL/ KL?ALB SCNTRL as
00438 COM3iON /ICNTRL! KLIGW SCNTRL 45
00039 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KL155T SCNTRL 45
DOOED COMf40N /ICNTRL/ KS SCNTRL 47
00041 COMMON-/ICNTRL/ KU SCNTRL 48
00042 CO}APRON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR SCNTRL 49
OOD43 COPhPAON	 !ICNTRL/ MA TIN SCNTRL 50
00044 COIYMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
00.045 COMPAON /ICNTRL: MATSUN SCNTRL 52
b 00046 COryIPAON	 /ICNTRL/ TALE	 112} SCNTRL 53
^ OOD47 COrdr1{ON /ICNTRL/ MROQ SCNTRL S4
' 00048 COMMON lFCNTRL/ NKRSH SCNTRL SS
00049 COMRION /ICNTRL/ MSM SCNTRL S5
00050 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NB SGNTRL 57
40051 COMMON /?CfJTRL/ NO SCNTRL 58
00052 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOALT SCNTRL 59
00053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NQAV SCNTRL 6D
00054 COMMON 11CNTAL/ NQOUT SCNTRL 61
00455 GOPdMON /ICNTRL/ NQPHY SCNTRL f2










D0459 COMr40N /ICNTRL/ NHMSE SCNTRL 65
4006D COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSO SCNTRL 67:^
40061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL fib
60p62 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMI SCNTRL 69
^* OOD63 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYP} SCNTRL 70
00064 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY SCNTRL 71;^
Q0^65 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ SCNTRL 72
00066 C01hMON /ICNTRL/ ICSPS3 SCNTRL 73!
00487 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7d^
00668 COMIa1ON /ICNTRL'/ ICSP55 SCNTRL 75
^, ODO&9 C:OMPdOPI /ICNTRL/ NYMD SCNTRL 76
}i 4007D COfdPdON /ICNTRL/ NYMQE SCNTRL 77
^ 40071 C^MPAON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 78
1.l 00472 COMMON /ICiVTRL/ NZINiT SCNTRL 79
.f OD073 COj,7MON JICiVTRt/ NMLEV SCNTRL 80
OOD74 COMMON./ICNTRL/ NDNOG SCNTRL 81
^^] OOD75 CQMPAON /ICNTRL/ FQS	 (30} SCNTRL 82
00478 COMPAON /ICNTRL/ I4U	 {i4} SCNTRL 83
C SCNTRL 84
!' e0077 eQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,IQS( 1}} SCNTRL 85
D0078 E4UIVALENCE {ITMAX ,I45{ 2}} SCNTRL 86
^^ 00075 £QUIVALENCE {IPREACC ,IQS{ 3}} SCNTRL 87
^ 00089 EQUIVALENCE {iPRECON ,FQS{ 4)} SCNTRL 88
00081 EQUIVALENCE (INFLUX ,IQS( 5}} SCNTRL 89
r 04082 EQUIVALENCE {INFLUX ,I qS{ 6)} SCNTRL 9D
00483 EQUIVALENCE IIFUSION. ,^?QS{ 7)] SCNTRL S1
00084 EQUIVALENCE {IRADSWG ,IQS{ 8}] SCNTRL 92
00085 EQUIVALENCE {IRAQLWG ,IQS{ 9}) SCNTRL 93
D0086 EQUIVALENCE {IICLOUD ,I q S{14}) SCNTRL 94
^^ 40087 EQUIVALENCE {IOMEGA .,IQ q { 1}} SCNTRL 96
D0088 EQUIVALENCE {IQIABAT ,IQUI 2}} SCNTRL 97
^, .60089 EQUIVALENCE {IRAbSW ,FQUf 37} SCNTRL 98
C SGNTRL 99^
04090 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,iC{11} SCNTRL 100
00091 INTEGER ICO,	 ?Cl200) SCNTRL i0i
^ O SCNTRL 192
I' C LOGICAL MOQEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 143
C =_^___________________^---°__----__= SGNTRL. 1D4
00032 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 145
OOD93 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 145
^` 00694 COMfiAON /LCNTRL/ QBEG SCNTRL 107
















-	 _ _	 '-,
D0098 COMMON /LCNTRL / +ZEND SCNTRL 199
D0097 COfdMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL 110
'	 ' OoD98 COMF1iON /LCNTRL/ gPHY SCNTRL 111
OOD99 COh1MON /LCNTRL/ QSHF SCNTRL 112
'r	
^
4D100 COMMDN /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 113
' 00.101 COPAMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL 114
041.02 COMh10N /LCNTRL/ QRSH SCNTRL 115
k	
I
00143 CON1PdON /LCNTRL/ LQS{34) SCNTRL 116
ppp 001D4 COiS4MON /LCNTRL/.LQU114) SCNTRL 117
C SCNTRL 118
O p ]DS EQUIVALENCE (LTRIIN ,LQ$f 1}} SCNTRL 119
' 00iD6 EQUIVALENCE fLTF1AX .LQS( 2}} SCNTRL 120
^; OD107 EQUFVALENCE {LPREACG .LQS{ 3}} SCNTRL 121
00108 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LQS{ 4}} SCNTRL 122
', 0010.9 EQUIVALENCE {LHFLU% ,LqS{ 5}) SCNTRL 123
401iD EQUIVALENCE {LEFLU% ,LQS{ fi)) SCNTRL 124
40111 EQUIVALENCE {LFUSION ,LQS( i}) SCNTRL 125
E 0U112 EgL}IVALENCE ILRAOSWG ,LQS( 8}) SCNTRL 126
04f13 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQS{ 9)) SCNTRL 127
041 . 14 eQUiVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQS{iD)} SCNTRL 128
C SCNTRL 129
00115 EQUIVALENCE (L01WE:GA ,LQU{ 1}} SCNTRL 130
y'	 j OD11ti EQUIVALENCE ILOIABAT ,LQU{ 2}} SCNTRL 131
! D0117 EQUIVALENCE {LRADSW ,LQU( 3)) SCNTRL 132
^ C SCNTRL 133
^^ 00118 LOGICAL QALT SCNTRL 134r
C 001.19 LOGICAL QBEG SCNTRL 135C	 ^ 00120 LOGICAL QDAY SCNTRL 136
00121 LOGICAL QEND SCNTRL 137
00122 LOGICAL QOUT SCNTRL 138
OD123 LOGICAL QPHY SCNTRL 139
D0124 LOGICAL QSHF SCNTRL lad
00125 LOGICAL SN2FLG SCNTRL 141
00126 LOGICAL gRSW SCNTRL 142
DD127 LOGICAL QRSH SCNTRL 143
C SCNTR>_ 144 ^)	 ^`^
l	 ^^
^1^
041'28 LOGICAL. LQS SCNTRL 145 #'•















f OOi32 LOGICAL LPREACC SCNTRL 149 !^-:
08133 LOGICAL LPRECON SCNTRL 150 ^	 <'^
`,'^	 ^'5'' 00134 LOGICAL LHFLU% SCNTRL 151
,p	 ; 04135 LOGFCAL EFFLUX SCNTRL 162 i',,,.
si OD136 LOGICAL LFUSFON SCNTRL 153 -_.,
i D0137 LOGFGAL LRADSWG SCNTRL 15A
^	 '"'^
i1	 ^
00136 LOGECAL^ LRADLWG SCNTRL 155
-^q 0139 LOGICAL LICLOUO SCh}TRL 156 ^.^
S#1 C SCNTRL 157
D01a8 LOGICAL LOFdEGA SCNTRL T58 r	 '	 •'r.{
00141 LOGICAL LDIA$AT SCNTRL 159
04142 LOGICAL LRAD5W SCNTRL 160} i	 ^ C SCNTRL i 61
ODi43 EQUIVALENCE [LCO,LCf1)} SCNTRL 162
00144 LOGICAL- LCO,	 LC{200} SCNTRL 163
C SCNTRL T64
E' C REAL FIiODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HIST pRY RECORD SCNTRL 165
IC ======x____________ ___________ ____ ___________ SCNTRL 166
^^l ^	 40146 GOFdMON /RCNTRL/ RCO ^ SCNTRL 167	 ^^
^i 0D146 COMMON /RCNTRL/ APHEL SCNTRL 168
I 04147 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ BETA SCNTRL 169
^,^ 00148 COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSD SCNTRL f78
40149 C0IAMON /RCNTRL/ CP SCNTRL 171
p 015.D G011SMON
	 1RCNTRL/ DAYS p Y SCNTRL 172
8015f COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC SCNTRL 173
40152 GOMl110N /RCNTRL/ DECMAX SCNTRL 174
04153 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DFST SCNTRL 175
^ 04154 COMMON /RCNTRL/.PLAT SCNTRL 176
00155 COG►MON !RCNTRL/ PEON SCNTRL 177[	 ^ O8i56 GOMMCN /RCNTRL/ DT SCNTRL 178
r	 ^E =
















COMMON /RCN TIT L/ PI180
COrhM4N / RCNTRL/ PI2
COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD














COMMON /RCNTRL/ PL.EUS {251
CDMMDN / RCNTRL / NE:ATtY
COh1MON /RCNTRL/ HEAT/
COFAMUN /RCNTRL/ EpS
COMIUiON /ilCNTRL / EPSFAC
COMMIDN /RCNTRL/ CALTDJ





C	 INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS
D	
^^^^----=--== -==-=- ====
COMMON /IDPARM[/ Y IdUMP {461
COMMON /IDPARM/ IASp02
COMMON /IDPARMf/ INDEX {72)
COMMON /IDPARM/ TROD
COMMON /YDPARM/ +1C 5461
CDIdMON /IDPARM/ JE {2}
CD{iBMON /IDPARM / .lp {2,2I
CDMMOH /IDPARM[/ IiSTEP
coMMDN /ri7PARM/ M^ {46}
CDMMDN / I DPAR{d/ N11MS 1
COMrdON / IDPARMf/ NYMDi
C
C	 LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS
D	 =_=--_ ----_-- -___




















CDMMDN /RDPARM/ CO5L f461












































































































































40218 COMMON /RDPARM/ C p D2 5CNTRL 29100279 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXP	 (46) SCNTAL 252
00220 COA7MON /RDPARM/ DXYP	 1461 SCNTAL 253
OD221 COMMON /RDPARM/ p YP	 {46) 5CNTRL 254
8tl222 COh9MON /RDPARM/ FCORLS	 {46f SCNTAL 255
D0223 COMMON /RDPARM/ FtDT 5CNTRL 256
D4224 COMMON /RDPARM/ F2DT SCNTAL 257
D8225 COMMON /RDPARM/ Htf]T SCNTAL 258
p 4226 COMMON./RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTAL 259
80227 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTD SCNTRL:264
.0022$ COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTDP SCNTAL 26i
00229 GOMMON /RDPARM! RLAT	 (461 5CNTRL 262
40234 COMMON /RDPARM! RLATD	 {461 SGNTRL 263
^402ai CO1r1MDN	 /RDPA.RM/.ROCRDT SGNTRL Z64
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPi 5CNTRL 265
40233 COMMON lRDPAAM/ SGNP	 I2) 5CNTRL 266
00234 COMMON /RDPARM!/ SINL	 (A6} SGNTRL 267
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON	 172} 5CNTRL 268
04236 COMMON /RDPARM(/ THSTD SGNTRL 269
Otl237 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD2 5CNTRL 270
00238 GOMPAON / RDPARM / W5AVE	 f15B) 5CNTRL 271
DD239 COMMON /RDPARM/ [7SIG	 19] SGNTRL 272
002407 GOMMON /RDPARM/ SIG	 19T 5CNTRL 273
C SGNTRL 274
C *	 • SGORDEA 2
C IDENTIFYING LABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECOAb 4UANTITIES SCORDER 3
0024T COMMON /COAf7ER/ XORbS{19)	 XDRRU{141 SCORDER 4
OD242 CHARACTER•e XORDS, 	 XORDU SCORDER 5
C •	 •	 ' SRANDQT 2
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS SOGNDQT a
0024a COMMON /QANO g T/ QS172,19,46} SRANb4T 4
C SgANDQT 5
40244 DIMENSION PHIS[1368,1} SQANDgT 6
00x45 DIMENSION SMTH(i368,23} SQANDQT 7
48246 DIMENSION ALBEDD(}368,1) SQANDRT 8
tl0247 DIMENSION GT(i368,)) SQANpgT 9
.00248 DIMENSION GWfi368,I) 5QATJpQT 10
00249 DIMENSION T5(f368,i) SgANDQT 11
08250 DIMENSION SHS(1368,}) SQANDQT 12
oozy } DIPAENSiDN Pf72,19,1) SgANDQT 13
0152 DIMENSION TMIN{1366,1} SRANDQT 14
04253 DIMENSION TMAXI1368,1) SQANDQT 15
40254 DIPpENSIDN pREACCI1368,i} 54ANDQT 16
00255 DIMENSION PRECON (1368,i) SQANDRT 17
00255 DIMENSION HFLUXf1368,1} SQANDQT 18
80257 DIMENSION EFLUK{13fi8,1} SgANDQT 19
44258 DIMENSION FUSION[1368,}) SRANDQT 20
00259 DIMENSION RADSWGIi36B,1) SQANDQT 21
tlD260 DIMENSION RADLWG11368,1} SQANDQT 22
40261 DIMENSION ICLOUD[1368,i) SgANDQT 23
C SQANDQT 24
40262 EQUIVALENCE fgSf1,1.1},PHIS11,1}} SQANbgT 25
80263 EQUI.VALENOE (Q511,2,1},SMTH(1,1}1 58ANDQT 26
40264 EQUIVALENCE Igs {1,3,1),ALHEpO(1,1}) SRANDQT 27
00265 EQUIVALENCE fR5{1,4,}),GTIi,S)} SQANDQT 28
00266 EQUIVALENCE (Q5(1,5,1),GW11,1}) SQANDQT 28
D0267 EQUIVALENCE {RS11,&,1),TS(1,{}) SQANDQT 30
00268 EQUIVALENCE {QS(1,7,i),SFIS(i,i)) SQANDQT 31
40269 EQUIVALENCE {Q511,8,1),P11,1,i1} SOANDQ7 32
00270 EQU.IVAtENCE; fQS(S,i0,(),TMINIi,1}) SQANDQT 33
00271 EQUIVALENCE. {QS11,11,1),TMAXf1,i)) SQANDQT 94
0427x EQUIVALENCE {45(1,12,1},PREACC{7,11} SQANDRT 35
oaz73 EQUIVALENCE iQ5{i,ta,i),PRECON{1,1}) SQANOgT 36
44274 EQUIVALENCE {QSS1,74,i},WFLUX11,1)) SQANDQT 37
OD275 EQUIVALENCE (QS11,15,7},EFLUX11,71) SgnNDQT 38
Dtl276 EQUIVALENCE iQ5f1,16,1),FUSIDNf7,1)} SgANDQT 39
00277 EQUIVALENCE IQS11,17,1},RADSWG{i,i)} SQANDQT 4D
00278 EQUIVALENCE {45(1. 18,1),RAbLWG(1,1)} SgANDQT 41
- 00279 EQUIVALENCE (QSf1,19,7I,ICLOUD(1,1)} SRANDQT d2
C SRANDQT 43




























00282 DiPAEN536N	 Vi72,9,1d,t1 S?ANOgT 4H
08283 'DIMENSION	 T172,9,f4,1} SDANl7QT 49
84284 Dii41EN530N	 S}iL72,9, 14, 1 } SRANOQT^ SD






q IA8ATL72,126,1] 54AND4T 53
00288 DIMENSION	 RADSWL72,i26,i) SQAFJDQT 54
00289 DIMENSION	 RADLWi72,126,1I 54AND4T 55
' C SOANDQT 55
40250 EQUIVALENCE	 {QU{1,1,1,i1,U(i,i,1,1)} S4ANDQT 57




00293 EQUIVALENCE	 {OUf1,1,7,1},Sf;L1,1,1,11} SOANDg7 68
80284 EQUIVALENCE	 {QUf1,I.9,11,P1-1F(1,1,1,1}f SDANDQT 61
D029S EQUIVALENCE	 ^QULi,t,11,1},DMEGAi1,1,11} SQAND4T 62
00296 EDUFVALENCE	 IQUL),1,I2.11,DIA8AT11,i,i)1 SgANDQT 63
DU297 E4u;VALENCE	 L4UL1.1,i3,1f,RADSWLi,i.1}} SgANDQT 6a
88298 EQUIVALENCE	 fQUL1,1,1^',1},RADLWL1.i.t)} SgANDgT 65
C SQANDDT 66
C r	 r	 r SWORKiD 2
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORN AREAS SWORK1p 3
00299 COMMON	 CARDLIO},	 DATA{144),	 CATALi44) SWORKSD 4 ^ ^
00300 COMMON	 PH{72,9(,	 PTL72,91 SVlOg1S1p 5
^00301 CHARACTER + B	 CARD S4YORKtD 6 ,'^I
C SWORKIO 7 .Q
C STVlF1TTE 41
00302 DATA LUNEXT 114/
^C STWRITE 43
C DE9UG SBEGDEB 2 +C^ ^
00303 IODOB CONTINUE S9EGDE6 3
C '• CYgI:R SCALAR VERSION 04.001 	 INPUT,IOQ 58EGDEH 4 rO '^
C ^" ' CYBER SCALAR VERSION.04.ODD SBEGDE6 5
C "++.CYBER SCALAR VERSION 00 SBEGpEB 6 ^fC555SSSSSSSSSSS55SS35555559SS55SS553555ffi555555SSSSSSSSSS55SSSS55S55555555BEGDEB 7 I--^-.^
C STYlRITE 45
^+, r«air+++:+^r+r+araa * rr=+rrrrr+.+rr.rr+.srrr+a*rrrrrsrrr.rrar+^asrrr..r STWRITE 46 ^'^ '^
C +.^a a 	 r••' sTWRITE Q7 "''^a
C + •rr	 wRITE.NEXT RECORD ON RESTART FILE 	 •••• STWRITE 48
C *rr+	 •_-' 57V1RITE 49{,+ ♦ rar+^rr«+arrsrrrvx+..r,r*r*rrrrrrascrrr++rrrr^+.rrr.sr,rrsr ► srrr..a STY1RiTE 50
I C STWRITE 51
00304 10	 CONTINUE STV1Rr7E 52
[	 00385 [F LC,i= L. AG.E q ,61	 QRSW	 =	 .TRUE. STYIRITE 53
003oG IFL.NOT.QR5W} GO TO 30 STVlRITE 54
80307 LU = LUNEXT STY1RiTE 55
08346 IFLLU.EQ:i2)	 LUNEXT	 =	 14 STWRITE 56
08349 IF[LU.Eq..14)	 LUNEXT	 =	 12 STWRITE 57
08318 REWIND L.0 STWRITE 58
p U3}1 LDGBR = LFLAG 5TV)RITi: 59
00312 - CALL	 IO4
	
{LU,2,0) ST44RITE 60




04315. 20	 CON7INU@ STV)RITE 63
00316 WRITE	 (3,68201	 LU,	 NYMD,	 NNMS,	 LOGBR,	 JOB STWRITE 64
8031 7 REWI Nb LU 57V1R I TE 65
80318 IF{LFLAG.E4.6)
	
QC)UT	 =	 .FALSE. STVIRITE 66
'	 00318 30	 IFI.NOT,gOUT}
	
GD TO 40 STWRITE 67
40320 CALL CONHTR STV1RrTE B8
00321 I AOD	 =	 F RO p +	 1 STVlR I TE Li9
80322 WRFTE{8;6030} NYMD,NWMS,LOGSR,JOB STVlRITE 70
00323 IFL.NOT.QRSH1
	
GO TO 40 STWR7TE 71
00324 IRDD	 =	 IROD	 +	 1 STWRITE 72
DD32S LOGSR = LFLAG STWRITE 73
00326 CALL	 IOgf8,2,0} STWRITE 7d
'	
08327 DO 35 J =	 1,JNP STYlRITE 75
o g328 CALL	 IDQf8,2,J) STWRITE 76
"^	 00329. 35	 CONTINUE STWRITE 77
80330 LUU = 8 STWRFTE 79
.,
.._	 ^	 -.	 .. .._.^. -..__^.^ _ __	 ..-.-.....--..^^.. ^--^.	 c ..>--.._	
__ _.^._	 •-. __ -_. _. .. ,.	 _	 ^	 -	
_- MFR





00332	 AO IF{.NOT.QRSWJ GO TO A5
OD333
	







	 4S IFfIROA,GE:MRDD1 RETURN I
00338	 RETURN
C
0D339	 602D FORMAT {'DRESTART RECORb WRITE TD UNIT',I2,4?f,
&	 MOREL TIME ',F6,2X,I6,2TS,34,4X,' JOB ',A81
00340	 .6030 FCRMAT t • oHISTDRY RECORD WRITE TO UNITOS', ax,
3	 MODEL TIME ',I6,27i,I6,2X,I4,4X,' JOt3 ',A8)
00341
	 G040 FGRj'AAT ('PAOG(RSpRDC,NNNN,RSAUNIT,RSRVOLI'/





iDDOQ	 30320	 315	 31'3
30	 319	 3U6
35	 329	 327
40	 332	 31.8	 323
45	 337	 332




11	 1	 ^ tti .





ADATE CCNTRL CHARrB SIMPLE 3 16
A p.LDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 206
ALE3EDD QANDQT REAL ARRAY 246 2Sd
ApHEt RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 4 i7
E3ETA ^	 RCNTRL REAL_ SIMPLE 1q7
CALT0.1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18S
CARD // CrtAR ► 8 ARRAY 299 30i
CATA // REAL' ARRAY 299
CC CCNTRL QHAR•6 ARRAY i4 1S
C00 CCNTRL CHARyB SIMPLE 2 iA	 15
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3	 4	 5
13
CCSP05 CCNTRL GHAR•8 SIMPLE 7 20
CCSP07 CCFJTRL CHAR+8 SIMPLE 8 21
CCSPOS CCNTRL CHAR*8 SIMPLE 9 22
GON7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 207
CDNiDT RDPARM REAL SIMFI.E 208
GON2 RDPARM. REAL. SIMPLE 209
CON2bT RDPARFd REAL SIMPLE: 210
CDN3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 21J
GOFJ3D7 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242
CON4 RDPARM REAL:. SIMPLE 2i3
CDN4 p T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 215
COi1bER REAL UNKNOWN 2qi
CqSb .RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 148
CDSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 216
COSLDN RDPARM REAL ARRAY 217
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 149
GPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218
CQS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY 12
CQU CCNTRL REAL ARRAY- 13
DATA // RE:AL ARRAY 299
DAYSPY :RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 150
OEC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151



































































































28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
39 aD 41 42 43 4a 45 46
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 $7
6t 62 83 64 65 68 67 58
72 73 7a 75 76
192 193 i94 195 196 197 198 199












p IABAT QANDQT REAL ARRAY
p IST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DLA7 RCNTRL REAL SIhiPL£
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
bSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DXp RDPARM REAL ARRAY
DXYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY
bYP RDPARFd REAL ARRAY
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EFLUX QANogT REAL ARRAY
EPS RCNTRL REAL STMPLE
EP5i: AC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
FiDT RDPARM REAL SIM1I^PLE
F2bT RDPARM REAt SIMPLE
FCORLS RDPARM }TEAL ARRAY
FILTER LbPARM LCGFCAL ARRAY
FUSION QANDOT REAL ARRAY
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GNU2 . RCNTRL REAL SIMpLI;
GRAV RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLa;G'I QAND4T REAL. ARRAY
GW oANDQT REAL ARRAY
HibT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
N2DT RDPARM REAL SIiVIPLE
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
HFLUX QANpgT REAL ARRAY
IC ICNTRL INTEGER .ARRAY
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICLDUb QANDVT INTi=GcR -ARRAY
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
ICS p 55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
I p IABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOIYN
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN
I pSP02 IDPARM INTEGf;R SIMPLE
FEFLUx ECNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IFUSIQN ICNTRL. INTEGER UNKNOWN
IHFLU$ ICNTRL ?NTEGER UNKNOWN
?ICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER .UNKNOWN
IJUMp IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY
TM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
IMp 2Pi ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
INDf=X FDPARM INTEGER ARRAV
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGE=R UNKNOWN
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IQS ICNTRL INT>=GER ARRAY
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
IRAbLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNfSNOWN
IRAOSW. ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE
iTAPE LDFARM LOGFCAL SIMPLE
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKN2IWN
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER .UNKNOWN
J INTEGER SIMPLE
JC TbpARM INTEGER ARRAY
JE IDPARM FNTEG(: R ARRAY
JTC CCN1'RL CHAR^B 5FMFLE
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
JMb2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE








1^1 +JNP ICNTRL FNTE=GER SIMPLE 33 3i3 327
JQ4 ICN 'i'RL INTEGER SIMPLE 34
'^ JaB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLl: 35 -
JC98 CCNTRL CFlARR8 SIFIPLE 6 19 3t6/ W 322/W 331 /W
Jp IDpARM INTEGER ARRAV t95
'k JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37
KLEGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38
KLIS5T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39
KRS INTEGER SIMPLE 333/5 335/W
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40
" KSTEP IDpARM ENTEGi;I^ SIMPLE t96to KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41
LC CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 1-03 lA4 '
LCO CCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 92 143 1-04
.+ CCNTRL INTEGER. UNKNOWN 92 93 94 95 96	 97	 98	 95 I00	 SOS	 102
iR3 t04
"' tDIABAT CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 t41
LDFARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202
EFFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 i35
LFLAG INTEGER SX147PLE 1 305 311 318 325
LFUSION. CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 511 136
LHFLUX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 138
}, LICLOUD CCNTRL LOGICAL l9NKNOWN 174 139
LOG8R ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 311/5 3S6/W 322/W 325/5	 331/W
LOMEGA CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 940
r LPREACC CCNTRL LCGICAL UNKNOWN 107 132
LPRECON CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 108 133
LOS CCNTRL .LOGICAL ARRAY 103 iOS t06 107 108	 109	 t10	 i11 512	 it3	 ti4
^ L@U CCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 104 t15 116 117 i29
^ LRADLWG CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 138
LRADSW CCNTRL LOGI-CAL UNKNOWN 117 142
LRADSWG LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 i37 ^
LTMAX CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 106 131 "
^^ tThilN CCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 105 130
LU INTEGER SIMPLE 307/5 308 309 390 3t2	 314	 316JW	 317 333
•1^
LUNE%T INTEGER SIMPLE 302/I 307 308/5 309/5











^ MATSUN ECNTRL INTEGER SEMPLE 45 ^ r^
^ PAJ IbFARM INTEGER ARRAY 197
^^^ MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 46
^^
1NROD ICNTRL IN7EGl;R SIMPLE 47 337
MSM ICNTRL, INTEGER SIMPLE 49 ^) a^
1 NB ECNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 ;^ ^+
ND ECNTRL iNi'EGER SIMPLE 51
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 1^ 1)
NDAY XCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 ^';L^
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 ^
^`	 "a^
'
NDOUT ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE 54
"^^NDP1-fY ICNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 55
NbRSW ICNTRL IHTEG£R' SIMPLE 29 °{gi; ^
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 316/W 322/W 331/W
i NH1'dS0 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60
! NHMS! IDpARM INTEGER SIMPLE 198
NHMSE XCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59
NKRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48
14LAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S1
NLAYh4t ICNTRL ENTEGER SIMPLE 52
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SEMPLE 9;3
I NINLEV ICNTRL INTE;Gf: R SIMPLE 73
1 NSDAY ICNTRL- INTEGER. SIMPLE 6d
l N5EQ ICNTRL INTEGER SI {y9PLE 65NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYM1) ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 31fi/W 322/W 331/W














^	 NYMD1	 iDPARM	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 199
NYMp E	 ICNTRL	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 70
N2INI7	 ICNTRL	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 72
OMEGA
	 QANpQ7	 REAL	 ARRAY
	 288	 299
DMEGA.2	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 161
^	 P	 4ANDQ T 	REAL	 ARRAY	 251	 269
P!-lI
	 4ANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 285	 294
PRIS	 gANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 244	 262
PI	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIdAPt£	 162
PI180	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 163
pI2
	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 164
PIMEAN
	




PKTOF	 RDPARM	 REAL	 SIPfiPLE	 228





	 .REAL	 ARRAY	 254	 272
PR£CON	 QANpQ7
	 RE A1.	 ARRAY	 255	 273
FSrJIAX	 RCNTRL
	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 167
PSMIN
	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 .168
PSTD	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 165
PT	 //	 REAL	 ARRAY	 300p TOp	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 169
P2ERD	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 186





	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL.	 SIMPLE	 94	 119
QâAY	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 95	 t20
QEND	 L.CNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 96	 121
40U7
	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL.	 SIMPLE	 97	 122
QPHY	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 98	 123
4RSIi
	
ICNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 102	 127QRSW
	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL-	 SIRdPLE	 101	 t26QS	 QANpQ7	 REAL	 ARRAY	 243	 262
Q5HF
	 ICNTRL	 LOGICAL	 SIMPLE	 299	 128QU	 QAND4T	 REAL	 ARRAY
	 280	 290
BADE	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 170
RADL1+1	 4ANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 289	 298
RADLWG
	 RANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 260	 27B
RADSW	 4ANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 288	 297
RApSWG	 gANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 259	 277
RC	 RCNTRL	 R1:AL	 ARRAY.	 187	 1B8
















ROCP	 RCNT L	 RE L	 E






263	 26'4	 265	 266	 267
	 268	 269	 270	 27f
27d	 275	 276	 277	 278	 279
291	 292	 293
	 294	 255	 295
	 297	 29B
188
147	 148	 149	 150	 157	 152	 i53	 i5d	 158
158
	 S59	 160	 i6t	 162	 153	 164	 155	 166
t69	 174	 171
	
172	 173	 174	 i75	 176	 i77
t80
	 181	 182	 i83	 i84	 185	 186
208
	

























R	 A	 SIMFL	 172
ROGPPt	 RDPARh1	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 232
^	 RSDIS7
	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 173
5DAY	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE
	 174
1	 ^	 SEASON	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 175
^	 SGNP	 RDPARM	 REAL	 ARRAY	 233
sH	 QANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 284	 293
?	 s	 SHS	 QANDQT	 REAL	 ARRAY	 250	 268SIG	 HDpARRi	 REAL	 ARRAY	 244
;:	 S]CGE
	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 ARRAY	 175
'.	
.^ :.	 SINp	 RCNTRL	 REAL	 SIMPLE	 177SINE	 RDPARM
	
REAL	 ARRAY	 234









SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL	 SIMPLE 104 125 '_
SOLS RDNTRL REAL	 SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LCGICAL	 SIMPLE 342 245
T QANDQT REAL	 ARRAY 283 292
THSTD RDPARM REAL	 SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL	 SIMPLE 237
TMAR QANDQT' REAL	 ARRAY 253 271
TMIN QANDQT -REAL	 ARRAY 252 270
FS QANDQT REAL	 ARRAY 2d9 267
TSTD ACNTAL REAL	 SIMPLE i79
TVIAITE SUBROUTINE 1
i	 U QANDQT REAL
	 ARRAY 381 230
U QANDQT REAL	 ARRAY 282 291
VER CCN7RL CHAR•8	 SIMPLE 14 23
4YSAVE RDPARM -REAL	 ARRAY 238
XLA9EL CGNFRL .CHAR*8	 ARRAY t1 24
i	 XORDS CORDER CHAR*8	 ARRAY 2dt 242
RORbU CORDER CHARw8	 ARRAY 241 242
'E 	PROCEDURE MAP -
S	 --NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS---------- --REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF, A=f,RGLIST
'	 ^I	 CONHTR SUBROUTINE 320



































DD041 SUBROU7iNE VERT SVERT 2
. U+rrrar+rrrrrrrrrr.rrri^raarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr.rrrrrar+rrrr ► .+rr...^..•hSVERT 3
C PURPOSE SVERT 4
C OMEGA CALCULATION. SVERT 5
C CALLED 8Y MAIN fGWSGCM) ONLY SVERT 6
C SVERT 7
C USAGE SVERT 8
C COMPUTED JUST Sf=FORE CALL TO TNRITE. SVERT 9
C SVERT 10
C ARGUMENTS	 DESCRIPTION SVERT 14
C NONE SVERT 72
C SVERT 73
C SUBPfiOGRAMS NEEDED SVERT 14
C NAME	 D£50RIPTION SVERT 15
C NOEiE SVERT 16
C SVERT 47
C RECORD CF MODIFICATIONS SVERT 18
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8 COMP1 AND COMP2. SVERT 19
C SVERT 24
C ADATE?	 ?PROGRAMMER?	 ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS SVERT 21
C 05/64/83
	 RAMESId	 THIS PART AND COMMENTS SVERT 22
C SVERT 23
C REMARKS; SVERT 24
C 111	 ?MACHINE DEPENDENT FEATURES,	 REFERENCES,	 ERROR RETURNS, ETC.^5VERT 25
C SVERT 26
_ Crarrrrr*rr+r+rr+rrarr+rrrraraaa+rrrr.rrrrrrar..+rrraa
	 arrar ► .r+.r+ ++.+..SVERT 27
C* M/ A- C O M
	
S I G H A	 D A T A
	
I N C
	 H A r 5 A	 -	 G S F C	 SVERT 28() hrrrrrrrrrr+rrrrrarrrrrrrr ► rarharrrrrsr*rr+rrrr+rarrr+rrrrrr+..+•.. . +.+SVERT 29
C SCNTR! 2
C C1-IARACTER MODEL PARAN^ETERS SAVED ON Mi5TORY RECORD SCNTRL 3
C
---___________________________
SCNTRL 400402 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCD SCNTRL 5004D3 CORIMON /CCNTRL/ - ADATE SCNTRL 6
OOD04 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATiME SCNTRL 7004D5 C[]h1MON /CCNTRL/ JiC SCNTRL B
OD406 COMMON /CCNTRL/ J08 SCNTRL s
ODD07 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSPOB SCNTR[. 1030408 GOMNiON /CCNTRL/ CCSP47 SCNTRL 11
DDD04 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSADB SCNTRL t2




	 f101 SCNTRL t4
f)OD72 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CRS {341 SCNTRL fS00413 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CRU 116) SCNTRL 16
C SCFITRL 170001d EgUIVALENGE
	 iCCO,CCI1}1 SCNTRL 18
DOD15 CHARACTER+B
	 CGD,	 CCf200} SCNTRL 1900016 CNARACTERr$	 ADATE SCNTRL 20
D0047 C}iARACTERrB	 ATIME SCNTRL 2t60018 CHARACTERr8	 JIG SCNTRL 2200079 CHARACTI=R•8	 J08 SCNTRL 23
D0020 CHARACTER+8	 CCSA06 SCNTRL 24
4D0^1 CHARACTER^'8	 CCSA47 SCNTRL 25
OOD22 CHARACTER ►8	 CCSP08 SCNTRL 28f	 00023 CHARACTERr8	 VER SCNTRL 270f342d GHARACTER•8	 XLABEL SCNTRL 28
if
C SCNTRL 2s







OOD25 COMMON !ICNTRL/	 ICD SCNTRL 3200626 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM SCNTRL 33
OD427 COEfMON /ICNTRL/
	 IMD2 SCNTRL 3400028 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMb2Pt SCNTRL 9S00428 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW SCNTRL 36
DDD3D COMFJlON /ICNTRL/ JM SCNTRL 37
00431 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMD2 SCNTRL 38
^	 OD432 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 SCNTRL 3s
00633 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP SCNTRL 40
DOD34 COMMON /ICNTRL/ J04 SCNTRL 41






























00038 COMMON /ICNTRL/ RLIGW SCNTRL d5
00039 COMP^ION	 / FCNTRL / 1{LISST SCNTRL 46
00040 COMMON /ICNTRL/ 1SS SCNTRL 47
00047 COMMON /ICNTRLI KU SCNTRL 48
'
'
00042 COMMON /iCNTRI./ LOGBR SCNTRL n9
00043 COMMON /FCNTRLI MATIPI SCNTRL SD^
OOOdq COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX SCNTRL 51
3 00045 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSUN SCNTRt 52
04046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF	 172) SCNTRL 53
OOD47 COMMON (ICNTRL/ MROD SCNTRL 54j 00048 COMMON /ICNTRtf NKRSH SCNTRL SS
04449 COh1MON /ICNTRL/ M5M SCNTRL 56
00050 COMMON /ICNTRtf HS SCNTRL 57
00051 COFhMON /ICNTRL/ NO SCNTRL 59
O p 052 COMMDN /ICNTRL/ NDALT SCNTRL 59
00053 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NPAY SCNTRL 64
7 00054 .COMMON /ICNTRL/^NDOUT SCNTRL 67
'r 00055- COF4FdON !ICNTRL/ NDPHY SCNTRL 6,2
40056 COFAMDN /SCNTRL/ NDSHF SCNTRL 63
40057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOT SCFlTRL 64
0005$ COFISMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS SCNTRL 55
0005.9 COR'SMON /ICNTRL/ NHNISE SCNTRL fib
00060 COMMON /FCNTRLf NHM50 SCNTRL 67
00061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAY SCNTRL 68
00462 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAyM1 SCFlTRL 69
OD063 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYPf SCNTRt 70
00064 COMMON IICNTfiLJ NSDAY SCNTRL 71
40065 COMMON /ICNTRL/ N5J:4 SCNTRL 72
0406Fi COFgMON /ICNTRL/ ICSA53 SCNTRL 73
00067 COMh1DN /ICNTRL/ NSTEP SCNTRL 7d
:^^' 00068 CDF^IMON (ICNTRL/ ICSP5 .K, SCNTRt 75
00065 COfVfMON /ICNTRLI NYMD SCNTRL 76
.^
0007 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDO SCNTRL 78
_^ 04072 COMMON /ICNTRL! NZINIT SCNTRL 79
00073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NMLEV SCNTRL 8Q
00074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDHOG SCNTRt 81
s^
00075 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS	 130) SCNTRL 82
OD076 COfdMON /ICNTRL/ IOU	 fi0) SCNTRL 83
^ C SCNTRL 84
D007'i EQUIVALENCE {I7MIN ,iQS( 1}} SCNTRL 85
r
14
`^ 00078 EQUIVALENCE fITMAX ,IQS{ 2)1 SCNTRL 86
;4 44079 EQUIVALENCE fIPREACC ,I45{ 3)] SCNTRL 87
00480 EQUIVALENCE fIPRECON ,I q5{ 4)}. SCNTRL B8
00081 EQUIVALENCE fIHFL1IX ,I4S{ 5]) SCNTRL 89
pp 00082 EQUIVALENCE {IEfLUX ,IgSf 6)1 SCNTRL 90
t71 D0083 EQUIVALENCE fI FUSION ,I4S1 7)) SCNTRL 97
00484- EQUIVALENCE fIRADSWG ,IQSt 8)) SCNTRL 92
^ 00085 EQUIVALENCE fIRADLWG ,145( 9)) SCNTRL 93
<< 00486. EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUD ,IQ5f10 }) SCNTRL 94
C SCNTRL 95
^) 00487 EQUIVALENCE fFOh9EGA ,IQUf 1}) SCNTRL 95
40088 EQUIVALENCE fIDIABAT ,IOU{ 2}) SCN'+RL 97
' 00089 Er4UIVALENCE 1IRADSW ,IQUf 31} SCNTRL 58
C SCNTRL 99
^I^ 00090 E4UIVALENCE f-ICO,ICfi}) SCNTRL 100
00091 INTEGER ECO,	 IC1200} SCNTRL 701
C SCNTRL 702
C LOGICAL MODEL PARA&1ETER5 SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD SCNTRL 103
' C ____________________ ____________ __________ ______
"-
SCNTRL 1D4
f 00092 COMMON /LCNTRL/ LCO SCNTRL 105
^ OOD93 COFdMON /LCNTRL/ QALT SCNTRL 106
40494 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 48EG SCNTRL 707
', 00095 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY SCNTRL fD8
00496- COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND SCNTRL 109
40097 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT SCNTRL i10
i	 '^ 00098 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY SCNTRL 711
^'I 00099 COMMON /LCNTRL/ 45HF SCNTRL 112
00700 COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG SCNTRL 7t3
00101 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW SCNTRL }i4

















































































coMraaN / LcNTRL /. LQS { 3 0 !
COMMON /LCNTRL/ LQU{101
C
EQUIVALENCE ILThtIN ,LQS{ tll
EQUIVALENCE; ILTMAX .LQSI 21!
EQUIVALENCE ILPREACC .LOS{ S11
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LOS{ 411
EQUIVALENCE ILIiFLUx ,LOS{ 511
EQUIVALENCE (EFFLUX ,LQSI 6!1
EQUIVALENCE ILFUSION ,LOS{ 7!!
EQUIVALENCE fLRAD5PlG .LQS{ 8)!
EQUIVALENCE ILRAI7LWG ,LQSI 911
EQUIVALENCE ILICLOUD .LqS{t011
C
EQUIVALENCE ILOME:GA .LQU{ I!1
EQUIVALENCE ILDIABAT ,LOUT 21!

































C	 REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED OH }iISTORY RECORD
C	 =`-=====^===^^==-== -=--==--== -=--= -=====a^sn_e
COMMON /RCNTRL/ RCO




	 / RCNTRL/ CF
COfJSMON / RCNTRL / DAYSPY
COMMON /RCNTRL/ DECCOldMON /RCNTRL/ DECMAX
COMMON /RCNTRL) pIST
COi'hMON / RCNTRL/ DLAT
CaMMaN /RCNTRL/ DLON
COMMON fRCNTRL/ DT
COMPAON / RCNTRL! ECCN
COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU1





























































































00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSTD SCNTRL i87
00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PIMEAid SCNTAL 1$8
00167 COMMON /RCNTRL/ pS{4iAX SCNTRL i89
4416$ COMMON /RCNTRL/ PSMIN SCh1TRL i90
00165 COh1MON /RCNTRL/ PTOP SCNTRL 191
q0770 COMMON /RCNTRL/ BADE SCNTRL 192
44771 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RGAS SCNTRL 193
40172 COMMON /RCNTRL/ RDCP SCNTRL 194
00173 COFJ^MOhJ / RCNTRL / RSDIST SCNTRL 195
¢Ot74 COMldON /RCNTRL/ STAY SCNTRL 196
00175. COMMON /RCNTRL/ SEASON SCNTRL 197
00176 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIGE 125} SCNTRL 198
08177 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SIND SCNTRL i9H
04178 COMMON /RCNTRL/ SOLS SCNTRL 200
04179 COMFdON /RCNTRL/ TSTD SCNTRL 241
04184 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PLEUS (251 SCNTRL 242
04181 COMMDH /RCNTRL/ HEATW SCNTRL 203
04162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ HEAT) SCNTRL 244i ODT83 COF7IMDN /RCNTRL/ EPS SCNTRL 205
00164- COlAMDN /RCNTRL/ EPSFAC SCNTRL 206
00165 COMMON /RCNTRL/ CALTOJ SCNTRL 267
00188 COMMON /RCNTRL/ PZERO SCNTRL 208
O SCNTRL 209
00187 EpUIVALENCE (RCO;RC(11} SCNTRL 210
OD188 REAL RBD,	 RCf208) SCNTAL 211
C SCNTRL 212
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS SCNTRL 213
',	 it C _______________________ SCNTRL 214
';	 ^ 00189 COMMON :IDPARM/ IJUMP f46} SCNTAL 215













:^j 00193 COMMON /IDPARM/ +JC (461 SCNTRL 219
oD1 g A COMI.iON /IDPARM/ JE 121 SCNTRL 220
^ >^^ 04195 COh1hhON / ID p dRM / JP 12;2) SCNTRL 221
OOt9.6 COMMON /I. DPARM/ ICSTEP SCNTRL 222
> 04197 COMlAON /IDPARM/ MJ (4(31 SCNTRL 223
^ 04198 COMMON /IDPARM/ N1iM51 SCNTRL 224
04199 COMMON /IDPAFCM/ NYMD1 SCNTRL 225
^^: C SCNTRL 226




--	 ----- ----= SCNTRL 228
11 04204 COMMON- /LDPARM/ ^FILTER 146) SCNTRL 229
a^ 00201 COFd1AON /LDPARM/ ITAFE SCNTRL ?30
08202 COMMON /LD pARM/ START SCNTRL 231
(^ C SCNTRL 232
0024.3 LOGICAL FILTER SCNTRL 233
^. I 4024q LOGICAL ITAPE SCNTRL 234
00245 LOGICAL START SCNTRL 235
S (, SCNTRL 236^





44206 COFAMON /RDPARM/ 'ADLDP SCNTRL 239
^^ 00207 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDNI SCNTRL 240
00208 COMh10N /RDPARM/ CDNiDT SCNTRL 241
00209 CDINMON /RDPARh1/ CON2 SCNTRL 2d2
OD210 COMh10N /RDPARM) CON2DT SCNTRL 243
002t1 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3 SCNTRL 244
00212 COfdFdON /RDPARM/ COtJ3DT SCNTRL 2d5
00213 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4 SCNTRL 246
D0214 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDNdDT SCNTRL 247
00215 COrnMON /FiDp nRM/ CONS SCNTRL 2d8
^ 00216 COMMON /RDPARh1/ COSL (46} SCNTRL 249
00217 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON (72) SCNTRL 250
0021.8 COMMON %RDPARM/ CPD2 SCNTRL 251
00219 COfghdON /RDPARM/ DXP f46} SCNTRL. 262
00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXYP (461 SCNTRL 253
00221 .COMMON-/RDPARM/ DYP (461 SCNTRL.25a
i 00222 COMMON 1RDPARM/ FCORL5 (46} SCNTRL 255
04223 COMtdON /RDPARM/ F10T SCNTRL 256



























00225 CDMMDN /Rb p ARM/ HSDT SCNTRL 258
O g 226 COMMON /RDPARM/ H2DT SCNTRL 259
p 0227 COM(dCN /RDPARM/ PKSTO SCNTRL 260
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ p KTOP SCNTRL 261
p0229 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT
	
f46) SCNTRL 262
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATD	 146! SCNTRL 263
00?31 COMMON-/RDPARM/ RDCpDT SCNTRL 264
00232 CDMMDN /RDPARM/ ROCPPI SCNTRL 255
00233 COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP	 f2) SCNTRL-266
04294 CDMMDN /RDPARM! SINL	 fA6} SCNTRL 267
04235 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON	 {721 SCNTRL 268
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD SCNTRL 269
00237 COMMON IROPARi$/ TH5TI)2 SCNTRL 270
00238 COMMON /RDPARM/ WSAVE	 {T59) SCNTRL 271
00239 CDMMDN./ROpARM/ DSIG	 I9) SCNTRL 272
00240 COMFdDN /RDPARM/ SIG	 f9) SCNTRL 273
C SCNTRL 274
C r	 Y	 ^ SOANDRT 2
C GLOBAL MODEL SURFACE FIELDS - SQANDq'{ 3
00247 COMMON / gAND4T/ gSi72,19,461 SQANDQT 4
C SgaNDgT 5
00242 DLMENSION P1-1IS{1368,1f SOaNDgT 6
002A3 DIMENSION SMTF1{1368,23} SgANDQT 7
00244 DIMENSION ALHEDO{1358,1} SQANDQF 8
00245 D1ilSENSIDN GT{1368,1) SgANDQT 9
00246 DIPJfENSIDN GW{1368,17 SgANDQT 10
00247 DIMENSION TS{i368,11 SQANDQT ii
00248 DIMENSION SNS{1368,11 SOANOgT 12
00249 bIMENSION Pf72,19,1} SgANDQT 13
00250 DIMENSION TMIN{1368,1) SQANO4T f4
0025. 1 fIMENSION TMAKft368,i) SQANDQT 15
00252 DS{1lEN5ION PREACCf13fie,i} SQANDQT 16
OD263 DIMENSION PREGOH{1368,1} SRANDQT 17
00254 DIMENSION HFLUii(1368,t1 SOANDgT 18
D02i35 DIMENSION EFLUXf1368,1) SQANtrOT 1B
00256 DIMENSION FUSIONf1368,1) SQANDQT 20
p 0257 DIMENSION RADSWGI1368,1) SQANDQT 21
q 0258 DINIENSIpN RADLWGfi368,t} SgaNOgT 22
00259 DIM>=NSIDN ICLOUD{1368,17 SQANDQT 23
C SgANDQT 24
gp 260 EQUIVALENCE {qs{1,i,11.PHIS(1,1}} SQANDg7 25
00261 EQUIVALENCE {RS{7,2,i),SMTHIt,1)) SRANDQT 26
00262 EQUIVALENCE (4S{1,3,1},ALBEDOf1.11} SgANDQT 27
00253 EQUIVALENCE (gS(i,4,i},GT(1,11) SQANDgT 28
.00254 EgUIVALENCE [g5(i,5,1},GW(i,ll} $OANDQT 29
00265 EgUIVALENCE (g5(1,6,1),TS[i,t)) SQANDQT 30
00256 EQUIVALENCE {QS{1,7,t1,SH5f1,1}1 SQANDQT 3t
00267 EgUIVALENCE {QS{'^,8,1),P(t,i,1)) SQANDQT 32
00268 E4UIVALt:NCE {QS{1,10,11,TMINf1,T)} 5QANpgT 33
00269 EQUIVALENCE fQSff,T1.17,T1rfA7i{t,1)} SgANDQT 34
0027D EgUIVALENCE (gS(1.12,1),PREACCf1,1}} 50AND4T 35
00271 EQUIVALENCE (g$(1,13,17,PREGON{1,1)} SgAND4T 36
00272 EQUIVALENGE fQ5f1,14,17,HFLU}i(1,1^) SgANDQT 37
00273 EgUIVALENCE {QS{1,i5,1},EFLURf1,1}1 SQANDQT 38
00274 EQUIVALENCE (g511,16.1),FUSIONII,1}) SQANDQT 39
00275 EgUIVALENCE {gSf1,17,i},RAD54YGf1,11 ► SQANDQT d0
00276 EOLIIVALENCE {4S{1,18,1),RADLWGfi,1}} SgANDQT 4T
00277 EgUIVALENCE (QSfi,79,i},iCLOLIDri,i)} SQANDQT 42
C •	 ^ SgANDQT 43
C GLOBAL MODEL UPPER-AIR FIELDS SQANDQT 44
p0278 COMMON /QANDQT/ QU{72,9,94,46) SQANDQT 45
C002T9 DIh1EN5IDN L1f72,9,i4,11 SgANDQT 47
00280 DI111ENSION V(72,9,14,11 SQANDQT 48
00281 q IMENSIDN Ti72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 49
.00282 bIMENSIDN 5H{72,9,14,1) SQANDQT 50
OD.283 DIMENSION PHIf72,9,14,1} SQANDQT 51
002B4 DIMENSION OMEGA(72,126,17 SQANDQT S2
00285 OIh1EN5iON DiABAT(72,126,1) S4ANbQT 53
00286 DIMENSION RADSV!(T2,126,1} SgANDQT 5.4























DD29D EDUIVALENCE	 (DUf1,1,5,1),Tf1,1;1.1}} SDANDg7
D0297 EQUIVALENCE
	 f$Uf11,7,1),5W11,i,1,1Mf SgANDQT
Op292 EQUIVALENCE	 fQU{1,1,9,11.PHI{1,1,1,11) SQANDQT
D0293 .EDUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,1,11,1),CR'IEGA11,1,111 SpANDgT
x0294 EQUIVALENCE	 (gU(1,1,12,1},DIABAT{1,1,1)} 54ANDQT
00295 EDUIVALENCE	 IQUf1,1,13,1}.RADSWfi,i.i)1 SpANDgT
x0296 EDUIVALENCE	 iQG{1,1,14,11,RADLW11,1,1)) SDANDQT
C SOANDQT
C '	 * SQPOLES
i C POLAR NEODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS SQPOLES
OD297 COMMON /QROLES/ PP(2,2} SgFOLES
OD298 CCM^nON / g POLES/ UP{9,2,21 SQPOLES
00289 COMMON /QPOLES/ VPf9,2,2} SDFOLES
003DD COMMON /QPOLES/ TP{9,2,2) SgPOLE5





C GL.48AL BAND N1O0UL0 SAVE AREAS DURING HYDRODYHAMIGS 57EF SR1,75AVE
04303 COMMON /QMSAVE/ PM(72,53 SDIASAVE
00304 COMMCN /QMSAVE/ UM{72,9,51 SQhS5AVE
i	 OD3D5 COMMON /QMSdVE/ VM(72,8,5) SQM5AVE
Oa3oB COMMON LQMSAVE/ TM172,9,5.) 5q'S5AVE
00307 COINMON /.QMSAVE/ $HM172,9,5) SQT,iSAVE
00308 COMMON /QM5AVE/ PRIM{72,9,51 SptASAVE
00309 COMMON /4MSAVE/ FVI72,9,5) SQtASAVE
'00310 COMMON /QMSAVE/ PITf72,5) SQMSAVE
00311 COMMON	 / gh7SAV1c/	 CONV{72,9,.5),	 SD(72,9,51 SDMSAVE




C ^	 * SWORKFL
C 6AN p WORK AREAS DURING WYDRODYNAMTCS STER SV)ORKFL
^	 00313 COMPAON	 pU172},	 PU1172),	 PU2f72) S4)ORKFL
C S4)ORKFL
C *	 *	 + SVERT
C DEBUG SBEGDEB
D031d 10000 CONTINUE 58EGDE8
C *+^* CYBER SCALAR VERSION aA.001
	 INPUT,IOQ SBEGDEB
C *•** CVBER SCALAR VERSION aa,aoa 58EGDE8
C CYBER SCALAR VERSION QO 5LEGDEB
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS£SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS555555555555555555355SSSSSSSSSBEGDEB
D0315 NLAYND = NLAY`IND -	 i} SVERT'
00316 1JLAYNB	 =	 NLAY*iNB	 -	 t} SVERT
D0317 DD	 10DD.J=I,JM SVERT
C SVERT
C . rrrr ♦ + r+**H*rr#rr+r.a+rr**#rrr*rr*r*rrrrr*rw ► rvr.+ ► #+..rr^rra*+ SVERTC +•^"'	 +-'+ SVERT
C **'*	 FOLLOWING AS IN COMF1	 " •' SVERT
i C •*^`	 ••-• SVERT
C r#rr.,rrrrl+r#i###'.r#*#### wW##+.* +####r.4##i#/** #+r## # ### **#• **•• ♦ SVERT
C SVERT
^	 OD318 JPi	 =	 J +	 1 SVERT
04319 -JP2	 =	 J	 +	 2 SVERT
f]D324 K	 =	 JCfJ} SVt:RT
04321 KP1	 =	 JC{JP1? SVERT
00322 KP2 = JC{JP2) SVERT
Oa323 DO	 1x90.
 L=i;NLAY SVERT
OD32A LND - L + NLAYND SVERT
D0325 LNB = L + NLAYNB SVERT
00326 "152	 =	 IM - 3 SVERT
00327 ISS
	 =	 IM	 -	 2 SVERT
00328 I	 =	 IM	 -	 1 SVERT
x0329 IFS	 =	 IM SVERT
00330 PUIIS2)
	 =	 DYP(J)+P{IS2,NB,J1+U{I52,LN8,1,J) SVERT
x0331 PUIISt}	 =	 DYPIJ)*P{I51,N8,J)*UII51,LN9,1,J} SVERT
00332 PU1'I)	 =	 DYPiJ)'P{I,NB,J) • LIfI,LNf^,1,J} SVERT
D0333 pL11TPi)
	 =	 DYP(J} +.P{IP1,NB,J)+U(IPi,LN8,1,J} SVERT











. __ 4- ..,_. ._-
	
—	




^^^_,-	 ! .'	 _.,.
00335 pU11ISt}	 =	 p U{IS1}	 +	 PU1T} SVERT 6A
0033fi PU2iISt}	 =	 PUiISt}	 +	 PU{IPT} SVEFIT 65
00337 DD	 1084	 IP2=7,Ti41 SVERT 66
00338 IF	 (J.EQ,11	 GO	 TD	 1020 SVERT 67
00335 PUtIP2!	 =	 DYP{JI • PiIP2,N8,J1 ►UlIP2,LN6,t,J3 SVERT 68
00344 pU1fi}	 =	 p U(II	 +	 PU{I p 11 SVERT 69
04341 PU2fI1	 =	 p UfI1	 ^	 PU[IP21 SVERT 74
Op3d2 ;F	 {J.EQ.JlN1	 GO	 TO	 1050 SVERT 71
OD3d3 GO TD 1D30 SVERT 72
00344 1020	 CONTINUE SVERT 73
40345 CONVfI,L,1{P11	 a	 0. SVERT 74
^ 00346 CONVfI.L,K}	 =	 0. SVERT 75
9 00347 PV(T,L,K}	 c	 DXPfJ} r P{I,NB,.I} • V{I,LN6,1,J} SVERT 75} 40348 PVfT,L,KPt}	 =	 DXPrJP11 r PfI,NB,JPt3 • V(T,LNB,I.JP11 SVERT 77
C SVERT 78
04349 1434	 CDNTTNUE SVERT 79
5 00350 pV{I,L,KP21	 -	 D1( p 1JP2} r P[I,NB,JPZ1 • V(I,LN8,1,JP21 SVERT 8004351 PVS	 x	 PV{.I,L,K1	 +	 PVII,L,KPt! SVEAT B1
00352 PV2	 =	 PV{I,L,K1	 +	 pV(I,L,KP2} SVERT 82
00353 1040	 CONTINUE SVERT 83
^j 00354 ^CONV(I ,L,KP2}	 _	 - PV2 SVERT SA
00355 CONV(I,L,KP13
	 =	 CONV[I,L,KP11 SVERT 85
&	 ^	 B. • PVt SUERT 86
', 00356 CDNV(I,L,K}	 =	 CONVlT,L,K1 SVERT 87
8	 -	 8. • PV1	 ^	 PV2 SVERT 88
&	 -	 8. • iPU1(I}-PUIfI51}3	 +	 {PU21I1^PU2{I5211 SVERT $9
00357 GD TO 1070 SVERT 90
00358 1050	 CONTiMU£ SVERT 91
.^^ 0D359 CDMV{I,L,K1	 =	 CONVfI,L,K} SVERT 92
. 1 8	 -	 B,fPV(I,L,KY SVEAT 93
8	 -	 t8.*iPU1(I!-FUi{IS111	 -	 IPU2[I1-PU2{I52111 SVERT 94
^^ 0036a 1x64	 CDNTINUE SVEAT 55
00361 107 q 	 CONTINUE SVERT 96
s 00362- CONVlI,L,K}	 =	 CDNV{I,L,K} • DSIGlL1 SVERT 97
e D0363 I52	 =	 ISS SVERT 98
00364 I5t	 =	 I SVERT 99.^
00365 I	 =	 IPt 5UEAT 100
1 00365 iPT
	 =	 IP2 SVERT 1{11
i1 00367 10E4	 CONTINUE SVERT 1D2ip90	 CONTINUE SVERT 103
1^
40368
44369 ;F	 {J.E4.1}	 GD	 TO	 1134 SVERT ip4.^
OD37D DO	 1120	 I=t,IM SVERT 1D5
Op371 PIT(i,K}	 =	 CONV(I,NLAY,Ki SUERT 106.^
00372 DD	 1100	 L=1,NLAYt,^t SVERT 107
t t) 00373 PIT(I,K1	 =	 PIT{I,K ► 	 •	 CONVfI,L,K) SVERT 108
40374- 1'I00	 CDNTTNUE SVERT 109Ce
00375 SD2 = 4. SVERT 170
40376 OD	 1110	 L = 1,NLAYMI S'J£RT 111
_ 40377 SD2	 =	 SD2	 ^	 CDiVV(I,L,K1 SUERT 1i2
C SVEAT i13
^I (^+	 arrrar ► rrrrrrrrr++rrrrrrrr r««r+«rr +wwrrrrrrtrr+rrr+rrwwr+rr+r.r SVEAT 11A
C •• "	 •'•• SVERT i15
C	 •••+	 OMEGA	 r STGDDT • PT1 . 1.E6	 ••w• SVERT fis
C SVERT 117h L+	 ++rr +. r+a«+ra.	 +r+r rr ► :•	 :r+	 +r+....w.w+	 ....«...«r.	 ...+...	 +	 ..,... SVERT 118
C SVERT t19
00378 D1^1CGA(T,L,J}	 =	 SD2/DXY p {J1°i.E6 SVERT 120
^ 00373 1114	 CONTINUE SVERT 121
i 00380- li2p	 ODNTiNUE SUERT 1Z2
00381 IF	 {J.LT.JM}
	
GDTD 3000 SVERT 123
C SVERT 124




C ••	 POLE CALCULATIONS	 • SVERT 127
F' ^ C	 w+••	 _••• SUERT 128
r..^l ^	 +rr.rrrrr++r«rrrw++++ rrrwrrar+«.« 	 +r+rr,.rrr.rrrrrrrrsw+sr++«r«r SVERT t29
C SVEAT 134
r} 04382 1130	 CONTINUE SVERT i31
00383 M =	 1 SVERT 132
003B4 IF	 [J.ER.J1411	 M	 =	 2 SVERT 133
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49386 JP1	 = JPf1,M1 SVERT 138OD387 JP2 - JPf2,l4i} SVERT 136
40388 DO	 1154 L=1,NLAY SVERT 137
D0389 LNB = L	 ^ NLAYIVB SVERT 138
0039D P1J15 =	 D. SVERT 139
D0391 PV25 =	 D. SVERT 140
'a	 40392 DO	 1144	 I=1,IfA SVERT 141











04396 PV2S =	 PV25 .+	PV2 SVERT 145
^'	 06397 3140 CONTINUE SVERT i45
y;f C SVERT 747
w:;	 -66398 CONVf1.L.K) = SGNPiM} + fCON1 • PV1S ^ CDN2 • PV2S) + DSiGfL) SVERT 148
{^	 D0399 115D CONTINUE SVERT 149
"v,l
	 00404 SD2	 =	 D. SVERT i50
F^	 40401 DO	 1i60	 L=1,NLAYh'ii SVERT 15i)^	 604p2 SD2	 =	 SD2	 ^	 CLlNVf1,L,K) SVERT 152ei	 00403 011SEGA{1,L,JEIFd})	 =	 SD2 + 1,E6 SVERT 153
yi	 0040.1 1160	 CONTINUE SVERT 154
C SVERT 155
C w+r. rrrrrw«xr.rrw+ r«rrsrrrr«rrrrrrr srrrarrrr ► rasrrsrrrr.r.....r SVERT 156
O '«rw -•^- SVERT 157
4 C "»r °	FOLLOWING AS IN COMP2 ••• SVERT 158
C *+•• SVERT 159
C, r	 rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrwrwrrrrrr+rwwrr.wsrr+rrrsrrr.rrrrsr.rrr. $VERY 166
'• C SVERT 161
!	 00405 3060 cDNTINUr= 5v1:i;T 152
-,^	 40406 JS2	 = J - 2' SVERT i63
04407 IF	 IJ.Eq.2}
	




	 =	 J	 -	 }





•t,	 004 L0 JP2 = J + 2 SVERT 167
90411
:^	 00412






C » SVERT 176
^	 40413 DD 5 p	 L=1,NLAY SVERT 171
'`;	 60414 LND = L + NLAYND SVERT 172
OD415 LNB = L + NLAYNB SVi;RT 173
40416 LWE = LNB +	 1 SVERT 174
00417 -	 IF	 {L.EQ.NL'AY}	 LWE	 =	 LN8 SVERT 175
}^	 00418 TF	 fJ.E q .1}	 G4	 TO 26 SVERT 776
IS2	 =	 FM - 3 SVERT 177^^	 p041°
60420 151	 =	 1M	 -	 2 SVERT 178
06421 F	 s	 TM	 -	 1 SVERT 179
IP}	 =	 IfJI SVERT 164',^	 D0422
00423 p4	 10	 IP2=1,FM SVERT 181
44424 FXP
	 =	 I SVET{T 182
^^	 60425 IF	 1J.ED.JM1
	
I)<P	 =	 INDEXfI) SVERT 1$3
^,	 00426 1X5	 =	 T SVERT 184
i-	 4D427 1P	 [J.E4.21	 IXS	 =	 INDE%RI} SVERT 185
60x28 PXI
	 =	 PfIP1,N8,J)	 -	 PIISI,NB,J} SVERT 186
60429 P]c2
	 =	 P1IP2,N8,J)	 -	 PfIS2,N8,J} SVERT 187
44430 PY1
	 =	 PSi,N[3,JP1)	 -	 P1I,N$,J51} $VERY iB6
40431,^ PY2	 =	 P1I%P,N9,JP21
	
-	 PIIXS,N$,JS2} SVERT if39
C SVERT 190i^ (•+ srrrrrrrrrr*errrrr+wrrrrrr»+Syr.,rr»ar,r+cr ► rrrrrrrar.rrrr«.w.^.rr^- SVERT f91
C +"+' SVERT 192
C "*"+	 O)4iEGA	 {SIG + PIDDT) r 1.E6 w+-» SVERT 793
C rrrr rrrr SVERT i9d
'..^ [+ r.wrrrrrrrw; ♦ rttrrrrferWSr«sr«rrw«rsrr+rrrs+rrrrrrrrorrrrrrrrrr SVERT 795
`I C SVERT 19fi00432 PDOT =.5 » SVERT 197
I 8	 i	 DVP{J) + fU{i,LN8,1,J}	 +	 U{I,LWE,1,J)] » 18. + PX1 -	 PX21 SVERT 198i g	 +	 D%PiJ1 + fV1I,LN8,1,J)	 +	 V1I,LWE,1,J)) » {8.*PV1 -	 PY2)	 ) SVERT 799
4 p 433 OMEGAII,L,J}	 =	 OMEGAfI,L,J}	 +	 5IGEfL+1} R PDDT/bXYPfJ] s 1.E6 SVERT top
.	 40434
€'
' 	 40.435 2040 CONTINUE SVERT 201IS2	 =	 I51 SVERT 202
^	 00436 I5.i	 =	 I SVERT 203
'	 D0437 I	 =	 IP1 SVERT 204































































































40443	 IF [J.EQ.JM1 M = 2
00444	 JEND = J£{M)
00445	 HE = JC{JEND1
00446	 PVpS = 4.
00447	 DO 30 I=1,IMi
00448	 PVhS = PVpS
8	 } iSGNPiM) r [UPfLNH,1,M) + UPiLWE,T,M3)	 COSLpNiI}
g	 +	 {VP{LNB,I,MJ ^ VP{LWE,7.M1) * SINLONiI) )
	
0.5
S	 {8.>PfI,Ne,JP{1,M)} - F{I,NB,JP{2,M)]}
00448	 30	 CONTINUE
c
^,. •btirrn y r-ra;rkrYk rarrrklkrrkk r r kkkrkkx rkkYr kr kkkkr.kfiWYrrrw rrrr
(^+ rrr«	 .rrr
C ' r "	 DMEGA AT POLES f5IG* p I p07)'1.E6
	
*r•'
C rr  w. .
(,+ rrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrr«^rrrrrwrrrrw.r. •.vrrrr*rw:rrrrrrrr«rrrrrrr^rr«
C
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50	 454	 413	 440
VARIABLE; MAP
--NAME-------BLOCK----- -TYPE---- ^-CLA55------ - REFERENCES	 A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF bO, I= pATA INIT, R^REA p , S-STORE. V)-WRITE
A pATE	 CCNTRL	 GHARr8	 SIfdPLE	 3	 16




..a ^	 ^. ^p
._







a	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12
215	 45D
31i	 345/5	 346/5	 354/5	 355!5	 355	 356/5
	 355	 359%S	 359	 3523G2















44$ 451 /C 452
















2i9 347 348 35 q 432
220 378 433



















328/5 332 332 332 334
346 347 347 347 348
351 352 352 35d 355
359 359 359 359 362
373 373 373 377 378
424 425 4?6 427 430
433 436 437/5 447/C 44894 91•
25 90 91
217	 448
ALBEDO pANDpS REAL ARRAY
AFHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
,4TIN1E CCNTRL CFlAR ► 8 SIMPLE$ETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
CALTDJ RCNTRL REAL. SIMPLE
CC CCNTRL CHAR+8 ARRAY
CCO CCNTRL CHAR► 8 SIMPLE
CCNTRt REAL UNKNOWN
CC5PDB CCNTRL CNAR ► 8 SIMPLE
CCS pD7 CCNTRt CI-IAR"8 SIMptB
CCSPOH CCNTRL CHAR ► 8 SIMPL):
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIM1IPLE
CONIDT RDPARM - REAL SIMPLE
CCN2 ADPARM REAL SIMPL£
CON2AT ADPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CON4DT RDPARM .REAL SIMPLE
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
CONY OIASAVE REAL ARRAY
CD51] RCNTRL REAL SIP!iPLE
CDSL RDPARPA REAL ARRAY
CDSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY
C p RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
C p D2 RppARM REAL. SIMPLE
CpS CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
CQ1J CCNTRL REAL ARRAY
DAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
bEC RCNTRL REAL. SI&1PLE
DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
OIAL3AT pA1JDgT REAL ARRAY
DIST RCNTRL REAL SIFBPLE
4LAT RCNTRL -REAL SIMPLE
DLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DSIG RDAARP^7 REAL ARRAY
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
DX p RDFARplI R1;AL ARRAY
DXYP RDPARM REA L ARRAY
pY p RDPARM REAL ARRAY
ECCN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EFLUX QANDQT REAL ARRAY
EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
EPSFAC RCNTRL R£AL SIMPLE
Fil]T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
F2D7 RAFARM REAL SIMPLE
FCORLS ADPARM REAL ARRAY
FILTER LL]PARM LOGICAL ARRAY
FUSION pANDgT REAL ARRAY
GNU1 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
GRAY RCNTRL REAL SIP♦IPLE
GT 4ANDgT REAL ARRAY
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY
HiDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE
N2DT RDPARM. REAL SIMPLE
NEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE
I-FEATLY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE

























































ICLOUD QANE10T INTEGER ARRAY 259 277
4` ICNTRL ^ INTEGER UNKNOWN 2^' 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 ac 45 46
P d7 48 49 5D 51 52 53 54 55 56 57t. S8 59 6D 51 62 63 64 65 6& 67 68
69 74 71 72 73 74 75 76 '^
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66
iCSP55 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE .68
7DIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88
IIIPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 189 190 19i 192 193 194 155 196 197 198 199
IO$PD2 IDpARt,1 INTEGER SIMPLE 190
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82
^ iFUSZON ICNTRL INTEGER UNHNDWN 89
1 INFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81
IICLOUD iGNTRL INT>;GER UNKNOWN 86f ?JUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 169
'^ 5141 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 26 326 327 328 329 337 370 392 419 420 421
422 423 447 451
IR1^2 ICNTRL INTEGER S.IhiPLE 27
IM^2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIfdPLE 28
j INI]EX IDPAR^A INTEGER ARRAY 191 425 427
IONIEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87
r IP1 INTEGER SiN1PLE 325/5 333 333 333 336 3aD 365 366/5 422/5 42$ d37
. 438/5
IP2 INTEGER SIlAPLE 337IC 339 339 339 34i 366 423/C 4x9 438
IPREAGC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80
!
` Iq5 ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 75 77 78 79 8D 81 82 83 84 85 86
yt1 IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 76 87 Sa 89
^ IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85
iRAD5W IGNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN- 89
iRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOS7N 84
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIi41FLE 192
* IS1 INTEGER SItAFLE 327/5 391 331 331' 335 335 936 335 356 359 363
364/5 420/5 428 435 436/5;,^



















?THIN ICNTRL. INTEGL-R UNKNOWN 77 ^O
IXP INTEGER SIlAPLE 424/5 425/5 431
'^^• TXS INTEGER SIMPLE 426/5 427/5 431 ^ ^
J INTEGER SiNiPLE 317lC 318 319 320 330 330 390 331 331 331 332^^
332 332 333 333 333 339 339 339 339 342 347
X11
347 347 369 378 378 381 384 406 407 407 d08 ^ ,
^ 409 410 411 411 412 418 425 427 426 428 429 ^	 _^
432 d32 482 432 432 432	 _ d33 433 433 fl4O I'^., ^^7
f 443
i ` ^ JC IDpARM INTEGER ARRAY 193 32D 321 322 385 412 445
` JE IDPARN[ INTEGER ARRAY 794 388 4D3 444 ^ ^,,.1
cifi.; JEND INTEGER SIMPLE 444/5 4A5 450 450 452 452
JiC CCNTRL CHAR•8 SIMPLE 5 18
i JM ICNTRL INTEGER Sih1PLE 3D 317 342 381 384 41i 425 4dD 443
t ^ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIiNPLE 3i
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIF$PLE ;03
JOd 1CNTRL INTEGER SIPdPLE 3d
JO8 ICNTRL I.NT>*GER SiP11PLE 35
JD8 CCNTRL CHAR•8 5IlAPLE 6 19 `
^ Jp IDPARhi INTEGER ARRAY 195 386 387 448 448
' JP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 3ia/S 32t 348 Sae 348 386/5 393 393 4D9/5 430
;i
JP2 INTEGER SIMPLE 319/S 322 350 350 35D 387/S 355 395 41D/S 41115 a31
ciSi INTEGER SIMPLE 4D8/5 430
J52 INTEGER .SIMPLE 40Fa/S d07/5 431
^^^ J5P ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36
°^ K INTEGER SIMPLE 320/5 346 347 351 352 356 356 359 359 355 362if.', 362 37I 371 373 373 373 377 395/5 398 402 412
^ KE INTEGER SIMPLE 445/5
^ KLIALB FGh?TRL INTEGER SIb1PLE 37 ^




^:.c	 s ':.	 .'i—	 ^
!}"^ !	 4
KLISST FCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
KP1 iPpTEGER SIMPLE
KP2 INTEGER SIMFLE
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIWIPLE
K$TEP IpFARM INTEGER SIMPLE
KU ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
L INTEGER SIMPLE
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN
lDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWiJ
EFFLUX LGNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LiCLOUp LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LNB INTEGER 5FMPLE
END- INTEGER SIMPLE
LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNDWN
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL uNKNOwN
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL. UNKNOWN
L45 LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRADSYI LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LRAbSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN
LTNIAX LCNTRL LOGFCAL UNKNOVJN
LTMIH LCNTRL LOGICAL. UNKNOWN
LWE INTEGER SFMFLE
M FNTEGER SIPAPLE
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MA7SNx ICNTRL INTEGER. SIMPLE
MAl` SUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MJ IpFARM INTEGER ARRAY
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY
MROO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
MSM ICNTRL FNTEGER SIMPLE
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NE) ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NOALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDAY ICPdTRt iNTHGER SIMPLE
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDOUT IGNTRL INTEGER SFMFLE
ND pHY ICNTRL. FNTEGER SIMPLE
NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
Np T ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
NHPflS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMFLE
NHPASO IGIJTRL INTEGER. SIh1PLE
NW1A51 IbPARM INTEGER 531APLE
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEG'cR SFMPLE
NKRSH ICN7gL INTEGER SINEPLE
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE
HLAYM3 ICNTRL INTEGER SFP/iFLE
NLAYNB INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYNp INTEGER SIMPLE
NLAYPI ICNTRL INTEGER SIYIPLE
NAILEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE





321f5 345 348 351 355 355




323/C 32A 325 345 346 3d7 3d8 354 351 351 352
352 '354 355 355 356 355 359 359 35B 362 3a2
352 372/C 373 376/C 377 378 388/C 389 398 398 401












325/5 330 331 932 333 339 347 348 350 389/5 393






103 105 106 107 f08 109 310 111 t12 113 31+I
Tza






bf6/S di7/5 432 432 44$ dog
383!5 384/5 385 386 387 398 403 442/5 443'5 444 448








50 316 330 331 332 333 333 347 348 350 393 ^










61 315 316 323 371 388 4i3 417 ^
62 372 376 401 ^ rs









NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIrdPLE 65
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71
NYMDi IDPAp^n INTEGER SIMPLE 199
HYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER 5IMPLE 70
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMALE 72
qMEGA QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 293 378/5 409/5 433/5 433 450/S 450 x52/5	 452
OMEGA y RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161
P OANDOT REAL ARRAY 249 267 330 331 932 333 339 347 348	 350 393
355 428 42B a29 429 430 430 431 431	 dab 4d8
PDOT REAL SIMPLE 432/5 433
PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 292
P1iFM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 308
p }^iIP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 302
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 242 260
PI RChITRL REAL SIMPLE 162
p IteQ RCNTRL REAL 5IMPLE i63
PI2 RCNTRL REAL- 5IMPLE 164
FIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166
PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 310 371/5 373/5 373
FKSTD RpPARM REAL 5IMPLE 227
AKTOP RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 228
PLE;VS RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 180
PM OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 303
PP QPOLES REAL- ARRAY 297
PREACC 4ANDQT REAL ARRAY 252 270
p RECON QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 271
FSMA1{ RCNTRL REAL SIMpL1: 167
FSMIH RCNTRL #TEAL 5IMPLE 168FSTD RCNTRL REAL SF6gPLE t65
PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169
PU // REAL ARRAY 313 330/5 331/5 332/5 333r'5 334 33d 335 335	 336 336
339/5 340 3A0 34t 341
PU1 // REAL ARRAY 313 335/5 340/5 355 356 359 359
PU2 // REAL ARRAY 313 334!5 336/5 341!5 -356 356 359 359

















PV2 REAL, SIMPER 352/5 354 356 995fS 396
pV25 R£AL SIMPLE 391/5 356/5 396 398 ^
FVpS REAL SIMPLE 445/5 448/5 448 450 0 "'
PX1 REAL 5IMPLE 428/5 432 (7 ^
PX2 REAL SIMPLE 429/5 432 ^] ^+
p Y1 REAL SIMPLE 430/5 432
PY2 REAL 5IMPLE 431/5 432 ^ ^1
F^2ER0 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186 C ^j
'^QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL 5F^¢PLE 93 t18
^QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 2di 278
^ ^QpEG LCNTRL- LOGICAL SIMPLE 94 1i9
QO&Y LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 95 120 ^ ws
QEHp LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 i21 °fin ^
QMSAVE REAL UHHNOWN 303 304 305 306 347 308 309 310 311	 312
BOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 122
4PMY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMALE 98 123
QPOLES REAL UNSINOWN 297 258 299 300 301 302
4RSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SINSPL.E 102 127
RR5W LCNTRL LOCrIGAL SIMPLE 101 i26
QS QANO4T REAL ARRAY 241 260 261 252 263 264 265 266 267	 258 259
270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 124
QU QANOQT REAL ARRAY 278 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 2H5	 296
BADE RCNTRL. REAL. 5IMPLE 170
RADLW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 296
RA pLWG QANb4T REAL ARRAY 258 276
RADSW QANDQT- >;EAL ARRAY 286 295
RADSWG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 275
RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY i87 188
RCO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 145 i8.7 i88





r, - -	 - -	 - - -	 —^__
ce
^1l^Rli1






^ 156 157 158 159 i69 16i 182 163 164 165 165
167 168 169 170 t7i 172 179 I74 175 176 177
178 179 180 181 182 183 i84 185 I&5
,^	 RDPARM REAL UNKNOYIN 2D6 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 2i5 216
217 2l6 219 220 221 222 223 22a 226 226 227
228 229 230 231 232 233 23d 235 236 237 238
,^ 238 240 '
RGAS RCNTRL AEAL SIMPLE 17i
ALAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 229
RLATD RâFARM REAL ARRAY 23D
RCCP RCNTRL REAP. SIMPLE 172
ROCPOT RDPAliM14 REAL SIMPLE ?31
'	 ROCPPf RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232
RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173
S p QhiSAV1= REAL ARRAY 311
SD2 REAL SIMPLE 375/5 377/5 377 378 40015 d02/S 402 403
SDAY .RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2aa 398 448
5H QANDQT gEAL ARRAY 282 291
5HM RMSAVE REAL ARRAY 307
SHP gApLES REAL ARRAY 301
SNS OAND4T REAL ARRAY 248 266












SINE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 234
,^
SIiVLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235 d48 © :.
SfJ1TN OANDOT REAL ARRAY 243 261 © ^,"'1
SN2r'LG I,CNTRt LCGICAL SIMPLE 1C0 125 ^ ^"',
SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 202 205 ^^ "^
^	 T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 281 290 ^ `:F
TERfr1T QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 3i2 t-a	 ;:?^
TERMW OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 312 ^-^.^
d	 TySTD RâFARM REAL SIMPLE 236
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237
TM QMSACJE REAL ARRAY 306. `^ `{^
TMAx QANp1}T REAL ARRAY 251 269
^	 T149IN QA1d0QT REAL ARRAY 254 268
TP
i
QPOLES REAL ARRAY 304
TS QAND4T REM. ARRAY 247 265
^	 TSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179
U QANDUT REAL ARRAY 279 288 330 331 332 333 339 432 d32
'	 UM gMSAVE REAL ARRAY 304
UP gRt]LES REAL ARRAY 286 d48 448
V gANOQT REAI. AA RAY 280 269 347 348 350 393 395 432 a32
{	 VER CCNTRL CIiAR+B SIMPLE t0 23
I	 VERT SUBROUTINE 1
S	 VP11 QPASAV>: REAL ARRAY 305
^	 VF gP0LE5 REAL ARRAY 298 448 d48
I	 WS.AVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 238
^	 %LABEL CCNTAL CFiAR^B ARRAY 1 i 24
,:fit /	 ..	 _	 ra.
